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PREFACE

The 23rd EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma
Physics was organized on behalf of the European Physical Society
by the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, State Committee
on Science, Technologies, and Industrial Policy of Ukraine,
and the Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics (BITP) in Kiev,
Ukraine.

The 1996 Conference included the topics: A - Tokamaks,
B — Stellarators, C - Alternative Magnetic Confinement,
D — Plasma Edge Physics, E — Plasma Heating and Current Drive,
F - Diagnostics, G - Basic Collisionless Plasma PhysiCS,
H - High Intensity Laser Produced Plasmas and Inertial Confinement,
I - Astrophysical and Geophysical Plasmas, J - Low—Temperature
Plasmas.

The Conference Proceedings are published in three parts,
including:

Part I — Topic A; Part1] - Topics B,C,D,E;
Part III — Topics F.G,H,I,J, and postdeadline papers.

The four-page papers are arranged Within topical groups
in the ascending order of file numbers. An exception is made
for 24 contributions which were selected for oral presentation
at the Conference. Such papers are presented at the beginning
of each topical group.

According to BPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the
Conference Proceedings contain the four-page papers of all those
contributions for which at least one author was a registered participant
at the Conference. There are 371 papers which satisfy this condition.
The three parts of the proceedings will be mailed to all registered
participants of the Conference.

The papers of five Review Lectures and 21 Topical Lectures
will be published in a special issue of the journal "Plasma Physics
and Controlled Fusion", which will also be mailed to all registered
participants.

D.Gresillon, A.Sitenko, A.Zagorodny

July 1996
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Electron Temperature Fluctuations in
Drift-Resistive Ballooning Turbulence

A. Zeiler, J. F. Drake and D. Biskamp
Max-Planck—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,

85748 Garching, Germany

1. Introduction

Turbulence and anomalous transport in the cool plasma edge of toroidal confinement

devices are usually investigated using models based on two-fluid equations in the
drift approximation. Previous three—dimensional simulations [1,2] were based on an
electrostatic drift-wave model containing density and potential fluctuations as well
as magnetic shear and curvature, but assuming a constant electron temperature T,

and cold ions (T,- = 0). The main result was, that the system is characterized by two

different regimes: one driven by the resistive ballooning mode; and the other by a
nonlinear instability [3].

In this paper we extend the equations by adding electron temperature fluctuations,
Since Tc-fluctuations strongly destabilize the two-dimensional sheared slab [4], they
may alter the properties of the three-dimensional turbulence significantly. A similar
set of equations was previously treated by Scott, but without attempting to estimate
the scaling of the system [5].

2. Equations
The equations are derived from the two-fluid Braginskii—equations by assuming T.- =
0, using the usual drift-approximations for the motion perpendicular to E, and neg-
lecting the electron inertia as well as electromagnetic corrections. As in refs. [1,2]
we define the characteristic time scale to = (RL,,/2)1/2/c,5 and the perpendicular
scale length L0 = 21rq,,(u,.‘Rp5/2S2,,)‘/2(ZR/Lg”1 based on the resistive ballooning
modes, and choose the connection length 27rqaR as parallel scale length. Normaliz-
ing the fluctuating quantities to 45 ~ BLg/cto, 1'1 ~ ngLo/Lp, Te ~ TeloLo/LP, and
1)“ ~ c,L0/Lp, we obtain the dimensionless equations for the normalized fluctuating
quantities (15, 71, Te, v“ in field aligned fiux~tube coordinates (see ref. [2] for details)

2d—V’i¢+Cp +6—Zh—

dn 1 6__¢ - ‘ 82h 3:" 2:71: +——1+1] 8—y— —cpC(d>*ap)+epa6~—z—2 +7—=D,1VJ_n, (2)

”e "e 61’ 2 02h 8v" 6% _ 2
dt + 1+ 7)e B—y _ §{E”CW op) _ 1''71696'3—2—2 62 + ”ll 622 — DTVLTey

(3)
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1],, = 0.5 7].: = 1.0 17.1 = 2.0 without Te
D/Da, outside 0.077 :l: 0.016 0.076 :l: 0.016 0.078 i 0.018 0.070 :f: 0.015
D/D0,L,,, inside 0.023 dc 0.007 0.020 :i: 0.008 0.021i 0.009 0.035 d: 0.010
XE/DM", outside 0.11 i 0.03 0.13 :l: 0.02 0.16 i 0.03 7
Xe/D0,Ln7 inside 0.06 :i: 0.01 0.06 :l: 0.02 0.07 i 0.01 —

Table 1: Ballooning dominated regime: Transport at outside/inside midplane at
a = 0.5 and different values of 778.

d“n 51’ _
E + 762 _ 01 (4)

with h = (25 — a(n + 1.717;), p = n +T£7 d/dt = B/at — VH5 X 2“ Vi, the curvature
operator C" = [cos(27rz) + 27r§(z — 20) sin(27rz) — (a/RHB/ay + sin(27rz)8/8z, V2 :
[B/az + 27r§(z — zn)6/6y]2 + BQ/Byz, the parameters

a Bqn
—LPLO.’Y—L—21€p—?.77e=f;.hu=n—OZ§,S=qaaT1 (0)

(1 _ pscsto _ Csto 211p Ln ‘ It to

and the viscosities Dr», DH and DT. The anomalous particle diffusion coefficient and
the heat conductivity are related to the dimensionless fluxes by

at 3 19¢ L2D:—1 ED —,I=~1+"1-DT—,D=—°. 6( +77) 0(n6y) l3 ( "a )2 0( 56y) 0 t0 ()

3. Simulations Results
In the ballooning dominated regime (characterized by a < 1) we performed several

runs at a = 0.5, 5,, = 0.02, s = 1, a/R = 0.25, ”y = 0.02, K" = 0.05, and various
values for Tle- The resolution is 48 x 48 complex modes in the perpendicular plane and
96 collocation points along the magnetic field. The box dimensions are LI = 5.72,
Ly : 6, L1 = 3 and the viscous damping parameters are D45 : D7, = By =
2 x 10—3. The resistive ballooning instability forms radial streams at the unfavourable
curvature location 2 = 0, i1 similar to the ones observed for T6 = const [2], which
break up nonlinearly and drive a transport strongly peaked at the outside of the
torus. The turbulent structures of a5, 11 and T2 are very similar on large scales,
whereas on small scales 05 is smoother than n and T5. In table 1 we summarize
the transport results for different values of 715. To investigate the influence of LTc
more easily we extract the ne-dependence of D0 leading to D0 = D0.L..(1 + 17,.) with
D0,L.. being independent of T7,, and LT‘. The particle flux is practically independent
of 778 and on the outside of the torus remains at almost the same level as in the
system without Te-dynamics [2]. Note, however, that the inside/outside-asymmetry
is enhanced with Te included. The heat flux shows only a weak dependence on 11,3:
increasing 178 by a factor of four increases x5 by only 50 %.
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D/Do Xe/DD
5,, 77¢ [33 outside inside outside inside

0.01 1.0 0.027 0.047 :1: 0.006 0.030 :1: 0.003 0.031 i 0.002 0.023 :1: 0.002
0.02 0.5 0.045 0.030 i 0.003 0.016 :1: 0.003 .0065 :1: .0008 .0040 :1: .0008
0.02 1.0 0.055 0.015 :1: 0.003 0.008 :1: 0.002 0.011 :1: 0.002 0.008 :1: 0.002
0.02 2.0 0.071 0.011 :i: 0.002 .0015 :1: .0003 0.012 :1: 0.002 .0020 :1: .0003
0.03 1.0 0.082 0.006 :1: 0.002 0.002 :1: 0.001 0.003 :1: 0.001 .0019 i .0009

Table 2: Nonlinearly driven regime: Transport at outside/inside midplanc at a = 1.5
and different values of 172 and 5p.

0.050
0.040 — 1 -
0.030 ' ‘

0
/0

.

0.020 ' 1 r

0.010: 1 'l .
0.000 . . .l'

0.02 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.10
p:

Figure 1: Transport D/Du versus ,3: (values of table 2)

For large a the ballooning growth~rate is weak [6], and the turbulence is mainly
driven by the nonlinear instability discussed in refs. [2,3]. We discuss runs for a =
1.5, L1 = 7.63, Ly = 8, various 6,, and ng and all other parameters as in the runs for
a = 0.5. The radial streams observed in the ballooning regime are replaced by almost
completely isotropic structures similar to the T,z = const system [2]. The theory of
the nonlinear instability predicts for the anomalous particle diffusion coefficient [2,3]
a scaling according to

(14/3 1+ 2/3
(mafia) , ,3? = spa/”30 + ”(5)2/334/3'

sD = Def-1153:7701 Do = Do 17)

We therefore express the anomalous transport coefficients in terms of Do. The results
of several runs are summarized in table 2. For small fig the inside/outside transport
asymmetry is 1.5 compared to 4.0 in the ballooning regime. For large ,3: the nonlinear
drive is suppressed and the residual ballooning instability again produces a large
outside/inside asymmetry but at a low transport level. The transport level in table
2 is a factor of four lower than that obtained for constant Tc [2]. To check the

5
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influence of the variation of Tie on the transport we plot the average transport. as a
function of {32 (Fig. l). The diagram shows the strong reduction of the transport
for increased ,5: expected from the system with Te 2 const [2]. Since the values for
"a = 2.0 and 772 = 0.5 fit well into this relation and D0 does not depend on 176, D
seems to be independent of Ln; Xe in contrast reacts sensitively to 77¢, increasing
with steepened temperature gradient.

In summary the particle flux is independent of 77,, in both the resistive ballooning
and nonlinear instability regimes, and the electron heat conductivity depends strongly
on 7],, only in the nonlinearly driven regime.

4. Physical Mechanism
Comparing equations (14) to the system with Te 2 const [1,2], we notice that
the electron pressure takes the role of the density in the simpler system, but as
pointed out previously the particle flux in particular shows no dependence on the
electron temperature gradient and is by a factor of four lower than without T5—
dynamics instead of being increased by the electron temperature gradient. The
analogy between the two systems is modified only by the parallel heat conduction
and the thermal force. Various runs with and without thermal force and with different
values of H,“ confirm this analogy, if thermal force and parallel heat conduction are
discarded, and show in summary, that the qualitative change occurs, when the parallel
heat conductivity It“ is switched from zero to 0.05, which is of a realistic magnitude
compared to experimental values. The thermal force and an increase of It“ lead only
to a quantitative modification by further reducing the transport level. The nonlinear
drive mechanism reacts particularly sensitive to parallel diffusion regardless whether
the diffusion is caused by the parallel Ohm’s law (increment of p3,) or by the parallel
heat conduction. This also explains the observed difference between the transport
level in the two regimes, which is strongly emphasized, if the TE-dynamics and the
parallel heat conduction are included.

In summary we observe, that the contribution of Tc-fluctuations to the two (in
principle pressure driven) instabilities is strongly suppressed by parallel heat con~
duction. Hence the transport coefficients are weakly affected by a change of ne.
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An experimental investigation into temperature profile perturbations due to MHD modes
has been performed by means of high resolution electron cyclotron emission {ECE} diag-
nostics on TEXTOIt. The position and width of large m = 2 magnetic islands have been

determined. A secondary temperature maximum inside the island has been observed.

1. Introduction
The ideal MHD equilibrium of a tokamak plasma can be violated in the vicinity of ratio-

nal q surfaces. Here, because of finite resistivity, the flux surfaces may tear and reconnect

forming so—called tearing modes or magnetic islands. These MHD modes are frequently

observed as precursors to major disruptions. Therefore intense studies are devoted to

magnetic islands.
The magnetic perturbation can cause a change in the temperature distribution be»

cause the reconnected flux surfaces act as short circuits for the heat flow. The balance

between parallel and perpendicular transport over the flux surfaces of the magnetic is-
land is determined by the local collisionality [1]. Sustained temperature gradients over a
magnetic island have been observed in other devices [‘2]. It is predicted, however, that an
m = 2 island with a minimum width of 2.5cm in TEXTOR will flatten the temperature

profile over the 0-point in absence of internal sources [1]. In the presence of a toroidal
plasma rotation the asymmetric temperature perturbations appear as MHD oscillations
on diagnostic time traces. The radial variation of the MHD oscillation amplitude reflects
the difference between the temperature profile over an X- and 0-point.

Flat temperature regions have been observed near the q 2 2 surface in the TEXTOR
tokamak previously [3]. At TEXTOR (RD = 1.75m, a : 0.46m, 1,, : 350kA and (Ia ft: 3.8)
two new six-channel ECE diagnostics monitor the temperature perturbations in the vicin-
ity of the q = 1 and q = 2 surface, respectively, with a. good radial spacing of l — 2cm.
In this way the temperature profile flattening due to magnetic islands can be studied in
more detail. For the cases treated in this paper the optical thickness in the vicinity of the
q : 2 surfaces was above 3.

2. Temperature Profile Perturbations
Using the fact that the temperature profile will be flattened over the magnetic island,
its width and position can be determined. As an example a specific ohmic discharge will
be shown. It exhibits large MHD activity, ie. coupled m/n : 1/1 and ‘2/1 modes, which
is observable from the time the current reaches its flat-top phase (t = 300ms). However
the central temperature and density are still increasing. The rotating modes locks at
t = 570ms and the discharge disrupts afterwards. Flattening of the temperature profile
has been observed in the vicinity of the q = 2 surface. The flattening causes the MHD
oscillations on opposite sides of the rational (,7 surface to be in counter phase. The MHD
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oscillation amplitude will have a minimum at the rational surface. Outside the separatrix
the tearing mode resembles an ideal helical kink perturbation. Its amplitude decreases
with the distance from the magnetic island. Hence the largest MHD oscillation amplitude
is expected at the islands separatrix. The radial location of the phase reversal and maxi-
mum amplitude, monitored within the range of the ECE diagnostic provides information
on the location of the q = 2 surface and the island width as shown in figure 1. The radial
resolution is ~ 1cm.

Although the discharge is already in the current fiat-top phase the q = 2 surface is still
moving radially outwards. This can be explained by the increasing central temperature and
density causing a peaking of the current profile. In other identical discharges, exhibiting
MHD activity, the m/n : 1/1 mode appears about 150ms later as the m/n = 2/1 mode
and couples immediately to the earlier mode. Before the appearance of the m/n = 1/1 the
central q value is apparently larger than unity. Later on due to current peaking it decreases
below unity. The time scale for the increase of radius of the q surfaces, 7,”, = 1251115,
gives an indication for order of magnitude of the current diffusion time in TEXTOR.
Shortly before the disruption the current flowing inside the q = 2 surface is about 72% of
the total plasma current.

The width of the m = 2 magnetic island, in figure 1, is first nearly constant (~ £10 2
3 -— 4cm) but after t = 450ms it starts to increase rapidly. Just before the disruption it
reached its maximum value %w = 7cm. Only the half width of the island is given because,
as we shall see later on, the shape of the island may be asymmetric. Because the small
magnetic island was located deep in the plasma detection with magnetic probes was dif-
ficult the first 200ms.

3. The Temperature Distribution over 3 Magnetic Island
The temperature distribution over a magnetic island, with no internal sources, will be
flattened; of course not only in radial but also in helical direction. Some ECE channels
observing regions effected by the magnetic island show therefore a ’clipping’ effect as
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demonstrated in figure 2. The signals contain a flat part in toroidal rotation direction. In

this figure a part of the growing magnetic island is visualized. A Fourier analysis identifies
the clipping as an increase of higher harmonic in the frequency spectrum as explained in

ref. [1].
A doubled frequency with respect to the main MHD frequency has been observed

on ECE time traces monitoring near to the rational q surface. In this case the second

harmonic component of oscillation may even be larger than the first harmonic. In figure

3 the doubling of the Ml'lD frequency is shown. This doubled frequency is caused by the

fact that the temperature distribution over the magnetic island shows a relative maximum

at the O~point with respect to the separatrix. This is also shown in a contour plot of the

temperature distribution in figure 4. Closed equi-temperature contours around the ioint

are observed. The maximum temperature was found to be about ~ 25 — 508V above that

of the separatrix in ohmically heated discharges. However the topology of the magnetic

island requires a lower current density inside the island than in the surrounding plasma.

An explanation of this unexpected phenomenon of heat confinement may be sought in

degraded transport properties inside the magnetic island.

Figure 3: ECE channel monitoring
outside the magnetic island (top)
and another ECE' channel which is
for a part of time monitoring the
inside of the magnetic island. The
top trace shows a harmonic oscilla-
tion. The bottom trace shows a dou-
bled frequency because the temper-
ature increases from the separatriz

lo the centre of the magnetic island.
Certain times the separatrir (S), X—
and 0-point pass the toroidal posi-
tion ofthe ECE diagnostic have been
indicated for one oscillation period. ° i I

Et
od

m
T

um
or

-lu
lu

(9
V)
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As shown in figure 4 the observed magnetic island is asymmetric. The island is larger at
the inside of the rational q surface, i.e. in the direction of the magnetic axis. compared to
the outer part.

4. Conclusions
In this paper only temperature distributions over large m/n = 2/1 magnetic islands havebeen shown. Although the radial resolution of the ECE diagnostic is sufficient to observefiat temperature regions around the q = 1 surface of about 1 —— 2cm, i.e. the critical
width for flattening the temperature is expected to be even smaller, flattening has not
been observed not withstanding the presence of the m = 1 mode. More likely is that them/n = 2/1 mode has coupled to an m/n = 1/1 kink mode in these MHD discharges.A relative maximum in the temperature distribution over the magnetic island has been
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:E: 1.50 -0.25 5,.9
5’'U

i—? 1.51 -o 24 E
O

a.

E 152 4123 g
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1.54 H -o.21360 . 361.5

Figure 4: rl contour plot of a small part of the temperature profile. A small rotatingisland causes a perturbation of the profile. The 0-point is hotter than the separatriz of the
magnetic island. The q = 2 surface is indicated by the dashed line and the shaded region
gives an impression of the magnetic island shape. The contour lines are separated by 58V.

found near the centre of the magnetic island. This may be interpreted as an improvement
of confinement due to the closed flux surfaces around the O<point. ECE radiometry with
a good radial resolution proved to be a useful diagnostic to reveal information on the
properties of large magnetic islands.
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The comparison of transport coefficients obtained from power balance analyses and from per-
turbative experiments is expected to improve the understanding of transport physics [1] This
paper reports on the studies of the electron heat conductivity (Xe) using sawtooth propagation
(x?) and ECRH modulation (xfwm) heat pulse propagation in ASDBX Upgrade.

1. Experimental conditions

The key diagnostic in this work is the ECE radiometer which provides Te measurements
with the necessary high time resolution (31 kHz) and sensitivity (0.1 eV). This diagnostic has
45 channels generally covering 80% of the plasma minor radius (a. z 0.5 m) with a radial
resolution below 1cm for each channel. The other experimental data necessary for the analyses
are provided by the standard diagnostics usually available on a modern tokamak.
The recently installed first phase of the ECRH system for ASDEX Upgrade consists of one
gyrotron at 140 GHz (central deposition at the second harmonic for ET 2 2.5 T) which delivers
up to 400 kW for 0.5 s and can be modulated up to 30 kHz [2]. The modulation experiments
were generally performed with 100% on/ofi' power modulation with a duty—cycle of 50% at
frequencies between 10 Hz and 1 kHz. The system allows on-axis and off-axis deposition
depending on the magnetic field (Br) and angle of injection, adjustable with a mirror.
The sawtooth and ECRH modulation studies were performed in Ohmic and N81 heated L-
mode plasmas, in the standard single-null divertor configuration of ASDEX Upgrade. Plasma
current, magnetic field and density as well as working gas (11+ or D+) were varied. All the
discharges were sawtoothing which provides a wide set of data for the sawtooth analysis and a,
direct comparison between XECRH and xfT in the shots where ECRH modulation was applied.
We generally performed the ECRH modulation with ofl'~axis deposition at r/a z 0.5 because
this configuration offers the best conditions for X: analyses in the confinement region.

2. Analysis methods

Two methods were applied to analyse the data: i) a time-dependent code (TDC); ii) a Fourier
transform interpreted with a. slab model (FT). in the TDC analysis the diffusion equation is
solved in cylindrical geometry using a forced boundary method in which the Te time trace of
one ECE channel is taken as the corresponding inner boundary condition [3]. The damping
terms (electron-ion exchange, modulation of P0", radiation) are explicitly calculated. The
density perturbation is generally small and not taken into account because of the lack of pre-
cise measurement. This code was recently extended with a maximum entropy fit procedure
to determine Xe [4]. TDC was essentially used for the sawtooth analysis because of the large
amplitude they provide. A representative example is depicted in Fig. 1 which shows a compar-
ison between the experimental temperature evolution at different radii and the corresponding
simulation. A good agreement of the calculated time evolution of T2 with the data for r/a S
0.7 is generally obtained with flat X: profiles, however with larger value than x53 from power
balance, as discussed in sect. 3.

11
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Figure 1: Fit ofa sawtooth with TDC, with xii” : 4.8 mZ/s. The time evolution versus
relative time is shown. The solid lines are the experimental time trace, the dashed lines the
fit. To correctly reproduce the channels with r/a 2 0.7 an outward convection ofthe form U :
80(r/a)" m/s was necessary.

An outward convection at the plasma edge is necessary to reproduce the only weakly de-
creasing amplitude and the flattening phase of the perturbation for r/a 2 0.7. This behaviour
is not modified by taking as outer boundary condition Tile) = 0 or 11(0) provided by the
corresponding Tc measurement.
The FT analysis is less time consuming than TDC and therefore better suited for an overview of
large datasets. We have verified that the TDC and FT methods give the same X5 results within
the error bars which are around 2H mz/s for both methods, The FT analysis is illustrated in
Fig. '2 for an ECRH modulation datnset. It is well—known that in the slab model interpretalion
the amplitude and phase data for a. given frequency yield )(gmp and film" respectively [1].
The difference between these two values depends on the damping term, which is eliminated
by taking the geometric mean, xfT = X X , which gives the actual xfT used here.
It is clearly seen in Fig. 2, that the amplitude decay on the LFS and HFS of the deposition.
outwards and inwards respectively, is not symmetrical. This is essentially due to the geometry
effect, and it can be shown, following reference [5], that the mean value of the X3”? values on
both sides should be taken. This correction was done in this work. Note that the phase is not.
affected by geometry and is therefore symmetrical. It is expected that Mimi and film" reach
the same value xfT at high frequency where the relative influence of the damping becomes
weak. This behaviour is clearly observed in our experiments. For the modulation scheme used
here with 50% duty~cycle, the Fourier frequency spectrum of the Tc measurement essentiallyshows the odd harmonics and no or Very small even harmonics, as expected in the absence of
non-linear reaction of the plasma to the power modulation. We also observed that. both forsawteeth and ECRH modulation. xc does not depend on the frequency, which excludes a TCdependence of \‘c [6].

amp phase
2 C
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Figure 2: Example of FT results showing amplitude and cross~phase at the fundamental

frequency (29.41 Hz). The linear fits for HSF and LFS are indicated as well as the mean values
obtained for xg’m', xfha’z, giving XfT = 1.6 mQ/s.

3. Experimental results

In this section We compare MST and FCECR" with x53, where X203 is given either by the power
balance analysis when it is available or by xf’Dbul = (fix/4T5 (r; elongation, TE global energy
confinement time). In the cases where xfB was available, it has been verified that MGM“ is
close to X58 within 25%. The analyses of our sawtooth dataset yields xfB S XEqT 5 5X58
as appears in Fig. 3. Moreover there is obviously no correlation between flip and XfB- In
contrast. for the ECRH modulation experiments Fig. 3 clearly shows that XCECRH is at most ‘2
times larger than xfB, in agreement with the assumption Xe oc VT: with a S l, [6]
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Figure 3: xfT or xECRH versus x55
for Ohmic and L-mode discharges un- Figure 4: xfT plotted versus the amv
der different conditions. The x53 val- plitude of the temperature perturbation
ues above 2 1712/5 are obtained from NBl- caused by the sawteeth as measured just
heated discharges in pure hydrogen. outside the inversion radius.

in the shots where ECRH modulation was applied one observes that x37 is larger than
xECRH in most of the cases. An essential difference between the heat pulses from sawteeLh and
ECRH modulation resides in the size of the induced perturbation which is larger for sawteeth.

13
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The modulated ECRH power was at most 400 KW whereas the perturbation occurring at a
sawtooth crash (duration :3 100 ,us) can reach 10 MW in NB] heated plasmas, in which the
largest values (or xfT are observed. This behaviour of the sawteeth is illustrated in Fig. 4
which shows a clear correlation between the Tc perturbation associated with a sawtooth as
measured outside the qcl surface (ATET) and n”. Note also in Fig. 4 that ATET can reach
400 eV whereas the TF perturbation in ECRH modulation experiments never was higher than
60 eV. Note that the ECRH results show no correlation between amplitude and xECRH. The
gradient changes caused by a sawtooth perturbation are also large. It was not yet possible
to discriminate between a possible effect of the amplitude or of the gradient of the sawtooth
perturbation. Further. it must be underlined that ECRH power scans (50 kW to 400 kW)
showed no measurable influence of the amplitude of the modulation power on the. results.
However, this may be different in smaller devices, for instance RTP in which sawtooth and
ECRH power modulation with 400 kW gave comparable Xe values [7]. The difference between
RT? and ASDEX Upgrade is attributed to the fact that for the same RF deposition at mid-
radius, the ECRH power density in RTP is larger than in ASDEX Upgrade by more than
one order of magnitude due to the larger volume. A second reason might be that in ASDEX
Upgrade the large discrepancies between xfT and XCPB occur with auxiliary heating (up to :3
MW) where the sawteeth are the strongest. Small Ohmic sawteeth in ASDEX Upgrade yield
xfT S 3xf5. ln ASDEX Upgrade an experimental simulation of sawtooth effects with ECRll
would require an installed power of several MW, which will be available in the future.

4. Discussion

Simulations of the ECRH modulation experiments described above were performed with the
ASTRA code [81' The best agreement with the data is obtained with flat XL‘ profiles having
values higher than that required for power balance. Similarly to the TDC results for sawteeth,
for ECRH modulation also. the amplitude and phase behaviour for channels outside r/a =
0.7 are well reproduced with outward convection. However, the observed behaviour might
also be caused by a non-local transport, which introduces into the diffusion equation an extra
modulated source term linked to the steady~state source [6]. In our case, the source term is
dominated by the heating power inside r/a = 0.7 whereas it is dominated by the radiation losses
outside this radius. In particular. the latter term qualitatively reproduces the observed egde
behaviour of the perturbation at the edge. The simulations of our ECRH experiments using
a. nonAlocal transport. model also show that even harmonics should be created. They were not
experimentally observed. perhaps due to a lack of sensitivity. Therefore, in our experiments, a
non—local character of transport cannot yet be fully excluded.
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Introduction :
The highest achievable density in a tokamak is restricted by the normally disruptive

density limit DL. This limit is quite successfully described, even on machines of different

sizes, by the empirical ’Greenwald‘ limit fifw = r: < j > (Ii is the plasma elongation
and <1 > the area averaged plasma current density) [1]. Since the ITER (EDA) concept

aspires an operation density significantly beyond this limit (2 1.5 fifw [2]), one needs
reliable scenarios to overcome it without deterioration of the energy confinement time T5.

At large heating powers, however, the particle fuelling efficiency of gas injection degrades
such that high densities are difficult to achieve. Furthermore, the corresponding high
neutral particle densities cause normally the backtransition of the favourable H—mode to
an li-mode, yielding divertor detachment and probably a ‘classic' DL. Presently, the only
methode to achieve long lasting phases with fit > fifw seems to be the repetitive injection
of pellets.

This paper deals mainly with the characteristics of the L—mode phase preceeding every
density limit disruption including impurity gas injection forced L-modes. The latter is
found to prevent effectively detrimental divertor heat load.

Discharge Parameters :
Our investigations concentrate on lower single null discharges (R = L65 m. a = 0.5 m,
N ~ 1.6) with plasma currents between 0.6 MA and 1.? MA and N81 heating powers up
to [0 MW. The corresponding safety factors (195 vary between 2.5 and 5. The plasma
facing vessel components are boronized. The ion VB drift is directed towards the target
plates. A centrifuge enables to inject strings of pellets with velocities up to 1.2 km/s and
repetition rates up to 80 Hz (representing a maximum fuelling rate. of CD ~ 3 - 1022 l)
atoms/s) The working gas is mostly deuterium but in a smaller amount of discharges
also hydrogen. Highly radiative discharges are performed by injecting Ne, Ar or Nitrogen
gas into the main chaimher.

Experimental Observations :
We first describe the typical sequence from reaching very high line averaged densities
finally ending in a UL disruption. At the applied high heating power levels PM,“ the
discharges stay normally in the ELM‘y H-modc. During this mode the Greenwald limit
could so far not be surpassed only by applying excessive gas pulling ((P S 3 - 1022
D atoms/s) as can be seen on Fig. 1 a) summarizing the highest achieved 7‘1! in various
regimes.

lf the separatrix electron temperature in the ll-mode decreases below z 130 eV ac-
cording to the strong particle influx and radiation cooling the discharge falls back into the
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L—modc [3]. Owing to the reduced particle confinement of the L-mode the line averaged
density decreases transiently until the density feedback control system rises the external
gas flux and fig grows again. Thereupon the divertor detaches, visible e.g. by the strong
drop of the ion saturation current measured by langmuir probes mounted in the target
plates. After the divertor electron temperature falls to a few eV a small Marfe forms
close to the active X-point observable in a slight enhancement of the bolometer signals
measuring the X—point region. If 7'1. raises further, the divertor throats become so cold
that the radiating zone shifts up to the X-point and the Marfe starts to expand smoothly
into the region of closed flux surfaces. This leads to a concentration of the boundary
density into the X-point region observed by Li-beam and Thomson scattering diagnostics
measuring close to the midplane and near the X—point, respectively. Correspondingly, the
electron temperature close to the X-point reduces strongly from values of up to 100 eV to
a few cV. An analysis of the. electron pressure at the outside midplane boundary and in
front of the divertor plates shows a clear pressure drop as signature of detachment. The
smooth Marfe expansion is an unambiguous precursor of the local instability of the Marfe
and hence of the DL. There is a large density operational window found with detached
plasmas between qgs values of z 3 and 4.

. n . , , . . . . .
.— 15 a) _ 1.4 - b) _

E - .
IE 1 1 ,. .. 7 'ji .................
< i a A‘E u - u <
'- QT‘L 9 5'5‘1‘ A"i""~ 0.8- o J

c: 0-5 ' {a mud. ‘. ' _ .'\7‘ ,r : IA Palln:ll.L : A m
J‘ x \: Sf,“ .' 0.2 - n 0’'. .‘ 0 I“.0 J I I 77777 I. I l | 4 lo 0.5 l 1.5 2 o 2 4 5 a 10

fi,R/BT[10’“m'7T'] PM [MW]
Figure l: a) shows the Grecnwnld plol indicating the typical ASDEX Upgrade density
operating space. The dark area represents the region offcedbnck controlled pellet fuelled
plasmas in H— as well as in L-mode. The while dashed surrounded area in Fig. [1) corres-
ponds lo (he fie achieved up to now. Technical reasons prevent. the furlher increase affil.
HRL denotes highly [adiuling L-mades.

To obtain quickly and stationary high densities, we combined moderate gas puffing
and repetitive pellet injection (with pellet injection alone F1, could not be successfully
increased). Each pellet causes a quick (< 1 ms) raise in density, followed up by a slow
decay of the density increment. In parallel, each pellet triggers an ELM expelling a part
of the injected fuel [4]. The magnitude of the pellet induced increment is governed by
the pellet fuelling efficiency 6,. As during the injection sequence plasma cooling occurs
(see Fig. 2 a), the pellets penetrate deeper into the plasma starting with roughly half
minor radius ending up to approximately central deposition. Concomittantly, the fuelling
efficiencies rise markedly. It has been shown that c, is a. clear function of the penetration
depth ranging between 30 % and 40 % in lrmode plasmas and dropping down to z 0 %
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in ELM’y H—mode phases for shallow penetration.
As a special tool to maintain long lasting high density phases we performed a control

circuit using a bremsstrahlung signal as a measure of the line averaged density and inhibit

the injection of pellets when the preprogrammed fin is reached. Using this setup stationary

phases (>> 75) of up to 1.5 fif’w have been achieved as demonstrated in Fig. 2 a). In
this example a smooth H —> L transition occurs at about 1.9 s.

1 l5 ‘3'
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Figure ‘2: a) shows a feedback controlled pellet fuelled discharge with preprogrammed
1.5179”.
dm/erinm L-mode plasmas.

The shaded area in 1)) corresponds to the full squares of c) and represent clean

The fact that clean hydrogen/deuterium discharges normally do not detach in the H-
mode at high densities, since at least the ELM’S always burn through the divertor plasma,
forced us to reduce the divertor power load by means of impurity gas injection. During
ELM’s peak power densities of up to 25 MWm'2 have been measured on the plates. This
so achieved highly radiating and gomplctely detached fl—mode is known as CDH-mode
[5]. The impurity injection can lead to radiative fractions Fwd/Pk“, > 90 % before the
plasma falls back into the L-mode. The highly radiating L-mode HRL shows qualitatively
the same detachment and Marlo sequence as the clean hydrogen/deuterium discharges.
No disruption has been observed without proceeding violent Marie expansion.

The Greenwald scaling supposes the density limitation to be independent of heating
power. The experiments however, exhibit In the case of purely hydrogen/deuterium
puffing a clear increase of the DL with heating power. At low plasma currents, flaw is
surpassed by up to 40 %. In contrast the impurity dominated DL seems to be independent
on PM“, (see Fig. 1 b). In the HRL~mode the disruption occurs normally at densities 0.6 —

I7
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0.8 fiGW. The line averaged 2c]! there is about 4, whereas it is z 1.8 in the clean plasmas.
Gene‘rally, the DL of clean hydrogen discharges is systematically about 10 % higher than
those in deuterium.

if one compares the energy confinement times of the two extremes (clean deuterium
H URL) one gets the interesting situation that the highly radiating plasmas have signifi-
cantly larger 7-5 than the clean ones. Taking the JET/Dlll-D H-mode scaling as reference
[6] since it does not include a for these high densities weakly founded fie dependence
réET/DIH'D o< 1;.03 . [137“, one can see in Figures ‘2 b) and c) that at high densities
and heating powers TE approaches ll-mode confinement characteritics. The densities r‘zE
are taken just before the Marfe grows into the bulk plasma. The decrease of T5 of the
clean deuterium plasmas is connected with the increasing recycling fluxes necessary for
strong density rise. Moreover, the PM", dependence of these plasmas is well described
by the scaling, whereas the confinement of URL discharges deteriorates not noticeably.
The improved confinement in the HRL mode is connected with markedly peaked electron
density profiles. On the other hand, the clean plasmas exhibit very flat ones. The pellet
rcfuelled discharges have significantly larger central densities (up to 6 - 10707714) but
the boundary behaves as in the purely gas refuelled cases. it shorrld be mentioned that
despite strong density peaking the pellet discharges do not show improved 75.

Summary :
The aim to achieve densities far above the Greenwald limit is successfully obtained with
strong gas puffing and alternatively with repetitive pellet injection, however mostly in
lr—mode. H-mode plasmas in ASDEX Upgrade so far do not surpass this limit (with
the exception of the pellet fuelled ones). in JF'l, ELM free ll— mode plasmas have been
observed exceeding fifw [7]. At low I, we attained densities up to 1.4 fifw with prrre gas
refnelling. lu accordance with earlier experiments e.g. of ASDEX [8] and in contrast to
the Greenwald scaling, 11?" has been shown to increase clearly with PM“. In the extreme
case of strong impurity puflirig the BL is markedly reduced. the heating power dependence
on the DL evanesccs but TE can reach ll mode quality. With pellet injection we achieved
controlled long lasting phases up to 1."J eW and transientlv maximum densities of about
2 f1?“ in type I ELM y ll— modes and x 2.5116“, in L-modes. The related confinement In
the ll-mode is, however, degraded.

With respect to lTER one can conclude that operation at the projected density seems
to be possible, brrt there are serious difficulties to maintain H—mode confinement. The
injection of impurities unburdens the (livcrtor and improves the L-mode confinement but
reduces noticeably the achievable densities.
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Various steady-state non-inductive plasmas. with strong electron heating and significant

modification of the current density profile. are routinely obtained on Tore Supra in either lower hybrid

current drive [LHCDl or fast wave electron heating [FWEHl experiments. This work focuses only on the

effect of magnetic shear is]. on the thermal electron diffusivity (Xe) for FWEH plasmas. Density fluctuation

measurements during FWEH are also reported.
Global improved confinement

In ohmic and L-mode plasmas the electron energy content (We) is in good agreement

with OD Rebut~Lallia-Watkins (RLW) prediction and the thermal confinement time is found

to depend strongly to the plasma density. scaling as
TE=0.0227R 1.84 KP 0.98 BO.2fiO.43p-O.75 (l)

(in units of s. m. MA. MW. Tesla. 1019 m'3. with E the central line averaged density. and P

the total input power]. There is no elongation dependence since the Tore Supra plasmas

are circular. Main plasma parameters are: 1.55 M1019 m'3) s 4.9. 0.4 s P(MW] g 9.8.
0.325 lp(MA]Sl.7. 25 8111‘] £3.95. and Scy1S9.9. Note that this scaling also

reproduces the limiter discharges of several otherstgkamalts.
The main FWEH scenario was " $ ‘ ~_'_P

chosen in order to maximize the
absorption of the wave by the
electrons (up to 90%) and to minimize
the parasitic damping of the ions [1].
The working gas is helium. in these
experiments, strong electron heating
was observed. while the ions were
weakly heated by ion-electron
equipartition: Te[O] increased from 1

keV to about 7 keV and TflOl reached

avalue below 2.5 keV with 9.5 MW of
W power. Large fractions of
bootstrap current (up to 70%) [2]. due
to the peaked pressure profile. are
routinely obtained. During FW'EH. the
total thermal cnerg (Wtotl is found to 12 ';_ , r__, . c__,.

exceed the L-mode prediction by a {2% ‘ ”an”
factor of 1.7. Also. We exceeds the 0D ‘1 . _ V
Rebut-Lallia-Watkins scaling by a g: ”8—0-5 ':

factor up to 23- A typical ShOE 04Wow
1 =0.68 = ' ‘ A—g ' '(p MA. B 2.81”) is shown on 4 5 Btime (5)10 12

Fig. l with three different heating
schemes (FWEH. [CRH minority,

Mag. shear

mt: Time evolution of dtscharye with both
L—rnode and Improved confinement regimes
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LHCD) applied one after the other one. During ICRH and LHCD. the total themlal stored
energy (Wtot) follows well the Tore Supra L-mode prediction. In contrast. FWEH phase
displays an improvement over'IS L-mode scaling by a factor H=1.4, which is provided byimproved confinement in electron channel (We exceeds the OD‘RLW scaling by a factor of
1.7). At the same time a significant modification of the current profile (increase of plasmainductance. 1). and magnetic shear in the gradient zone) during the FWEH phase has been
observed. The good correlation between the increase of s [at r/a = 0.5) and theenhancement factors of the confinement is shown in ii ure 2.

' l

2.4 _
1.6

2 sE 1.4
[110

I
E16 — 1.2
U

3
1,2

- 1

0.8 ~ 0.8
0.8 0.9 1 1.11.2 1.31.41.51.61 0.8 0.9 l 1.11.21.31.41516
Normalized magnetic shear(\v/wo RF) Normalized magnetic shear(w/wo RF)

Egg: Improvement factors of the confinement versus nonnalized magnetic shear taken at Hz:=05. H is defined as If; / TS brnode prediction ('Eq. 1)
Local transport analysis

For local transport studies the TRANSP [2]. ASI‘RA [3] and LOCO [4) codes are usedto determine the electron difiusivlty within the region O.2< r/a < 0.7. In our analyses. weonly take into account the ion-electron equipartition (which is much less than the additionalpower mainly coupled to the electrons) but neither radiation nor convection temts. whichare dominant only in the edge region. typically for r/a>0.8. "lhe improvement of the energy
confinement is clearly observed by the decrease of Xe in the gradient region
(0.3 < r/a < 0.7) during FWEH. compared to the L—mode LHCD and ICRH phases (Fig.3)for the same power level. The comparison between the 3.7 MW of FWEH and 2.2MW ofICRH displays the same thermal 3
difl‘usivity in spite of the higher
power in the first case. This 2.5
reduction of Xe is correlated to the
increase of magnetic shear in the a
gradient zone. A statistical \
analysis also confirms this ‘15,!

$1?

unlmylnulnuln vulnnlvnwunrru

l
.

I
l|
w

l1
lN

lt

. . .5 A I .correlation. in fig. 4. the
3.7MW FWEH 'normalized values of s and Xe :

versus the total power are plotted 1 _ ‘;
for both L-mode and FWEH ' ‘3improved confinement regimes. Q5 .l..n|.nil.m|u.i ll llinllnlllriillnimess parameters am Rammed 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0
to the corresponding ohmic levels "3 "3

Elghfi; Profiles of electron heat diffusivity, for the
discharge shown in Hg.l:3. 7 MW FWEH (t=65), 3.3MWLHCD (t=125), 2.2 MW ICRH (t:9.5s). 2.2 MW FWEH (t=7s)
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The slopes of s and Xe curves
indicates the benefical effect of
magnetic shear on electron heat
difl‘usivity. The degradation of Xe with
increasing power for high shear
discharges is lower than the levels of
corresponding L-mode.

Simulations using some 10
transport models include the
dependence on We. q and s. We
restrict here to two empirical models
proposed respectively by Taroni [51
and Rebut-Lallia—Watkins [6]. The
Taroni model. without the eiTect ofs in
the explicit form. provides the good
agreement with the aperimental
temperature profile for L-mode
without current modification (Fig. 5).
However. the simulation for FWEH
phase displays the good fit in the
inner part of the confinement region
along with the discrepancy in the
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Furthermore. a statistical analyis (dataset
of 40 shots using various heating schemes)
shows a disagreement with this model in
dependence on We. In Fig. 6. the ratio
Xe/ZeT-imn‘ is plotted versus VTe for both the 1r
mode and FWEH high shear improved
confinement discharges in which the main
plasma parameters were kept constant. namely
q: 1.65 t0.4< r/a<O.6). except VTe by
increasing the total power up to about lOMW.
Discrepancy with increasing We is observed for
L—mode. For FWEH shots the increase of VT}:
modifies. at the same time. the magnetic shear
profile through the increase of bootstrap current
fraction. Therefore. the effect of s compensates
the disagreement in VTe dependence (change in

3.5 .

Tc
(k

e
V

)

0.5
0.2 0.6 070.3 0.4 0.5

r/a
fig. 5: Strruriation using Taroni mode!
(soild lines) for irmodc (triangles) and
FWEH (circles).

the slope). This also indicates that the improved confinement in our FWEH experiments is
clearly linked to the increase of s. but not simply to the change in safety factor.

Concerning to the RLW model. a good agreement is only obtained when VTe is much
higher than critical temperature gradient given by RLW [7]. The comparison with both
Taroni and RLW models is illustrated in Fig. 7. For Taroni model. the discrepancy at high
V'I‘e could be explained by the existence of a critical temperature gradient experimentally
observed [7].
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Fig. 7: Comparison with Taroru' arm
RLWmodeis versus Vi‘e

Density fluctuation behaviour
'ihe density fluctuations were monitored with an heterodyne C02 laser scattering

diagnostic [BL Fig. 8 shows (an/n)2 as a function of VTe (taken at r/a=0.7) for the iCRH L-
modetminority heating] and FWEH improved confinement regimes. Note that the density
was kept constant throughout the additional heating phase. Variation of Tie was obtained
by increasing the total power (up to 9.4MW). The rms signal monitored is for k=5 cm‘l.
and corresponds to fluctuations at the bottom of the plasma. located between
0.5 < r/a < 1. with a maximtu‘n around r/a=0.7. For high magnetic shear discharges the
increase of (on/n)2 with VTe is notably weaker compared to L-mode regime. There is
therefore an indication that the density fluctuations could be efficiently reduced by
increasing 5.

2 M: Density fluctuation versus Vi‘e
dn circles: (:02 laser scattering for FWEH Unit:
(_)2 (a‘u) lrnprou confinement. open: bmode)

i'l squares: rcilcctomctry for iCRH L-modc [9]

1.5 -
Conclusions
improvement in global confinement
thanks to current modification
(increased magnetic shear in the
confinement zone) is clearly
demonstrated. Simultaneously the

057 FWEH reductions of Xe and density
high shear improved fluctuation were observed. The 1D

» Taroni and RLW models can fit theconfinement . .
.li..... HJJHIH‘ expenmentai result With some

00 2 4 6 B 10 restrictions. For Taroni model a
VT9 (keV / m) discrepancy takes place when s or VTe

increases. The RLW model is in good
agreement only for high VTe cases.
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Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAE‘S) and their kinetic counterpart (KTAE's) can play a rel-

evant role in determining the confinement properties of energetic particles in Tokamak plasmas

close to ignition conditions. TAE‘S and KTAE‘s can indeed be driven unstable by the resonant

interaction with energetic ions characterized by velocities of the same order of magnitude of

the Alfvén speed and. in turn. enhance their losses.

For resonant drive larger than the continuum damping. a new unstable mode can appear:

the Energetic—Particle (continuum) Mode (BPM).[l] The EPM does not correspond to any

h-IHD normal mode (it would not exist in the absence of the energetic particles). and its fre-

quency is determined by the resonance condition with the parallel motion of energetic particles

(is; : knt'nul. it is a close relative of the fishbone mode. in the sense that it can. in prin~

ciple. continuously adjust its frequency and “follow" the energetic particles while displacing
them. One of the major points in the investigation of the properties of these modes concerns

their nonlinear saturation and the fluctuation level at which the saturation takes place. Dil-

ferent saturation mechanisms have been proposed in literature. related either to mode—mode

mupling['2.3] or to trapping of resonant particles in the potential well of the wave.[-l] Each of
these mechanisms could dominate in appropriate regimes. but they are all based on the as-

sumption of perturbative energetic-particle contribution. A powerful tool for the investigation

of the relative importance ofthese as well as of other mechanisms is represented by the Hybrid
hIHD-Ciyrokinetic Code[5] which allows to fully retain all the relevant kinetic effects related
to the energetic—particle population. The code evolves the OHM-reduced Mill) equations for

the fluctuating (scalar and parallel vector) potentials. with the term related to the energetic-

particle pressure. To compute this term. at each time step. the gyro-averaged V'Iasov equation
for the energetic-particle distribution function is solved by particle-in-cell techniques. in order
to better resolve the low-amplitude linearegrowth stage of the mode evolution. the low-noise
6F algorithm is adopted. which consists in representing only the deviation of the distribution
function from a known background distribution function in terms of (weighted) particles.[5]
Switching to a standard full-F simulation is allowed in the nonlinear stage. if the deviation
heroines of the same order of the equilibrium distribution function.

in order to limit the requirements for spatial resolution and hence for computational re-
sources. we refer here to low toroidal mode numbers (n :O(l)). Although this case is lint
directly relevant for reactor scenarios (high-n modes are predicted to be the most unstable[(i]].
it shows important features that are expected to be present also in more realistic situations.

In Fig. l the results of linear simulations are reported. The linear growth rate and the real
frequency of the most unstable mode are shown. normalized to the Alfvén time 1.4. at different
values of the ratio between the energetic-particle on-axis density "H and the bulk-ion one in.
Only modes with toroidal mode number n : 4 and poloidal mode numbers ranging from m = 4
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and m : R are retained (the safety factor q ranges from 1.1 to l.9). The initial energetic-
particle population is Maxwellian, with thermal speed equal to the Alfvén velocity. .-\t low
values of energetic-particle density. a “perturbative” regime (i.e.. a regime in which the effect
of particle dynamics on the mode structure is negligible). characterized by weakly unstablt'
TAE with growth rate increasing linearly with 77H- is observed. The real frequency. in this
regime. is well inside the gap. At intermediate values of n/i/n;. the real frequency decreases.
merging into the lower continuum. Correspondingly. the KTAE. given by the toroidal coupling
of two counterpropagating Kinetic Allvén Waves. turns out to be the most unstable lll0(lf‘.
Its growth rate exhibits a weak dependence on uH/uh because increasing; IIH tends to enhance
both drive and radiative damping.[7] Above a certain threshold in nil/12,. the Energetic Particle
continuum Mode appears. with growth rate sharply increasing with "H. The real frequency is
deeply inside the lower continuum. In this regime. wave-particle resonances- cannot be treated
within a perturbative approach.

Concerning the nonlinear saturation. our attention is focused on the mechanisms related to
energetic-particle dynamics. This is first examined by following the particles in a fluctuating
field with given radial profile and time~dependent amplitude driven by the resonant wave»
particle interaction. The dependence of the saturation level on the linearephase growth rate is
shown iii Fig. '2 (squares). for simulations with n : 1 modes. it can be seen that. at low values
of 7L. the agreement with the theoretical predictions (dBrl‘m x 7%) of Refill is qualitatively
good. At higher values of ‘iL- the radial width of the wave-particle resonance is limited by the
finite extent of the fluctuating field. and the mode saturates at lower amplitude.

The nonperturbative effects of energetic particles on the mode structure are then included.
The results of such sell—consistent simulations correspond to the triangles in the same figure.
As far as low values of the energetic-particle density are considered (low values of n). the two
kinds of simulations yield very similar results. Above the threshold for the El’hl destabilization.
however. saturation amplitudes depart from the previous perturbative results. The indication
that a different mechanism is active in this regime is supported by the examination of the
typical particle orbit in the meridian plane. obtained in a simulation with nH/u, = 003 and
shown in Fig. 3. The wave-particle interaction induces a secular radial drift of the particle.
instead of a small oscillation around the unperturbed orbit. Saturation is then reached because
the source of the instability is macroscopically displaced. rather titan because of trapping; of
resonant particles in the potential well of the wave.

As a consequence. in spite of the lower level of the saturation amplitude. the ell‘ect of this
mechanism on the energetic-particle confinement can be dramatic. Figure 4 shows the radial
profile of the energeticvparticle line density. for the same case as Fig. 3. at two different times:
during the linear growth of the mode anti after saturation. respectively. In lie. 5. the fraction
of energetic—particle population displaced out ofa given radial position (1' : 0.70. in this case)
is shown. at tlifierent values of nH/n“ for the cases it : 1 and a : 4 (open triangles autl
squares. respectively). The corresponding linear growth rates are also shown (full triangles and
squares). It is apparent that the destabilization of EPA-1‘s corresponds to a sharp increase of
the fraction of displaced particles and then. potentially. of the fraction of lost particles.

Although the threshold for this dangerous saturation mechanism corresponds to unrealis-
tically high values of energetic~particle density. it cart be seen that such a threshold decreases
with increasing a. Realistic values of nH/n,‘ could then cause the same phenomenology in
the more unstable high-n cases.[[i] Nonperturbativc studies of the saturation of high—n Alfvén
modes are then required for investigating the n-particle confinement properties of plasmas close
to ignition conditions.
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Figure 3: Typical particle orbit in the meridian plane. obtained in a simulation with
uH/n, = 0.03. n = Ir :\ secular radial drift is observed.
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Figure 4: Radial profile of the energeticparticle line density. for the same case as Fig.3. during
the linear growth of the mode (solid line] and after saturation is reached (dashod linr').
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TCV has the unique capability of creating a wide variety of plasma shapes [1], controlled by 16

independent coils. This opens a new domain in Tokamak operation which has been explored to

investigate the influence of the shape on plasma properties. In limited ohmic L—mode stationary

discharges (R = 0.88 m, a = 0.25 m, BT = 1.4 T), the following parameters have been

systematically scanned:

elongation K = 1.1 -) 1.9 edge safety factor q3 = 2 —> 6

triangularity 5 = -O.45 —> 0.75 line average density ne = 2 .5 —’ 8.5 X 10l9 m‘3

Electron energy confinement time [ms] versus triangularity
4— . .

30 2 H :
3 : /\ I20 ~ es:

|— 2...; \‘y‘l2 10 . ...... i‘
D
E
€3~ O . _ , .

U)
3) I

E » . 8 ;
; ; . ‘ i 7

1o ‘ . ..... :“HJV'

2b 0 ‘ i I I I ' I I ' I I ' . . . .

70.3 0 0.3 0.6703 0 0.3 0.6703 0 0.3 0.61-0.13 0 0.3 0.6l

2.5 4 5.5 7 8.5
Line average density [10"19m—3]

Fig. I. Dependence of the electron energy confinement time on the rhapefor 4 clarser of density and 2 Clans:
of rafety factor. The horizontal axis in each plot is the triangulafity. Symbols represent the elongation: D K = l
—> 1.25, 7 it = 1.25 —r 1.5, K: 1.5 —) 1.75. K: 1.75 —r 2.

The confinement properties of these plasmas are quantified by the electron energy confinement
time, tge = WE/Poh, where Poh is the ohmic input power. The total electron energy, Wc, is
obtained by volume integration of Thomson scattering measurements at 10 spatial positions.
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The ratio Pmd/Poh was observed to be remarkably constant in all conditions [2] so a correction
for the total radiated power Pmd does not modify the observed variations in ”[153. For a given
plasma shape. IE: exhibits the usual increase with qa and the usual linear dependence on the
density (fig. 1); the density saturation occurs at values slightly higher than the highest one used
in this work. In all conditions a strong dependence of IEe on the plasma shape was found: a
slight improvement with elongation and a marked degradation with positive triangularity, both at
fixed value of qu (fig. 1). The degradation factor over the scanned triangularity range is typically
2 and reaches 3 at the highest density. The improved confinement at negative triangularity leads
to a reduction in the ohmic power which is necessary to drive the plasma current. This is also
reflected in reduced sawtooth ramp rates. which are proportional to the central ohmic power
deposition in all conditions. The electron energy confinement keeps increasing when going to
negative triangularity so that the influence of triangular shape is not symmetric. Some data
points however indicate a reduced confinement correlated with MHD activity seen both on
magnetic probes and soft X-ray tomography.

#9856 SEF(LCFS)=1.59 #9788 SEF(LCFS)=1.03 Geometrical effects. A direct
consequence of the shaping is a
modification of the flux surface
separation and incidently of the
gradients. This will influence the
conducted energy fluxes
q = —nx VT. The density n. the
thermal diffusivity x and the
temperature T of both the ions and
the electrons are assumed constant
on a poloidal flux (til) surface. The
usual choice of the normalised fiux

0.4
-. 0.8

" '. i1.2

Fig. 2. Distribution ufilre gradient genmerricalfarlarfor a Iicgalive coordinate is not satisfactory since
(left) and positive (right) triangularity. Vertical and horizonlal it depends on the current

hatching shows the reduced and increased gradient rcgianr , . , . .
”mun-my distribution. To crrcumvent this

effect the profiles were mapped on
to the equatorial plane. The energy flux becomes —nx (dT/dr*) (dr*/d1ii) Vii; where r* is the
outer horizontal distance from the magnetic axis normalised such that it equals the minor radius

(half the horizontal plasma width) on the last closed fiux surface (LCFS). This mapping was
necessary to handle flux surface compression in the outer equatorial plane due to negative
triangularity and Shafranov shift. The spatial distribution of the geometrical factor (dr*/d \ll) Vii!

is plotted in figure 2 for two shapes: 3 value smaller than unity implies smaller gradients
compared to a cylindrical plasma of same horizontal width. This plot allows to identify the

regions where energy fluxes are increased or decreased. In particular, the compression of flux

surfaces toward the outer tip of a positive triangularity shape creates an extended region with

increased gradients. At negative triangularity, this region shrinks due to increasing separation of

the flux surfaces away from the equatorial plane, so that a large part of the plasma can benefit
from shaping geometrical effects. Only the surface integral of the energy flux enters the l-D
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shape Enhancement Factor radial power balance and it is therefore convenient
to define a shape enhancement factor (SEF) s =
duI/dr" <Vu1>—l, where the average is taken on a
flux surface. The value of the SEF on the LCFS is
shown in figure 3 for all the shapes studied.
clearly demonstrating that a considerable reduction
in the average gradients in the plasma outer region
can be obtained not only with elongated shapes
but also with shapes with negative triangularity at

—0.3 0 0-3 0'6 modest elongation. High positive triangularity can
Trlangularlly even lead to an SEF bellow unity.

Fig. 3. Shape enhancementfaclur on the LCFs_ See

fig‘ I for symbols.
Confinement time [ms]

Global confinement. If thermal conduction processes

dominate the electron energy losses, the SEF directly 30 .Mn-E—‘z‘

multiplies the global energy confinement time. The SEF $8 .0. ".“v
. . ' 0.. ‘ .

varies in space, being closer to one tn the plasma center where o ’02::50:¢°‘

the flux surfaces are less shaped and increasing towards the

LCFS. If its value in the temperature gradient region is used, 28 i. l - - -

the corrected electron energy confinement time TEE/s still 10 - 0‘

exhibits a dependence on the shape (fig. 4). Applying the O 7'

value of the SEF at the edge cancels almost all the variation of 30

TE?» It is then clear that confinement can be considerably g8
enhanced by geometrical effects alone. But these are averaged o a.»

in an unfoldable manner in the global confinement time and ‘0-3 g I ' ' ' "1 5 2
any intrinsic influence of the shape on transport properties Triafigfi l Eldng

will only be revealed by a local power balance analysis. Fig- 4- A'fiIEd value 1’a = 4 and
he = 5.5 x 1019 m'3I dependence
on the shape of (from top to
bottom) : raw electron energy
confinement time; corrected with
SEF in the gradient region:
corrected with SEF on the LCFS.

Local transport. A simplified radial power balance was used in which: (i) the local ohmic

power deposition is estimated from the current distribution obtained from an equilibrium
reconstruction and a uniform electrical field; (ii) the radiated power is localised near the plasma

edge [2] and has not been introduced; (iii) in the absence of an adequate measurement of the ion

temperature T; and its profile. ion and electron channel losses were not separated. Combining

the power balance of both species leads to the definition of an effective thermal diffusivity x5”

such that qoh = -nexeff(dTe/dr*) 5—1 and Xeff= xe+ Xi (VTi/VTC), where qoh is the input

power flux. Well pronounced geometrical effects near the plasma edge are evident in the

electron temperature profile (fig. 5): the mapped gradient at the edge is steeper for large SEF,
indicating the beneficial effect of good flux surface separation and allowing a broader profile to
build up. This generalises to all shapes as seen in figure 6 where the usual plot of the power flux
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versus the temperature gradient is drawn. Given the rough assumptions made and the poor
accuracy of a local power balance. no significative influence of the shape on the effective thermal
diffusivity can be detected. The same observation is true for the gradient region. near r*/a : 3/4.
Thus no dramatic changes in the transport coefficient are brought about by shape variation.

Electron temperature profile [keV] Power tlux Poh/S [MW/m2]
1 . , _ . 0,1

, . ARV ‘

. \‘/ V /.\ (‘2 A
. //\ 4“ - ,r
1...‘\7.\ ”—O/Mx A J

. .f-/.<>‘\... .Q... ,.0.5 0.05 A « _. (A.v 511—i\,\+1>‘/ .,MW . ‘W9\
0 i I i : O I ‘ Z

O 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0 2 4 6
r' [m] —<gradTe>(edge) [keV/m]

Fig. 5. Electron temperature profile mapped on Fig. 6. Power flux near the edge versus electron
the outer equatorial plane at K = 1.4. qa = 2.5 temperature gradient for all shapes and currents at
and nc = 5.5 x 1019 "1‘3: n5 = 4.0 —> 5.5 X 1019 m‘3. For symbols sceftg. 1.
Fl 5 = ‘03 SEF = 1.61
7 5 = 0 SEF = 1.45

5 = 0.3 SEF = 1.29
5 = 0.5 SEF = 1.00

Conclusion. In summary, the large variation in global confinement time within the domain of
explored shapes can possibly be explained by direct geometrical effects. No important influence
of the shape on local transport coefficients has been found. Of course this statement may have to
be revised in other operational regimes, for example with significant auxiliary heating or when
approaching stability limits. as suggested by DllI-D [3]. This work however indicates that a
global confinement optimisation can be achieved by tuning the plasma shape. Negative
triangularity, which may exhibit poor MHD or vertical stability performance [4], is not the only
option. More subtle shape variations can be envisaged and the result of this optimisation would
be a compromise between the benefit of the geometry and other constraints.
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Introduction
To improve the economics of toltarnak fusion power plants a high bootstrap fraction is
desirable. Since there is no bootstrap current driven at the magnetic axis, such high bootstrap
fraction equilibria will have currents peaked off-axis and non-monotonic or reverse shear q—
profiles. An additional attraction of reverse shear in the core is that this gives access to the
second stability regime for ballooning modes [l]. Reverse shear operation in TF1"R has been
achieved by applying moderate NB] heating during the current rise and high power heating (up
to 34MW) early in the flat—top [2]. In some discharges there is a transition to an enhanced
reverse shear (ERS) confinement regime, in the central inverted shear region. leading to very
peaked pressure profiles (with P(0)/<P> up to about 8). Motional Stark Effect measurements
indicate during the ERS phase that 2<qm<3. The highest B discharges can end in a disruption,
though this can be controlled by tailoring the NBl heating. In this paper the MHD stability of
these TFI‘R discharges is discussed.

Observed Reverse Shear MHD -
A range of coherent low—n MHD is observed in reverse shear discharges. During the high
power heating phase of most reverse shear discharges low level intermittent n=1 activity is
observed. Also in nearly half of all ERS discharges n=2 activity is observed. Figure I shows
a typical discharge in which n=1 and n=2 activity is observed.

84011

1'5 ‘lp(MA) I 15 MHD Spectrogram
1.0 , . ‘ | I Dominant n=2

20 rNBl(MW) kHz er 71:53; .
1o -- i " '
0 l -—'1~.'|.'m 1‘, r. m I "I ‘1 J.“ §L k-amgtw "

SubAdominant n=1
0 l l O

1 2 3 2'5 Time(s) 3~1
'fime(s)

Disruption

Fig 1 MHD power spectrum as a function of time showing long lived n= 1 and 2 activity
during the ERS phase. Note there is a disruption at 3.15
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in some discharges long lived n=3 activity is also observed. This long-lived n21—3 activity has

been determined to rotate at approximately the measured plasma velocity. The n22 activity is

found to be radially localised near q=5/2, and just outside qmi“, with an island parity indicated
by ECE measurements (Fig 2). From the ECE measurements the long lived n=l is found to be

located at slightly larger minor radii than the n:2 activity.

32

5TB

Fig 2 Mum-channel ECE temperature perturbations (LHS) across portion of major radius
indicated by the arrow in RHS plot, which shows pressure (P) and q-profiles and ECE
temperature perturbation.

As can be seen from Fig l a disruption occurs which limits performance Analysis of the

Mimov data shows a short lived n=l precursor to the disruption which rotates in the ion

diamagnetic direction (distinguishing this from the long lived low level n=l activity). In a

discharge in which the long lived n22 activity is absent. the n=1 precursor to the disruption can

clearly be seen in the ECE data (Fig 3). This ECE data indicates an even-m mode and given the

MSE measurement that qm~2 this suggests an m=2,n=l mode. There is no clear evidence for

tearing-type phase inversions occurring during these n=l disruption precursors.

85694
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In addition to this MHD activity during the high power heating phase. there is also evidence for
. n=l double [63mg activity in reverse shear discharges both before and after the high power

heating phase. This double tearing activity is indicated by radial flat-spots observed in the
(ECE) iemperature profile data. The ECE measurements show the flat-spots occurring
alternately at different radial locations, indicating two distinct islands chains With a relative

poloidal phase of ~90“. Preceding the high power heating phase this double tearing actiwty

can cause disruptions, possibly linked to a coupling to an external kink mode as the edge-q
passes through an integer value during the current ramp. In the post high power heating phase

this double tearing activity can lead to full or partial sawteeth [3]. The full sawteeth have the
normal characteristics of a rapid central temperature collapse and a clear temperature inversion

radius, but with qm>l.

Theory Considerations

Here we discuss likely theory explanations for the MHD activity observed during the ERS

phase.

The reverse shear in the core region guarantees stability to the high-n ballooning modes,

thoughjust outside the shear reversal region the ballooning modes can be close to instability

This may be correlated to the observed high-n ballooning activity observed in a few discharges,
superimposed on the n=l disruption precursor (see Fig 3).

The rotation directions of the low—n MHD tends to indicate the long-lived n=l-3 activity is
resistive in origin while the n=l disruption precursor is an ideal mode. This is verified by
ideal stability calculations, using the PEST code [4], which show the n=l kink is unstable at [3,
values close to those at which the n=l precursored disruption occurs. Further the
eigenfunction structure of this n=l kink mode is found to be in close agreement with that
determined experimentally from ECE measurements.

Ei'tperiineiit .—
(Te perturbation)

Fig 4 Comparison showing good
/ agreement between the

-' experimentally derived radial
displacement of the n=l disruption
precursor and the equivalent

Theory
(PEST)

1.0
lirl

(“b “"i“) quantity derivedfrom the ideal
0'5 — PEST stability calculation.

0, 1 l l t l t

280 300 320 340 350
H(Cm)

An analytic theory has been developed which quantitatively describes the properties of these
reverse shear ideal instabilities; by analogy with double tearing modes they are termed double
kink modes. For these modes flmlxe'“ so they tend to be more limiting than extemal kinks
( Built: 3) -

The resistive stability of these discharges has been calculated with the FAR code [5]. In
particular the discharge shown in Fig 1 has been studied; the results show n=l and 2 resistive
modes are unstable in this discharge and as discussed above. near the disruption B-value, an
ideal n=l becomes unstable (Fig 5).
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E 2 0502 Fig 5 Resistive stability (3:107) ofn=l and

"g n-l 2 modesfor discharge shown in Fig 1‘ For

g ‘ 55‘” ‘ _ 13220.95 the n=1 mode is ideally unstable.

g This sequence of instabilities with rising fl is

S I 0502 . in good agreement with experiment (of. Fig

g I) but there are difficulties over the made

i 5 GEM characteristics {see below). N8 5409 in
‘g’ n=2 TFTR, this reduces the resistive mode
5. - " " growth rates (~S’”) but does not

3.05.00 . . qualitatively alter the picture.
)A 3.5 0.6 ) 7 )E 0.9 1 L1

[3
The n=l and n=2 resisiive instabilities observed in the simulation are resistive interchange

modes which are unstable in the reverse shear region for sufficiently high pressure gradients,

even though q>>l. These modes are strongly radially localised just within the shear reversal

region; this appears to be at variance with experimental observations for the n=2 (cf Fig 2) An

explanation for this may be that in the core region these discharges are in the collisionlcss

regime. in this regime both the tearing [6] and twisting parity modes [7], driven by the

bootstrap current, are stable in the negative shear region. Just outside qm however, these

modes are unstable and comparisons with the computed evolution of the 5/2 island width

(dW/dt nt T|(A'+CBp/W), where C is an equilibrium dependent constant) shows reasonable

agreement:-
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Fig 6 Computed island width (W) evolution for nee-classical m=5, n=2 tearing mode (broken

line) compared with experimental island width detenninedfrom analysis of Mimuv data

Discussion
The primary MHD limitation to performance in these reverse shear discharges is an n=l

precursoted disruption This limit is well described as being due to an ideal n:l mode centred

near the shear reversal surface. This good quantitative understanding allows extrapolations to

higher current (lp:2.5MA). where it is found that ideally stable equilibria (n=l—4 and

ballooning) exist This indicates suitable regimes for reverse shear D-T operation where a7

particle physics can be examined for advanced tokamak like magnetic configurations
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Introduction.

Predictive modelling of different kind of heat pulses is a powerful tool to test the validity of

transport models. The last experimental campaign in JET gave high quality information of

the electron temperature evolution during five types of heat pulses: the L-l‘l transition,

sawtooth crashes. giant ELMs. c0ld pulses triggered by laser impurity ablation and slow

roll-over. All relatively strong pulscs triggered from the plasma edge show a fast global

modification of at least the electron heat conductivity which, in principle. permits different

interpretations. A first one involves the idea of a critical temperature gradient (or strong

profile consistency) [1—3], an other one uses the idea of a global turbulent structures

produced by a toroidal or a non-linear coupling of the unstable modes [4—6]. Numerical
analysis of above mentioned heat pulses will be presented to assess which of these models
is appropriate.

Experimental observations.

The 94/95 experimental campaign on JET gave examples of heat and cold pulses which

were often initiated in the same shot. Figure 1 shows, for example, the evolution of the
electron temperature during a cold pulse and subsequent sawtooth crashes for the H—mode
shot #31341. The asymmetry in the speed of pulses which propagate inward and outward is
clearly seen - the sawtooth crash heat pulse propagates outward in the usual diffusive way.
while the cold pulse changes the behaviour of the electron temperature almost
instantaneously in the whole outer half of the plasma column. The evolution of electron
temperature during giant (type i) ELMs on JET, after a very short MHD phase. was shown
to be very similar to that of the cold pulses [7]. Figure 2 shows temporal evolution of the
main plasma parameters during the so called slow roll-over, the event which often
terminates high performance phase of the hot ion H-mode on JET. All these transient
phenomena were analysed in a semi-predictive way with the transport code JETTO, using
either a “global" or a critical temperature gradient model of anomalous transport.

Transport models.
In our analysis we used a modified version of the RLW [2] critical temperature gradient

model with:
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Zgrliom _ ae,iZRL(VTe “Wheriflavre ‘flVTcrt'fl (1)

6
as an example of a critical marginality model. Here Tam defined by T'c = (q $1175 )1/2

r T VT Vn ([2 . .: 2 1— —— ll +Z —e ——e—+2—£ ————— and numerical coeffictents a andm ( \lR “fir-[7; nJVqBrJfi
B were varied in order to test a different degree of profile consistency. The original RLW
model has soft profile consistency witlt a“ :13: 1. Analysis shows however that we
should increase a“ up to ten times in order to be able to get fast propagation of the cold

pulses (which corresponds to a strong profile consistency transport model). Simultaneously
we should increase coefficient [1 to reproduce experimental temperature profile.

Our "global“ model is based on the assumption that due to either toroidal or non~linear
coupling plasma turbulence organises long correlated structures (with the radial correlation
length being proportional to the plasma minor radius). In this case the magnitude of the
transport coefficients depends not only on the local plasma parameters but also on the
source of the turbulence near plasma edge (we will assume that plasma turbulence emerges
near the separatrix due to either temperature or pressure gradients and propagates inside
with the group velocity of the unstable waves). In order to reproduce such a behaviour. in
further analysis we will assume that both electron and ion thermal diffusivities consist of a
local gyrobohm term (which could be produced by the ITG instability, for example) and a
global bohm-type term (produced by either ballooning or interchange instability near the
separatrix) which depends on the relative electron temperature or pressure gradient near the
separatrix [7]:

GB VT B VnT VT(rz a)
ZeJ: aciPi—‘ ‘ c ‘_c— ++ atBr '"Br Urea)

where (13?, (15, are numerical coefficients. In a sense the global model is similar to the

a2 2 £3! (2)

critical marginality one because the global confinement in both models depends on the
plasma quantities near the separatrix. The main difference between the models is that
transport properties of the global model are not symmetrical but depend on whether the
transient phenomena are initiated near the edge or near the centre of the plasma column.
indeed. if we assume for simplicity that only the electron temperature is perturbed in the
course of the heat pulse and that this perturbation is small (STE/Te <<l we obtain the
following equation for the evolution of 6T6:

53—” =dt'vI (0) 0°67 also) Wew‘57 +———‘7X VT6T(r~s a) (3)it [1953' NT a? 6790: a)
The first two terms in the right hand side of equation (3) describe the usual diffusive
propagation of the heat pulse independently of the localisation of the pulse origin. The last
term emerges from the global model and only if the heat pulse is initiated near the plasma
edge. It works as a perturbation of the heat source and is distributed over the whole plasma
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volume. As was discussed earlier, the characteristic time of propagation of such a heat

source inward is controlled by the group velocity of the turbulence and it is much faster

than the typical transport time 2' : aZ/z.

Result of numerical analysis.

We have performed a predictive numerical modelling of selected JET discharges with

different kind of the pulses. The selection covers both the heat pulses, initiated near the

plasma centre (caused by the sawtooth crash) and pulses initiated near the plasma edge (cold

pulse, ELMs, L-H transition and slow roll-over).

Figure 3 compares the result of the numerical simulation of the cold pulse and sawtooth

heat pulse with the corresponding experimental evolution from shot #31341. Direct

comparison of the change in slope of the simulated electron temperature at different radii at

the onset of the pulses shows. that the global model (2) can reproduce the observed

asymmetry. The critical marginality model with soft profile consistency underestimates the

speed of propagation of the cold pulse while the model with strong profile consistency

overestimates the speed of the sawtooth heat pulse.110wever simulation of slow roll-overs

seem to indicate that a combination of the global transport and lTG mode might be at

work. The result of the numerical analysis of the central ion temperature evolution during

the roll—over with different transport models is shown in Figure 4.

Conclusions.
In summary, even though the critical marginality models considered here can reproduce

some of the features of the global and local transport, they seem to fail to reconstruct the

asymmetry in the time scales observed during transient phenomena. A "global" model gives

a better agreement with experimental results in these situations. However modelling of the

slow roll-over indicates that a combination of the global turbulence, which dominates in the

outer part of the plastna volume, and of the local lTG mode, which could be important at

mid~radius, might be responsible of the variety of phenomena observed.
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1. Introduction
Combination of good global energy confinement and steady power exhaust in a Tokarnak is a

difficult problem. Steady power exhaust require the presence of a substantial level of

fluctuations at the edge such as continuous ELMs or L—mode turbulence. This edge ‘noise‘,

however, increases the transport to a considerable depth Within the plasma. Moreover, the

associated reduction of edge pressure leads to an unfavourable boundary condition for global

transports Quantitatively these two conflicting requirements on energy confinement have been

formulated for ITER as [1. 2]:

1E= -——- 2 1 l)
H 0-85 >< IEJTERH‘MI‘ (

(SW/W < 0.8% during 5! S lms (ELM) , (2)

Criterion (1) Sets a minimum energy confinement normalised to ITERH93P ELM-free H-

mode scaling, with the factor 0.85 accounting for the reduction due to ELMs. Criterion (2)

represents the maximum energy 5W which can be tolerated by the divertor during a single

event of energy loss.

The objective of this work is to compile a 0-D confinement database for COMPASS-D and

compare it with the requirements (1) and (2) The data contains deuterium plasmas with

ITER-similnr geometry (Single Null Divertor, R=D.56m, a=0.l7m. K=1.6). Ohmic and ECR

heating, fuelling by gas puffing and with boronised walls. Energy confinement data are
obtained froth diamagnetic measurement with typical accuracy of JLIS%. The data are
described in terms of plasma physics variables: normalised beta BN, normalised collisionality
v=t‘=(lit/a)3’2qR/}tmfP [3] and the role of atomic physics is represented here by the Hugill
number defined as N=nlnGr where nGrV20:Ip(MA)/(7ta2) is the Greenwald limit. In these
variables rEJmRH93PmrBohm p*‘0-7BN'l-2v*'0-3, where p*~p/a is the normalised Lannor
radius. This type of transport can be interpreted as GyroBohm, due to pressure driven micro-
instahilities [4]. The ITER operation point (BN=2.4. V*=0.02, N=l.5) is outside the H—mode

l . . .Permanent address: lnstrtuto Superior Tecntco, Assosc. Eutatom-lST. Lisboa. Portugal
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Confinement database DB2 [5] and therefore it is desirable to investigate the experimental

dependence of HH=F(i5N, vr. N). particularly in the direction of this point,

2. H-mode Confinement

H~mode on COMPASS-D has been achieved so far only with the ion-gradB drift towards the

H, tELiQQW’m—i“ 7
{ELM free on a EC v

X-point. Data occupy the intervals: (BN:0.6—
l.6, v*=0.015—7, N:O.170.6) and thus the ITER1

1'5l g.‘ (“It point has not been reached.
'. L“ L . .

I rrrrrrr A tllf-t-‘E' ‘i ‘1 . 1‘93” HHtflN, v*, N) shows no systematic
t.oi v k.“ lTER—) d d ‘ * , d N d l . 1.

535' m ! epen ence on v an an a so no Signs 0
E» . .

- decrease towards the [TER operational pomt.

0': However, the relevant region V*~0.02 is

J sparsely populated and also ELMy data exists
0 ..... ,F ___. .

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2. only for v*>0.3. The only systematic
3s

Figure 1‘ Normalised energy confinement

in FOMP/lSS—D H—mode as afuncu'mi of

dependence of HR appears on [5M showing an
increase up to [SN—l (Fig. 1). The relevant

ELMy plasmas which satisfy HHZI exist only

BN- in a small interval around BNzl. So far we have

have been unable to extend this region towards higher BN. Increasing [3N in OH plasma leads

to ELM—free H-mode. With ECRH, ELMy plasmas have been achieved at (no: but, so far. an

increase of power only results in a transition to the ELM-free regime.

3. ELMs
ELMs observed at Ma] are large and regular. It is of interest, therefore, to compare them with

the BER requirement on the maximum allowed energy loss per ELM (2). The energy loss is

measured using the fast diamagnetic flux signal Ad), corrected for poloidal vessel current and

using box car averaging over a stationary ELMy period. The power loss is calculated as

PL=<POH>-31t/uo(dA®ldt)RB—r. The contribution to FL from the paramagnetic flux due to

changes in plasma current and radial position during an ELM has been estimated using the

m=0. l moments from internal Mirnov coils. These corrections are small (<15%). We also

compare the power loss PL with the power Pdiv flowing to the divertor as measured by an array

of Langmuir probes. The approximation PdivzlSsalx(kTC/e)ds is used where the integration

over the surface S assumes toroidal symmetry. Figure 2 shows both power traces together with

the Da emission. Good agreement between PL and Pdiv is found. suggesting that no

substantial edge radiation losses are involved during the ELM. The power loss increases by a

factor of ~5 over its average and this increase lasts about 8t~200us during which 5W/W=4%

of the plasma energy is lost. Such an energy loss clearly exceeds the condition (2). One can
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imagine three ways that these large ELMs may be extrapolated to lead to acceptable ELMs in

ITER. The first is that the ELM duration scales with machine size. This, however, seems

unlikely. The electron temperature during an ELM, measured by Langmuir probes at the X-

..im mm 5.1, 0H .rnm an,” point and also by a reciprocating probe at
(‘0 . - — .

”E. .1 the top stagnation point, is TezAtO-SSeV.

3:) :L i ' l‘ 1 Such temperatures provide a characteristic

i iiiiiiiiliiiiiiliiii lililillllttltfi SOL time-scale of 0.5 c~150tts which
"i . i 7 ##T is in agreement with the duration of energy

mum"... loss 5t. Here, L~20m is the connection

“‘9‘”n . length, CS=(("I‘C+T.')lMD)1/2 with Tc=Ti.
3:23:24: The time fit—c, however, scales only

M weakly with machine size. The second

possibility is a significant broadening of

the wetted area during an ELM. On

COMPASS, similarly to other divenor

tokamalts, the wetted area at the divertor

broadens only by a factor of 2 during the
ELM. Finally the possibility exists that
5W/W will decrease as one moves closer
to the ITER operational point (BN. V*, N).

Figure 2. Modulation afpower (or: during an

ELM.

4. L—mode Confinement
Good energy confinement is also achieved in L-rnode in two different regimes: high density
Ohmically heated plasma with ion~gradB drift away from X-point and low density high
power ECRH at 203w Figure 3 shows the normalised energy confinement HH=F([3N, v*, N)
along the BN and N—axes. For ECRH, HH>I above BN = 1. These plasmas show a deviation
from the ITERH93P scaling over the whole range of data. There is no saturation of H” for BN
2 1 and also there is a Strong decrease of HH with increasing v*. The low collisionality,
v*=0.004—0.0l due to the high electron temperature and low density (TdiaSlOkeV, ne<l.5x
1019m'3) could be responsible for this anomaly. For high BN, the contribution of non-thermal
electrons may also be substantial. The high density Ohmically heated plasmas were achieved
during dedicated experiments where q95=3.0 was kept constant and the toroidal field varied
from 0.9 to 1.3 T. Fresh boronisation was applied. The maximum values of [3N were limited
by the maximum achievable density, which in most cases was due to the limited duration of
the discharge and the finite gas puffing rate. The high fiN is, however. achieved at the expense
of very high collisionality v*=l—10. The normalised energy confinement saturates above
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ill-w! at a level HHwOS. These Values still marvinally Satisfy the ITER confinement criterion

(1). No tit-gradation of HH:F(N) in the direction of the lTER point is observed over the

limited range of data (Fig. 3). Ln this regime, fast (’4DkHZ) Vitlcm of the plasma reveal large
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fluctuations in the SOL which consist of filaments
radially expanding up to r/a~l.3. Dcapite this, the
power to the divertor ix quasi- stationary (~30%
modulation) so that the criterion (2) is well satislicd.

lTER
Operational point in (LEN, V3, N), it indicates that in 3

Although this rogime is far from Lil:

clcztn diverted plasma llic zidvaritagcs of L—modé:
behaviour can bc combined with good global
Confinenitrnt.

(I. (‘onclugions
On COMPASS—D, lTER
Confinement is satisfied in ELMy H-niodc when llN
:1. ihc ELM
unacceptably largo. Also, tlit‘ HER operational point

the requirement. on

However. energy loss per is

in if)» W, N) can not he reached. A good ngrccntent
by

LllLilTlilgllL‘iiC loop and Langmuir probes during un

between Energy 1055 measured vow fast

individual ELEV? indicates that all cncrgy loss timing:
tlit: ELM is conducicl to the target. Ln-nitixdc: can in:
generated in COh-‘lPASSiD, with good uontincmcut.
HH: .9, satisfying the ETER requiremcnt.
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1.) Introduction

For future fusion reactors with magnetic confinement it is necessary to maximize the fusion

power output for a given magnetic field, both for economic as well as for technical reasons

(cg critical holds ofsuperconductors). This directly translates to a high stored energy and

thus to a necessary high value of d = 2,10 < p > /B2 [1).
1n toroidal magnetic fusion devices such as the toltoinak or the stellarator. different factors

may limit the achievable ,5. Two main distinct reasons are the equilibrium limit (when the

Shafranov shift approaches the minor plasma radius) and the .13-limit due to MHD activity.

The equilibrium limit results in Jpn“. x 1/6 and can thus be avoided by chosiug a proper
equilibrium configuration. In a tokamalt, the second limit has been shown to roughly scale
like 3”.“ m Ip/(uB) ~ (/q [‘2] This so-called Troyon-limit led to the definition of 5N =
3/(Ip/(uB)). The paper focuses on the MHD phenomena giving rise to the 13»limit in ASDRX
Upgrade. a medium size tokamak with ITER relevant geometry [3].

2.) Operational Aspects
The heating power necessary to reach a certain VB depends on plasma geometry and pa-

rameters. For an energy confinement scaling TE ~ 0.05 x Hl'pRan/Pl” (derived from the
JET-DULD scaling [4] with H—inode multiplier H), we obtain for ASDEX Upgrade (If. :
1.05 m. a = 0.5 m. I: : 1.6) P(fiN) : 2.15(BN/H)213,2. With an available heating power of
10 MW, using tin-m,” z 3 and H r: 2, D-limit studies can only be conducted at B, S 1.3 ’1'
unless improved confinement occurs. Thus. our database is acquired at B! s 1.9 T.

For the discussion of neoclassical tearing modes, the collisionality u“ = q/(au) is an
important parameter. It scales like u" ~ (n/T2)(qa/(2) whereas 53 ~ nT/BZ. Thus. at
constant ti. we find 11' ~ (ana/B‘Hq/e’) and we have to use a scaling u N Bd/fl/nl/3 to
match [TIER in the dimensionless numbers if. 11”.: and (1. For I'I‘ER parameters Bt : 5.7 T.
n = 1.25 X1020 m’3 and a = 2.8 m, we find that an ASDEX Upgradc shot at 1.5 "I‘ should
be run at. n : 0.38 X1070 rn'a. The lowest possible density in ELMy Hemode is proportional
to 17,, which itself is fixed by the requirement q : 3. For the example above (corresponding
to I}, = 0.8 MA) the minimum density is about 0.5 x 1020 m‘3. Therefore. we cannot run at
exactly the ITER dimensionless parameters: at the right (1, the collisionality is higher by a
factor of (0.5/0.38)3 : ‘24. Increasing the density will increase this factor ~ n3.

The B-liuiit may either occur as a saturation (W does not follow a rise in P), as. a fl-drop
(W decreases with increasing P) or as a [i—limit disruption. It has been shown before that in
ASDEX Upgrade. below q = 3, the fl—limit is disruptive whereas above q = 3, a saturation
or drop occurs [5]. In [5]. only the energy from magnetic reconstruction was considered: we
have now found good agreement between these values and the. total kinetic energy. From
the Troyon-scaling, we would expect fiNmuz 95 f(q) In ASDEX Upgrade. we usually find
fiNVMI z 3 for q 2 3, but for q s 3, lily-1m, drops with q to values around ‘2 for q —> ‘2
[5]. The highest values of 5N were achieved with the highest triangularity (6 z 0.4). In this
configuration. we transiently achieve HA! z 3.3 without I,7 ramp.

Another extension of the Troyon—scaling has been proposed in DIII-D by including (5 into
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Figure 1: Plot off} against the normalization [p/(aB) (left) or [JP/(LIB) (right). Including
1. can acruuut for (lie high if cases obtained in 1;, ramp~down experiments.

the scaling [L1]. in ASDBX Upgrade. we have varied (l; by 1;» ramp-down and thus achieved
the highest values of p‘,, z 3 and 5,1; m 4.5. As shown in Fig. 1. including [. into the smiing
also provides a reasonable lit to the ASDEX Upgrade data. Note that, due to a slightly
different definition. our l'; is about 10 Ur. smaller than that of Dlle.

3.) MHD Mode Behaviour at the (El-limit
.\n analysis of ti1( ideal kink stability of LVpil a1 ASDEX lI pgradr high 5 equililiria 1151111.,

(in ERAlO code [7] reveals stabilitv for 3N < 3.5 even without a conducting wall with the
limit given by the (21) mode. Including the ASDEX Upgrade vacuum vessel stabilizes this
mode up to fly 4.1. The (3.2) mode appears at 13N z 3.7 without wall. but can also

he wall-stabilized here. However, for [3N : 4.1. it cannot be stabilized and now dominates
the mode pattern. The pressure gradient is usually below the critical gradient for ideal
ballooning except at the plasma edge, where it 1:5 linked to the. occurrence of type 1 13t in
these discharges. Thus, ideal MHD cannot explain the usual limit of [JN S 3.3.

In the experiment. we can distinguish two types of mode activity giving rise to n i'l-limit:
q 2 1 activity: fl—saturation is mostly connected to activity on the q = 1 surface. This is

often a continuous (1,1) mode which probably is connected to a (1,1) island (as it may last
for several 100 ms, a time. scale on which 2111 internal kink should form an island). This mode
leads to a saturation of liN- 1n discharges with high beam power at nearly perpendicular
injection, we also see I'ishbonl: bursts with a dominant (1,1) structure, but also higher helicity
components [8]. OCCurrence of repetitive fishbnnes may lead to a drop of [3N by less than 10

‘79. Usually. sawteeth persist. but their repetition rate slow: down. The sawtooth losses do
not play a significant role in the li—liinit.

q > 1 activity: in addition to the (1.1} activity, we often see tearing modes on surfaces

with q > 1. An example for :1 time sequence is given in Fig.2.lle1e initially a. (1 1] mode

exists At 1:13-15 4(4 3) mode develops and. 40 ms later, a (3 ‘2) develops. From the

plot of the amplitudes dof ti18 different modes it can be seen that the q > 1 islands drive

the initial (1.1) mode and produce higher harmonics with equal toroidal mode. number ‘viu

toroidal mode coupling. During this sequence. {3N can drop significantly (by up to 30 (Yr).

These tearing modes at high ,3 are usually attributed to the neoclassical tearing mode

where the island is driven nonlinearly by the loss of bootstrap current due to a. flattening

of the pressure inside the island [9]. In a more recent theory [10], it is found that, due lo

(liamagnctic stabilization, a threshold island width Wm. exists below which no neoclassical
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island will occur and thus one needs a ”seed island' of W > W”,r to start neoclassical tearing.

For ug/(iwrw) < 1, this width is greatly reduced. To check this theory in ASDEX Upgrade,

we performed a ii—limit experiment where, at fixed I? and Bi, the density was increased by
a factor of ‘2. Following the scaling above, this corresponds to a change in u‘ by a factor
of 8. Although there was no pronounced effect on Batman the MHD behaviour changed: at

the lowest collisionality, the rise in [3 was limited by (1,1) activity whereas at the highest

collisiouality, the. sequence shown in Fig. 2 involving neoclassical tearing modes occured. For
the whole collisionality scan, we are in the regime i/i/(cwtpc) < l, but due to Wm, ~ pp“
the threshold island size decreases at constant 5 but lower temperature. it turns out that a
comparison of local parameters at the (3,2) surface yields good agreement with this theory.
assuming a seed island width of 2: ‘2 cm [11]. The onset of such tearing modes usually
coincides with ELMs or sawteeth. therefore it is likely that a seed island of thc right. helicity
is produced by these events.

To independently prove that the observer] islands are of neoclassical origin, we calculated
the dill'urence in bootstrap current 13l for a typical pressure profile at the ,‘iilimit when the
pressure is flattened at the (3,2) surface in a region of 5 cm (corresponding to the saturated
island width estimated from Mirnov analysis). Then, we calculate the width of the magnetic
island produced by a helical current of magnitude Alb, (for an 800 ltA discharge at the
,3-limit. All, 3 3.5 kA). The island width (calculated in this manner is close to the 5 cm
we started with, indicating that this would be a saturated neoclassical island. Also, these

islands often grow linearly in B for 2: 10 ms, which is another feature of the neoclassical
tearing mode [9]. Finally, for reasonable current profiles, one would always expect A’ < (J for
the (4.3) mode. so we have to rely on the neoclassical driVe.

An interesting difference between the q : l and the q > 1 activity is their influence on the
toroidal plasma rotation. Fig. 3 shows an example where a q 2 1 limit occurs (1 = 1.3 :3). An
increase in beam power leads to another rise in B followed by a drop due to the occurence of
a (3.2) tearing mode. Only the (3,2) mode leads to a significant drop of toroidal rotation of
The core (inside the (3/2) surface). This may be explained by an increase in the viscosity due
to the MHD activity, and also by the interaction of the rotating (3,2) mode with the resistive
wall and the static error field. Both clfects would be much more pronounced for the (3,?)
mode than for the (Li) mode Note that, as stated above, the (3.2) has a bigger effect on
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Figure 3: {Himil by {1.1) activity (1.3 5) and than by a (3.2) tearing mod? (1.78 s). The
(3.2) mode has a significant. influence on toroidal rotation of the core.

nonliim'uent then the (1,1). as indirutrrd by thc decreased ll—nmch': multiplier (for thtA ~samc
‘1"; and «'lousiljr, one needs more beam power).

Thus “9 cuurlndc that tlm :3 limit wilh q > 1 inorll. actiV‘iLv in ASDEX Upgrade: is mainly
“1W [1 hV' 1ll('fi[flbll11y 011.t neoclasnilal ILELF111'LI 1110(l1. Lhis 1%LSpl‘Cli1llV 1illpUl’1iUl1 as tlnAA59
modes winetimi-s an ciduntnlly ocrur at fly-valuer'. “all belou the values 5| uled ztlx'Aww, um.)- bi
line to a Chung" in A’ or due to an eSpcciully large ser‘tl island (lllt'l‘tf arc exampls‘s down to
iv = 2.4). The [l-Lh‘op lnll'uc‘luccd can be restored by incrunsing the healing power. but at
thrA expense of n rerluwd confinement due 10 the mode as Shown in Fig. :1.

Finally. 11 should 1m noted that fi—limil. disruptions in ASDEX Upgrade happen only several
100 111:;aflf'rtlieocr'url'eni'e of the. actual Dilimit and seem 10 be due to a. loss 01' conl'incmant
(filmed by the (31.2) morle with subsequent l'l—L transition. and the occurrence of a MARFE
causing a ("2.1) lIlOllt'. 'l‘hns. a typical 134111111 disruption. as has been identified ill TPTR
(12]. docs not. appear in .-\SD|3X Upgradu. even at the lowest qivaluc 012.3.
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The Role Of Edge parameters for L-H Transitions and ELM
Behaviour on ASDEX Upgrade

w. Suttrop. H. J. de. Blank. G. Haas, H. Murmann. O. Gehre. H. Reimerdes. F. Ryter.

H, Salzmann. J. Schweinzer. .l. Stober. H. Zohm. ASDEX Upgrade team, NBI team. I(,'RH
[\layPlanck-lnstitut fur Plasmaphysilt. El‘RA’l‘OM Association. [)«85748 Garrhing

team.

Introduction

Local plasma parameters play an important role for transition to high—confinement mode (H-

modej since loss mechanisms which drive the radial electrical field associated with improved

confinement [ll critically depend on collisionality and ion temperature and density gradient
lengths at the plasma edge. However. partly due to diagnostical dilliculties. the clearest

picture of L- to Hanode transitions exists so far with respect to global quantities [2. 13]. Few

measurements of local parameters have been reported as yet. including an early observation

of constant T, at LvH and I'l-L transitions on ASDEX [4] More recent results of JET [3]
and of a parameter scan on DlIl—D [6] agree on the role, of edge temperature as a critical

parameter but are ambiguous about the dependence on B1. Edge Localized Modes (FlA'ls).
always observed during Stationary Hemode. impose a stability limit. on the edge pressure

gradient. but ELM parameters (eg. ELM type) themselves depend on edge conditions.
Here. we report local Te, T, and 17, measurements made at the plasma edge of ASDFX

l'pgrade at L-H and ll~L transitions and ELMS in an attempt to describe the local edge
parameter space of L-mode. L7H transitions, and lI-mode with various ELM types. :\
detailed quantitative comparison of edge T;.77e.TE profiles and neutral flux measurements

with li'ansition theory [or a limited number of dicharges is addressed in a separate paper [7].
For the present investigation. a set of 98 discharges is randomly selected from recent

ASDlZX Upgrade deuterium discharges with similar geometry (lower single null. ioneV/i
direction towards the X-point. H = 1.65 m. a = 0.5 m. elongation K k 1.7. lriangularity
J z 0.07). Varying discharge parameters are B; = l5...3 T. I]. = 0.6...12 .\‘l.~\. [13-3, :
2.5...T.:3 MW. and PIC‘HF = 0...? MW. The set contains shots with and without Neon

impurity gas puff. Diagnostics include DCN FIR laser interferometryand Li beam For density
measurements. lfi—channel Thomson scattering and t‘I-3-channel ECE radionietrv for electron
temperature measurements. and two ionization gauges installed near the director and in the-
main Chamber to measure the neutral gas flux.

8. i i b ago i i i
a) l ) i ASDEX Upgrade 1'

c r: n p u a z a D a D n ECE Radiometer 1r- ... i.. ‘ . ne ’_ T;
at a.“ u 5.5— 600i «1

_ . c . .. -
r? A ¥ . - ‘

E A ° ; 2 D ...-._ l

is“ -':::::--- “ Mr ”is —;:1 . . . , . a . _ P0 a“ o "l
m El L-H transilion ' ‘ : a 25 a. ' 270

C A H-L transition #8252 a i , I: L H transition “a“ n l

2 o L'H transition #8250 i A u - 200 A Hi-Ltransition #8252 5‘ I' ‘80 d
x H-L transition . I , n o L-Htransrtion ‘93" l

ASDE" “99'“da 1 . f X H-L transition #8250 :9. _
0 Li beam * PCN FIR lass! deconvolution A 5 a l . 0 . L l ‘ E25551,

-2o"' .15 .1 u .20 715 ~10 s0 75 ,
r-a [cm] r-a [cm]

Figure 1: Comparison of L-H and H-L transitions of [we discharges with tliflrrru/
[inf averaged density a) alrclron density 17) electron twtpemture profiles
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L—H and H-L transitions

We first consider an example to illustrate the relevance of local parameters at the e and
1171, thrvsholds. Fig. 1 shows a pair of discharges (ASIH‘CX lipgrade #8431). #8; ‘3) with
electron density varied and otherwise identical parameters (B, : 2.5 T. I]. = lit} .\1:\).
Slow L711 transitions are achieved hy switching a '2?) MW neutral heam at 1571 112 row.
liinp averaged denlsities (in 10191114] ,’ N131 dut)’ c\ at the L-H and 11-h transitions are
3 ‘1/3 " (#8;t 7 )7/10017’.l(#8252. L-H) 71/30 I. (#81 U 111).;1m164/1U‘”(_1
11 [1.17% (16 118mmHot the two discharges c111 ler l3\ :1 factm 012.3 (Fig.1 a). _ ll:hedge
electron temperature (Fig.1 l)1)‘ taken at ‘2 cm inside the nominal separatrix. difli'rs by 3054
lor the two shots. where a higher temperature is found at lower density The dill‘erenrv in
'1', between LAH and 11L transitions is sn1all,ol‘the order of Few percent. with the tendency
ol‘ lower ratio TE/nr at L7H compared to 11—14.

a) my” ’ r+ + r b) soc 1 ""‘ 1
t c him-19 ASDEX Upgrade C :11»c , a t

E f 1; LHttansitIun DO ion VBN X s L'HrlansttD" H. * 4
é 13;: HttmnsmonfiV “:1 $ '14; { g x Ht1rans-tian

~s t t 5+ Am ASDEX Upgrade
. l ‘L E D0 ion-VB \- X

( “3
L t 3
g i, j "200

l

4‘ ____1.. ,- ”Wu—.4" o
2 3

BIVTtelTlOZ0'1-n 3] 0 2 #109 3]
Figure ‘3: {'ompmlson oft/[[Illtftl H- Inm/t' thus/10M ({(pEHdHICICS «1g PUT, in: THE.
[1) T5 {(1/g€)1'.s. W (frlgr)

We now compare the global scaling at 1"“; : PM —— dlh/rlt — PM“. ,1 with the dermimlenre
of edge 7', on edge density for the set 0198 recent discharges characterized above. Fig. ‘2
a) shows I’m. as a function of WH, for L-li‘ 11—1. transitions. stationary 11 mode. and few
L-niode phases with auxiliary heating. The clashccl line rcpri‘scnts the 511111a of l’. (\1\\')
= 1. 1 (101” in”) H, ('1') derived from earlicr :\S1)liX Migratdc 11stl1a1nes [5“] \1tht111rrh
thcrc is a fair agreement with the global iflh<st‘;11i11g. so\e1al (iata points tPdlL which
prolialily reflects the ditliculties to determine accurately the fraction 01' power radiated from
inside the scparalrix and {lit/r]! during last changcs ol hcating power. Fig. (Fig. 2 hp
shows a plot of edge electron temperature '11 at 1 : 11 7 ‘1 cm (obtained by intcl'pn'ilation
of two adjacent Thomson channels) \*:2. edge line‘nvcraged density m for the sanir data
set. :\ radial position 2 cm (corresponding to [3,. z 0
sclcctod. because it is believed to be relevant for transition physics hut sufficiently distant
from the separatrix to avoid '11 being cntirvly‘ determined by tho heat flux to the t11\'t"llOl'.
There is a large scatter in the T5 data. but no significant dependence on n J, and also no
significant difference in 7} for DH and H71, transitions is observed. Values of T,(r = a — 2
cm) at the transition center around m 160 eV. with T, ahou; during H—mode and helow

97) inside the nuniinai separatrix is

(luring lrmode. H— and LAmodes can exist over the entire experimental edge dcnsity rangc
t)f'2..1T X 10mm"

At high neutral densities (main charnher neutral flux TU Z 5 X 102'111'3s”). L-modes are
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obtained even for high heating pO\\EI‘ (PW—— S MW). This illustrates that H mode can be

inauessilble above cettain neutral densities IIowe\ er since these discharges also have high

high bullt radiation and low edge Tu it is not exactly clear which mechanism causes this
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Figure 3: Scaling off/1r edge pressure 171111111311! truth plasma curr.enl' a} VPCUP) [01 11

551 ofrlischmgés, b,er1ge TE and c)11E profiles mmszuedfor (111 nailed bJ I tiaiinfion

Edge Localized Modes

Following the DIII- D classification [9].EL\15 of type I and III are observed 011 ASDEX
L pgrade [10]. In addition compound ELVIS mist which are identified as ELM e1 ents with
subsequent btieftransition to I mode [ll]. As for pressureDUtadient driven instabilities. one
would expect that edge 11. I ptofiles reflect. the stabilitv limit of type I ELMs at [1-). 10] and
t1pc Ill ELMs below the ideal ballooning limit [13]. In the first stability 1egion at high shear
or in the cylindrical appr0\in1ation. the normalized pressure gradient (1 : 2V11110HqZ/B‘
at. the ideal ballooning limit is approximately proportional to the normalized shca1 5' =
(([q/dr) x (r/q) [14]. Assuming that 5' is approximately independent of qfl. one would expect
the maximum Vp = m, to be. proportional to 1;“: and independent of 8,. This is indeed
observed for the set of discharges as shown in Fig. 3 a). For given 1". highest pressure
gradients ar'e observed during type I ELMy lI—mode. Pressure gradients in phases with type
lIl ELMS are significantly lower but still above. V1). in L-mode. .‘-\n Ip-scan (Fig. 13 b. r)
with otherwise identical parameters (Rvyl = 5 MW. 3, : 2.5 T) reveals that the rhauge 111
Vp is almost entirely due to different edge densities. while edge T, profiles Change much less
with [11- consistent with expectation that 7",. 0( 1],. For all discharges except at. 1,, : 0.6 MA
gas puff was switched off during l'Iemode.

Apart from stability limits imposed by ELMS on the edge pressure gradient. the occur-
rence ofthe various El M types can be parametrized by local edge quantities Fig. 4 a) shows
the edge electlon p1essute gradient normalized to 1' vs. T6 at 1‘ : a — '2 cm for the set of
discharges 1n deuterium. Type I ELMS mainly populate the region above Vpe/lf, = 1.5 x 10”
Pa/tn/MA2 and RM ~ 20111) z 300 eV while type III ELMs predominate below. From a
plot of T( vs. 11E at 1‘ : a — '2 cm (Fig. 4 b) one sees that type III ELMS occur at lower T6
than type I ELMs but both types are observed independent of density. At high resistivity.
type III ELMs are destabilized at lower pressure gradient than type. I ELMS. while at low
resistivity. the fixed stability limit of type I ELMs is reached first, consistent with the picture
of a resisitive instability [11]. Compound ELMs appear mainly at high edge density (or high
neutral gas flux, which is correlated). regardless of B1. which varies by a factor of 2 in the
set. They are found either at intermediate or at low pressure gradient. and can therefore be
attributed to type I ELMs or type III ELMs. respectively. followed by a brief L-mode period.
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Conclusion

On ASDEX Upgrade. T5 at, the edge at L»ll and “*1. transitions is found to be independent
of a number of plasma parameters. in particular PM. 8,. 1].. although there is eonsiderahle
scatter (i30%) in the data :iet, Also. no density dependent-e is obvious from the data set,
However. comparison of individual discharges shows that ’l; and 1: decrease by 2: 5091
when the edge density is raised by a factor of 2.5. This finding indicates a possible Weak
dependence of T5 and T, on density. but also implies that l.-H transitions are obtained at \‘ery
different edge collisionalities. More detailed measurements are uet‘essar)‘ to check whether
the departure from constant Tc found on other experiments [4. 61 is significant, There is
only a weak ditlm‘ence 017; at. the L-H and 11—1. transitions. indicating that the hysteresis in
Pm, is owed mainly to the change in confinement. At highest neutral densities. the llimode
is quenched even at. high healing powers. This may indicate that an upper limit to neutral
densities in HAmode exists. but the mechanism still has to be identified.

A much Clearer picture exists with respect to ELMS. As expected tor ideal ballooning,
Vpcflm 3: I; for type 1 ELMH. f is aignitirantlr helow Vllmmu- for type lll ELXIS. The
oecnrrenee of ELM types depends on edge 71., but not density. Consistent with resistire
modea‘. type lll ELNIS are found at lower T, than type 1 ELMS,
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Three Dimensional Computation of

collisional Drift Wave Turbulence and Transport in Tokamak Geometry

B Scott

Max-Planck—IPP, Garching, Germany

Computations of fluid drift turbulence in a nonlocal model tokamak
geometry are presented. Profiles and fluctuations interact with each
other self-consistently. A self-consistent limiter scrape-off layer (SOL)
is incorporated. Electron drift wave dynamics dominate the fluctuation
energetics. Parallel correlation lengths in the SOL are in agreement
with experimental observations, even though the dynamics is still three
dimensional The results reproduce well the qualitative and quantitative
properties of observed fluctuations, but predict overly strong transport
in the SOL.

It is of general interest to directly simulate the process of anomalous transport of
thermal energy and particles in a magnetically confined plasma, with a fluid model sys-
tem of equations. Ideally, the domain of computation would extend from center to edge,
and the run time would be of order a global confinement time. As this is not yet feasi—
ble, the traditional approach is to carry a computation for a small domain whose extent
perpendicular to the magnetic field lines is much less than the profile scale length, LL.
The fluctuation dynamics would be local, with profiles given as system parameters. An
alternative approach is to carry an intermediate domain, whose extent is one or two LL,
so that the system‘s thermodynamics can be studied while still faithqy representing the
scale, A < Li, at which the turbulence actually occurs [1]. This is already feasible for
small tokamalrs, from which we have the best data.

The computations are done in the geometry of an axisy'mmetric tokamalr, with shifted-
circular flux surfaces and a toroidal limiter in an outer portion. The reference flux surface
is the last closed flux surface (LCFS), with minor and major radii a and R0, and volume
Vfl : 21r2a2Ro. The coordinate system begins with the Hamada (V, 9,0, with 9 and C
periodic on [0,1], and then transformed via 6 = C — «19, with q(V) the field line pitch
parameter. Only one contravariant component of the magnetic field, B“ = x’, with x(V)
the poloidal flux, is nonzero. The field line connection length is L“ = Bo/Xl m 2a0, with
Bu the average field strength. The periodicity constraint, f(V,9 + 1,5 — q) = f(V,€,€),
serves as the boundary condition in 9 in the closed field line region; in the SOL the standard
Debye sheath model is used. The dependent variable V—derivatives are assumed to vanish
on inner and outer boundaries, at which sources are prescribed. Domain sizes are quoted
in terms of Va and a toroidal periodicity, kg, in terms of which E is periodic on [0, 1:51],
equivalent to keeping only multiples of kg in a Fourier expansion in E (as well as mode
zero). This amounts to a flux-tube truncation which retains the periodicity constraint.

The equations are those of Braginskii [2], with perpendicular dissipation neglected
and with a model for electron and ion Landau damping in the form of limits placed on the
parallel dissipation. The ions are cold. The electrostatic drift approximation is used, such
that a parameter (in = pg/a << 1, with a. the area-averaged minor radius of the LCFS and
p0 the ion gyroradius at reference parameters [110, To, and Bo at r/a = (V/Vu.)1/"1 = 1].
This gives the electron and ion perpendicular velocities and heat fluxes in terms of their
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drifts: vy‘ = vi; +V£‘ with nev‘.‘ = FWVyp: and (1:1 = (5/26)71T=F“”VVTc for the
electrons, and q‘ 2 v2; for the ions, where V; 2 ~FWVU¢ is the ExB velocity of both,
and F’” : (c/Bflk‘q” is the drift operator. The ion polarisation drift, clue to the
inertia, is retained: v; = -F"u [(3/315) + (VE~+ nub") a u_L", where u“ = qu and
b“ = BV/B. The equations appear as

—V,,nev” = V” (U‘Ju — nevf)P

(1%" = “Vim (Wu + U")
1.5831;e = -1.5 (M1)" + VL“) VflTg -— 21V}; (bflvll + Vi“) — n'1Vp (bpqull + (195:)

8
7:} = — (byun + V2) Vuu” ~‘ (Till/10"] (vHPe + Vp-‘nlwiDéHbL/Vyu“)

J" = 116(l — v") = ”EDEN (1.7].TC'IVHTz + n‘lvnn — eT:]V||¢)

qc” = —l.6nD¢”V“T¢ + 0.71nT¢(v" — u")

where the first is an equation for if), V“ 2 MVP, and the dissipation parameters are given
by D=i1 = 0.51ucV;2 + (Lflmrl and D," = Luc, with V} = Te/mc and c3 = Tc/Mi.

10”
El 10"

..10 Er

10“
10“

10—9 10—6

mva 10‘“ l , . . .
fl _10 10 0 t 10

Figure l. Fluctuation spectra, perpendicular (a) and parallel (b) wavenumbers, of
the mean squared amplitudes of <15 (p), '5 (n), T (t), and E” (u) The long vertical
hash denotes kip, ~ 1. The source and sink curves [1] show VT as the strongest
free energy source, low-k5 as a sink region, and low-k” as the only source region

Most of the results obtained from this system so far have been limited by the use of
drifnordering, which drops terms formally small by A < LL (:2. 5]., ”UV“ in the fluctuations
or magnetic divergences like Vpnev’.‘ in the profiles) while still still allowing the profiles
and fluctuations to self~consistently interact [1]. An example of such a result is shown in
Fig. 1, the parallel and perpendicular spectra of fluctuations in a. domain V/Va E [0.9, 1.1]
and kg = 5 for TEXT edge parameters (a = 27 cm, R0 = 4.0, Bo = 2T, To = 30eV and
no = 3 X 1012 cm”). The radial extent was two L_L. The collisionality parameter was
Co = (0.5).VeLn)(mg/Miq/Ln)2 = 5.8 and 50 was 0.002. The profiles were maintained
by feedback control, where 71/710 and Tg/To were damped towards 2.5 and 0.4 at the
inner and outer boundaries, respectively [numerical details appear in [1]). Fig. 2 shows
the parallel transfer between neighboring regions of parallel wavenumber space and the
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scaling with Co of such “local" runs. The runs with the tokamak metric were compared to

counterparts with a sheared slab metric, both with and without the magnetic divergences

(“ballooning"). This shows that the importance of ballooning depends strongly on the

geometry; it is relatively unimportant compared to the tolcamak’s poloidal variation of

the drift scale p, = C(TgMi)1/2/CB in exciting asymmetries in the more collisional regime,

but as 00 drops the range of klrinteraction narrows and the ballooning is relatively more
important. The parallel transfer rates were found to be more than twice as strong in

tokzmfl-k as in slab—metric geometry. The slab-metric runs reproduce the gist of other
current work [3].

43.08

Tr

0.0

-IO 0 £2q 10

Figure 2. (a) Normalised parallel transfer rates, in EXB (6), density (n), and tem-
perature (t) free energy components. Transfer is out of the k“ 2 0 region, with
the EXB contribution negligible. (b) Dependence of energy transport, x/xg =
(qH/nVT)(eB/CT), on the drift wave collisional parameter, Co, for tokamal: (TK)
and slab (SL) geometry, with (solid) and without (dashed) the magnetic diver)
gences (see text).

Another run was carried out, with V/VL, 6 [09,11] and k0 = 10, for ASDEXv
Upgrade Ohmic edge parameters (a : 60cm, R0 = 2.75, B0 = 2T, To = 60 eV, and

no : 1013 cm”), with a SOL for V/Vfl > 1.0. The drift wave parameters were Co = 7.5

and 60 = 0.0012, not very difierent from the TEXT case. The SOL was determined by an

inboard toroidal limiter at 0 = $0.5. An inner-edge heat flux of Q; = 0.6 MW(47rzczR)_1
was set, and the SOL was left as the sink according to the Debyesheath boundary con-
ditions. The profiles are shown in Fig. 3; these were not equilibrated over the ~ 0.8 msec

run time, but there has been reaction to the turbulence and to Q]. In the SOL itself the

confinement time is much shorter, as the gradients were flattened Within 0.2msec. The

fluctuations were somewhat different in the closed and open field line regions; the tub“;

lence and transport were stronger in the SOL. The parallel correlation length, A“, for T

was twice as long in the SOL. For H and 5 the difierence was closer to 50%. The main
point of this, however, is that the three-dimensional parallel dynamics, i. e., the exchange
of free energy between k“ z 0 and k“ = :lzqR components, continues to play a strong role

even in the SOL and even with the long A“. Although the turbulence notices the existence
of open field lines, there is no specialised role for the flute-like target-plate instability [4,5],

since the collisional drift wave nonlinear instability is more robust.
It is important at this stage to point out two discrepancies between these simulations

and the situation observed in tokamak edges. The profiles were found to be too flat in the
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SOL, indicating that the turbulence is too strong there in the numerical model. The ampli-
tude itself was in good agreement but the coupling among <15, 5, and T appears to be too im-
mediate in the collisional drift Wave model, It may be that the addition of electromagnetic
ellects, usually considered to be small for these parameters (,5 = 47rnTLi/BZL2, << 1),
may subtly interrupt the dissipative coupling one has in the electrostatic model; in pure
twcrdimensional simulations this appears to be the case [6]. The other discrepancy is the
lack of a particle pinch. When there are no sources and no particle flux, Vn is close to
zero. Although the need for a particle pinch in tokamak edges depends on inferences from
a. (perhaps irrelevant) diffusion model [7], it is well known that in the interior there is a
Vn # 0 well within the source regions. The mechanism for that will have to be some»
thing other than collisional drift wave physics. Finally, it is to be noted that this type
of turbulence is not effective at all above about 120 eV in the ASDEX-Upgrade case, and
the model indeed loses validity at about this point. This makes the collisional drift wave
model by itself invalid for the study of the L—to'H transition

It is important as well to note the~successesr the fluctuation amplitudes agree well
with observations (sen/T ~ 02 .2. 5/71 2. T/T), the computed thermal energy flux on closed
field lines is about 0.3 to 0.5 of observed values. Concerning the parallel mode structure,
observed fluctuations in both tokarnak and stellarators preserve a. correlation of 0.8 over
10m [5], and this has been used to advance two-dimensional flute-like turbulence models
with the inference that k“ should be nearly zero [4,5]. However, the correlation function
measured here drops to 0.8 in about 0.2L“, or about 8m, in good agreement. This does
howwer correspond to enough of a parallel gradient that collisional drift wave physics is
robustly excited, and the special case of collisional drift waves on open field lines such that
kl} —> O with the Debye sheath providing dissipative coupling among [1,5, F5, and T, elsewhere
called the target-plate instability model [5], never enters.
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OCCURRENCE OF SAWTEETH IN [TER AND THEIR EFFECTS ON ALPHA
PARTICLES AND STABILITY

R.V. Budny. G.-Y. Fu, N.N. Gorelenkov, J. Manickam, M.P. Petrov,

MH. Redi, S. Sabbagh, RB. White, L. Zakharov, Y. Zhao, and 5.]. Zweben
Princeton University, PO. Box 451, Princeton Ni, 08543, USA

I - Introduction Sawteeth alter the plasma, current, and fast ion profiles in present tokamak
experiments. The central electron temperature, density, and neutron emission profiles are

observed to flatten within the radius where the safety factor, qw = I; so sawteeth reduce the
central reactivity and fusion power. The plasma current also mixes to some degree since the
safety factor in the center, qw(0), is observed to increase after sawtooth crashes [1]. Sawteeth
may have beneficial effects as well. In TFTR, discharges with sawteeth do not have major
high-[3 disruptions, suggesting that sawteeth and/or fishbones may inhibit these disruptions.

It is not known whether sawteeth will occur in lTER. If they do, they could have both
beneficial and detrimental effects. Since ITER must achieve sustained ignition, it is important
to know to what extent and how the alpha particles will mix during sawteeth crashes, since

this mixing will affect the alpha heating, and thus the reheat rate. The alpha particle mixing
might shift alphas to regions where the losses are large. possibly damaging wall components.
Also, the MHD and TAE stability will depend sensitively on the total pressure. p101, and qw
profiles, which are altered by sawtooth mixing.

This paper studies the occurrence and effects of sawteeth in ITER. Many of the plasma
parameters in present tokamak experiments are very different from those anticipated in ITER.
so large extrapolations are needed to predict ITER conditions and performance. This paper
uses codes and semi-empirical models to study lTER plasmas. Since sawtooth mixing of
alphas has been observed in TFTR, we use these measurements to calibrate the sawtooth
mixing models. We apply them to sets of profiles for two representative ITER plasmas from
the Interim Design database [2] producing 1.5 GW of fusion power, one with a flat electron
density, and one with a more peaked density. Profiles are shown in Figures a—c.

The TRANSF plasma analysis code [3] is used to derive profiles for qw and p101 and the
effects of current and alpha particle mixing after sawtooth crashes. The stability of sawteeth
in these plasmas is assessed using a semi-empirical model of o)‘ stabilization. The MHD and
TAB stability before and after the sawteeth crashes is calculated using the PEST and NOVA-
K codes. The ripple losses of alpha particles is computed by TRANSP and FPF’T. These
codes and models for predicting the sawteeth stability and sawteeth effects in TFTR are in
approximate agreement with measurements.

[I - Steady state conditions in ITER The TRANSP plasma analysis code has been used to
analyze these ITER plasmas [4]. The vertically asymmetric flux surfaces are computed from
the equilibrium modeling. The code also models the alpha source, orbits, slowing down, and

heating profiles. The central alpha pressure is approximately 10% of the thermal pressure.
Total pressure profiles are shown in Fig. c.

One of the present unknowns of the lTER design is how the non-inductive plasma
currents will be driven. The bootstrap currents for the flat and peaked profile cases are 3.0
and 5.5 MA respectively, out of a total current of 21 MA. Several methods have been
proposed to drive the extra current. including using energetic neutral beam injection and fast
wave current drive. The profile of the driven current will greatly effect the total current and
q“, profiles. We assume that the driven current profile will have the same shape as if the
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ohmic current were used. This current profile depends on the Zcff profile (taken from the
ITER database) and the assumed neo classical resistivitv, The computed q\P profiles (shown
in Fig. e) have CW: l near x :- Vnormalized toroidal flux) = 0.40 » 050,

Another unknown is the amount of current mixing during sawteeth crashes in ITER. This
is discussed in Section IV. The conclusions of this paper are that the sawtooth effects on
sustained ignition appear to be benign for standard ITER plasmas if the qw = 1 surface is not
greater than x = 0.5.

III — Sawtooth stability A semi—empirical model of (0‘ stabilization [5] is consistent with .

the sawtooth stability observed in TFTR plasmas with auxiliary heating. The stability
criterion is expressed as a critical shear at the qw : 1 surface. The prediction of this criterion
for ITER is that the peaked profile plasma is stable. and the flat profile plasma is unstable to
suwteeth.

Trapped fast ions might stabilize sawteeth [6]. In beam-heated supershots in TFTR there
does not appear to be enough deeply trapped energetic beam ions to stabilize sawteeth [7].

One important parameter for the trapping is the average energy of the trapped ions. The beam
ions in TFTR have <Ebm> = 40 keV. The alpha particles in the TTER cases are computed to

have <Eq> = 1.5 MeV in the center.

Other models have been used to analyze the stability of ITER plasmas to sawteeth. A

model invoking a threshold criterion and alpha stabilization has been used to predict ITER
sawtooth periods of 120 sec [8].
IV - Current and alpha particle mixing in ITER TRANSP models sawteeth assuming

Kadotnstev mixing of flux surfaces [3]. Partial current mixing is modeled by computing a
weighted average of the fully mixed and unmixed plasma currents after the crash. The qw

profiles in TFTR L—mode and supershot plasmas are generally simulated accurately with this
model by assuming that about 20% of the current is mixed [1]. A comparison of pre—crash qw

profiles assuming 20% and 100% mixing is shown in Fig. c. The sawtooth period is assumed
here to he 50 sec. Longer periods allow qW-(O) to decrease further between crashes.

TRANSP models the fast ion sawtooth mixing by shifting the guiding centers with the

flux surfaces, randomizing the poloidal distribution, and conserving vpa]r and 1.1 [3]. The

TRANSP model has been generalized using a Fokker-Planck Post TRANS? processor

(FPPT) [9], which solves the bounce averaged drift kinetic equation using the plasma
parameters from TRANSP. The FPP’T mixing model is based on the ExB drift of fast ions at
the crash. This mechanism has negligible effects on passing particles. and on the total fast ion

density profile, but alters the distribution of the trapped panicles.

Comparisons of simulations and alpha profile measurements in TFTR are shown in Figs.
d~e. The pellet charge exchange (PCX) data [10]. shown iii Fig. d, are normalized to

calculations in a similar sawtooth free discharge. Only deeply trapped alphas contribute to the

measurement, and the FPPT modification of the TRANSP mixing is in approximate

agreement with the measurements.
The TRANS? alpha mixing model alone achieves good agreement with the alpha energy

measured by alpha charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (alpha CHERS).

Comparisons with measurements [11] before and after a sawtooth crash are shown in Fig. 6.
This measurement averages a wide range of alphas with positive pitch angles, and thus

includes mainly passing alpha particles.

TRANSP predictions for the alpha mixing in ITER are shown in Fig. f. The central alpha

density and heating power are reduced to about 1/2 for 1-2 see. The shifted profile depends

strongly on the location of q“, = 1. We have not modeled the mixing of the thermal plasma.
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Profiles of the temperatures and electron density for an [TER discharge
with a) flat, and b) peaked profiles; c) total pressure for both cases, and q“I
for the peaked case before a sawtooth crash, computed with two choices of
current mixing; (1) comparison of TRANSP and FPPT simulations and
measurements of the alpha particle energy in a TFTR supershot deduced
from alpha charge exchange with a Li pellet cloud; e) comparison of
TRANS? simulations and measurements of the alpha energy in a TFTR
supershot deduced from spectroscopy of emission from He0 resulting from
charge exchange with beam ions before and after a sawtooth crash; 0
predicted alpha density in the peaked ITER discharge before, and 1 see
after a sawtooth crash.
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V - Consequences of alphas mixing in ITER The driven current profile and sawteeth can
have considerable effects on the MHD stability by changing the plot and qw profiles. If the qw
: 1 surface is pushed to large radii then the poloidal mode m = 1 can couple to the high m
modes in the edge. causing instability. PEST code [12] results indicate the two ITER plasmas
are ideal MHD stable to low-n modes. Their [5mm values of around 2.5 can be increased by
about 15% before reaching the critical [3mm for high-n ideal MHD stability.

The TAE stability of these ITER plasmas has been analyzed using the kinetic-MHD code
NOVA-K [13]. It is found that TAE global modes, at least up to n=10 are stable due to large
ion Landau damping for both the flat and peaked profile cases. For the peaked profile case,
core-localized TAE modes can exist and are unstable at relatively higher temperatures and
lower plasma densities. The stability of these localized modes is reduced as the shear of qw is
reduced. As discussed above, the shear is affected by the amount ofcurrent mixing. The TAE
stability after crashes needs to be investigated further.

Sawteeth in TFTR have been observed to increase the ripple losses of energetic alpha
particles The ripple losses are calculated by TRANSP [14] and FPPT. Calculations of these
losses by both codes show good agreement in TFTR plasmas. For instance, for the supershot
shown in Fig. (1, the number of alpha particles that are ripple lost as a result of the sawtooth
crash is calculated by TRANS? to be 15)tIS and by FPP’T to be 1.4x1015. FPPT does not
have Coulomb pitch angle scattering, which is the reason of additional losses in TRANSP.

TRANS? calculates the ripple losses for the ITER plasmas considered here to be less
than 1% of the alpha power during steady state. The alpha mixing shown in Fig. fincreases
the loss rate by less than 1% [14].
V! - Conclusions The ‘N profile has important consequences for alpha mixing, MHD
stability, and TAE activity in ITER. With the assumed current and sawtooth mixing
assumptions in this paper, the qty: 1 radius is at x = (0.4—0.5). We conclude that sawteeth in
the ITER plasmas studied are not likely to adversely affect the MHD stability, or the TAE
activity, or to significantly increase the ripple losses. Specification of the method ofcurrcnt
drive in lTER will be important for substantiating these consequences.
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I. Introduction
Tokamak plasmas with reversed magnetic shear are being studied due to their potential for

improved core confinement and stability. Recent experiments have demonstrated improved core

particle and ion thennal confinement inside an internal barrier that coincides with a region of
negative magnetic shear.[l,2] Magnetic shear is defined by s=(r/q)(dq/dr) where q is the
safety factor and r is the minor radius. In TFTR reversed magnetic shear plasmas, two types of

transitiOns to improved confinement have now been observed. The signature of the type I

transition (as described in Ref. [1]) is an abrupt increase in the rate of rise of central electron

density, new), and a broadening of the ion temperature, T;, and electron temperature, TE,

profiles. The more recently observed type ll transitions are characterized by an abrupt increase

in Ti and Te with a more gradual peaking of ”e- and have been obtained with a significantly

lower neutral beam (NB) power. Both transition types lead to a peaking of the pressure profile.
One possible mechanism for the formation of the internal transpon barrier is a decorrelation

of turbulence by ExB flow shear.[3,4] This mechanism can be tested by comparing the Ed?
shear rate, (0n =(RnB)-d/dr{E,/R89), to the maximum calculated linear growth rates of the

plasma turbulence, 7/4"“. The EXB shear rate is evaluated using measured background profiles

of the carbon temperature, density, toroidal flow, and poloidal magnetic field and calculated

poloidal flow. The rate of the fastest growing mode is determined with a comprehensive
numerical model [5] which calculates eigenmodes and eigenfrequeneies of electrostatic and

electromagnetic modes using measured profiles and calculations from the time—dependent,

kinetic code, TRANSP.[6]
The peaked pressure profiles across the type I transition yield EXB shear rates that are

comparable to 73".“, suggesting that the shear in the quantity Er/Bg may play a role in

reducing turbulent—driven transport in this case. However, calculated values of "/m. at the

time of the type II transition are much larger than the values determined for ng, suggesting

that another mechanism may be responsible for this transition. This point is further tested by

varying the co/counter mix of the NB power to examine the relative influence of the toroidal

velocity shear and Vp on the Ex]? shear. The timing of the type 1 transition can be varied with
respect to the evolving q profile. in contrast. the type 11 transition seems to be linked to the

current profile evolution since it occurs when qmr" is near 2. The differences in the power
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threshold fer the two types of transitions, the

c 30 ratio of the shear rate to the maximum growth2* "—'P J i) : E rate of turbulence, and the timing of the‘25 0 Fr. "" PMS 0 transitions suggest different triggering0E 12'nstol 94304 (2.130“ mechanisms, These two transitions once91D :ieIleH _______ ”,1" triggered may he sustained by similar: o —-~""J"'m 1m mechanisms, since they share similarOm 2" DD . ' improvements in particle, ion thermal, and73 0 ”sum: . mun,” . momentum confinement.
20~ Ti

E ”=2-95m II. Enhanced Reverse Shear - Type I
0* The reversed magnetic shear condition isu 02 ‘ TE , established in TFI‘R during the plasma startup3. I__, using ramps in the plasma current and early low0OWEWS power neutral beam injection (See Fig. 1) to

Time (s) produce a hollow current profile. Higher power
neutral beam injection is then added in a heating

Fig. 1 Parameters of ERS type Iwith early and late phase, and may be reduced in a "POSUUde"heating PM“ phase. Some reversed shear (RS) plasmas
transit into an "enhanced reverse shear“ (ERS)

mode with improved confinement properties. Sometimes a lithium pellet is injected before thehigh power phase to precipitate a transition.
The type I transition into the ERS mode on TFTR has a power threshold ~20 MW, and is

distinguished by a rapid rise in the central electron density, which can reach values in excess oflo20 m‘3. The T1 profile broadens as does the Tc profile, though to a lesser extent. The
transport coefficients of electron diffusion, De, and ion conductivity, 21,-, are reduced inside the
transport barrier. There is no corresponding improvement in It, The momentum diffusivity,
1,5, evaluated in the postlude period when the beam torque can be adjusted, is also reduced in
the core.

In recent experiments, the timing of the heating phase has been moved earlier to overlap the
current ramp phase (see Fig, 1 shot #94304). By achieving the transition to ERS earlier, a
longer postlude is possible, and by properly adjusting the postlude heating power, a more
"steady state" ERS mode can be maintained during the postlude. Note in Fig, 1 that shot 94304
has an increasing global energy confinement time, ‘55, and the neutron rate is steady during thepostlude period.

The ExB shear rate is calculated for shot 84011 and plotted with the maximum growth rate
in Fig. 2. At the time of the ERS transition, these two rates are comparable, supporting the idea
that ExB shear can improve transport through a reduction in turbulence. 9/4,,“ is shown to
decrease with time even before the transition. This is consistent with the stabilizing influence of
an increasing Shafranov shift, which is already large for these reverse shear plasmas, due to
their low central current density. After the transition, the gap between nB and 'yimm widensas they both respond to the higher confinement of the ERS mode. The shear rate grows as the
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pressure gradient increases the Er/Bg Shear,

and the higher pressure increases the

Shafranov shift providing more stabilization of q, ‘7
U

the turbulence. E gm)
36 ll)

— 9
III. Enhanced Reverse Shear - Type II

The plasma startup for'the discharges which 2.3 2.5 277 2-9 3.1

undergo a type II transrtron rs the same as TIME (sec)

described above for type I transrtrons. The pig 2, E x 3 She“, me is campurablc m [he
neutral beam power '1“ [he heating phase, calculated maximum linear growth rate at the

. . time of the ERS transition and is a possible
hOW€V€L 15 mUCh lower. TYPE H ”an-“mm mechanism for triggering the transition by
with 5 MW of input power have been seen. A SUPPWSSlng “Yb“lcnce-

typical discharge is show in Fig. 3 for a case
where the neutral beam power is 14 MW in the heating phase. Just before 3.5 sec, there is a

sudden increase in the core T,- , which is accompanied with an abrupt increase in core Te (not
shown). The profiles of T,- and at. are plotted in Figs. 3b and 3c at three times (before and 40
ms, 180 ms after transition, denoted A. B, and C). A sudden increase in core Ti is seen within

50 ms of the transition (profile B in Fig. 3b). The steady increase in the electron density can be
seen in Fig. 3C. The corresponding profiles of X,- and De show the improvement in ion thermal
and particle confinement (Figs. 3d and Be). Like the type I transition. there is also an

improvement in the core 14,, and no change in la.
The sudden increase in both T,- rtnd T2 at the time of the type ll transition allows the location

and tinting of the transition to be determined, especially with the faster measurements of Te
from electron cyclotron emission. As the internal transport barrier is formed, the outward
transport of energy across the barrier is reduced; the stored energy just inside the barrier
increases while the region just outside the barrier is deprived of energy. Plotted in Fig. 4 is the
normalized heating rate, (J/Tc)/dTe/dt, at the time of the type II transition along with the 4
profile measured by the motional stark effect (MSE) diagnostic. The inversion radius of the
heating rate indicates the location of the transport barrier just outside of qmin. This value of
qmin is typical of the value at the type II transition regardless of the applied neutral heating
power or beam torque.

Due to the lower power threshold for the type II transitions, it is possible on TFTR to vary
substantially the toroidal plasma rotation, thereby changing the relative influence of rotation and
pressure gradient on the radial electric field. Type II transitions can be obtained with co—
rotating, balanced or counter-rotating plasmas (see Fig. 5). In the rotating cases 12‘, is dominated

by the plasma rotation and the relative influence of Vp is small. This is consistent with the
calculation of 7/4,,“ >> wExB at the time of the type II transition. The EXB shear does not
seem to play a role in the type 1] transition. The slightly co~rotating plasmas have the strongest

transitions. Highly co- or counter~rotating plasmas have weaker transitions.
In summary. both the type I and type II transitions to enhanced confinement show similar

improvements in Xi, De, and 1%, near the core, with little or no change in 15. The type I
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1. Introduction

The energy distributions and radial density profiles of the fast confined traprutd alpha

particles in DT experiments on T'FTR are being measured in the energy range 0.5 » 3.5 MeV

using a Pellet Charge eXchange (PCX) diagnostic. This technique uses the active neutral

particle analysis with the ablation cloud of an injected lithium or boron pellet as the neutralizer

{1]. Initial measurements of the fast confined alpha energy distributions and alpha density radial

profiles in the presence of stochastic ripple diffusion and sawtooth oscillations were reported

previously [2,3]. This paper focuses on more detailed analysis of some. aspects of fast confined

alpha physics on the basis of modeling of PCX experimental results with and without the

presence of stochastic ripple diffusion and sawtooth mixing.

2. E’CX Technique and Data Analysis
The PCX diagnostic on. TFTR uses lithium and boron pellets injected along a midplane

major radius. The neutral particle analyzer views the pellet from behind with a sightline at a

toroidal angle of 2.750 to the pellet trajectory. Consetnicntly, only trapped alphas with velocities

close to WIN = -0.043 are detected in these experiments. The radial position of the pellet as a

function of time is measured with a linear photodiode array situated on the top of the vacuum

vessel. From the time dependence of the PCX signal, radially resolved fast ion energy spectra

and density radial profiles can be derived with a radial resolution ~5 cm. Further details of the

PCX measurements were presented in {4].

The experimental data are compared with modeling results obtained with a specially

developed Fokker—Planck Post TRANSP (FPI’I‘) processor code [5]. TRANSP [6] follows

the orbits of alphas as they slow down and takes into account the spatial and temporal

disuibutions of the background plasma parameters for each particular shot. The 17PPT code is
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based on a numerical solution of the drift-averaged FokkervPlanck equation for the particular
PCX pitch angle (vtl/v = 0048):

{Sf/5t = <St(fa)> + <Sa>- fa/tfi » qt emf (1)

where fa is the distribution function of alphas including the thermal broadening effect, St(f(1) is
the collisional integral describing the slowing down of alphas. Sq is the alpha source taken

from TRANS? code, t5 is the confinement time of alphas determined by the effect of toroidal
field ripple, and Tmnf is the confinement time of alphas determined by alpha radial transport of
any other type excluding ripple effects.

3. Alpha Slowing Down in the Core of Quiescent Discharges

In the TFTR D-T experiments, pellets for the PCX diagnostic typically are injected 0.2
to 0.5 s after termination of neutral beam heating. This timing delay allows To and rig to
decrease, resulting in deeper penetration of the pellet as well as enhancement of the signal—to—

noise ratio because the neutron background decays significantly faster than the confined alpha

population. Here we present studies of the distribution functions of alphas in the plasma core of
a quiescent discharge where there is neither significzutt ripple nor MHD influence on alpha

particles. Fig. 1 shows the energy spectrum of alphas in the plasma center which was obtained

using a Boron pellet injected 0.2 s after the tenninau’on of 1.0 s, 15 MW beam pulse (#86291).

The alpha slowing down time in this case is equal to 1751 = 0.32 s. The solid line shows the
FPPT calculation assuming that Tcmf >> Tsl (Tconf= 300151). The dotted lines present the cases

where Tconf/Tgl = 3.0, 1.5, 0.8 and 0.4. It is seen from Fig. l that the case 17 wnf >> T 5:

provides the best modeling fit to the data. This supports the statement that the alpha energy

spectra is determined only by the classical slowing down without significant transport during
the slowing down.
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Flg. 1 Alpha energy spectra in the plasma core. Fig.2 Alpha radial density profiles.
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4. Studies of the Effect of Toroidal Ripple on Trapped Alphas

Fig. 2 presents PCX radial density profiles of alphas with energies of 0.64. 0.8, 1.0.

1.21 and 1.41 MeV measured 0.3 s after termination of 20 MW beam injection, normalized at

R = 2.65 m (#84550). Also shown is the Goldston~White-Boozer (GWB) stochastic ripple

diffusion radial boundaries [7] for alpha energies of 0.64, 1.41 and 3.5 MeV. These

boundaries are defined by the following expression: STq' (rt/ta)3/2 >1, where 51‘]: is

toroidal field ripple, p is the alpha gyroradius, N is the number of toroidal field coils, q is the

safety factor, q'=dq/dr, and E is the inverse aspect ratio. Inside the GWB boundaries the alpha

behavior is classical while outside there exists a domain where alpha particles are strongly

affected by stochastic ripple diffusion. It is seen that alpha density radial profiles are consistent

With the GWB boundary for Ea = 3.5 MeV. This demonstrates the absence of significant alpha

transport outward during slowing down from the birth energy to at least 0.64 MeV and the

strong ripple influence on alphas outside the GWB boundary. Ripple diffusion causes alphas

born outside the GWB boundary to be promptly lost while alphas born inside this boundary are

confined and slowing down there in the absence of any outward transport. Note that at the time

of measurement (0.35 after the termination of neutral beam heating) the generation of alphas is

practically absent. This result is consistent with the data presented in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 presents

the experimental alpha density profiles and the FPPT code predictions for Ba 2 0.64 MeV and

1.21 MeV with and without ripple. Modeling results are normalized to the PCX data separately

for both energies. It is seen that experimental data are in good agreement with the ripple

modeling. It is seen also that the modeling without ripple predicts much broader radial density

profiles than experimentally measured.
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5. Sawtooth Mixing of Alpha Particles
Sawtooth crashes in TFTR usually occur 0.3 - 0.4 s after termination of neutral beam

injection. For PCX measurement of the sawtooth mixing of the alphas, a Li pellet was injected
immediately before the first sawtooth crash in one discharge and immediately after the sawtooth
crash for a similar discharge. Fig. 4 presents the alpha radial density profiles (Ea = 1.21 McV)
before and alter the crash. A significant outward transport of alphas beyond the (1:1 surface is
clearly seen. The magnitude of this sawtooth mixing is observed to decrease with increasing
alpha energy. Sawtooth models [8] based on magnetic reconnection and the conservation of
magnetic flux and particle energy and density can not provide the strong outward transport of
trapped alphas observed experimentally. Recently, a model of the sawtooth mixing of trapped
alphas was implemented in the FPPT code in which a helical electric field produced by the
sawtooth crash leads to a change in the alpha energy [5]. In Fig. 4. results from this model
before and after the sawtooth crash are shown by the solid lines. Also shown are the GWB
boundaries for Ba =1.21 MeV and 3.5 MeV. The modeling results are in agreement with the

PCX experimental data and the alpha density profiles are consistent with the GWB boundaries.
It is seen that the sawtooth oscillations transport trapped alphas radially to near the stochastic
ripple loss region, which can lead to enhanced ripple losses.

6. Summary

In the plasma core of quiescent TFTR D—T plasmas, the trapped alpha particles are Well
confined and slow down classically without any significant losses. In outer regions, trapped
alphas are strongly affected by magnetic field ripple and by sawtooth mixing which can be
modeled on the basis of a perturbed helical electric field.
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In this report, the triggering of disruptions in high performance supershots in the
Test Fusion Tokamak Reactor is theoretically explained and compared with experimental
data. These highfl disruptions represent a major obstacle for increasing fusion power
in TFTR. Although they are related to the enhanced plasma pressure. their triggering
cannot be described by only one global parameter like Troyon flN.

At high—fl, both minor and major disruptions in TFTR start with the internal collapse
(thermal quench) involving 771 = 1 and ballooning modes. It may occur abruptly without
(or at best with a very short) precursor]. This fact is difficult to explain assuming crossing
some stability limit. One explamation2 is based on numerical studies of the nonlinear
dynamics of ballooning modes. In situations, where the. low~n mode is present, ballooning
modes can provide fast transport of the plasma thermal energy from the center through a
toroidally (and poloidally) localized channel with well developed instabilities. Although
this approach is very successful in reproducing many features which are experimentally
observed, it does not address the problem of triggering.

Here, we reveal the positive feedback coupling between the the m = 1 mode and
ballooning modes which exists in TFTR and can explain the fast triggering. Earlier“. we
found that despite the fact that go < 1 in TFTR supershots, the stability of the m 2 1
mode is provided by FLR stabilization related to the pressure gradient at the q = 1
surface. As I fill! at q = 1 reaches the level determined by the criterion

m 1/5
1.4 “’3 ————‘51/1 224/771},

sawtooth oscillations become stabilized (here, 1), n are the plasma pressure and density,
71/1 21110 R are the q = 1 minor and major radii). The fact that an increase in pressure
stabilizes the Tn : 1 instability in TFTR provides a triggering mechanism for the internal
disruptions when the plasma /3 approaches the ballooning limit:

2/3 1/3
> q'7‘1/1 (1)

1/1

n’R
n

P'_3
P1/1

0 Ballooning modes, when excited near the q = 1 surface, destroy w. stabilization of
the m = 1 mode.

0 In turn, the m = 1 perturbation f disturbs the preSSure profile

E=€(r)005(9*¢)1 P=P(T+€C°S(9-¢)l (2)

c The pressure gradient is thereby significantly enhanced near the q : 1 surface as

P' = Pill + E'COSU) ~ dill, 5' “—‘ 1 (3)
Local (in both radial and azimuthal dirertions, where c" cos(0 — 45) > 0) enhance»
ment in the pressure gradient amplifies the ballooning modes, thus, closing the
positive feedback loop.

’This work was supported by the US. DOE, Contract No. DE-ACOQ-TG-CHO-3073
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This generic coupling between the m 2 l and ballooning modes gives a self—consistent
explanation of triggering the internal collapses. It is also consistent with observations
of the azimuthal and radial localization of the ballooning modes excited during the
disruption. This is novel and is not present in previous studies4 of ballooning modes in
configurations perturbed by the m. = 1 mode as well as in numerical simulations}.

The straightforward prediction of our model is that internal disruptions in supershots
occur as soon as the ballooning stability limit is violated in the vicinity of the q :
1 surface (at 25-30% of the minor radius). Also‘ the model reveals that the central
,‘3~(1/3) : lit/(7' = I/Sa), corresponding approximately to the q : 1 region (a is the
plasma minor radius), rather than the global 'l‘royon fly, is a critical parameter for
triggering the disruptions in TFTR.

The positive feedback coupling predicts mutual amplification of both m = i and bale
looning modes and allows for disruptions starting either with or without any significant
precursors (m : 1 or ballooning modes).

Fig. la presents the contour plot of fast oscillations of the Electron Cyclotron Emis—
sion (ECE) signal for one of the best TFTR DT shot # 76778, which disrupted prior to
the end of the heating phase. It shows presence of a saturated n : l (which is., presum-
ably, them 2 1 mode) existed in this discharge for a long time. Although this discharge
had other developed high—n perturbations (n > 5), time evolution of the ECE signal as
function of major radius R (Fig. lb) clearly indicates that triggering occurs just when
both m. = 1 and ballooning modes start to grow together and near the q : 1 surface.
This behavior is consistent with the positive feedback mechanism, mentioned above.

The comparison of the central core normalized [3N

2pc. < p — p(r) > Br
[3N(r) :— 100 32 [(1‘). (4)

(which is a generalization of the Troyon definition on an arbitrary minor radius 7‘),
calculated using the ballooning code and TRANS? simulations of the plasma profiles.
shows flit/(r : i/3a) (upper black dots) approaching the theoretical ballooning limit
(Fig. 1c) just prior to disruption.

Fig 2a shows experimental data for another kind of discharge (with a more peaked
pressure profile), when the predisruptive stage was much quieter with almost no iridi-
cation of the low~n mode. Very small ballooning modes did not exhibit any azimuthal
modulations on the ECE signal, and have a very clean spectrum. Nevertheless this dis—
charge was terminated by a major disruption at lower global Troyon flN(a) (calculated
for the whole plasma) than that in Fig. 1. While this particular disruption event is
difficult to reconcile with other models of triggering, it fits well our feedback mechanism.
which considers only central core ballooning stability as the essential feature. it allows
lack of precursors before the disruptions. Accordingly, ballooning calculations found the
same violation of the central core stability.

Based on this model. we performed extensive scanning of about 80 high performance
TFTR discharges with comparison of calculations of ballooning stability using TRANSP
plasma profiles and experimental observations of MHD activity. Despite lack of mea
surements to corraborate the TRANS? computed safety factor q(r) profile, we found no
deep penetration of [3N (at any radii) into the theoretically unstable space. in addition,
it was found that the criterion based on comparison of fiN(1/3) with its theoretical limit
can be used as a good indicator of the threshold for internal collapses in supershots.
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Table shows results of comparison of
. . . , Theory Internal

predictions of ballooning theory wrth Experiment Stable Collapse
experimental observations. The model Stable 38 shots 8 .
does not distingmsh between subse- Minor 0 S
quent minor and major disruptions. Disruption
Although it underestimates the stabil- Major 1 5
. r . , ‘
ity or certain shots, it shows good cor Disruption
relation With the data.

Comparison of the pressure gradient profiles found good alignment with the limiting
profiles inside 1/4—1/3 of the minor radius preceding the triggering the internal collapses.

As a further development of the model, we included the two-fluid FLR effects. which
allows to to consider not only stability limits but also the frequency and wave numbers
of the ballooning modes.

In the collisionless TFTR regime, FLR effects lead to stabilization of the high-n
ballooning modes starting with some critical n-number. Because of limitations on the
possible toroidal n—nurnber, the excitation of ballooning modes requires a finite radial
size of the. zone, where local pressure gradient exceeds its ballooning limit. Extensive
comparison of the same set of experimental data found many local violations of the
ballooning criterion in a region of about 5 cm wide (: l/20a). These local violation
of ballooning stability gives possible interpretation of observed quiet ballooning modes.
(referred frequently as ”KBM" and shown on Fig. 2a) as local two-fluid MHD ballooning
modes, which are too limited in space and, thus, do not lead to macroscopic events.

Table shows comparison of the twc»
fluid MHD ballooning model in pre- Theory, “:5 Local Internal
diction of local ballooning modes Experiment Stable Balloon Collapse
and internal collapses with experi- Stable 19 7 0
merits in TFTR. The model over- Local 1 l4 0
estimates the stability with respect Balloonning
to disruptions. The reason needs Minor 0 5 l
to be established and. presumably, Disruption
may be related to the presence of a Major 1 3 l
saturated m = 1 mode in some of Disruption
the shots.
For local ballooning modes, the two-fluid model is consistent with frequency (which

is close to the the half of diamagnetic frequency of the whole ion species) as well as with
the range of observable toroidal wave numbers. Fig. 3 shows typical comparison of the
experimental pressure gradient profile with the theoretical limits, when quiet modes have
been seen in experiment and stability was violated in the limited zone.

In conclusion, a self—consistent model of triggering internal collapses at high—fl in
TFTR has been developed, which reveals the role of the central normalized fiNlT‘ =
1/3a) as a critical parameter for internal disruptions. The same model also describes
localization, frequency and toroidal wave number of the quiet ballooning modes.

1. E.D.Fredrickson, K.McGuire, et al. PPPL Report PPPL‘30‘23, 1994.
2. W.Parl<, E.D.Fredrickson, AJanos, et a1. PhysRevLett. 75 (1995) 1763.
3. F. Levinton, L. Zakharov, S. H. Batha, at al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 72 (1994) 2895.
4. M. N. Bussac, R. Pellat, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59 (1987) 2650.
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1. Introduction
Ripple loss of alphas can result in reduced alpha heating and potentially severe localized

will damage in fusion reactors. In this paper we show guiding center code (GC) calculations of
ripple-induced alpha loss in ITER, under a number of different operating conditions for the
ITER Interim Design [I]: L—mode, l-l-mode, post-sawtooth, and reversedshear configurations.
In all cases except for the last, alpha loss is very small [2,3]. In the case of reversed—shear
operation, alpha banana convection loss can be important. We also present a new theoretical
calculation of the stochastic threshold [2], which gives excellent agreement with the much more
computationally intensive GC calculations.

2. Guiding Center Code Method
Recently, the ORBIT Hamiltonian coordinate guiding center code [4] has been used to

quantitatively evaluate TF ripple losses for TFTR alpha particles [5] and to adjust the
normalization of a simple model for stochastic ripple losses within the TRANSP code [6].
Collisions were found to be far more important than had been expected, with pitch angle
scattering during the alpha particle slowing down time moving particles into the stochastic
regions and thus causing losses about twice those without collisional effects. Good agreement
was found in comparing appropriately normalized TRANS? simulations to measured confined
alpha profiles [6].

3. Application to ITER
ORBIT GC simulations for the 21 MA, 20 TF coil ITER Interim design are based on

comprehensive, self-consistent TRANS? simulations of two scenarios: moderately peaked
density profiles (L-mode) and flat profiles (ll-mode). ITER equilibria were obtained with the
PEST code using pressure and q profiles from TRANSP, based on cases in the ITER database.
TRANSP simulations of ITER also provided alpha source profiles, before and after sawtooth
broadening, and collision rates.

The TF ripple data field was fit to 5(R, Z) = 50 exp[[(R - RM1N(Z))2 + br 2210-5 / wrl.

l-Iere b; is the ellipticity, wr is the scale length of the ripples, 50 is the minimum value of the

ripple field, and RMIN = 6.75 ~ 0034 Z2 is the radius at which this minimum occurs. The
magnetic axis is typically at Z = 1.5 m.The ripple field strength increases exponentially with R.

and with vertical distance from the midplane, Z. We find 50 = 3.75 x 105, with wr and br
0.535 m and 0.268, respectively.

Monte Carlo simulations were carried out for 256 alpha particles of birth energy 3.5
MeV, including collisional pitch angle scattering over one alpha slowing down time and with R
= 8.14 m, a : 2.8 m, lp = 21 MA, B : 5.7 T and edge q of 3.3. The alpha particle source
profiles were calculated by TRANS? from simulation of DT fusion, with prescribed D and T
profiles and a simple Kadomtsev sawtooth model. Two different alpha source profiles occur in

the TRANSP L-mode simulations. A peaked, pro-sawtooth profile was fit by (1 — lr/a|)3 and a
sawtooth-broadened profile was fit by uniform density out to r/a = 0.7, and zero for r/a > 0.7.
Constant collision rates used were vpe ‘1 = 0.126 sec1 and v5“ = 5.0 sec'l.

GC simulations of ITER with e presawtooth, L-mode alpha profile showed no losses
of the 256 particles followed, Monte Carlo errors in the particle loss calculations are

approximated by n0-5/nT where n is the number of particles lost and nT is the total number of
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Monte Carlo particles followed. When simulations yield no particles lost, the error should be
less than calculated for one lost particle @0493), thus an upper bound to alpha ripple losses is
~ 0.4% in the new design.

The physics of the sawtooth instability is an active area of present research with [hc
details of the sawtooth magnetic field reconnection and its effect on the fast particle distribution
function not yet well known. (See for example Ref. 7 where energetic ions were detected very
near the plasma edge immediately after sawtooth events in PDX.) The sawtooth broadened L.
mode alpha profile led to particle (power) losses ofO.8 (0.7%) i0.6%. Because of the very
short duration of sawtooth broadened alpha profiles in experiments and in present models of the
sawtooth instability, the pulse-averaged power losses should be virtually unaffected by the
existence of sawteeth and so described by the upper bound 0.4%. However pulsed energy loss
may be significanc particularly if large sawteeth give rise to associated MHD activity. Alpha
losses from the sawtooth broadened L-mode ITER, with reversed direction of toroidal field,
were 1.6 (0.8)i0.8% particle (power) losses.

Simulations were also carried out for the H—mode scenario. The source profile was
modelled as trapezoidal, flat to r/a = 0.4. decreasing to zero at r/n = 0.7, The slowing down and
pitch angle scattering times are similar to‘ those for L-mode, as are the alpha profiles outside r/a
= 0.3. No losses were simulated so that alpha particle energy losses are < 0.4%.

Initial simulations ofa Reversed Shear lTER plasma [1] led to no first orbit losses, but
16% alpha ripple power loss and 19% ttlpha particle losses due to strong banana convection (see
Sec. 4 below). An alternative lTER/RS equilibrium [8], with reduced elongation to make the
plasma more nearly centered within the TP coil set, is found to lose only 2.910.470 of alpha
particles. Figs. l and 2 show the ripple trapping regions for the ITER 21 MA case and the
interim Design Reversed Shear plasma.

We estimate the heat load for maximum alpha ripple losses for the 21 MA case of 0.4%
gives -— 0.01 MW/mz, and for the RS cases 0.07 - 0.40 MW/mz. The wall heat load may be
increased by MHD and TAE enhanced losses, in addition to toroidal peaking factors.

4. Theory
in principle, since the mechanisms of ripple-induced alpha loss are well understood. it

should be possible to provide a very fast algorithm for determining alpha loss, without the large
computational effort associated with unaccelerated GC orbit calculations. Previous efforts [6} in
this direction have. been based on using a very simplified version of the stochastic loss criterion,
given as Eq. 3 in Ref. 9. To provide a match between GC calculations and the stochastic loss
criterion, substantial ad hoc normalization factors were required. This is understandable. since
the loss criterion used in that work ignored the poloidal dependence. of the stochastieity
threshold, as well as the effects of toroidal precession.

As indicated in Ref. 9, the transition to chaos occurs when the radial step size in the
banana map reaches a critical value, scaled either by the spacing between precession resonances
(where the banana precession distance, Rep, changes by 27tR/N) or between banana-length
resonances (where the banana length. Rm), changes by ZnR/N). For the usual case where the
the bannnadcngth resonances are much more closely spaced than the precession resonances.
detailed calculations of the transition to chaos give the threshold radial displacement:

1311(1) As:C/lN(l¢b'l +dl¢p")l
with c = 1.0 and d = 0.5, as opposed to C = 1.0, d = 1.0 estimated in Eq. 15 of Ref. 9. (Primes
indicate radial derivatives.) Investigation of the underlying map shows that the transition to
chaos in this case occurs as the islands centered at precession resonances replicate across the
banana-length resonances and begin to fill all of space. In the region where on op is not large,
the phasing between the two kinds of resonant surfaces becomes important, as represented by
wk E Nob/2 + Nop/‘Z, evaluated at resonant surface it. In particular. for wk = rt/2 and ob’kpp’ =
:1, the stochastic threshold goes to infinity! 1n the region lob’/¢p’| < 4, the stochasticity
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mmshold must be evaluated as a function of wk as well as ob’lop' (Fig. 3). and used instead of

Eq. (1), above. FA}. (1) has also been generalized for top-bottom asymmetry, giving

cum azinNuawu%i+05flufln

wim r equal to the ratio of the smaller to the larger ripple strength at the banana tips, p = 0.2.

and q = 0.55. As is the threshold value of the larger ripple. The result of comparing this
calculation with GC calculations of stochastic loss for a wide range of equilibria in ITER and
TFI'R is very favorable, with no evidence of error outside of the expected Monte Carlo

statistical noise, as shown in Fig. 4.
in order to provide detailed comparison with full GC calculations (and to predict overall

losses). other loss mechanisms must be taken into account. When banana tips are located in
regions of ripple wells, two very important processes must be included. If the ripple wells are
on the gradB drift side of the plasma, then in most magnetic geometries collisionless ripple
napping is likely to be very rapid [10]. On the other hand, if ripple wells are located on the

opposite side of the device, and no ripple wells are located on the gradB drift side - due to up!
down asymmetry - then a rapid net outward convective drift of alpha particles is induced. A
calculation of this drift rate is shown in Fig. 12 of Ref. [10] and discussed in some detail in Ref.
[11]. Finally, any of these loss mechanisms must persist along a near vertical trajectory of

constant lBl, for an alpha to be fully lost from the system.
in order to include the collisional effects of pitch-angle scattering and slowing down, all

three loss criteria are evaluated 10 to 100 times as the alphas slow down. This permits the GC
slowing-down calculation to take place in toroidally symmetric fields, and with greatly
accelerated collisions. A factor ~ 200 improvement in computer run time is achieved, while
preserving accuracy to within the Monte~Carlo noise of the GC runs, for cases examined to

date.

5. Conclusions
Encouraging results are presented for predicted alpha losses in most ITER cases.

However, since the losses are so small, more careful evaluation of the alpha birth profiles and
sawtooth ejection patterns may be in order to give quantitively accurate results. Potentially
serious wall damage issues appear to be avoidable for the 20 TF coil ITER, if the first wall is
carefully designed to allow for predicted levels of alpha ripple loss and wall heating and if MED
and TAE enhanced loss is controllable. Attractive reversed shear regimes also appear acessible.

A first principles algorithm with no adjustable normalization factors has been developed
which provides an accurate and computationally economical method of evaluating alpha losses.
It is well suited for detailed parameter scans in support of ITER flexibility studies.
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Introduction: Discharges with weak or negative magnetic shear have recently been

nc CA SA

produced in TFI'R and a number of other tokamaks which exhibit enhanced core confinement

[1,2,3] On TFI‘R this is termed the ERS regime and has been produced in both D and UI‘

plasmas. .
The ERS plasma rs

region of shear reversal.
marked by strongly reduced thermal and particle transport within the

The change from high to low diffusivity can occur over a region in
minor radius which is small in radial extent, often refered to as an internal transport barrier.

Control and expansion of this barrier allows further improvements in discharge
performance by increasing volume of the enhanced core. This paper presents the results of
initial experiments in TFI'R using increased current ramp rate and higher total plasma current to
expand the ERS region. This is a critical issue for the extrapolation of ERS performance. The
transition to ERS and MED stability in the ERS regime are discussed in detail irt a separate
papers in these proceedings [4,5].

2.0 Scenario: The l Fl R ERS scenario consists of an initial ohmic current ramp
followed by three periods of beam heating: Prelude, High Power and Postlude phases. The
ERS initial ohmic current ramp is different from standard IFlR discharges. Normally, the

axis position varies in time to adjust the plasma cross-section, increase axial current density and
limit the development of MED oscillations durin

2. 1p ' I ' Fast a
3; Slow Ramp _

Ramp

0 i l a \
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Figure I: ERS-Scenario -a)Curren! and c)Bm
Pwr(93517/94394),b)Radial Portlion(88170l82528).
d) Calculated current components (88170010)

'1 Tlmé (sec)

g the current ramp. in the ERS scenario, the
axial current density is limited during the
current ramp by positioning the plasma axis
near the center of the vacuum vessel from the
onset of the discharge which increases the
distance the current must diffuse[6]. Early
in the current ramp, low power prelude beam
injection is begun using predominantly co-
injection. Beam driven current develops
which maintains the current distribution
established during the ohmic phase of the
discharge. High power injection is begun
during or just prior to the period of constant
plasma current The transition to the ERS
regime[4] typically occurs during this phase.
Following the transition, a significant
bootstrap current develops.

The ERS regime, once established, can
be maintained during a period of reduced
heating power (postlude). If modest beam
power is applied during this phase the
pressure decreases while the core density is
sustained. At higher postlude power the
pressure and neutron rates can be maintained
while both the density and plasma rotation
continue to increase.
3.0 q Profile at Larger Fimin The
rate of current increase can be used to alter
the evolution of the q profile and in particular
the location (Rmin) of the minimum value
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(qmin) of q(r). Increasing the current ramp rate
was successful in expanding the region of weak
shear and in increasing Rmin, as shown in
Figure 2. ERS plasmas were first obtained at a
current of 1.6 MA using a "slow” current ramp
with a final ramp rate of 0.4 MA/s. The radius
of minimum q in this case [curve (c)] is locamd
at r/a=0.4 with a narrow region of near—zero
shear. Continuing with the same current ramp
rate to 2.2MA total current results in a lower
qmin and a smaller region of shear reversal.
Increasing the ramp rate to 0.8 MA/s causes the
discharge to reach 2.2 MA at 2.0 s and allows

l earlier beam injection. In this case, curve (a),
0 r/a 1 the rapid addition of current outside the qmin

radius acts to broaden the region of negative
Fl8“’€25kadi011’"°file 0f ‘1 “1 ~50” before shear and to maintain the location of qmin near
“a"ofhighl’owe’l’haflf the r/a=(lr6 radial position. The volume
Glfwmmp-Z-ZMA- 5) 510W WHIP-235111. enclosed within r/a=0.5 is ~3l)% of the total
C) 510W "WWI-6 M" volume and roughly 50% greater than in the

1.6MA case. The faster ramp rate causes the
value of qnun to be slightly lower than for the slow ramp rate, but remains above 2 during high
power heating in both slow and fast ramp cases.

2

4.0 Plasma Response to Larger Rmin q Profiles Differences in power
threshold, banier location and global performance are observed in ERS plasmas at large Rmin.
4.1 ERS Transition (Type I): The presence of larger Rmin affects the conditions
required for ERS transition. High power in combination with Li pellet injection are required
for transition in the present TFTR large Rmin scenario. With Rmin ~04, ERS transitions have
been obtained at power levels >16MW at 1.6MA and at 23.5MW for 2.2MA using Li pellet
injection. In particular, using Li pellet during the prelude phase appears to improve the
reproduciblity of the transition and lowers the power threshold for Type I transitions [Bell].
With Rmin~0.5 in the fast ramp scenario however, transitions were not obtained using this
approach with Li pellets 0.8 or 0.15 seconds prior to high power injection and power levels up
to 28MW. Transitions in the fast ramp case have been obtained only when power levels of
ZSMW are used in conjunction with injection of a Li pellet precisely at the start of the high
power phase.

These requirements suggest that issues such as beam deposition, the presence of strong
gradients in electon and impurity density in the target plasma and the volume of the Rmin
region as well as wall conditions could play a role in the transition threshold level, Use of
lithium immediately prior to high power produces a high density target plasma at the start of
high power injection. This high density target broadens the initial beam deposition profile.
Transitions produced under these conditions then occupy a larger volume of the discharge than
in cases with smaller Rmin.

The need to use a Li target plasma results in ERS discharges with significant impurity
levels. While the impurity level decreases immediately following the pellet perturbation, once a
transition has taken place the loss of impurities from the plasma core is reduced and a high cote
impurity level is maintained.

4.2 Barrier Location:
The enhanced core region is expanded in the presence of large Rmin. In the fast ramp case,

the pellet depostion profile of the Li pellet produces a peaked high density plasma with large
density gradient near the Rmin radius at the start of the high power phase. This target profile is
illustrated in figure 3a by the profile shown at 2.15, The high density target establishes a broad
deposition profile from the start of high power injection. The altered deposition and the
fomiation of a transport barrier combine to produce strong gradients in Te and Ti and to sustain
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the initial peaked density profile. The
strong gradient regions are located just
inside the Rmin position at r/a~0.5
calculated using the TRANSP code.

Density profiles for fast and slow
ramp cases are compared in figure 3c.
While the central density is subject to
some uncertainty. the expanded core
region in the fast ramp case can be seen
from the profiles. The region of
improved core transport can be
identified by the level of density
fluctuations [7]. Low fluctuation levels
are observed within the enhanced core.

a In fast ramp discharges the region of
j low fluctuation levels is observed to
- expand in minor radius compared to the
“ slow ramp case extending to the region

. v - r . I - . - of strong temperature gradients at
2 Rmajor (m) 3 larger Rmin.

Figure 3: Radial Profiles - Fast and Slow [p Ramp -
VerIicaIBar indicatespasitiort ofRnu'n:a) and b) 93517 4.3 Global Parameters: The
High Power 2.0 to 25s (Faiamp) c) Fart/SlowRamp presence of an enhanced core region
cares- (93260/88170) can be clearly seen from differences in

global discharge parameters when
plasmas with and without transitions are compared. Figures 4a.4b and 4c compare RS and
ERS plasmas in the fast ramp case. Following the transition the global confinement increases
steadily during the high power phase as the core pressure increases. The stored energy
continues to increase until the end of high power injection. During the postlude phase, energy
confinement increases further and is maintained until the enhanced regime is lost. In the ERS
regime confinement is increasing in time. At the end of the high power phase global
confinement is almost three times that obtained in the RS regime.

High power injection is ended to avoid, if possible, a plasma disruption. In such a
scenario, discharge parameters have not reached steady state levels at high power. Comparison
with other regimes which approach steady state must be made with this in mind. With the
termination of high power injection, the ERS regime is retained but stored energy begins to
decrease at low postlude power. In discharges with large Rmin the ERS regime can be
retained for an extended period ~O.Ss during this decrease. If the postlude power is increased.
plasma pressure and the ERS plasma can be maintained. Performance in this constant pressure
postlude is more suitable for comparison with other quasi~steady state regimes. Figure 4d
shows the evolution of the DD neutron rate in such a discharge at 1.6MA (slow ramp).

For discharges with peaked pressure profiles the quantity [3* = [3 \l<p2> / <p> is an
appropriate figure of merit which emphasizes the pressure within the core of the discharge.
Figure 5 indicates the range of [5* obtained in TFFR ERS discharges and compares these

values to super—shot plasmas at several power levels. In the present data set, [3* obtained in
ERS discharges is limited at high power by plamsa stability and at low power by the power
threshold.

Rev Shear
Region
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Nonetheless, [5* in the range from 1.1 to
1.3% has been obtained in ERS
plasmas, comparable to values obtained
in steady state supershots at similar
powers. [5* in present large Rmin
experiments is compamble to that
obtained in other ERS discharges and is
roughly 1.4;: the level achieved under
similar conditions in RS plasmas which
have reached steady state. An indication
of potential ERS performance is shown
by the steady state ERS point at 14MW
which is roughly 2x the RS level at this
power level.

5.0 Stability At Larger Hmin:
MHD stability analysis of the high lp
lq(a) x 4.6] discharges shows that they
are close to the ideal stability limit just
prior to disruption. This observation is
similar to that in the lower current
discharges. However, there is a distinct
difference in the nature of the instability.
At the low current [q(a) = 6.3] B limit,
the mode is observed to be
predominantly internal and extends over

HP-N 8} er 1
2 Time (sec) 3

Figure 4- Comparison ofERS (solid) and RS (dos/red)
discharges through high—power (HF) and portlude phases:
(a)t(b),(c): ZVZMA with low power (3-7MW) portluder;
(d): 1.6MA willr high-Jr power (MMW) porlludel

the low shear region. In contrast, at higher current and larger Rmin the mode has a distinct
external kink component. The reduced shear outside the qmin surface. q(a) - qmin, and the
shift of the pressure gradient outwards contribute to a reduced [3 limit. Theoretical simulations

of HRS discharges keeping (1(a) > 5, show stability at BN = 2. This regime can be accessed by
slowly rumping down the current as the beam power is increased.

6.5 Summary: Expansion of the ERS core has been Obtained by operation with faster
current ramp producing plasmas with larger Rmin. The volume of the high confinement region

.l_..

.1.

o ‘twmt 40

Figure 5: fi‘jor ERS and SuperShot Discharges,
Circles (Shaded/Open) 7 ERS/RS a1 2.2MA;
Squarcr(8hr1ded!0pen)- ERS/RS a! 1,6MA:
Diamonds - SuperShatr
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is increased but the use of a high density target
plasma produced by injection of a Li pellet limts
core power deposition and performance.
Transitions in the absence of Li injection and
with increased centml power deposition will be
pursued.
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1. Introduction

Stability and confinement are important features of tohomak fusion plmunas. It has been shown,
that the fishbone instability [1,2] directly deteriorates the confinement of fast ions in a. fusion
plasma. As for example the o-particles from the D[T,n)a»reaction are responsible for the heating
of a future fusion reactor, this instability can affect ignition of a fusion plasma. Understanding
the fishbone instability is therefore an important topic in nuclear fusion research. As all expev
riments presented here have been examined in pure deuterium discharges the a—particles were
simulated throughout by fast deuterium particles injected with an energy of 60 keV.

2. General Features of the Fishbone-Instability

The fishbonc instability can be easily identified because of its (namegiving) typical burstlike
structure on the signal of the magnetic probes. Fishbones not only vary in amplitude but also
in frequency. The temporal variation of the frequency within one single fishbone burst can be
calculated with the help of a wavelet analysis (differential Fourier analysis). The result of such
an analysis is shown in Fig. l.
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Fig. 1: A wavelet analysis {difi‘erenlial Fourier analysis} during a fishbonr: burst shows clearly
a frequency decrease within each single burst. Furthermore it czhibils. that the mode amplitude
reaches ils maximum right at the lime, when the mode frequency has uihistled down [5’].
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in the bottom box the raw signal of a magnetic probe during two fislibone bursts is shown. The
plot above displays the result of the wavelet analysis. The vertical axis represents the frequency
in kllz, whereas the horizontal axis represents the time in sec. The lines connect areas with equal
spectral power This analysis shows, that a fishbone burst starts with an oscillation frequencyof approximately 2‘2 kllz. which decreases continuously within one third of the duration of theburst. to the much lower frequency of the plasma rotation (z 8.5 kHz in the lab-frame). Thusthe difference of 14 kllz represents the actual start frequency of the fishbone burst in the plasmarest frame. Furthermore it can be observed, that the mode amplitude reaches its maximum rightat the moment, when the mode frequency has whistled down. Integrating this 2-diinensionaldistribution over time. one gets the known Fourier spectrum shown in the right box.
A mode analysis exhibits, that the fishbone mode has a toroidal number of 11:1 and a poloidalnumber of m=1 mainly. However higher poloidal mode numbers are also observed during eachsingle burst. The rotation direction of this mode is the ionsdianiagnetic drift direction. Theamplitude distribution of magnetic probes located at different poloidal positions shows, that thefishbone activity is enhanced at the low-field side of the mid-plane plasma. As the fast trappedions stay in majority in this area too. a coupling between these ions and the fishbone mode isindicated. During each fishbone burst an ejection of fast ions is detected via a correlated (upto) 20%7reduction of the neutron flux. Measurements of the charge exchange flux confirm thisfact directly in showing, that fast particles are ejected from the plasma [4].
A correlation between the fishbone instability and the ELM (Edge Localized Mode) instabilitylocated on the plasma edge (far away from the fishbones at the q:1-llux surface) was observedin a higli-B-discharge. This might be due to the ejection of the resonant fast trapped particlesthrough the fishbone instability These ions may enhance the plasma gradient. on the plasmaedge and thus cause an ELM. But to clear up this issue fully further investigations have to bedone.

3. Mechanism
The initial frequency of the fishbone oscillation in the plasma rest frame is identified as lhetoroidal precession frequency of the injected fast trapped ions. From this. and the observationthat the trapped content of the injected fast particles plays the dominant role in destabilizingthe fislibone instability, a. more detailed understanding of the basic fishbone mechanism can bederived.
The underlying destabilization mechanism is based on the fact, that the deeply trapped ionsalways stay in the bad curvature region of the magnetic field. Hence they can cause plasmainterchange on the resonant q:1~surface, resulting in a resistive (in:l,n=l)7interchange mode.ln this case the gradient of the spatial fast trapped ion distribution at the (i=lssurface drivesthe fishbone instability. Because of the precessional movement of the fast trapped ions, thefishbone mode oscillates with the same frequency. Since the fislibone instability continuouslyejects the resonant and driving ions it is successively driven unstable by lower energetic ions inthe fashion-distribution. The fact, that the precession frequency is proportional to the energyof the fast trapped ions explains the observed whistling down of the frequency. if the gradienthas been removed, the mode will not be driven any longer and slows down, as shown in Fig 1.It vanishes within the resitive time scale.

The inherent mechanism of successive fishbone cycles can be described in good accordancewith the experimental data, if the mode amplitude and the destabilizing fast trapped ions areconsidered as predator and prey [5]. With this relationship it is possible to model the fishboneinstability quite well.
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4. Operational Regime

An evaluation 0f the experimental data leads directly to a stability diagram for the fishbone

instability. Fig. 2 plots the toroidal precession frequency of the fast trapped ions against the

fast particle pressure firm : [Em/(1+ Tia/75d), where 7‘13 represents the energy confinement time

and Tad the slowing-down time of the fast ions) of several discharges showing fishbone activity

(full symbols) and some without (open symbols), It exhibits clearly, that a distinct threshold

in the fast particle pressure exists (firm > 0.009), above which the fishbone instability can be

destabilized in ASDEX Upgrade.
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Fig. 2: The stability diagram of the fishbone instability in ASDEX Upgrade [3]. It shows
directly, that the fishbone activity occurs only above a distinct threshold in the fast particle

pressure ‘81.,“ = [BM/(l + rig/T”) (where T}; is the energy confinement time of the plasma and
T“; the slowing-dawn time of the fast injected deuterium particles).

As firm is a very inconvenient parameter it is useful to express the information of this diagram
in terms of adjustable plasma parameter in order to derive a general operational regime of the
fishbone instability. This can be achieved by replacing all parameter in the equation for firm
through their explicite terms, For the confinement time TE one has to insert the ITER H92P
scaling law [6]. Thus it is possible to calculate the operational regime via an evaluation of the
following expression [3]:

2mmryngr1iMAfiflvmmA . >om9 (U
O,051-A?‘51 ‘12,.53 _ P1135] ~R1'87 . ($0.11 _ 50.5 _ B351 112,05 -30151. =

It can be seen, that. the destabilization of the fishbone mode is more or less independent of
the plasma density nc at constant heating power Pm. Figure 3 displays the calculated general
operational regime (for nu : 5- 1019 m'3 and PM = 6 MW) including the location of some
discharges with and without fishbone activity. By means of this diagram it is possible to predict
the appearance of the fishbone instability depending on the plasma current Ip, the toroidal
magnetic field Btu, and the central plasma temperature Tc.
Following from that, within the flattop phase of a plasma discharge with constant current,
toroidal magnetic field and additional heating power the single free parameter for destabilizing
the fishbone mode is the plasma temperature. Thus in a discharge located very close to the
destabilization region for fishbones, only small changes in the plasma temperature are necessary
to suppress or to destabilize fishbone activity.
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Fig. 3: The calculated operational regime ofihe fislzbone instability in ASDEX Upgrade [3] Theparameter space is dividcd into two regions by the line for the plasma current ranging between0.6 - 1.2 ill/l. In the upper left area (above the corresponding plasma current line) no fishboneactivity is possible, whems in the lower light area (below the corresponding plasma current line)fishbone activity can be observed.

5. Summary
The fishbone instability has been investigated in the tokamak experiment ASDEX Upgrade. Itcan easily be identified due to its burstlike structure on the magnetic probes and the charac-teristic frequency reduction within each single burst. The basic destabilization mechanism isessentially based on the fact, that the fast trapped ions always stay in the bad curvature regionofa toroidal plasma. Thus they can destabilize interchange. Because of their toroidal precessionthese ions transport this magnetic perturbation in the same direction. As the toroidal preces-sion frequency depends on the energy of the fast trapped ions, the ejection of these particlesresults in a frequency reduction during each burst. Fishbones occur in ASDEX Upgrade onlyabove the threshold 13““; > 0.009. From this it is possible to calculate generally the operationalregime in terms of adjustable plasma parameters like plasma current, toroidal magnetic fieldand temperature. It turns out, that the destabilization depends only marginally on the plasmadensity. Thus within the flattup phase ofa discharge the single free parameter for destabilizingfishbone activity is the plasma temperature [3].
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Optimization of radiative H-mode operation

A. Kallenbach, R. Dux, S. de Pefia Hempel, G. Becker, H.»S. Bosch, J. C. Fuchs,

H. Salzmann, K.»H. Steuer, and the ASDEX Upgrade, Nl-, and ICRH—Teams

MPI fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, Garching & Berlin, Germany

1 Introduction
The optimization of a radiative scenario for the required reduction of the power flow onto
the target plates of a fusion reactor needs to consider confinement degradation, [uel dilu—

tion and target plate protection. Given that good H-mode confinement is indispensible,
but intense typevl ELMs are not tolerable, the power flow through the separatrix must be
adjusted into the type—ill ELMy region close to the H—+L threshold power. To decide on
the optimum radiating species, important parameters are the achieved radiated power per
central Z5], increasel, Pg: APmd/AZcu, and, with regard to the H-L power threshold,
the fraction of the main chamber radiation emitted inside the separatrix, ii“: Rd/ 3'3"“.

Both quantities depend on plasma parameters 11:, TC and transport coefficients? Parame-

ter dependendes of P: and ii" are investigated for ASDEX Upgrade and envisaged ITER
conditions using an extended version of the impurity transport code STRAHL which was
validated against radiative ASDEX Upgrade discharges with Ne injection? We focus
on the main chamber radiation, because total divertor radiation below the X—point was
found to be always low in ASDEX Upgrade highly radiative regimes.

2 Experimental parameter variations in ASDEX Upgrade

rm, [MW] Valve flux[Ne} Plarget [MW]
5 _ :11 ' '1 ' "' '1 6 Figure l: Radiated power in the main

— IE+21 chamber, feedback—controlled Ne flux,
‘ 3w
1 ,— /\\: 55920

»

..“i.‘..v.i..

total divertor power load from thermo
graphy, central line-averaged ZEN from
bremsstrahlung and the contribution of

ECbifiulsl) . ‘ .1 j I lA'Ze“ l 11????1)‘ .. . H . Ne10+ at ppo, z 0.65 from CXRS and
25 i ‘1 I _ I " -!.8 energy confinement normalized to the

I 4'6 [TERSQP scaling for a CDH—mode dis-
2 7 _‘ 1 MM charge.
1-5 E- M); 0-5 : 11.2 P,= 4 MW, tn: 0.65, PM“: 7.5 MW.

b"‘J;"'Z"S'"'3 """.;"2'5""3 113‘": 1.5-102002/7723.
Lime [5] lime [s]

Fig. 1 shows time traces for a typical completely detached H-mode (CDHsmoder' dis»
charge in ASDEX Upgrade. Right after switching on the Ne radiation feedback at t:
2.05 s, the CDH—mode is obtained, as indicated by a peak target power load below 1 MW
and energy confinement improvement, An important ingredient for elficient (Le. high 13;)
radiative cooling is the presence of sawtooth activity. For typical CDH—mode parameters
in ASDEX Upgrade ((195: 4), the preservation of sawtooth activity is just marginal. Fig.
2 compares New1L profiles measured by CXR spectroscopy for CDl—l-mode discharges with
and without sawtooth activity. if sawtecth are lost, central impurity peaking is always
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Figure 2: Radial profiles of fully stripped
FIT” we “mean; Neon from CXR, spectroscopy for standard CDH
”E 2 ”189035 discharges with and without sawtooth activity‘
1?, 93‘ Standard rate coefficients taken from the ADAS
g o a database5 for the NeX(11 —§ 10) line emission
E 1 fifiibqfltfi at 525 nm are corrected by a factor 1/3 to R:

£0 Mlhsamaem R 1 1.7 ~10‘M ma/s for the beam energy of E: 30
””3"” RISE keV/amu, for E: 60 keV/anru, the original R:

chunnnnunnfiwagj 2.9 -10‘” 7113/5 appears to be correct.
on 02 0,4 0.5 on 1.0

ppol

# t/s figm'in/m3 e1. PJMW fl" ffgiER‘BgP comments
8113 3.1 9.8-1019 Ne 4 0.66 1.55 CDHl ST
8189 3.3 11.3~10lg Ne 39 0.67 1.67 CDH, without ST
7546 2.8 8.5-1019 Ne 3.15 0.67 1.55 radiative H»m0de, ST
7548 2.6 7.1-1019 Ne 3.0 0.69 1.3 radiative frmode, ST
8178 2.7 10.3‘101g N2 4 0.46 1.44 divertOr-puff CD11, ST
8246 2.4 9.6-1019 Ar 0.78 1.35 CDH, transient, ST22

2?
<5

Table l: Radiative discharges near the H/L power threshold with 19"“i z 0.5 - P1133".rad

observed, while with sufficiently high sawtooth frequency, the profiles remain Hat. Table
1 compares the most relevant parameters of a number of radiative discharges. Besides
a slight increase in energy content, sawtooth suppression has no beneficial effect on the
radiative characteristics and should be avoided under all circumstances. N2 puffing in
the divertor does not lead to high divertor radiation, but yet results in peaking of PM
outside the separatrix (fin < 0.5). Ar exhibits quite favourable values of P1. but the
confinement is reduced by the more central bulk radiation.

3 STRAHL modelling of radiative discharges and parameter variation
Starting from a well—diagnosed discharge, the influence of individual parameters is inves
tigated using the impurity transport code STRAHL. Electron density and temperature
profiles were taken from a measurement with moderate additional neon radiation (Fig.
3a). The radial profile of the diffusion coefficient D(ppa() in Fig. 3b was determined by
dynamic pulse analysis“ using time-resolved mesurements of Ne profiles from CXRS and
soft-X emission data. The discharge kept sawteeth, and no drift had to be introduced
for the transport modelling. Good agreement is obtained between STRAHL calculations
and measurements for the radiated power in the bulk plasma, Ne10+ densities and soft~X
emiSSion. The scrape—off layer (SOL) is treated in a simplified way using exponential
decay lengths for temperature and density (Ln, LT) and a parallel loss time Tum—and.
Radiated power densities and cooling rates for the experimental case and one with in—
creased Dwvgc are given in Fig. 3 c+d. P, turns out to be quite independent of Dem,
while the distribution of radiation is shifted inward. Keeping the central neon density
constant, the contribution to Pray from inside the separatrix increases with Dam. due to
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Figure 3: 3) Electron temperature and density profiles. Temp: 110 eV, hm”: 11.710‘9 m'“,

t:7.5 MW, Pmu=5 MW. b) Diffusion coefficients D(pp,i). c) cooling rate L: and d) radiated

power density, normalized to Pflfi"=l MW, for the measured case {solid line) and for high Dad“.

the broadening of the H—, He and Li like radiating Ne shells2. The radiation outside the

separatrix decreases due to the lower SOL particle confinement time. Fig. 4 shows the

influence of the electron density and temperature at the edge on the radiation charac-

teristics. While the contribution to P, from inside the separatrix is hardly effected, a

rise in edge density increases the radiation outside the separatrix considerably. A nearly

quadratic increase of P: oc fié'a is obtained, if the electron density profile is scaled with

fixed shape. A similar variation of TE exhibits a much smaller effect. The experimental

uncertainty of nap”? and TEMP and the crudeness of the SOL model impose some uncer-

tainty on the STRAHL calculations for the radiation outside the separatrix, but Find is

considered reliable within 25 %. _
Figure 4: influence of the edge electron den

sity and temperature on radiative characteristics.

250 STRAHL calculations were done with variations of

n: and Tc around the measured valuzs (see Fig.

5' 3a), with Lu and Tn kept fixed. The diagram can
U r . .
““ also be used to estimate the influence of uncertaim

at) ties in n:“" and Tff” caused by deficiencies of the
flux surface mapping. Generally, the contribution

10 to P, from inside the separatrix is quite insensitive

(0) [MW] against variations of n:“’ and Ti“.
Aprad/ Acf

4 Variation of the radiating species for ITER conditions
Fig. 5 shows the radiative efficiencies P: of different radiative species for ITER conditions.

T, and n: profiles are taken from a self-consistent reactor study‘i, slighty modified with

respect to the actual ITER parameters. D(r) was taken from the ASDEX Upgrade results,

divided by a factor of 2 resulting in rpz 6 s for the ITER case. The atomic data are either

taken from the ADAS database or put together by estimating and scaling of the most

prominent lines of the individual ionization stages. Except for some individual variations,
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Figure 5: Total radiated power and
radiated power inside the separatrix for
lTER parameters and various seed ele-
ments. 15(0): n,(sep)= 1.3-1020 "1‘3,
T: (0): 16.4 keV, T,(sep): 77 eV.
Hydrogenic bremsstrahlung of Prod: 47 MW

.30 is not included.0 10 20
Z radiator

the total P: appears to be quite independent of the species chosen. Regarding bulk plasmaradiation, Pi“ increases approximately linear with Z. The individual variations can beimportant for the development of radiative reactor scenarios, however, the uncertaintiesof the underlying atomic data are of the same order.

5 Discussion
Increasing the electron density is found to be the most robust way to achieve high radiativelosses with a given seed impurity concentration. In ASDEX Upgrade, operation with ahigh neutral density in the divertor has the beneficial effect of high electron densities nearthe separatrix and good impurity compression in the divertor, which is favourable forreliable feedback control and necessary for efficient helium ash removal (TI-h/TE < 10 forthe CDH-mode). Therefore, operation in the CD11 mode would be an optimum for ITER.lfits HrL transition power is low, and given that the power flow across the separatrlx hasto be reduced at least close above Fifi,“ to avoid type-l ELMs, cold divertor conditionswill occur naturally7 for the high electron densities anticipated in ITER at PW“; : 5MW/mz. The relatively small values of the energy confinement time associated withhigh neutral densities in the main chamber can hopefully be improved by a more closeddivertor, like the divertor ll experiment under construction for ASDEX Upgrade.

Since the edge plasma parameters in ASDEX Upgrade are not too far away from thoseanticipated for a reactor, it is appropriate to extrapolate measurements and modellingof neon radiative boundary experiments to ITER. Scaling P,: 4 MW with the ratios ofthe plasma surfaces (1250/43) and 77:, we obtain 13:: 205 MVt’ per unit 74:1] increase.STRAHL modelling for ITER parameters results in P1: 410 MW, with a contributionPi": 170 MW from inside the separatrix, quite consistent with the direct scaling of theASDEX Upgrade results with its higher f;,.=0.66 and lower flaky/fit values.
The use of alternative impurity species with higher or lower Z will depend on the ac—tual value of the Hit. power threshold in ITER. High values of 13:31] will favour lowZrimpurities, supporting diVertor powor handling by strong SOL radiation. A low PH_Lfavours higher—Z impurities, with a better core P: and less dilution. However, the in—creasing tendency to central impurity accumulation will impose the upper limit on 2.Preservation of sawtooth activity is indispensable, urgently calling for q profile control.

References
l A, Kallenbach et al., Nucl. Fusion 85 (1995) 1231. 2 M. Z Tokar, Nucl. Fusion 34 (1994) 853.3 R. Dux et al.‘ this conference. 4 O. Gruber et al., PRL 74 (1995) 4217.5 http://patiala.physstrath.ac.uk/adas/adas.html 5 G. Becker. Nucl. Fus. 35 (199-5) 869.7 M. Kaufmann et al., to be published. a G. Matthews et a1 , PSI 96 conference.
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Online Confinement Regime Identification for the
Discharge Control System at ASDEX Upgrade
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Mavlanck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, Germany;
POB 1533, D-85740 Garching, Germany

Introduction

In present experimental fusion devices, the online control of plasma discharges is necessary to
achieve certain plasma configurations. For example, the CDH regime at ASDEX Upgrade [1] is
established by feedback control of the radiated power from the plasma and the neutral density in
the divertor. In order to avoid applying a not adequate set of control parameters to unexpected
plasma configurations, the control system has to ’know‘ the actual plasma regime during the
discharge in real time. This knowledge enables the control system to react dynamically to regime
changes enhancing the plasma performance and e.g. reducing the disruption rate.

For this purpose, we developed a regime identification algorithm for the discharge control
system of ASDEX Upgrade [2]. The basic requirement was a high identification rate provided
by a small number of involved plasma parameters which are also online available to the plasma
performance controller [3] This controller has a cycle time of 2.5 ms which is much lower than
the energy confinement time.

.7 e" No Regime IdentificationP o\. > OH
\ M i" ' l ~Algorithm

Yes .'
Pi ure 1 shows the lo ical flow chart‘\ g g
of a first realization of the re imep 3,, > 0.68 Ph,\_ g1'“ r at ;

No: \ l Yes

, n:n\a ="B>3.5\,;\ b 7 .—\ ,
No zYes Noe lYes

,, .V... fries l “iv.
‘* L l 2 H ; l l HRH l

Ft> n _ _
:\ b ‘

No )Yes
,_1._ r1*
1 HRL : z HRH ;
-,_,._ _.__l

Fig. 1: Flow chart of the regime identification 0190‘
rithm at a given moment during a discharge. Addi~
tionally, the high confinement regimes H and HRH res
quire the heating power erceeding the H mode threshold
power, and the transition from H to HRL is forbidden
(see text).

identification algorithm for the dis-
charge control system at ASDEX Up~
grade for a given moment during a dis-
charge. Apart from the OH regime
for that the additional heating power
Padcl equals zero, the regimes are di-
vided in low and high confinement
regimes with low radiative (L and H
regime) and high radiation (HRL and
HRH regime) levels, distinguished by
the radiated power Prad provided by
10 bolometer channels being below or
above 68% of the total heating power

Pheat'

In the following we describe the
regime identification algorithm for the
different radiative regimes. The dif-
ferent threshold values and weight pa
rameters (see below) were optimized
to match empirically identified plasma
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regimes for more than 1200 stationary plasma ConfiguratioLs With the given values more than
95% of these regimes are recognized correctly offline. The hitting rate is slightly lower online
due to small deviations of the online signals from their respective offline values.

For low radiative conditions, low and high confinement regimes are distinguished by using two
plasma parameters: the internal inductivity I, of the plasma and the energy confinement time
1; = l‘l"/'Pheat, W being the stored energy, provided by magnetic data. H regime is established
if the ratio of TE to the 1989 JET, DlllD H mode scaling law, rEJET'DHm, exceeds a. value of
0.7. (T‘gJET' mm, ——016 M” [p103 Pheat ‘0 484[4], M being the (mean) mass of the plasma ions
in amu, IF, the plasma current in MA and Phleat given in MW, respectively.) However, with a
few exceptions, this is a necessary, but no sufficient condition for the H regime.

A necessary and sufficient condition for H regime is provided by the internal inductivity
which characterizes globally the current profile: lower values represent a flatter profile ~ 143,
H regime A, whereas higher values are characteristical for the L regime. However, I, reacts
rather slowly — within about 100 ms -— to regime changes. Figure ‘2 shows the dependence of
the internal inductivity on the value of g at 95% of the poloidal flux radius. 995. for stationary
phases (> 200 ms). As can be seen, the boundary between L and H regime, I, In“, is with a
few exception unambiguous and depends on 1195, as well as on the plasma gas but it seems to be
independent on the kind of injected gas by the neutral beams.

From the signals discussed above we can derive a single function R which ’measures' the
plasma regime in the low radiative scenario:

w. 0‘ 1. flR=< “’na TE )(J) wTE :( TE > , W = ( maimed) . . (1)
TEJET.DIHD li O‘TTEJET,DIIID l li

introducing the weights w,i and wTE ofthe respective parameter in order to reduce the influence
of the ambiguous PE; parameter on R They are chosen In such a way that they equal unity when
the respective parameter equal the L to H boundary value (TI:_ = 0.771;,BT’DHm and 1,: li,L_.Hi
respectively), hence being a measure for the distance to the boundary. The powers 0 and )3 are
optimized empirically by the number of identified stationary regimes (see above), resulting in
o:0(=>w,.E=l)andB:10.

The L ~> H boundary (and vice versa) for low radiative scenarios, v can be expressed as
a combination of the respective boundary values of I, and m/r‘gmnmm

Rb = 0,7/li,L..Hl'Jss) l2)
Hence, an unambiguous condition for H regime is that R is larger than Rb, A second condition
for H regime is that the total heating power exceeds the H regime threshold power Pth including
the L—iH—rL hysteresis.

In spite of the fact that l-l reacts rather slowly to changes of the plasma properties _. typical
time constants are of the order of 100 ms — also the transitions between L and H regime are
described sufficiently well within a few 10 ms due to the influence of TE on the time constants
of R.

As can be seen in the flow chart the high radiative regimes HRL and HRH are obtained if
more than 68% of the input power is radiated by injected impurities like Ne or Ar. The CDH
regime is a special case of the HRH regime, but up to now the regime identification algorithm
does not distinguish the CDH regime with a detached plasma from an attached H regime with
a high radiated power level.

For the detached regime I, also 15 increased with respect to the attached H regime; hence it
cannot be used for identifying the detached HRH regime. However this regime can be identified
by the changes in the plasma radiation profile characteristic for the detachment This radiation
profile can be characterized by a combination ofseveral line integrated radiation power denSitiES
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gas I 1i (195 li
2.2 0.92 “2.8 1.07

__ 3.0 1.035 3.21 1.113
E 3.3-5 1.04 5.27 1.0'23
.23) 3.6 1.08
a 3.95 1.09
E 4.15 1.112
g 4.8 1.1
2 6.5 1.12
E

14 —
1,3 » a Fig. 2: Internal inductiuity l; for L
1.2 - and H regime as function of the safety
Li factor (195 for difl'erent combinations of
1.0 - plasma ions and injected neutrals. The
0.9 A boundary lines are fitted by a composi-

4.5 5.0 5.5275 3:0 15 41° tian of straight lines fired at the points
Safety Factor abs(q,5) -given in the tables.

along certain lined—sights through the plasma measured by bolometer. The resulting parameter
B is given by [1]

v fézldl Ifydl

_ féldl [Elll'll‘

where e. denotes the emission from a. point ldl of the line-of—sight with index i. fsl :11 gives the
radiated power just above the outer divertor plates, [:7 [11 close to the X-point, fa“ d1 from
a region just above the X—point, and fen ill from the equatorial plane, respectively. The first
ratio (#21/#1) in Eq. 3 is a. measure for the radiated power in the divertor with respect to
the main plasma region, being high in the case of detachement. This signal, however, can be
falsified by MARFES which is corrected by the second ratio (#T/#11).

B being larger than a threshold value of 3.5 is an unambiguous condition for the (detached)
HRH regime [1], but only for ELM free plasma conditions. In the case that B is lower than 3.5.
the plasma might be still attached in spite of the high radiation level, and R = F(li,n;) (Eq. 1]
is again a 'good‘ function distinguishing low and high confinement regimes.

A further restriction of the regime identification algorithm is that the H —i HRL transition
is forbidden. The radiation profile in the plasma needs a certain time (some 10 ms) for the
rearrangement if the radiation level is increased during an H regime, so that the combination of
a still low value of B and an increase of li clue to a possible detachment might lead to the wrong
conclusion the plasma being in the HRL regime.

Up to now. the regime identification algorithm can only be used in the fiattop phase of the
plasma current. This is due the influence of current changes on I; which might lead to wrong
regime predictions.

(3)
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Example of a dynamically controlled discharge V

Figure 3 shows a main application of the regime identification algorithm: the avoidance of
disruptions caused by unexpected plasma states. The goal of this discharge was along lasting
CDH regime which is established at about '2 s by neon gas pufiing, as can be seen from the DD
and (3%" signals. However, due to the high set value of Fwd/Plum : 0.78, the neon input flux is
still increased by the control system after the onset of the CDH regime. Because of the resulting

too high impurity concentration, the
1., , ...._ .__ _._..~..-._7._—-.-__—‘ plasma falls back to the HRL regime,L. #3301 eg. indicated by the increase of (-1,

—_ ”I!” r’l \vvvv”\‘\~. 3 Without online regime control, as
2 i it was done earlier, the set of control.

V ling parameters would have not been
adequate and the discharge might be
e.g. driven into a radiation collapse
due to too much Ne pulling. But in
the case of this discharge. the control
system recognizes the falling back to
the HRL regime and closes the Ne valve
by setting the set value of Prad/Pheai
down to 0.5 at the moment the plasma
leaves the high Confinement regime.
Due to the further slow increase of the
Prad/Plzeat set value. the high cohfine-
merit regime is even recovered.

on
(a.

u.)

Summary
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m
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A regime identification algorithm was
developed and tested successfully for
the discharge control system of .ASDEX
Upgrade. The algorithm distinguishes
high and low confinement regimes in
low and high radiative scenarios by us—

Fig. 3: Example ofa dynamically controlled discharge ing only a small number of online avail-
at ASDEX Upgmde. 1p : 1 MA, BT : —1.9 T. New able plasma parameters — about ‘20
[ml beam injection starts at 1.3 second with 7.2 MW. signals including 10 bolometer channels

1.0 ' 'ijs ' "aid-"‘23— I—3:0¥3.5V
Time/(s)

At 2.19 seconds the Ne valve was dynamically switched -—, allowing the control system to react
off by the control system. dynamically to plasma regime changes

within a cycle time of 2.5 ms.
A main application was demonstrated for the first time in a fusion device: an unwanted and

unexpected regime transition was dynamically corrected and the planned regime was recovered
reducing the disruption probability and enhancing the plasma performance. In a next step. more
regimes will be recognized, eg. detached regimes using the CH1 signal from the divertor.
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Bootstrap current derived from different model collision operators
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Introduction
The bootstrap current is an important quantity for the construction of the advanced

Tokamak reactor. For this reason it is often studied experimentally and theoretically.
The comparison between experiment and theory is always done using the famous formula

of Hirshman and Sigmar (1) which is based on an asymptotic solution of the kinetic
equation in the limit of very small collision frequency. This calculation was extended by

Kikuchi (2) t0 the range of higher collisionality. In this theory are all collisions described
by the Lorentz operator containing only pitch angle scattering.

In order to proof the accuracy of the coefficients entering the bootstrap current the
kinetic equation was solved for arbitrary collisionality without the assumption of large
aspect ratio and without neglecting energy scattering. Is is statct in the literature (1)
that energy scattering has no effect on the parallel viscosity. On the other hand the

results from a precise numerical calculation presented here show a small change of the

viscous force due to energy scattering such, that the contribution of bootstrap current

related to the temperature gradient is in the range of low collisionality reduced by

about 30 % compared with the results from the pitch angle scattering model. For the
coefficient of the pressure gradient in the bootstrap current one finds always the same

value. This quantity is obviously insensitive against a change in the collision model.

Drift kinetic equation and collision operator
The linearized drift kinetic equation for a pure plasma consisting of electrons and ions

with charge Z = 1 takes the form given elsewhere in the literature (3). It calculates
the solution for the distribution function g, : g,(17.uw) defined as the deviation from a

Maxwellian (f 2 fig) + 5],) according to an expansion into the gyroradius parameter
(‘5 : pe/L. The velocity variables used here are the random velocity 117 and r} = wH/uu.
which is the pitch angle. The dependence of g, from the random velocity involves the

condition

fwngfizw = 0, (l)

where w,, is the random velocity parallel to the magnetic field (the condition perpen—

dicular to the magnetic field ffiigiéaw : O is fulfilled automatically, because 9, is
independet from the gyrophasc). In this work, circular magnetic surfaces are assumed
with the magnetic field having the standard form

Rn
(139139.31) = (0,39,,Ru/R,Bx_n R ).

where R 2 ROM —ecos@) is the major radius and e : p/Ra the inverse aspect ratio. The

collision operator for like particle collisions used here is a model operator close to that
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as described in the paper of BoltorrWare (4). This operator has all the properties of
the full Collision operator: conservation of particles, momentum and energy. It contains
also the decrease. of the Coulomb cross section with Velocity of the colliding particle as
ru'a. lt rearls for the electrons

3\/2n .40(1) 6 2 09, .IM— 4 ( I. a—U((1An)E)—ABorrn
r w P mA ~ 7 v . n o "+ BMrP, 5?] (AU +(l.51\rJBa)a.c"/1br ‘fid 2WD? SJ/ABDCLDIZC I no

a a

, P m‘ a+122}, 0 (I? —-3)//\Bnan.r4c"’2/‘6m)
D

3/27
(2)

where r = w/(Ta/mgyflr The functions AWE“ are given in paper (4). The same
expression holds for the ions, replacing ”m with fizz“ the Braginskii ion~ion collision
time (in the case of ions one has I = un/(T./m,-)1v’:'). The first term in equ. (2) is the
well known pitch angle cross section which enters also the electron—ion collision term [Evil
The second term looks like a modified Krook term which contains energy scattering,
but contributes also to momentum exchangc. The correction terms proportional to the
Legendre ploynornials P0 and P, are needed to guarantee the conservation properties.
The parameter S is used to modify the energy scattering effect.

Method of Solution:
With this model collision Operator, the distribution function gt could easily be expanded
in terms of orthogonal functions: That is, Legendre polynomials in 7]

N

g. = it? Zanemmm (3)
71:0

and a Fourier series in the poloidal angle (9. Each Legendre polynomial coefficinet an
consists of Ell/[+1 Fourier modes where A! is the Fourier mode number. In the equations
for the Legendre ploynomials PD and P, there enter the unknown integral relations from
equ. (2). These where calculated from a system of 61W + 1 linear equations which exists
between these 61W+1 variables: In order to find this system the solution for the Legendre
polynomials a2 . . . ,aN was inserted into the equ. for P, and the remaining equations for
an and 11,, where resolved such. that the quantities an and a, could be expressed by the
driving terms and the unknown integral variables. Multiplying each Fourier quantity of
an and a, with the functions within the integrals of equ. (2) and integration over the
volocity space established the system of equations. The side condition (1) which reads

I/e'zl/zzaa,(9,1')15a: = 0 (4)
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is a condition for only one constant Co which is posed to be zero: From the zero moment

equation for particle conservation it is found that the solution of the kinetic equation
m

fulfills the relationsship < feflza/Qraaflir >= Co, where < > is the flux average.
0

u/‘nh Co : 0 the momentum is conserved and the solution takes the form (given here
for the electrons):

I I2aqTrP . 1 + {)q
BtvaaTC/mJJ/z a Wmo=o (CU “ o”n+wtwfl- HT.—;

27rT

Dr V

(that is: 6— the Charge (here is e > 0')‘ in' density, P'—— pressure gradient, UL

the Loop Voltage. (‘1 : bgR,,qi/=I,/(’.T'£/7nu)l/Z,q— safety factor, (15,") : (V1.7) e

IQSZ))/(Tc/mc)1/2, 179$ = Véfg/(Tc/mcr/zmg— electron gyroradius)

In this formula the visours force and the e — i friction force are not seperated. The ion

momentum law looks much simpler neglecting terms of order (file/771;)1/2, that is

m ,pgqfi- 140. A122‘. C.l + éveync. _ o (6)

The most difficult parameter ranges in the calculation are where collision frequency

is very small. Here about 50 Legendre polynomials and 11 to 13 Fourier components

(corresponding to M = 5 or 6) are needed to obtain convergence.

Results
The bootstrap current is calculated with the formula

(t). q L3, , L32 , L31 , _
,—--'——P #eT—lsfleTi

1b (/EB‘(\/E + fin ° 3J2” ) (I)

(here P = PC + P; is the total pressure).

Values for the coefficients are given in the tabels 1 to 3. The energy scattering parameter

:\ varies from 10—2 to 5.4. The results for .1 = 10'2 (the programm does not allow for

St = 0) agree perfect with that given by Kikuchi (2). The parameter 5‘ = 5.4 was
choosen by Bolton-Ware (4) because this value fits perfect to the Spitzer‘Harm parallel

conductivity.

w A=1W7 eo Xzat w 1:10“2 A=1D 1:54
0.025 1.41 1.42 1.46 0.025 —0.29 —0.434 —0.715

0.05 1.34 1.35 1.38 0.05 ~0.161 «0.30 —0.541

0.1 1.24 1.25 1.27 0.1 -—0.020 v0.14 -034

0.2 1.11 1.11 1.11 0.2 0.13 0.026 ’0.12

L0.3 1.02 1.01 0.99J 0.3 0.21 0.12 —0.001

Table 1: The bootstrap current Table 2: The bootstrap current

coefficient Lax/ME for 5 = 0.22. coefficient Lgai/fi for e = 0.22.
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u' ,\ =10—2 A : 1.0 ,\ 2 5.4
0.025 0.62 0.68 0.73
0.05 0.66 0.615 0.65
0.1 0.48 0.53 0.55
0.2 0.39 0.43 0.41
0.3 0.33 0.36 0.32

Table 3: The coeFfieient <53 of the ion
poloidal rotation Val) : 63T|'/eB for c : 0.22

Conclusion
The effect of energy scattering reduces the amount of bootstrap current related to the
temperature gradient: For equal electron and ion temperature one can write
j,” = —q/\/EBT(L,1 - T - n’e + LTTLETI).

For the example 11' = 0.025 and e : 0.22 one finds from the results in the tables:L,. = 2.82 LT = 1.66 (for A :104)
and Ln = 292 LT =1.14(for ,\ : 5.4)

Central peaking of density is needed in order to achieve a reasonable large bootstrap-
current.
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Measurement and Modelling of Impurity Transport in
Radiating Boundary Discharges in ASDEX Upgrade

R. Dux. A. Kallenbach, 1\'. Behringer. R. Neu, S de Penavtlempel,
M. Sokoll, and the ASDEX Upgrade».N1e and lCRH-teaiiis

MP1 fiir Plasmaphysik. EURATOM Association, Garcliing 8; Berlin. Germany

Introduction
Radiative cooling of the plasma boundary by controlled injection of medium Z impurities

has been demonstrated to yield substantial reductions of the power flow onto the target
plates as required for future reactors. Important key numbers for such scenarios are

{net dilution and central radiation loss caused by increased central density of the added
impurity depending on the radial transport parameters of the impurity in the bulk plasma.

Radiating boundary CDl—lemode discharges
power neutral beam injection and neon as

in the. ASDEX Upgrade tokamak with high-
radiating species [1] were analyzed and the

impurity transport in the plasma bulk was investigated.

CDH-mode types of discharges with different bulk transport
A comparison of two CDH-mode discharges with neon is shown in fig. 1. Both discharges

have plasma current I,,=l;\‘l.~\, toroidal
field 37:2.5'1' and safety factor «195:4.
Constant XBl—heating with P_\'{=7.5M\N
is used and #8115 has additional 400kW
central lC'RH~11eatiiig. Neon is puffed into
the main chamber and the neon puff rate
1‘3:E is feedback controlled to reach a con»
stant power fraction Fwd/Pt”, $0.9. With
the increase of Fwd the ELM—type changes
from typed to type—Ill and the plasma de-
taches from the target plates as indicated
by the C111 signal measured directly above
the outer target plate (CDH—mode).
After the onset of the CDllvmode both dis-
charges show similar behaviour for the first
0.45. For the rest of the CDH—phase. how—
even the bulk transport for both discharges
is very different. The electron density pro-
file, represented by line-averaged values 01
a central linevof—sight and the density ra-
tio nhcmtml/nelmfluj. remains constant for
#8115 while it peaks for #8189. The soft
x—ray time traces of a central chord and
a chord with Ppol,fun=0'5: stay nearly con-
stant for #8115 and show a strong peak—
ing for #8189. As will be. shown later, this
strong peaking of the soft. x—ray profile for
#8189 can only be explained by a central
accumulation of neon. Some indication to

#3115 — 138189
""7 l i t I ”l“ . I l I I T

"— ’ 8 .-'" “—H—r «_

'76 MI_ PNI+ICRH S h 7079
. ... - i . . i i I . , . ma

m V I r 1 ”mnq‘ I I r l I

M1920:ne,centrat/ne,p=0.5 1'3

he.ceniral -5E+i9» 1.2

l l. I i l l I t l | i | '
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Figure l: Cmnparison of two ('DH-dischargw
with differenl cenlml transport behaviour.

this is also given by the density of the fully
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101117911 1191111111,J.,..,-:t1.'2 1iieasu1edbycharge e\1' hanue recombination spectroscoln 111111111
11511111- 13111111sstia1111111g 1110asu1cment0n a chord with pp! 1,. ,,:t)._'7. The internal 11111111111111.
1. is 1'1 11101131111011119 current prolilepeaking. 101 #8159 lowei l values ie 11211111 1111111111
[Homeg- are obscl'U‘tl due to higher resistivity 111 the plasma cc11t01217 \ Z “7/1 , 4/) [he
5101811 encrg\ 111111111 1c11.1cl00s highcr values in the case of peaked Cttt‘Otl and impurity
density profilesl#8l89).
The development of th1= pcakin., in #8189 is accompanied bv a suppression of sawtemh
and the growth of an 111‘-t7n1ode “hile #811") shows stiong sautccth during thc whole
dischaigc. In a number of radiating bonndan discharges (C Dll7 mode and ll mode) with
parameters nearly idcntical to the ones p11151711t hc11: sau'teeth arc alwavs found to
suppress central pcaking of electron 1|ensit\ and 1111on \1l11l12 the lack of 5111111111111 alums
lcads to peak(Pfl profiles. \\ l11: 11 reaching high lcwls of radiated pow'11 fraction the plasma
is vcry close to the limit olsautoot l1 instability \\‘c observed discharges with and \\ithot1t
sawteeth 1n tv pc7 ”El. \1 y H- inodes as well as in ( DH7n1ode.:. For 1.711111111311117 database [5
not very la1ge. but hcic- sawtect 11 Here always present. Triggering of sawtecth by central
l("l1l'l-hcating1:011c not. clearly be seen for the heating powers reached so far (2 300.1111.)

Modelling of I1'11purity Transport in the Case of no Sawteeth
the neon transport and radiation has been modellcd with the 1adial impurity transport

1:ode STR\HL[]11<111g atomic data from the \D‘\S ['1] database. The code uses nicasuied
puofiles ol electron density and temperature in the main plasma the «11111117011- l1\\'(“1’i.\'
Heated 111 a simplified 111anne1'11pplxing decay lengths which are titted to 1116asnrcrd data.
The radial transport equations are sobed by an ansatz of anomalous and/or ncoclassical
rlillusivities and radial drift. vclocities. The neon source function is evaluated from the
measured valve fluxes using an empirical description of recycling and pumping with a
simple chamber model [71].
In fig. '2 various piofiles are given for three time points of the discharge #81851 and 2111-
unripared with measured values. 1 he first time point lep1cscntstl1c C1151? w ith H111 impui itv
piofilc and sustained sawtooth action. the second \vithpeak1d imptnitvprohlc at the 01111
of the ( DH- mode shortly below the neon putt stops and the thiid 0.3)s' afternoon pulling.
lhe total ncon density and the according AZ.” is shown in f1g.'211 11nd ‘21).l‘ig.2d giws
the measured electron densities for these timcs ;\ot.c that the peaking of neon coinc ides
with a peaking of the electron density.
l1ig.'2c and ‘21: Show a comparison of measured and calculated radiation {lines for two
soft x- ray pinhole cameras. which cover the total poloidal plasma cross section. plottcl
over the minimal poloidal flux label of the according] ine7 ol7sight (negative tluxllabels for
chOrds below the plasma. center). One camera is equipped with an 811111 thick bervllium
filter. cutting out all ladiation belou ~1keV. It is sensitive to line radiation of livdrogeir
like and parlt v helium like neon ions but from all other ionization stages of 1111011 and from
other lighter impurities only bremsstrahlung and re1onib1nation radiation contribute The
other camera has a 10011111 thick beryllium filter. which makes the camera insensitive for
all line radiation of the light impulities due to an energy limit of ~‘2. 3ke\'. Thus the
100,11m-camera observes always peaked profiles while the 8111117 camera measures hollow
or peaked profiles b0cause there is always a second maximum of the emissivity around
ppoi=0. 85 due to line radiation of H- and He- like noon. The signals of both cameras are
dominated by the neon radiation and the neon on/ofl" ratios ate about-5:1 to 10: l Thc
barkgionnd radiation due to intrinsic impurities was treated by just considering carbon
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adjusting thr: carbon levrl to such a level. that thP prepuff radiation profilcs could

Inc titted. Then thc tramport parameters for N9 and C were adjusted to get tho host

a-ZYC’
In fig. 2g the modelled densitics of fully ion?
med neon are shown together with the mm»
snt'el'l values from charge cxchange rccom»

hinatinn spectroscom' tC-XRS). The fit to
thp soft xrray data giving also good agree-

ment with the CXRS—dntn. Unfortunately

the innermost point at [lg-«FUJI has a high

uncertainty clue to low signal.
A, (inc can set from thc limo traces in
fig. 1. the impurity peaking ('Olncidcs with

a peaking of thc elnctron density. Thus we
tested. whether lhe impurity profiles can 50,. NR.“ (mo ,1,“ 994nm)

N 20
hr: uxplainr’d hr tlE‘DCl‘dSSit‘al pinch tnrms
lining proportional to the ilopc of the pro-

ton prolilr fawn”, ix (Mr/Hr}. which in
turn is seltlc-unsistently modelled from the
given electron (lr‘nsity and the impurity
demit}: (drifts (Inc to friction lwtwccn im»
purities “'c neglectf-rl). Howvvr‘r. Since

the prol'ilr‘ shape is determincd lay the up
tit) of drift velocity and diffusivity a StrrlUUb
test run only he pr-rformcd \\‘ll<‘!l the antim-
alous (liffunon t‘Of'lliciunl Dan is known.

in forttwt‘ inrr'stigntions [3] we found hol—
low profilcs for the dilfttHiOII mnfficicnt with
central \‘nlucs of 2—3 limos the neoclassical
valut- tthick gro}; Iinc in ligfilfl. however.
these ralnt‘s are sawloutlt—zu'craged. Now
“’1‘ nastinicd that, in thP sawtmitli—lré-e pc-
r-ind of the rlischal‘gt‘ the diffusion reducrs
tn neo<~ln$siral values in the center {solid
line in fig. 2ft. \l’ith this low central (lilfir
sion and by increasing the ”Purl: siral drift
Velocities by a factor of 1.5 (M33211) the
peaking of impurity and soft x-rziy emis-
blOIl could be: described. 'l‘hc gradicnts of
1‘. and 71,7 ‘al’C i‘athPr unccrtain in the steep
gradient zone‘pwi > 0.0 and only zrnnnr
alons transport W25 used in this region.

mnent 0f the modelled and measured soft x-ray radiation fluxes.

#8189
+ t=3.355

rNgor-r Density

"€7— t=2.7$

d_,44,tuflc- an.-dm__fl
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.2 0,‘ 0.6 0.5 MG

poloidu: flux Iabgl pcleidul mix label

gtactron Density

n ._.,_,_
40 70.5 0.0 0.5 LO
minimal pmidnt 'q laaa‘ polaidul fl.x label

Dittusion CoottimentSoft X-Roy (8 um Be~Filler)
5: W7 A‘h—l

-i.0 43.5 as 0.5 1.1.:
rvinimn? polotdas nu- toner

New (c3; 7

—A‘ V... .i .............l
0.0 0.? 0.4 0.6 0.5 \.c

pgmtdui fl,“ ran-I
0.3 07 0.: us as L!)

pntoidcl (tux label

nllt‘L' ‘J: Nam rlcnsily and Raj/.1 rmfiltlfmr pm-
fiks for (hm. iimc pain/5 of discharge #3199
muddled will: impurity transport rod: .5"I‘I{.1HI.
in comparison with mcuwnwl profifis.

Due to the unccrtainties in the profiles of density. tcmpemture. safety factor and anonr

alous diffusion this analysis of impurity peaking in terms of neoclassical theory is certainly

not a real quantitative check but the qualitative fmtnrrs of the Strong impurity pPaking

are described wolf.
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Central Impurity Transport with Sawteeth
For a first investigation of sawteeth induced impurity transport in discharge #8115 étn
unfolding of the additional soft x-ray ra-
diation fluxes alter the neon pufl (rnea- #8115 central 9205‘
sure-d with 10mm? Be-lilter) was performed fi‘—" : Shit XLRay fl
assuming constant emissivity on flux sur— It/rfik/f‘r‘fidl /‘ 1W. 1
{aces Fig. 3b shows the large modulation ; ne.cenual 1
of the central soft x-ray emission in com- l l

, . . ,
parison to the variation of the central elec- E ‘
tron temperature in fig. 3c and the electron 0‘. . t f . 3;.— .
density in tig, 3m Front tin so t it Id) enns i /t”u’/'i“v"‘r't-n,~,-i
smties the total neon densrties in the cen— HEW/fr“ j

, i > i
tcr and at. [1; 01:0“) (fig. rid) were calculated 9' E Te.central

(10
"0

m
'“)

A '3
taking into account the central variation of V‘i’ j , mnmdep‘am
Tr while at pp“: = 0.5 constant '1'; was used 0: (3—1 Dé’gxtilliflg :

i i r , . . 1 ' . ‘3 _ . . 2‘0 "2.3” 2,5 2.6 H ' 2) ”72.3"”it is (.lCdll_\ sren that 111 the LDH phase “mm “mm
every sawtooth leads to a completely llal—
[cued or even slightly hollow profilcc which
develops into a peaked profile until the on~

Figure 5‘: Sawtooth modular/"airs of ncun (limi—
tics Evaluated from {In rarintion nf Sufi .r—I'ny

> . rnnssiritg, cltctron (Icnsri‘y rind {cmpc raft/rt.
set oi the next sawtooth Just alter the
neon pull starts the neon prolile is of course
hollow and the sawtecth cause central lilting 01' the neon profile. These observations are
consistent with the picture that sawtcrxth produce a mixing of the llllplllll} inventories
inside and outside the (Fl-radius [6] From the tinn- constant for profile recover)" alter
a sawtooth crash and the sawtooth lrequency the peaking for zero ft‘E‘ClllPlit‘} can he ral-
rulated beingr only 310% higher than the observed mean peaking. 'l‘hus. even hetwtven
sawtooth crashes the central transport of #8115 has a lower inward drilt parameter com-
pared with #8189 hecause n, is only slighlt)‘ peaked.

Conclusions
For ('Dl’lemode discharges in ASDEX l'pgrude neon density profiles have her-n determined
lrom solt :H'ay measurements using the impurity transport/radiation code STRAH L. For
constant radiated power the central neon density varies strongly for discharges with and
without sawlecth. All discharges in ASDEXellpgrade with high radiation level are close
to the stability limit of sawteeth. For discharges without sawtcelh there is a strong neon
peaking which can he explained qualitatively by neoclassical drills due to peaked proton
profiles For discharges with sawtecth the neon peaking is reduced. The neon invc-nlorics
inside and outside the q:leradius are eliectively mixed during a sawtooth crash, Only
(iilJl'lemodes with sawteeth and flat electron profiles give useful values of APWi/AZMI [7t
and further experiments to preserve sawtceth by central heating will be performed.
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Radial Current Balance in ASDEX Upgrade
discharges in the L and H-mode phases

HJ. de Blank, J. Stober, W. Suttrop. ASDEX Upgrade and Neutral Injection teams

Muxsplanck lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM-Association, 85740 Garching, FRG

1. Introduction

The radial electric field E,- near the last, closed flux surface in tokamak plasmas can

differ markedly between the L- and H~mode states and, indeed. may play a central role

in the. bifurcation mechanism between these two modes. It has been propose<l[1.2] that:

a. a sheared radial electric field is responsible for the suppression of fluctuations and

the improvement of confinement in the H»mode.
1), near the plasma edge non»ambipolar radial particle fluxes can be identified which

depend non-linearly on Er. The steady state condition of vanishing radial current yields

one or more solutions for Er. .

The combination of these two ingredients may give rise to a bifurcated state because

modified transport leads to changes in the density and temperature profiles. the non-

ambipolar particle fluxes, and hence to different solutions 13,. This paper leaves open

the question whether mechanism (a) is active in creating the L—H bifurcation. or merely

describes how transport levels respond to bifurcated values of Er determined solely by

(b), although recent experiments [3] Show that the Er increase takes much longer than

the actual L-H transition. In the present paper. the second assertion (b) is tested for

specific ASDEX-Upgrade Irrnode and H-niode plasmas, by evaluating several sources of

noneambipolar radial particle flux as a function of Er which. because its value is poorly

known. is treated here as a free parameter. The following fluxes are considered:

1. The ion orbit loss flux, mainly caused by pitch-angle scattering of ions into loss or-

bits onto the divertor plates. The vertical drift is essential in explaining the preferential

loss of ions over electrons.

2. The neoclassical radial current in the collisional and plateau regimes“ which can

be non—ambipolar in the presence of an electric field.

3. Charge exchange friction between the ions and atoms.

In most cases only one solution is found, usually at a low value of 13,. Very close to

the separatrix this is the case because a large charge exchange flux limits Er. while

far inward the ion orbit loss flux simply is too low to generate a substantial field. By

contrast. in an intermediate region 4—8 mm inside the separatrix in H~inode plasmas (but

not in L-mode), two solutions are found. This bifurcated solution may be responsible

for the hysteresis in the heating power at transitions between L-mode and H-mode.

2. Prior discussion of the non-ambipolar fluxes

ion orbit loss The ion orbit loss flux POL can generate a radial electric field Er < 0

because it is non-zero even if Er : O. The dominant contribution to this loss process

comes from ions with a large vertical drift (barely circulating) and a few times the

thermal velocity, which are pitch-angle scattered into 1055 orbits. This flux is relevant

in a layer of width ~ ppifi inside the last closed flux surface. where. importantly. it

is a strictly increasing function of radius Here pp; = mun/63,, is the poloidal ion

gyroradius. and e is the inverse aspect ratio.
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The results of Ref [~11 aic adopted where the ion 01bit loss process is described
as a combination of pitch angle. scattering and 1adial diffusion. with two modificamms.
(i) the effect of E 74 0 on the loss boundmics 11: phase space for the ASDEX- Upgrade
single 111111 .\ point geometr) has been studied and has been modelled‘oya' 1-pa1amete
fit to the explicit expressions for F0L1E,1) at. the separatrix in Refs [1. 21 and (11) 11'la
recognized that the nori- ambipolai loss flu\ is reduced depending on the collisionality
1/. of the loss orbit. For simplicitv we take 1/ to be the collisionalitx of the oiiginally
confined 11111 111 1act. we believe the effect of collisions on the loss 01bit to be inmortam
and a source ofhigh unceitaintv requi1ing detailed drift 01 bit calculations. In [)‘dltit‘ular
the a\c;age length of the loss 01bits strongly depends on the 1011 drift (liicction. being
much longm in case the drift is awav from the X point. Indeed if the collisionality 0n
the loss 01bit. is artificially doubled in 0111 calculations to simulate, unfavourable drift.
the H-inode solutions (presented below) disappear. The discharges analysed in this
paper all have the favourable ion drift direction.
neoclassical flux In response to a radial electric field there will hr: 11 neoclassical
radial current r'l'yc. for which the expressions of Ref. 151 will be used. This flux is
a nonemonotoiiic function of Er. Hence the current balance troL + 511w; :2 (I may.
depending on 1/" give rise to multiple solutions in E,- and the LAH bifurcation 111
charge exchange flux As pointed out in Ref. 161. the rotation velocity associated
with E,. can be subject to charge exchange friction between ions and neutral particles.
leading to a non-ambipolar flux For. This flux increases roughly linearly with Er so
that, at a sufficiently high neutral density n 1\'~ it completely cancels the nonemouotouic
character of [‘My. thus barring the possibility of an H—niode solution at the considered
flux surface. This is what will happen close to the edge. where 115' is highest. Thus.
PC}; forces the H~mode bifurcation somewhat inward. away from the separatrix. This
also resolves a technical point: the expressions for FOL and Free do not properly take
into account the voint geometry. and the equation FOL + I‘m; = O breaks down at
the scparatrix.

Summarizing. the possibility of a H—mode will depend critically on the existence of
a layer some distance inside the separatrix. sufficiently far so that FIN is low. but not
so far that row) is too small. In the following. this possibility will be investigated for
several ASDEX—L'pgrade discharges.

3. Experimental data

The analysis requires knowledge of T5. 71. HE and their gradients. and of 111:, with
high spatial resolution in the vicinity of the separatrix. ”A Li beam and FIR laser
interferometry provide the 11E (r) measurements. while 7111‘) is obtained from Iii-channel
Thomson scattering and 45~channel ECE radiometry/ The used profiles are averaged
over a quasi—steady state time interval lasting 0.04—0.55 s. which in most Hemode cases
is an average over many typed edge localized modes. These profiles. together with
a parametrized Tl profile. have also been used as plasma background in it'lonte-Carlo
neutral particle calculations with the EIRENE code 171. The T.’ parameters are fitted to
measured energy—resolved neutral flux data 181. These calculations yield T.(r). iix-(r).
and Tfir) (:5 Ti in the domain of interest).
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4. Analysis and discussion

The case presented in detail here is a discharge (ASDEX Upgrade #6138), with B, =

2_5T and IF = 1.0 MA, which is in ELMy Hemode during heating with PNBI : 7.5 MW.

A time interval t = 2.4—2.6 s has been chosen where the line-averaged density is constant;

fie : 8.91019m’3. The radial fluxes FoL and —I‘Nc — c have been calculated for 10

radial positions [3 = 0.94, . - - , 1.03 around the assumed separatrix position, neglecting

ion orbit squeezing effects. The radial coordinate f) is defined in terms of the normalized

poloidal flux. F? E iii/1pm,. All particle lluxes T have been made dimensionless by

normalization with respect to nvff/Ogr (Le, current densities normalized to p/i'B). As

a measure of ET the poloidal Mach number Il/I : -E,-/v,.-BP is used.

«)pz101

o (m— m’h— n
0 I ‘1l 2 3 D 1 1‘4}, 2 J 0 l RIP 2 J

Fig. 1 Normalized nonvambipolar fluxes F0L(rsep) (upper curve) and ~I‘Nc — Fax

(lower Curve), as a function of 1MP. {or 3 \211165 of the radius. 5 = 0.97, 0.99, 1.01.

Figure 1 shows the orbit loss flux I‘OL and the balancing flux —I‘Nc —1"cx . for the profile

data taken at the radii [z = 0.97, 0.99. 1.01. Here. FOL is the total ion orbit loss flux

through the separatrix for the density and collisionality measured at the position ,3, not

the smaller fraction of the flux F0L(r) ~ exp((r — rseP)/p,,;\/E) at the distance rm, — r

inside the separatrix that coresponds to [2. The latter value. F0L(r), is so sensitive to

uncertainties in the separatrix that we treat it as an unknown.

062

0.0‘5

”G 2 I ° 'An 2 a
Fig. 2 Ratio of the fluxes. ~(I‘Nc + cl/FOL- as a function of A1,, for the same

discharge and radii as Fig. 1.

With this in mind. the quantity —(l‘xc + Tcxl/FQL is plotted in Fig. ‘2. It is equal

to the ratio T0L(r)/F0L(rsep) that is required for current balance. This ratio being

a free parameter. curVes like those in Fig. 2 determine if bifurcated values of E, can

exist at a given (3: in Fig. 2. the curve for fi : 0.97 is non-monotonic, allowing for

multiple solutions in 13,. while the other curves do not. Note that non-monotonicity of

Tris + c alone, as shown in Fig. 1 for fi = 0.99. is not sufficient for a bifurcation.
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Fig. 3 Assuming that TOLU) inside the separatrix has an exponential decay length
pin-fl. the data ofFig. 2 is expressed as a normalized radius fiOL. This radius indicargs
how far inside the separatrix F0L(r) is smaller than Totlrsep) by the exact amount
needed for current balance, These radii need not agree with the positions where the
data were taken ()3 20.97. 0.99. 1.01).

I

. Fig. 4 As in Fig. 3. the rerticalscale is the
”01- ’ radius (30L Where F0L(r) has the value required

0995 i for current balance. On the. horizontal scale is the
' . normalized radius ,5 at which the data is taken.

I 1 | The vertical lines show the range where a bifiir»
9‘” l cation in All, exists. The shaded area gives the

7 correspondence between {30L and f), with a i? cm
uses uncertainty in the separatrix position.0.94 use - 0.93 1 102p

Earlier during the same discharge. the L-mode exists at a heating power Pym = 2.5 .\‘I\7\7.
At that time. —(FNC + Few/FOL is a monotonic function of All, in the entire range
)5 : 0.9477103. i.e., a bifurcation exists nowhere. However. later in the discharge the
plasma remains in H—mode when PM“ is stepped down from 7.5 MW to 2.5 MW thanks
to the hysteresis effect. In this case ~(l‘xc + Fem/FOL indicates that a bifurcation
is possible in the range (3 : 0947095. This is, however. far inward: there is a large
mismatch I301, < [3. and the overlap that was found in Fig. 4 is absent.

Analysis of several other discharges confirms these findings: the data of discharges
that are deep in the H-mode are consistent. with a bifurcation of E. just inside the sepa-
ratrix. In cases with Hamodejust above the power threshold. the higher charge exchange
friction near the edge forces the zone suitable for a. bifurcation inward. where FOL is
found to be insufficient for H—mode. This may indicate that the present model under-
estimates FOL- The analysed L—mode cases are all far away from a possible bifurcation.
independent of uncertainties in For.
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Introduction

The diffusion of heat across magnetic flux surfaces is of fundamental importance to magnetic

confinement fusion research. Heat diffusion in tokamalrs and stellarators is much faster than allowed by

neoclassical theory, and it is commonly assumed. that plasma turbulence is responsible for anomalous

transport. but the specific nature of it is still unknown Using the scale invariance approach to

confinement scaling [1.2] the thermal diffusivity can be expressed as a power law in the normalized

gyroradius p* = pL/a ~ (AiT)1/2/(Ba) in a dimensionally correct form as

x = pi‘ Hahn-shape ----- > (1).

with the Bohrn diffusivity x“ ~ T/B, collisionality v. ~ qn/l‘2 and normalized pressure [3 ~ nT/B2 (safety

factor q. plasma density n, electron or ion temperature T, magnetic field B). If the scaling with pit is

known, then the transport behavior of existing experiments can be scaled to larger ignition devices

having similar q, v, and [3, even without a complete understanding of the process of turbulent diffusion

[3]. The exponent or of p. can be interpreted as an indication for the characteristic turbulence

wavelength A, if Vphase = vdrifi is assumed: (a) or = 1 implies 7» - pS which is called gyro Bohm like

scaling. (b) o. = 0 implies 7t~a which is called Bohm like scaling, (c) or = —1 implies 7‘. >> a which could

arise from stochastic fields throughout the plasma [4]. A scaling with an exponent a = -l/2 leads to the

so called Goldston confinement scaling.
The scaling of confinement with the single parameter p* has been examined in ASDEX Upgrade with so

called "dimensionally similar" discharges by varying just De while keeping all other dimensionless

parameters fixed. To keep q, vi and [i constant the relations Ip ~ B, “e ~ Em and T ~ B”3 have been

fulfilled in these p* scans in single null configuration ((195 = 4, K = 1.7, <6> = 0.2) at densities between

4 and 10><1019 m‘3. We report here on scans in L- and H- mode approaching the L 7 H and ll - L
transition threshold. respectively. and deep in the H- tnode at even higher heating powers

Results and Discussion

1. Ln Mode Scaling Experiments
The dimensionless pe scan in H+ was outlined in such a way that the discharge with the lowest value of

nc(4><10]q m”) and B. ( 1.5T) was near to the L— to H- mode threshold. Combining the L to H threshold
power Pm. which is proportional to <ne> B,, and the scaling condition he ~ B ' the threshold power
scales ~ Bl”. As we performed the scan asstnning a Bohm like behavior the power input for

dimensionally similar scaling had to increase with Pheat ~ By3 and the discharges at higher toroidal
fields have a larger distance to the threshold and are deep in L- Mode (Fig. l). The parameters of the L—

Mode series are given in Table l. The heating method used was neutral beam injection We kept the

power deposition profiles as self similar as possible by changing the beam energy from 30 keV at <ne>
= 4i<10l m‘3 to the maximum value of 55 keV at <ne> = llOI9 mg. The global analysis of the L-

Mode series showed the expected behavior ofW ~ B2 resulting in a slight increase of TE‘m with B (Fig.

2).
Local analysis of the series revealed the constancy of B and vs. over a large part of the cross section as

shown in Fig. 3. The absolute values of vs around half radios are about 0.3. The q profiles should be
identical as well. as qgs was kept constant and the inversion radius for sawteeth was found to be around
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pm, = 0.25 for all investigated discharges. local thermal diffusivities were calculated with the transponcode ASTRA and compared in Fig. 4 with scaling predictions mentioned in the introduction. It was notpossible to resolve thermal difi'usivitiec of electron and ion channels separately due to the high (Emmawhich produce a large error in the exchange power flux between ions and electrons. Therefore we “Sadxdf =01c +nixi)/(ne+ni). By inspection of the relation between local thermal diffusivities it is
comlnded that confinement scales Bohm like or even worse for this L- Mode series. No disfimt'improvement of confinement of discharges close to the L to H threshold ( Br = 1.5T) compared to thedischarges deep in L- mode ( Bt = 2.5T. 31‘) is exhibited
2. [1- Mode Investigations
in both H- modescans in H" and D+ reaching the H to L threshold at the highest field of 31‘ (see Fig, 1for 13+) no gyro Bohm like transport behavior was found even at the lower fields. Therefore scans Wmperformed widt higher heating powers staying deep in the H- mode regime (Fig. 1. table 2). But again itwas not possible to achieve 3 Wu, ~ B,‘ behavior as danahded for dimensionally similar dischargmneither for gyro Bohm (1'. 0). Bohm (.) or Goldston (A) like assumptions on transport (Ftg. 2).For a closer inspection of this unexpected phenomenon which is in clear contrast to results from 1131‘and Dill-D we looked for additional loss channels or our: hidden parameters influencing the scalingexperiments. First we looked for a possible influence of the radiated power and Lhe type I ELM behavio:on the global confinement (represented by the H- factor t/tmsor) of the ASDEX Upgrade discharges,The radiated power normalized to heating power was nearly constant and around 0.3. No dependence ofconfinement deterioration with increasing B on radiation could be detected. The ELM frequency at thedifferent magnetic fields was nearly constant or even decreased with enhanced herding. In addition. theenagy losses per ELM exhibited a nearly constant value of about 20-25kl per ELM. Thus no dramaticchange in ELM induced losses could be deteaed.

By inspection of confinement deterioration as a function of neutral gas pressure we found that thedecrease in H- factor in the dimensionless scaling series is strongly correlated with an increasing neutralgas pressure in the divertor. 'l'he divertor neutral gas density is in turn closely coupled to the mainchamber neutral gas and the plasma density, and it can hardly be decoupled without higher pumpingrates. Recent experiments in JET revealed that the decisive parameter for confinement deterioration isthe neutral gas pressure and not the plasma density [5]. Clearly the neutral gas density is a crucialparameter for H- mode confinement For the L- mode discharge series no such dependence could beverified although variation of neutral gas pressure was up to a factor of two higher.Finally we accounted for the varying power deposition profiles in the H- mode series which could not bekept as constant as wanted even by changing the beam energy. For this purpOsc we determined thenecessary heating powms at high fields to get dimensionally similar profiles under the assumption ofdifferent confinement laws using the Falculated beam deposition profiles, The H- mode discharge at Bx =2T. in. = 0.8MA and (139 = 5.6x to“m‘3 was used as starting point for this investigation. The analyzedxeff profiles were now fitted by the expression:
1+5

1: Bl+25 ‘Fs(ptor) (2)
with s = V; for gyro Bohm and s = 0 for Bohm like behavior. F5(pu,) is a profile factor accounting forthe gross radial variation ofx due to the unknown dwendence on vs, [3. q.... of transport. After scalingof “(Prod of the analyzed low field discharge to the necessary values at B. = 31‘ according to n ~ B43.T was simulated with the ASTRA code for different heating powers and the deposition profilecalculated for the scaled density. By adjusting in: simulated temperature to the scaled one (T ~ 132/3)the power necessary to establish a dimensional similar discharge was found. In case of gyro Bohmbehavior a heating power of about 7 MW is necessary compared to 5.5 MW estimated for a fixed power

reproducing the scaled temperature profiles. In the experiments we used powers up to 8.6 MW andcould not establish temperature profiles necessary for a dimensionless similar discharge. Thus no
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predict the confinement behavior in deep H- mode discharges in ASDEX Upgrade to be limited to Bohm

behavior at best.

Conclusions

In ASDEX Upgrade both L- and H- mode discharges at high plasma and neutral gas densities show a
Bolun like confinement at best. For the L7 mode such a behavior is in agreement with the. ITERSQ-P
scaling. For H» mode this is quite different from results of scaling experiments obtained in DIIl-D and
JET [6,7] and of global energy H- mode confinement scalings done for ITER. The plasma densities in
our dimensionally similar [3* scans are higher than those in [6,7] and exhibit high neutral gas densities.
both in die divertor and the main chamber, This points to a hidden parameter like the nonlinear relation

1 nspori i‘chavior not
is offers: another

Fiohm Lik to
high dit'e';holi.l

coverr'd in the 5cm.
ex ion or” tl‘ it: 1131‘ results [6] showing a confine

i (e behavior in thi: 171- mode when app
~ iih an increased plasma density 01731010 1..

fference is in the collisiormlity being around i‘
virtues about 10 times lower in the two otht. .

2C 111 to 1. arc-

. i at pm; : 0.5 in our 11- mode
, It” thiv i: th~ Christ. ror 1h:

simple power law for 9+, as described in (l) we .1 be discarded, Additionally the

necessary strong dependence would be in contrast to the ITER92-F H- mode scaling showing only a
very weak v, dependence.
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Tables

illolno. am 1(MA) <n_e>[l[]"l9m"-3) P(MW) VIN/(1.51)
#7735 L5 a6 40 L6 L0
# 7778 2.0 0.5 5.9 2.6 1.8
#7m4 25 In an 24 28
#7ma an L2 MJ 52 47

Table 1: Discharge parameters of L- Mode scan in 14“. The plasma energy W
represents an average from magnetic and kinetic data.

shol no. B tT) 1 (MA) <n_e> (10"19mA-3) P [MW] W/W(2D
# 8120 2.0 0.8 5.6 3.7 1.0

#8121 2.5 1.0 7.5 4.6 1.3
# 8123 3.0 1.2 9.6 5.6 1.6

# 8126 2.5 1.0 7.5 5.2 1.3
# 8125 3.0 1.2 9.6 7.6 1.8
it 8257 3.0 1.2 9.6 8.6 2.0
Table 2: Discharge parameters of H— mode scans in D+. # 8121, 23 gyro Bohm,
# 8126, 25 Bohrn and #8257 Goldston.
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( UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association)

1. Introduction
Much attention has been focused recently upon the effects of neoclassical MHD on the pressure
limits to tokamak operation [1]. This is primarily due to the observation on several divertor
tokamaks (COMPASSD [2], Dill—D [3], and ASDEX—U [4]) that the [5-1t at low density
(and hence low eollisionality) is often determined by low m/n modes, and not the idealrMHD
kink modes underlying the conventional B—limit models. It has also been observed that plasmas
become more sensitive to errorvfields as D is increased, with error-field driven islands much
larger than expected from classical non-linear tearingemode models.

Initial calculations of the stability of bootstrap driven islands indicated instability for all values

ofl3 and all collisionalities (as long as the bootstrap current flows). More recent calculations
suggest that collisionality—dependent stabilising mechanisms determine mode onset. Of the two
proposed mechanisms for stabilisation [5,6] we provide evidence that the polarisation current
model is consistent with the observed instability regimes as a function of collisionality. We also
show that the island dynamics match neoclassical theory (see also [7]) and present a model for
the observed q-scaling of the low density B-limit.

2. Background
The equation that detemiines the evolution of the island is given by [5,6]:

1 2
L . ‘ c Law: 1.2217“ A'+C,E"2fip—“— 2n 2 7C: piflzgt ) ,, (1)

dt [1,, L, w +wr w Lr ,.

where w = island width, 1],“. : the neoclassical resistivity, A’: the jump in logarithmic

derivative of the flux, 8: the inverse aspect ratio, [1,, = the local poloidal fl, and L], and Lq are,
respectively, the scale lengths of the pressure and the 4 (all quantities to be evaluated at the
rational surface of interest, r=rI where m = nq(rj)). The second term on the right is the bootstrap
drive term with the effects of radial transport represented by wt [5] (important for small
islands). For COMPASSAD it is estimated to be not critical. The third term in Eqn. (1) is the
contribution due to ion polarisation currents, with pa,- the poloidal ion Larmor radius, and g(r-:)
defined by: g(£) = a” for vi/Eco.f<<1 (collisionless) and g(e)=l for vi/cw.t>>1 (collisional).
From Eqn. (1) it is found that: (a) at any moderate or low collisionality, fip> [3,,(min) is required

for islands to grow at all (for A'<0); (b) at any collisionality a critical island size (Wm: ) must be
exceeded before the pressure term can cause the island to grow further (i.e. for the pressure
drive to dominate the stabilisation terms), but w”,I ~g’”€‘”‘pfi is much smaller at low
collisionalities through the change in g(E); (c) once the critical island size is exceeded the final
saturated island size increases with increasing tip. The critical “seed” island can be provided by
various mechanisms - e.g. mode coupling from sawteeth and error-field modes. The various
behaviours are all observed to greater or lesser degree on COMPASS-D in low density plasmas.
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3. DenSity scaling of MHD onset
For COMPASSD high~l3 discharges which are heated with high power Electron Cyclotron
Resonant Heating (ECRH), neutral particle analyser measurements indicate that T remainsl

roughly constant as Pm", is increased, implying that Pet is also roughly constant. This,
combined with the assumption that L/Lq does not change significantly during a discharge,
implies that the only significant variation of Wm. is due to the change in the “collisionality-like"
parameter O‘Ev, /Ecu.c~n/(T,T,.M) . Onset of MHD is predicted if this parameter crosses ~03
during the discharge [1]. Since T, is approximately constant, lowering it( lowers o, as does
raising TI. The separation between the high and low collisionality regimes for T,=L‘0nst.
becomes a [3 threshold, l3 ~n". Since the high collisionality regime requires a higher [3 before
pressure-driven islands can occur, the theory can be tested by scanning B at various densities »
the critical [3 for island growth should scale as n" until [5 is high enough for the high collisionality
regime (where wm~4cm as opposed to ~2cm) to become unstable. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 1 (open symbols, no RMP), and while there are fitting parameters, the trend with
n2 is clear. The error-field points are described below.

1.0IlllI'll]IIIIIIJIJAJIIIIIII‘III Fig.1
_ o (H SkA _

l ‘ >1 SM : Open synzbolrs0nrel of "1:2
0_ g _ _ modes at aftt/icuon affip and

‘ D M RM? ‘ line average densiry (m'Vm'F).
1 ...... Threshold (model) :

0.6 — _ Solid symbols: where armr-
Bp — - fie/(I island: appear/hr 1e

’l ' difi'ercnt range: ofcurrent in
0' 4 _- L the resonant [magnetic

s - pentrlmlion (RMP) It'indingr
' D " on COMPASS-D.

0.2 _. D .— The parabola indicate: the low,
~ ~ high L'Ulliriaru’rliry threshold

0 O “ ’ and the horizontal liner the
‘ 'l'l"'l"ll'lllllllll'l'lllllr iris/abilitythresholdsinflr,

0 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 l L7. 1.4 l.6
l'l c,l

4. Island dynamics
Another way to test the threshold features of the model is from the island dynamics. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Here the rotating island was created by applying an errorrfield with the
RMP coils at high [5 and then removing the error field, The island width is seen to fall as the
power falls in time. The curve matching the measured island width is derived from Eqn. 1. As
the island gets smaller. its width should fall below WU", where the ion polarisation stabilisation
term dominates, and it is reasonable to suppose that the sudden decay at l=289.5ms is due to
this.
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5. q-scaling of B-limit
If the [i-limit is not due to ideal-MHD instabilities. then there is no reason to suppose it follows
an [/1187 scaling. To determine the actual scaling, a q-scan was performed at constant B,. (to
maintain central ECRH). The results are shown in Fig. 3 where it is seen that there is an
optimum rigs-v4.5. These shots have heating alone in order to minimise changes in the current
profile, but at the expense of slightly lower maximum l3 (counter-ECCD gives higher [3 on
COMPASSvD [2]). All shots have strong m=2 activity, and so represent a limit due to MHD
(not background confinement). but the limit is not always disruptive (nor are disruptions always
at the limit).

The simple model proposed here is that the [5 limit is determined by the condition that the
saturated bootstrap driven island extends to a prescribed distance from the edge or axis/q=l.

This can be simply stated as: Wmax : aMin[rS,a—rj} where a is the fractional island width
required for this interaction. A simple scaling of the fi-limit with q” is found by assuming a
specific form for the q—prolile. For simplicity we assume a quadratic form, 11 : q0 + {r/fl)2(qu'
€101 Solving for rI and substituting the definition of [3N and AER/a :

Ci—a’A') (PM q (14% w . q -q= , t u ' M 1, " °— 2fi”"“‘ A'” [a (:2 qu-qu m \ 4—4 1 ( )q o

where <p> is the volume averaged pressure and pa is the pressure at the rational surface. C is
a (known) constant. Fig. 3 shows the overlay of the curves predicted by Eqn. (2) as calculated
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with data from COMPASS-D. The relevant mode ism/21:2/l. It is assumed that ‘i'a : 1 and the
terms without explicit q dependence in Eqn. (2) are roughly independent ofqyi; midis used as
a fitting parameter to the data envelope, and reasonable values result. A more detailed mode]
including pressure profile effects gives similar results [1].
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6. Ermr Field Effects
The conventional theory of errontield penetration does not consider the stabilising effects of thepolarisation current. lfthc driven island calculated with conventional considerations is smallerthan wm, for the appropriate collisionality range, then the island may be partially stabilised. As[lp increases the stronger bootstrap drive may lead to both lower thresholds to errorrfields and tolinger final islands, Thus one would expect that to produce a substantial island a smaller error»field is needed at higher {3 , and this is supported by the data of Fig. 1, where the resonantmagnetic perturbation (R P) system on COMPASS-D is used to provide controlled error—fields to test the penetration threshold. Error-field experiments at low density or high [3p showthat, once penetrated, the island grows and often unlocks, indicating that after the seed islandhas been generated the subsequent dynamics are independent ofthe applied error-field, again asexpected from neoclassical MHD theory.

7. Summary
There is a growing body of evidence that neoclassical MHD and bootstrap-currentidrivenislands are important at low collisionality and most of the predicted features are observed onCOMPASS—D. A simple scaling matches the observed fi-limit (though it is dependent on thepressure and current profiles), and survives more detailed examination on several tokamaks [1].Further support comes from the details of the island dynamics, where the island size increaseswith By and a stability threshold with the expected density dependence is seen. This model givesa low critical island width (SBem) suggesting neoclassical tearing modes may be a problem inITER and the B-limit may be reduced. This model also indicates why large islands are producedby small error-fields, and hence confirms the importance of correction coils.
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Modellin- of ionization equilibria using EONEQ

Ilie 1onizution and radiation tode iONEQ is 11 ed for moclellin1r of emission from light

impur'. ics in T‘CV. The code uses 11’11J1;:2tll'r31.l cl’ on density and temperature profiles from
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profile which match the measured electron density profiles. The comparison of predicted (for

Hz/Ite : 1%) and measured H-like line emission, which is only moderately sensitive to

assumptions on transport coefficients, can he used for estimates of absolute impurity

concentrations. IONEQ simulations with 0.5 S D S 2 mzls show that the uncertainty on

impurity concentrations based on USX line brightness measurements is a factor of 2

Additional uncertainties are associated with errors in the absolute instrumental throughput.

Estimates of Zen: 1 + Z c7,(z~l)z with (225,618) from USX and IONEQ alone are consistent

with those front X-ray emissivity [3] and near infrared Bremstrahlung within the expected

uncertainty.
The relative proportions of light impurities. such as pC2nC/(n3 + nC + up: + no), are
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used for quantitative interpretation of soft X—ray emission and are less sensitive to modelling
assumptions than impurity concentrations. X-ray ernissivities, normalized to ncng, have been
tabulated for the Species of interest as a function of Tc using IONEQ [3]. Since most of the soft
X-ray radiation. which is filtered using Be windows to contain only photon energies in excess
of 1 keV, originates from fully ionized impurities in the core plasma, these emissivities are
insensitive to assumptions on particle transport, and are hence more appropriate for absolute
estimates of impurity concentrations. Soft X—ray based measurements of light impurity
concentrations are however dependent on the assumption that the impurities monitored are
responsible for most of the soft X-ray radiation. This assumption is supported by preliminary
measurements of FeXVlI line emission at 826 eV. The identification of the Fe line remained
inconclusive because of the proximity of an OVIII line at 820 eV. The measurements however
give an upper limit, npejnc 5 105. at which level metallic impurities from untiled parLs ofthe
stainless steel vessel are expected to contribute less than 10% of the total soft X-ray emission.

The total power emitted from H and H-like light impurities, which contribute to radiation
losses, can also be obtained from the measured line brightnesses. To this effect the radiation
profiles calculated by IONEQ are volume integrated using the flux surface geometry from the
equilibrium reconstruction. The estimate is fairly insensitive to assumptions on particle
transport coefficients which only affect the position and width of the radiation shells. Note that
although lower ionization stages may be responsible for a large fraction ofthe radiated power,
their radiation is emitted too close to the plasma edge to make a significant impact on
confinement.

Monitoring of impurity levels
Long term monitoring of vessel conditions is achieved by means of a reproducible

‘standard discharge' in a Single Null diverted configuration, which is produced at least once
every operational day. The relative proportions of light impurities undergo dramatic changes as
a result of vessel conditioning such as glow discharge cleaning and boronization [4].
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Fig.1 Evolution oflight impurity concentration and plasma purity afier a baronizan'on
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On the first discharge after a reboronization carbon levels are reduced by a factor of 10.

Oxygen levels by a factor of 2-3, while Boron accounts for more than 90% of the light
impurities (figl). Over the subsequent -— 10-20 discharges Carbon and Boron concentrations

return to their pre-boronization levels (~l%) while Oxygen levels continue to drop by a further

factor of 2-3 to about 0.1%; After the first 10-20 discharges, impurity levels, including the

reduced Oxygen level, remain fairly constant for hundreds ofdischarges.

Influence of discharge conditions and plasma shape
The core impurity concentrations were inferred from the tomographically reconstructed

core X»ray emisivity together with light impurity proportions from USX measurements and
lONEQ simulations for a wide range of inner-wall limited ohmic L-mode conditions

(izoslpssookA, BSrne>SQX1019m‘3, 1.1395313, —0.33595so,5, [5]) The corresponding
values of Zeff are shown versus me) in fig.2 for 59520, where the symbols refer to classes of

ohmic power density at the last closed flux surface, POh/S. Low power and high density is

favourable for plasma purity. These dependenees were not observed for 595<O. In this set of

experiments the proportion of Carbon increased with 8 for K 2 1.4 (fig.3). The higher Carbon

concentrations may be due to the higher ohmic power necessary to sustain discharges with high

thangularity [5] and to differences in the boron coverage ofthe wall areas wetted by the SOL.

During the course ofthese experiments (~150 shots) the pan ofCarbon in the impurity mixture

of standard discharges increased from 04 to 0.6, suggesting a stronger than usual erosion of

the Boron layer, possibly due to the higher power discharges in the series [4]. Despite the

differences in the impurity mixture, the radiated power fraction Prad/Pohv as determined from

bolometry, is remarkably independent of plasma shape, showing that differences in radiation

losses cannot explain the reduction of energy confinement time with increasing triangularity [5].
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Pad/Fob depends mainly on the electron temperature near the LCFS (fig.4a), which itself
increases with Poh/Snc (fig.4b). In fig.4c the ratio PUSX/prad is shown to rise sharply as a
function of Te(0.9a). The increase corresponds to changes in the dominantly radiating
ionization stages, with He and H—like stages dominating at Te(0.9a) > 200 eV. Comparison of
absolute values shows that the overall throughput of the USX diagnostic is underestimated by a
factor of 273.
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j’ 3 ' Poh/neS + + + ‘
E . 4* 0 - + i3 2 + fl + +1l0 + + + C3? J; o O + 1‘
‘— I. I + + _

é1+d bw8%t§6@* +O++
‘— 0 : : i : . : 4 t
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- - ' O *+ f + + + "(a): 0.9+ i ‘63?» : GHQ + + ¢+
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M Dependence ofrudiared powerfraclion (a) on edge temperature measured at r/a =0. 9.
Relation (1)) between I’M/51140.90) and Te(0i9a), Dependence (c) of ratio of H- and He—like
radiation to Pmd on Te(0, 9a). The set ofdam was restricted to intermediate values Ofelongation
for clarity, 1.4<k<l.7. Symbols refer to classes oflriangularity (+ 5>0.2, o 0<5<0i2, - 6<0).

Conclusions. Altough the impurity mixture varies with plasma shape, overall impurity
content and radiation losses depend mainly on edge conditions such as PDh/S, Te(O.9a) and nc.
The dependence of energy confinement on triangular-it}l reported in [5] cannot be accounted for
by radiation losses. The USX 4-channel multi—Inyer mirror monochromator has proven to be a
valuable diagnostic for monitoring the content and radiation losses of H- and He-like light
impurities,
Ackn: This work was partly supponcd by the Fonds National Suisse de la Recherche Scientifique,
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Electron Density Profiles during Ohmic H-modes in TCV
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Y. Martin, J-M. Moret. Ch. Nieswand and H. Weisen
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Ohmic H-modes have been obtained in the TCV tokamak (R = 0.89 m, a S 0.25 m.

BT $1.5 T) in large range of configurations for different it and 5 (1). For certain discharge
parameters and wall conditions, long ELM free H-modes have been obtained. These ELM

free H-modes terminate by a disruption or often by a transition to the L~mode during current

ramp-down. Following the L-l-l transition, a rapid density increase is observed. In TCV this

density increase can have either a flat or peaked profile. In such long lasting ELM free l-l-

mode the particle transport can be studied to examine the difference between flat and peaked

density profiles. The electron density profiles are measured using a 10 point repetitive (every

50 ms) Thomson scattering system together with a 6 channel interferometer. The behavior of

the density in ELM free H-mode discharges for K= 1.66 and az 0.43 is described in this

paper.
The initial high density increase, following the L-H transition, levels off to a plateau

or low level density increase after 30 ms at the plasma edge and 200 ms at the center. Due to

the rapid density increase at the plasma edge just after the L—H transition the electron density

profiles are initially always flat or slightly hollow. The subsequent evolution can however

lead to the formation of either a flat or peaked profile in an otherwise similar discharge as

seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for Single Null configurations. Since the particle source is localized

in the plasma periphery and the density profile is initially flat, the peaking in the case shown

in Fig. 2 must correspond to a strong inward convection of particles.
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We also observed cases where the density peaking occurs after a period where theprofiles axe ml or where the profile peaks only in the central part of plasma. The temperatureprofiles are very similar for both categories of density profiles. Since the electron temperatureis always peaked and usually increases only near the plasma edge just after the L‘Htransition, the pressure profiles are peaked even for flat density profiles.
In order to determine whether the observed density peaking is due to impurityaccumulation at the plasma center, we investigated the spatial and temporal variation of 2,6”obtained from multicore Bremstrahlung and reconstructed X-ray emissivityal. In both Cases(peaked and flat profile) the Zcff profile remains flat or slightly hollow for the duration of theH-mode. This indicates that the observed spontaneous peaking of the density profile is notconcomitant with central impurity accumulation. The overall, impurity concentrations dohowever increase during ELM free H-modes, with cr rising to near 3 after 0.5 seconds ofELM~frce H—mode, but the rate of increase is the same for peaked and flat he profiles.
A study of the inversion radius q:1 and the sawtooth amplitude have been madeusing a soft X—ray tomographic reconstruction technique”). The inversion radius andsawtooth relative amplitude (in "energy") is calculated from Single Value Decomposition(SVD) of the local emissivity matrix. The inversion radius increases rapidly at the L-Htransition, which is expected from the rapid temperature rise (in about 10 ms) at the plasmaedge, causing changes the current profile. However, shortly after transition, the inversionradius drops and is the same for both peaked and flat profiles. We observed a larger increaseof the inversion radius for the flat than for the peaked profiles. The sawtooth amplitudedecreases rapidly after the L—H transition and the decrease is the same for flat and peakedprofiles. This behavior of sawtooth amplitude and inversion radius suggests that theflattening of the ne profile is not simply a consequence of the reduced sawtooth activity.
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We examine particle transport in these H mode plasmas by calculating the diffusion

coefficient and inward drift from the experimental data. At the L—H transition, as observed in

other experiments a strong particle and energy barrier is created near the plasma edge.

Therefore we assume that D is very small near the plasma edge in the H-mode. Due to limits

on spatial resolution of the Thomson scattering system (about 4 cm) the nc gradient cannot

be resolved in this region. The expected gradient length of density near the plasma edge is

about 1 cm. We analyze the central plasma region r/r0=0.05 to 0.7, only, as r=0 has to be

also excluded due to l/r term in the equation.

The density profiles can be analyzed using the particle conservation equation in quasi-

cylindrical approximation:

%+%i§;(rl‘el)=5e. (1)
where: Se is the electron source. which in our case is non-zero only at the plasma edge, so

Se(r.t)=0. is assumed for our calculations. F is the particle flux which can be expressed as

an
F5: - D are +neV, where V is the inward pinch velocity. Substituting Fe into (1) after

integration one gets:
l'

3& _t 922D 81‘ -rieV r J at dr (2)
0 .

so that if nc is known as a function of both r and t, we have an equation with two unknowns

D and V. In the following calculations we assume that D and V are time independent

functions during the ELM free H-mode. With this assumption one can write the equation (2)

for two different times and this way gets two equations with two unknown D(r) and V(r).

However it is possible to do this only for the peaked profiles since for the flat profile the first

tennis zero.
I'

an
__e dr from which V(r) can be calculated.=r_ at

0

ane ]
For flat profiles? = O. and, -neV r

It should have been realized that this is only a maximum V for which the flat profile can

persist. Smaller V could also lead to flat profile as the plasma would be filled with particles.

if there is a very small diffusion near the plasma edge, typical for the H—mode and larger in

the rest of the profile. This can happen as the accumulation of the particles near the plasma

edge would produced the gradient in the opposite to ”normal” direction, thus the plasma

interior would be filled by diffusion. Taking this to the limit a flat profile can exist with V=0.
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and Bio. The diffusion coefficient D cannot thus be determined from the experimental data
for the flat profiles.
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Fig. 5 Inward velocity for different plasma discharges. Fig. 6 Diffusion caefiicient for selected L (dashedsolid line: max. Vforflatpmfile, dottedlinest line) and H-made (solid line) discharge:peaked H-mode profiles, and dashed: line L-nwde. (pea/ted profiles)

The radial dependence of the pinch velocity (Fig. 5) shows that the absolute value is
always smaller in H-mode than in for L-mode and that flat profiles have a smaller inward
velocity than the peaked profiles. Fig. 6 shows the difference between L-mode and H-mode
diffusion coefficients. The L~mode diffusion coefficient, for shots with the same
configuration as H mode but for which the H—mode was not achieved, is largest in the central
part of plasma and larger than ELM free H—mode discharges. The diffusion coefficient for
the H-mode increases with radial position. We know that at the edge it must become smaller,
so a maximum must exist at some normalized radius between 0.6 and 1. Indeed, calculations
performed for DHID ELM free H-mode plasmas“) gives the region of maximum D to be
between r/r0=0.3 and 0.7 and similar magnitude ofD from 0.25 to 0.5 [m2/s].

We have observed large differences of the density profiles for very similar global
discharge parameters. Once the peaked profile is established it remain peaked till the end of
ELM free H—mode period. A simple picture of particle transport shows that for the flat profile
the inward drift is smaller than for the peaked profiles, which in turn is smaller than for L-
mode discharges. Extending the range of plasma condition and shapes (q, K‘, 5) in the future
should give further insight into the physical processes leading to peaked density profiles.
Acknowledgments: This work was partially supported by the Fonds National Suisse de la
Recherche Scientifique.
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(2) H.Weisen, DPasini, A.Weller and A.W. Edwards, Rev Sci. inst. 62 (1991) 1531
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Shape Dependence of Ohmic H-mode Accessibility in TCV
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1. Introduction
TCV, (Tokamak a Configuration Variable), is a compact, highly elongated tokamak, built to

study the influence of the plasma properties on the plasma shape. The design parameters are

R=0.88 m, aSO.25 m, Bt S 1.5 T, K $3. 16 independent shaping coils allow precise control of

shape parameters such as plasma elongation, triangularity. squareness, X-point(s) location and

divertor geometry. Plasmas with up to 810 kA, 0.9 S K95 S 2.1 and —0.45 S 695 S 0.7 have to

date been achieved. Since TCV does not, as yet, have auxiliary heating, power is provided to the
plasma by the Ohmic heating only.

Following a first observation of a clear L-mode to H-mode transitions in a Single Null plasma
discharge, H-mode transitions have been obtained in a large variety of limited and diverted,

Single Null (SN) and Double Null (DN) configurations. All the L-H transitions, from

-600 discharges, have been compiled into a database containing plasma and configuration
parameters during a short period preceding the LB transition.

2. H-mode accessibility - operational domain
For the major configurations, L—mode to H-mode transitions have been obtained for plasma

parameters in the ranges summarised in the table below. In and Br are defined positive when
anti-clockwise viewed from the top of the machine.

Configuration 1 Limited 1 SN 1 DN

Mag. Field (Br) I 1.0 & 1.4 I >14, 1 & 1.4 l 1.4 [T]

Plasma Cur. (1p) 1 300 -> 600 l -350 —> -280 l 230 ~> 520 [kA]

& 1 200 -> 450 | [kA]

Plasma Dcns. (he) 1 7.0 -> 11.0 I 2.5 —> 10.0 1 3.5 -> 11.0 [1019m‘3]
Elongation (K95) l 1.3 -> 2.0 | 1.05 —> 1.75 1 1.2 —> 1.7

Triangularity (595) | 0.2 —> 0.45 | -0.1 -> 0.65 | 0.35 —> 0.65

Figures 1 and 2 plot all the documented L-H transitions for the major plasma parameters and
the shape parameters respectively.Thc suffix '95‘ refers to the parameter value on the plasma

surface enclosing 95% of the poloidal flux.

Such a presentation only attempts to show where H—mode plasmas have been observed. It does

not imply that l-IAmode would not be achievable outside these domains. Thus, parameter values

at the boundaries can not be considered as threshold values. As an example of this, the apparent

limit at q=2 (fig 1) is due to MHD stability. The differences in plasma elongation and
triangularity between the plasma configurations is due to the presence of a belt limiter in the

vacuum vessel, which does not permit up-down symmetric plasma shapes. Moreoversthe wide

dispersion in the data, caused by diversity of the preprogrammed plasma conditions, indicates

that the triggering of the L—l-l transition is probably not a simple function of any of these

parameters.
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The global database approach does not thus allow the determination of the parameters
responsible for triggering the L-H transition, so another approach is required. The versatile
control system of TCV can be programmed such that the conditions of an L to H transition are
reached by modifying each parameter separately. In order that the L—H transition occurs when
required shape and plasma parameter values have been established, and not before, two startup
scenarios have been developed. In the first , the distance between the inner wall and the plasma
is increased from a limited configuration and is used in the next section
In the second scenario, the plasma density is slowly increased after the desired configuration
has been established. As already presented in [1,2], we found that the L7H transition occurred
once the plasma density exceeded a certain value, called the "density threshold". This density
threshold was shown to increase as the wall conditioning degraded and to increase with the
plasma triangularity. The variations of the density threshold indicate that the density is not really
a threshold in itself, but a parameter which acts on threshold parameters such as the edge
temperature. density and/or their gradients. The fact that the first H-inode on TCV was obtained
shortly after the first boronisalion and that only after recent conditioning (by boronisation or He
glow cleaning discharge), H—mode at densities lower than 3 1019 m'3 have been obtained,
corroborate this impression. Moreover, when H-mode could not be obtained in conditions
where it was expected, conditioning of the vacuum vessel often allows it to he recovered.
This influence of the wall conditioning on the H—modc implies that care must be taken to limit
and quantify any changes in the vessel conditioning. This kind of experiment should be
performed on a time scale of about an operating day, with as few intervening disruptions as
possible, in order to avoid sharp degradations in the wall conditioning. The HelIIOClC
accessibility in the Ipxgs domain was examined on TCV following this prescription
3. H-mode accessibility - Ip K95 domain
To study the boundary of the H-mode operational domain, we performed a series of SND
discharges with negative magnetic field such that the ion grad B drift is directed towards the X—
point. A plasma with the desired elongation, triangularity and current was created in limited
configuration, on the central column and the plasma density raised to a value above the expected
HAmode threshold. The plasma was then moved off the wall resulting in a single null diverted
configuration.
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For each elongation in the range 1.05 —>1.65, the plasma current was increased, from shot to

shot, until an L—H transition occurred. Typically, when the plasma current was sufficient, the

transition occurred when the inner gap was larger than ~1cm. The TCV shaping system

allowed us to change K95 with only minor changes in the other shaping parameters.

The lowest K obtained (1.05) was limited by difficulties in creating these configurations with a

set of discretely located shaping coils and the approach of the edge safety factor to q95=2. The

upper limit on K (1.65) was in turn restricted by the vertical plasma stability. The installation of

internal vertical control coils should allow this value to be increased.

Figures 3 show the results of the H-mode accessibility in the [p — K domain. Each discharge in

the experimental series is represented by up to 3 symbols, linked by a line. Discharges in which

an vodc transition was not ,

observed are indicated by hollow 350 ‘I'H L‘Mo‘dé' " "' ‘ ‘ " """

diamonds with time slices taken at V L _ Mode

IOOms intervals after the divertor : O’C-

was formed and the plasma (density 300 . i . - 9-3.0“. ’5 Q

is being furthervincreased. I‘he li— 3; &&\> 0% 6% 3%

mode accesstbility boundary is i, j . 0%

revealed by the first discharges which 3-250 7 ________ “Him a’ (’8 . . _

show an H-mode transition. These M

discharges are represented in figure 3

by groups of symbols containing 0. :

diamonds and a square. The time 200 I
slices are indicated by: a) diamonds '

1 1.2 1.4 1.6
during the inner wall separation and
b) a square just prior to the H-mode
transition. The squares thus delimit

the H-mode accessibility in that

another discharge with higher 1p would also transit into H-mode. This boundary divides the lp -

K graph into L—mode' and H-mode regions, showing that more current is required for

discharges with higher K.

K95
Fig 3: Squares represent the boundary between L and
H‘mode accessibility in the [p -K domain.

It is worth remarking that an Ohmic H-mode has been obtained with 1;: lower than 200 kA and

an almost circular discharge (K ~ 1.05).

The threshold values of the safety factor increase with

the elongation, as shown in figure 4. This shows that

the safety factor near the edge can not be a parameter

which directly determines the threshold. Since the

average plasma current density also varies at the

boundary it can be similarly excluded.

Although this experiment did not allow us to

determine the parameter responsible of the L—H
transition triggering, a clear boundary was found in

K95 the Ip K domain.

Fig 4: H-mode boundary iimi'r in the
q95 IK95 domain
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4. Discussion
The success of this experiment emphasises the
importance of the configuration evolution in
the determination of the boundaries of the H—
mode accessibility domain. This must kept in
mind when looking for threshold values of
treating power. With additional heating, the
input power may be approximately considered
as a: free parameter so the determination of a
power threshold is possible. For ohmic
heating, due to its dependence on plasma
density, current and shape, a precise
determinatit’tn of the ohmic power threshold is p _

Fl]? 5.’ 01mm: power [it [I'lP L-H transition
C(mipm'ed with the $331717}! t‘l'rllilt‘flfi

difficult, Howey from the database, the
. applied to the plasma

“lit be plotted. The comparison of
K» v t; the plasmn density {hid the it‘v:.gtteiit: wit;

:1 L.‘llii}ll by the, 5Ulltj line, indicates film: tin-i
.’ '. t get an Hn’nrult: t’ Th: "793:7, of? .‘3

5. Poneltzuion
'5: H nWl»: With munit:

inns (8ND

Following hrn‘unis‘ttion. TC‘.’ has shown :1 remarkable .2 ility to: _
heatinD alone. i-l-tnrnltw haw: hrren observed in virtual! all catevories of confiGttI':b J V
DND and limiter) and over 2“ wide name of Jlasma )arumcters. The accesibilit has beenL7

found to depend on the wall cruiditioiiing 0nd, if this is sufficient, a minimum density and
plasma heating current for a "ix/en configuration have been found necessary to obtain an H:
mode transition. These thres old helinviours, indicate that other Dill'mllt’it.‘l'(5) (such as edge
density, temperature. or their gradients) may determine the occurrence of the L-l—l transition,
These experiments; empha in: the requirement that a single parameter In a. time he varied at least
until the dominant factors have been determined.
As an example, t' "tilts of thc ii—inode boundary limit in (ht; Ep-i: domain have been

:z<ttt2t current was rr,t.]ttired at lower m' .e: ‘ ‘ni n. ith an H—nmdeLlCSCI’lbL‘tL it is 11L rte ‘
inn. with Ip ~ EDNA. This dextttJn-atrzifes the ability of TCV to

Mid 11:; a function of a single shapinn parameter while keeping otherD

obtained for
examine the H-mode thr
parameters as constant as possible.
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The TCV vacuum vessel is continuously welded and has a low toroidal resistance (45 uQ) for

passive stabilisation the plasma vertical motion Consequently large vessel currents, up to

200 kA, are induced by the loop voltage during breakdown. They create a vertical magnetic

field of the order of 10 to 20 mT that must be carefully compensated to achieve discharge

breakdown. This compensation as well as the creation of a poloidal field quadrupole rely on

accurate magnetic measurements and a precise model of the electromagnetic properties of the

vacuum vessel.

Magnetic diagnostics. TCV magnetic measurements consist of: (i) 38 poloidal flux loops

wound on the outside of the vessel: (ii) 4 arrays of 3S magnetic probes measuring the tangential

field inside the vacuum vessel; (iii) one flux loop on each of the 23 poloidal field coils; (iv) 20

current sensors for the poloidal and toroidal field coils. In addition to an accurate calibration, the

consistency of all these measurements has been enhanced by small corrections in their

calibration and in the sensor position. leading to an error better than 0.5 m and 0.5 mT for

the flux and field values, and about 1 mm for their position [1].

Vessel model. The vacuum vessel is made of stainless steel, 15 mm thick in the cylindrical

pans and 20 mm thick on the top and bottom. Port holes in the vessel make its electromagnetic

modeling difficult. Instead of a complicated 3~D representation. a toroidaly symmetric model

with an experimentally determined spatial distribution of the effective resistivity was chosen.

The vessel is divided in current filaments IV whose voltage equation writes

O = RW Iv + MW dIv/dt + MVa dIa/dt (1)

RW is the diagonal matrix of the sought filament resistances, Ia are the currents in the active

coils and the M's are the mutual inductance matrices. These depend only on the geometry and

are assumed to be known exactly. Trapezoidal current waveforms much longer than the vessel

time constant (13 ms) are separately injected in each active coil. During the ramps Iv and dla/dt

are constant and from eq. (1) one derives the vessel currents

IV = — YW Mya dIa/dt, , (2)

where YVV 2 RW". The flux and field measured by the magnetic sensors are

Wf = Mfa Ia 4‘ v Iv
Bn1 =Bma Ia'l'Bmv Iv (3)
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The vessel filament resistances can be deduced from these measurements by solving for v in
a least square sense the equations

WT ' Mfa Ia = v Iv = ‘ vv Mva dIa/dt
Bm ' Bma Ia = Bmv Iv = ' Bmv v Mva Ella/dI (4)

The differences in the rhs are calculated using the flux and field values during the current flat
top. In fact the available data allow the determination of only a limited number of filament
resistances. Thus the latter are
combined either in vessel VesselrESIstIVIty[mOhm.m]0.5 . , . ,
segments, appropriate base
functions or vessel
eigenmodes by mean of a 0,4
rectangular matrix v and
by replacing YVV by v
w in eq. (4). Figure 1
compares the measured

0.3

vessel resistivity with a rough 0.2 ,
estimation obtained from the
vessel geometry and its
specific resistivity. The 0-1
influence of the ports holes is
clear and leads to an average 0 j A g |
discrepancy of 20% which 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
must be accounted far in Normalised vessel coordinate (out—too—in-bottom—out)
programming the breakdown
field.

Fig. I. Vessel resistivity distribution along the vessel perimeter. Dotted
line: constructional estimate. Solid: measurement and its error.

Estimatin of the magnetic field configuration. The basic ingredients in determining the
magnetic field topology inside the vacuum vessel prior to plasma breakdown are the currents in
the active coils and in the vessel. These can be derived from the magnetic measurements by
solving in a least square sense and with appropriate weights the set of equations

“If = Mfa Ia + v Iv
Bm = Bma Ia + Bmv Iv (5)

1;, = Ia

The last equation has been introduced to account for errors between the measured (In) and
adjusted (In) coil currents. This method however has proven inadequate and gave a poloidal
field null location that did not coincide with that of the breakdown seen on Ha detectors.
Equation (1) was then also used to account for the time dependent vessel currents in a
consistent way. This new set of equations (5+1) is then solved over a time period prior to
breakdown, using a two point difference operator for the time derivatives. The difference in the
vessel current distribution estimated by these two methods is large (fig. 2). The latter however
results in a estimation of the field inside the vessel and has been extensively used to optimise
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the breakdown conditions. The drawback is the large size of the system to be solved. typically

6000 x 2000. To circumvent this. a Kalman filter was set up [2] which works as a best state

estimator for the state space system whose states are (la,IV), whose inputs are dIa/dt and whose

outputs are the (Wf,Bm,.la). This approach gives comparable results at much reduced

computation time. Because it is fast and it relies only on past samples. it could be implemented

in real time as part of the future TCV digital control system.

Creation of plasma breakdown. Breakdown conditions are established in TCV by the

MGAMS plasma control algorithm [3]. As part of the shot preparation, MGAMS computes

the coil currents as functions of time such that the poloidal field vanishes at the desired

breakdown position, at time [:0. In addition, we prescribe a positive vertical field gradient,

dBfldr > 0, in order to ensure vertical stability of the initial plasma. These calculations involve a

complete simulation of the experiment. including induced currents in the vacuum vessel and

plasma current startup. The main difficulty with this approach is that the precision of the

POIOidfll field COHEEUFQUOD that Vessel current distribution [kA/m]
can be achieved in the 90 t . 5 .

experiment depends on the I _ .
accuracyofthetokamakmodel 80 ,,. V 7'
used in the simulation. In 70 ..

TCV, this problem is

particularly severe since the 60
vacuum vessel has very low

toroidal resistance. Reliable 50 H
breakdown at loop voltages of 40 _
the order of 10V can only be

achieved when the poloidal 30'
field errors are less than about 20 _ ‘ , .. ‘ .. ,

0.5mT. This accuracy can be L g ‘ ‘ J

obtained by adding small 10
O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

corrections to the rescribed . , .
p Vessel normalised coordinate (out—ton—ln—bottom—outl

values of Hz, Br, d/dr,

dBr/dl'. at the deSired Fig. 2. Vessel currentdislribution along the vessel perimeter. Dotted

breakdown position, m [ime line: ESlilllllllUIl without vessel current dynamics. Solid: estimation willi

‘ . verse! current dynamics and typical error.
[20. The corrections are

deduced from off-line vacuum field analysis, as described in the previous paragraph. Plasma

breakdown has been set up at various position in the vessel: 2 = 0, i023 and i040 m. for both

directions of plasma current and of toroidal field. In all situations the vessel currents is similar

to that plotted in figure 2. An example of the magnetic field configuration prior to breakdown is

shown on figure 3 (left) for z = 70.23 m. The field modulus is less than 1 mT in a region of

more than 0.2 m in diameter. The example on the right of this figure is the field configuration

for a simultaneous breakdown at z = i040 m used for the creation of a doublet [4].
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Fig. 3. Vacuum magnetic field configuration prior to [llama breakdown, Dolled line: are the magneticficldmodulus contourx labelled in [111T]. Numbers on the coils are their current estimation in [M]. Left: breakdownat z = -() 23 m. Right: simultaneous breakdown at $40 cmfor doublet creation.
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1. Introduction
Doublet—shaped plasmas were studied at General Atomics for many years [1.2].

Research in this field was stopped in 1984, when Doublet III was convened into DIIl—D.

Recently, the doublet has received renewed interest [3] because it has an intrinsic zone

of negative shear. which is tied to the magnetic configuration and does not depend on a

hollow current profile. Negative magnetic shear is thought to have beneficial effects on

plasma confinement in tokamaks [4]. Another important property of doublets is the fact

that vertical instability growth rates are much lower than in D—shaped plasmas with the

same overall elongation [3}.

In this paper, we consider three different scenarios for creating doublets and we

summarize initial experimental work in this field on TCV.

2. Theoretical Scenarios for Creating Doublets

2.1. Lateral Constriction of a Highly Elongated, Racetrack-Shaped Plasma

Figure 1. shows a sequence of theoretical free—boundary tokamak equilibria

illustrating this scenario. Stability analysis of these equilibria shows that the vertical

growth rate first increases, as the elongation grows, then goes through a maximum. and

finally decreases. The maximum growth rate is reached at the time when the internal

separatrix begins to form. Its value depends on the assumed profile functions. For typical

TCV profiles, the predicted maximum growth rate is beyond the ideal stability limit and

for this reason, no experimental work has been devoted to this scenario so far.

107 kA 357m, ‘543 kA'

- (a) (b) (C) (5)

Fig.1. Theoretical scenario for creating doublets by lateral constriction
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2.2. Hour~glass scenario

This scenario (Fig.2.) starts with a pear-shaped plasma representing the upper lobe
of the doublet. The poloidal flux is controlled in such a way that it stays constant on the
boundary of the final doublet shape. When the current is gradually increased under [begs
conditions, the plasma spills over into the lower lobe, an internal separatrix appears and
finally the currents in the two lobes become equal.

34D

21'.“ l:\_/lll‘v

. N l t l ilit
t \j/ l ‘Itv.

Fig.2. Theoretical scenario for creating doublets by "spill-over"

However, the existence of the intermediate equilibria in this scenario depends on the
assumed current profile. For broad current profiles. all cqtiilibria exist, as shown in Fig.2.,
whereas for peaked profiles, the highly asymmetric doublets (Figfle ) can not exist in the
sense that they cannot be generated with the TCV poloidal field Coils. The boundary
between existing and non~existing equilibria manifests itself by an extreme sensitivity of
the plasma shape to small variations in the coil currents.

900 kAV50 kAm 200 kAH 300 kAH 450 WAN 650 RAM
.39 '

U) (9)
Fig.3. Theoretical scenario for creating doublets by merging two plasmas

2.3. Merging of two Droplet~Shapcd Plasmas
This was the preferred scenario in the original doublet experiments at GA [2]. A

sequence of theoretical equilibria based on TCV geometry is shown in Fig.3.
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3. Double! Experimea in TCV

3.1. Pear-Shaped Plasmas

The hour-glass scenario described above has been investigated experimentally in

TCV: Pear-shaped plasmas have been created in the upper half of the vacuum vessel and

a constant flux has been produced on a doublet-shaped contour (Fig.4.). However, when

the current is increased, (1 drops below 2 before the plasma spills over to the lower lobe.

This behaviour seems to be connected with the' shape of the current profile. Plasma

current profiles cannot yet be measured directly on TCV, but we can get some information

on the width of the profile from equilibrium reconstntctions. We find that in TCV ohmic

plasmas, the profiles are rather peaked. If we try to compute the theoretical scenario

(Fig.2.) using current profiles resembling the experimental ones, we discover that some

of the intermediate equilibria cannot be generated and that the end of the experimental

scenario (Fig.4.) roughly corresponds to the boundary between existing and non—existing

equilibria.
The hour-glass scenario may be feasible in the future, when current profile

modification with ECRH will become possible on TCV.

Equilibrium Reconstruction SHOT: 6760
0.1000 secs 0.1500 sees 0.2000 secs 0.2500 secs 0.3000 secs 0.3500 secs 0.4000 secs

l . . .~ 1 ,- -I - .; - I. _-

Fig.4. Experimental TCV cquilibria showing the initial phase of the hour-glass scenario

3.2. Merging of two Plasmas
The TCV poloidal field coil set allows the creation of two quadrupole nulls inside the

vacuum vessel, as described in [5]. In order to create two plasmas. the breakdown at the

two nulls must be exactly simultaneous, because if one plasma starts up slightly too

early it destroys the field null for the other plasma. If the two currents are roughly equal,

they can both grow and finally merge to form a doublet. Initial experiments along these

lines have produced doublet shaped plasmas with lp=1 lOkA and K=2.6, lasting for about

lOms. As an example We show the reconstruction of an experimental equilibrium

(Fig.5a). Plotting this result in tc-Ip space, together with the TCV data base, shOWs how

far the doublet lies from all other plasmas produced in TCV up to now (Fig. 5b).
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Abstract: Stability analyses of internal resistive MHD modes resonating at the q=1,2

or higher surfaces in Tokamak are examined. Special attention is paid to the resistive
scalings of modes with different poloidal mode numbers and their different transitions

induced by reducing the resistivity, beta value, or shaping the current density profile.
1. Introduction: In recent experiments. it has been observed that peaking the plasma

current by different techniques has resulted in high beta and good confinenientl'vz-M“.

However, many of the discharges disrupt after beta has reached saturation. The arising

of 2/1 and 3/2 or 4/3 modes (often at lower amplitude) are usually associated with

degradation of confinement time and beta values. Thus it is necessary to study the

internal low It modes carefully to provide detail understanding of these instabilities

and means of avoiding them. A vanishing of current density and its gradient at the

edge are necessary for stabilising the external kink mode. Since complete stabilization

of these instabilities is possible for a sufficiently peaked current density'fil. we
concentrate on the internal modes, especially. the behaviour of resistive scalings of
internal modes with different poloidal mode numbers, their transitions. and effects of
on»axis safety factor, resistivity, beta, Suydam criterion as well as shaping of the

current and pressure profiles.

To study the effects of the current density and pressure profile. we represent these as
_tr—r.J‘

j: =j:D(I—I‘a”)a"' +619 " sin (r-I‘Jn

it'-'.I _ .J (I —II)p : p0(1 — ru“ la” + are sin 7:

2. Resistive modes resonating at q:2 surface: Usually only two unstable modes are

found for m/n=2/1. Fig. 1(a) shows how the pressure gradient at the rational surface
affect the two m/n=2/1 modes. It can be found that decreasing the P1,, will stabilise

the interchange mode when beta is still finite while the kink mode is not. The effects

of shaping the current density and pressure profiles are studied in Fig. 1(b), where the

growth rates of kink mode for different current profiles expressed in terms of the
internal inductance are plotted as a function of the peaking factor of pressure
(pal < p >). It is clearly seen that for the low pn/ < p > (broad pressure profile). the

growth rates decrease dramatically with the increasing internal inductance (gradually
peaking the current density profile) while for the high pU/ < p> (peaked pressure

profile), the growth rate is relatively insensitive to the internal inductance. This may
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be understood by the fact that peaking of the current density profile increases the
magnetic shear near the edge that stabilises the large pressure gradient induced by
broad pressure profiles. The result agrees well with the study of pressure profile
effects on kink modesl‘v'” and experiment results that obtained high beta value as well
as improved confinement by using current ramp down techniques to create peaked

current profilelM—‘l.
Fig. 2(a) shows the transition from kink mode to tearing modem-"l. Herein our case.

it occurs for m/n=2/l modes with small beta value. It can be found that with the
decreasing B the resistive scaling gradually changes from 17”1 to nm, which is the
classical scaling of tearing mode in the limit of zero pressure. The growth rate as a
function of resistivity using A‘ theory at zero beta has also been calculated (dashed
dotted line in Fig. 2(a)). It can be seen that the growth rates of the kink mode as a
function of the resistivity at I3t=10‘a agree with those from A' theory at zero beta. The
growth rate of the interchange mode is shown in Fig. 2(b). The resistive scaling of the
interchange mode is always it”I , independent of the beta values.

3. Resistive modes resonating at q=l surface: Usually there exist several modes
with different radial node numbers resonating at q=rn/n:l surfaces, the exact number
of unstable m/n=l/l modes depends on the values of beta and resistivity. Fig. 3(a)
shows the growth rate of different nt/n=l/l modes as a function of beta and Suydam
index. Seven different unstable modes are found resonating at the same surface when
beta is 5%. their growth rates decrease with beta and Suydam index. When Suydam
index reaches 0.6 (beta: 0.35%), only four modes are left. By scanning these modes
over the resistivity. we found that the mode with one radial node and largest growth
rate has an ideal mode scaling. no, whereas the other three modes scale with the
resistivity as Tim (interchange mode, see Fig. 3(b)).
4. Resistive modes resonating at q 2 3 surface: Generally the higher-m modes
resonating at q 2 3 surfaces have a mode structure similar to that of m/n=2/l. The
resistive scaling of the modes with m=6 is presented in Fig. 4(a). Both interchange
and kink modes scale as if” and there is no transition from kink mode to tearing
mode. This differs with m/n=2/l modes that has a clear kink-tearing transition when
the beta is small, Our interpretation of this result is that the modes with higher
poloidal mode numbers usually are closer to the boundary compared to the m/n=2/l
modes. they are in a region with high pressure gradient. There is no kink-tearing
transition even before these modes are stabilised. However, it is interesting to note
that there exists another kind of transition: mutual transition between the kink mode
and the interchange mode with the same poloidal mode number when the resistivity is
reduced. When :1 2 10'“. the mode with smaller growth rate has kink character while
the one with larger growth rate has interchange character. With the decreasing
resistivity. the growth rate of the kink mode grows while the growth rate of
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interchange mode decreases. When n is around 2~3x10‘7. two modes are close to

each other and have mutual transition, thus when n < 2x 10'7. the mode with the

larger growth rate has now kink character and the one with smaller growth rate has

interchange character. Modes with m=5.4,3 have also this kind of mutual transition

when the resistivity decreases, but they are not as clear as that of m=6 case.

We also study the effect of peaking the current density profile on these higher-m
modes. Modes of m26 with q“ of 0.99 and 1.80 are plotted in Fig. 4(b). The unstable

windows for both the kink and the interchange modes shrink with the increasing

poloidal mode number and they are largely overlapped. which indicates the potential

coupling of these higher-m modes. Again. there exist mutual transitions that are
induced by peaking the current density profile. Increasing qD will make the higher-m

modes shift to the lower internal inductance side. This tneans the m/n 2 3/1 modes
can be stabilised for a relatively large qU together with a peaked current profile.

5. Summary: Stability analyses of internal resistive MHD modes resonating at the

q=1.2 or higher surfaces in Tokamak are examined. For m/n:1/l an ideal mode scaling

as 71° and several resistive interchange modes are found. For m/n=2/l, it is found that in

addition to the usual kink mode whose resistive scaling undergoes a transition from 11”"

to 17"” when beta is sufficiently low, there also exist resistive interchange modes which

always scale as 17”". The resistive interchange mode can be stabilised with finite

pressure gradients. Parameter studies on shaping the current density and pressure

profiles indicate that broad pressure profiles as well as peaked current density profiles

can stabilise the two most dangerous low [1 modes (m/n=l/l ideal mode and m/n=2/l

kink mode). For higher-m modes. there are no kink—tearing transition but mutual

transition between the kink mode and the interchange mode. which can be indttccd by

reducing the resistivity or peaking of the current density profile. Relatively small

increase in safety factor on axis plus peaking the current density profile will shift these

higher—m modes to the low internal inductance side.

6. Reference:
[1]. EJ. Strait. Phys. Plasma. 1. I415. 1994

[2]. 1R. Ferron el al. Phys. Fluids BS. 2532. 1903
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[6]. W. Howl el al. Phys. Fluids 134. 1724. 1992

[7]. T.S. Taylor et :11. Plasma Phys. and Controlled Fusion Research. 1991). Vol. 1. p177

[8] L. A. Charlton el al, Phys. Fluids, 31. 347. 1988
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Nonlocal response of JET H-mode discharges to temperature perturbations

induced by impurity injection

P.Galli('), A.Cherubini. N.Deliyanakis, F.De Luca“), M.Erba, R.Giannel|a, G.Gorini (1),

Ailacchiam, Hillackel. P.Mantica(7-), V.V.Parail. LPorte, A.Taroni

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 313A, United Kingdom

”’Dipartiniento di Fisica, Universitit degli Studi di Milano, 20133 Milano, Italy

mlsu'tulo di Fisica del Plasma, Associuzione EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, 20133 Milana, Italy

Small injections of metallic radiating impurities with laser blow-off (LBO) techniques are

employed, in the framework of perturbed transport, in order to produce peripheral, well

localised negative TE perturbations (Cold Pulses, CP) propagating from the very edge inside the

bulk plasma volume. This kind of experiments have been carried out so that "perturbative"

electron heat diffusivity xeP can be measured [1], The results show some very interesting

transport features: the propagation velocity of the CP is very high and difficult to reconcile with

standard diffusive transport models. unless an unreasonably high degree of nonlinearity is

introduced. A possible explanation in terms of the "nonlocal" variation of the transport

coefficients has been proposed [21,[3].

In this paper the analysis, limited to ohmic discharges up till now, has been extended to CP in

auxiliary heated (by NBI) Hanode plasmas. Nonlocal features are still present,

Experimental evidences

A set of 12 shots in which the LBO technique was combined with ECE measurements are

examined: for 3 of them the LED also triggers a type I ELM. A fast (compared to usual

diffusive time scale) propagation of the cold front, which involves a large (p 2 0.5) region of

plasma column, is always observed. Such wide and fast modifications are similar to other

experimental situations such as the L-H transition [4] and giant ELMs [5]. It seems natural to try

and explain all of these observations in temis of nonlocal modifications of transport coefficients.

The time history of < rte >, D , [P‘ < Zefl > signals exhibit no significant perturbation at the

injection time two; changes in ML, and Zeff due to LED are expected to be restricted to p 2 0.9

[6]. Bolometric data show that at )2 ruin the total radiated power Pmd experiences a sharp

enhancement whose range of values is wide for these discharges. Abel inverted pmd profiles

show that the cooling radiation is mainly concentrated outside r / a > 0.8 at the estimated value

of the time tum. These experimental observations suggest that the variation of Te far into the
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plasma core immediately after the LBO must be related to a mechanism acting on a time scale
much shorter (=1 ms) than that expected from energy and particle diffusion.

A x with a global dependency (represented by the coefficient 7 in the factorised expressiorr
x 7—Y(p,1)xe0) has been shown [7] to be equivalent to an extra source term px in the equation
for the temperature perturbation T.

fiéncoaT —V{n0WnnmTH]=fi +px whh px =VtwmafdhmmTw)
where p is the perturbed power. Therefore it can be assumed that for a short time (:{LB
(when the diffusive term V- [I160y(p,)xt XEOVT ] can be neglected) and far from the inducing
source (where [7" E 0) only [71 is acting and is responsible of the above phenomenology.

Analysis technique and results

Under these assumptions, the intensity and the radial extent of such power source, fix. can be
estimated from ECE data by evaluating the jump in the time derivative of Te. (3,723)! , at the

Lao
instant of the laser blow off, This quantity is computed for each shot by a linear least~squarcs
fittini of each ECE time trace over a short time before and after [LBO and then evaluating

1 a(a T = 3,7} 1—)! . a,TC)[_H .. Fit intervals of ah0ut 475 ms are used, which are iLao Lao
long enough to compute a statistically significant number of points within a linear
approximation. Since the evaluation of 3c at r: [LEO involves a finite time interval, other
transport mechanisms could influence the Te time traces behaviour and bias the identification of
non local effects. However for tSSms all transport mechanisms are negligible. In addition it
has to be expected that the assumption of a finite time interval for the evaluation of the time
derivative induces a systematic smoothing in [3x profiles. This has been tested by using
numerically simulated cold pulses. It has been found that an interval of 4-5 ms is a good
compromise.

Comparison between [3x and conesponding [)9 = Apmd profiles shows (Fig.2) that the effects
of the perturbing radiation on the plasma column at the injection time are indeed quantitatively
much larger and broader than those expected from a purely local process. This confirms that
also in H-modc CP propagation has a non difi’usive global character: the scale length of the
plasma response is (1/2 or longer, the time scale is around 1-2 ms.
Out of 9 pure H-mode LBO~CPs, 8 of them present a fix effect whose intensity is comparable.
though the value of the inducing APmd covers a wide range, from 1 to 20 MW. One example of
has a more intense response and was obtained with a weak injection (APmd / Pmr =0.07).
Normally the reaction is comparable to that obtained for Osmode CP [8]. independently of the *
strength of the perturbation, The fix intensity appears fairly well correlated to the average Te

LBO' We found < Te >5 415keV for the strong [Ix against 2.5 S < TE > S 3.3 c
for the others. The values of the total power Pw!
and broader [3y effects arise during stages when, under the same auxiliary power input. higher

value at (:1

are similar in all cases. The fact that stronger

Te values are achieved (as in the case of the so called Hot-Ion H mode) could be an indication
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that the state of the plasma confinement plays an important role in determining the

characteristics the of nonlocal response.

Nonlocal transients and global confinement

The technique described above. clue to its simplicity. can be easily extended to other Te

transients: in particular analysis of both spontaneous and LED induced type I ELM CP has been

pursued for the previously considered shots. This permitted one to compare nonlocal pulses with

a different source within the same discharge. The strongest and broadest [7x reactions (Fig.3)

seem to be associated with ELMs occurring very close to (or in coincidence with) both an H and

a Hot-ion H mode termination phase. During the high performance period of an Hot-Ion H mode

the [3x reaction to ELMs is still quite intense. comparable to the strongest LBO-CP example. In

the Hot-Ion H modes considered so far, the [21 reactions associated with LBO and with type I

ELM instabilities occurring in the same discharges are barely distinguishable. On the other

hand. in H mode phases far from termination the fix response to an ELM is found weaker. i.e.

of the same order of most LBO CP, even for strong ELMs. These results suggest that the plasma

is more unstable to boundary temperature perturbations in high performance than in low

performance H-modcs (Fig.4). This might indicate a possible link between the state of the

confinement and the scale length of plasma transport, in the sense of a broader reaction to

transients when confinement is better.

Conclusions

A simple technique analysis, based on the calculation of discontinuity in BITE at [L130 from ECE

data, shows that, in H modes, LEO—induced Cold Pulse propagation confirms nonlocal features.

These features can be quantified by a power source term [3x arising in the equation for Te. The

above procedure permits quantitative comparison to be made among fix due to different TE

perturbations. By correlating the results to the plasma state at I: ’wo' we can associate larger

[31 reactions with better confinement regimes and. in particular, with the proximity to the H-

mode termination phase. Nevertheless a larger database is needed in order to clarify this

dependence in a more quantitative way.
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BALLOONING INSTABILITIES IN THE SCRAPE-OFF-LAYER OF DIVERTED TOKAMAKS
AS GIANT ELM PRECURSORS

RAM. Van der Linden, W. Kerner. 0. Pogutse, B. Schunke.

Jet Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3EA, UK

Abstract

Tlii: linear stability of the SOL to ballooning modes is studied using the reduced MHD model and applying the ballooning

approximation in the perturbations. Particular attention is focused on the role of the X-poini in the sinbrlny l'laiyflls and (in

the potential role of SOL ballooning instabilities as precursors to giant ELMs.

INTRODUCTION

The edge region of tokamaks is a main factor determining the macroscopic behaviour and
performance characteristics of the entire plasma. instabilities in the Scrapevolf-Layer (SOL) are
believed to generate micro-turbulence leading to enhanced transverse transport. Thus. a
quantitative analysis of the stability of the SOL is crucial for understanding phenomena like the
L-H transition and ELMs, and for determining the dependencies of quantities like the SOL width
on the discharge parameters. In this paper. the stability of the SOL with respect to ballooning
modes is studied. Since SOL field lines are open. the periodicity constraint that complicates the
ballooning mode representation inside the separatrix is replaced by ‘line-tyi'ng' boundary

conditions at the target plates. In the ideal MHD model applied here these target boundary
conditions might be expected to exert a significant stabilising influence. However, on flux

surfaces close to the separatrix the X-point effectively shields the plasma from the target plates
and removes the stabilising effect. Since the ‘magnetic well' is strongly stabilising inside the
separatrix and pressure gradients are very large just outside the separatrix. the SOL region

may become unstable first. acting as a trigger to the release of energy from inside the
separatrix.

MODEL
We use orthogonal flux coordinates (p,c0,(p) with metric ds2 = hjdp1 +hjdm 2 + drp2 to

describe the magnetic field geometry near the separatrix. Using the reduced MHD equations
and the eikonal representation for the perturbations [1]:

u

flhemmleflpm)wpW+mlflpm0fif—mm.
m .

with nq >> 1 yields the ballooning equation (here formulated in terms of the electric potential)
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B I1 kid”0 mwhere q(p,0)) = is the safety factor. and Q(p,u),o)n) = —"“——— qo) ’ is the shear;

h gap”.t
We can apply the model to an experimental configuration, or use an analytical two-wire current
model which allows high accuracy and makes it possible to separate individual effects. The
metric coefficients and magnetic field in the (straight) two»wire model are given by:

I12 = ’12 =h2 = E epP)
p m 4 [1-Zexp(p)cos(m)+exp(2p)]"2I

hRm

BURBleak—8“”). B (p co>= *—‘R°
The separatrix is located at p = 0, while the X-point is given by (n = 0,37r . We define the
dimensionless quantities

~ u d lB=—:fl and So= .—q(p,nn).
o dp q(p fi)op

Qualitatively, the results obtained for the experimental configuration and for the analytical
model are very similar. This is illustrated in figures 1 and 2, where the (dimensionless) growth
rate is plotted as a function of u) a for typical cases.

x.» on um um.5 0‘6-

_1 _-...

-2 x L ,
20 do an no

(I).

F191. Growth rates for JET experimental Fig}: Growth rales for analytical model (S0 = 0).
configuration (pulse 31300) 11
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The strong variation of the growth rates near the X»point reflects the strong variation of the

equilibrium quantities. The characteristic feature that identical maximum growth rates are found

at'three points (one near the midplane and one on each side of the X-point) is due to the non-

a
monotonic behaviour of Ia—q, as explained in detail in Kerner et al. (1996) [2].

p

STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE EDGE REGION IN JET DISCHARGES
mnvirx

1 .0 m- 21 m4
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Fig 3, Elm behaviour of two discharges with different Fig 4' Calculated BU” for these discharges

shaping(Du signal),

Experimentally it has been found that the duration of the ELM-free period can be increased by

stronger shaping of the magnetic configuration, as shown in figure 3. This agrees with the

higher critical gradient for the ballooning instability displayed in figure 4. It is also clear from

figure 4 that [3 is lower in the SOL than inside the separatrix.m,

STABILITY ANALYSIS OF A TWO-WIRE MODEL OF THE SEPARATRIX REGION

In figure 5 the influence of shear on the marginal stability point Em, is shown. For small values

of p we find the linear dependence Em, =a(S‘,) + pb(SU). Close to the separatrix shear is

stabilising, but further out the dependence becomes non—monotonic. Thus the global effect of

shear depends strongly on the natural mode width (eg. due to FLR effect). Not shown here is

that shear also affects the position where the most unstable solution is found. When the height

of the X-point is varied (keeping the configuration fixed but increasing the distance of the target

plates) it is found that close to the separatrix the height of the X-point has no significant effect

on the critical gradient. i.e. the target plates are effectively shielded by the X—point (see Kerner

et al. for more details). The eigenfunctions indicate that the perturbations of physical quantities

(eg. 530 ~ SJ};— v ~ %) are localised nearthe X—point.
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Fig. 5 Dependence of [3 on shear 50. Fig. 6 Expen'menlal dependence of ELM frequencyLl'll

on input power.

DISCUSSION
We have shown that the critical gradient for ideal ballooning modes in the SOL is lower than
that just inside the separatrix. The X-point has a strong influence on the stability of the SOL
(mainly by shielding the upstream plasma from the target plates), and in particular we have
found that the perturbations of physical quantities are localised near the separatrix in the X—
point region (some localisation near the midplane is also possible). The effect of shear is
generally stabilising for modes that are strongly localised (ie. with narrow mode width)‘ but for

larger mode widths shear may destabilise instead. The stability characteristics of the tokamak
edge region are compatible with the ELM model proposed by Pogutse et at. [3]. In this model
the ballooning instability in the SOL is conjectured to act as precursor for giant ELMs. Because
at the localisation the ballooning instability in the SOL destroys the magnetic voint geometry
and this makes hot plasma from inside the separatrix come into contact with the wall, The thus
generated impurity influx then triggers the instability inside the separatrix (the main
macroscopic event). Finally. the expelled plasma layers are diffusively refilled. This model
leads to an estimate for the ELM frequency

‘ r m 53:11I AP

As shown in figure 6. the predicted linear dependence on input power agrees with the

experiment. An inverse dependence on input power is also obvious, but the exact scaling
needs to be further investigated.
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ABSTRACT

The stability of Alfvén eigenmodes in JET is studied using a Hybrid Gyrokinetic MHD model which takes

into account finite orbit effects, realistic plasma geometry and Alfvén waves fields including first order ion

Larmor radius corrections. This analysis provides stability diagrams for global Alfvén eigenmodes in the

presence of fusion products or energetic ions generated by auxiliary heating. The nonlinear evolution and

saturation of the modes is studied using an Hamiltionian guiding center description ofthe particle motion

in a perturbed magnetic field with a self consistent update ofthe amplitude and phase ofthe wave.

INTRODUCTION

The influence of energetic particles on the stability of Alfvén waves in the Joint European Toms (ET) is

analysed using a three-step numerical procedure. First, the equilibria are reconstructed using the codes

EFIT and HELENA. Secondly, linear properties ofthe toroidal Alfvén wave spectrum are determined by

the MILD normal-mode code CASTOR (Complex Alfvén Spectrum in TORoidal geometry). The linear

stability analysis includes the determination of the principal wave damping mechanisms, i.e. ion and

electron Landau damping, radiative damping and collisional electron damping as well as the evaluation of

the instability drive including effects due to large, non-standard (i.e potato) orbits characteristic of alpha

particles and of radio-frequency-heated (RF) ions in the JET tokamak. Finally, the nonlinear mode

evolution, including amplitude saturation and fast-particle redistribution/loss, is computed using the

particle code FAC (Fast particle-Alfvén wave interaction Code).

JET discharges with a large fraction ofRF and N81 generated ions are studied with distributions based on

Fokker-Planck simulations using the codes PION (for RF ions) and PENCIL (for NBI ions). Possible

scenarios for TAE excitation by alpha particles, as well as by NBI and/or RF—produced energetic ions, are

studied in conditions relevant to J'ET DT experiments.

MODEL

Using the MED equilibria reconstructed by EFIT and HELENA, the linear normal-mode analysis is

performed by the spectral codes CSCAS and CASTOR. The linear MHD model (CASTOR-CR) includes
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first order finite ion Lamtor radius effects and the perturbed parallel electric field, The CASTORACR Code
solves the linearized MED equations with the parallel resistivity obtained from kinetic theory:

. : 3 T, .77 = 471151471 [gar—f“ —I5.)).

The electron dissipation includes collisional damping 6. due to a finite longitudinal electric field and
collisional curvature damping obtained from a tabulated solution of the bounce»averaged electron kinetic
equation p} is the ion sound Larmor radius, TH 7; are the ion and electron temperatures and a)
frequency of the perturbation, The contribution of energetic ions is included perturbatively. The
CASTOR-K code computes the first order perturbation on the eigenvalue due to the resonant interaction
between the wave and the energetic ion population using a gyro-kinetic model. The resonant Landau
damping from thermal particles is included in the same fashion,

(to, +i’m,)1K = 5to +61%”, ,%::— :%

K representes the kinetic energy of the perturbation, é‘llfwu, represents the MED part and 5l
represents the contribution from energetic ions to the eigenvalue. CASTOR-K utilises the linear
eigenfunction obtained by CASTOR-CR and decomposes the hot particle energy functional into poloidal
bounce harmonics and integrates the resonant contribution over the particle phase-space dP‘a’Edp [3],

27:3 “ 6F rtlY,l2(w-num.)W =— dEd ——————m Qm1 ; f ‘ #2,, 5E (u +nDa)D +(Ma(]+p)a)b '

ti)
Y 435 L are".P I],

L") represents the perturbed Lagrangian of the unperturbed particle motion, cub, rod the precessional
drifi and bounce particle frequencies. The nonlinear dynamics is studied using the PAC code. The
nonlinear interaction ofa discrete spectmm oflow-fl fluid modes with a hot particle source is described
by a Hamiltonian guiding center scheme for the particle motion in the presence ofa field perturbation with
a self consistent differential update of the phase and the amplitude of the wave. The time evolution of the
perturbed distribution function LEI is described as an initial value problem by a set of markers (quasi-
panicles).

d
—6.fhor:—

d a
d! _./hol T “‘5,”dr

ANALYSIS OF JET DISCHARGES IN THE PRESENCE OF ALPHA PARTICLES

Due to a combination ofthe mode structure and the finite orbit effects the most unstable modes in IET in
the presence of alpha particles E = 3.5 Mel" are KTAE modes with n=5 to 8. The analysis shows that
alpha particles have a strong destabilising effect % z 2(flfl). But due to the alpha particle pressures
possible in JET tritium experiments (fig) 3 10” and the various damping mechanisms, these modes are
expected to be marginally stable as shown in figure 2, The nonlinear simulations show that when the
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KTAEs are found to be unstable the saturation amplitude scales 35%:0.{L) and therefore the
w

. . . 68 t . . . .
saturation amplitude IS small 3 2 10". For these amplitudes no Significant anomalous alpha transport [3

expected, The computations are based on a typical JET high performance discharge. with
HI = 5 x lO'gm‘l, )30 = 3T, 7: :10 —-> 20KeV and 7; : lOKeV, using an alpha particle slowing down

distribution, In the stability diagram the ratio between the alpha particle velocity and the Alfve'n velocity
. V . . .

on axis $7115 scanned by changing the plasma denstty.
A

INFLUENCE OF NBI AND RF HEATING

High performance IET discharges are characterized by a large auxiliary heating power in the form of NBI

or/and RF. Due to the nature ofthe orbits ofRF generated ions (trapped ions), it is more difftcult to excite

KTAE modes than TAE modes with RF heating. The interaction between TAE modes and RF is strongest

when the RF resonant layer is localised at the low field side ofthe toms as shown in figure 4.

N31 injected ions have lower energyE s l40KeI" than RF produced ions E 2 SOOKeV and are expected

to destabilise only high-n (n>10) TAE and KTAES at high densities. For low-n (n<l0) modes the beams

should have a stabilising effect. Detailed calculations including the radiative damping of high-n modes, the

ion Landau damping at high densities and the destabilising effect oflarge beam power on high-n TAE and

KTAE modes are required in order to determine the stability boundaries

CONCLUSIONS

The hybrid Gyro-Kinetic-MI-fl) model developed provides detailed description of the interaction of

energetic ions with global plasma waves taking into account: realistic geometry, finite particle orbit width

including large non-standard orbits, realistic wave fields including first order ion Lannor radius corrections

and linear and nonlinear evolution. Applications of the model to JET high performance discharges show

that due to orbits effects RF ions do not have a strong influence on the KTAE modes On the another

band neutral beam generated ions can destabilzize only high-n (n>lO) TAE and KTAE modes at high

densities. Alpha particles will have a strong destabilising effect only on lowen KTAE's modes due to finite

orbit effects. As a consequence of the small alpha particle pressure and the various sources of damping

low-n modes should be marginally stable in the JET tritium experiments.

REFERENCES

[l] H. L. Berk et al, PhysPlasmas 2 (9), (1995) 340l
[2] Afasoli et alv Nuclear Fusion, Vol 35 No 12 (1995) 1485
[3] F. Porcelli et al, Phys. Plasmas l (3), March 0994) 470
[4] W, Kemer et al, Plasma Phys. Control Fusion 36 (1994) 99]
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MHD RELATED TRANSPORT ANALYSIS IN JET

B. Balet, G. Huysmans. M.F.F. Navel, P. Smeulders and .I.A. Wesson
IET Joint Undertaking. Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 313A

1Associacao Euratom/IST, Institute Superior Technico, Lisbon, Portugal.

INTRODUCTION: The MHD activity observed during the JET hot ion H-modes, has been
described in [1]. Three main types of MHD phenomena can be distinguished:
- Core modes such as sawteeth which cause substantial drops in the core temperatures.
- Outer Modes (OM) i.e. MHD oscillations (mainly n = 1, m : 3-5) with frequencies

~ 10k1-12 observed within the outer 20% of the plasma.
' Giant Edge Localised Modes (ELMs).
A selection of discharges (see Table 1) has been analysed with the TRANSP code to clarify the

effect of the MI-iD instabilities on the plasma transport. For that purpose an effective Xeffis
defined to quantify plasma losses:

Xe” = c[loss/(“eVTe + niVTi)
nf doesn't separate ion and clcctmn loss channels and includes all loss terms (conduction,
convection, CX losses etc).
A typical evolution of a hot ion H»mode pulse #34500, is shown in Fig. 1. The performance

appears to be limited by MHD events. A saturation of the neutron yield (= 0.5 x RDD), Tc(0)
and WDlA coincides with the onset of an OM (seen in the magnetic coil signal between 12.635
and 135). The increase in the Da emission is correlated in time and shape to the OM. The OM
is interupted by a small ELM, The plasma performance recovers until a giant ELM at
t: 13.255, which marks a drop in RBI) and WDIA. Finally at t = 13.453, a sawtooth
combined with a giant ELM coincides with the irreversible decline of R131).

OUTER MODES: An increase of Xeff near the edge, occurs at the time of the OM (see Fig.

1). However, it is not clear how they are related quantitatively. Fig. 2 shows the Xctt profiles
before (t = 12,555), during (t = 12.85) and after the OM (t = 13.25) for #34500. During the

OM, ct (p 2 0.4) increases by a factor 2-3. After the OM, Xeff returns to values comparable

to the preAOM values. An interesting point to note is that the increase in xerf occurs over a large
part of the plasma radius, even though the OM is located beyond the q = 3 surface, with
displacements of 2-3 cm. However, the onset of the OM is followed by an increase in
recycling, an influx of impurities and a cool front which reaches the core in ~ 20 ms (see [1]).

The increase of x5” over a larger part of the plasma radius reflects the increased loss associated
with this cool front.

ELM AND SAWTOOTH: A typical evolution of mm (p) is shown in Fig. 3 for #34500.

Xe“ increases by up to 40% in the outer region at the time of an ELM (13.35). It doesn't
recover its previous value after the ELM and in fact increases further (13.45), reaching values
~ 70% higher than 0.2 sec earler. At the time of a sawtooth combined with an ELM (13.455) a

large increase of xcff throughout the plasma radius occurs (by a factor 1.5 for p < 0.8 to 2.5
near the edge).

BALLOONING AND KINK LIMITS: The stability plot for external kink and ballooning
for #34500 shows that the plasma edge is close to marginal stability for the external kink
throughout the discharge (see Fig. 4). This is compatible with the observed OM. The edge
pressure gradient increases along the n = l kink stability boundary up to the ballooning limit
which is reached around the time of the maximum in RDD: coincident with an ELM. This
suggests that ELMs are related to ballooning modes possibly combined with external kink.
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The same features are seen in #33648 and 1333650, but not in the highest performance pulse
#33643 whose edge remains in the stable region.

HIGH FREQUENCY MODES: A variety of high frequency coherent modes (f > 30 kHz)is observed growing throughout the H-mode phase. Some seem to be associated with a
saturation of RDD. Their frequencies are consistant with B-driven Alfvén eigenmodes (BAEwith f ~ 60kllz) and toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE with f~ 110- 120 kHz). (see Fig. 5).
The cf profiles are not affected by these modes; this may indicate that it is mainly the fast ion
population which is perturbed by the high frequency modes (causing a different beamdeposition profile from the TRANSP calculated one).

NON-RECOVERY: In some circumstances, the plasma perfomiance doesn't recover afterthe MHD event. This is the ease for #33648 where the temperature profile Te doesn't increaseanymore once the OM has disappeared, contrary to #34500 (see Fig. 1) and despite the fact thatboth pulses show similar amplitudes and frequecies of the OM. The only difference is that, for#34500, the OM appears 0.63 see after the onset of NBI, whereas it appears 1.25 see after for#33648. The flattening of the beam deposition profile with time, due to the density build-up, isa feature of all the hot—ion H-modes (see Fig. 6), and in shot #33648 prevents the plasma corefrom reheating after the OM.

TERMINATION: The final loss of fusion performance is triggered in most cases by an OMand/or an ELM and in the highest performance pulses by a sawtooth and/or a giant ELM (seeFig. 1). This is accompanied by a large increase of Pmd and Da, and by a sudden drop in
RDD, WDtA and temperature. During this phase, Xctdp) increases by a factor 273, denoting
huge thermal losses (see Fig. 3). After the terminating event, the plasma doesn't reheat (seeTe(0) in Fig. 5) partly due to a decreasing NBI central heating (see Fig. 6) and to the fact thatfast ions have been expelled out of the core region by the sawtooth.
The highest fusion performance #33643 doesn‘t show a change in WDIA at the sawtooth aslarge as the comparable pulse #33650. (see Fig, 7). However for #33643, WDtA keeps onfalling after the sawtooth, suggesting a lasting change in the transport state of the plasma, Thisbehaviour is discussed in more detail in [2].

DISCUSSION: The 3 classes of MHD instabilities (OM, ELM and sawtooth) have a cleareffect in increasing the plasma energy losses, However this effect may be partly indirect.Sawtecth affect the fast ion distribution (and therefore the NBI heating profile). The OM andELM, although localised in the outer part of the plasma, are accompanied by changes of thetemperature profile over a wider region.
The precise loss mechanism associated with the MHD instabilities is unclear. Differentinterpretations have been put forward, each of them accounts for part of what is observed:1) MHD is the direct cause of the degradation in transport.
2) MHD acts as a trigger to another state of the plasma transport, which partly remains oncethe MHD instabilities have disappeared,
3) MHD instabilities change the recycling conditions, causing a larger influx of neutrals andtherefore increasing charge-exchange losses,
The investigation of the extent ofthese different processes is the aim of future studies.

CONCLUSIONS: The TRANSP analysis of individual MHD events: Outer Modes, GiantELM and Sawtooth + ELM, shows the radial extent and the amplitudes of the loss processes,however the precise loss mechanism is not known.
The MHD instabilities have more scverc consequences in the later stage of the heating phasebecause of decreased central heating by NBl, due to the density build-up.

REFERENCES:
[t] F. Nave, et at, 'An overview of MHD activity at the termination of JET hot ion Hemodcs', to be

published in Nuclear Fusion.
[2] .l. Wesson and B. Baler, 'Abrupt changes in confinement in the JET tokamak', submitted to Phys. Rev.

Letters.
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SIMULATIONS OF JET HOT-ION H-MODES WITH A PREDICTIVE CODE

H.P.L. de Esch. A. Cherubini, J.G. Cordey. M. Erba, T .T.C. Jones,
V.V. Parail, D. Stork and A. Taroni.

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK,

1. INTRODUCTION
The 1‘/2-D predictive code PRETOR [1] has been modified to include. among other things,
neutral beams [2]. PRETOR has been used to simulate the JET hot-ion H-mode. This mode
is obtained by injecting high power neutral beams into a low density plasma. This results in
a hot plasma (T320 keV, Tezlo keV) which exhibits almost linearly rising stored energy,
plasma density and neutron yield, until a termination event limits the performance [3].
Simulations of hot-ion H-rnodes considering different levels of recycling, various beam

energies and deuterium and tritium beams will be described in this paper. A limiting
pressure gradient (based on ballooning modes) and a limiting edge current density (based
on external kink modes) have been considered in the modelling and are discussed. The
simulations point the way to possible improvements in performance.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PRETOR MODELLING
Recent additions to PRETOR include a mixed Bohm - gyro Bohm transport model for the
bulk transport and a one poloidal Larmor radius wide neoclassical H-mode transport barrier
at the plasma edge [4,5]. The following leading terms in the edge can be identified:

,lAT
H-mode barrier width: PB : 0.457—‘ (cm, keV, T) (1)

pa]
n‘(Z,F — 0.7)Heat and particle diffusivity: xi = Xe = D ~ —* (m2/5. 1019 m'3. keV. T) (2)E31.1 .

M} (2,1, —O.7)
Heat flux Clheat ~T does not depend on temperature (3)

pol

Due to (3) the stored energy of a hot-ion H-mode can grow almost linearly in time until heat
losses proportional to n and Zeff become comparable to the input power.

3. SIMULATION OF THE HOT-ION H-MODES Pulse Nome“
JET's neutron yield record shot 33543 (n3)
(3.75MA/3,4T) has been modelled, keep- 5”
ing the volume average density evolution 31 .
(<ne>(t)) equal to the experiment: 13' .
d<ne>ldt = 1.29 ¢nbi- Time traces for "9—22” ix IM
<ne>, Zeff, total stored energy Wtot and “PW - ~
D-D reaction rate R00 are given in figure . f ' 7
1. Experimentally, the termination occurred
at 13.38 seconds. This was simulated by
increasing Zeff at 13.38 seconds in line
with the experimental Zeff derived from ..
charge exchange spectroscopy. An inv 1.85;"
crease in Zeff is modelled by puffing [”00 SIM '

05 ' exp"carbon gas" into the edge of the dis- ,J -.

0 l A; l

I‘l

”D
ie

m
-J

)

charge, so the edge Zeff is even higher i

than the average Zeff in figure 1, leading 11.5 12,0 12.5 13.0 13.5
to a big increase in the heat loss (3) and ir- Time (st
reversible termination of high performance, Fig. 1: Volume averaged density, Zefi, Stored

There are also successful simulations of a energy and 0-D reaction rate for shot 33643.
hot-ion H-mode at 1.7MA I 1.5T (34488) Simulation vs. Measurement
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and shots where the beam power de-
creased stepwise after ‘/2 or 1 second.
4. INFLUENCE OF THE RECYCLING
Plasma edge recycling of neutrals is
quantified in this paper as the excess
density rise over beam particle fuelling. It
affects the performance because addi-
tional cold input gas must be heated. It
also leads to higher density, increasing the
particle/heat fluxes leaving the plasma (3)
and reducing beam penetration. Improve-
ments in performance are expected if ex-
cess edge fuelling can be reduced Figure
2 shows two simulations of a plasma with
the same equilibrium, power input and tar-
get density as 33643. One corresponds to
the measured excess fuelling of 0.29, the
other assumes no excess fuelling (every
particle leaving the plasma is returned). No
termination is assumed. It can be seen that
stored energy and neutron yield reach
much higher values for the low recycling
case.
5. TARGET DENSITY PROFILE PEAKING
Two simulations were done using different
values for the density in the plasma centre
new). but with identical volume average
densities <ne> at the start of the H-mode
at 12.15 seconds. to test the effects of tar-
get density profile peaking. Centrally de-
posited beam particles diffuse towards the
edge where the H—mode barrier prevents
most particles from leaving the plasma.
The two simulations (figure 3), showing
cases with a very peaked and flat density
profile appear to reach the same density
profile in less than a second: core particle
transport wins over beam fuelling. Indeed,
experiments with peaked target density
profiles have never yielded significant
benefits over modestly peaked target
density profiles.
5. PARAMETERISATION OF
HOT ION H-MODE TERMINATION
Ballooning modes [6] and the external kink
[7] impose a limit on the pedestal energy
Wped that can be sustained by the H-
mode barrier. For the ballooning limit we
have:
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All quantities in (4) refer to the edge. The giant ELM terminating some hot ion H-modes is
thought to be a ballooning limit [3.6]. The "outer mode", which occurs in other hot ion H-
modes is thought to be related to the external kink [3}. For this mode, the fraction of edge
current related to total current is the critical parameter. if the edge current arises solely from
the bootstrap current one has. using a simple expression for the bootstrap current [8] and
the H-mode barrier width given by (1):

L55: - Luisa. - W
a. 8W BM

W
" ii =3 W <C0nst B2 (5)

Bl ind pol
pal

The maximum pedestal energy achievable
appears to be a function of the plasma cur-
rent. The pedestal energy could conceiv-
ably be increased by driving an edge cur-
rent in the opposite direction. e.g by cur-
rent rampdown.
Simulations based on the present 33643
equilibrium; NBI power and target density
are shown in figure 4. giving the 0-D Re-
action rate for various values of d<ne>ldt
and termination assumptions. The tenni-
nations pose a significant limitation to
performance.
With lower recycling. modest improve-
ments in performance are possible. Larger
improvements can only be obtained if the
ballooning limit can be increased (e.g. by
using a more favourable magnetic configu-
ration) and by using current rampdowns to
delay the external kink.

7. DEPENDANCE 0N BEAM INJECTION
ENERGY
The mix of 13MW of 80 kV and 8 MW of
140 kV beams installed at JET is not
suited for experiments on varying the
beam energy in a hot ion H-mode. whilst
keeping the total power constant. With
PRETOR. however. we simulated 15 MW
80 kV NBI and 15MW 120 kV NBI cases
(fig. 5). The high-energy beam case has a
lower particle influx and reaches signifi-
cantly higher stored energy and neutron
yield than the low-energy beam case.
Termination was by the "external kink“ in
the 120 kV beam case and by "ballooning"
in the 80 kV beam case.

8. TRlTlUM BEAMS
The present JET Experimental Programme
includes a phase of DT plasma operation
(Deuterium Tritium Experiment 1 - DTE1)
to begin at the end of 1995. The tritium will
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mainly be supplied with the high energy neutral beams at JET (Ez140-160 keV). The use of
tritium beams has several effects on the hot ion H-mode:
o More power. Available beampower will rise from 21 MW to 24-26 MW.
0 Lower beam fuelling per MW injected power. This also means that the tritium

concentration in the plasma is expected to remain low (230%).
. More plasma ion heating from the tritium beams.
. Power from a-particie heating provides plasma heating without associated density rise.
. An isotope effect arises from the H-

mode barrier width (1). - “M“. . 175- 25Mw .‘VWW D”All these effects Increase the fusron per— Wror m ‘v
formance and stored energy. Figure 6 f 1.0— 19MWD
shows simulations with tritium beams in a 2 05_
33643-Iike plasma. In all cases the same ' .,
ballooning and kink termination limits were 0-_*/
kept as for 33643. No current ramps are Neutron
applied. Stored energy, D<T neutron yield ’7; 4” Y‘e'd 1}n
(m—,=2.82~1Cl'12 RDT) and tritium con- ‘1‘; 2A
centration are shown for: 5
. 25 MW NBI. consisting of 12 MW 160 0

kV T-beams and 13 MW 80 W D- "r
beams. ,. 204“”nT

- 19 MW NBI consisting of 10,5 MW 150 5}: ‘0_
kV T-beams and 8.5 MW 80 W D- / average
beams. 0. ’ i r I. 19 MW NBl consisting of 7.5 MW 140 ”'5 13° 9552(5) ‘3” ‘3'5
kV D-beams and 11.5 MW 80 kV D- .beams. Fig. 6: Stored energy, DvT Neutron yield and

tritium concentration for 25 MW D/T beams
(solid lines) and 19 MW D/T beams. The
experimentally measured stored energy using
19 MW deuterium beams is also indicated.

From fig. 6, performance can be expected
to be higher with the tritium beams. even
without invoking improvements to recycling
and MHD stability.
9. CONCLUSIONS
PRETOR has proven to be suitable for simulating a variety of JET hot ion H-mode dis—
charges and the following experimental observations were successfully simulated:
- Low recycling is beneficial for high performance.
0 A peaked target density profile will flatten quickly in the hot ion H-mode.
o The increase in edge Zeff observed in most terminations causes it to be irreversible.
The following predictions have been made:
0 Low recycling improves the ballooning stability at the edge.
- Current ramp-down can be used to improve the kink stability.
0 increasing the beam energy leads to higher performance.
- Tritium beams increase the plasma stored energy due to a variety of reasons (sect. 8).
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J.Spence. ESpringmann
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Introduction
Transport of energy and particles in Tokamaks is usually studied separately for the region

inside the last closed flux surface (separatrix) and for the edge region This implies that

modelling of the plasma core is replaced by boundary conditions in edge transport codes and

modelling ofthe plasma edge is replaced by boundary conditions in core transport codes,

However there are problems where such a splitting can be inadequate and it would be desirable

to study transport in a global way, from the centre to the divertor targets. Examples of such

problems are the L-H transition, ELMs, and other phenomena that appear to imply sudden

modifications oftransport coefficients over a wide plasma region correlated to modifications of

the plasma edge [1].
On a longer time scale, of the order of the energy or particle confinement time‘ or even in

steady state, transport studies in the plasma core can benefit from a global approach. This

happens each time that particle and energy source or sink terms cannot be accurately measured

or simulated without properly simulating the plasma edge. Examples are transport of hydrogen

isotopes in all regimes and evaluation of charge exchange losses in the hot ion regitne[2].

Numerical Approach
In developing the JET code for global transport studies we aimed to include all Features

routinely used in ll/ZD core transport codes and 2D edge transport codes, such as

sophisticated transport models for the plasma core‘ proper evaluation of power input terms,

connection to existing data bases and well developed post—processors for the analysis of results

and quantitative comparison with experiments Another important requirement was the

possibility to simulate transients on any time scale of interest without a big overhead in

computer time
Such considerations led us to couple the ll/zD core transport code JETTO to the

EDGE2D/NIMBUS plasma/neutrals 2D transport code for the edge‘ by means of an

adaptation ot'the so called fractional steps technique.

in essence the method reduces to enforCing continuity of density and temperatures (n. Te and

Ti ). and of the corresponding total particle and energy fluxes ((D‘ Qe and Q) at a chosen

interface, by imposing proper boundary conditions to each code at each time steps Namely. in

JETTO:
n1n=nEn-I ‘ Te«Jn=Te~En‘l , Ti-Jn: Ti‘En-l-

In EDGEZD/NIMBUS:
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Here the superscript ri indicates the time step, while the subscripts E and J refer to the codes
and poloidal averages ofthe quantities are used at the interface in EDGEZD/NIMBUS.
Continuity of neutral profiles and fluxes is also enforced in order to have a consistent
evaluation ofparticle sources.
Other combinations of boundary conditions are possible and have been tested. The important
point is that at the interface one code receives a variable or flux from the other and gives back
the corresponding flux or variable This procedure ensures continuity of all relevant quantities
with sufficient accuracy by simply running both codes with time steps typical of
EDGEZD/NIMBUS, avoiding extra iterations at each time step. As a result the coupled code is
very robust and requires less than 10% additional computer time with respect to the stand
alone EDGEZD/NIMBUS.
A series oftests showed that transients related to initial conditions not properly matching at the
interface are washed out on a time scale shorter than the typical time 1501 required by the
Scrape Off Layer (SOL) to reach steady state in EDGEZD/NIMBUS runs (:50. : 30 ms for
typical JET discharges). The time evolution following these transients is consistent with the
time scales expected from SOL and core physics, Moreover, large ditTercnces in the initial

conditions of the SOL, which correspond to small differences in the initial conditions of the

global problem, result in small differences at the interface and in the global solution after a time

ISO], This is consistent with the overall problem being well posed and numerically stable
Therefore transients with a fast evolution (time scale S Isol ) require a pre-run of the coupled
codes to obtain properly matching steady state or quasi—steady state (to changing on a time
scale of the order of the global confinement times) initial conditions. On the other hand
transients on a time scale > 1501 can be studied starting front initial conditions not accurately
matching at the interface.
Very slow plasma evolution. on the time scale ofthe core energy or particle confinement time.
and steady state situations can be studied assuming that the edge region follows a series of
quasi steady states, These are obtained by running the coupled codes for relatively short time
intervals (use!) at chosen times during the evolution ofthe plasma core,

Example of Modelling with the Combined Code
As an example ofthe application ofthe combined code in a non stationary situation we present
results of a simulation of the ohmic phase immediately following the X~point separatrix

formation and preceding neutral beam injection in the JET shot 32919.

During this phase, lasting about half a second and normally preceding JET hot ion Hmtodes.
the average plasma density <rte> strongly decreases (fig. 1) supposedly due to particle
absorption by the divertor targets.
In our simulation the particle absorption has been modelled by imposing a difference between
the outgoing plasma flux and the influx of neutrals at the targets approximately equal to the
rate ofchange dN/dt ofthe core plasma particle content N, The corresponding absorption rate
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= L4 102' 5“ (out of:35 1022 5‘1 ions reaching the divertor targets) is about ten times larger

than the flux of neutrals to the divertor pump, as computed by NIMBUS.

This very crude model, which does not take into account the actual dynamics of the particle

absorption nevertheless gives a reasonable simulation of the <nc> evolution (Fig, 1).

For the energy transport model in the core plasma (from the centre to the interface with the

boundary region less than 5 mm inside the separatrix) we used a combined Bohmsgyro-Bohm

model [1] including a ‘non local’ dependence ofthe Bohm-like term on LTu=<VTclTe>F>M ,

Results of this model are particularly sensitive to the electron temperature Tea at the interface.

This temperature is computed‘ not prescribed from experimental traces,

We also assumed an empirical effective particle diffusion coefficient Defr which is of the order

of the heat diffusivity x in the central part of the discharge However the ratio DC‘T/x needs to

be decreased as the normalised minor radius p increases, in order to provide a reasonable

simulation of the slope of the experimental density profile with the flux of neutrals across the

interface computed by EDGEZD/NIMBUS ($0M 1021 5'1). This result could possibly be an

indication of an inward particle flux term strongly increasing towards the plasma boundary:

The core boundary values resulting from the model have been used as constant transport

coefficients in the region beyond the separatrix. However an explicit inward pinch velocity

such that V/D=15m'l had to be added in this region for a proper simulation of the probe

measurements reported in [3].

Simulated and experimental values of temperature and density profiles in the plasma core are

given in Fig 2. Figs 3 and 4 show computed and experimental values of parallel ion saturation

current and electron temperature at the external divenor target.

The power fluxes into the SOL are a result of the simulation (Pc =O,8MW and Pt :1. lMW)

and slowly diminish with time as <ne> decreases and the electron temperature increases The

density at the interface nm is also a result of the simulation and it appears to decrease with time

together with <ne>r However this implies a decreasing ion saturation current at the targets.

which does not seem to be supported by probe measurements, This result might indicate that in

this case Deff should become larger as <nc> diminishes.

We conclude from the results obtained so far that the combined IETTO/EDGEZD/NIMBUS

code is a powerful tool to simulate tokamak discharges in steady state and time dependent

situations over the entire plasma cross section, from the centre to the divertor targets

By eliminating ad hoc (and sometimes ‘convenient‘) assumptions at the interface between core

and boundary regions this code provides a very tough and complete test for transport models,

including the effect on the boundary of transport assumptions in the core and viceversa.
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FIRST MEASUREMENTS OF GAS BALANCE AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
IN THE MK I PUMPED DIVER’I‘OR PHASE 0F JET USING THE GAS

COLLECTION SYSTEM

A Rossi, G Saihene. P Kupschus
JETJoint Undertaking, Abingdon, Uy’ordshire, 0X14 315A, UK

1.0. INTRODUCTION
Gas recovery measurements in Tokamaks give direct infomiation both on the short and long
term hydrogenic in-vessel wall retention; in particular, the determination of the deuterium
vessel inventory is essential to extrapolate to D—T operations, as required for the forthcoming

JET D-T campaign and for l'fER. The measurement ofthe chemical species present in the gas
released from the Tokamak wall provides data for the gas exhaust collection and reprocessing

plant.
The new JET Gas Collection System (GCS) measures the time evolution. absolute amount
and chemical composition of the gas released from the JET vacuum vessel in the following
modes of operation:
1. Natural thermal wall outgassing. 2. After plasma pulses, 3. During divertor cryopump

regeneration, and 4. During glow discharge cleaning.

This paper presents GCS measurements carried out during the 1994/95 JET campaign. and

illustrates the effects of the introduction of the JET MARK l pumped divertor on the

hydrogcnic inventory ofthe machine.

2.0. THE NEW GAS COLLECTION SYSTEM FOR JET
The GCS measures the amount of gas (H, D, He and volatile impurities produced into the

torus such as hydrocarbons of various stoieheiometry) released from the torus. in all

conditions of operation of JET. Moreover, the GCS can analyse the composition of the gas

released from the torus and allows on—line sampling for off-line chemical analysis.

During the 1994/95 JET campaign, gas recovery measurements and on line gas analysis were

carried out. The short term gas recovery was measured and, at the same time, the gas
composition was analysed with a high resolution quadrupole mass spectrometer.

3.0. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (MK I CAMPAIGN 1994i95)

3.0.1. Gas balance measurements and wall retention measurements

Measurements of the short term gas recovery were carried out during the 1994-95 Mark I

Experimental Campaign (graphite and Income] wall. with Be evaporated coating), both with

carbon (CFC) and beryllium divertor tiles.

Figure 2 shows the percentage ofgas recovered after non disruptive plasma pulsess when the

divertor cryopump is not cooled down. The data are compared to previous JET results {1.2]
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obtained with a first version of JET Gas Collection System. For the Mk I campaign. the

average deuterium recovery varies from 30 to 60% of the input, depending on the total gas

input, both for C and Be divertor tiles with Tm : 50°C and Tm“ = 250°C. These values are

comparable to previous JET results for a Be coated machine, with walls at 250°C or 320°C. A'

detailed analysis of the dependence of the gas recovery on the wall temperature showed that at

lower temperature less gas is recovered This is consistent with the measured D inventory in

the JET divettor tiles, determined by post mortem analysis [3]. The D inventory in the X-point

tiles is greater than in 1991/92, even though the tile surface was a similar composition. It is

believed that the factor that makes the difference is the lower temperature of the tiles.

in figure 3, the gas recovery is plotted as a function of the gas input, for pulses run with and

without the cryopump, both for disruptive and non disruptive plasmas. The analysis of the gas

released after non disruptive plasma pulses shows no appreciable difference between the case

with C and Be divertor tiles. This is in agreement with the observation that no significant

change in main plasma parameters and fuelling efficiency was observed between C and Be

[4]. One reaSOn why the gas release with C tiles is almost the same as with De tiles can be that

the near«surface layer of the exposed wall is. in both cases, a mixture of C and Be. Such a

mixture is produced by the periodic conditioning (with Be evaporation and GDC) and by

plasma-wall interactions.

When the cryopump is at LHe temperature (cryopump on), the gas released to the GCS is

between 5 to 10 times lower than for pulses without cryopump.
For the cryopump off cases, an enhanced release of gas afier disruption is observed. The gas

recovered is higher than after non disruptive pulses. This is not the case when the cryopump is

cooled at LHe temperature. This can be due to three concurrent causes:
1. The cryopump acts as a strong sink during plasma pulses and less fuel is retained into the

walls. 2. The cryopump is pumping the excess gas after the disruption. 3. The wall is depleted

iii-between pulses more than when the cryopump is off because in the latter case the total

pumping speed is lower.

The wall retention after 600 s from the plasma pulse is shown in figure 4. The two cases with

and without cryopump are compared.

The net wall retention was calculated from the equation:

Rwall : Gasinput T [GasoutCSl + Kcryo x GasoultGCS) ] T Gascryo

Gasm = Sm x Irma) dt
The estimated uncertainty in the calculation of RM” is i 50%.

Gasaulwcs, is the gas exhausted from the vessel and measured by the GCS. Kmu represents the

ratio between the gas pumped by the cryopump and the gas going to the GCS in a 600 5

period after pulses. Gascryo is the amount of gas pumped by the cryopump during the

discharge, Pm.n the pressure at the cryopump and Sam, the cryopump pumping speed [5].

Globally. within the experimental errors. the increment to the net D wall inventory. after

plasma pulses run with the divertor cryopump on, is close to zero for most of the discharges.
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This result would explain why the amount of gas released from the machine after a disruption

is not larger than the gas released after a non disruptive plasma (see figure 3). The apparent

wall retention was calculated not including the cryopump effect during plasmas (Gascryu = O).

The apparent wall retention is much higher than the net wall retention, showing that the

particle removal during the X—point phase of the pulse is dominant over the particle removal

by thermal outgassing after the plasma.
The net wall retention at low input gas, for pulses with the cryopump on, is generally lower

than for the cryopump off case. The discharges with highly negative wall retention (i.e. high

wall depletion) at low gas input are identified to be ELMy H-mode, NBI fuelled with an
extended X-point phase, during which the recycling gas is compressed into the divertor and

efficiently removed by the cryopump. Net wall depletion occurs also at high gas inputs, for

long high density L or H-mode plasmas, which are characterised by high neutral pressure in

the divertor. This result is in agreement with the observation that the amount of gas pumped

by the cryopump during pulses with ELMs or at high density can equal or exceed the gas

input [5].

3.0.2. Gas balance measurements with nitrogen seeding

Nitrogen seeding was used at JET to obtain high radiation in the divertor region and

consequent cooling ofthe plasma reaching the divertor target plates.

From the analysis of pulses run with the cryopump on, it is observed that the output gas

(collected over a 600 5 period) is further enriched in nitrogen, when compared to the gas input

(mixture of nitrogen and deuterium). One explanation is that during the pulse more deuterium

is pumped in proportion to nitrogen This is, nevertheless, in contrast to the result that the

composition ofthe gas in the divertor chamber during the plasma is the same as the input gas

[6]. A possible explanation is that the thermal desorption rate after the pulse is higher for

nitrogen than for deuterium. This needs further investigation.

4.0. CONCLUSIONS ‘

1. When the divertor cryopump is off, the results of the gas balance and short term wall

retention are in good agreement with results found in previous JET campaigns (1989-92)

for a Beryllium coated machine. both for C and Be divertor targets tiles.

IQ . The cryopump reduces the wall retention after pulses. This implies a low D (and T)

inventory, despite the large fuelling required to maintain a set plasma density when the

cryopump is on.

. It is observed that long ELMy Hemode pulses, run with low input gas and NBl heating,Lu

deplete the wall from the deuterium reservoir. Net wall depletion occurs also during long

high density near detachment L-mode plasmas.

4. For pulses with nitrogen seeding the measured composition of the output gas is different

from the input gas, and in particular is enriched in nitrogen.
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Strong Asymmetries in Impurity Distributions of JET Plasmas
B. Alper, A.W. Edwards, R.Giannella, RD. Gill, C.Ingesson,

M. Romanelli, J .Wesson, K-DZasu-ow

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 3EA, UK.

Introduction
A general feature observed during hot-ion H-mode discharges in JET has been a pronounced

poloidal asymmetry in the soft X-ray (SXR) emission profiles with a distinct excess

emission occurring on the outboard, low-field side. A tomographic reconstruction of one

such plasma, using data from the new multi-camera SXR diagnostic[1] with 210 lines of

sight and six independent views at one toroidal location, is shown in Figure 1. This figure

clearly demonstrates this feature with a pronounced peak in the SXR emissivity beyond a

major radius (R) of 3.5m. A similar phenomenon has been observed, in a less dramatic form

in earlier JET plasmas [2], the effect being attributed to the centrifugal force on heavy

(metal) impurities as a result of toroidal plasma rotation [3]. This feature is strongest at high

toroidal velocities, which approach or even/

2.0T exceed the impurity ion thermal speed. These

conditions occur in the hot-ion H-mode plasmas

in which plasma rotation, driven by the neutral

beams, reaches frequencies in excess of 18 kHz

and where nickel impurities with temperatures in

the range 10 - 15 keV are found. Also seen in

Figure l, in addition to this outboard peak. a

second narrow peak is seen at, or close to, the

magnetic axis. This is attributed to nee-classical

diffusion of the metal impurities.

Laser Ablation of Nickel
The peak in SXR emission at large major radii,

shown in Figure 1, is attributed to line emission
from metal impurities. A more quantitative study

of this effect has been possible with controlled

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 injection of nickel by laser blow-off during high

Figure l. SXR emission during the high performance discharges. In one such case, shot

performance phase of a hot-ion H—mode 34476, the nickel injection was performed early

diSCharge 34425 in the high performance phase of a hot-ion H-
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mode discharge. Figure 2 shows time traces ofthe concentration of nickel, together with its
angular frequency and ion temperature from a high resolution X~ray crystal spectrometer.
The rise in nickel concentration is clearly seen at the time of laser ablation and reaches 4.

—“’“*'—:“E' parts in 10‘1 The Ni26 emission used in
410—4— .X these measurements 15 also the

i . V . . i‘* 2xio—t— ~\_ dominant source at line emiSSion
contributing to the SXR diode data. At
the time of peak nickel concentration

No

(12.965) the nickel temperature is ll

c corresponding to mmi ~ l.3xlO5

m
(R

ad
./5

10
5)

m/s with an angular frequency of 110
krad./s corresponding to vml ~ 4x10S
m/s (at a radius of 3.6m). Thus the

rotational velocity of the nickel is moreT1
(ke

V)

JG
MN

WJ
‘

0* l l ' ‘ ' — than a factor of 3 greater than the12.6 12.8 13.0 13,2 13.4
Vine (St thermal velocity,

Figure 2. (a) Ni concentration, (2)) Ni angular Tomographic reconstruction of the SXR
fiequcncy and (c) the ion temperature at'Z!” with emission during this event has been
errors for shot 344 76.

~26e

performed using a pixel technique
developed initially by C. Fuchs l'or JET bolometer data. In Figure 3 the SXR emissivity
along a horizontal line through the magnetic axis is shown for several time slices. The

background emission at 12915 has been subtracted. The inward progress ofthe nickel occurs
very rapidly following the ablation over a period of about 10-15ms and then essentially

stops. The last time slice, over

2.5x103 400ms later, shows the

2x103_ development of a secondary

“.2 peak at the plasma axis
5tt (probably due to neovclassical
g mos diffusion) with a minimum in
E emission occurring between the
L” 5x102 § two peaks. This two peaked

g; structure also often develops late

(is 2.5 a V 3.5 42 into a conventional hot-ion H—
Maior radius (m)

mode discharge (eg. Figure 1).

Figure 3 Emissivity projected onto a horizontal line In Figure 3 the peak emisston is
through the magnetic axis after subtraction of the first » centred 0“ the outboard equator
pre—ablation time slicefor shot 34476.
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at a major radius of ~3.6m; (the magnetic axis being at ~3.0m). Figures 4 shows a 3—
dimensional View of SXR emission corresponding to the ‘+30ms’ trace of Figure 3. Note that

no up-down asymmetry is observed, unlike reference [3].

Theory of the Asymmetry
The asymmetry in the SXR emission distribution arises because the impurities take up the
toroidal rotation of the plasma and the resulting ‘centrifugal force' throws the impurity ions
outwards. The behaviour is complicated by the electrostatic field which arises to maintain
quasi-neutrality in the plasma. Nevertheless, it is possible to set up simple equations to

describe the system and in the

case of low impurity content, to

solve for the poloidal

distribution of each impurity

’92'9’7; species. The feature which
,6,%%% . moo—o . .
W‘ , u makes this problem tractable 15

2.0 9"! ’l’// , . . . .W???‘ '6‘" ‘I\‘\\\5;’77 500.0 that the polmdal distribution of
‘0 W%%g’gal ‘\\‘b;’v;fz/;4 00 impurities on a flux surface

' 4” I I ’ ' .
WQ’IIX’IQ'Q‘Q“ depends only on the equation of

0‘0 "af’é'é—g—‘EQ’ . 3.5 pressure balance parallel to the
Z W ' so - r d ‘ ii i 'd igagg , magnetic iel in t e po (H a

10 22” plane. The balance of forces, in

the simple case of a trace

Figure 4 Tomographic reconstruction 30ms afler nickel species With charge Z i" :1
injection with background emission subtracted hydrogenic plasma, arises from
the pressure gradient, centrifugal force and electrostatic field in a magnetic surface (W). This

can be represented by

T2 fl[Fl—=nz (mzs—ez%)

where the derivatives are taken at constant ‘P.

Solving the set of equations for a pure deuterium plasma with a small addition of impurity
(3) yields the ratio of impurity concentration between the outboard-(o) and inboard-(i) sides

n: m‘ai2(R:—~Rl.2) T _
' exP{Tf where f = [1‘ TL—fl‘ZJJ.

i
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At the radius of peak nickel emission for shot 34476, Tc is ~55 keV at 12.945 and taking

TFTS a value forf~0,7 is obtained, This yields a value for the ratio of concentrations of
5.5i1 :l. A further correction for the presence of other impurities in the plasma (carbon and-
beryllium) reduces this ratio by around 20%. (See [2] and references therein)

Experimentally, from Figure 3 a value of 41:1 : 1 is found, in good agreement with theory.

A numerical simulation of the
poloidal distribution of the nickel
emission has been carried out for
one time slice using these

equations. The outboard radial

distribution through the magnetic

axis was taken from the data at

12.945. The model results are

shoup in Figure 5 and compare

well to the data of Figure 4.
Summary and Conclusions

%, Strong in-out asymmetries are
—0.5

observed in the soft X—ray

Figure 5 Simulation qftlie pnloitlal distribution ofllw emission from JET hot-ion 1-]—
Ni emission/m .rhnt 34476. The outer equatorial
intensityfrom Fig. 3 at +3()m.r wax used as Input and
Circular geometry assumed

mode plasmas, a peak being
observed on the outboard side.

The key feature of the asymmetry

can be explained by the effect ofthe centrifugal force on metal impurity ions in these rapidly

rotating plasmas. where their rotational velocities exceed their thermal velocities by a factor

of three. A simple model developed for the poloidal distribution produces quantitative

agreement with data from a discharge in which there was laser ablation of nickel into the
plasma. The radial distribution of impurity ions with a stationary peak at R~3.6m and the

subsequent development ofa secondary peak on axis is less well understood.
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Properties of Giant Elms

RD. Gill, B. Alper, S. Ali-Arshad, A. Cheetham, N. Deliyanakis, A.W. Edwards.
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R. Monk. L. Porte, F. Rochard, M. Romanelli, A. Rookes

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., UK

Elms are a persistent feature of tokamak configurations which include an X—point.

Their phenomenological properties have been recently reviewed‘)but although their effects

on tokamak plasma confinement and on the termination of high performance discharges are

well known, many details of their structure and causes remain obscure. Several different

sorts of elms have been classified, but this paper will confine itself to consideration of giant

or type 1 elms. These elms cause the largest disturbance to the plasma and therefore give the

best prospect of experimentally determining the detailed changes which occur as the elm

progresses. A very detailed examination of the structure and time development of the elms

has been made possible because of the development of the CATS data acquisition system?)

which allows the simultaneous measurement at high time resolution (4515) and

synchronisation of the data from a number of diagnostics including ECE, reflectometry, soft
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X-rays, Du. Langmuir probes. infrared camera and the magnetics including the diamagnetic

loop. The high time resolution is essential for these investigations as the giant elm has a very
fast onset with the fast diagnostics all responding within a few ps. Much of the very detailed

information has come from the multicamera soft X-ray system3) which has 6 compact,
cameras (fig. 1) viewing the plasma from different directions in the same poloidal plane and a
further vertical camera displaced toroidally by 31t/4. Each camera consists of a pair of 35

element silicon diodes with each element 4 x 1mm. The detectors have been calibrated with

an Xaray tube and view the plasma through common pinholes. Except for the vertical

camera. alternate detector elements only are used. The lines of sight of the detector were
determined using a HeNe laser to survey their positions.

The giant elms considered occur during neutral beam heated divertor discharges with
PN1= i7MW. 13¢ = 3.1T, I = 3MA, elongation of 1.8, T6 = likeV. ne = l019m‘3 and lower
hybrid heating. The elm is frequently associated with the tennination of the period of good
confinement in IET‘) and has strong global effects on the plasma. In particular, it reduces the
total plasma energy as measured by the diamagnetic loop by up to 7% (~ 0.6MJ) and this is
reflected in a reduction of the electron temperature across the whole plasma profile. During
the rapid part of the elm (fig. 2) the ECE measurement of Tc typically shows a pronounced
very fast (40in) spike many times the thermal value, with the largest enhancement at the

plasma edge, followed by a dip to below the thermal level for a longer time. It is believed

that the spike is due to the formation of a non-thermal electron distribution function
following the partial mixing of hot and cold electrons. This modifies the emission and
absorption of the cyclotron radiations). The rapid onset of the spike is too fast for it to be

caused by the formation of a group of non-themial electrons with energy very much greater
than Tc. The dip is probably due to the production at the edge of a high density region
following the large particle influx which is inferred from the Ha measurements.

There do not seem to be precursors to the elms, although there is considerable activity
seen by the mhd coils, particularly bursts of activity at 25-30 kHz probably with n = 3. Some
of the giant elms occur during these bursts, but others do not, showing that they do not play
an essential role in their initiation. This activity is not observed on the ECE or soft X-rays.
The magnetics also show that the movement of the plasma caused by the elm is no more than
1—2 cms at the separatrix. The reflectometer observes a coherent mode at ZSkHz at the
plasma edge, possibly outside the separatrix. The mode stops at the elm and then becomes

broad-banded activity. The plasma edge density is seen to increase.
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Dataé) from Langmuir probes and an IR camera which views the divertor region shows
strong movement of the divertor strike points with their separation increasing from ~ 30 to
45 cm during the elm, and this is confirmed by the X-ray measurements.

The most detailed information on the rapid development of the elm comes from the
soft X-ray data. The view into the divertor from the vertical camera shows the main features
(fig. 3) as (i) very rapid onset of emission (20},Lsec), (ii) very localized emission from four
channels, (iii) time structure of ~ 30psec within the total elm envelope of 250ttsec. Two of

the channels (15 and 18) may be identified with the divertor strike zones. This is confirmed
by correlation of the position and time behaviour of the emission with the data from other
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cameras also with a divertor view. X-ray emission from the divertor implies the presence of

energetic electrons (> 500 eV) in this region. Calculations suggest that the observed intensity

is consistent with the observed loss of plasma energy if the measured emission is caused by

bremsstralung radiation of the former plasma electrons with the C divertot tiles. The toroidal
camera shows that this emission is not toroidally symmetric, and the first burst of emission is

sometimes at one poloidal position and sometimes the other. However the first burst of
emission is coincident with the ECE and the Ha spikes.

The other X—ray spikes are somewhat more problematical. Enhanced emission is seen

from several regions near the plasma edge but within the separatrix. These regions seetn to
coincide with the parts of the machine structure which are closest to the separatrix leading to
the idea that enhanced impurity influx from these regions may take place during the elm.

The structure of these regions of emission has been examined with a pixel tomography
method developed by Ingesson which clearly shows (fig. 4) the different regions of enhanced

emission. The tomography was carried out on data from which the background intensities

before the elm had been subtracted so that the figure shows only the changes which take

place during the elm. The very rapid increase in X-ray emission in the divertor is a very
prominent feature.

In conclusion our results show that giant elms are very rapid events with a complex

structure which are neither confined to the plasma edge nor localised in the divertor region.

They do not have a unique precursor mode. A possible explanation for the observations is

that currents in the divertor region lead to a movement and modification of the magnetic
structure at the voint. There is a clear need to develop a theoretical model of the elms

which is able to explain these detailed observations.
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from the Mark T Divertor Phase of JET
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon.. OX14 3EA. UK

'University College Cork. Ireland, 2The Queen's University of Belfast, Northern Ireland

Introduction

The XUV spectrum of CV and CV1 from the edge plasma in ET is rich in diagnostic

potential. Impurities in the spectral range 20—40}\ are monitored with an XUV grazing incidence

spectrometer. It is possible to move the spectrometer so that it can view the inner wall at any angle.

The spectra analysed here were taken with the spectrometer angled at it lowest position (see insert

in Figure 3). Here the spectrometer views the SOL during the ramp—up phase of the discharge.

typically for the first 5 seconds. When the X-point is formed the confined plasma is seen. During

radiative divertor experiments the view is just above the radiating zone. If the plasma is going to

detach from the strike plates it is reflected in the spectra, which can serve as an early indicator of

detachment.

SOL Parameters in Ramp-up Phase

In the ramp-up phase of the plasma the spectrometer views the SOL exclusively. An

unusual Lyman series and CV G-ratio (intercombination / resonance line ratio) are seen in all

discharges (Figure l), A ‘distortion' in the Lyman series appears with the Lyman Y line prominent.

There is also an inversion in the He—like system G ratio. In Figure l the top trace shows the pre-

divertor JET limiter configuration spectra (# 13571). For the JET Mark I divertor configuration the

middle trace shows a typical edge spectrum in the ramp—up phase (it 32595) and the lower trace

shows a radial view through the mair plasma (# 30763) in the X-point phase. The difference

between the ore-divertor and Mark I divertor spectra is that no n>6 C V1 Lyman series lines are

now observed. These lines have been attributed to charge exchange with excited deuterium

produced when there is contact between the limiter and the plasma [1]. Hence the neutral deuterium

is formed by Frank—Condon dissociation at ~3eV
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The emission seen by the spectrometer is a slice through a 3-D volume whose parameters

vary in space and time (the fall-off lengths are —em). The model reduces the geometry to 0-D to

elucidate the important atomic processes. The extreme values of the CV 0—ratio can only be

explained by emission from a strongly recombining plasma. A transient recombining, model of the

emission is used. Outfiuxing Cfi', C5+ and C‘ . from the confined plasma enters the SOL where

ionisation equilibrium does not apply. The outfluxing carbon recombines with a competition

between charge exchange and radiative recombination. The residence time of carbon in SOL is set

by parallel transport, where I = ZLJC, (L( = connection length, C, : sound speed). The outfluxing

mix is adjusted to match the Ly 0t ICV resonance line ratio, which is a measure of the ionisation

balance. The system is allowed to evolve with the integration time set to 50ms to match the

spectrometer's time resolution.

The emissivities of the driving processes (excitation, recombination and charge exchange)

were calculated in a collisional-radiative code which forms part of ADAS [2] at JET. All possible

transitions and excitation routes for n35 for CVI and r134 for CV were included. The atomic data is

mostly taken from ADAS. The charge exchange cross sections are from [3,4]. These were

extended by hand to lower energies. It must be noted that there is a severe lack of cross section data

at such low thermal energies.

The residence time is estimated at ~4ms. It can be modified by effects such as thermal force

in the SOL, but the calculated ratios are relatively insensitive to this parameter. The prominence of

the Lyman 7 line is conclusive evidence of charge exchange contributions. Figure 2 shows a

comparison between calculated line ratios and observations. The model requires a ago/ne ratio of

~0.05, equivalent to a neutral density of ~5 x lOI‘m']. Neutral density fractions of 10‘3 and above

are necessary to explain the CV G ratio. Radiative and dielectronic recombination alone are not

enough to account for the observations. The SOL temperature is estimated to fall in the range SW

90eV, which is consistent with all the calculated ratios.

Detachment Signature

The line-of—sight of the spectrometer passes just above the divertor radiation zone. The

emission line ratio of the CV resonance line to the CVI Lyman on line is an early indicator of

detachment (Figure 3). As the plasma approaches detachment this ratio rises. The CV G-ratio

remains relatively constant as the plasma detaches. When the plasma is fully detached the region of

cold plasma becomes localised at the X-point.

During the radiative divertor phase no CVI charge exchange lines are seen, indicating that

the emission is from within the confined plasma. Hence a diffusive-ionisation balance equilibrium
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model can be used (the neutral fraction is much lower in the confined plasma than in the SOL). The

observed carbon G-ratio is ~O.7 compared with the equilibrium value of 0.45. The calculated Ge
ratio (figure 4) shows that in radiative divcttor plasmas the plasma surrounding the X—point

radiating zone is cooling as a result of the condensation in the divertor. The local temperature
outside the X-point radiating zone. but from the confined plasma, cools to ~80—90eV from the

‘normal' temperature of 300eV. 6- ratio measurements further from the voint Show higher
temperatures. This temperature gradient along the outer flux surfaces may be destabilising, possibly
leading to radiative collapse of the plasma.

When a radiative divertor plasma detaches, the CV resonance to Lyman (1 line ratio begins a
steady increase approximately 3.55 beforehand Radiative divertor discharges which do not attain
detachment do not exhibit this behaviour. Figure 4 shows this ratio calculated as a function of
confinement time. The steady, monotonic, change in the line ratio as the plasma moves towards

detachment is a measure of an increasing diffusion (because tr, 0: al/DL) in the near~edge plasma.
The poorer edge confinement may be caused by a degradation of the confinement mode.

Conclusion

It has been shown that the CV and CV1 spectra can be used as diagnostics of the outer
plasma region. In the SOL charge exchange with neutral deuterium is significant and amounts to
~0.05% of nc. The temperature of the SOL is ~50-90eV. There is a lack of charge exchange cross
section data at the low energies needed for this analysis. The near—edge XUV spectra provide a
reproducible detachment signature. The condensation at the X-point sets up a temperature gradient
along the flux surface. The ionisation balance is also affected. Enhanced diffusion or poorer edge
confinement is evident well before the plasma fully detaches.

[l] M Mattioli et at, Phys. Rev. A, 40. p3886 (1989)
[2] H P Summers, Atomic Data and Analysis Structure (ADAS), JET 1R(94)06
[3] N Shikamura at 111., Phys. Rev. A. 45, p7876 (1992)
[4] M Kimura and C D Lin, Phys. Rev. A, 32, p1357 (1985)
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Effects of density and plasma configuration on the divertor asymmetries

S Clement. A Chankin. S Davies, J Lingertat, R Monk, R Sartori and M Stamp,

JET Join! Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON, 0X14 3EA, UK

1/ INTRODUCTION. Asymmetric power deposition with more power going to the outer
divertor target is usually observed in single null divertor configurations and is expected
from geometrical toroidal effects (higher area of outer magnetic surfaces) and higher

anomalous transport towards the outer midplane. The additional effect of drift forces has
been discussed in [1]. This paper presents the first results of an analysis of the asymmetries
obtained in H-mode regimes. it is found that the magnetic configuration has a strong
influence on the imbalance of power and particle fluxes in the divertor. The effects of gas
fuelling are also discussed. Two regimes are distinguished: 1)hot ion mode regimes: these

I have high power (18 MW). central fuelling with the neutral beams (no gas fuelling) and
result in a high temperature, poloidally isothermal scrape-off layer (SOL); one expects
poloidal drifts to increase the asymmetries; 2) radiative divertor regimes: medium to high
power (12MW), edge gas fuelling: these result in a high radiation fraction in the divertor
region, and non—isothermal SOL, with possible extra radial drifts[1] which in turn may
modify the particle and power exhaust ratios. [angmuir probe data implies high edge ion
temperatures in low density hot ion modes. There is empirical evidence from other
machines that high edge temperatures are associated with toroidal momentum [2] in the
edge plasma. This effect has the correct sign to increase the density at inner divertor.

2/ HOT ION MODE: EFFECTS OF THE PLASMA CONFIGURATION. In general,
the power flow towards the outer strike zone should be larger due to geometrical toroidal
effects [3] (higher area of the outer magnetic surfaces: calculations yield a 23% higher
outer pressure for JET toroidicity), higher Dr towards outer mid—plane, and the Shafranov
shift ([1] and references therein). Furthermore, in the low density/low recycling hot ion
mode regime. one expects high and poloidally uniform edge temperatures to cause strong
radial electric field and poloidal Ep drifts that should increase the asymmetry.
Higher power to the outer strike zone has been observed in most JET magnetic
configurations (see[l] for ohmic and L~mode discharges). This was also evidenced by the
fact hat most of the damage occurred on outer divertor tiles.
However, we have found that high magnetic shear configurations show a more even
power distribution than the low shear equivalent discharges, and the power imbaianrte can
even be reversed in favour of the inner strike zone. High confinement regimes have been
found to depend on the magnetic configuration in DIIIAD [4] and JET [5].
Fig 1 shows time traces for two discharges with Ip=3.SMA, B.=3.4T . Discharge #32969
has a shear at q=95% 5H9: =3.6, discharge 36677 has 8H9: =5.0. at the time of the peak
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neutron rate . It can be seen that the inner and outer strike zone peak temperatures are very
similar in the higher shear case. The effect of shear (or more generally, of the shape of the
plasma) has been studied for two series of discharges of hot ion modes: 1) the 20 best.
discharges of the campaign in terms of peak neutron production (plasma current 3MA 3 ha

5 4MA, toroidal field Br = 3.4T, input power Pa = 18MW NBI, shear values 3.1 s SHos s

5, no gas fuelling); 2) a series of 12 discharges of a configuration scan ( 1;: = 2.5MA, B: =

2.5T, Pa = IOMW NBI, shear values 2.8 S 8H9: s 4.2. no gas fuelling, no tile temperature

data available). All the discharges in the high performance dataset have moderate to high
shear. The dataset includes two main types of configurations: the high flux expansion single
null (moderate shear) and the double null type of discharge (high triangularity, high shear).
All these discharges have low divertor densities and electron temperatures above SOeV, as

measured by Langmuir probes. For the probe measurements the power accountancy is

poor, indicating that the ions carry a higher fraction of power to the divertor than electrons.

Good global power balance is found with the IR camera measurements. These discharges
radiate below 10% of total input power, and show a constant and very weak I),l emission in

the divertor during the ELM free period. It is observed that: 1) the ratio of outer to inner

peak surface temperatures decreases with magnetic shear during the ELM- free H—modes

(fig. 2); 2) the same trend is observed in the Da ratio (fig3), as one would expect in a high

temperature SOL, with no temperature gradients along the field lines; 3) the same effect on

the temperature ratio is observed in the low confinement phase that follows the hot ion

mode, although the temperature values are more scattered (movement of the strike points

due to [3 changes).
Drifts alone cannot explain the higher power going to the inner strike zones at high shear

for poloidally isothermal plasmas. Other possible explanations could be related to: 1)

toroidal momentum: its effect is expected to be important at high edge temperatures;

however high electron temperatures are measured in all the high performance dataset;
unfortunately ion temperature data are not available to show if there is any effect of the
plasma configuration. 2) fluctuations, observed to be different in the high and low field
side; however, the position of the heat source does not seem to matter too much in

isothermal SOLs; 3) thermoelectric currents in the SOL.

It has to be noted that the same trends are obtained by plotting the data against the
triangularity of the plasma. The values of the triangularity are calculated with a greater
accuracy than those of shear, because it is an edge parameter. However, there is a strong

correlation between shear and triangularity in the dataset used. Finally, no correlation with

the plasma current or with q was found.

3/ RADIATIVE DIVERTOR REGIMES: EFFECT OF DENSITY (GAS FUELLING).
When gas is injected in the divertor or the SOL, the resulting increase of the edge density

will change the pattern of radiation in the divertor region. This is particularly important for
radiative divertor regimes. 1n L—mode confinement regimes [1], the ratio of the power in
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the outer and inner strike regions ranged from a factor 21.5 to values :3. In general, the
asymmetries in the electron density, temperature and D1 fluxes appeared to be consistent
with radial EexB drifts playing an increasingly important role as the density and hence the
parallel temperature gradient was increased. However, the effect of increasing the divertor
density on the power distribution was obscured by the onset of detachment occurring at the
inner strike zone.
Two discharges at high power and far from detachment have been chosen to compare the
effects of the density. The configuration is one of moderate shear (SHss=3.3), and the
power going to the target plates is very similar in the two cases. It can be seen (fig.4) that
gas fuelling increases the density by a factor of two and brings the asymmetry factor in the
divertor temperatures from 1.1 to 1.6 . The relative change in the radiated power in the
divertor Prad mun/Prad inner changes only from a value of 1 at low density to 0.85 at high
density. This result is consistent with the development of a poloidal temperature gradient in
the SOL as the density increases, giving rise to high radial nB drifts.

4/ CONCLUSIONS. 1n the majority of the configurations used at JET more power flows
to the outer than to the inner strike point, as expected from theoretical predictions; however
in hot ion mode regimes (poloidally isothermal SOL) we observe a more even power
distribution as the magnetic shear (or the triangularity) is increased. This effect is also
observed in the particle flux to the divertor region. These observations are not accounted
for by any classical drift. Toroidal momentum could play a role in the development of these
asymmetries. However edge ion temperature data are needed to determine its importance.
The effect of gas fuelling on the power ratio is consistent with the development of a
poloidal temperature gradient in the SOL as the density increases, giving rise to radial EexB
drifts. The effect of the magnetic configuration on the power and particle distribution poses
a problem for the design of a divertor for ITER. Codes based on edge and divertor
parameters may need to have a model of the central plasma coupled to make reliable
predictions.
The work of P .l Lomas and Task Force H is gratefully acknowledged.
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Plasma movement at ELMs in JET
S. Ali-Arshad, A. Edwards, J. Lingenat, S. Puppin. J. Wesson

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. OX 14 3EA, UK

Introduction

In JET giant ELMs can give rise to a sustained degradation of plasma confinement, and in

some cases control of the vertical position ol the plasma is lost following a giant ELM,

leading to a major disruption. An example of such a case is given in fig. 1.

A variety of measurements suggest that during the ELM the scrape-cit layer and bulk

plasmas move rapidly. This paper presents these observations, and addresses

implications for the vertical stability of the plasma.

Data analysis

Magnetic diagnostics show a short-lived perturbation appearing during the ELM, typically

in the range 10-100 Gauss. The example in fig. 2 shows the amplitudes of the modes with

toroidal mode number n=0,1.2,3. calculated lrom a toroidal array of coils at a poloidal

position of 9—60". The poloidal structure of the perturbation is shown in fig. 3 at two time

slices. A dominant m:1 structure is seen. The amplitude of this structure is a factor of —3

larger than the level of perturbation observed on each of the coils in the toroidal array at

B~60°, suggesting a principal mode with m=t, n=0. Thus during the ELM the plasma shifts

downwards, reaching its lowest position in several hundred microseconds, and then it

moves upwards reaching its highest position in about a millisecond. Interpretation of soft

X-ray data during ELMs is complicated by transient, highly local radiation sources.

However, supporting evidence for the plasma movement is given by lines of sight not

intercepting such sources, The position of the plasma current centroid, as determined

from the current moment method, is shown in tig. 4. This supports the observation of a

downward movement followed by an upward movement, and indicates the size of the

movement is i1cm. Fig. 4 also shows that during the downward movement little poloidal

flux penetrates through the vessel. The plasma boundary displacement can therefore be

calculated from llux compression between the plasma boundary and the wall: 5209,,” = A20

88/ Bio. where A20 :initial plasmawall distance, 58,, : change in B3 at top oi vessel, B,,.,-, =

equilibrium field at top of vessel. The upward movement can also be estimated by this

method, but is only accurate to a factor of ~2, due to partial flux penetration (see fig, 4).

Such estimates give agreement with the centroid calculation, so that the perturbation

might be approximated with a ’rigid body’ displacement. in addition, this procedure allows
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the movement to be determined from more abundant dB/dt data. Fig. 5 shows such
estimates for several ELMs plotted against the Dailight intensity. These suggest that larger
ELMs can produce larger displacements, and that the upward overshoot is typically larger
than the downward movement, by a factor of —2.

Fig. 6 shows infra—red camera data on the divertor target before and during an ELM,
showing an increase in the strike zone separation during the ELM. The change is too large
to be a result of the bulk plasma movement described above, so the existence of SOL
currents is suggested. This is supported by Langmuir probe measurements of SOL
currents of order 10kA, intercepted by the divertor target during ELMs [1]. A toroidal
current of order 10kA, transferred from the main plasma current is also predicted by
consideration of spilling of hot electrons into the SOL during an ELM [2].

interpretation
The vertical speed of the JET plasma is stabilised by a control system, A simplified model

C V CJ 1/for this has been given [3], [4]. This has the form lpZp =fi+1i++rfl, Zp =

plasma current centroid vertical position; VR = voltage to radial field coil, proportional to
plasma speed, allowing for amplifier characteristic (iriOkV max., 9 levels); 7 = natural
instability growth rate; I," =effective radial field penetration time with divertor configuration;
fz =arbitrary vertical force applied to plasma. For an ELM with a 122cm downzup
movement ratio, the model suggests a force waveform fl as in fig. 7 (The plasma position
is restored by a position control system on a time—scale of several milliseconds. This is not
included in the simulation.) Scaling up this fz waveform by a factor of ~3 produces a
vertical instability in the model as shown in fig. 8. The forces on the plasma might arise
from toroidal current transferred to the SOL during an ELM. Away from the X—point, to first
order. this does not produce a force on the plasma. However, in the X-point region a
downward force would be produced, as illustrated in fig. 9. If the SOL current than decays
faster than the current recovers in the confined plasma, e.g. due to an impurity influx, an
upward force could be generated due to the weaker poloidal field near the X~point
compared with the top of the plasma.

Future Work
Further work is needed in diagnosing the SOL currents. understanding the resultant forces
and the effect on the strike zones. The ELM database studied needs to be expanded, and
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data from soft X-ray and infra-red cameras, Langmuir probes and magnerics need to be

correlated. A multi«machine scaling study of the movement would be valuable to assess

implications for ITER.
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Introduction

The most common core instability affecting plasma performance is the sawtooth crash.
Although the precise mechanism of this n=i, m=l perturbation is not fully understood
[1, 2, 3, 4], its effect on thermal plasmas, clearly visible from measurements of SXR and
ECE, leads to a strong redistribution of thermal ions [5, G, 7]. In contrast to the results for
thermal plasmas, Marcus [8, Q} has used measurements of neutron flux to show that the
spatial distribution nfslowing down lMeV tritons produced by DD fusion is only weakly
altered by the sawtooth crash. Understanding the nature of the interaction between the
sawtooth and fast particles is crucially important, as in an ignited fusion reactor heated
by alpha particles, the core heating efficiency will depend on their containment whilst
they thermalize. In this paper we use the guiding centre code HAGIS [10} to study
the behaviour of energetic particles during a sawtooth crash and make comparisons with
experimental measurements.

Experimental evidence of fast particle redistribution

The clearest evidence showing the effect of a sawtooth crash on fast particles comes from
measurement of neutron emission. Fusion in a deuterium plasma results either in the
formation of a neutron (energy 2.5MeV) and a ”lie ion, or a proton and a triton with
energy lMeV. A secondary flux of neutrons with energy 14MeV can result from fusion
of these tritons with deuterium. Although tritons are born with energy lMeV, their
reactivity peaks at 200keV (this is for a. single triton fusing with a. stationary deuteron).

Measurements of neutron emission in JET have been carried out using two fan-shaped
multi-collimator cameras, with ten horizontal channels and nine vertical channels. The
neutron detectors are designed to detect unscattercd neutrons in each oftwo energy ranges,
whilst filtering out the background gamma—ray radiation.

Discharge 26087 used 15MW of pure deuterium neutral beam injection to achieve the
highest D-D neutron yield in JET at the time. The heating was applied from 12 to
14 secs after initiation of the discharge during which time the 2.5MeV global emission
increased to peak just before a sawtooth crash at 13.47sec, apparent on SXR data. The
l4MeV neutron emission, however, persisted for another 500msec as is evident from the
radialcuts of ‘2-diineusional profiles for 2.5MeV and 14MeV neutrons shown in figure 1
[8]. Statistical analyses of similar but lower performance discharges indicate identical
behaviour {9}.

A useful insight can be gained from calculating the fractional beam~thermal contribution
(Fm) to the total yield of 2.5MeV neutrons at the time of the crash. This has been
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computed for a number of discharges using TRANSP and figure 2 [9} shows plots of the
emissivity profile widths on the mid—plane as a function of FM, Just before the crash,
the profile. width is an increasing function of PM. This is because as the density rises.
the beam deposition profile broadens due to reduced penetration and, eoincidently, the
beam—beam contribution decreases because of the reduced beam density. Just after the
crash, the emissivity profile width is approximately constant. Plotted on the same graph,
the 14MeV neutron data from discharge 26087, appears consistent with the observations
of 2.5MeV neutrons.

In summary, sawtooth crashes are observed to affect the flux of 2.5Me‘r’ neutrons strongly,
but not the flux of 14MeV neutrons. These differences are most probably due to features of
the hot. particle distributions. Before the crash, the FWHIVI (full width at half maximum
peak value) of the 2.5M0V neutrons is between 30% and 60% of the post-crash FWHM,
whereas the FWHM of the 14MeV neutron flux increases by less then 10% during the
Crash, Plotting the beam-thermal contribution (obtained from TRANSP simulations)
versus the FWHM pre- and postrcrash indicates that the results from both neutron species
are consistent.

HAGIS simulations

This section describes simulations that have been carried out to study the effect of a
sawtooth crash on a population of energetic particles. The sawtooth behaviour is based
on a model proposed by Gimblctt and Iiastie [4] in which a n:l,m=l magnetic island
grows until the pressure gradient at its separatrix triggers a ‘crash' characterised by rapid
stocliastization of the central core. The post-crash equilibrium is reached by performing
a Taylor-relaxation of the core region. In the simulations, an 11:1. mzl cigenn‘iode
computed by the linear resistive nilid code CASTOR [ill is increased from zero amplitude
over a resistive growth time (100uSCcs) until the plasma core is shifted by 25% of the minor
radius at which point high (mm) resistive interchange modes are triggered. Six high (nun)
modes with néi are used each with a magnitude close to the (1,1) mode, chosen to induce
stochasticity of the magnetic field lines in the core region. This was yerified by computing
a Poincare plot, following field lines from within the (1:1 region. The high(m,n) modes
decay over ltl/isecs whilst the (1,1) mode decays more slowly. The post—crash equilibrium
at the end of the simulations is taken to be identical to the pro-crash equilibrium, close
to the value predicted by Taylor-relaxation. The mode is taken to be stationary during
the simulations.

We have used the HAGlS code to follow a population of 20000 tritons with energy QUOkeV

and radial distribution of the form

fa ‘: (1 " RY

where 'R is the average normalized poloidal flux surface at which each particle crosses the
mid-plane. The initial particle conditions are obtained by first constructing a grid in 1l
(poloidal flux), 0 (poloidal angle) and E (energy) and integrating the distribution function
in each grid cell. Values of the radial function 731 are obtained by expressing it as a function
of the equilibrium constants of motion pg, E, u, (1),: is toroidal angular momentum and
[t is the adiabatic invariant). From this, a cumulative probability function gCF/(i) (i E
grid cell label) is computed describing the probability of particle occupancy. Since the
function gcpf(i) is a monotonic function, the ‘rcciprocal’ function “Hap/l is single-valued

and can be readily calculated. Noting that the argument. to this function lies between 0
and 1, we use a random number generator to obtain a set of initial particle conditions.
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Simulations have been carried out for the cases of purely ("o—passing, counter-passing
and trapped distribution functions where in the latter case, the magnetic field at the
bounce tips is the value on the magnetic axis. Before considering the effect of the
sawtooth, preliminary HAGIS simulations were carried out in the absence of helical
magnetic perturbations to check that the particle diatributions did not evolve in time.
in the presence of the sawtooth, simulations predict a clear flattening of the radial profile
in each of the three cases. This is illustrated for the case of a trapped distribution with
profile index 7:8 shown in figure 3. The dominant effect on the profile is seen to be
through the (1,1) mode. During the pro-crash phase, the growing (1,1) mode results in
a peak electric potential of about 31(V. Resonant interaction of particles is observed. For
each particle distribution, the equilibrium invariants PC and E are not conserved and
the originally monoienergetic particle distributions broaden. In addition, for (Lo-passing
particles there is an overall loss of energy to the \I. ave \lsliereas counter-passing particles
experience an overall energy gain. By Comparison= the client of the high (nan) modes
during the crash phase is much less since the elettric field is a 1/71 smaller.

The eflect of the sawtooth crash on other radial distributions was deduced from the
previous simulations which were obtained with 7:8 by al‘ipropriatcly weighting each
particle i.e. for a particle. '1' with initial R: 73,, thi- weighting is

my
(1* 73:)“

mi:

The profile coefficient 'y was varied over a wide range and the number of particles close
to the. niidplane ( |zl < 2cm) plotted versus 7. The results, shown in figure 4, display
the profile widths before and after the crash. The ell'eci of the sawtooth on particle
redistribution is greatest with an initially peaked profile. 11 is also clear that the final
radial particle distribution is almost independent of the initial conditions. Both these
effects are in agreement with experimental observations shown in figure ‘2.

Summary

The l-lAGlS code has been used to model experimental observations of fast particle
redistribution duringr a sawtooth Crinill. Simulations carried out with purely (tn-passing,
counter—passing and trapped QOUkeV partiv'les predict that in each case the radial profiles
are flattened. The effect is greatest with initially peaked profiles and the filial profile
width is almost independent of initial conditions, These results are in agreement with
observations. In addition, the simulations predict resonant. interaction of particles leading
to a broadened energy distribution and an overall loss or gain of energy for the case of
co—pafising and counter-passing particle distributions.
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INTRODUCTION. Limitations of stable plasma operation due to magnetic field errors
(‘error' fields). arising front unavoidable misalignment of the tokamak magnetic configuration
and non-symmetry of the in-vesscl mechanical construction, are expected to give rise to
significant problems in the design of future large tokamaks such as ITER, However. non—linear
dynamic of the MHD perturbations observed in various experiments complicates predictions of
the ‘locked' modes in future tokamaks and prevents design of the reliable stabilisation tecluiiques.
To reveal physical mechanisms involved in the processes of mode ‘locking' in regimes with
plasma parameters approaching those in future reactors (relatively low level of impurities. high
electron temperature and density at the plasma edge. relatively slow plasma rotation) dynamic of
the MHD modes driven by the external helical magnetic field is analysed in olunically and
auxiliary heated plasma in JET pumped divertor configuration. Extemal ‘quasi-static' (DC) and
rotating (AC) helical magnetic fields at JET are generated by system of four saddle-like coils
(SC) placed inside vacuum vessel at the lower part of the torus [l]. Non-linear dynamic of the
magnetic perturbations is compared with ‘phenomenological‘ model in order to predict effect of
the ‘error‘ field on operation of the future tokamaks (lTER). Initial experiments with
compensation of the error field and delay of the mode locking are analysed.
l. CONDITIONS OF THE ‘LOCKED’ MODES DESTABILISATION. Conditions of
dcstabilisation of the MHD perturbations (‘penetration~ [2,3]) were studied in various plasmas at
JET by application of DC and AC magnetic fields with increasing amplitude or sweeping
frequency at the quasi stationary stage of the plasma discharges. Critical (‘threshold') amplitude
ofthe external magnetic field leading to destabilisation of MHD modes depends in a complicated
way on the plasma parameters and geometry of the experiments. As in previous experiments
[2.3], ‘threshold‘ amplitude of the external DC field increases with the electron density in
ohmically heated plasma (Fig. la). ‘Penetration‘ thresholds are smaller in plasma with low safety
factor at the plasma edge (see also [4]). Increase of the ‘penetration‘ thresholds in present
experiments at JET with single null divertor (SND) in comparison with previous experiments
with limiter configuration [4] can be associated with the reduction of the impurities (Zqflv <l_7)

(see Fig. lb). Only small decay of the destabilisation threshold with auxiliary power was observed
in experiments with RF heating (Pa. up to IOMW ). while application of the neutral beam

injection leads to considerable increase of the “thresholds even at moderate auxiliary power
(PHfiZMW). Such increase is associated with fast rotation ofthe bulk plasma induced due to the
toroidal momentum from the injected particles (see Fig. 1c). Modification of the ‘thresholds' in
plasma with various toroidal magnetic field imbalance (‘ripples‘) [I] is also correlated with
different angular velocity of the bulk plasma rotation in respect to the external DC field (see
Fig.1c). ,

Resonance dependence of the ‘threshold' on the relative rotation of the external field and
bulk plasma was also observed in the experiments with destabilisation of the rotating MHD
modes by rotating external tnagnetic field (see Figld). Magnetic AC fields with various
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frequencies of rotation were applied in the experiments at smiilar plasma conditions in olimicall)
heated plasma [5],
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Fig. l, Locked modes ‘tlircsholds' in JET

ll. SIMULATION OF THE TEARING MODE DRlVEN BY THE EXTERNAL

MAGNETlC FIELD. MHD perturbations driven by the extenially applied magnetic field in

JET are analysed with the use of single fluid ‘phenomenologieal~ MHD model I6] based on

numerical studies of electromagnetic, inertial and viscous effects in rotated plasma

simultaneously with analysis of the magnetic field diffusion in viscous-resistive layer around the

resonance surface [7,8]. Dynamic of the magnetic perturbations at the resonance surface entered
two distinctive regimes [7] subject to the bulk plasma parameters and amplitude of the magnetic

perturbations. In the non-linear regime [7] magnetic field perturbations are represented by single

ni=2,n=l tearing mode rotating in the toroidal direction. Free boundary tearing mode stability

parameter (A'u) is calculated on the base of the current density profile determined from the

magnetic equilibrium. Magnetic islands are entrained in incompressible ‘phenomcnological‘

viscous fluid [7] rotating in the toroidal direction. Parameters ofthe model were determined from
the best fit to the experimentally observed behaviour of the MHD modes.

Model allows to describe experimentally observed ‘t'nresholds‘ of the MHD modes driven

by extcmal magnetic field in various plasma conditions using the same set of free parameters

[2.9! Model also describes resonance frequency dependences of the driven MHD perturbations.
growth of the ‘tiireshold~ with the electron density and dependence on power of the auxiliary

heating and magnetic ‘ripples‘.
To clarify the predictions of locked modes dynamic in future tokamaks numerical model

designed for analysis of the experiments at JET was used for simulation of the tearing modes

stability in tokamaks Dlll—D and Compass-C [2.3]. Analysis allows to establish the parameters of

a phenomenological model for tokamaks of different size. Specified set of the "free~ parameters

[9| is used for simulation of dynamic of the locked modes in tokamak lTER [10]. ‘Penetratiou‘

threshold increases with frequency of rotation of the ‘phenomenological‘ plasma fluid around the

q=2 surface (see Fig.2a). For default set of the plasma parameters [2,9] ‘threshold' becomes
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higher than Br: /&(r = r,,>= 2-10" at frequency (um(0)=l7OHz and ‘reconnection‘ time scale
1/3 5/52.1 z'H 2'”‘ iA-u rs w

exclude very small ‘penetration' threshold in lTER (Bra /B,(r= rp) 2 2-105) if the
‘recomiection‘ time is similar to one in present experiments in JET [Tmfl =0095ec] (see also
previous prediction [3.71). Results of the analysis are summarised in Finb using diagram
introduced in [I ll

r “,2 = 3.7 sec (2' [7]). However, present numerical simulations can notI
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Fig,2, Simulations ofthe ‘locked‘ modes thresholds in lTER.

Ill. PARTIAL COMPENSATION OF THE INTRINSIC ERROR FIELD AND DELAY
OF THE MODE ‘LOCKlNG‘. Initial experiments were made in order to identify and
partially compensate ‘intrinsic‘ error field at JET, It was observed that in the similar plasma
conditions destabilisation thresholds of the MHD modes difi‘er up 10'25% for different polarities
of the currents in the saddle coils providing various angular orientation of the external field in
respect to the ‘intrinsic' error field (see Fig.3av). This difference is equivalent to the ‘error‘ field
aflsm75+0404T mtm‘mmwmm‘qfi wmw UQ=2%m,rd=QhL
: : 0,25m . k : I 4 ). which is in agreement with results of numerical calculations [12].

33) '
I I

a 270 -
i I Fig,3a. Toroidal dependence of the
q; 130 ‘ locked modes ‘threshold' in JET.
"gr I Partial compensation of the ‘intrinsic‘
2 go ‘ error field is observed in the case at
m I . .E O angular posmon around BS degree

5 I I
~m I t 1 r -

1.0 1.5 20 25 3.0
BmgnJO).(1043Tm3)

Application of the rotating external magnetic field allows one to keep rotation of the
MHD mode till at least two—three times larger amplitude of the magnetic perturbations than one
of the ‘natural‘ MHD mode (see Figt3.b), Such enhancement is in agreement with the numerical
simulations and demonstrates possibilities of application of the SC system for delay of the mode
locking prior disruptions.
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CONCLUSIONS. Application of the helical magnetic field perturbations in JET allowed to

reveal conditions of destabilisation ofthe ‘qtiasiatatic‘ (locked) and rotating MHD modes in the

reactor relevant plasma conditions. Non-linear dynamic model of the process is identified by

comparison with numerical simulations. Numerical simulations predict a large variation of the

‘threshold' of locked modes in future tokamaks (3,2 / B, E (0.1— 3) >4. 10‘”) subject to the

plasma parameters specified for the machines. The low ‘threshold. value predicted for lTER

under certain conditions \vili necessrtate the use of active techniques for compensating error

fields. lnitial experiments demonstrated that partial compensation of the natural error field leads

to increase of the locked modes ‘thrcshold‘ up to 25%. Application of the rotating magnetic field

allows to maintain rotation of the driven MHD modes up to two times larger amplitude of the

magnetic perturbation than one of the ‘naturally‘ destabilised modes and thus delay locking of the

driven modes prior disruptions.
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Introduction
Experiments have been performed in the JET pumped divertor to study the stability of plasmas

in the presence of rotating applied fields and to investigate the possibility of stabilising disruptions by
magnetic feedback control ofthe n=l precursor mode,
Experimental Arrangement

The disruption feedback stabilisation system (DFSS) is based on a set of 4 saddle coils
mounted inside the JET vacuum vessel, each consisting of}? turns and covering approximately 90°
toroidally and 60° poloidally (Fig. I). 'I‘oroidally opposite pairs of saddle coils are coupled in an n=I
arrangement and each pair of coils is driven by an amplifier capable of operating in the range O‘lkHz
at currents of up to IRA, and in the range l-lOkI-Iz at currents of up to 1/f kA/kllz Lownn, n:l
rotating precursor modes are detected by a set of four pick-up coils, and a counteracting magnetic
field is generated by the four saddle coils driven by the amplifiers with an appropriate amplitude and
phase A sophisticated digital controller, based on a set of six C40 processors, has been developed to
integrate measurements from the magnetic pick-up coils and from Rogowski coils monitoring currents
in the saddle coils, This controller, cycling at up to ZOOkHZ, corrects the magnetic picksup signals for
known sources of error, such as the plasma response and vacuum vessel eddy currents, and calculates
the amplitude and phase ofthc required currents in each pair of saddle coils
Theoretical Basis

The theoretical framework on which the experiment is based is a modified version of
Rutherford’s theory for the growth of a magnetic island, The island time evolution is given by the well
known equation: w : r}A‘/,u,, For the control to be efiective we require that k 2 riA'y’Zm, where k is

the ratio ofthe island magnetic field and that produced by the feedback system at the resonant surface
(gain ofthe loop)l
Experimental Details

A typical diverted equilibrium in JET has minor radius a=l,05m, vertical displacement
2,, =0 3m, elongation k=lt6, radius of the q=2 resonant surface TS:0,75 A numerical code has been

used to calculate the vacuum magnetic field components produced by JET saddle coils when the shape
and position of the resonant surface is changed ni=2 magnetic fields on the resonant surface in the
range 0.8 + 2 x to A T are expected Many different poloidal components are generated. Note that for
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rotating fields, the interaction with the wall reduces the field amplitude by about 40% and changes

their phases with respect to the DC field.

In addition, the presence ofa plasma column changes the detected magnetic field at the wall.

This so-called ‘plasma response’ (Fig. 2) is a strong function of the equilibrium parameters of the

plasma However, it is found that the response in JET is independent of the driving frequency of the

external fields while it is linearly proportional to the amplitude ofthe saddle coil current. Observations

are consistent with a simple theory based on the assumption that each surface reflects the magnetic

field component with which it is resonant.

Production of Rotating Tearing Modes

Rotating tearing modes can be induced in the plasma by applying a rotating magnetic field.

Such modes are locked to the external field frequency and reach an amplitude which is at least 3 times

larger than naturally growing tearing modes before locking to the walll, The threshold of mode

generation is a function of the driving frequency and has a minimum around the natural frequency of

the mode in the plasma, as expected on the basis of Hender»Fitzpatrick theory?

Feedback Control of Tearing Modes

lnitial experiments on the feedback stabilisation of naturally growing tearing modes were

performed during the Mk1 divertor campaign. The applied current during these experiments was,

however, severely limited, to approximately 30% of the design value, to avoid the possibility of

electromagnetic resonances causing damage to the saddle coils. This limitation will be substantially

eased in the future due to strengthening of the saddle coils and to improvements in the saddle coil

protection system.
The feedback control loop was initially closed in vacuum to investigate the intrinsic stability of

the system and oscillations (even at low loop gains) were seen at around l3kHz, This instability,

which is due to the poor feedthrough compensation for high frequencies, can be prevented by filtering

ofthe signals and by carefiJl feedthrough compensation.

The loop was subsequently closed in the presence of naturally growing tearing modes which

preceded density limit dismptions (Fig. 3). The controller generated fields with the correct phase and

amplitude, indicating that the controller logic Operated correctly and that the various corrections had

been implemented properly. However, the magnetic islands usually grew too fast and locked before

the precursor could be stabilised - it is not expected that the feedback control system will be powerful

enough to suppress modes once they have grown to a sufficient amplitude for locking to the vessel

wall (several Gauss in ET) A first estimation of the instability parameter A' and of the loop gain

k/r, (Fig. 4) confirms that in the pulses studied an increased current capability, together with early

detection of the growing islands, would be required to permit suppression of the precursor mode.

Besides, with the present limitations in the system design, the modes were not controlled in speed and

thus locking could not be prevented.

Modelling of Feedback Stabilisation Experiments

A numerical model3 of the feedback control system, including a realistic model ofthe evolution

of the internal mhd mode in the presence of externally applied fields, has been developed and detailed

simulations of the control system have been performed. They reproduce with good accuracy the real

behaviour of the system and can give useful information about the efficiency of the control. For
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example. In shot 35221 the natural growth rate of a magnetic island changed abruptly when the
feedback was switched on. Comparison of real signals with simulated ones suggests that, being the
mode close to saturation, the feedback gain was actually big enough to completely stabilise the island

Conclusions
Initial experiments with the disruption feedback stabilisation system in JET have allowed many

aspects of the physics of magnetic island evolution in the presence of externally applied fields to be
investigated. In addition, the operation ofthe control loop has been explored and phenomena such as
the vacuum feedthrough and plasma response have been quantified. Analysis ot‘these first experiments
indicates that the control loop functioned correctly, but that limitations in the power capability ofthe
system, related to the mechanical stresses in the saddle coils, prevented the system from stabilising
disruption precursor modes. Simulations ofthe operation ofthe control loop using a numerical model
have yielded insight into the physics of the control problem and should allow an understanding to be
developed of the role of various processes in determining the behaviour of magnetic islands during
feedback stabilisation experiments.

On the basis ofthe operating experience, the control system has been substantially upgraded in
advance of the forthcoming experimental campaign. An improved protection system has now been
installed which should permit the system to reach its fiJil current capability of 3kA. In addition,
improvements in the trigger logic of the controller should allow modes with an amplitude of only
ZOuT at the vessel wall to be detected, a substantial improvement over the present detection threshold
of SOuT. As a final significant improvement, the upgraded controller will be able to control not only
the mode amplitude but also its rotation frequency, and this will provide an important additional
feature to increase the likelihood of achieving mode stabilisation. Overall, the disruption feedback
stabilisation system should prove a powerful tool, not only in addressing the question of disruption
control, but also in studying the physics oftearing mode evolution in tokamak plasmas.
References
l. Lazzaro E., Nave M F, Phys. Fluids, 31 (1988) 1623.
2 Fitzpatrick R., Nuclear Fusion, 33 (1993) 1049.
3. Savrukhin P. et al., Numerical simulations ofteedback control of coupled tearing modes at JET, Jet
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ICRH in Hot-Ion H—modes in JET

G.A.Cottrell, C.Gormezano, A.Howman, T.Jones, P.J,Lomas, F.Rirnini, R.Sartori, GSips,

D.F.H.Start

IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3EA, UK.

In JET the NBI-produced ELM—free hot-ion H-mode plasma has generated the highest DD

fusion reaction rate (RDD) and therefore represents one of the leading modes for high fiision

performance in the next DT phase of operations. The work presented here examines the role of

adding ICRH to hot-ion H-mode plasmas.

RF TN HOT-ION H—MODES
The plasma has triangularity 6 E 0.25, expanded flux surfaces in the divertor and low

recycling — conditions not optimised for ICRH coupling. Two discharges in Fig.1 had central ion

temperatures TI0 > 20 keV and were pro—heated by similar LHCD powers to drive off—axis

current, maintaining q(0) > 1, and suppress sawteeth prior to the main heating phase [1] Pulse

No. 34454 had both ICRF (6MW) and NB] (l7MW) heating. ICRH was in the H—minority

regime with near-axial resonance The NBI-only reference (Pulse No 34443), was heated with

16 MW, The discharges terminate by an ELM and sawtooth collapse. ICRH enhances RDD as

well as total plasma energy content ‘ the latter is due to the increased heating power, an

increased thermal confinement time, and the energy content of the lCRH fast ions. The fast ion

content has been subtracted from the measured energy to estimate the thermal energy. The

thermal confinement time was normalised to the lTERH93-P scaling law to derive the H-factor

H : "(E/193 where:

193 (sec) = 0.035 (IF/MA)I “5 (n/lO‘°in")” '7 (Br/T)on (QIVfMW)“7(R/m)' ”EWKU‘K‘M“ , (l)

and QL is the heat flux across the boundary. Fig. 2 shows the thermal H~factor is up to 30%

larger during the combined heating case. The TRANS? code was used to analyse the

improvement in global confinement. At t = 16.75 and in the interval (0.3 < r/a < 0.7), there are

similar values of electron thermal diffusivity; 1: ~ (0.5 i 0.25) m1 s" for both pulses, values

typical of those in JET hot-ion H—modes. Thus the enhancement in the global confinement found

when lCRH was added cannot be explained by a change in 1: However the ICRF heating profile

is more peaked than that ofthe NBI. About 85% oftlie total ICRH power is found within r/a :-

0 4 whereas only 45% of the total NBI power is found in that region. We expect the more

centrally condensed ICRH power deposition to increase the H-factor by only ~10% compared

with the 30% measured increase. A model [2] which agrees with the experimental results is
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based on a neo-classical boundary condition at the separatrix, representing an edge transport
barrier and is derived assuming the energy loss is related to direct losses of trapped ions. QL (=
kn“2 ) is independent of the edge plasma temperature and is constant for constant edge density
and,

dW/dt=P-QL (D

For constant n., and input power P, W = WO + (P-Qgt, where W0 is the energy content at the
time of barrier formation Thus both W and TE [= W/(P-dW/dt)], increase linearly with time: TE
= to + (P/QL - l)t where To = WOIQL. Since QL is constant, we see from Eq.(l) that 193 is only
weakly dependent on time through the density evolution and predict that H should increase
approximately in proportion with time. Moreover dI-L’dt depends on applied power,

dH/dt = (1/193) (P/QL - l). (3)

In Pulse No. 34454, we estimate QL ~ lOMW and calculate the fractional increase in dH/dt
produced by ICRF finding the H-factor should increase ‘-1.4 times more rapidly than in Pulse
No. 34443, in agreement with the observed ratio of~1.3 ofthe slopes in Fig.2.

To exploit the potential benefit of this configuration, further optimisation is required. If
we rate the performance of 3MA hot—ion H-modes in terms of Rm, pulse No, 34454 ranks highly
at 70% of the best performing 3MA discharge. This latter pulse was with NBI only and achieved
its performance because the ELM-free period persisted for over twice as long. With lower
recycling and improved stability [3], NBI can produce higher performance than in Pulse No.
34443. Adding ICRF/LHCD can certainly improve performance of the best NBI plasmas fither,
provided the ELM-free period is maintained, by optimising shear at the edge which normally
decreases at low internal inductance.

HIGH ELECTRON TEMPERATURES
A record central electron temperature of Tw= lSkeV has been produced by RF + NBI

heating in a hot ion H-mode (Fig.3). The H-mode was produced by 9MW of N81 which was
progressively stepped down whilst the RF power was ramped up to 4MW. As a result, both the
stored energy and the density reach stationary values during the H—phase. Tc0 reached lSkeV
when nco = 4 x 10l9m'3 and T‘o = l2keV. H = 2,5 - 3 depending on whether the fast ion energy
content is included. T:0 is plotted in Fig. 4 for hot ion and RF H—modes in 3MA triangular
configurations and for RF-H-modes in 2.5MA discharges that simulate the JET “gas box"
divertor configuration. For the hot ion cases, the data lie in the same region as those from pellet
enhanced performance H-modes (PEP + H) and hot electron modes obtained in the l99l/92
experimental campaign. Fig. 4 also shows, for comparison, the scaling of T10 with PNBl/nga-
Similar values ofTm and To are obtained for the same values of P/n:0 implying similar core values
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0f1: and X.- In 3MA, RF-only H-modes, T:0 increases linearly up to Pkg/nc0 = 3 x l0‘19 m3 MW.
Above this, T“, increases less rapidly possibly either due to fast ion orbit broadening of the

electron heating profile or an adverse scaling of x: with temperature A non-linear behaviour is

evident in the 2‘5MA "gas box" divertor data in which T:0 saturates at 9keV. TRANSP radial

profiles ofxc for the RF H-mode Pulse No. 34046 and the hot ion H-mode, Pulse No. 34242, at
the time of maximum Tco shows that, for the hot ion H-mode, x: is about half that in the RF H-
mode. In the ZSMA "gas box" divertor plasma with the highest P/nco, x: (r/a = 0.3) ~ 3m2/s or

about twice as large as that for the RF H—mode. For the hot ion H-mode Xi ~l.5 Xe As Ta (and

fig) increase, the fraction of power absorbed by the electrons - by electron Landau damping +

TTMP - also increases. This concentrates the power deposition in the core, ameliorating the

orbit—broadening of the MeV fast ion heating profile. [3“, is a factor of two greater in the hot ion

H-mode compared with the RF-only H-mode case. In Pulse No. 34242 the direct electron
damping is 15% ofthe input power compared with 6% in Pulse No. 34046. A variation amongst

the 3MA discharges was Pulse No. 35297 in which SMW of ICRH with resonance ~ 0.3m on the

high field side produced Te0 = lOkeV at nag = 2‘7 x 1019m'3. This T:o is higher than those

obtained for the same P/n=0 with axial resonance in the 3MA RF-only H-modes (Fig. 4).

TRANSP shows a core xe value similar to that for the hot ion H-mode and about half that for the
RF-only H-modei

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The injection of fast waves into 3MA hot ion H—modes has increased the normalised

thermal energy content by up to 30% compared with that achieved by beam heating alone.
TRANSP analysis has established that there is no change in the thermal diffiisivity. The
enhancement is too large to be produced by the centrally localised nature of the ICRH alone, but
is consistent with an interpretation in terms of an edge confinement barrier which maintains an
energy loss independent of the plasma energy content. With this model, the H—factor increases
with time at a rate which increases with the input power.

Central electron temperatures of ~ lSkeV have been obtained in both RF-only and hot
ion H—modes, close to the anticipated electron temperature in ITER at ignition, namely Tto =
l9keV. The temperature gradient and the electron toroidal beta are similar to the expected
values in ITER, but the density in JET is three times lower. These data indicate that ICRH is an
effective heating method — especially when its basic advantages — central heating independent of
density and no fuelling at the edge - are fully exploited.

REFERENCES
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A DESCRIPTION OF ELM-FREE H-MODES IN TERMS OF A NEOCLASSICAL EDGE

BARRIER AND A ‘MLVED’ MODEL FOR ENERGY AND PARTICLE TRANSPORT

A. Cheruhini, B Balet, N Deliyanakis, M, Erba, R.Giannella, N C. Hawkes, V,V, Parail! L. Pane, A Rookes,

E. Springmann, A. Taroni
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INTRODUCTION:

High performance in NET ELM-free H modes appears to be related to the edge temperature, which can reach

several kul"s. contributing up to halfof the stored energy A model to compute these edge values must then

be given in order to predict plasma confinement. The existence of a neoclassical transport barrier was

assumed in [1/ transport inside the separatrix is reduced to ion neoclassical values on a width scaling with the

ion poloidal Lamior radius pm In this work we extend that model to include plateau effects, and most

imponantly include particle transport, using the IETTO transport. Particle confinement and recycling

conditions are shown to be crucial factors for energy confinement and the evolution of the discharge as

observed in experiments.

ENERGY TRANSPORT MODEL IN THE CORE PLASMA:

We use a 'miXEd’ transport model [2], which combines a gyroBohm (1w = 3,, E V7L/HTI ) and a Bohm-

like term (1,, :cE(VP,/n,B,)q=a-‘ <vz/r an“)

I. : In ‘l' 1:12

1.: 21H + I'm +zm,

This model can be used to describe both L and H modes, due to the non local dependence ofthe Bohm-like

term on l.}‘_ E< VI; / 7; 1,)“, the electron temperature scalelength averaged in the outer 20% ofthe radius,

excluding the transport barriers

EDGE TRANSPORT BARRIER,

We assume that in H modes, free from ELMs or other MED activity, all transport coefficients are reduced to

ion neoclassical values, on a width ~pg. inside the separatrix In the banana regime, relevant to IET high

performance shots, the heat loss from the edge then scales as: Qmwnazimh’pu, ~Zrl7na2r/p, and particle losses

as Far Qm 7},

An important energy loss term is due to charge exchange with cold neutrals: Pct—«1‘97; where 17; is the

neutral influx from the edge We write Fri—M's. with 5" taking into account any sources in addition to the

l00% recycling When 5' is small compared to the outgoing flux I'm, then Fur/"MIL, and so total energy

losses will retain the neoclasstcal scaling, Additional energy losses due to radiation PMD are included in the

simulations, but are often negligible
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The scalings change when the edge approaches the plateau regime, when v.30] The energy losses are not

independent of Ta anymore Q~na Tu], and a pedestal saturation is expected

From the given scalings some conclusions can immediately be drawn

a)The best confinement will require low edge density, and low recycling conditions (wall conditioning)

b) Steady state can be reached only in three Ways‘ stepping down the input power 1’, increasing nu up to

,. 47’ ; elming or other additional energy losses (cg increased radiation)

c) While It, remains low (ie heat loss Q~nf small compared to P), a situation of near thermal ntnaway is

created, with ”IMP-Q Typically both W and Tu rise on a timescale faster than It“. so the plasma hits a local ,6-

Iimit (eg ELM. ‘slow roll over', etc) before reaching steady state. This is typically the case of IET high

performance discharges

In the JETTO code the transport barrier can be simulated in two ways Either it can be taken into account

explicitly, reducing all transport coefficients appropriately on a few mesh points close to the separatrix, or the

neoclassical fluxes can be imposed as Neumann boundary conditions, thus solving the transport equations only

tip to the transport barriers The two methods have been shown to be equivalent (see later), but the former

allows coupling with SOL codes, as EDGEZD [3], and thus further validation against SOL measurements

Semiprcdictive simulations, r e. imposing the density profile From measurements, have been initially used to

check sortie of the dependencies predicted by the model A series of discharges was performed scanning

density and current and optimizing the configuration for edge measurements, All relevant plasma

characteristics were successfully reproduced, even for shots with the edge approaching the plateau regime,

These simulations support the dependencies of the model on current and collisionality, but given the

importance ofnm modelling of particle transport is required

FL'LL ENERGY AND PARTICLE SIMULATIONS ()F ELM FREE H MODES

The :\'Bl particle deposition profile is a very important ingredient in the analysis This was obtained from the

TRANSP Montecarlo package The source profile of edge cold neutrals is computed by the code FRANTIC,

with the total ittllurt given by rg—rrmr 3' When simulating an experimental discharge. A" can be imposed to

reproduce the total particle content

We describe the particle flow by using only an ‘effectit'e' diffusion term: I)“, :f(p))_’( l./(l, + 1,) The

radral function/(p) was chosen in one ofthc shots in order to reproduce the shape of the measured density

profiles and the magnitude of [7,, and then kept constant in different shots It turns out that lit order to

reproduce the experimental density profilesflp) must decrease from [(0);] tot/(0‘0. I, though its exact Form

cannot be precisely determined (linear was used) This result can be interpreted as an indication for the

existence of an inward pinch localized in the outer region ofthe plasma, in agreement with similar results from

ohmic mode/3].

All the main experimental measurements of hot-ion H modes have been satisfactorily reproduced, when S’

is given as above Typical density and temperatures profiles computed for a very high performance shot are
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given in Fig.1.2, together with experimental ones. Relevant time traces are given in Fig.3. The neutral flux [‘0

grows up to ~2 103’s", in good agreement with the SOL modelling and measurements [4/
To study the effect of recycling conditions we have scanned S”. and run the Simulations for a time longer

than the experimental MED-free period (usually <It2 r), Fig.4 shows the predicted time evolution for the

stored energy: Fusion reaction rate, and neutral influx: increasing 5' causes higher nu and lower Ta, leading to

an increase in rm (and so QM, ) even bigger than S’ itself.

it is clear that low recycling is essential to high performance. Higher neutral influx will induce lower pedestal

temperatures and increase transport everywhere. via ISL'. Natural saturation and even degradation ofthe high

confinement phase is observed (Fig 4), because 71;, grows in time ~linearly and so energy losses with —r’ , but

the timescale on which saturation appear depends on recycling conditions, and it can be longer than the M'HD

free period.

The degradation of confinement can also be caused by an impurity influx: the increase in edge 2,” enhances

I'm _ and hence both Qm and Pay, reducing pedestal and confinement (the increased radiation will also play a

role) This effect can be used to simulate experimental confinement degradation (‘slow roll over'), assuming a

trigger event (Ml-ID) to increase 2,3:[5]

CONCLUSIONS:

The neoclassical transport barrier coupled with the ‘mixed' transport model provides a reasonable

description ofthe ELM—free H—mode. The scalings for energy and particle losses have been derived and tested

in numerical simulations of experimental discharges.

Simulation of particle flows requires an ‘efi‘ective' diffusion decreasing towards the edge. a possible
indication for the existence of an inward pinch strongly growing in the outer region

Energy and particle transport in hot ion discharges have been successfully simulated, including the prediction

of pedestal values. High confinement is achieved when the energy losses through the barrier are small thus

leading to high pedestal values, this in turn reduces the transport coefficients throughout the plasma

The main energy losses are the predicted neoclassical heat losses and charge exchange with cold neutrals.

Low recycling (wall conditioning) and low impurity content prove to be the main factors required to maintain
the small energy losses necessary for high confinement.
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Introduction
H-mode confinement is breached by Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) expelling particles

and energy. One of the features of radiative divertor experiments is the appearance of giant
ELMs followed by a series of smaller, grassy. ELMs. These ‘compound’ ELMs are then

followed by a period of quiescent H-mode. The effect on impurity profiles of compound ELMs
can be interpreted in terms of a time varying transport model. The effect of the ELMs is seen in

the Ne'°‘ distribution inside the transport barrier [1]. During the H-phase an increase of the
more highly stripped ions (e.g. New). inside the transport barrier is accompanied by depletion
of lower charge states (e.g. Nes‘) outside the barrier and in the scrape—off layer. The build-up of

ion pressure at the transport barrier during this phase is eventually terminated by the ELM. The
JET charge exchange diagnostic of edge impurities has been absolutely calibrated. Its space
resolution of ~1cm over the 10cm edge region is used to examine changes in the edge impurity
profiles in detail. The time behaviour of the transport during ELMy H—mode and its variation as
the ELM frequency increases are examined.

Charge Exchange Measurements of Impurity Density at the Plasma Edge
The JET edge charge exchange diagnostic (ECX) consists of two sets of opposing

viewing chords positioned above and below the magnetic axis intersecting the neutral beams.
The time resolution of the instrument is determined by photon statistics; with the large impurity
densities of neon used in these experiments (~l.5% of he) the uncertainties are relatively low
and the time resolution is 20ms or better. Interpretation of the measured intensities involves
detailed consideration of the geometry and the neutral beam deposition characteristics.

The H-mode model is characterised by a narrow region of inward convection at the
plasma edge — the transport barrier. The location of the barrier is determined by the change in
slope of the ion density or ion pressure profiles. The T' profile does not respond to the ELMs
but the density gradient alters significantly [2]. The location ofthe barrier for an ELMy H—mode
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discharge is not affected by giant ELMs. In general it remains located at ~7cm inboard of the last
closed flux surface (LCFS), as calculated by the equilibrium reconstruction code.

Charge exchange measurements from the main plasma have shown that the light
(2<ZS10) impurities do not accumulate on~axis in H-mode but are peaked at r/a~0.75-0.82 [3];
with carbon and neon peaking at the same radius. The ECX measurements confum the steep
gradients at the outer part of the bulk measurements. The off—axis accumulation may be due to a
centrifugal contribution to the convective transport as a result of the plasma rotation which is
driven by the neutral beam torque. Phenomenologically this requires an outward convection in
the model.

Time Dependent Transport Modelling
The SANCO l.5~D impurity transport code has been used in all simulations. Particle

transport is described by diffusive and convective terms with the flux of each ionisation stage
given by coefficients which are a function offlux surface (‘1?) and time,

I" = —D(‘I’,t)Vnz + V(‘i’,t)nz.
The transport functions (D,V) are changed until the transport is consistent with experiment. A
limitation ofthe code is that it is not a closed description of the impurity evolution. The source
function of the influx is based on a peripheral ion stage. SANCO uses experimentally measured
TE and ne profiles. To follow the temperature evolution, fast ECE radiometric measurements of
the electron temperature profile, with spatial resolution 210m. at the edge. and temporal
resolution Zlms. are employed. The density profiles are from LIDAR measurements.

The behaviour of intrinsic carbon shows the time evolution of the change in impurity
profiles following the L-l-I transition and the build-up of impurities in quiescent H«mode. The
transition is simulated by an abrupt change in transport at a time determined by the drop in Dot.
The width and depth of the barrier were adjusted until there was agreement between the
simulated and experimental Cf” ion densities (Figure l). The simulations were constrained to
match the absolute CIIl emission. The experimental observations of a steady ramp—up of C“
inside the transport barrier and a near constancy outside arise naturally from the simulations.

In ELM—free H-mode there are no gross disparities, in the time evolution of impurity
emission, between the main vessel and the divertor. In ELMy H—mode the source of intrinsic
impurities, such as carbon, becomes localised and the SANCO model of a symmetrical influx is
no longer strictly applicable. In a radiative divertor discharge the gas puffing provides a steady
source of impurities. The source term is based on the NeVII (251 — 252p 465.22A) line since
NeVII radiates entirely in the SOL.

Compound ELMs are very suited to studying variations in the transport as they are well
spaced, Figure 2 shows the time evolution of Ne'm for a number of chords either side of the
transport barrier (at R=3.68m, LCFS at 3.75m), The simulated radial profiles match the
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experimental profiles across the barrier. In the model the transport is switched from H-mode at

the onset of the ELM and remains so for the duration of the grassy ELMs. The transport

coefficients used are shown in Figure 3. The simulations show that the convective transport

barrier (~l-2cm wide) remains in place during ELMs and the degradation in confinement is from

enhanced diffusion only. The increased diffusion is localised to a ~5cm zone inside the LCFS

and extending into the SOL. The model predicts a threshold diffusion and a sensitivity to the

height of the convective barrier. A diffusion greater than 1.0 ["254 at the edge is sufficient to

simulate the New” profiles. The ban‘ier sets a minimum velocity for outfluxing impurities with

V(r=a) ~15i2 m s". .

Time Independent Transport Modelling

With increasing ELM frequency the recovery of the H—mode phase is rapid and an

average, or time independent, transport applies. The time variations in transport are smeared out

for grassy ELMs and an average transport during the H-modc applies. A long impurity
confinement time is one of the characteristics of H—mode. A series of laser ablation experiments
were undertaken to measure the Z-dependcnce of particle confinement time in ELMy H~modes
and in Ohmic plasmas. Figure 4 shows the decay times. There is a slight (~20%) increase in

confinement in ELMy H-mode compared to ohmic discharges but this is significantly shorter
than ELM—free H-mode where up to 45 has been observed. The confinement was found to be

independent of Z.

Conclusions

A model of impurity transport during H-mode shows that the losses caused by
compound ELMs are diffusive, suggesting a stochastic model of the ELM. The enhanced
diffusion zone extends ~5cm inside the LCFS. Giant ELMs do not breach the convective
barrier. Absolutely calibrated measurements of the impurity profiles at the edge have been
simulated. The position of the transport barrier does not vary in time. With increasing ELM
frequency the confinement degrades although the transport barrier remains. In general during
discharges with grassy ELMs an average, time independent, transport is successful in modelling
the spectroscopic observations. There is a modest increase in impurity confinement time for this
type of H-mode over Ohmic plasmas.

[l] M G O'Mullane el 12!..22"d EPS Conference. lIl—IZI (I995)

[2] N C Hawkes er al.. 22"“ EPS Conference. 111-261 (1995)

[3] M von Hellennann et at. 22'“ EPS Conference. 11-9 U995]
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Abstract The radial transport of runaway electrons generated in JET low density ohmic dis-

charges is analysed using a simple model that includes radial diffusion, collisional losses and

electric field acceleration. It is shown that the time evolution of the runaway electron density
is essentially diffusive, confirming previous estimates of the runaway radial transport coefficient,
Dr ~ 0.2 Ina/s (r/a < 0.5), obtained using a diffusion model [1]. These results are employed, on
the basis of existing theories of magnetic turbulent transport, to set limits on the level of the
radial magnetic fluctuations in the plasma. centre.

1. Experimental Data Runaway electrons have been detected during the start up phase ofJET

ohmic discharges by measuring the emitted perpendicular X—ray bremsstrahlung radiation using
the collimated fast electron bremsstrahlung (FEB) monitor (with 10 horizontal and 9 vertical
channels [2]), sensitive to X-rays in four energy windows from 133 - 400 keV. Discharge parameters
were: me ~ 0.5 — 1.5 x 10‘9m-3, 1,, : 1 ~ 1.6 MA and 13, ~ 2.75T. A typical time trace of the
line integrated X-ray emission from the FEB vertical detectors (channels 15-19, energy window
= 133 - 200 keV), is shown in Fig.1 for shot 29586. The signal from the central vertical chord
(channel 15) starts at t ~ 0.2 s after the beginning of the discharge, it increases up to a maximum
at twat ~ ls (tpmk: time of maximum signal in the central chord), and then it decays to almost
level zero at t ~ 45. The most interesting feature of the FEB data is the different time evolution
of the line integrated emission in different chords. The decay of the signal is slower for the outer
channels, and the maximum in the measured X«ray emission is reached progressively at later times
in the edge chords than in the central ones. The FEB data, converted to local X-ray emissivity,
show that the emissivity radial profiles, initially peaked at time twat, tend to flatten at later
times [1] All these observations suggest an outward diffusion of fast electrons from the centre to
the edge,

2. The Model The time evolution of the FEB signals are used to provide a measurement
of an energy averaged fast electron radial diffusion coefficient. The radial transport of runaway
electrons is modeled with a one-dimensional cylindrical spatial diffusion equation that includes
collisional losses and electric field acceleration. The starting point of the analysis is the kinetic
Fokker-Planck equation for the fast electron distribution function f=(r,p”,pJ_,t):

Bf. a
at : VEE” 01’“

l E) 0f:
+ CW + :57“ a. (1)

Here, D, is the spatial diffusion coefficient, E“ is the toroidal electric field, and e is the electron
charge. The operator C(fe) is the relativistic highwelucity Coulomb collision operator [3]:

”3 10 p30]: 1+2, 0 acCM): 02p [F%(7U‘+73;a~p +1%—2#a(1_#2)a£ _ (2)
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where pa = (mfikTJI/z, me is the electron mass, 1/.) is the collision frequency for thermal electrons,

Zgll is the effective ion charge, and lnA is the Coulomb logarithm; p2 : pfi + pi, p = pjl/p, and

72 = 1+ III/(mali-
Using the kinetic energy. E = (7 — 1)m¢c7, as variable instead of the momentum p, and

integrating (1) over p, the kinetic equation for the energy distribution function, Ng(r,E,t), is

obtained:

3N5_1a BM; 1 _ uopi‘l unpia, ,5 NE
6t_r&w'&_pEG%w_mh M+wflfid7fi(?fli (D

NE(E) (113 is the electron density in the energy interval (E,E + 115‘); v is the electron velocity,

and MB) is the average value of y for electrons in the energy interval (E,E + (1E).
Eq. (3) for NE(r,E,L) is integrated over energy for electrons contributing to the FEB signal,

from the low energy cut-off (6,1 : 133keV) to infinity, to obtain a diffusion equation for the
runaway electron density, 11,(r,t) = (:5 Ng(E)dEr The resulting equation is:

5n,- _ 1 0 6m- _ Hope I 11011: ONE NEféd) C?

at — r arTDY Br +(eEII#(€d)Ud — 27713141 ”(m—2min: ( OE )(d ~ (4 + mac2 1+ 1):
(4)

where W is the electron velocity at energy (d: and an average value of the diffusion coefficient

l)r over energy is assumed Eq. (4) shows that the fast electron density evolution is the result of

three main contributions: {1'} radial diffusion, (ii) a flux of electrons (number of electrons/m3/s)

in the energy space at energy (,1 due to electric field acceleration and collisional slowing down,

and (iii) a flux of electrons at energy Ed due to collisional diffusion in the energy space. Eq. (4)

can be simplified by noting that, for fast particles, electric field acceleration and collisional energy

transfer are more important than collisional difl'usion [4], so that:

(7n, 1 0 an2 —— ,——' N ,m rafiD ar+¢““ d“) (m
where ¢(£7,r) = eEIIfi(E)v — $134,, is the energy transfer rate of a test electron to the bulk
plasma. Therefore, the effect of electric field acceleration and collisions on the evolution of the
runaway density can be represented by a flux ¢(rd)N5((d) at energy (,1 determined by single
particle dynamics in the energy space. This flux of electrons at a certain time i will be given by
electrons with energy E at time twak that have been accelerated to energy (4 at time 1 following

the single particle orbits obtained from:

(if; _ _ ”OPEL (6]

where it ~ 1 is assumed for runaway electrons. The single particle orbits for r/a ~ 0.1 and
shot 29586 are shown in Fig.2: electrons are accelerated for energies greater than the runaway
critical energy (5, and reach the energy cuteofl' (d in a short time scale (~ tens of milliseconds) in

comparison with the one observed for the runaway electron evolution (~ seconds). This means

that, unless a source of electrons is supplied at the critical energy (5, the electron flux at energy

64, ¢(£,1)Ng(cd). will be small in a short time, and the evolution of ur, given by (5), will be

dominated by the radial diffusive term. This source of electrons at the critical energy (c is given

by the runaway production rate. T,. The runaway production rate at r/a ~ 0.1, calculated
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using ref.[5], is shown in Fig.3 for discharge 29586: l"r decreases very rapidly in comparison with

the observed temporal evolution of the FEB signals. Therefore, from time in“, onwards, the

runaway density evolution will be essentially diffusive for most of the time. Simple modelling of

n,(r,i), taking into account the fast runaway electron dynamics in the energy space, can be done

by assuming that the instantaneous electron flux at £4, o(cd,t)NE(cd,t), is given by 1",. When

substituting in Eq. (5). this yields:

an, 1 3 3n,
*a? = :a’Dra

The results of the simulations for n,(r, t) are converted to local X-ray emissivity as explained

in ref.[ll and integrated for each line of sight to obtain the line integrated emission to be compared

with the experiment. In Fig.4, a comparison of the FEB data and the simulations for the central

vertical chords 15-17 is shown for discharge 29586. The radial profile of Dr is assumed fiat.

Best agreement is found for Dr ~ 0.2 mz/s. The deduced value of Dr is an averaged value for

+ mm) (7)

r/a < 0.5, and over the runaway electron energy.

3. Discussion Assuming that magnetic turbulence is responsible for the runaway electron trans-

port, from D, we can set limits on the level ofthe radial magnetic fluctuations (br/BQ. The radial

diffusion coefficient due to magnetic turbulence can be written [6]: Dr = rq(b,./B.)2u”T(E),

where q is the safety factor, 1?. the major radius, 11“ is the runaway parallel velocity, and T(E)

is the drift modification factor (0 < T(E) < l), which gives the corrections to Dr due to orbit
averaging, and decreases for increasing energy. For random phased turbulence, a sufiicient fit to

T is: T ~ UN, [6], where a is the correlation length of the turbulence and d, = me-yvnq/EB.
is the runaway drift. 0 can be approximated by l/m, where m, the poloidal number, is given

roughly by m 2 a/p; (p, is the ion Larmor radius). For the discharge considered above T; ~ lkeV,

and 0 ~ 1.7mm. For the evaluation of the runaway drift, as the measured D, is an averaged
value over energy for electrons contributing to the FEB signal, an averaged value of d, over the

runaway electron energy must be considered. We do not have such estimate, but limits on d, can
be obtained by setting limits on the runaway electron energy. The lower limit is given by the

cut-off energy, (,4 = 133 keV, yielding :1, ~ 0.95 mm. The measured bremsstrahlung spectrum at

time twat (see ref.[l]) allows to set an upper limit for the runaway energy: (ma:(tpzak) ~ 3MeV.

The time evolution of cm“ can be calculated using (6): at 1 ~ 45, for r/a < 0.5, Emu- ~ 29 MeV,
and d, ~ 7cm. With these estimates for a and'dn we get 0.02 < T(E) < 0.9, and using the
relation given before for D,, we obtain for discharge 29536 and r/a < 0.5 (D,— ~ 0.2 mI/s, q = 2,
R~ 3m): 0.8 x10"5 < (tn/Bi) < 4 x 10-5.

The effect of stochastic magnetic fields on thermal electron transport can be evaluated consid-
ering the simple relation between runaway and electron thermal ditfusivities: Dr/x, = T(E)v“/v,
(ve is the electron thermal velocity), which gives D../xe ~ (0.3 — 8) (discharge 29586), while
the measured Dr ~ 0.2 mz/s and the value found for x, from power balance calculations,
x: ~ 0.2 — 3mz/s [r/a < 0.5), yields D,/xe ~ (0.07 - 1). Therefore, the estimated values of
(hr/Bi) in the plasma centre could explain, within the experimental uncertainties, the measured
thermal electron transport coefficient.

Acknowledgements: the first author thanks J.A.Cuesta for helpful discussions and A.J,Castro,
J.Meneses for valuable assistance.
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NONDIMENSIONAL TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTS 0N DIII-D
AND PROJECTIONS TO AN IGNITION TOKAMAK‘

C.C. Petty. T.C. Luce. B. Baler.i J.P. Christiansenfi J.G. Cordeyi
General Atomics. PO. Box 85608. San Diego. California 92186-9784 USA.

The concept of nondimensional scaling of transport makes it possible to determine the required size for an

ignition device based upon data from a single machine and illuminates the underlying physics of anomalous

transport. The scaling of cross-field heat transport with the relative gyroradius p.. the gyroradius normalized

to the plasma minor radius. is of panicular interest since p, is the only nondimensional parameter which will

vary significantly between present day machines and an ignition device. These nondimensional scaling

experiments are based upon theoretical considerationsl-2 which indicate that the thermal heat diffusivity can

be written in the form

x=xapfp F(B,v..q.R/a,K,T /T-....) . (l)

where X3 = cT/eB. As explained elsewhere.3 xp = l is called gyro-Bohm scaling. "P = O is Bohm scaling. xp =

—l/2 is Goldston scaling. and xp 2 it is stochastic scaling. The DilliD results reported in this paper cover

three important aspects of nondimensional scaling experiments: the testing the underlying assumption ofthe

nondimensional scaling approach. the determination of the p. scaling of heat transport for various plasma

regimes. and the extrapolation of the energy confinement time to future ignition devices.

DIMENSIONALLY IDENTICAL H-MODE DISCHARGES

A basic assumption of the nondimensional scaling approach is that transport is dependent only upon local
quantities. Therefore if two plasmas with different B and a are constmcted which have the same values for all
the nondimensional parameters (9.. [3. v,. q. R/u. it. etc). then it can be shown from Eq. (I) that the thermal
energy confinement times normalized to the cyclotron frequencies (Le. 31m) should also be the same for
these two plasmas. Plasmas which have the same values for all the nondimensional parameters are referred to
as dimensionally identical discharges.

Recently experiments on DIILD and JET have contpared the confinement of dimensionally identical
discharges for the first time using plasmas with substantially different B and u. The JET discharge to be
matched on DIILD was selected from a previously published p, scaling experiment (shot 35171 in Ref. 4). It
is a stationary ELMing Hemode discharge with I3N = 1.6 and the same plasma shape as expected for lTER.
Neutral beam injection (NB!) heating was utilized on both JET and DIIIeD for these experiments.

The normalized plasma parameters for the DIIIAD and JET Himodc discharges were well matched. as
shown in Table I. The aspect ratio. elongation. and safety factor were the same to about 1%. In order to keep
pw Kim. and v, fixed for these two discharges with different B and a. the quantities BUS/4, Wm/alQ. and Tia2
were also held constant by adjusting the toroidal field. the injected power. and the density. The ELM
frequencies VELM) normalized to the thermal confinement times were similar although not identical for these
two plasmas. Table 1 shows that the thermal confinement time (with the NBl power corrected for shinc~
through losses) normalized to the cyclotron frequency for the Dill—D and JET dimensionally identical
H—mode discharges agreed to within 3%. which is well inside the experimental error bars. Thus plasmas
which have identical values for the local dimensionless parameters have been shown to have identical

'Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No, DE-AC03-89ER5I | M.
iPemtanenl address: JET Joint Undertaking. United Kingdom.
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normalized confinement, which demonstrates that nondimen- Table I: Normalized parameters for JET
sional scaling is a valid approach to understanding transport (a = 0-97 m, B = '07 T) and DUI—D

(a = 0.56 m. B = 2.09 T) dimensionallyprocesses. _ _ .
identical H—mode discharges,

pa SCALING 0F HIGH-q H-MODES “——
Parameter JET Dlll—DPrevious experiments on DIIl—D which measured the p, W98—

scaling of ions and electrons found that the ion pg scaling K 1.68 1.66varied according to the plasma regime. In H—mode plasmas 495 3.5 3.5
with low safety factor ((795 = 3.8). the ion scaling was gyro- 305/4 1‘0 1-0
Bohm~like.5 whereas in L—mode plasmas with the same safety Wm/u ”2 0‘85 0'86
factor. Bohm-like ion scaling was observed.6 The p* scaling fiaZ 2'3 2'2
for electrons was always found to be gyro-Bohm-like. {Etrt’h 3'31 (7)32
Comparing the transport results for these H—mode and L—mode
plasmas indicated a correlation between the ion p,, scaling and
the density scale lengthf’ 1149.. as the density profile became more peaked the ion p, scaling varied from gyro-
Bohm-like to BohmJike.

Recent experiments on DIII—D have looked for a similar correlation between the ion p* scaling and the
safety factor scale length. This was motivated by the observation that the ion p, scaling changed from Bohm-
like to Goldston-like between low-q L—mode6 and high-q L-mode3 experiments. For this experiment‘ the [3*
scaling of Hampton was measured on DUI—D in high safety factor ((195 = 7) ELMing H—mode discharges with
flat density profiles (minimizing the influence of the density scale length) for comparison with the p, scaling
of the ITER—relevant low~q H—mode discharges previously studied.5 The aspect ratio. elongation, Te/Tj. and
[3N were nearly the same for these two pairs of dimensionally similar discharges. The radial profiles of four
important nondimensional parameters for the high-q l-l—mode discharges are shown in Fig. l, demonstrating
that the dimensionless quantities were held fixed as p, was varied. The ratio of the ion thermal diffiisivities
for this p. scan are shown in Fig, 2. The ion diffusivity had gyro-Bohm-like scaling in the inner half of the
plasma. changing to Bohm-like scaling in the outer half of the plasma; this should be compared to gyro-
Bohm-like scaling for the low-q H—mode, The safety factor scale length for the high-q pg scan differs from
the lower] p, scan mainly in the outer lialf ofthe plasma since sawtooth activity enforces the same :7 profile in
the inner region. Therefore, the change in the ion {3.‘ scaling from gyro~Bohm-|ike lo Bohmelike correlates
with a shortening of the safety factor scale length This indicates that a peaked current profile as well as a
peaked density profile can lead to worse than gyro-Bohm scaling for the ions,

PROJECTIONS TO AN lGNlTION TOKAMAK

The confinement properties of future magnetic fusion devices can be extrapolated from existing
experiments using the scaling of heat transport with nondimensional parameters such as pr The p. scaling of
dimensionally similar discharges have been compared between DIILD and JET for Hemode plasmas in order
to test the extrapolation of heat transport to an ignition device. Using Eq. (I). the loss (transported) power for
plasmas with different p. but the same [3, v.. etc. can be shown to scale like P10” o< p. '9 0-3/4. The loss
power projected along a dimensionally similar path for the lTER—relevant low-q H-mode plasmas on DllleD
which had gyro-Bohm-like scaling5 is shown in Fig. 3. The favorable gyro-Bohmvlike scaling extrapolates to
a very low loss power (high confinement) for ITER.

As discussed in Ref. 6. however. this extrapolation from Dlll—D to smaller 9* on [TER is complicated by
the requirement that the loss power from core transport remain above the H~mode threshold power along the
dimensionally similar path (in order for the plasma to remain in H-mode). Since the H—mode thresholdpower scales like P,h,a< p33 u-3/4.7 which is Goldston-like. the increase in the H—mode threshold power is
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more rapid than the increase in loss power as p. —>

D. Data from JET plasmas4 (see Fig. 3) shows that

when P1,,” drops to the level of P1,". as p. is

decreased, the dimensionally similar path changes

from 'gyro-Bohm-like scaling. which follows core

transport. to Goldston-like scaling, which follows

the H—mode threshold.

Choosing a scaling path at high beta (and low

collisionality). along which the loss power remains

above the H—mode threshold to the point of ignition.

allows one to take full advantage ofthe gyroBohm-

like scaling of heat transport in H-mode plasmas in
the design of an ignition tokamak. An example of
this is given in Fig. 3. where an ignition point along
a dimensionally similar path at higher [5 than the
ITER-relevant Dlll—D and JET discharges is shown,
It beta is increased by raising the temperature at
fixed density, then the H~mode threshold powers
are the same for the high B and low [3 paths. Since
ignition takes place for Plan slightly above Pm,
along the high B path, there is enough power flow
through the edge to sustain the H—mode condition.
The parameters for this high B "compact~gB"
ignition point are given in Table ll; the reduced
minor radius compared to ITER means a smaller
extrapolation is needed from existing machines like
DllI—D and JET and the density is lower relative to
the Greenwald limit. The high H factor is a natural
consequence of the favorable gyro—Bohm-like
scaling of H—mode confinement.

The high value of BN for the compact-g5
scenario is a result of the low elongation and low
triangularity of the assumed ITER shape, By
utilizing a more highly shaped plasma. the
normalized beta can be reduced without sacrificing
performance. The parameters for such a "D" shaped
H-mode plasma are given in Table II. where the
ignition point was determined by the same
procedure as for the compact-g8 point shown in
Fig. 3. It is noteworthy that the operating point for
the compactlD scenario does not exceed either the
Troyon beta limit or the Greenwald density limit.

CONCLUSIONS
Comparison of dimensionally identical

H—mode discharges on DIll—D and JET found that
the thermal confinement times normalized to the
cyclotron frequencies were in good agreement.
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Table II: Projected parameters for gyro-Bohm
ignition tokamaks with R/a = 2.7. (795 = 3.8. and
37- = 5.7 'I‘.
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Fig. 3. Dimensionally similar paths for the loss
power of Dill-D and JET H—mode discharges. the
projected loss power for gyro-Bohm-like scaling at
two values of [1 (dashed lines). H—mode threshold
power (solid line), and the alpha loss power for the
high [3 path (dotted line).

Parameter Compact‘gB Compact-D
R (m) 3.56 2.74
K 1.68 2.1
5 0.36 0.8
l (MA) 8.5 4,9
:7 (1020 m~3) 1.9 2,0
IT/nGw 1.2 0.65

13N 4,7 3.3
I (s) 1.4 1.2
H 3.3 3.0

if"; (MW) 660 490

indicating that transport is a function of only the
local quantities and that Eq. (1) is a valid
representation of the transport process. Other
experiments on DIII-D showed that the p. scaling
for ions varied from gyro-Bohm—like for plasmas
with broad density and current profiles to worse
than Bohm-likc for peaked density and currentprofiles. Finally. it was shown that the gyro—Bohm-like scaling of low-q H~mode plasmas can lead to anattractive compact ignition tokamak by choosing a hi

power remains above the Himode threshold power tot

IKadomtsev. 8.8.. 80v]. Plasma Phys. 1. 295 (1975).

gh beta (low collisionality) path along which the loss
he point of ignition.

2Connor. 1.W., and Taylor. 1.8.. Nucl. Fusion 17. 1047 (1977).
3Petty. C.C.. et al.. Phys. Rev. Lett. 74. 1763 (1995).
“Baler. B., et 01., in the Proc. of the 22nd Euro. Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Physics. Bournemouth.(European Physical Society, Petit-Lancy, Switzerland, 1995) Vol. 19C. Pan 1. p. 9.5Pctty. c.c.. et a1.. Phys. Plasmas 2. 2342 (1995).
6T.C. Luce and CC. Petty. in the Free. of the 22nd Euro. Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Physics.Bournemouth. (European Phystcal Society. Petit-Lancy. Switzerland. 1995) Vol. 19C, Part 111. p. 25.7ITER H—mode Database Working Group. in the Proc. of the lt Euro. Conf. on Contr. Fusion and PlasmaPhysics. Montpellier. (European Physical Society. Petit-Lancy. Switzerland. 1994) Vol. 18B. Part 1. p, 334.
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RESISTIVE INSTABILITIES IN ADVANCED NEGATIVE CENTRAL SHEAR TOKAMAKS
WITH PEAKED PRESSURE PROFILES“

M.S. Chu, J.M. Greene, LL. Lao, R.L. Miller. A. Bondeson,’r O. Sauter}

B.W. Rice,” EJ. Strait, T.S. Taylor, and AD. Turnbull

General Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186-9784 U.S.A.

Negative central magnetic shear (NCS) is an operating rcgimeI‘3 for advanced tokamaks which

could lead to fusion reactors with higher performance and lower cost, In the NCS region, the plasma

is in the second stable regime for ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) ballooning modes. In

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and DIII—D, the plasma also develops an internal transport

barrier” that provides good central confinement, high central ion temperatures, and central peaking

of the pressure profile — favorable for a high fusion rate,5-6 record high neutron yield has been

obtained in peaked pressure operations. In Lvmode plasmas, 112., no edge pressure pedestal, these

discharges typically terminated with hard disruptions. Despite the favorable ballooning mode
stability cited above, localized MHD bursts are observed in plasmas with highly peaked pressure

profile in DIII—D. These bursts limit the pressure peakedness p(0)/(p) [p(0) is the pressure at the

plasma center and (p) is the volume averaged pressure], and occur prior to the final disruption In
what follows, the scenario that leads to these bursts and the ensuing disruptions is analyzed through
systematic computation of resistive MHD modes in NCS plasmas.

To investigate the parametric dependence ofthe resistive MHD modes in NCS configurations we
generated a set of equilibria by using the TOQ equilibrium code8 and corresponding to those obtained
in DlII—D. The aspect ratio is fixed at 2.7, the elongation from 1.0 to 1.8, and the triangularity from
0.0 to 0.7. The 4 profile is specified by a spline with eight node points that include the magnetic
axis, the minimum (1 location (at ”4 of the total poloidal flux). and the location of 95% flux value.
The value of L] at 95% flux qgsis fixed at 5.1 with the value of qmin covering a range from 1.1 to
2.5. The value of go —qmin ranges from —O.3 to l (a negative value of go ~qmin corresponds to
normal q profile with the minimum value of 4 at the magnetic axis). The pressure profile is given
by the form p = pn(l — gt)". With inereasing value of the exponent n, the pressure profile becomes
more peaked. The equilibria studied cover a range of fiN =fl(lF/a80)" (% MA/mT) values
between 0.5 and 5.0 (here B = 2#U(p)/Bg is the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic field pressure,
IP is plasma current, a the plasma minor radius, and 30 the vacuum magnetic field) at the center of
the last closed flux surface. Typical q and p profiles and the resultant flux plot is shown in Fig. 1.

‘Work supported by the U3. Department of Energy under Grant No. DE-FGO3»9SERS4309 and Contract W-7405-ENG»
4B. and in part by the Swiss National Science Foundation.

ilnstitute for Electromagnetic Field Theory. Chalmers University, Goteborg, Sweden.
tCRPP/EPFL, Assoc. Euratom-Switzerland. Lausannc, Switzerland.
1“Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Livermore. California. USA.
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The localized stability criteria of these equilibria evaluated by TOQ are first examined. We found
that these equilibria are stable to the ideal interchange even in the absence of magnetic shear
(D, <—l/4) and also stable to the ideal ballooning modes. However, the localized resistive
interchange9 is destabilized (DR > O) at sufficiently high [3N at fixed amount of shear reversal or
sufficiently large shear reversal at fixed (but moderate) fiN. We note that these trends shown in this
numerical evaluation of DR are in agreement with the large aspect ratio analytic results for tokamaks
with circular‘0 and noncircularll crossesections.

The stability analysis is performed by using the MARS code with the inclusion of the effect of a
toroidal plasma flow.‘0-11 The toroidal mode number n has been taken to be n = 1. An external
ideally conducting wall is placed at 1.3 plasma radius. Two classes of modes have been found. The
first is a localized mode, with the characteristics of an resistive interchange (see Fig. 2). They are
destabilized beyond a critical film. The growth rates ofthese localized modes have been found to be
independent of the plasma rotation. With increasing plasma rotation. the mode has been found to
rotate with the rotation speed of the inner singular surface with no change in its growth rate.

The second class of modes found is the global mode. It has the structure of a double tearing mode
coupled to an external kink and an internal localized interchange. A typical mode suucture is shown
in Fig. 3 for qmin : 1.5 and [3N = 2.5. The main poloidal harmonics in this case is given by m = 2.
Due to the existence of multiple resonance surfaces, there could exist multiple numbers of global
modes with different growth rates, depending on different amounts of coupling to the sideband
harmonics. In general. the mode with the largest growth rate has the least coupling to the sideband
harmonic. The growth rate and coupling to the sidebands increase with increasing fiN. In contrast
to the localized mode, the growth rate of this mode is very sensitive to the plasma shape and
boundary condition such as the location of the external wall and the resistivity profile of the plasma.
This mode is suppressed when the outer 50% of the plasma is assumed to be ideal. I this case, close
to the critical fiNC, only the localized mode is found. This indicates that this mode could be
stabilized by plasma rotation. Similarly, when the inner half of the plasma is assumed to be ideal,
the growth rate of the global mode is reduced significantly. For this set of equilibria. the global
mode has been found always less stable than the localized mode. These modes are stabilized by
elongation with increasing triangularity and increased shear in edge q profile.

To assess the relevance of these two classes of modes to experimental observations. We compare
first the stability boundary ([3NC) of the localized mode with the experimental data base for
disruptions. They have been found to agree in their dependences on the value of 4am.- and pressure
peakness parameter. Since disruption follows the occurrence of MHD bursts, and the localized mode
is relatively independent of the boundary conditions; these bursts, which are observed on the inner
rational surfaces of these discharges, are identified as the resistive interchanges. Details of this
comparison are given in Ref. 13.
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Although many characteristics of the global mode. such as beta dependence, and the dependence

on the pressure peakness parameter shows similarity to that found for the mode responsible for

disruption. we need to compare the details of the predictions of the stability boundary of the global

mode with that observed in experiment. For this purpose, evolution of the experimental equilibrium

was reconstructed in detail by using EFITl4 for shot 87009. The reconstructed equilibrium (at

1620 msec)is unstable to the localized mode at the time of MHD burst, but stable to the global mode.

The reconstructed equilibrium at the slightly later time (at [675 msec) prior to disruption is found to

be unstable to both the local and the global mode with the global mode having a larger growth rate.

The rotation frequency of the global mode is at the computed frequendy. Thus we identify the

disruption mode with the computed global mode. We see that the DIII—D experiment is in a

parameter space where these two modes are expected to interact strongly with each other. The

localized mode regulates the pressure profile whereas the global mode leads to disruption.

We thus propose the following disruption scenario for NCS discharge in L—mode plasmas with

peaked pressure profile. In these discharges, the plasma is kept stable to the global mode by plasma

shaping and rotation until the resistive interchange stability criterion is violated. In this situation, the

localized mode could become unstable. It may interact strongly with the global mode and eventually

destabilizes it, leading to disruption. Broader pressure profiles and weaker shear reversal lead to

stability at higher beta.
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Characteristics of Ice Pellet Ablation and its Effect on
Plasma Potential in the JIPP T-IIU Tokamak

K.N.Sato, H.5akakita, I.Nomura, Y.Hamada, K.lda, K.Narihara, K.Toi, T.Seki,

KiAdachi, A.Ejiri, A.Fujisawa, S.l-lidekuma, S.Hirokura, H.lguch1, Y.Kano,

Y.Kawasumi, M.Kojima, A,Nishizawa and Torus Exp. Group

National lnstitutc for Fusion Science, Chikusa, Nagoya 46401, Japan

1. Introduction - . ,

Ice pellet injection is one of the most important issues In the torordal plasma research not

only for profile control and confinement improvement, but also for the basic studies on the
characteristics of toroidal plasmas[1~4].

A new pellet injection system, "the injection-angle controllable system", has been

developed and installed to the JIPP T-IIU tokamak. By using this system, one can control the
injection angle easily and continuously during an interval of two plasma shots in the course of
an experiment, not moving the whole injector, and thus one can carry out various basic studies
on toroidal plasmas by changing the pellet deposition profile actively and drastically. Details of
the pellet ablation properties with various deposition positions (injection angles) have been
studied by using this system and by multi—dimensional observations with two CCD cameras and
a high speed flaming photogragh. An interesting phenomenon has been obtained concerning
the flow characteristics of the ablation cloud in the JlPP T—IIU plasmas[5].

A long helical ("tail-shaped") ablation light has been observed in the cases of on-axis
and off-axis injection with the angle smaller than the certain value (6 34°) The direction of
helical rotation ("tail") is independent to that of the total magnetic field lines of the torus. From
the experiments of four conditions with the combination of two (CW and CCW) toroidal field
directions and two plasma current directions, it is concluded that the "tail" seems to rotate, in
most cases, to the electron diamagnetic direction poloidally, and to the opposite to the plasma
current direction toroidally.

Spectroscopic measurements have been carried out in order to have informations on the
parameters in the ablation cloud From the results of analysis on the Stark broadening, it has
been found that the typical cloud density is extremely high (in the range of 10” - 10'7cm'3).
Consideration on various cross sections leads us to the conclusion that the "tail—shaped"
phenomena may come from the situation of charge exchange equilibrium of hydrogen ions and
neutrals at high density regime in the cloud. In addition, the result of the heavy ion beam probe
(HIBP) measurements suggests that the phenomena may closely related to the plasma potential
and the rotation.

2. Observation by the high speed framing photogragh
Experiments have been cam'ed out by changing the injection angle poloidally from -6 to

6 degree, and this situation makes it possible for pellets to aim at from about r = -2a/3 to r :
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2a/3 of the plasma. In the case ofarr injection angle (9) larger than a certain value (6 2 4°), a
pellet penetrates straightly through the plasma with a trace of straight ablation cloud, which has
been expected from usual theoretical consideration. On the other hand, a long helical shape
("tail") of ablation light has been observed in the cases of on-axis and off-axis injection with the
angle smaller than the certain value (0 §4°).

In addition to the measurements by CCD cameras, the time—dependent flow
characteristics of the ablation cloud have been observed by using the high speed framing
photogragh. The cases of on-axis injection and of off-axis injection in the parallel direction to
the ion diamagnetic drift in poloidal plane (so-called upward injection) are reported in the
previous paper [5], however. the case of off-axis injection in the parallel direction to the
electron diamagnetic drift (so—called downward injection) has been examined and is presented
this time (Fig.1).

One of the important points in these phenomena is that the direction of "helical tail" is
independent to that of the total magnetic field lines of the torus. In order to examine the tail
direction, experiments have been carried out as to four conditions with the combination of two
(CW and CCW) toroidal field directions and two plasma current directions. These results show
that the tail seems to rotate to the electron diamagnetic direction poloidally, and to the opposite
to the plasma current direction toroidally as to almost all conditions of injection angles. Only in
the case of pellet-injection angle to be parallel to the electron diamagnetic direction in poloidal
plane (i. e., in the case of so-called downward injection), it has been observed that the ablation
cloud first rotates to the same direction with other cases, but at a certain time later it seems to
decelerate and stay at the same location, or sometimes even flow back to the reverse direction as
is seen in Fig.1. This tendency will be discussed in the Section 4 in connection with the plasma
potential change after pellet injection.

3. Spectroscopy System and the Measurement of "Tail-Shaped" Cloud
In order to understand details of an ice pellet ablation structure, a new spectroscopy

system has been developed to obtain the local parameters within the ablation cloud.
The system is shown in Fig.2, where the local electron density and temperature within

the cloud can be obtained from the Stark broadening of Balmer Beta line, and from the line to
continuum intensity ratio, respectively. The wavelength resolution of the system is 0.79
Alpixel for a grating of 1200 grooves/mm (blaze wavelength is 5000 A), but the actual
resolution is a few A because of a focus size of optics in the system. The temporal resolution in
ideal case will be 3 usec, because in a socalled Kinetic-Mode operation, charges stored on each
array are sent to the upper array vertically with every 3 psec (minimum exposure time). In the
present preliminary experiment, however, the measurement has been done with time-
accurnulation mode (within 3 psec x 64 = 192 usec) as the first step.

A typical result is shown in Fig.3. Through the analysis by a multi—borentzian fitting
method, it has been found that the typical cloud density is in the range of 10's- 10‘7cm'3, and
the typical temperature is in the range of I - 4 eV. '

Based on these cloud parameters, the characteristic times for various processes such as
charge exchange, elastic collision, excitation, ionization and recombination etc. are analized,
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and listed in Table l. Consideration on various characteristic times leads us to the conclusion

that. since the charge-exchange and elasticcollision times are greatly shorter than the 1011123110“

time in this region. the "tail—shaped" phenomena may come from the Situation of charge

exchange equilibrium of hydrogen ions and neutrals at extremely high densrty regime In the

ablation cloud.

4. Potential Measurements and "Tail" Structure
The relation of ablation behaviour with plasma potential and rotation has also been

studied. Potential measurements of pellet-injected plasmas by using heavy ion beam probe

(HIBP) method have been carried out. Especially, the typical results of relative potential

changes in two cases are compared. In the case of an injection angle to be parallel to the ion
diamagnetic direction in poloidal plane (Fig.3(a) in Ref.[5]). the result shows that the direction

of potential change is negative. and consequently the potential after the injection should be

negative because it has been measured to be negative in usual ohmic plasmas without pellet
injection. Thus, the direction of the "tail" structure in this case seems to be consistent (Fig.2(a)
in Ref.[5]) to that of the plasma potential measured, if it is considered that the tail structure may
be caused by the effect of the plasma potential and the rotation. The case of the injection angle
to be parallel to the electron diamagnetic direction in poloidal plane has exhibited the opposite
result, i.e. the direction of potential change is positive (Fig.3(b) in Ref.[5]). and this may be a
cause of complicated behavior (tendency of deceleration of rotation) of ablation cloud. as is seen
in Fig.1, Consequently. it is concluded from theoretical consideration that the “tail-shaped"
behaviour of ablation cloud may be closely related to the plasma potential (E x B drift) and the
rotation.
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Fig.1: Time-resolvedframing photographs of an ablation cloud in the case of off-axis injection in
the parallel direction to the electron diamagnelic drrfi {so—called downward injection). The
exposure time = 1.0 psec. The viewing angle is essentially tangential, and wireframes show the
geometrical configuration in the ”PP T-IIU tokamak.
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ABSTRACT

Basic parameters of GLOBUS-M tokamak, which is under construction at Ioffe Phisico-
Technical Institute are presented. GLOBUS-M is a spherical tokamak with high plasma current
and RF auxiliary heating capable of creating limiter and X-point plasma magnetic
configurations in a quasistationary discharge with a fully automatic feedback control of plasma
position, shape and current. Characteristic features of the tokamak construction as well as the
results of the last revision of some tokamak parts are described.

I. INTRODUCTION

GLOBUS-M is a small spherical tokamak
[1, 2], designed to fit existing at Ioffe
Institute power supplies afier their
reasonable upgrade, The GLOBUS-M
experiment will investigate small aspect
ratio highly elongated plasmas properties
with emphasis on operational limits, plasma
confinement, stability, equilibrium, density
and beta limits To achieve high beta
regimes the auxiliary RF heating of plasma
in three dilTerent frequency ranges is planed.
The [CR heating at 7.5-8.0 MHz, 1 MW,
the HHFW heating at 25-30 MHz, 0.5 MW;
plasma heating in intermediate frequency
range 2-10 GHz, 0.2—0.3 MW are going to
be realized [3]. The plasma current, plasma
column position and shape will be
automatically controlled. The engineering
experience gained in this project will serve
for solving of design, construction, plasma
control, and operational problems for future
generation of spherical tokamaks.

The basic parameters of the tokamak are
listed in Table 1, the vertical cross section is
shown in Fig. l. The vacuum vessel and the

Table l GLOBUS—M Basic Parameters

Plasma major radius, R 0.36 m
Plasma minor radius, a 0.24 m

Aspect ratio, Na 15

Plasma vertical elongation, k 1.5 - 2.2

Plasma triangularity, 5 ~ 0.2
Plasma current 1,, 03 MA
Toroidal magnetic field, BT 0.5 T

Plasma shaping factor, 25
S=IpqwlaBT
Pulse length 0.3 sec
Auxiliary heating power ~ 1 MW
Weight of tokamak ~ 5 Ton

magnets will be designed, manufactured and
assembled during a three year period (Apr
1995 - March 1998) in frame ofthe contract
sponsored by the International Science and
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Technology Center (ISTC). Afler that the
device will be installed in a new
experimental machine hall at Ioffe Institute.
At the moment the phase of the detail
tokamak design is close to the end, and the
manufacturing of the vacuum vessel and the
magnet basic parts is started. The
construction of the experimental machine
hall will be completed this autumn.

lI. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

A. Poloidal Field Coils and Magnetic
Equilibrium

Three pairs of poloidal field coils (PFl-PFB)
are used for plasma shaping and plasma
position monitoring. Three pairs of
additional coils are used for "fast" vertical
and horizontal feedback control (V'FC.
HFC). To simplify plasma breakdown and
plasma shaping the compensation coils (CC)
together with PF3 coil are used to
compensate the central solenoid (CS) stray
field, PF coil system of GLOBUS—M can
provide equilibrium of differently shaped
plasmas with high triangularity and
elongation, The examples of simulated

224

magnetic flux surfaces for plasma column
with fipZOJ and l;=0.7 are shown in Fig. 2

Fig 2 Limiter and double X-point magnetic
configurations.

B. Vacuum Vessel

An all welded stainless steel vacuum vessel
(Fig 3) has a “near-pure compression"
shape to increase the vessel stability
relatively to atmosphere pressure, It is
supported through the rather thick
equatorial plane ring, supplied with ports
and manholes for plasma observation,
heating and in-vessel components
maintenance. 14 mm thickness of the
equatorial plane ring provides more
favorable conditions for plasma column
vertical stability. The vacuum vessel has no
insulation breaks or bellow inserts. The
other basic parts of the vessel are the inner
cylinder (2 mm thick), the upper and lower
domes (3 mm thick) and intermediate cups
of variable thickness. The vacuum vessel
bakeout temperature is 200°C. The vessel
parameters are listed in Table 2.

Table 2 Vacuum Vessel Main Parameters

Vacuum pressure < 2x10*S Pa
Horizontal axis oftorus 0,536 m
Vertical axis oftorus 1.094 in
Inner volume H m3
Inner surface area 5.7 m2
Weight 650 kg

To improve the device performance in
future it is possible to provide a 3-fold
changing of the inner cylinder with
decreasing its diameter every time. This



procedure will allow to decrease the

tokamak aspect ratio without Significant

changes in the basic vacuum vessel

construction.

Fig. 3 Vacuum vessel basic parts

('. Toroidal Field Coils

There are 16 single turn toroidal field coils
connected in series through the crossovers
located at the machine bottom, The reverse
turn is disposed on the both sides of
crossovers for better compensation of stray
field. Toroidal field coils basic parameters
are listed in Table 3.

Table 3 Toroidal Field Coils Parameters

Number of coils 16
Toroidal field at R=O.36 m 05 T
Total central “rod" current 875 kA
Field ripple at R=0‘36 m 1.6xlO‘a %
Field ripple at R=O.6 m 099 %

The outer limbs of the toroidal field coils are
the pan of the tokamak support structure.
They are used to support the poloidal field
coils and should be stiff enough to withstand
in-plane and out of plane forces,

The inner straight leg and the outer limb of
TF coil are connected through the upper
dismountable joint at the top of the machine
(Fig 4). For the convenience ofthe machine

a0 71
assembly the outer limb is made of two parts
connected below the equatorial plane. To
provide the necessary stiffness against TF
coils toppling the outer limbs are embraced
with the hoop closed intercoil structure
below and above an equatorial plane. The
inner leg is to be made from bronze or cold
extnided copper The outer limb is made
from regular copper.

i/ x“

lnncLc / ‘\ I
Fig. 4 TF coil top contact joint

D. Central Solenoid

The most critical component of GLOBUS-
M electromagnetic system is the central
core. The central core consists of the central
solenoid [4] and the bundle of the TF coils
inner straight legs of wedge shape inserted
into the inner bore of the solenoid To
provide maximum possible magnetic flux the
basic problems of the central solenoid
development are to be solved:
— space restriction (the diameter of the

vacuum vessel inner cylinder is 220
mm);

~ compatibility with existing power
supplies (thyrystor converters 70 kA,
450 V);

— conductor mechanical properties;
— winding procedure
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The basic solenoid parameters are listed in
Table 4.

Table 4 Central Solenoid Main Parameters

Number of layers 2
Number of turns per layer 62
Conductor cross section 20x20 mm
Water cooling hole diameter 6 mm
Inner diameter 1 12 mm
Outer diameter 200 mm
Height ofthe coil 1313 mm
Length ofthe conductor ~ 66 m
Current in the conductor i 70 kA
Axial magnetic field 83 T
Magnetic flux (double swing) 0.31 Wb
Design number of cycles 8x10‘ ‘

Strong cyclic loads, acting on the solenoid,
require a high strength continuous
conductor for its winding. After carefiil
investigation of candidate materials,
accompanied by static and cyclic mechanical
tests, the conductor from silver bearing cold
extruded copper alloy was selected (yield
stress 270 MPa, ultimate tensile stress 330
MPa). The continuous hollow conductor
with initial specially determined trapezoidal
cross section will be manufactured in
Finland at Outokumpu 0y Enterprise. At
the moment the technology of
manufacturing of sufficiently long conductor
is developed and the tools for its extrusion
are ready.

The 10 m length test piece of the conductor
has been manufactured for winding and tests
of the solenoid prototype. The coil of the
hill scale radius and decreased height (ten
turns per layer) was wound and prepared for
testing

The design of the TF coils top contact joint
(See Fig. 4) makes it possible a winding of
the central solenoid separately on a bobbin
or in-situ around the TF coils inner legs,
The diameter ofthe TF center rod at the top
does not exceed the diameter of the solenoid
inner bore. Electric contacts are provided by

j2j2(5

a bandage ring, which press the outer limb
to the inner leg and by horizontal straps.
The final technology of the central solenoid
winding will be determined afier tests of the
solenoid prototype.

IV SUMMARY

GLOBUS-M tokamak is designed to satisfy
the needs of physics program, Ioffe Institute
facilities and Russia manufacturing
capability. As a result of tests the candidate
materials for central solenoid and toroidal
field coils were chosen.

The modification of the electromagnetic
system was made which helped to make the
central solenoid coil more simple and
reliable, introduce necessary unification into
the PF coils construction and redesign the
TF coils in order to reduce the toroidal field
ripple near the outer plasma boundary As a
result the plasma dimensions were increased
and the aspect ratio was decrease from the
value 1.6 to the value 1.5.
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COHERENT MAGNETOACOUSTIC CYCLOTRON

INSTABILITY IN PLASMAS WITH HIGH ENERGY IONS

V.S.Belikov, YarlKolesnichenko, O.A.Silivra

Scientific Centre ”Institute for Nuclear Research”, Kyiu, 252650, Ukraine

1.Introduction. The present paper deals with the coherent destabilization of Fast

Magnetoacoustic Waves (FMW) by superthermal ions, extending an analysis of earlier

works on this topic (see c.g. overview [1] and the recent work [2]). It considers both
rapid and slow magnetoacoustic instabilities i. e. instabilities with 7 > if1 and 'y < 77,"

where is the instability growth rate, T5 is bounce/transit period of fast 1on5. The aims

of the work are the following: (i) to generalize the analysis of the slow instability of Ref.
[2] by taking into account the finite magnitude of (my, — QB)/L~‘B, where mg, is the ion

cyclotron frequency at the magnetic axis and 1215 is the bounce/transit—averaged cyclotron

frequency; (ii) to develop a theory of the rapid instability allowing for the radial structure

of the waves.
2.Slow coherent instability. We proceed from the dispersion equation describing

FMW propagating across the magnetic field (kn = 0) in a tokamak plasma with fast ions

[3}. This equation for w = mo +w‘, we = [cum lo)! I<< wu yields

a “1,3.- “I5,, + 233:0 = 0 (l)

where 571 is a flux surface averaged component of the dielectric permeability tensor

associated with fast ions, up is the plasma frequency. Eq.(1) implies that the. num~

ber of fast ions is small (nu/n << 1) and the wave frequency satisfies the inequality
W'B. < u.‘ << “mu/W1 where Log is the cyclotron frequency, subscripts‘ c", "1’ and

a” label species, Me and M are the electron and ion mass, respectively,

For the time intervals exceeding the particle transit time we find 5?] as

4111413,”
55:21» (2)—wq2

where
so no Jae-flip

I : EdE d -2————' a 3’ lo / “ (A, — a(~“))KQP2 ( )
1‘1 = 6/013 — SP/((2Ename, 5 : kUL/wgm u = (2E/P11/2, A, = (w Jam/(51%,),
P _1+ 42 r; -1),5— 2x7 — 1 — A1, Q 2 (5(1— A})/2x9)‘/2, E : 112/2, [Fads :1,
F0 15 a distribution function of fast ions, N2 is the trapping parameter, q is the tokainak

safety factor, 5 : r/R, r is the radial coordinate, H is the large radius of the torus,

0(9) Ew= 211:1(1 — ran/Hymns?» —1 (4)
61:13,
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E and K are complete elliptic integrals.

Integrating by parts Eq.(3) we find

_1 F 6g Zia/3&71,_§/.113/l dry—fil_a(2){f+—+“Al—“(N2)} (5),
where

1 16J, 3 , _ 521,2
I ‘ TQP (Ian: _ PJ’)' 9 ‘ KQP (6)

One can see that Eq.(l) can be satisfied when denominator in Eq.(5) is small, which
is the case for tau determined by Adam) — a(x2) = 0, i.e.

wo = high) (7)

For sufficient large N. Eq.(7) is transformed to mo 3 Iwg,. Then the last term in Eq.(5)
can be neglected and Eq.(1) is reduced to a quadratic equation with respect to wl, which
implies that 7 o< J71: [2].

When K is not very large then Eq.(7) determines mu dependent on N. Therefore the
real part of I, (which is responsible for coherent instability) is not small provided F0 is
close to 6(1: — (so). We take E, as follows:

_ 6(v-va) l («r—In)2F° “ Wm“P (—72“) (8’
where 0 << Ia, 0 < 1:0 — 1, .7: = K2. Expanding f(:r), 9(1) and (1(3) in the vicinity of Jo
and introducing z = (A; — au)/(0a;,) we find cf] for 2 >> 1 as

c. _ “Gin 9i] — f0 1“ 290/(03)_ 9c“ 2tuoq7vn A, — an ( )
where 900 2 50(10), 901, E ago/3:: at 1 = 2:0. Due to Eq.(9) the Eq.(l) is cubic. In the
simplest case of 92 < 1 it yields

1 “5(a);you—A c_ao SJ,2 )1”= i— — (10)2w” 11a k—qR KQPW0 2

We observe that 7 is proportional to (nay/3, the instability being possible not only when
u, > vA but also when on, < 12‘.

Combining the used inequalities 02 < l and 2 >> 1 we arrive at the following restric—
tions on nu:

in < no, < n; (11)

where m and n; are determined by eOao = w,(n,) and eagwo = w1(n2).
3.Rapid coherent instability. Assuming that k” = 0, w = wo + an, wo = km,

| w. I« we we can write the equation for Fast Magnetoacoustic Eigenmodes (FME) in a
plasma with fast ions as follows [4]:
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(A+J\)B=o (12)

A and :\ are integro-diiferential operands {or the perturbed part of the magnetic field
B E B"(r), :\ is due to fast ions. The zero order solution of Eq.(l2) is [5]:

_ 2 23mm 2 B. exp (—(r ”'l > w; = m—gv: +5“? (13)Liv
where Lw 2 urn/fl, a :1, B, E B(,—_).

We assume that the unperturbed magnetic field is homogenmus. Then

at 1/2m = :i:{~(B(°":\1B‘"))/(B(°l'—B(°))} (14)
awn

where xi, = on}, brackets mean the integration over the plasma volume. Eq.(14) takes
into account that (B(°)‘AB(°’) is proportional to (w — (1.250)“. Calculating quadratic
forms entering Eq.(14) we obtain

i2 .UA- e: IdTCTCIdUIIJ-dvivig'f‘: | G, I2 1/2

W _ 1rz-— mawg fdrr l BM I2 (15)

where G. describes the phase of wave particle interaction, UA- E vA(r.), r = rc — psin a,
p = vl/wga, rc is guiding center radius.

One can see that in the limit case p < Lw the dependence of 8“” on a can be
neglected. In this case Eq.(l5) yields an expression for to. which corresponds to the local
approximation and is known from the earlier works.

Let us assume now that pz/Lfy is not very small but much less then I, and l :> 1.
Then we find:

2é—EJ:(::)B‘°’(ro)vf.(ro) (m)G] ___ I'M-l

where r0 = rC —— psin an, sin on = l/fic, {C E {(rc). The region which mainly contributes
to the integral over drc in Eq.(15) is determined by I r. — rc + psin an I [Lw 2: 1. In this
region the argument of Bessel function changes by A6 '2: {Lw/r 2 p/Lw. This means
that when p z Lw then Bessel function oscillates reducing the growth rate. Calculations
below confirm this for F" = (nu/27rua)f”(v")6(ui — 00,). Assuming f > I we find

1/2to, .wpa rm 1 f - - P: f— = —-——— — ~— — 2 2 —-——- d 17

where f: £.(1 - pa/r. sin are), E. = {(r.), pa 5 11(1)“).
Inhomogeneity of the magnetic field affects the considered instability in two ways.
First, it results in a restriction to the radial width of the region where the coherent

waveparticles interaction is possible. This restriction follows from the necessity to satisfy
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the condition I w— (war, I: 7 >> kHz)“. The magnetic shear (5) leads to k“ 2 SmAr/(q),
where Ar is the layer width around r9 defined by k”(rg) : 0. Therefore the inequality
7 >> kllvlt can be written as

A F1< —. (18»T‘ ms

Here F E y/wb, I" >> 1 due to the used approach.
The second restriction arises because Eq.(l5) neglects the toroidal drift term, which

is justified when | w — lwga |>> LUD, where tau 2 1:170, 171; is the velocity of the toroidal
drift of fast ions. Vt’e find:

(1+ liflc, sing + [Ca r059)2x ”A A < r (19)M
where 0 is the poloidal angle. For k, < kg this condition is rather seVere near the the
outer circumference of the torus (6 = D). Eq.(19) can be most easily satisfied near the
vertical midplane (0 = :l:1r/2), especially for very large m (because Air/kg ~ l/fi [5]).
But when m is large then the low shear is required in order to satisfy Eq.(18).

4.Conclusions. Our analysis has shown the following. First, unlike an existing
point of view [3], the circulating fast ions can destabilize cyclotron waves in tokamaks
through the coherent mechanism leading to slow instability (7 < 77,“) with 7 0: (710)”2
or 7 (X (nay/3. In the latter case the instability can arise even when on < DA in contrast
to the instability with 7 (x (n[,)'/2 when 1),, > (1,4 is necessary. Destabilization takes place
when distribution of fast ions over N is strongly peaked and the number of fast ions is
sufficiently small. The frequency of excited waves exceeds lug"

Second, the finite ratio of the fast ion Larmor radius to the width of the wave location
decreases the growth rate of the rapid cyclotron-magnetoacoustic instability excited in a
coherent way. But the reduction of 7- is significant only when pa/Lw > \5. More strong
restrictions for the fast coherent cyclotron instability are found to be assodated with the
magnetic shear and the finite velocity of the toroidal drift of fast ions. They in fact can
prevent the excitation of the considered instability near outer circumference of the torus.

Third, the coherent mechanism of the influence of fast ions on the magnetoacoustic
waves is hardly relevant to the ion cyclotron emission observed in tokamaks.
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I. lNTRODUCTlON
Toroidal magnetic field ripples are known to be the reason of one of the most

important loss mechanisms of charged fusion products in tokamak-reactors. The DT
experiments on TFTR have initiated a number of numerical investigations of this
mechanism [1,2] in present-day fusion experiment [3].The main purpose of this report is
carrying out of 3D Fokker-Planck simulation of ripple loss of alpha particles in DT
experiments on TFTR. The approach of present work is alternative to Monte Carlo one

used in Refs.[l,2]. it extends also 3D Fokker-Planck approach of Refs. [4,5] used for
modeling of fusion product behavior in TFTR in axisymmetric limit. Calculations take
into account ripple induced collisionless transport (stochastic diffusion [6] and
convective loss of ripple-trapped ions [7]) as well as slowing down, pitch-angle scattering
and first orbit loss of alphas. The distributions of escaped fusion products over the pitch
angles are obtained. Dependence of alpha loss on plasma current is investigated. The
distribution function of confined alphas is obtained. Comparison of numerical results
with loss alpha measurements [1.3] and pellet charge exchange ones [8] is curried out. It is
shown that simulation results are in satisfactory agreement with experimental ones.

2. RESULTS OF RlPPLE LOSS MODELING
We will approximate the TFTR magnetic field by the following expression

B : B‘ +B', with B’ being model field of an axisymmetric magnetic toroidal
configuration with nested circular llux surfaces [4] and B’ =\7l/ being the ripple
perturbation, (1' : (F6/N)sins, 17 is the poloidal current outside the flux surface. N
is the number of TF coils and 6 is the ripple amplitude. which is modeled by [9]

5: 541u(NT1). ,7: :[(R, -,)I +;=]/(R,r). (I)
with l.,(.r) being modified Bessel function. N=BO,R, 2225": in accordance with
Ref. [1]. For the radial dependencies of basic plasma parameters (plasma density, ion
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and electron temperatures) and the alpha particle source we will use those used in Refs.
[4,10]. As the transport coefficients of3D Fokker-Planck equation,

Vc(d — {)v = S(c). (2)
we will use d: d", f) = 13’ + f)’, where 13' is ripple induced diffusion. ln Eq.(2) c is

3D COM space [l0]. Decrease of confinement domain of co-moving particles due to
ripple convective loss is shown in Fig. I. Fig. 2 demonstrates typical orbit of alpha
particle lost due to ripple trapping in TFTR. For MeV alphas characteristic loss time
corresponding to this mechanism. 1';, is very short
1': S(5+ l0)u/vd =(l0+ 20)r,, 510‘ + lO".\'<< r,,rl(here r1, rlare collisional times of
slowing down and pitch-angle scattering, respectively). Therefore ripple convective loss
we will consider as a prompt one. For radial component of f)’ in stochasticity domain wewill use A2 /(2r,,), where

13:q 5'2{ (Zn/a)”, a>l ‘ (3)
6 aln(l6e)/(/ra),a < l

is the magnitude of ripple induced drift of banana tips [6,l l], a a ]:|/(NqR5). Note that
collisionless stochastic diffusion results in alpha loss with characteristic time
I; 2 Etizrh/A2 3(l + 10‘)“ that satisfies the following condition I: << r; << Furt-

Stochastic diffusion domain of 3.5 MeV alphas in 2 MA TFTR plasma with major
plasma radius, R:2.52 m, is shown in Fig. 1. To take into account collisional ripple
diffusion of banana trapped alphas we will use diffusion coefficients of axisymmetric
limit enhanced by factor M = l00.

Fig. 3 represents dependence of ripple induced alpha loss in energy range
[:'//;',_, 305 (here If“ 2 3.5Mel’) and R“ : 2.52m on plasma current when collisional
ripple diffusion of banana trapped alphas is neglected. One can see that maximum ripple
induced diffusion loss take place at I; 1.2MA and at IZZM/tthis loss mechanism
dominate first-orbit one. These result are in qualitative agreement with results of Ref. [l].
Fig.4 shows the pitch-angle distribution of this loss at the midplane of TFTR. For
I : 1.6MA the peak in ripple diffusion loss take place at pitch angle of 62“ +64” that
also agrees with results of Ref. [1].

Pitch-angle and radial distributions of confined alphas are shown in Figs. 5. 6.
Curves of Fig. 5 show distribution of L76 MeValphas over the pitch angles at r/a=0.5
in equatorial plane. One can see strong effect of diffusion on distribution function in—0.5 S v /v S 0.2 pitch-angle range. Finally curves 2 and 3 of Fig. 5 demonstrate effect of
decrease of banana particle density due to ripple—induced transport. This effect was
observed in PCX measurements [8] and Monte-Carlo modeling of alpha particle
distribution function in TFTR DT discharges [2].
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ON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF FAST FUSION PRODUCTS
IN TOKAMAK PLASMA
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Institute for Nuclear Research of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine , Kiev,

Ukraine

ABSTRACT

Results ofa JD (in constaa ofmotion space) Fokker-Planck simulation ofdistribution function of MeV

fusion products in axisymmetric TFl'R-like plasma are presented The phase space distribution of Confined fusion

products Is shown to be strongly anisotropic and non-uniform in radial coordinate (mainly for slowed down fusion

products with small longitudinal energy), The influence of pitch

anisotropy is investigated It is shown the strong influence of this scattering on distnbution firnction in the regions
sangle scattering on distribution function

of small pitch-angles (V_ /V =1 0) and those corresponding to separatrix between trapped and Circulating fast

ions in low current tokamak plasmas A comparison of numerical results and theoretical predictions ofdistribution

function anisotropy is carried out,

We will proceed from the 3D orbibaveraged Fokker-Planck equation for fast ions in

COM space [1-5]

a/a+e=S(c), (I)

l d H i aL: c —— d‘ + D“ J
J2, got-1* 22‘ ‘ ‘ Er."

is 3D orbit-averaged Fokker-Planck operator in c space, Wat is Jacobian for c-coordinate

where,

system, (I‘ and DE” are orbit-averaged transport coefficients describing collisional

diffusion and convection, S is fast particle source term. As the reference set of variables we

will use the following one [2]

c' = v, c3 = A, 0" = c"(v,it,J) (3)

ln (3) v is the particle velocity; A = (v x B)2 [in/(v2.91) is transverse adiabatic invariant;

Br. is magnetic field at magnetic axis; a" is“radial” coordinate; J = y/(¢)—I”v,,/(o is

canonical angular momentum,a) = eB/(mc). We first consider convective approximation and

neglect diffusion. Then taking into account that (I: = 0 [1,2] and using as radial variable c‘

defined by characteristic equation
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neglect diffusion. Then taking into account that :12 = 0[l,2] and using as radial variable cJ
defined by characteristic equation

dc" d“_ = ‘3
4dv (ll ( )

distribution function is determined by

43" l B , _ (7' l a" 3 1 . ‘__+_¥ I :’—+—1—"i =SC, {5)a x/Efl ‘7‘] a véail‘f ()
When obtaining eS) we take into account that for c3 satisfying Eq.(4)

divc\'E,/[FE{‘/§v)/Ev:div‘ v:3, ' (6)
Steady~state distribution of fast ions has the following form

It/v’v' 2S(i", xi, C")

j = — ' t!2(/l(v,l,vl) i (7)
We represent here results of numerical simulation of distribution function offast

alphas (15> l:'.,/2)in TFTR-like [7]axisymmetric DT discharge with /= lrél‘t'L‘l. We will
use model magnetic configuration with shifted circular flux surfaces, For the radial
dependencies of basu: plasma parameters (plasma density, ion and electron temperatures)
we choose following expressions

M = 0720 7x3)" +0.24(| 7 xi)”; + 0.04; ”(.941)", — Imp—x!)1 + I)“, (8)
where .r = p/u ,p is flux surface radius,
7;,” = RSA’L'I’, 7"” = lSKelr', IL.” : ZKel', 7;" = llt'el". As the alpha particle source We will use

S(r,v)=Sn(l—x:)xfi(v—vn). (9)
All the rest required physical quantities and parameters correspond to that ofgiven in
Ref.[6],

To simplify the problem we Will investigate steady state distribution ot'alphas and
will neglect speed diffusion (in energy range under consideration it is negligibly small).
Hence we will treat slowing-dowri and pitch-angle scattering, including the large bananaA
width effect in TFTR—like plasma (see Refs. [4,5,7])i

Distribution function of fast alphas was obtained by integration of Eq. (l) using
alternative direction implicit method, Figl represents pitch-angle distributions of alphas at
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d'lT ent points of plasma cross section. Curves of this figure demonstrate strong pitch—
] er

le dependenCC of distribution function of alpha particles in low current tokamak
ang

135mg To clarify the role of pitch—angle scattering in this figure it is shown also distribution
p .

function ofalphas in convective approximation ( D" = 0, see Eq. (7)) Distribution function in

convective approximation is in good agreement with results of Rfs.[2,6,7].

Spatial distributions of alphas with fixed pitch angles and v are shown in Fig. 2. One

can see that in plasma center radial profiles of alphas are monotonic, while in convective

approximation f is strongly non-monotonic in the vicinity of flux surfaces corresponding to

separatrix. Note, that we do not obtain nonmonotonic radial profiles of alphas in the central

region of plasma, predicted for the cases with strong radial peaking of alpha particle source in

Ref. [3], Finally, Fig. 3 represents alpha particle distribution function in TFTR—like plasma

with [=32 MA. Comparison of distribution function of alphas at 1.6MA and 3.2MA

discharges demonstrates the weakens of diffusive transport processes on confined fast fusion

products,

Comparing convective distribution function with 3D boundary value solutions we

conclude that pitch—angle scattering can play an important role in forming of fusion

product distribution function (at least in the range of small pitch—angles and vicinities ot‘lossA

cone boundaries and separatrix between trapped and circulating orbits). Of course with

current increase this role weakens
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Investigation of the Current-Kinetic Instability in the T-10 Tokamak

\'.1.P0mya.k, A.A.Bagdasarov, \'.\'.Fiterslcii. A‘Nfi’akovets '

Russian ResearCh Centre ”Kurchatov institute". Nuclear l-uston Institute

Moscow. Russian Federation

Plasma-wave processes were investigated in different regimes in the T- l0 tokamak (n==

0.5»4x10'3cm~3. 1:100-4OOKA, B=l4-28KGs). The purpose of investigations was to check

the hypothesis about the key role of the potential plasma oscillations in the plasma self.

organising processes [1,2]. Earlier, the authors of work [3] suggested the model of instability

of rare uniform plasma with the flux of runaway electrons. But the later theoretical

investigations [4] showed that the decision of the using kinetic equation? is a stable

distribution function with Cherenkov‘s and Doppler‘s plateau. We think that a

consideration of such problems is efficient only for a nonuniform plasma with certain initial

and boundary conditions.
Fig.l shows a example of stationary nonuniform distribution function on longitudinal

velocities of electrons. It was suggested that the local shape of distribution function is

similar to the quasylinear decision [3:4]. Empirical distributions on perpendicular velocities

were selected “1th taking into account real experimental data [2]. The working parameters

of calculations are u=E,/ED and BZmPJoirxHere. Epconst. The beginning of Cherenkov's

area coincides with the critical velocity C=vgcrm (vE - thermal velocity). Doppler‘s mode is

provided with the area u>D=C/l3. The classical collisions are took into account in body
part u<C. We note some essential pequliarities of such distribution. The part of accelerated
electrons. them current and noise energy decrease under B increase because of the
increment ~{D~wp.[5. Registration of suprathcrmal electrons is being more difficult. The flux
of accelerated electrons l‘~e'“"‘ . them current and noise energy increase with a, but
distribution function is compressed in the longitudinal direction owing to the reverse impact
of the electron plasma waves. The corresponding dependence of the average direct velocity
(local current density) on u is shown in Fig.2. In the region a>ot2I the current density is a
fallen down function. A transition over the point ot~a2 leads to an

,1)
Va

0 C2 D4 6 8 U/Veo {1

5511' Space - dependent stationary electron Fig.3. The average direct velocity versus [3.
distribution function normalised by the The dotted line - main body part.
Central values of the parameters.
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illslabiltl)' in consequence of the positive feedback between current and electric field E1. The
determinate modification of E1 is secured by the electrodvnamic compression of the current
channel (pincheeffect). it is essential what the plzuma pinch veloctty vr is connected with
runaway phenomenon by positive feedback (v,~ ElBacl, El~ “Ba/ct _] ~ (c/r)d(n)/drg
d_i/dt ~ e<u>l‘ ~ evml<u>exp(-cz/4) ).

The oscillations ofhigli amplitude can be realised if them spectrum is enough narrow
(high coherent). that is, certain spectral components must have some advantages (princrple
of natural selection). We assume that plasma in the vicinity of the resonance magnetic
surfaces q: l.213...r where a magnetic flux function has the pequliarities [5], possesses such
property. A regular structure of magnetic field allows to arise to the intensive coherent
waves. The oscillations with the natural plasma frequencies of the corresponding zones in
intensified in a direction of the resonance particles gradient. Most property of the oblique
Langmuir waves is transport of the longitudinal momentum across the magnetic field
Under Giza; plasma flows out the excitation area, which is surrounded with the resonance
surface rm, to the absorbing area (outside rm, with a drift velocity of more cold plasma
component. Energy of the electric field is pass to the oscillations. Oscillations are damped
under the realisation of the uniform space distribution inside the resonance magnetic
surface rm. The corresponding heuristic formula for the period ofthe volume oscillations or
duration of the breakdown
Lutlms] : 0.2 r,m R[ml 131m [min(T¢1Tt)l‘1[KeV’1]
coincides satisfactory with the real experimental values for different installations.

Fig.3 shons some characteristics of the discharge with different development of the
instability. Measurements of the plasma noises were fulfilled in region band 0.5-7.56H2 [I].
All investigated discharges are accompanied by the intensive splashes of the HF oscillations
in the beginning of current (lvst time window). when we deal with a cold plasma cloud and

Ira —_._. ¥____s_s
300 t

l
.J‘De, cm 3

l1.2‘10”|¢-
t‘_

ECE !
r=20cm i

( g . E :E‘E,‘ . ,'
t t . ‘,' ' i‘ .

aw” m . '~ curl-ultras
rultttlttmti“innit-titty. r = 0 cm
./..wm- t, ‘h V.“
l" \ /Fig.3. ECE and HF oscillations in discharge with

diiTerent form of the instability and with ECH.

l /Fig.4. Different behaviour of spectral components t—‘\ ' ' "H I ‘ H 4 kgof the plasma oscillations in discharge with saw- 1'0 LLf/Nf—Jtooth oscillations under ECH. _’ 367 798
L ms
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mg electrons. The instability is finished by the establishment of an quasi-

m. Fluctuations have a chaotic character and grow With plasma current.

Before the ELM-like instability on q=3 (241d window), ECE and ‘HF signals are being

regular. HF signal is enhanced shortly before the breakdown mam Ln low frequency
region. but diminish in hjgh frequency region. The instabilities are stopped under ECH to,
rd window). but a total intensrty of the. oscrllation increasesset-eral times. The disruptive
form of the instability on c122 is 5ho\\'n in 4-st Window. A's result. temperature and densrty

drop very fast and disruption transforms spontaneously in the fan instability, when body

plasma is cold. energy and current are concentrated in a runaway component. The
characteristic energy region of tail for any kind of discharge is relatively narrow and soft

(is-30KctibrECEand 3m? . . . . . ,1:134 shows the regime With saw-tooth osc1llations. Average denSity increases

monotonously without ECH. Under ECH. the modulation of it is determined by a
rebuilding of the density profile. Hi: Signal in a l'ugh frequency region has a norsc-like
shape. Under the successive reduction of frequency (or the rise of denstty under fixed

frequency), the sharp splashes are appeared m the moment of each breakdown. This
splashes can reach several order of value close to low frequency boundary of HF mode.

Fig.5 shows spectra of oscillation under OH, ECH and in the instability. The
semibreadth of spectrum AmS is essentially narrow then (0,”. For the low frequency
maximum. Animate), lts position shifts to the left then more, then the amplitude
modulation of ECE is more deep. WE: believe that this maximum is the result of the non-
linear scattering of the intensive Langmuir waves on electrons and ions and its stationary
frequency corresponds to the ion plasma frequency (om. Thus: we can find the space
location of zone which plays the role of the carrier trigger generator. Fig.6A was obtained
due to ma.n_\' frequency measurements in the regimes with quasistationary density before
and iii ECH. The horizontal lines show a probable interval of frequency of the stable
maximum. Fig.6B illustrates two moments under ECH with increasmg
average density when the noise part
of spectrum is appeared in the band of
receivers with fixed frequencies. 100 K.
can see that correlation between the t \.
obtained radial co-ordinates and the ;-
location of m zone (by BOB and SXR) [
is satisfactory. Specific violation of the l
poloidal symmetry under a high level i
of turbulence (density profile shifts ‘
inside, temperature profile — outside) 10 l
can be explained by the dependence of t

E

t

flux of accelerat
stationary spectru

It ”‘—

the resonance conditions on the
magnetic field (mt =ku Vtt - mix)-
The action of the plasma waves can be
more strong then that of the rotation i
transformation. In this case.
distribution function must be non— l Hg h “A A _.A_
uniform along the magnetic force lines 05 ‘ — 1 2‘ 5 10 f GHZ
then more then level of the oscillation I
is higher (in particular, for instability).
It should to add that such almost ideal Fig 5. Spectra of the electron (Langmuir) oscillations
picture for q=l mode can be for stable OH, ECH and iii the instabilityq=l.

: l
f/ f\ / / l\°\o/3
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0 20 40 [cm

Fig.6. The determination ofthe space boundary conditions for mode q=l.

essentially complicated by the processes of another kind (radiation.ionisation. charge
exchange). which are very important for more high mode number. Apparently, the impurity
flux from wall and limiter plays the most important role for ELM—like instability. This
flux is appeared as result of the plasma diffusion under action of the plasma oscillation, In
such case, electric field on the plasma periphery can increase that leads to forming of the
high energy electron tail. We have qualitative data that this is possible, but it is necessary
more detail measurements.

The comparison ol" the theoretical and experimental data gives ground to assume that
several known instabilities (fan instability of strong tnagnetised plasma. sawitooth
oscillations. disruptive and ELM-like instabilities) differ by the beginning and boundary
conditions. i.e. parametricallyv and can be generalised by the unit term - current kinetic
instability. The analysis of the hot electron behaviour together With the spectral
measurements of the plasma oscillations gives in some cases the possibility to obtain certain
signs ofthe coming instability essentially before the time of breakdown.

Autors are very grateful for the collaboration with T l0 Team.
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Shear Flow Steady State of Tokamak Plasma with
Anisotropic Pressure

V. I. Ilgisonis, V. P. Pastukhov
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-
Muslim . .
Conventional equilibrium theory of plasma confined in tokamak deals usually with

isotropic plasma models that is traditionally motivated by high frequencies of parti-
cle collisions. However, present day tokamaks operate with high ion temperature plas-
mas (T, 2 10KeV) under powerful auxiliary heating. Under such conditions a role
of Coulomb collisions for plasma isotropization reduces significantly. Additionally, the
most advanced regimes of tokamak operation recently developed in DIII-D and TFTR.
devices [1, 2] reveal fast plasma rotation with velocity of order of ion sound velocity in
a plasma core. Such a. fast plasma rotation awakes the necessity of mlequate plasma.
behavior description during time scales less than typical isotropization time.

The effects of plasma anisotropy [3, 4i and plasma. flows [5] were early separately con—
sidered to study plasma equilibrium in tokamak. In this report we take into account both
these effects together. The specifics of plasma flows is a sensitivity (contrary to static
equilibrial) to the pressure dynamic model. Indeed, in a static case the macroscopic
equilibrium equation can be derived directly from kinetics under the only assumption
on small Lamior radii. The details of chosen model for pressure evolution (ideal MHD
adinhntc, Chow—Goldbergcrrllow (CGL) double adiabates. or something else) are not
important for form balance. In a case of rotating plasma stationary flow structure must

hit in all the steady state equations, but not the form hnlnnao only. This remiiroment
is able to restrict the stationary flow structure and/or the permissible distribution of
stationary plasma parameters. That is why We have chosen CGL adiabatcs [6] as an an»
ocptable model of pressure. tensor evolution, which looks rather simple to he proceeded,
but incorporates all the most important features of anisotropic plasma. behavior. We
have found that similar to [7] the presence of stationary plasma flows results from the
hidden symmetry inherent in the CGL equations in toroidal topology. The general flow
structure is revealed, and the generalized Grarl-Shafranov equation, which covers the
analogous one for static case [3] as well as Kerner’s and Tokuda’s one for isotropic
plasma [5], is derived.
General relatigxg
Macroscopic evolution of ideal plasma with mass velocity V obeys the following equation
of motion;

p31V+p(VV)V+V-P+ll3xcurlB]=0, (l)

where density p obeys the continuity equation

81p+divpV=0 , (2)

and magnetic field B is supposed to be frozen in plasma:

91B = curl [V X B] ((liVB E 0) . (3)

We shall consider the diagonal pressure tensor P : Pij = pyoij + (pl. — pflBiBJ/BZ,
whose components satisfy CGL adiabatcs:

dis” : (ll-9L = 0 , (4)

where functions 5",; : a“ 2 p1 Bz/p"; si = pL/(pB); and (it means the substantional
time derivative: (1; = 0, + ( 5
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The equation set (1 4) is complete and represents the macroscopic plasma dynamics
for a CGL pressure model. Steady state configuration should be found from (1—4) by
setting 6. a 0.

Below we shall consider the systems with nested magnetic surfaces only. For such
systems a general magnetic field is suitable to be represented in terms of coordinates{wih "B = [w x (qve — Va]. (5)
where if) labels the magnetic surface, and angle~hke coordinates 0 and C are measured
in the poloidel and toroidal directions correspondingly. The dimensionless quantity
q = q(w) has just the same sense as a ”safety factor” in tokamak.

The representation (5) for a magnetic field allows easily to find the general structure
of stationary velocity field from the Eqs. (3), (2) via ”basic flows” [7]:

V=Ku+TIV. (6)
Here K. = rc(1/J) and 1) 2 17(11;) are arbitrary surface functions; 11 : B/p; v = e4 — R‘u;
e( is a. co—variant unit vector in the toroidal direction

e( = J‘llvw x V0];
and the function R‘W}, 0, C) is introduced to satisfy (2) as a particular solution of the
equation

nvs‘ = 16((5) . (7)
For irrational magnetic surfaces such a solution of (7) always exists; the related problemfor rational surfaces was briefly discussed in [7]. For axisymmetric systems «9(- E O, and
R' can be chosen to be equal to zero.

The general shear flow structure (6) is consistent in stationary case with CGL—adiabatcs (4) if
5”,; = WAG” - (3)

The condition (8) generalizes as the conventional static equilibrium requirement p =p(l/1) as the result 5 E pp“" = 5(1/)) obtained for shear flows in frames of ideal MHD[7] ('7is adiabatic exponent). The break—down of the requirement (8) results in the narrowing
of the class of permissible stationary flows. E g., in axisyrnmetric case VVHHIL =
Veils“; = 0, that gives immediately V9 E 0 (or It .=_ 0) when 653”]; 79 0. Therefore, if
pressure distribution in tokainak doesn't satisfy (8), only toroidal stationary flows mayappear. To avoid that narrowing we shall consider below a general case (8) only.

The obtained shear flow structure (6) satisfies the stationary equations (2-4) for anyconfiguration with nested magnetic surfaces. In particular, div pV = 0, curl [V X B] =—curl (tb) = 0, and the flow lines are lying on the magnetic surfaces. The magneticsurfaces should be. calculated from Vihcomponent of the force balance equation (1),which can be rewritten in the form similar to the Grad’s one [3]:
V2 32 .pV—Z— + Vp” - (1 — 0)Vv2~ = [curlaB x B] — p]cue x V] . (9)

Two other components of vector equation (9) give the additional solvability conditions,
which can be revealed for a. general KID-case. Multiplying (9) by B and V we find
immediately the needed requirements in a divergent form:

Bdiv (H (pl/T2 + g [2“ +14) + [v x [v x B]]> = 0, (10)
div(V(pVT2+gp“+pi)+a[Bx[VXB]]) =0V
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Using (6, 7), the conditions (10) can be rewritten as

’9 " 77”. l 3P" l 2?; llB
BV VB — —— + —— = — V—

( p 2 2p Jnec J ’ (11)

‘2 3Pll+2pl ‘7 2 pV2+3p +21)
V —- Rt — + + B — V = _ V #r-

B ((rt n )(2 2p ,0 U B Jnc< ( 2]

+ aBz/J).

The direct transition to the static equilibrium (N, 1] = 0) in formulas (11) is not
appropriate, because those formulas only result in the requirement for the quantity

(31)” + 2p‘L)/2p be a surface function. indeed, such a requirement follows from the

longitudinal equilibrium equation

BVPn — gravy = 0

under the conditions (8). However, there is no reason to satisfy (8) without plasma
flows. Therefore, the presence of flows is able to reduce an arbitrariness in steady state
distributions of plasma parameters. It should be noted again that all the considerations
in this section do not invoke any assumption on geometrical symmetry of the configura-
tion considered, but are based on the prescribed topology of nested magnetic surfaces.
Axis mmetric stead state
lo compute a. steady state for axisymmetr‘ic system, we work in the conventional cylin-

drical coordinates r, C, 1 with corresponding orthogonal basis e,, ec, e,: le,| = le,| =
r‘1|e<l = 1. The magnetic field (5) in these coordinates has a. form: _

B = i (saw + eC é — gasp) , (12)

where poloidal current I = qZ is introduced instead of q. However, in presence of

shear flows poloidal current I does not appear to be a surface function. The toroidal
coordinate C is presumed to be ignorable due to axial symmetry, i.e.

ace = eCVa = 0 (13)

for any stationary physical quantity a. The following useful expressions can be easily
derived using (12):

. i3* = ;(|v¢|2+r’),
VB = EB’HII‘ (14)

2 2 2

v2 = (fl) +nZT2+2_K_TlI:(KI_Vlb_|> +(fl’i‘7lr) _

p p pr pr
Let us consider the requirements (11) closer. Due to axisymmetry (13) the right

sides in (11) equal zero identically, and the quantities under gradients in the left sides

have to be surface functions. Using (14) we can write explicitly:

3 2mo = #fiUV'JJIZ+fl)‘-12’UZZ+ 3%9- , (15)
F(w) = I (a — K—pz) — 1]a . (16)
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For chosen flow velocity parameters Pt and 1] the relations (15, 16) restrict the all-
missible distributions of p and I to provide H and F be surface functions. When therelations (15, 16) are satisfied, the only i/I—component remains in Eq. (9) that looks asfollows:

2 I I 2l a _ “— A't/I — :WJVE +r/rl'pr2 + E + E: (I) 1‘ WW” + (171‘r1 p r1 p T2 (1 r T1
5’ 1 3'H' _ _J~ _ _ J = 0P PJ. 5". 2P“ 5“

Here the usual notation 8 61p 621 1/)A' = fi —— a"11b rar (r 3r) + 322
was introduced. This formula generalizes the Grad-Shafiranov equation for a flowinganisotropic plasma and together with (15, 16) provides the complete set of steady state
equations for antisymmetric configuration. Equation (17) allows a, formal transition toisotropic case analyzed in Ref. [5] by putting simply a —+ 1, pm —¢ 5;)" ,7 = 5/3.
Without flows (1: = 0,1] = 0) this formula. gives the static anisotropic equilibrium [3, 4](with above given remarks concerning the relation (8)).

To demonstrate these transition let us note that the quantity

5‘ 1 3iZ = pH' _m_i _ ,p“_1
“’1 2 s“

in Eq. (17) can be rewritten in terms of partial 7/)—derivatives:

5 , 32 .7 PB? 5 p 2 2Z=(;+U~l)d¢?+d¢,p”+—é—a¢ fi -—§8¢<7/ T) . (18)

All the above mentioned transitions should be done using a form (18) rather then(17). In particular, without flows the form (18) gives immediately:

1 B2Z! —+(a—l)8¢?+8¢p” ,
K‘Yf—u

that provides the correct form for Eq. (17), If we go then to an isotropic case, 3Q. (17)(amounting Eq. (18).) results precisely in canonical Grad—Shahanov equation. The
only addition following from (8,15) is the reasonable requirement for p to be a. surface
function while there is no such a requirement in conventional theory of static cquilibrie.

Thus, the equation set (15-17) covers indeed all the important particular cases [4, 5].
This work was supported in parts by lNTAS grant 94-3802 and Russian Foundationfor Basic Research (project 94-D2—03443~a).
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Numerical simulations of density fluctuations in T-10 SOL

Soldatov S.V.,Vershkov V.A.

RRC "Kurchatov Institute ".lnstitute ofNuclear Fusion. Moscow. l23182. Russia. .

Several turbulence types were identified in T-lO experiments in core and SOL

[1‘ 2. 3]. The present work is devoted to numerical modeling of turbulence structure in

the SOL obtained by means of multipin Langmuir probe. In principle the

reconstruction of the whole spatial and time evolution of the turbulence from

measurement at several fixed spatial positions is difficult and even not correct in the

case of small propagation velocities of fluctuations. Usually only two spatial points.

separated in poloidal direction were registered. Thus only restricted number of

parameters such as the form ofthe signals. Fourier. cross-phase and coherency spectra.

auto— and cross-correlation functions were available to characterize the turbulence. As

the direct reconstruction of the spatial turbulence structure was not possible. so the

numerical model was developed. The best fitting criteria were the coincidence of all

mentioned above parameters in experimental and model data. The final goal of

modeling is to determine spatial and temporal characteristics of different turbulence

types in order to compare them with theory. The turbulence model was developed on

the base of probe measurements due to the fact. that interpretation of probes data

much more certain. then reflectometry.

it is supposed. that the fluctuations may be described by the stochastic space

distribution of local density enhancements. The perturbations have spatially

distribution as Gauss function with a half«width A . which may vary randomly in the

range +/- 5 and move in poloidal direction with the phase velocity V. The fluctuations

rise and decay ( life time ) exponentially with times 1:1 and T2. The Gaussian and

oscillating spatial distributions are possible according to expression:

n ( x1, . x]. t )= exp{ -( x0 — x1) 2IA2)><{ b+ axcos(2ny(x0-x|)/A} x
x(eXp-[(l-lo)/12]U- - exp-[(t-t0)/t 1]“).

where X] = x0+V“'t; xP- probe position: xo- initial position of perturbation: xl -

position of enhancement at time t: y - spatial period of oscillation: 0t - the parameter

which control the time evolution: parameters a and b determine the relative

contributions of aperiodic and oscillating parts.

The local density enhancements are introduced with time period T to the

computational field randomly in time and space. Each local enhancement is treated

during certain time, when it decays to negligible level. The probes positions are chosen

inside the computational field. The code generates the time realizations of density

evolution at two probe positions with the time step of 1 “5. Thus the form of code
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output exactly simulate experimental data and can be processed with the same
procedures as experimental data.

The comparison of experimental and simulated turbulence characteristics for
the two cases of "broad band" turbulence [ l. 2 ] is presented in Fig. l a and b. This
type of turbulence is typical for all plasma column and characterized by very broad
amplitude spectrum. flat coherence spectrum and low coherence value. The
autocorrelation function are very narrow about 1.5 - 3 its. The experimental data for
both figures were taken in one discharge during density build up phase and after
switching off the gas valve. The experimental and the simulated data were obtained
with the probes distance of 0.6 cm. The Fourier amplitude spectrum. cross-phase,
coherence spectrum and autocorrelation function are presented. The model parameters
for the Fig. I a was: A: 0.2 cm: I! = L] llS :r2= 6 us ; V =1.75xlOE5 cm/s : a = 5.
For the second case those parameters were: A= 0.l5 crn; II = 2 [.151 1:2: 2.l L15: V”:
2.35xlOE5 cm/s :a = I. It is seen that in both cases the computer model well simulates
experimental data. It must be underlined that it is possible to reproduce very broad
amplitude and coherence spectra together with the autocorrelation functions with one
waveform of single turbulence event. The poloidal velocities from the slope of cross-
phase correspond well to the code input value. The simulations show that the gas puff
significantly influence the properties of "broad band“ leading to the increase of spatial
localization A.

The comparison of experiment with the code for the case of "edge" turbulence
[2] is presented in Fig. l c. Those fluctuations are typical for the cold SOL regions and
look like aperiodic relaxations with rising time 2 - l0 its and decay time about l00 its.
The spatial dimensions are about 3 - S cm. The most important peculiarity of the
"edge" turbulence is the value of coherence of 0.5 as it is seen in Fig. l c. Such low
coherence value for the probes separation 0.6 cm is absolutely inconsistent with the
perturbation width 3 cm and life time 100 its in the frame of simple computer model.
discussed above. Special model have been developed to simulate this turbulence. It is
supposed that local enhancement of 3 - 5 cm contains stochastic turbulence of smaller
scale inside. It looks like a turbulent envelope moving poloidally. The low coherence
results from low life time of this small scale turbulence. it is seen that results of such
model are in good agreement with experiment. The small fraction of "broad band" was
also added. The parameters of the model are as follows: A of envelopes equal to |.75
cm: A2 for secondary turbulence is equal to 0.5 cm and their life time l5 its. The
velocity was 0.3xlOE5 cm/s. Good agreement with experiment supports the idea of
complex nature of "edge" turbulence. The case of mixture of the "edge“ turbulence with
the "broad band" is illustrated by Fig. l d and 2. Figure l d presents the comparison of
the experiment and the model for the probes distance 0.6 cm. Simple model was used
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[-01 Sinmlation oftwo types of turbulence. The model paiameteis for ‘edge" turbulence

were . A: 2 cm: 1|-— 15115:12= 30115 , V — 1.8x1055 cm/s. F01 the "broad band"

case those parameters were: A: 0.2 cm : 11 = 1.0 us : 12: 5.5 115; 11:6: V = 1.8 xIOES

cm/S- The results are presented in Fig.2 a and b for probes distance 0.6, 1.2 and 1.8

cm. The coherence disappears uniformly in experiment and model at 1.2 and 1.8 cm

distance over all frequencies except the lowest High coherence at distance 1.8 cm.

proves big dimensions and long life time of the' edge" turbulence.

The case of "high frequency quasi-c-o"he1ent turbulence [ 1. 2. 3 ] is shown in

Fig. 1 e. This tu1bu1ence type is always observed together with the "broad band" and

some fraction of "edge" turbulence. The "HF quasi-coherent" turbulence is

characterized by the maximum at 30 kHz in amplitude and coherence spectra. It was

modeled by stochastic bursts of oscillations at this frequency. The parameters of HF

quasi--c011e1ent tu1bu1ence me: A: 2 cm: :1: 151.15 12: 20115:V= 1.0x0E5 cm/s: y-—

0 65. The "edge" turbulence parameters in the model were: A: l. 5 cm , 1:1: IO 115:

:51) 1151V=0.4x10E5 cm/s and for the "humid band": A: 0. 25 cm: 111—: 2. 3 us: 12:

2.8 115 . V-— 1. 2x10E5 cm/s . The ag1eement with experiment is good. The presented

results illustrate the typical case when all three tu1bulence type have different

velocities. Figure 1 f shows the experimental and model results for the correlation

reflectometry in core plasma. These data were simulated by means of "HF quasi-

coherent" and "broad band" turbulence. This result is just qualitative due to the

difficulties in interpretation of reflectometry data.

In summary it is possible to conclude that the simple model may satisfactory

simulate "HF quasi-coherent" and "broad band" turbulence. while more complex

model is needed for the "edge" turbulence. The question about unumbiguity of such

interpretation must be addressed in future.
This work was supported by Russian Foundation for Fundamental Researches.

the Grants Nos 94-02-06521-a and 96-02-18807.
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Investigation of three types of core small scale density fluctuations,
identified in T-10 experiments

V.A.Vershkov. S.V.Soldatov.

Nuclear Fusion Institute RRC "Kurchatov Institute", 123l82. Moscow . Russia.

Three types of small scale density turbulence were identified in the core plasma

in previous T~|O experiments with correlation refiectometer [ l. 2. 3 ]. Experiments

with multipin Langmuir probes were carried out [ 5. 6] to verify reflectometry results.

This report summarize the properties of core turbulence.

The T-lO experimental setup and diagnostics described in [ 3. 5 ]. The probes

and reflectometry register simultaneously two poloidally separated channels at l MHz

sampling rate for 0.5 s. The OH and ECRH discharges were investigated.
Figure l fpresents the typical data of two poloidally separated reflectometry

channels reflected at r=18 cm in the core plasma. The Fourier amplitude of the first

signal. the coherency spectrum of two signals and the autocorrelation function of the

first one are shown. Three turbulence types may be distinguished. They are associated

with maximums at zero and 170 kHz frequencies and the low coherent broad

frequency band ( 10 - 500 kHz) forming background of both maximums. which were

referred to in [ 3] as Low Frequency ( LF ) and High Frequency ( HF ) quasi-coherent

turbulence and "broad band" turbulence respectively. In contrary to the HF quasi-
coherent turbulence "broad band" and LF turbulence encounter significant difficulties
in interpretation. In fact the broad spectrum with Fourier amplitude ~l/F was
predicted in [ 4 ] as the universal spectrum of the reflected phase fluctuations at high
turbulence level and LF maximum may result from the stochastic phasejumps at the
moments. when interference of several reflected beams gives zero total amplitude. The
probes data were used to clarify those problems. The ion saturation current of two
probes spaced poloidally 0.6 cm apart was measured at five radial positions. In Fig. l
b one can see the appearance of "broad band" turbulence with high frequency tail and
low. but constant. coherency value alongside with "edge" low frequency fluctuations

[6]. The dashed line proves a low poloidal coherence at the increased poloidal
separation of the probes (l.2 cm). The case of practically pure fluctuations of that type

may be seen in Fig. l d. The "HF quasi-coherent" bursts of oscillation appear in Fig. l
c at r=25.5 cm as a maximum at 40 kHz. lt's evolution with decrease in radius can be
seen in Fig. l d. e. f for r=23.5 cm. the rail limiter probe and correlation reflectometry
in plasma core. The maximum position is shifted to 100 . 120 and 150 kHz for the

three cases. respectively. Figures 1 d.e.c also show the appearance of the “LF core”

turbulence which corresponds to the maximum near zero frequency. Thus all three
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core turbulence types were observed in the hottest part of the SOL by means of
Langmuir probes. The computer model of turbulence types is presented in [7]. The
properties of the three core turbulence will be discussed bellow.

"Broad band" turbulence - The "broad band" turbulence was found to be the
most universal instability. as it exists over whole plasma column. It is characterized by
very broad and practically constant amplitude Fourier and coherency spectra. The
value of poloidal and radial correlation length is about 0.5 cm in core. The estimations
give the value kPlpi~l in the cold and hot parts ofthe SOL and in core plasma. This
turbulence is highly asymmetric poloidally [6]. It rotate in ion diamagnetic drift
direction with respect to plasma [6]. thus indicating possible ion origin. The "broad
band" is sensitive to the gas influx, but it seems governs by the local plasma
parameters. There are no observations of quick variations of that turbulence in
response to the fast change of an edge conditions. The ITG instability is considered
now. as the physical mechanism ofthe "broad band" turbulence.

"HF quasi-coherent" turbulence - The time evolution of that turbulence is
analyzed in Fig. 2. The traces a - e are the Fourier amplitudes of autocorrelation
function of one of the reflectometer channel. The autocorrelation functions were
taken with the intervals of 0.5 ms for time realizations of 1 ms. The Fig. 2 fshow the
Fourier amplitude of time averaged autocorrelation function. The Fig. 2 g and h
present the time averaged cross—phase and coherence. The presence of a quasi-
mouochromatic oscillations are clearly seen for each 0.5 ms realizations. The values of
their frequencies vary in time from NO to I60 kHz in random way. resulting in
appearance of the maximum in spectra at 125 kHz in Fourier of average
autocorrelation function and coherence. The poloidal phase velocity of oscillations
from the slope of cross-phase equals to 2.7x 10E5 cm/s, which gives the wavelength
about 2.0 cm and m=45. nz30. The radial correlation length is also 2-3 cm. Thus two
physical mechanisms may be distinguished: the existing of unknown driving force over
frequency range of l [0 — 160 kHz and realization of that drive in random excitation of
high rational modes. The exited Wavelength is sensitive to the impurity composition
and it decreases after Ne puffing [ 3 ]. The amplitude and the number of oscillations in
the bursts decreases during working gas puff. The decrease of the oscillation number in
the bursts evidenced the increase of dissipation. Thus the amplitude decrease may be
explained by the relatively more strong increase of the dissipation due to toroidal
modes coupling with respect to excitation rate. The HF turbulence rotates together
with plasma [1. 7]. The HF quasi-coherent turbulence is sensitive to the edge
conditions [3] and may be involved in "nonlocal" transport.

"LF core" turbulence — This type of turbulence is the most difficult in
interpretation due to the existing of quick stochastic small density jumps and the
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absence of rotation typical in core plasma. The first reflectometry measurements with

the registration of the phase derivative show the excitation LF quasi—coherent modes.

as it is seen in Fig. l d and e. alongside with the stochastic spikes. In order to exclude

the specific reflectometry technical origin of such spikes. experiments with direct phase

ording and probes measurements were made. Figure 3 a show the ion saturation

lcftcrrent trace in the cold SOL region. It is clearly seen specific relaxation type "edge“

turbulence [6] together with the burst of oscillations. The latter were considered in [6]

as the edge localized "Alfven Frequency Modes" (AFM) observed in TFTR [8]. The

time traces of the probe ion saturation current in the hot SOL ( Fig. 3 b ). the tip

limiter probe ( Fig. 3 c ) and core reflectometry measurements with phase converter (

Fig. 3 d) also show the presence of stochasticjumps. It is important that typical time

ofthejumps for all four cases about 2—5 us. which is near to the period of ARM equal

to 4 [.l5 in cold SOL ( Fig. 3 a ) and 2 us ( Fig. 3 c ). Thus the experiment proves the

reality of the jumps. It may also indicate the involvement of MHD processes in this

phenomenon. The typical feature of LF Core turbulence in the central part of

discharge is the absence of rotation. It is clearly seen from the constancy of cross-phase

in Fig. 4 a, taken at the r=lZ cm. In contrary at r=l7 cm it begins to rotate with the

same velocity as "HF qusi-coherent" turbulence ( Fig. 4 b ). The estimated poloidal

wavelength about 18 cm for 30 kHz at 1:17 cm, but such estimations not possible in

the central case.

This work was supported of Russian Foundation for Fundamental Researches.

the Grants Nos 94-02-06521-3 and 96—02—18807.
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ON THE MODELS OF HEAT

TRANSPORT IN A TURBULENT MAGNETIZED PLASMA

Yu.V.Gott, E.I.Yurchenko

RRC “Kurchatov Institute”, Moscow, Russia

Models representing various types of turbulent transport in the plasma

confined by an external magnetic field are complex sets of non-linear differential

equatioris in partial derivatives in a real space and in a phase one. The complexity of

these model sets of equations applied to production of heat transport coefficients and

to prediction of the energy confinement time in toroidal magnetic traps at present

makes it necessary to use the methods of the similarity theory for a theoretical

analysis. Examples of utilizing these methods for a number of turbulent models are

represented in [l-3]. . .
In a given paper, we shall investigate the properties of the heat transport

models in a turbulent magnetized plasma, dependent on the main decisive parameters:

d It . .. . .
FZ ‘ p Y A , A. Here p and (I are the Larmor and Debye radii, B is the plasma

pressure to the magnetic field pressure ratio, 1 is the particle range respective to the

Coulomb collisions, a is the characteristic plasma size.

Since we consider four main dimensionless parameters, the total number of

transport models is determined by the number of all the possible combinations out of

four different elements. being equal 16. In [1-3] eight kinetic models and two MHD

ones were analyzed.
In this paper. using algebraic equations representing physical conditions of

collisionality, quasi-neutrality, electrostaticity and magnetohydrodynamicity. the

similarity criteria for eight MHD-models have been produced. The

magnetohydrodynamicity condition was first proposed in [4]. Satisfying this condition
the transport coefficients do not depend on the Larmor radius.

For conveniency of comparison with the experimental data. let us write the ion

diffusivity coefficient in the form:

1~n‘P.TTq-B"+La“+2 0)
where n and T are the plasma density and temperature, 8 is the magnetic field
magnitude. The indices p.q,r,5 are chosen so that the results of papers [1-4] could be
used.

For an initial four-parametric model the ion diffusivity coefficient can be
represented as

R K V

- ~ pl “ tdl it)a-v ~ 7 - - — - — 2’(H T [a l3 a a ( )

where VT is the thermal velocity. Indices R . a . K H v are found from the comparison

between the expressions (1) , (2). The condition of going to zero for the indices of

parameters %. B . % % in the expression (2) are the conditions of plasma

collisionality, quasimeutrality, electrostaticity and magnetohydrodynamicity.

respectively.
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V:2p+r~s =0 (3)
a:—3p—q—§r+r=0 (4)

K2—8p—2q—5r+4s =0 (5)
R:6p+2q+4r72s—l =0 (6)
The form (2) of an expression for 1,, allows one to produce the equations for

the indices p.q,r,s and the concrete relationships for the model coefficients 1'; for all
the simpler models without an analysis of the corresponding sets of equations with all
possible combinations of conditionsv :0 . a :0 , K = 0. R = 0 only, in accordancewith the diagram, Fig.1. It is of interest to note that in such a way one can producethe transport coefficients of MHD models for which the corresponding sets of non~
linear differential equations neither studied, nor even written.

As an example ofimplementing the similarity methods and turbulent transport
models, given in Fig. I, let us obtain the expressions for the ion diffusivity coefficientsin the Enhanced Reversed Shear mode (ERS) at the TFTR [5].

Physical processes resulting in the ERS-modc emergence are unknown atpresent. However, with the help of the methods of the similarity and of the invariance
principle [1—3], even in this case, one can select a suitable model - having analysedvarious turbulent models - representing the ion heat transport and find the limitationsto the transport coefficient dependencies on the main plasma parameters.

One of the ERS-mode features is that the ion diffusivity and diffusion
coefficients in the vicinity to the magnetic axis of the tokamak are smaller by a feworders of magnitude than the corresponding neoclassical values. The modified ion
diffusivity coefficient [6] is only a few times smaller than the standard neoclassical
values, therefore it cannot explain the existing transport.

An analysis of the experimental data at our disposal on the Standard Supershot(SS) mode and on the ERS one allows one to make the following conclusions:I. The turbulent mode at which the ion diffusivity coefficient is inversely~pr0portional
it the ion temperature and to the magnetic field magnitude is realised in the vicinity tothe tokamak centre in the SS-mode.
2. The mode at which the ion diffusivity is proportional to the root square of theelectron temperature and inversely-proportional to the magnetic field magnitude is setin the vicinity to the plasma boundary. Such a turbulence was previously observed inthe L-modes in the vicinity to the centre in a number of tokamaks [3].
3. Under ERS, at a power of heating exceeding the threshold one. the turbulence inthe central region is suppressed.

The informational-physical technique proposed in [2] allows one to show thatthe ion diffusivity coefficient in both modes can be represented by Vlasov’s G three
parametric nonquasineutral electromagnetic model.

Within the framework of that mode]. the ion diffusivity coefficient in the
vicinity to the facility centre has the form :

4 , %

1‘ ~p"”i‘(%) 'fl:%'fl;yz'ifi) (7)mi
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or in the form convenient for calculations :

670 <n> r r z,. t7. grass): 3 -

7} -B-Al/2 a
In the vicinity to the plasma boundary, one has

Z _s
lz~p,-v.-%-(&j fle/s (9)

a
or

760- T <n> (3‘ (r)3:_#__‘.—. — -1—o.75- — I0
I} B A,. ha a ( )

where p, H d are the electron Larmor radius and Debye one , vi and v: are the

thermal velocities of ions and electrons, A and ,6, are the ion and electron plasma

component pressure to the magnetic field pressure ratio. a is the minor tokamak

radius. T,- and T, are the ion and electron plasma temperature. Aiis the atomic mass of

ion, no is the plasma column centre density, <> means an averagening over the plasma

volume.
In the SS-mode the ion diffusivity coefficient for the whole plasma column is

represented by the relationship

Zss=Zi+12 (H)
The ERS-mode differs from the SS-one by the fact that the ion diffusivity

coefficient is determined in the main by processes occurring outside the central region.
being represented by the relationship :

ZERs=lz'f ('2)

where f = exp(—exp(—z)), z = (I —lfl)-o"', t: r/a, o = 0.05. to z 0.35 - normalised [-

radius, where the derivative of the safety factor respect to the radius ( q’) is equal
zero.

The comparison between the experimental ion diffusivity coefficients (solid
line) and the calculated ones with relationships (I l) and (12) ( 0, x ) are given in Fig.2
for the SS-mode (before transition) and for the ERS-one ( after transition). In this
Fig. one can see that the proposed relationships well represent the radial dependence
of the ion diffusivity coefficient for both modes under consideration.

1. Connor J. W., Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, 1988, v.30, p.619
2. Got! Yu. V.. Yurchenko E.I., Plasma Physics Reports, 1994. v.20, p.853
3. Gal! Yu. V,_ Yurchenka E. 1., Plasma Physics Reports, [996, v.22, p.13
4. Gail Yu. V., Yurchenko EL, 22"“ EPS Conf on Contr.Fus. and Plasma Phys. 1995.
r.l9C. tV. p.221
5. Levinton FM.. Zarnstorff M. C.,Batha S.H., el al, Phys.Rev.Letters. [995. v. 75.

' p.44] 7
6. Gail Yu. V., Yurc/zenko 15.1., On effect offinite plasma pressure on the neoclassical [on
heat transport. this conference
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NEOCLASSlCAL ION HEAT TRANSPORT IN

A PLASMA WITH HIGH GRADIENTS IN PARAMETERS

Yu.V.Gott

RRC “Kurchatov Institute". Moscow, Russia

All the relationships used at present for representing neoclassical transport in the

rokamak plasmas have been produced under assumption that the characteristic gradient

dimensions are much greater than the maximal width ofthe banana trajectories, In that case the

heat and particle fluxes in the plasma are proportional to the gradients of temperature and

dencity.
Under real conditions these assumptions are not alwais satisfied, and therefore it is of

interest to produce relationships representing neoclassical transport in a plasma with large

gradients of parameters

The distn'bution function produced by Kovrizhnykh [l] in the 'E (Krook) -

approximation [ l ] does not include limitations to the rate of changes in the plasma

parameters along the radius. and therefore it can be used for solution of a given

problem.

The first attemt of finding an effect of banana trajectory width on the neoclasical

heat transport done in [2.3] has shown that an increase in the banana trajectory width at

the fixed characteristic plasma temperature and density gradients results in a non-linear

increase in the heat Fluxes.

in this paper the radial plasma temperature and density dependences are taken in

the form :

r(%)=T.-(Ie(%)1)" (I)
"<%) = n. ’(I «got (2)

where a is the minor tokamak radius, To and no are the ion temperature and

the density at the plasma column centre. A change in the temperature gradient size
_, 4

LT :{dln%) and in the density one L" :(dlnndrl has been done due to a

change in the parameters a and fl. Neoclassical walues were taken as maximal widths

ofbananatrajectories. A .
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The calculations have been done by the numerical method in a banana range of
collisional frequencies with help of method published in [2.3]. The results of
calculations are approximated by analytical relationships.

It was shown that the ratio of the ion diffusivity coefficient x to the neoclassicai
coefficient me can be represented in the form :

INC
31+1.52:‘ ( )

Thus the ion diffusivity coefficient in the complicate nonlinear way depends on
ZT =A/Lr andon Z,I =A/Ln.

One can see that when the ratio of the maximal banana trajectory width to the
size of density gradient approachs to unity the ratio 1 / c is 2-2.5 times reduced. and
when the ratio of the maximal banana trajectory width to the size of temperature
gradient approachs to unity the ratio x / XNC . is almost eight time increased. At the
tendency of these quantities to be equal unity simultaneously. the ion diffusivity
coefficient is 10—20 times increased (See Fig.1).

1n the neoclassical theory, the total energy flux Q is related with the heat flux q
and with the convective energy flux FT by the relationship Q: q+yFT. where F is the
diffusion coefficient. The quantity y depends on the frequency of collisions and it is
changed in the range from 1.33 in the banana range to 3 in the Pfirsh-Schltjter range.

in the case under consideration, the ratio y has the form :
NC

y ~ i+o.262,',-“ ”(2,12,)” (4)
}’Nc _ l+0.l6ZT +znz;

One can see that in the banana range y depends on LT,Ln and their
combination. being varied from 1.33 up to ~3 (See Fig.2).

So if one wants to reduce the heat losses through the ion channel due to
neoclassical processes, it is necessary to increase the plasma density gradient size and to
reduce its ion temperature one.

I. Kat-'rizhnyklr L. M., Fizika plasmy, 1982, v.9, p.1105
2. Got! Yu. V.. Yurchenka 15.1., Plasma Physics Reports, 1994, v.20. p.353
3. Got! Yu. V.. Yurchenka E. 1., Plasma Physics Reports, 1996, v.22. p.13
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TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF CHRONIIUM LINE EMISSION
DURING ARGON PUFFING IN T-ID

VA. RantsevuKattinov. V.A. Shurygin
RRC "Kurchatov Institute". INF, Moscow, Russia

1. Introduction ‘ . . . . .
The assumption of coronal equxlibnum and empirical so-called anomalous difTuSion
coefficients are commonly used to model the impurity radiation in tokamak plasmas.
However. it is necessary to take into account the effects of supratherrnal electrons and
neutrals on the impurity radiation [1, 2]. These effects can result in appreciable
increasing ionization, excitation and recombination rates especially during the
I“inflationary processes in the plasma periphery. It is in these regions the
underestimate of rate coeificients is an equivalent to the overestimate of impurity
diffusion. Taking into account these effects one can obtain the reducing of the model
diffusion coefficients [3] and provide the calculation of x-ray spectra time evolution in
startup phase and during a major disruption [4] generally without using of adjustable
anomalous diffusion coefficients. Similarly, the electron-impact excitation of resonance
lines with transition energy AE,./ 7": >>l for plasmas with H1. ~ 10” cm3 and "I": < 1 keV
appears to be under strong eifeet of supratherinal electrons [1].
Experiments in tokamal:s have shown how the. population of suprathermal electrons
can be changed by puffing in some gas from almost complete suppression of their
productiOn tip to regimes in which the majority ofthe current are carnied by runaways
[5, 6]. Hence. in these cases one would expect that the intensities of resonance lines with
;:1[§,/ '1‘d >> 1 are governed by population of suprathennai electrons. For example.
when a large fraction of them is lost rapidly after gas putting.

This paper presents time-resolved observations of resonance line emission (Zp-ls -
transitions) for Li- , 136-. B-like states of Cr ions with temporal resolution of about l
ms (and I. " A). w. lOJ) during pulse puffing argon in the '1'710 tokamak. The founded
differences in time evolutions of continuum and line chromium emission allow one to
assign the observed radiation processes to the mass of nonlocal transport effects [7]
although our interpretation deals with the effects ofsuprathermal electrons on impurity
radiation but not with traditional anomalous diffusion.

2. Experiment
The experiments were carried out in the T-10 tokamak (11,: = 2-10” cnr‘. plasma

current 220 kA. minor radius 34 cm, magnetic field l.5 T), The horizontally scanning
crystal spectrometer [8] was used on a shot-to-shot basis along the central chord of T
[0. Four channels of the spectrometer were used simultaneously to record three
resonance (Zp—ls ~ transitions) lines of Li» (?t=2.202 .58), Be- (121.34 A) and B-like
(?.=2.228 A) charge states of chromium and continuum emission (close to 1:20 A).
The data collected during several tens of shots in T-lO were averaged and then
measured background signal was subtracted. The final estimated error of intensity
determination was about l0—15‘?"b. The duration of pulse puffing argon at 400 ms of the
discharge was 1 ms. The K.1 radiation {E,.('K.,)23.0 keV) from the plasma core and the
electron temperature TJH have shown the delay time close to 40 ms (see Fig.1). All of
the signals from chromium lines decayed immediately after the argon puffing without
any delay time (it was at least lesser than l ms, see Fig. 2') while continuum signal
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even slightly increased during the first 40 ms after pulling. In contrast to this line
intensity decaying following the argon pulling. the time evolution of their ratios shown
in Fig. 3 reveals distinct correlation with the time evolution of continuum signal.

.Interpretation and modelling
According to the estimate [1] the interpretation of resonance line intensit3 based 01113
011 the clfect of thermal part of plasma electrons can lead to the error comparable with
measured intensity if ED/E—— 471V 11 ,1 /E'l', < 7AE3,/ '13, where E and E; are the
electric and critical Dricer‘ 5 fields respectively e is the election charge A is the
L oulomb logarithm It means that for the T It) conditions with l- /E_‘ IO 20 and T ‘
0.10 8 ke‘ thL nonthennal ellects could be neglected onl3 in the part of the x- ray
spectnlm “here 13,: .fiE, < 1 keV, In the cusL ofinterested “ms 413/ 7_. : 871233itl11153
:S.65 lest. Averaging, over the real non—Maxwellian electron distiibution one can
obtain that nonthcmial contribution to the excitation ratL could be decisive being
proportional to the relatiic population ofsupiathctmal elections 11.,1-10111 the other
side the intensit3 ratios for resonance lia are determined by ionization balance effects

1;,"11'3,~ 11333111,. (1)
The resulting balance due to effects of suprathet‘mal elections and neutrals on the
charge state distribution [1, 2] can pt‘mide the ratios (1) even close to corona
equilibrium but 01113 101 Minn states with fulfilled quasi stationar3 conditions of
coupled balance equations [4]. However, beside T,_ the ratios (1) are functions of
relative populations of neutrals .53, : 11 /11 'md suprathermul electrons (1.4. as follows

*l. +51. 'RM +1‘n111,

)111l:(l"(/
(3)3 c111,,+u {(3:011m‘1:111

All ionization 10,111,“) and tecombination rate coefficients (R 3.3 . g, RT“.- . R 3
radiative charge e\(.lliln",€ and dielecuonic 1‘cspectivel3) \teie calculated by the
formulas from Ref [9]. In paiticulai.
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-Rf:, ~ 2.6-10‘7-ZM-“RUn , (3)
"e 00

re Raw in cm’ s»! , 0,, is the velocity of neutrals. 00:23-10" cm s" , ZN is the ionic
. arameter 60501,;L),,)l(n£-up) from (3) van'cs in wide limits over the plasma

d/or in nonstationary processes such as a major disruption [10].
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line intensities and their ratio; rhlring argon pu/ji'ng.

As follows from our calculations. the effects of suprathermal electrons on the
ionization balance of Li—. Be— and B-llliC Chromium states at T..- = 0.4-0.3 c can be
neglected if as};I (Tm; : 3 keV) < 0.05. Hence, while the time evolution of 1,] is
detemiined by umili‘ (note that :iEy/ Ta : 8712), the resonance line ratios 1“'/ If.
depend on 71M,“ and (51(1). The results of modelling and their eompalison with
experimental data are shown in Fig.3. The model functions for T,__I1) . 1M!) = 6”!“
+5441} and um. {I} used in (1H3) are shown in Fig.4. According to the mode]. the
changes observed on “(H during the first 150 ms after the argon puffing are related
mainly to the time evolution of plasma electron energy distribution function, The. time
evolution of (1:1,, (I) was adjusted as followed from the time behaviour of Be—likc state
intensity in Fig.2. Moreover, similar time evolution of hard x—ray signals caused by
runaway electron bombardment ofthe limiter have been observed on the PL'l‘ tokamak
during gas puffing experiments [I I]. The sharp (13.4, decrease inuncdiately after puffing
does not affect the time evolution of ratios [WV/“7' as shown in Fig. 3. According to the
model. the argon incoming changes the charge exchange recombination rate
appreciably only in [50 ms after puffing and, finally, results in decrease in the ratios [W’/
1,..." for Be / l3, Li / B and Li / Be states. Thus, the average charge ofimpun'ties decreases
only in 150 ms after gas puffing.
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It could be assumed that the am: increase in 40 ms after putting deals with the
secondary generation of runaway population [12]. In this time inten’al some part of
incoming argon works as a source of secondary generated runaways. This assumption
corresponds to the increase in [w’ and probably in hard x-ray signals caused bv
runaway electrons as observed in PLT [ll]. Moreover, the time of thc Coulomi)
collisions between the runaways and the panicles of argon is about 30 ms [12].

4, Conclusions
The time-resolved measurements of resonance line emission for Lie . Bc-, B—like

states of Cr ions during pulse pulling argon in the 'l‘l toliamal: and their
interpretation Were presented. To interpret the. data, we have developed a computer
code that calculates the emission of chromium lines and their ratios taking into accountthe effects of suprathermal electrons and neutrals on impurity radiation. The
calculations has shown that the time evolution of line intensities in T310 is caused by
the time behaviour oi‘nonthcrmal pan of electron energy distribution Most likely that
the plasma periphery gives the main contribution to the line intensities [8]. In contrast
to the line intensities, the behaviour 01‘ line ratios are driven by thermal and CK-
recombination efl‘ccts. The change. of the ex recombination rate {or interested
chromium charge states begins only in 150 ms after the argon puffing. The rapid
decrease in aw immediately after puffing as it follows from the model means also the
decrease in the part ol' plasma current that canied by runaway electrons. Due to this
plasma current redistribution one would assume rather small increase in thermal energy
of plasma electrons that observed also on the continuum signal (see Fig. 2) and how
been interpreted as nonlocal transport effect in Ref. [7]. The time scale of the‘
suprathcrmal population redistribution over the plasma cross section could be lesser
than i ms at least [13]. .-\t the onset ol‘put‘ling, the petipht'ral changes in plasma density
and temperature result in a suppression of mnaway tail generation. Then. 40 ms later
the secondary runaway electron generation becomes significant became of close.
collisions between fast tail electrons and electrons bounded on the shells of the argon
ions. These electrons gain a considerable transverse momentumpg/p 23“ >> I [12].

The tinteercsolvcd observations ofline intensities during gas putting can be useful
to study nonstationary phenomena in lokamak plasmas and to analyze the eli'ects ofnonthcrmal electrons. chargoexchange and associated profile disttibutions on the line
intensities ol" A", , spectra ol" plasma impurities.
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EFFECT OF A FINIT'E PLASMA PRESSURE

ON THE NEOCLASSICAL ION HEAT TRANSPORT
Yu.V.Gott, E.I.Yurchenko

RRC “Kurchatov Institute". Moscow, Russia

In modern tokamaks [l] the ion diffusivity and diffusion coefficients in the central

part of the plasma column can be a few tens~timcs smaller than the corresponding

transport coefficients predicted by the Standard Neoclassical Theory (SNT).

The SNT of transport in tokamaks has been developed without taking into

account of the plasma pressure, assuming that the particle displacement from the

magnetic surface is much smaller than the radius of this surface. in this connection, the

neoclassical theory turns out to be unjust in the vicinity to the plasma column centre.

The due to regard for the finite plasma pressure results in a distortion in the

magnetic surface configuration in the vicinity to the magnetic axis and in the toroidal

magnetic field in the region occupied by plasma. One can assure himself that a

reduction in the magnetic field — related with the plasma diamagnetism - does not affect

the transport, but the ellipticity ~ related with the plasma pressure — results in reduction

in the transport coefficients.

Let us consider the tokamaks with elliptic magnetic surfaces. presenting them in

the form r 91(1 + c-c0526 =I'Z-(l + e and com are the trans on throughP P

elliptic and circular cross-sections. equally long. Making transition to the rounded

coordinate system p.,.6 let us find the relationship between the minor ellipse semiaxe r

and a new radial variable:

pg=r-{0.5-[l.5-(1+K)7\/K_)]} (l)
where e:(I<3 -1)/(K‘7 +1), K is the ratio ofthe ellipse semiaxes.

The trajectory of particle motion in the rounded coordinate system is represented

by the set of equations oftrapped particle motion :
paptdpl R '

__:_. —} 2I. q Q (”a ‘u) ()

(16. p. .
~7=q_Rvu—vd-c050.=0 (3)

where q is the safety factor. Q is the gyrofrequency. R is the major tokamak radius.

"u is the parallel to magnetic field component of velocity. vd is the drift velocity. p.

and 0. are the return point coordinates of trapped particles.

Considering the value of q as constant along the particle trajectory one can

obtain from Eq.(2).(3) the dimensionless equation describes the trajectory of trapped

particles :
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x2~x32i(,l_x-c039-x*-cos{)*+1/2—v) (4)

whereg: Z‘p-q/(R-e),v=lcos¢9./(4-x.),r=x415,,E=0.5-[1.5-(K+l)—-\/7(‘]
An analysis of these equations shows that when the particle turn-back point i5

located in the range of angles 0<0.<rr/2, the trapped particles exist upon any magnetic
surface, at x. —>0. Under condition 7r/2 <€.<2r a limitation to the minimal radius of a
magnetic surface emerges‘ where the particles still can be trapped

'4x. 2 x," = lOZ-(Icos til/4)” (5)
The treatment of the numerical solution results of Eq.(4) allows one to produce

approximate expression representing the trajectories of trapped particle motion in the
form convenient for flux calculation in the tokamak plasma.
For a positive branch of the trajectory we have :

(5+:Jcost9—c050./(l+2~‘/:) (6)
For a negative one we have: 3.

(5‘, : x. -,icos€~cos€. /(l +2‘x/2) (7)
where 5 is the deviation of a particle from the surface with the radius x. . In this case‘
x. should satisfy the limitation (5).

The equation for calculation of the ellipticity of magnetic surfaces - dependent
on the plasma pressure and the boundary plasma surface configuration [3] - can be
written in form :

r1-e“+(572-S)-r-e'—Ste:3-[a-A'—(2—S)rA’2] (8)
where the prime designates the derivatives with respect to r, S:r~q'lq is the magnetic
field shear, a : —8-;r-p’-R-qZ/Bzis the relative plasma pressure gradient, A is the
Shafranov’s shift.

Since we are mainly interested in the processes in the vicinity to the magnetic
axis. we shall solve Eq.(8) for the almost uniform current, i.e. at a small value ofS for
plasma column with equivalent radius a. For pzpatlerZ ml)" the solution found by
expansion technique with respect to the degrees of deviation from the magnetic axis has
the form :

=8 _l+S"-r2/]2 + nit/3241‘ _ RZ-(l—rllaz)
l+S"-a2/12 2 azr(l+S”‘a2/12)

where e“ is the ellipticity of the boundary plasma column surface ,6 = 4- 7r-pZ7 H32 is the

(9)

thermal/magnetic energy ratio.
One can see that the maximal ellipticity is reached in the vicinity to the magnetic

axes and its value depends on the Sign of a shear. At the negative shear the ellipticity is
greater than that at the positive one.
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For calculation the modified neoclassical ion diffusivity coefficient x we have

d the method described in [2] and the ion distribution function found in the I
use
(Krook) - approximation in [4]. Using the expressions (6),(7),(9) it is possible to write

.5/
"'02 (is—++6—')dm (10)
X+ ' 'M .x_

‘75, ' xz-dkz '”
L 1 . __ 9 .[:0 15i [cos ill (ill/J; {————1-Kl-sin2iyj; (01)

-3/7/ 1 , . . . . . V A
where gm : 0.17‘A/2 -n (%) /‘ 412-1 ' IS the neoclasstcal ion diffuswity coeffictentIt

through circular surfaCe of the radius r. A: R/a is the tokamak aspect ratio. 1,... is the

time of particle scattering within the angle n/z, 9r :2-p(7')‘q/R. T is the particle

temperature. x: = x. i 6:. x: is the magnitude of A; at 0 : 0‘ m is the ratio of

particle energy to the T ' 2K1 = 1 ' CC‘59'- SinW=K'Sifl(9/2). other quantities are

determined in [2].

Having done the numerical integration of the expression (10), one can produce

the dependence ofx on the radius :

.FM
2/

E3-[(r/a)1 +0.2o-A2.(gT/JE)/s]
From (1 I) one can see that. in difference from SNT, the modified ion diffusivity

x:z~c (ll)

coefficient tends to zero, when the radius of magnetic surface under consideration tends

to zero too. An increase in plasma pressure results in a rise in ellipticity. thus reducing

the transport coefficient.

The ion diffusivity coefficient dependencies in SNT (Curve 1) and modified one

for the quantity .5: A}2 AgT : 0.1 - typical value for the DIII—D tokamak (curve 2) and

for t,” = 0.2 (TFTR) (curve 3) are given in Figure. Solid curves are calculated with help

of relationship (ll) for K = l , dash curves are calculated for K = 2. One can see that

the modified diffusivity coefficient trends to zero when approaching the plasma column

centre. in difference from SNT where it tends to infinity.

We consider as a pleasant duty to express our gratitude to V.Merezhkin who has

attracted our attention to a given problem.
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FAST PROCESSES WITHIN THE CANONICAL PROFILES
TRANSPORT MODEL

Yu.N. Dnestrovskij, S.V. Cherkasov, Yu.V. Esipchuk, S.E. Lysenko,
K.N. Tarasyan, S.V. Tsaun

Russian Research Centre “Kurcliarov Institute”, Moscow" Russia

The Canonical Profiles Transport Model (CPTM) is reconsidered. The new equation for the evolution

ofcanonical profiles and corresponding boundary conditions are proposed, The model is used for the

description of fast transient processes in the TFTR and JET with cooling ofthe plasma edge.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments confirmed that the energy transport in tokamaks is determined not only by
the slow diffusion time, but also by some collection of fast times. Most spectacular are

experiments with cooling oftlte plasma edge by injection ofimpurities [1-3] or gas puffing,

and with heating ofthe plasma edge by fast current ramp up [4]. In these experiments the

central electron temperature changes at marl-3 ms after strong action at the edge, and the

absolute increase ofthe central temperature ATC(0) is about 100-300 eV, The time delay ofthe

response, rd is 1—2 orders of magnitude less than the energy confinement time T5, and 2-3
orders less than the skin time of the current redistribution, Is.

In this Report we attempt to describe the experiments [1-4] using the Canonical Profiles
Transport Model (CPTM) [5] We revise the basic ideas ofthe model, and include an additional
equation with a fast time I'CDC‘Ed. This equation describes the evolution ofthe canonical profiles.
The main point ofthc modified model is a revision ofthe boundary conditions for the
canonical profiles As a result, the canonical profiles become depending on the profile ofthe
real electron temperature Te(r) near the edge The change ot‘lhe T20) profile near the edge leads
to fast redistribution oithe canonical profile over the whole plasma cross section, and, as a
consequence. to visible changes ofthe heat diffiisivities Xe and Xv The resulting model is self
consistent. We use it for description ofthe ET and TFTR experiments [3-4].

2. THE MODEL DEVELOPMENT

We assume that the form ofthe canonical profiles is determined by the minimum of the free
energy functional and by conservation ofthe total plasma current [6]. Then using the

. . 630 l a 2 . . r
Maxwell equationj=——~ 1' t1 , where lt:l/q, and assuming tliatj(tt)00:p(u)/pg,

47:]? r 6r
tt'lierejD:/'(tio),Wimp”), pu=titr=0), and eliminating] and p, we obtain an Euler equation for
the canonical profile tt(r)

(“LEE._. - =0 1
dr drcR ) ()

7 d 7
r‘/ t’ # t”+}t -( Hdro 2
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46R
3 [M+(po/((y~1)/o)], u'=dtt/dr, A} is a Lagrange multiplier, other notations are

0
standard. The regular solutions of(l ), uc=u¢(r), satisfy to a more simple equation of second
order

where X2:

dllc
do?)

containing the parameter 1;. Therefore, for the selection ofa unique solution we need three
boundary conditions. In [6] the following conditions were used

awmam w=p§+x2 (3

meta) = Nit/(calm) Mom, Mr) A 0 at Hon (3)
and the simple analytical (Kadomtsev) solution was obtained

”9—
l+r2/a%

H: = Hf = affine/(urn m"! (4)

Solutions (4) were used in paper [5] with port, However, the boundary conditions (4) raise
many questions. What is pg? Why does the plasma “know," what is happening beyond the
chamber? To resolve these questions, we suppose that the evolution of canonical profiles is
described by the time dependent equation

dp d‘i’re A? = — (5)
dt dr

where I: is the characteristic time of evolution, which is small in comparison with the energy
confinement time ”[13 (T:<<tE). We suppose also that in the Ohmic (OH) and L modes the
boundary conditions for Eq. (5) have the form

ttc(a)=tta:2IR/(CCIZB(1) , plc(a,t):|,1'(a,t), tt'c' (a,t)=tt"(a,t) (6)

where p(r.1) is the solution ofthe equation for the poloidal magnetic fields Hence

4
*7 (7)
1— aux / t1}:

Marlin)», h =

The electron temperature and conductivity at the plasma edge are small, therefore for the
estimation ofthe A value we can use the steady state equation for diffusion ofthe poloidal

. d l d 2 . . .magnetic field ~ —--— ——--(I‘ tl) : 0 ,where o is the plasma conductrvrty. llence
dr r0 dr

1 l
A = y - = , U (s)

1_fl(1+2H0] l+£§7757
40'” an; 87‘1“] _]a)

where U=27tRja/cra. is the loop voltage, jZI/(Ttal) is the average current density.

(ro'a/4oaoc(3/8)a( Te, / Te )3 - (l/4)a(Z'/Z)a. As a result, the parameter A depends on the current
density, the logarithmic derivatives ofthe temperature and Zgfi‘at the edge.

The second term in the denominator 0H9), containing the product o'aU, is very sensitive to the
scenario ofthe plasma edge cooling. During the cooling the value ofo'a decreases as the
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electron temperature profile becomes more flat, and simultaneously Urises. Their product can

either to decrease or to rise. As a consequence. the proposed model can describe both the

heating of the plasma core (experiments on TEXT and TFTR). and its cooling (JET) during the

edge cooling. Using the expansion of nc(r,t) in the plasma centre and the conformity principle

[51‘ we obtain the followmg expresston for Tc').

r..(r-)/T..(0)=T..tr)/r..t0)=t pf (riluf (0))00‘” (9)

Where (70(1):(lovl)/l—l, A0 is the steady state value of it.

3. SlMULATlON OF TFTR AND JET EXPERlMENTS

At first we simulated the steady state OH regimes described in [2,3] and obtained the value

tozl .229 for the TFTR shot #31889 and lo=l .33 for JET shot #31736.
The second step is the choice of scenario for the description of the edge cooling. In the TFTR
[2] the pellet is small and the increase of radiation power PM is not large. Furthermore, for the
limiter OH shots the boundary electron temperature Ts(a) in the steady state is low (we assume
50 eV). and it is natural to propose that this temperature remains unchanged during the
transient stage after the pellet ablation.

The scenario of Pmdm and Te(a,t) for transient process in TFTR is shown in Fig. 1. We

proposed also that the radiation power is localized in the region 0.85<r/a<l. The flattening of
T=(r) near by the boundary leads to peaking ofa canonical profile and, as a consequence, to
peaking of THU). In Fig. 2 we compare the behavior of T..(r'.r) in the calculations and
experiment for the two spatial points: r/a=0,lo and 0.2". The maximum values ofthe
temperature deviations 57; vs the radius are shown in Fig.3. The experimental points are
marked by black circles. The points ofSTt, Sign change are close one to another. The absolute
values ofBTem’ and 571”“ in the plasma core are also similar. The divergence ofthese values
at r/az0.7-0.8 can be explained by the influence of unablated pellet fragments in the
experiment.
In the JET experiment [3] the pellet is large, and Pm; rises in a factor ofS. The value of
7;°xp(0.92a) quickly diminishes from l70 eV to 20 eV. So. the scenario here is quite different.
Fig.4 shows the chosen JET scenarios for Pm; and T¢(a.r). The temporal evolution of Tc(r,r) for
two points is shown in Fig.5. Fig.6 shows the radial variation of maximum of 8H. ln this case
plasma is cooled everywhere.

As a conclusion, the developed transport model allows to describe the fast transient processes
The experiments in the TFTR and JET with opposite signs of the electron temperature
deviations were simulated. The model predict the similar behavior of the ion temperature.

This research was supported in part by the UKAEA contract GQ l 1001.
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Ins I Technology", 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

1. INTRODUCTION

Neutral atom distribution function in plasma has been studied for the case when the ion

distribution function f| is highly anisotropic. For the isotropic one the problem was considered

earlier [l 2} In the present paper Boltzmann kinetic equation has been solved numerically by

iterative method. The maximum values of plasma parameters in calculations are the following:

plasma density n=10l4 cm‘j, electron temperature Te :5 keV, ion temperature (in the

plasma regions where function fi is Maxwellian) Ti :5 keV. The ion distribution function

anisotropy is described by simple model function.
2. TIDE KINETIC EQUATlON

Directing z-axis normally to the plasma boundary and using the cylindrical coordinates

Vl Viva in the velocity space the kinetic equation for the neutral atom distribution function

f(z,vz,vp,9) can be written in the form

8f(z,v ,v ,0) 3
VZrA—Z—‘L——=—f(z‘vz,vp,0)'ZlSj(z,vZ,vp,9)-t

J:32

0: +00 211

+fi(z,v7_,vp,6)[ldv'p v'p I dv'zJdB‘f(z,v'z,v’p,e’)ol(g)gA1784(Z,vz,vp,9)], (l)
D 700 0

:0 +20 27:
where Sj(z,vl,vp,6) : E[dv'pv’p j dv'z (1] d0' fj(z,v'z,v‘p,6')oj(g)g‘ (j=1,2§,4),

2
g = ‘fiv'zivzy +v‘p +vp7‘ — 2v'p vpcos(076') , r1434i , r2 = {4 = tea

The cross-sections ol,oz,oj,o4 in Eq. (1) describe the processes of charge exchange,
ionization by electron impact and by proton impact and recombination respectively [1]‘

The dimensionless quantities are used in Eq‘ (1). The width of the plasma layer 10 (in

cm), the scale factor for the particle density nO (in cm'i) and the characteristic temperature T0
(in eV) are used as the main scale parameters The scales of cross~sections, velocity and

distribution functions are determined in the following way: 00 :n" /(nozn),
3/3 3v0 :(1,6021-10"2-2-T0/m|)”1, (ml is ion mass), f0 : nD /(1t v0

Function f(z,vl,vp,6) satisfies to the symmetric boundary conditions

2 75
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f+(0_vz,vp,9)=fw+Rf‘(0, Z,vpfl), f—(t,vz,vp,6):f‘WJI-Rf”’(t,—v7 9) (2)
Here, f = ‘ for v2 > O and f — f for v2 <0, f“, is the distribution function of low energy
atoms, R is the reflection coefficient

Usmg expressmns (2) the solution of Eq. (1) is obtained by iterations

z 3Forv7<0 f£h1(zvz,vp,9)=[f“+Rfk(l—vZ,Vp,9)]exp[ ijzsjiu vz,vp,9)du]7
Vz Ijzl

no 21!
——idz' fi(z', vz,vp ,6)[Idv‘v'pjdv'z I de' fk(z',v'
s —eo 0

7"].rj.9')U1(g)g+S4(z‘,\/Z. We)“

113XCXPt-~J ZS(u.vztvpre)du]. (3)
V2 z'j=l

For vZ > O _ 123fk+1(z vz,vp,9)=[fw +Rfk (0,—vz,vp_9)]exp[—~j Z SJ[u v vp,9)du
z 0j=l

+00 27: _
+ vl—Z(j:dz' f(z' vvv ,8)[]dv'pv'p I dv'Z (l dG‘ fk(z’,v'z,v'p,9')ol(g)g+S4(z',vZ,vp BHX

113 . . .”x aim-kl ZS(u vz,vp_9)du] (k Is the Iteration number) (4)
‘ 7 z'j: I

The iterative processes starts from f.(z v ,,vp,e) : 0
3 NUMERICAL RESULTS

Three cases are considered in this paper In the first case the plasma renion with
anisotropic ion distribution function is O 15<z<0. 85. In the second case it is O -‘-<z<O 6 In the
third case it is given by t) 15<z<0.4 and O.6<z<0.85, For the other 2 values fimttion f is
modeled by Maxwellizfl using ion temperature profile T}(z) coinciding With [60.)

V17
, l

/
,.p

é
[g

o/
(0

.5
’—

l5
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Anisotropic function f, is modeled by the fianction shown in Fig. I. This function coincides with

Maxwellian for vp <2 and has two characteristic high energy tails for v0 > 2. Such taiis may

appear during piasma heating [3]. For the real experimental conditions the anisotropic ion

distributions may be calculated using RF heating or NB injection codes.

Assuming plasma density and electron temperature profiles n(r) and Te(r) as cubic

parabolic ones electron distribution function fe is modeled by Maxwellian in the whole plasma

volume In the plasma center Te(0-5) =TO (To = 5000 eV), n(O. 5) = lOOno. At the plasma edge

Te(0)=Te(1) =5 eV, n(0)=n(l)=no. The n02O value is equal to 13-10‘3 cm’z, that at

10:130 cm and n0=l012 cm‘3 corresponds to the parameters of the W7-X project. The

calculations were performed for distribution functions independent on the angular variable 9.

In the real experimental conditions the ion distribution anisotropy varies with G. In the present

calculations R=0.5.

In the first case function f(z,vz,vp) in the plasma center and at the plasma edge is

shown in Figs. 2, 3 respectively. Comparison of Fig. 2 with Fig.1 shows that function

f(z,vz,vp) and function f; have much in common. Function f(z,vz,vp) is tail-distributed too.

./.

0,V
;,‘«‘

;a)
{if 1

7
log

‘6

Function f(z,vz,vp) which corresponds to the second case as in the plasma center

(Fig. 4) so at the plasma edge (Fig. 5) has an additional hill at vZ : 0. This hill is caused by

broader as compared with the first case plasma region where function fi is Maxwellian.

Comparison ofFig.3 with Fig. 2 and ofFig. 5 with Fig. 4 shows that f(z,vz,vp) varies with 1

only for the small velocity values and is practically independent on 2 at (vi + vbm > 2. The

variation of low energy part of neutrals distribution function is caused by the cold atoms

penetrating into plasma.

In the third case fiJnction f(z,vz,vp) in the plasma center (Fig, 6) coincides very good

with the one in Fig. 4, though in comparison with the second case function f, is Maxwellian in

the region O.4<z<0.6. Identical distributions of neutrals correspond to the different local values
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of ion distribution function, Function f(z,vz,vp) at the plasma edge in the third case (not
shown in this paper) coincides with the one in Fig, 5

‘ , to
l: i :1 . 6 I \ 6

4, CONCLUSIONS
High energy part of neutral atom distribution function is almost the same in the whole

plasma volume. The outgoing neutral atoms possess in themselves information about the ion
velocity distributions in the most hot regions of plasma. The detemiination of the local ion
distributions from measurements of the neutral energy distribution may be very difficult
problem

An accurate description of neutral atom distribution function is of primary importance
for interpretation of diagnostic measurements. The numerical code described here can be used
for this purposes. For a long time the following energy dependence of tlte neutral particle flux
is used for interpretation ofthe diagnostic results, [4-6].

L x
mm) cc 1 nnaoiigigEE/Z cxpt—Eo mexpt—s/xmi) mmdx (5)

0 0

Here, “a is neutral atom density, L is a chord length.
Note that expression (5) may be obtained from expression (3) using the total mean free

path Aw, value and assuming functions f”: of Maxwellian and 01(g)g:const As it was
shown in Ref [1], the last assumption brings the significant errors to the neutrals density and
distribution function.

The calculations have shown that the influence 0fthe reflection coefficient value on the
neutral distribution function reliefis small.

The code developed here facilitates the calculation of neutral atom distribution function
both for a two-dimensional velocity space and for a three-dimensional one.
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1, INTRODUCTION
In present tokamaks with longer discharges in low density regimes the energy of

runaway electrons reaches up to tens of MeV and even more Due. to close colhstons these

high energy electrons may kick thermal electrons in the runaway region [1]. The knocked-out

electrons have a significant transverse momentum pi >> pH ( p1 and p,, are transverse and

llel momenta of runaways with respect to the magnetic field B )i The inequality of

pap”. Dist/5pc,” (1)
determines the runaway region ofthe knocked-out electrons [2], p: : 4ne’a(2 + 1:")E'l , e

and m are the charge and the rest mass of the electron, n is the bulk plasma density, L is the

para

Coulomb logarithm, z‘,T is the effective ion charge number. E is the inductive electric field,

The avalanche-like process of the runaways generation arises with the avalanching time

to = 1 /cn6(W_Lc,) = JiimcLu + 2e“) / 9eE. (2)
This process of the secondary generation of the runaway electrons was experimentally

demonstrated in the TEXTOR tokamak [3], that is why the present calculations were carried

out for the TEXTOR experimental conditions
n=o.ss-io‘9m‘3. E=0.08V/m, L=12, zcfi =2, B=2.25 T. (3)

We assumed the maximum energy of runaways to be 25 MeV, and electrons with higher value

of the energy were not taken into account.

2. RUNAWAY ELECTRON DISTRIBUION FUNCTION
The present analysis is performed on the basis ofthe integral of close collisions [2]

7 ..+ t. .. I mzcl ——
1(pmpllt):4ncro‘ P“ 3'" 1 2 - 2P] 2 2 p—41( )4 F(Pn+puht)t (4)

J(P--+Pui) +mc ‘v/pl +mc p1 p"+p!'l

2pl -——— eEt '0
=.—————*—-—».F.i ...l=9 -1 2 d F" 4.. ,tp.” n pl—(W—mc)’ (p +1),l ) lawn” )+ ngpl 131 (p +Pt p1 )

9(x)=lforx20, 6(x)=0forx<0, r0=ezlmcii

The drag force [2] and radiation losses [4] are taken into account (1‘ : 1i1+ pZ / mzcz)

2 2Eng 1_ pap” 1,02 P_(P_) _ (5)
d' (Pfiwil 3 "‘Cr ”‘°

The runaway electron distribution function formed as a result of close collisions can be
written as follows
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F(p,(,pl,t) : 5p; tip; “Pmp'i .1){(3D;At)‘llo(pip‘i /2D1At)exp{—(pi + p'i)/4DLAt}}. (is)
Here t‘(p., , p; , I) is the secondary generation distribution function without including the
diffusive spreading , and the term in the braces describes ( for a certain value of pi, ) the
transverse momentum ditfiisive spreading ofthc distribution function due to distant collisions
of secondary runaways with the bulk plasma particles

_ ’ {pg fir) Di : e‘rrmLil +Ze,r)p,:,i‘p"], (7)
0'91

I‘,(x) is the modified Bessel function, At is the time interval during, which the knocked~ont i
electron changes its parallel momentum from p., E pU I‘JZ7 to a certain value of p”. Fq. (7) is
obtained from the relativistic Landau collision term [5].

The reiief function f'(p.,,pl , t) and its fragment in the region p ~ pa at t=25 are shown
in Figs! and 2 respectively, At this moment the distribution function does not relax to the
stationary state yet. The projection on the plane (p,,,pl) ofthe first line in relief f(p“.pl ,t) is
indicated by the triangle. The knocked—out electrons are arranged on elongated ellipses, major

axes of which are equal to
momenta of the energetic
incident electrons A part
of the ellipsis for the
incident electron with

maxi pr, )=50mc is
indicated in Fig, 2 by the
Circle. The birth of
secondary generation
electrons takes place

:. mainly near this curve]
where p; ~ pm The
radiation losses of
electrons with pL ~ pm
are not too large.

The curve where
Fig.1

2 2 3’2 2 -(n+pt) epipq 15
indicated by the square The maximum value of the transverse momentum in this curve is

—- r i ~ w :12 , . t .plcx = Vin /3 at in,” = [3n Rh? .The region where (pr, + pg) < p,.p;, is me barrier for the
knocked~out electrons Therefore, we have the regime of continuos acceleration if the energy
ofknocked~out electrons W is

w > win , wm : pi“ /2m (8)
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In the figures

pm : 0.35mc, in
accordance with (3).

The function

L0 f(p,.,pl,t) is not in‘
' equilibrium with

respect to the
transverse momenta

(6f / 3pl > O).
From Eq. (6) we
obtain that the
region of

. Ap..,p., ~p... N57
0 OD .

- 0 always exrsts, for
whichFl .2L—— g Ai(Ap,.) q); /2D,.

Hence in this region Ap., Ffplhpl ,t) is not in equilibrium with respect to the transverse and

parallel momenta (6F/6pu, > 0). For the parameters (3) Di z 5.4m2c2 ~s_]

2‘
(c

u.
70

0

WC
20

2
pl

/,/
and

Ap” ~ 0,]mc in accordance with At < 1.3- lO'zs.
Therefore, the observed intense infrared radiation in TEXTOR [3] is the result of

instability of the runaway electrons distribution fiinction which is not in equilibrium with

respect to the transverse and parallel momenta.

3. FAST CHANGE IN THE INFRARED RADIATION

If during the shot Zcfl‘ suddenly increases , the barrier, where (pf. + paw < p.,pf,, also

increases at this moment. Just from this moment we have a new condition pA > pm:

(pm2 > pit”), and a strong reconstruction in the relief F(p.,,pl,t) starts in the region p ~ pcr

In the relief of F(p,,,pL,t) for p1 <pm2, p,, >p“2/‘ 27 a zone with 613/013,, >0 will be

formed, which moves in accordance with Eq, (5). The region, where (3F/6pi >0, will be

removed to a higher value of pi, The essential increase in the instability zone leads to the fast

change in the infrared radiation. This fast phenomenon was named as Fast Pitch Angle

Scattering Event [6].

In general, if pm ac ,ln(2 + 2:”) / E is changed stepwise or in some other way, this

results in a change ofthe instability condition, The fast change in the infrared radiation will be

observed.
In the case ofinstability at frequency to : 203,0, N,, 2 0 (signal ofthe ECE channel), the

resonant condition a) = lmtn/I‘ (a)=0 = eB/ mc, N“ is the parallel refraction index) for runaway

electrons is fialfilled on the circles pf, + pi 2 pi, where pl : the (1/2)2 71, I: 5/2, 3, 7/2, 4....

Hence the distance between two neighbouring resonant values of p,, is Apu : (0.25m 0.3)mc.
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A stepwise increase ofthe ECE signal during the fast event [6] may be explained by the step-
by—step addition of new groups of resonant runaway electrons. when the rezonant zone
increases. In accordance with Eq. (5) for Ap,‘ x (0.25— O 3)me, At is equal to (5-10)ms, and
that is in a good agreement with the experiment in TEXTOR.

4 4. RUNAWAY DENSITY BEHAVIOUR‘1: 1 In Fig, 3 (curve 1) the time dependence of the relative density\3 n, /n' of secondary generation runaways is presented for parameters('5 2 (3) ( n' is the density of runaways without the secondary generation
process ). For a given value W"m the density of secondary mnaways1 2 strongly depends on the local 7m value. For example, in Fig. 3 (curve 2)
the time dependence of nr /n' for the case ty- = 4.6 ( pm : 0.45mc ) is0 presented, the remaining parameters being the same as in (3) andt (s) ngM=25Mev.

Fig. 3 Earlier it was shown that the electron density value ofthe bulkplasma influences the secondary mnaways density [7].
For the value of teg[t) , where n, /n': exp[t/tcfi(t)] , (9)

from Fig. 3 for pi” = 0,35mc (curve 1 ) we obtain [HT z 0.75 at t=ls and tmr : 0.565 at t=2sFrom Eq. (2) we have t], = 0 553 For the case Pt” ; O 45mc (curve 2 ) we obtain ten ~< 1 35 att=ls and td, : 0.955 at t=25. Eq (2) leads to tD : 0 95 for this case.
5. THE ROLE OF SECONDARY GENERATION DURING A DISRUPTION

As it follows from Eq (2), the avalanching time tU during the disruption in TEXTOR( n:(O.5-l)10In m‘z, E230 Wm, z“, z 3 ) is tU :1 Ems, This tO is lower than the L / R -time( 4.5ms ) In Ref.[8], where the role of secondary generation during disruption was
investigated, the time tm=l2+zcfilmcLleE was used instead of expression (2). Thisinaccuracy may change the conclusion about the role of the secondary generation processduring disruptions

6 CONCLUSION
It is shown that a series of the phenomena observed in the runaways secondarygeneration experiment in TEXTOR can be explained by the peculiarity of the runawaydistribution function in the region p ~ pm,
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CHARACTERIZATION OF CORE IMPURITY TRANSPORT
AND ACCUMULATION IN VARIOUS OPERATING REGIMES IN DIII—D*

M.R. Wadefi D.G. Whyiexf- Rb. Wood.° and we West .
General Atomics, PO. Box 85608. San Diego, California 92I86-9784 USA

Impurity contaminants in the core plasma of. future burning devices such as the International

ThermOHUCICaF Experimental Reactor (ITER) are inevrtable' and Will undoubtedly have a deleterious

effect on plasma performance. Unfortunately, because of IhC'IlmlIEd amount of informationavailable. the

models presently being used to predict ITER performance Simply assume a flat concentration profile for
all impurities with an ad hoc concentration chosen for each impurity. In an attempt to start closmg the
gap between present experimental data and these models. experiments have been conducted on DIII—D

with particular emphasis placed on 1) characteriztng the butldup of intrin5ic impurities in thepla‘sma core
in various confinement and divertor regimes. 2) measuring the steady-state impurity (both intrinsn: and
seeded) density profiles in various operating regimes, and 3) determining whether impurity transport
properties are dependent on the charge (or mass) of the itnpurity. The primary focus of these studies has
bccn on characterizing impurity buildup in a wide variety of operating conditions in ELMing H—mode

plasmas. However. enhanced confinement regimes such as ELM»free Hemode, Vii-mode, and the
negative central shear (NCS) regime offer the potential of a more attractive reactor scenario, Since the
degree of impurity accumulation Will have a significant impact on the attractiveness of these regimes,

studies have also been conducted to characterize impurity buildup in these regimes.
In the present configuration of DIII—D in which graphite tiles cover ~90% of the plasma facing

surface. spectroscopic surveys show carbon to be the dominant impurity with the core carbon
concentration typically between l%—3% of the electron density. These studies are made possible by the
ability to accurately measure carbon density profiles on DIIl—D using active charge-exchange
recombination (CER) spectroscopy.1 In most DIII—D plasmas, carbon is fully stripped over the majority
of the plasma cross section. and therefore the total inventory of carbon can be computed directly, thereby
alleviating unCBrtainties associated with transport modeling that is generally required to determine the
charge-state distribution.

impurity Behavior in L-mode and ELMing H-Mode Plasmas

In both L—mode and ELMing H—mode plasmas, the carbon inventory reaches steady-state shortly
after the onset of the mode. provided other plasma parameters (e.g., injected power, magnetic
equilibrium. plasma density, etc.) are maintained constant. This is similar to previously reported
observations of high-Z impurity behavior in DIIIvD.2 The steadyistate carbon concentration (relative to
the electron density) profile is flat in both L—mode and ELMing I-I—modc. Presently. analysis is in
progress to provide a complete survey of carbon buildup in a variety of operating conditions in L—modc
and ELMing Hemode plasmas. Although this survey is incomplete, several interesting phenomena have
been observed to date. Of particular interest to ITER are data from power scans and radiative divertor
discharges which suggest that the core carbon content is not necessarily directly related to thc
heat/particle flux incident on the divertor target. Table I summarizes data of interest from a set of
attached divertor. ELMing II—mode discharges in which the injected beam power was systematically
increased from 3 MW to 9 MW. As expected, the increase in beam power resulted in a concomitant
increase in the total conducted power to the divertor target. One would expect that such an increase in
the heat flux would result in an increase in target erosion and carbon influx to the divertor plasma. This
expectation is verified by inference of the divertor carbon density from measurements via a SPRED UV
instrument viewing the divertor plasma which indicate that the carbon density increases by a factor of 2 as
the power is increased froin 3 to 9 MW. However, measurements of the core carbon content via CER
show the content decreases as the input power is increased, Such a trend suggests that the divertor and

’Work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DEVACO3~89ERSI I I4, DE—ACOS-960R2’2464.
and W-7405-ENG-48.

IOak Ridge National Laboratory. Oak Ridge. Tennessee.
AIN'RS ——~ Encrgic ct Materiaux, Varennes. Quebec, Canada.
oLawrence Livcnnorc National Laboratory, Livermorc. California.
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SOL plasma becomes more efficient Table 1. Selected Parameters During an Input Power Scan
in screening impurities from the
core plasma as the input power is Inp_utpower (MW) 8‘9 6'2 3-'
increased. Onc possib1e mechanism Lint-averaged density (x 10‘9 m‘3) 6.0 6.0 6.2
for this improvement is an increase Separatrix density (x 1019 m‘3) 2.0 1.8 2.0
i" the ELM “69123“c 35 the “Wm Separatrix temperature (eV) 90 80 75‘
owcr is increase . ince revtous , -13mm“ have shown that EEMS are Total heat flux to divertor (MW) 39 3.1 1.6

effective in sweeping impurities out ELM frequency (HZ) '50 '40 40
of the edge plasma . it is likely that Core carbon content 1.0 1.2 1.8
an increased frequency of ELMs (X 1019 particles)
leads to better screening of impuri- Carbon concentration at p : 0.7 (‘70) (1.9 0.05 1.5
ties. The data shown in Table] is
consistent with this hypothesis as the ELM frequency increases in these discharges from 40 Hz to 150 Hz
as the input power is increased. However, since there are several other possible mechanisms for this
improvement (eg. improved ionization potential of the divertor plasma, increased particle flow toward
divertor target thereby entraining the impurities, better. etc.), detailed modeling (including modeling of
the carbon sources) is requited to determine the primary mechanism responsible for this trend.

Over the past several years, several modes of operations have been demonstrated on DIII—D in which
the peak heat flux to the divertor target has been reduced by a factor of 5 through controlled gas
injection of either deuterium. neon. or nitrogen.3v4 Given this large redttction in heat flux to the divertor
target. one might expect a similar decrease in the core carbon content. Because the formation of radiative
divertor conditions in DIII—D are accompanied by increases in the plasma density. systematic
comparisons between the detached and attached cases are difficult. The comparisons made here take
advantage of the fact that gas injection to form radiative divertor conditions generally begins subsequent
to the high-power phase and l-I—mode formation. This allows measurement of the evolution of the
carbon content from the attached divertor phase into the heat flux reduction phase. Such analysis shows
that in the deuterium injection case the core inventory of carbon to be ~20% larger while the fuel dilution
due to carbon remains essentially the same due to a similar increase in the plasma electron density. In the
neon injection case. a large reduction (- a factor of 2) in the core carbon inventory and fuel dilution due
is observed even though the additional neon radiation in the core reduces the ELM frequency from
~60 Hz to 10 Hz. However. because of the additional influx of neon impurities. the core Zcff increases
substantially from 1.5 to 3.0. In the nitrogen injection cases, the core inventory of carbon increases by
approximately 50% and the fuel dilution due to carbon increases by ~25%. The difference between Ne
injection and either D2 or N2 injection suggests chemical sputtering of carbon in the deuterium and
nitrogen cases may play an important role in the total carbon sputtering rate. but further studies
(including detailed modeling) are required to determine the predominant mechanisms in these cases.5

Impurity Behavior in Enhanced Confinement Regimes

In enhanced confinement regimes suclt as ELM—free Himode. VH-—rnode.(J and NCS discharges.7 the
carbon inventory evolution is somewhat more complicated. In ELM-free H—mode plasmas, the carbon
inventory increases monotonically throughout the ELMrfree phase. The carbon density and
concentration increases over the entire profile at equal rates until late in the discharge when central
accumulation occurs. This central accumulation leads to increased radiation and eventually to loss of
H—mode confinement. This observation is consistent with previous observations on DIII—D and other
tokamaks with regard to impurity accumulation in ELM-free H—mode plasmas. 1n VII—mode plasmas.
the total carbon content In VI-I—mode plasmas is observed to increase approximately linearly with time
throughout the entire VHimode phase (see Fig. 1). In some cases, the electron source rate from this
influx (9 x 1020 s") exceeds the beam source rate by a factor of ~2—3. In contrast to the ELMifree
H—mode results. this influx of carbon primarily accumulates in the plasma periphery (near p = 08),
resulting in carbon concentration profiles that get progressively more hollow throughout the VH—mode
phase. Typically. this leads to an edge Zc{r(computcd assuming carbon to the only impurity) near 4.0
(~6.0 in some extreme cases) while the plasma corc remains relatively clean with Zcfr~ 1.5. Since the
carbon density profile does not reach equilibrium during the short extent of the VHAmode phase. it is not
possible to determine a priori from this data whether such a hollow profile is inherent to the VH~mode or
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is primarily due to the transient nature of the measurement. Transport studies designed to elucidate the

intrinsic transport properties of VH-rriode as well as L‘mode and ELMing H—mode are described in

more detail in Section III. >
The carbon behavior in NCS discharges appears to be dependent on whether the edge plasma exhibits

an L—mode or H—modc character. The evolution of a typical NCS discharge is shown in Fig. 2. As is

typical of NCS plasmas, the target plasma is produced by the application of an early beam duringvthe

plasma current ramp—up phase. In this particular discharge, the edge plasma exhibits an L—mode

character (shallow gradients in density and temperature) from the initiation of beam injection to 2.25 5.

At 1.9 s, the input power is raised to 80 MW and a transport barrier forms in the core plasma near p =
0.4 as evidenced by a rapid increase in the core ion temperature. The carbon density in the core plasma

is also observed to increase during this phase while the edge carbon density remains nearly constant. The

simultaneous increase in the core electron density and the impurity density results in a carbon

concentration (and Zen) that changes little during this phase. Also, it is observed that the carbon

inventory increases only slightly throughout the L—mode phase, At —2.25 s, the edge plasma undergoes a

transition and begins to exhibit an H—mode character (sharp gradients in density and temperature),

Subsequent to this transition. the carbon inventory increases linearly throughout the remainder ELM-free

portion of this phase. As in the VH—mode case, this carbon influx primarily accumulates in the plasma
edge with impurity concentrations on the order of 6%-—l0% quickly achieved while the core plasma
remains relatively clean (fc < 3%). Discharges in which NCS has been maintained simultaneously with
ELMs exhibit a clamping and subsequent decrease in the carbon concentration once ELMS begin. similar
to what is observed in ELMing H-mode plasmas.

From this set of data. it is clear that enhanced confinement regimes with edge plasmas which exhibit
an H-inodc edge (ELM~free Himode. VH—mode. and NCS H—mode) are susceptible to impurity buildup
to the extent that calls into question their suitability for a reactor. Clearly. some means of controlling
impurity buildup is required. In the ease of ELM-free H—niode and NCS Himode. ELMs have been
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From this set of data, it is clear that enhanced confinement regimes with edge plasmas which exhibitan ll~niode edge (ELM-free H—mode, VH—mode, and NCS H—mode) are susceptible to impurity builduto the extent that calls into question their suitability for a reactor. Clearly, some means of controtljngimpurity buildup is required. In the case of ELM-free H~mode and NCS I—I—mude, ELMs have beenshown to be effective in reducing the rate of carbon buildup, In this regard, the benefit of ELMS incontrolling the impurity levels in these confinement regimes likely outweighs the loss in energyconfinement associated with the ELMs.

Low-Z Impurity Transport

As discussed above, distinct differences in the measured steady-state profiles of various lowzimpurities have been observed as the confinement mode changes, In L—mode and in ELMing H~modeplasmas, the concentration profiles of hclitttn, neon, and carbon are all similar to the electron densityprofile, However. in VH—modc plasmas, the helium density profile continues to mimic the electrondensity whereas the carbon and neon profiles are distinctly hollow. To address those obvious differencesin transport behavior of low-Z impurities, experiments to determine the transport coefficients (namely,particle diffusivity and Convective velocity) have been Carried out by introducing perturbative gas puffsof helium, nitrogen, and neon in L—modc, ELMing Hintode, and VHimode plasmas. The evolution ofimpurity density profile subsequent to the gas puff is followed using the DIIIiD CER system with a timeresolution of 5 ms. To deduce transport coefficients, the impurity particle flux F2 is determined fromthe continuity equation. Assuming the impurity flux is he made up of diffusive and convective flows, therelevant transport coefficients (namely. the diffusivity DZ and the convective veloeity VZ) aredetermined by using a linear regression analysis of the normalized flux l‘Z/nZ and the normalizeddensity gradient Val/I12. . The results of such analysis are shown in Fig. 3, where the diffusivity andpinch velocity for helium and neon is compared for both L—mode and VII—mode plasmas. It is foundthat in Litnode plasmas. the transport of helium and neon is essentially the same. The lack of aZhdcpcndencc in L~mode plasmas suggests that impurity transport is dominated by anomalous processesin this regime However, in VH—mode plasmas. there is a substantial difference in the transport propertiesof helium and neon, Although the diffusivity for both helium and neon are nearly the same, theconvective velocity is nearly equal and opposite in magnitude it) the two cases. This observedZedepcndencc is suggestive of neoclassicalelike impurity transport, in which a strong Z-dependencc isexpected. Note that the L—mode and VH—mode regimes are also characterized by substantial differences
in plasma rotation. Work is in progress to compareLmode t0 ...,..‘ll;l.rlll)ll?. this data to neoclassical predictions including plasma
rotation effects.
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MAGNETIC AND THERMAL ENERGY FLOW DURING DlSRUPTlONS IN Dlll—D‘

A W. Hyatt, R.L.Lee. .l.W.Curhbertson,i DA. Humpreys, AG. Kellman, C.]. Lasnier,A

I P.L. Taylor, and the DUI—D Team

General Atomics, PO. Box 85608. San Diego, California 92186—9784 USA

We present results from disruption experiments where we measure magnetic energy flow across a

:10s surface surrounding the plasma using a Poynting flux analysis to measure the electromagnetic

ower, bolometcrs to measure radiation power and R scanners to measure radiation and particle heat

conduction to the divertort The initial and final stored energies within the volume are found using the

full equilibrium reconstruction code EFIT. From this analysis we calculate an energy balancg: and find

that we can account for all energy deposited on the first wall and the divertor to within about 10%,

INTRODUCTION

A disruption is an abrupt termination of a tokamak discharge, usually caused by a loss of MHD

stability. in which the magnetic and thermal energy stored in the tokaniak is rapidly lost. Disruptions

in an ITER-scalc fusion device are projected to distribute in excess of l G] of thermal and l G] of

magnetic energies to in-vessel tokamak components on a time scale of milliseconds. The energy flow
magnitude. the spatial distribution, the time scale and the loss mechanism taken to the various in~

vessel components are critical issues for any large tokamak and resolution of these issues will have a
significant impact on the engineering costsiand the lifetime and reliability of the components.

We have begun dedicated disruption experiments on the DllieD tokamal»;l to address these issues.
DilleD has a large complement of disruption relevant diagnostics. including fast core and divertor
Thomson scattering, toroidal and poloidal arrays of halo current monitors. fast ECE, fast Xuv

spectrometry. several lR scanners viewing different internal wall locations. and multichannel

bolomelry that covers the inner chamber. The DlIl—D tokamak has a robust intemal mechanical
structure to withstand a disruption's electromechanical forces, Conditioning of the vessel and carbon

first wall, including baking to 350“C. boronization, and inter-shot helium glow cleaning provides
immediate recovery front high power disruptions.

This paper describes an effort to address the disruption energy flow/energy balance issues by
measuring the magnetic, radiative and conductive power fluxes. We use the MHD equilibrium

reconstniction code EFITZ coupled with a Poynting flux analysis3 at a surface nested just within the
conducting vacuum wall, multichannel bolomclry, and two toroidally separated infrared (IR) scanners

\vith ftill radial view of the divertor floor,

ENERGY FLOW ANALYSIS METHOD

In the paper we are concerned with energy flows and energy balance within the first wall defined
surface. Of particular inlcrest is the flow of energy in or out of the surface, specifically through
radiation. conduction and electromagnetic energy flow. We begin by applying conservation of energy,

8W .$44 STOT‘ndA=O . (1)
1 surface

where WTOT = WM + “1't \VM = _ldV(B~H + E-D). \VTH is the plasma thermal energy, WM = WMT

+ WMP and WW), WMvI- are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic field energies respectively, The
contribution of the ED term is small and can be neglected. STOT = SAUX + SEM + SCOND + SRAD

where SAUX is the input auxiliary heating flux. SEM = (EXH) is the Poynting flux ofelectromagnctic

energy across the surface, SCOND is the thermal energy conducted across the surface, and SRAD is the

‘Work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Contract No.5 DE-ACll3789ER5l 1 l4 and W-74057
ENG-48 and Grant No. DE-FGOJ-OSER-54294.
iUniversi of California. San Diego, California.

ALawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Liverrnore, California
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energy radiated across the surface. Power balance can
be written in terms of two coupled equations:

dWTH/dl = POHM - PAUX ' PRAD - PCOND (2) lRSunMr
and

dWM/dt = - PEM - pOHM (3) Wm,"
Arrays

Here POHMw Paux, PRAD. Pcouo and PEM are the
surface integrals of SAUX» SRAD SCOND and SEM‘
and POHM = in; dV is the conversion of
electromagnetic energy to thermal energy.

For DUI—D we choose a closed toroidally
symmetric surface just inside the vacuum vessel
surface, but outside the first wall, as shown in Fig. 1.
This surface passes through a set of 31 magnetic probes
so that Hp is measured directly on the surface. The
Poynting flux in an axisymmetric system consists of
two components: (EXH)-hdA : (EpH¢-E¢HP)dA, where
It points outwards from surface A. o is in the toroidal
direction, and p = tbxft. Then PEM = PEMT + PEMP,
where PEMT is due to EPHQ andPEMP. is due to E¢HP‘ A Fig. l A cross sectional view of DH]—full time-dependent reconstruction With the code EFIT D showing the poloidal locations and
provides RECJ = -27t8tp/Bt on the surface, where R is the tokamak views of the IR scanners and
major radius, and hence one component of the Poynting bolometer arrays. The outermost line
flux at the surface is unambiguously measured. EFIT denotes Surface A. The line labeled
also calculates the time dependent WM and WT”. Tire First Wall denotes the plasma facing
local value of the toroidal electric field is known, but carbon armor surface. Not shown is the
only the average poloidal electric field. The average YBCllum’VCSSCI inner W3“ WhiCh “CS
poloidal electric field <E > = L-I ao/ai, where t. is the JUSI outside 50mm A-
poloidal length of the surface and (l) is the enclosed
toroidal flux. rich/0t is approximately measured by a
diamagnetic flux loop just outside the vessel wall.
It can be shown that in the tokamak if the change in toroidal field is small, i,e. BT = BTotl+5) with
5 << l, then to lowest order dWM'I/dt + PEMT = 0. Then the change in toroidal field energy, AWMT.
passes through the surface as JtilPEM‘f. This near equality is confirmed by specific example in the next
section.

Using the full equilibrium reconstruction from EFlT gives an accurate representation of the time
dependent Poynting flux However, robust equilibria are not yet available throughout the entire
disruption process; progress is still being made on improving the robustness of solutions during
disruptions. We can still estimate the total amount ofelectt‘omagnctic energy crossing the surface. We
note, following l-losoganc4 that the poloidal field coil cage defines a highly conducting boundary; see
Fig 1, During the time of the disruption, the electromagnetic energy flux crossing this boundary is
very small, so that the electromagnetic energy flux across the surface just inside the vacuum vessel is
approximately equal to the not change in electromagnetic energy in the annulus between the poloidal
coils and surface A. We term this assumption the ”coil cage assumption" and use it in the following
energy flow calculations to carry the analysis past the point where EFIT does not converge well.

PCOND is measured using lnframctrics 525 IR scanners at 8 kHz.5 The scanners view a radial
chord spanning the lower divertor floor at two toroidal locations 105 degrees apart. Each scanner has
about 5 ms dead time every 16.7 ms and cannot be extcmally synchronized, so any given disruption
may have incomplete coverage, A one dimensional model is used to convert measured temperatures to
heat fluxf’ Where there is toroidal asymmetry in the calculated heat Flux a simple average is used.
Toroidal asymmetries of deposited energies (Max/Average) of up to 1.6 have been observed.

PRAD is measured using two poloidally separated 24 channel metal foil resistor holometcr arrays.7
The total power is calculated ustng the sum of all cliannels' line averaged power and by geometrically
constraining the radiating volume with EFIT reconstructed boundaries. The last reconstructed EFIT
boundary is assumed for times after successful EFIT reconstniction stops. This assumption should
have only a small effect on the total radiated energy.
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POHM and PAUX are dete

accounting, since it simply
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ting flux, all of the components of the energy flux in Eqs. (2) and (3) except

m-u'ned. P0HM need not be explicitly determined for an accurate energy flux
transfers energy from the magnetic to the thermal within the surface. Only

neutral beam heated discharges are considered here. and PAUX is determined from the measured

accelerating voltages and neutral currents.

EXPENMENTALRESULTS

Three types of disruptions are analyzed: #84356, a high beta disruption precipitated by exceeding

the expected MHD high beta stability limit; shot #0116822) disruption precipitated by an argon gas

uff induced radiative collapse, and #88824. a Vertical Displacement Event (VDE). precipitated by

disabling the Vertical feedback controls.lThe evolution of 84356 is shown in Fig. 2. For reasons

discussed above we omit WMT and PEMT in the following analySisi We choose to at 2200 ms, and tend

at 2240 ms. when the plasma current has vanished. At to EFIT calculates a total energy W00) =

WWW) + WMPUO) = 1.01 MI + 1.33 M1 = 2.34 M]. From a central soft x—ray signal we see that

there is a large initial dump of thermal energy at 2212 ms which is followed by the thermal quench

(TQ) at 2222 ms. The EFIT reconstruction at tTQ = 2223 ms shows that WTH has dropped to nearly

zero. The energy remaining is then measured to be W(tTQ) = W(to) — i(PAUx+PEMP+PCOND+PRAD)dl

= 1.41 M]. Over this interval ldt PAUX has input 0.40 M} of thermal energy. and ldt PEMp has input

0,06 M] of magnetic energy. The bolometers measure ldt PRAD = 0.70 M] radiatively flowing out of

the volume. and the 1R scanners measure ldt PCOND = 0.69 MI conducted out calculated from the 0.83

M] thermal flux measured by the IR scanners minus the 014 Ml of energy radiated to the divcnor

measured by bolometry tomography. At tTQ EFIT calculates WT” = 0 and WMP : 1.44 M]. If we

define an energy balance EB = kPAUX‘l‘PEMP'l'PCOND‘l'PRAD)dl/[\V(t0)‘w(tend)l and express EB as a

percentage, then at the thermal quench EB = 103%, i.e. the net energy flow is accounted for to within
3%, This measure of energy balance is attractive in that all the measured flows are in the numerator,

and only end point EFIT reconstnictions arc in the denominator. Measurement errors are estimated to

be £1070 for the bolometers and the 1R

scanners. and $570 for EFIT. We employ the
coil cage assumption to carry the analysis to
tend- This implies a total of about 0.47 M] of
magnetic energy input during the disruption.
Then the measured net energy flow leaves 0.26
M] iii the volume at lend while EFIT calculates
0.17 M] of vacuum magnetic energy for an
overall EB = 96%.

From PEMT determined experimentally
from diamagnetic loop measurements, we find
_ldtPEMT : 0.3 MI flowing out of the vessel over
the span of the disruption. The change in the
toroidal magnetic energy calculated by EFlT.
AWm- = -0.3 M]. as expected. So to within the
accuracy of the measurement all of the
diamagnetic energy within the surface flows
electromagnetically through the surface and is
not converted to thermal energy which might
appear on the first wall.

Analyses for all three cases are summarized
in Table 1 . In the second row we see that the net
energy flow is accounted for to within 10% or
better for the first two cases; for the VDE the
overall energy flow is 22% too large. We
believe the over Counting is due to the relatively
low level of pro-disruption energy. The third
row displays the pro-disruption energies and
the measured total magnetic and thermal energy
inputs. In the cases shown there is a net flow of
electromagnetic energy. AWEMP. into the vessel

20 84356

n0
5

(MA)
0.4

2.0

20

300 """

200

0.0
—O.1
-0.2

0.3
2190 2200 2210 2220 2230 2240 2250

Time(ms)

Fig. 2. Time history of the disruption. The
central soft xray signal shows the initial thermal
collapse followed by the thermal quench at
2223 ms. The vertical lines are to. tTQ, [£13t
tend from left to right, PAUXv PCOND and PRAD
are shown as solid lines with the integrated
power as dashed. WEMp is the net energy flow
out of the surface due to PEMP- Note WEMp is
negative; magnetic energy flows into the plasma
chamber during the disruption.
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TABLE 1

8i 16s 34355 88824Discharge Type Radiative Collapse High Beta ‘JDECurrent. Field 1.5 MA. 2.1 T 1.5 MA, 1.: r in MA. 1.0 r
513 at TQ 110% 103% 102%EB overall ll!% 96% 122%

Wmttu) 1.17 1.01 0.53wMPl‘ul 1.53 1.33 0 134A‘NEMP 0,50 0.47 0. l9awAuX . 0.54 0.11
“temp/What 116/234 = 50% 0.68/1 . 17 = 523%why/two; 175/134 = 75% USO/1.17 = 77%
\‘v’rwtt-roilwtm‘r 2. is 2.70 = B 1 D; 139/234 = 59?.» 0.711117 = 61%\\'nv(16.,d1/W1un was/2.70 = 132% 191/134 = 12497 1.53/117 2 135%
Wu“) ; WT” (tn) -1- Wwvt‘lul. the initial stored *' :-
ptt) : energy deposited on in
WCDND : total energy conducted t nor. in M}
-V’r;.\D:t1‘|tal energy radiated to iiist wall, in MI

AWEMP = total magnetic energy input from PEMP' in MJ
AWAUX = total thermal C 'y input from PAUX. in M}

during the disruption which is approximately 30% of the pre-dismption magnetic energy storedwithin the vacuum vessel. The fourth row diaplays the measured conducted and radiated energy flow;nortnali'ied in tU). the total gin-disruption energy. Radiation dominates. and for the radiativecollaps case it strongly dominates; the extra radiation comes at the expense olconducted power. Theradiative collapse case conducts about half of its Fire-disruption thermal energy to the divertor. whilethe other case.” ;011d11ct more than IOO‘Yr. The fifth row displays the total net energy that flows to thefirst wall. \Vflv, similarly normalized, at tTQ and tend. We \ee that in all cases 430% of W”. the totalpre-thsmplion energv eventually flows to the walls. this is due in part to AWE-Mp. the totalelectromagnetic enerjt int-low during the disruption, and to swim. the total thennal energy inflowfrom PAUX- Presumably Awattx ran be significantly decreased it' annihavy heating is terminatedearlier in the disruption. but AWEMP is not likely to decrease.

DlSCUSSlON
The Poynting flux analysis de.‘

flow into and out of the. vacuum v
rihed here provides a precise method to measure magnetic energyel volume. It may also prove beneficial for similar energy flowmeasurements to the

- um vessel itself, and to structure outside the vacuum vessel. The energy bal-ance based upon it 23. a total accounting ot‘cnrrgy flows to roughly lifl'fzz. Analysis indicates that netelectromagnetic energy flows into the plasma during disruptions where it is converted to thermalenergy and deposited on the first wall. In Dlll -l) the assumption that the relevant volume fo1 calculat—ing the stored magnetic cm. is defined by the poloidal field coils gives a good overall energy balance. and this is likely mo or less tine for any tokamnk with a resistive vessel depending on thedetails of the wit cage. Projections which assume that only the stored magnetic energy associatedwith the plasma internal inductance. 1;. will be deposited in a disruption will be too low; in DIII~D bya factor of 21 The data indicates that unless mitigation efforts are employed over [00% of the pro-dis-ruption thermal energy will be conducted to the divertor. Finally, the data indicates that the plasmadiamagnetic energy is not converted to heat which may he conducted or radiated to the first wall.
|Taylor, PL, ct 111., Phys. Rev. Lett. 76.(i'7t‘)fi).916;Evans. 1E, ct al., "Nun-Axsyminetric Halo Currents Withand Without "Killer" Pellet; During Disruptive lnstabilitics in DllI—D.” to be published in J Nucl. Mater,_ . L10 et al., Nucl, Fusion 25.0985) l6l1,
JEjim-a. et 11]., Nucl. Fusion 22, (1982) 1313.4Hosugane, JAERI-M 90066.

Lee. Rl... et al‘, “Thermal Deposition Analysis During Disruptions on DIIIAD Using Jnt'rarcd Scanners" Proc.16”1 Symn on Fusion Engineering. (institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. Piscataway, Newlersey) to be published.
6Hill. DN , Ellis, R., Fergusen, S.W., Perkins, DE. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 5‘). H985) 1873.7Leonard. A.W., ct 31.. Rev. Sci. Instum. 66, H995) l20l.
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TRANSPORT IN HIGH PERFORMANCE WEAK AND NEGATIVE

CENTRAL SHEAR DISCHARGES IN DIlI-D

C M Greenfield, DP. Schissel. B.W. Stallard,T E.I\. Lazarus.“ (8A Navratilfi R.V. Budny,i

Kl’l Buffet], TA. Casperj J.C. DeBoo, EJ. Doyle.A RD. Durst. RJ. Fonckf‘ RJ. Groebner.

L'L.‘ Lao oc, McCunc.+ M. Murakami.# cc. Pctl .C.L. RettigA aw. Ricef T.L. Rhodes.A
HE. St. John. TS. Taylor. KL. Tritz. M.R. Wade.“ and D. WhytdFl

Genera/Alanna, PO Box 85608, San Diego, CA 9218697 '4, USA

in recent experiments in the DIIl—D tokamak. lthe previously reported enhanced performance

regime with negative central magnetic shear (NCS) “ has been extended to further improve fusion

perfomiance. This was done by using controlled L—H transitions to further broaden the pressure

profile. thereby dela ing the onset of MHD activity which would lead to the lamination of the high

performance phase.’ Such discharges have achieved record parameters for Dill-D. including DiD

fugion power up to 28 kW and stored energy in excess of4 M].

Discharge Evolution

As in the earlier discharges, the core magnetic shear is reversed by use of low power neutral beam

injection during the plasma current ramp. This has the effect of heating the core region. thereby

"freezing in" the hollow current density profile peaked off-axis. By varying the early beam power. we

can alter the degree of inversion of the current profile.

These discharges frequently undergo a transition to a regime of high performance. This transition
typically involves formation of an internal transport barrier. developing in the region of negative

central shear, as indicated by peaking of the ion temperature and rotation velocity (and with sufficient

power, the electron density and temperature) profiles. These L—mode plasmas with peaked profiles
have exhibited high fusion performance in Dlll~D. but are frequently unstable. often resulting in
disruption at relatively low normalized beta.

In recent experiments (Fig. l). a doubleinull divertor configuration was biased toward the top of
the vessel. in order to direct the VB drift away from the primary (upper) X—point and suppress the

L—H transition.‘1 Shortly before the plasma would otherwise reach the stability limit. the plasma is
shifted downwards to make the lower null the controlling null. thereby reducing the H~mode power
threshold and triggering a transition to H—mode. This has the effect of broadening the profiles (Fig. 2).

and delaying the onset of detrimental MHD activity.
With these broadened profiles. the plasma continues to evolve. with increasing confinement time.

beta and reactivity. until the regime of high performance temiinates with MHD activity similar to the
VH—mode termination.5 During these experiments. such a procedure resulted in record perfonnance in
Dlll-D.

Transport

The recent discharges (Fig. I) were typically produced using somewhat lower beam power during

the early phase. resulting in current profiles with weak negative (or neutral) shear (WNSW Although
local magnetic shear in the core is much weaker than in the NCS regime. the region with low shear
extends over more of the plasma (to p S 0.7 instead of p S 0.5).

*Work supponcd by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DIS-AC03-89ER5I I I4. W-7405-ENG-48. DE-
AC05-960R22464. and Grant Nos. DE»FG()3~85ER53266, and DE>FGDZ-89ER53297.

‘Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Oak Ridge, Tennessee. USA.
6Columbia University. New York. New York. USA.
’ Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. Princeton. NJ, USA.
”Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Livcnnore. California. USA.
“University of California. Los Angelcs. California, USA,
University of Wisconsin. Madison. Wisconsin. USA.

IlNRS — Energie cl Materiaux. Varcnncs. Quebec. Canada.
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At the internal transport barrier formation,
fluctuation diagnostics including beam emission
spectroscopy (BES)7and far infrared (FIR)8
scattering indicate reductions in turbulence to 0 '
below the minimum detectable level (fi/n S 2 -Neutron rate
0.1%, Fig. 3) in regions of weak or negative
magnetic shear. This effect is seen regardless of
the strength ofthe magnetic shear in this region,
as long as the shear is not strongly positive. The
volume in which the transport barrier develops
is typically larger for WNS than NCS plasmas.
At the H—mode transition, this region extends to
cover the entire plasma.

A pair of discharges was selected for
detailed transport analysis, each with I}: :2]
MA, BT = 2.1 T and PNBI = 20.5 MW (during
the full power phase of the discharge). The
main difference between these two discharges is
that one (87937) had weak central magnetic 20 A
shear (WNS, PNBI 2 3.5 MW in the early
phase) and the other (87953) negative central
shear (NCS, PNB] = 5.5 MW in the early phase) 0
at the time of application of full beam power
(Fig. 2). The NCS discharge clearly reaches
stability limits earlier in its evolution, limiting Fig. 1. Time traces for a pair of high
the peak performance achieved in the dis- performance diSChal’gCS with weak (87.937.Charge,6 Prior to the termination of the high solid lines) and negative (87953, dotted lines)

, , magnetic shear and a controlled L-H modeperformance phase "1 ”19 NCS discharge, the transition. The high power neutral beams are
two behave similarly. with nearly identical applied at 2.0 s, with an L~H transition
evolution. We will focus on a comparison of occurring at 2.106 5 following a downward shift
transport analysis between the two discharges. ofthe plasma.
During the L—mode phase, the formation of an internal transport barrier becomes evident in the ion
temperature profiles (Fig. 2). After an L—H transition at 2.106 s, the identifiable transport barrier
vanishes, with steep gradients now extending over the entire ion temperature profile. During this
period, the second largest term in the core power balance (Fig. 4) after the applied heating power is
dW/dt. In other words, the plasma core at this time acts as an integrator of the applied power. As a
result, there is little power available to be diffusively conducted away from the core. In both
discharges, these calculations suggest ion diffusivities consistently below Chang—Hinton neoclassical
(Fig. 5). This implies that diffusive transport is not an important term in the core power balance in
these discharges during H—mode.

Based on the transport analysis, during the H—mode phase, these discharges behave essentially the
same. The difference between NCS and WNS discharges appears to be mainly in stability. with the
NCS discharge reaching peak values ~lOO ms sooner and at lower levels of [3N and reactivity.

Odd MHD
amplitude

High Performance

The discharges exhibit levels of fusion performance (D~D reactivity) a factor of 4 above the high
est seen in DIIl—D VH—modes.9 and a factor of 3 above the highest observed in DIII—D NCS dis—
charges prior to the introduction of the controlled L~H transition as a profile control “knob" (Table I).
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to
We “sad the TRANSP wde to — L-mode H-mode - - Before term

simulate the discharge with the highest 10

QDD(87977.1P = 2.7.5 MA. 31‘: ll T _- - J15 (10_19~m‘3

and PNBII :l7.75 M‘V, SN = 2&2 X Tum-”nu.“ .. ' ‘

ro‘6s--,Qou=I-46 X '0’“ in o a . . . i .
conditions where a portion of the 8

deuterium injected by the neutral beams

is replaced by tritium, In this numerical

experiment. the density. temperamre and

impurity rotation profiles are all held

tixed in the DT plasma as measured in

the DD plasma. No correction is made

E~.~ TéMeW
:

for differences in transport due to isotope 308

effects, other than the poorer penetration g". Q (radians/s)

of the tritium neutral beams. “Hum...”

Under conditions where TRANS? ' '"'-...

computes roughly equal amounts of
deuterium and tritium in the plasma core,

we calculate a power multiplier
(PDT/P1313) of 220. Applying this to QDD 0
= l.46 X 10_‘ measurelcl in the best dis-

charge yields ng‘vw“ = 0.32, We
note that this multiplier is higher than Fig. 2‘ Profile evolution of two similar discharges with
ublished predicted multipliers for weak (87937, left) and negative (87953. right) magnetic

p S 'h . d .. _ . 'l sheari Profiles shown in L—niode (2.05 s). H—modc
TFTR “PF,” ots ma e using a sum ar (2‘15 5) and prior to the termination of high performance
procedure. This is not unreasonable (23 5 fm- 87953 and 2.4 S for 87937),

given the differences between the DH]—
D NCS/WNS and Supershot regimes.

O7

I
"
I -Q

~
O p 10 p 1

The higher central ion temperatures in §1ODO _ . L-mode , NCS .
Supershots (—35 keV is £20 keV in V E ‘ 1O

NCS/WNS) result in a considerably Um) 1.00 r 2
lower ratio <ov>mt<ov>DD (by about CD 5 ° 0 ' I:

25% on axis). and therefore of the g 010 7‘ j 5 q

thermonuclear reactivity multiplier. The at ' L __ .

higher neutral beam voltages in TFTR E .. v v V :
(110 kV vs. 80 kV in 13111-13) lead [03 'C 0.01 - ' ' ' ' ' - ' - ' - 0
reduction of about [0% in the ratio 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
UDT/GDD and therefore of the beam— p

plasmareactivity multiplier. Fig. 3. Data from BES indicates that turbulence is
suppressed by even weak shear in the current profile as

Summary compared to standard L—modc.

The high performance obtained in
NCS and WNS plasmas in DIILD has been further enhanced by application of controlled L—H
transitions as a means of profile control. These discharges exhibit characteristics of a transport barrier
tstccp gradients. suppressed turbulence and low calculated energy flows) extending over nearly the
entire plasma resulting in Dlll»f) record levels of fusion reactivity.The crude profile control employed
ghes a hint of the possibilities open to us in future experiments where we expect to have more
toolsavailable, including radio frequency power (fast wave and electron cyclotron), density control via
the pumped high trittngulurity divertor and pellet injection (deuterium and lithium).
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Fig. 4.

Table 1. Highest parameters achieved in H—mode NCS/WNS
plasmas in DllI~D [not simultaneously achieved)

Neutron rate SN
Fusion power PDD
Fusion power efficiency QDD
Equivalent DT efficiency QDT
Stored energy WMHD
BN
Confinement time 1};
Normalized confinement time 1-1

Ions
(WNS)

Electrons
(WNS) (NOS)

Heating ---------- Convection
- dW/dt - ------- i-e coupling

CX (ions)
Conduction ------- radiation

(electrons)
Power balance for both discharges

during H-niode phase (2.150 s).

'shah, E, 1., et at, Phys. Rev. Lett. 75. 4421 (1995).
2Rice. 13.w., el .11., Phys. Plasmas 3, 1983 (1996).
3Lazarus, E.A.. et al.,"lligher Fusion Power Gain With Pressure Profile Control in Strongly Shaped

2.4 x 10‘6 s"
28 kW
1.46 x 10'3
0.32
4.4 M]
4.3
0.5 s (at PNBI =l7.75 MW)
4.8

0

2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4

— 87937 (WNS) ........ 87953 (NOS)
Fig. 5. Ion diffusivities vs. time for p: 0.25.
0.50 and 0.75 in both discharges.

DlIl—D Tokamak Plasmas." submitted to Phys. Rev. Leu.
4Carlslrom, T.N., el al., Plasma Phys. Conlr. Fusion 36, A147 ([994).
5Lazarus, E.A., et al., Plasma Phys, and Contr. Nucl. Fusion Research (Proc. l51h lntnl Conf..

Seville. I994), paper IAEA—CNAGOIAS—l (1995).
6Lao. L.L., et al.. Phys. Fluids 3. 1951 (1996).
7Durst, R.D., at at. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 40. 1790 (1995),
8Retlig,. C.L.. e! 01.. Rev. Sci, Instrum. 61. 3010 (1990).
9Greenfield. C.M., et al. Plasma Phys. Conlr. Fusion 25. 13263 (1993).
mGoldston, R.I.. ct al. J. Comput. Phys. 43. 61 (1931).
”Budny, R.V., Ct 211.. Nucl. Fusion 32. 429 (1992).
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current profile evolution and equilibria in negative central' of
MOdelmg Shear discharges in the DIII-D experimentf

T. A. Casper, I. Crotinger, W. Meyer, J. Moller, L. D. Pearlstein,
B. Rice, and B. Stallard

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
PO. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550 USA

L. Lao and T. Taylor
General Atomics

PO. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92186 USA

1.0 Abstract
Recent DIII-D advanced tokamak experiments with negative central shear

(NCS) have resulted in operation at high normalized [3, BN=B/(I/aB), to 4.2,

confinement enhancement factors to H=4 (H=TE/T1TER.39P), and record neutron

rates for DIlI-D to 2.4x1016 neutrons/sec. These data were obtained during high

triangularity, single and double null diverted operation with peaked (L—mode)

and broad (H-mode) pressure profiles. We are modeling the spatial and temporal

current profile evolution for these discharges using Corsica, a predictive 1-1/2 D

equilibrium and transport code. Current profile evolution is self-consistently

determined by including current diffusion resulting from current drive due to
early neutral beam injection during the ohmic current ramp-up phase of the
discharge and the bootstrap current drive associated with pressure profile
evolution.

1.0 Introduction
The prospect for achieving high performance discharges in reduced size

advanced tokamaks has stimulated much of the current interest in negative
central shear (NCS) experiments. Recent studieslt2 have indicated that NCS is a

leading candidate scenario for operation in steady state due to improved stability
to high—n ballooning modes and bootstrap current density aligned with the total
current profile and it has been proposed as an advanced confinement scenario in
ITER3. We are applying Corsica to model Dill-D discharges to explore techniques
to improve and sustain these discharges, ultimately leading to steady-state.

Corsica4 is a comprehensive, predictive toroidal plasma simulation code
being developed for design and simulation of existing experiments and of future
experiments such as ITER or other advanced tokamaks and alternatives. Corsica
is currently running with the combined capabilities of 1D tokamak transport
codes and 2D free—boundary equilibrium and edge modeling codes. It is being

‘Work supported by US. DoE under LLNL Contract W—7405-ENG-48 and GA
contract DE-ACD3—89ER51114
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used to model ITER ohmic operation and to assess feedback control capabilities
and power requirements Previous DHl—D L-mode simulations have compared
favorably with the EFlT analysis code for high BP operation and for the low
pressure phase of NCS discharges. We are now extending this modeling to high
performance phases of NCS and weak shear discharges in DIIl-D.

2.0 Simulation methodology
We are presently simulating the temporal evolution of the current

profiles to develop an understanding and validation of the models for forming
and sustaining the high performance NCS configuration. At this time, we Lise
experimental measurements of the density and temperature profiles rather than
model the particle and energy transport. We take as input the measured electron
and impurity densities and the electron and ion temperatures and infer the ion
density and effective charge (Zeff) from quasi~neutrality using carbon as the main
impurity. We initialize the equilibrium by choosing the pressure (p') and
current (ff') parameterizations used in fitting data with EFIT. A free boundary
calculation provides a starting equilibrium with forced convergence to the
plasma current and fitted values of the poloidal field coil currents to account for
currents in structures. This prescription allows us to directly compare with the
EFIT results and boundary shapes produced in this manner are in generally good
agreement. The simulated discharge is evolved from this initial state using a
fixed boundary equilibrium calculation while simultaneously accounting for
current diffusion.

In previous simulations, an approximate particle orbit model resulted in
too little neutral beam current drive on axis. We have replaced this portion of
our neutral beam injection code with an orbit following calculation for the
Monte Carlo simulation of neutral beam current drive. The injection process is
now tightly coupled to the local equilibrium flux surfaces with current drive
determined from the residence time of particles in flux zones. By evaluating the
trapped, passing, and lost particle distributions we infer the direct current drive
from passing beam particle orbits and the bootstrap contribution due to the
trapped injected ions.

3.0 Simulation Results
We have begun our modeling with two different high performance

discharges. Shot 84682 is a double null, negative central shear discharge with
peaked pressure profilesS. Confinement factors up to H~2.5 were obtained while
maintaining the pressure profile with an L-mode edge which allows for good
penetration of the neutral beams. The inverted q—profile is achieved by early
neutral beam injection during the ohmic current ramp-up phase of the
experiment. Ion temperatures in excess of 15 KeV were obtained with peaked
density profiles, n(O)/<n> ~22. A second case, shot 88964, is a single null, weak
central shear discharge with H-mode—like pressure profiles giving a broader
deposition profile for the neutral beam injection. The weak shear is formed at
reduced neutral beam injection power during the ohmic ramp. This DHl—D
shape is representative of the ET and ITER advanced tokamak scenarios.
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In Figure 1, we show the plasma current and neutral beam injection
. s for these two shots along with the Simulation time interval. We model

one m injection as two aggregate sources having the proper geometry
line orientations on DHl-D and step the average power in time
e experimental variations. Corsica is run in time dependent

hist
the neutral bea
for the two beam

consistent with th

. l rr nl 15
2'0 L; geotftrr'bcll ggonfi poyLEL.__;._._.. ,. .: g

g "5 (a) shot 84agg...‘-""‘ :10 I
. 1.0 ; a

i 5 3
9 0‘5 I. simulation 3 g

0.0 ‘0

l t — l52'0 ;'_ £59532}? §§5§°powggwm : g
g "5 (b) shot 53954“ ,,,,,, {10 I

. 1.0 """ E ._
.....

_ 5 0)o. . . a
— 0‘5 .. simulation : g

0.0 — _ O

O l 2 3
time e seconds

Figure 1. Time history of plasma current and neutral beam power injected.

mode to simulate the evolution of the equilibrium associated with the current
diffusion process and obtain spatial-temporal profiles of plasma parameters. We

show profiles of the total, ohmic, bootstrap, neutral beam driven Current
densities in Figure 2 at times near the peak stored energy. As indicated in
Figure 3a for the NCS simulation (84682), we obtain good agreement between
the simulated q<profi1e evolution and EFIT analysis outside of p=0.2
(p = \’ [normalized toroidal flux]), where we note good agreement with the
minimum value of q and of (.195 . Inside p=0.2, the current drive due to neutral

(0) Shot 84682 (b) Shot 88964
4 4 ' __'totol' ‘

. \ ...... bootstrap l
3 . \ _ _ NBCD l

\ _._ohm|c ‘

2 \ ,.\ ' 3 - time = 2.4
E N /' ‘\ E
> 1 \'/-. \_ E .
E : /\ \".‘ \.\ E 2 \ If \ \ ~

‘ ‘-‘» ‘ \ .I O 1/ I -\ X \-

._ 1 4' rest '“ " ‘ \‘ ..... o r ‘ _ '_ _ Mates W 1 x
_2 _ . _._ohmlc _ \_ \_

I .' \' ~~~~~~\ .....
_3" . . “m.” 1'5 o" . . ‘r-‘*.\

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 08 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
sqrt(toroido| flux) sqrt(toroidol flux)

Figure 2. Current density profiles at times near peak stored energy
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beam injection dominates the total current and forces the simulation qo to drop
below that inferred from the EFIT reconstruction. For the weak shear simulatiOncase, Figure 3b, there is agreement over most of the profile during the entire
simulation as indicated at times t=2.0 and 2.6 5. However, the predicted qvprofile
evolution does not show the weak bump near p~0.35 that arises in the EFIT
analysis during the times when the density and temperature and, presumably,
the ensuing current distribution are rapidly changing. The presence of this bump
is critically dependent on fit parameters used in the analysis and on
reconstruction constraints such as the motional Stark effect measurement of the
local magnetic field. We are investigating the details of the current drive
associated with the neutral beam injection which dominates these and all high
performance discharges in DIII-D.

(a) Shot 84682 (b) Shot 58964‘° __EFIT. , 5 _EF|T‘5'- _ or51c‘o @ t = 1.2 s “_ -Corsnco @ t = 2 s
a 6- i1 3 ‘ / ‘( 2 - —

2 - I —o 0
I0 5
5 " t = 2.5 sa 3 - /a a
4 2 _

2 1 ————————— ._ -
0 D

10 5h

5 " t = 2.6 ss s - / -:r a4 2 ’
2 I ‘a o
0.0 0.2 DJ 0.6 0.3 L0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0sq(lnr. Hux) sqimm. flux)

Figure 3. Simulation q-profiles with data fits from EFIT for comparison.

In summary, the initial results at simulating the formation of high
performance di5charges in DIII-D using our new neutral beam current drive
calculation in a fully predictive simulation code are encouraging. We are able to
simulate the characteristics of the Current profile formation during the evolution
of these complex, high performance discharges and we are in general agreement
with the experimental data fitting. Discrepancies due to the peaking of the
neutral beam current drive near the magnetic axis are a concern and we are
investigating the details of these differences. In future simulations, we will be
incorporating the use transport models.
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1 Introduction .

The observed similarity in the global thermal confinement between the ohmic and ICRF heated L-mode
:1]_'2],i3] opens the possibility that thermal transport in the Alcator C-Mod machine mg. be

P'wfd- bi‘ one transpart coefficient for both regimes. A modified form of a transport cceffic‘mt

desc'rl :1. reported [-1] has been used to simulate both ohmic and iCRF discharges over a wide range

prfllxmiters. Detailed simulations carried out by means of the BALDL'R code reproduce the observed

ffixsgeramre profiles, loop voltage and energy confinement time of the Alcator C—Mod discharges. The

coefficient DL" includes the constraint of profile consistency and is inspired by the properties of the sc»

called electron and ion “ubiquitous” modes :5]. Thus Di" includes a significant dependence on the electron

pressure gradient. The resulting confinement time improves with the plasma current, in agreement with

the observations. and contains only a weak dependence on density. A total of nearly two dozen ohmic

and ICRF AICator C-Mod discharges have been fit over the range of parameter space available using this

transport coefiicient.

2 Thermal Transport Coefficient

Consider a toroidal geometry where E is the square root of the normalized toroidal flux and a5. and 9 are

the toroidal and poloidal angles. We assume that the electron thermal conductivity is the main form of
power loss and write the surface averaged electron energy equation as

(V ‘11?) = (3H)~ (1)

where q", is the heat flux and 5” is the heating power per unit volume. The surface average is defined by

l(A) = fijAfidfldo. (2)

where g 5 {V5 x Vq‘t - V9 " is the Jacobian and

6i'
i" = — = .35 ffidodd

The divergence theorem is used to write

- d -(r «1.) = F fa. ~ rtfidodo. (3)
where i' is the volume within the flux surface labeled by t. Substituting this into equation (l) gives

1 6 ,, ‘ __
i752 (l (q: ' ‘75)) — (5H)- (4)

If we assume that the electron thermal transport coefficient BL" is a function of the flux surface variable.

we can write the heat flux as BT

(If: ' V5) : ‘IlDih-g—‘(ivfiizl- (S
E

Integrating over E from the magnetic axis to a given flux surface and solving for Di" gives

PMD‘" = _ 6

‘ we WIVEF) ‘ l
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where

CPM = [o \"(smde
is the heating power. In addition. we consider the temperature profile to be represented by

~n l'(n=m(—i%—Q). inn
where L, is a constant and 1}, is the total plasma volume. Then equation (6) becomes

0:" = 4‘11”,“— (8)nfi—j‘r—(Ni :7)
In order to derive a transport coeficient which is dependent only on the local and global plasmaparameters. it is desirable to relate the heating power to the global plasma parameters. We observe thata key diflerence between ohmic and ICRF discharges is that 3,, is roughly constant for ohmic dischargesbut increases when there is a significant fraction of [CRF heating as shown in figure 1. Motivated by the

.-. I . _12, -
c'.‘ 3:37

'(9 '

2 3 ‘ 5 6 7
Pulp“,

Figure 1: Experimental values of J, verses Pry/PM where Pah is the ohmic healing.

properties of the ‘ubiquitous‘ modesf-i] we assume that the underlying collective modes re5ponsible forthe energy transport are driven by the electron pressure gradient and consider the parameter
87w:- (degd.=-—r~- .= —(V{) fly (9)F <l ”' d: m,

where a is the half width of the flux surface with maximum dp./dE. We draw inspiration from thetransport coefficient suggested by Coppi et al.{4] {or ohmic plasmas and we take
. I/3 [/2Pa = c.3,.n(r% more); % (a. 37”.?) [é] um

“I! ' l
where C: is a constant numerical coefficient. l¢ is the toroidal current within a flux surface. (1, E r/gmA, is the mass number of the main ion population. Z. : :1. 2J- nJZf/(nu-lj), and i} represents a volumeaverage and the quantities appearing in the braces are all functions of the flux surface. We note thatsince

[/3mo (apex—5) a initiator“ .
"it

is a weak function of { we may conclude that equation (10) gives a relationship between 0(5) andPH(E)/l¢(f)- In particular
1 5 PMlEl y.MOSH—“5] amid - (11)
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t in the case of ohmic heating where PH“) 3: 19“). as the loop voltage is constant over
(5) is about constant. Then Dz“ takes the form

1/] - 1/‘2. L n [aD«—C'(*P“"e worst-.4. - “2)

This implies tlia

the plasma column. a

where Ce is found to be C". 2: 0.11 . . . . . -
For a plasma with a Circular cross section and assuming that the profiles and radiative losses remain

constant. equation (12) implies that the energy confip/t-7meni time should increase With current and de-

crease very weakly with heating power, TE ~ [WT/P" . in reality. the profiles and radiative losses do
mr)‘ and the scaling for the energy confinement time resulting from the Simulations cannot be deduced
.m a simple way by the adopted form of Di“.

3 Transport Simulation

The simulation was carried out with the 1 1/20 transport code BALDL‘R, The electron thermal transport.

that is considered to be the dominant one, was described by equation (12) while the ion thermal transport
was assumed neoclassical as was the electrical resistivity. The density profile was held fixed to match the

experiment and the particle transport was set to zero. The simulation was performed with an up—down
st-mmetric plasma shape while the actual configurations had a bottom null point. The fraction of ICRF
heating going to the electron and ion channels was estimated by first running a Fokker Planck simulation
to determine the distribution function of the minority species and the collisional transfer to the electrons
and ions. Typically 80 percent of the energy was collisionally transfered to the electron population.
For high current discharges with sawteeth. a simple model was used with sawtooth period set to match
experiment. The geometric parameters and boundary conditions were set to match a particular Alcator
C-hiod discharge at equilibrium and the transport simulation with arbitrary initial conditions was was
run forward in time until an equilibrium was reached. Table 1 and 2 give the plasma parameters for
the ohmic and ICRF discharges which have been simulated. Agreement between the simulation and
experiment for the energy confinement time. loop voltage and stored energies is quite good. Figures
2 and 3 show simulated electron temperature profiles and experimental ECE temperature profiles for
selected discharges.

in conclusion. detailed transport simulations indicate that the coefficient can reproduce the temper-
ature profiles. energy confinement time. and loop voltage for both ohmic and [CRF discharges. The
coeflicient is simple to derive. contains only one numerical coefficient and captures key clemems of the
physics.
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Table 1: Parameters of Ohmic D discharges)
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Figure 2: Comparison of SimulalEd and experimental ECE temperature profiles {or selected Ohmic dis-charges
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Figure 3: Comparison of simulated and experimental ECE temperature profiles for selected ICRF dis-charges
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1. Introduction

“Ignition. or near~ignifi0n. is the first requirement for a fusion reactor. Unless reproducible

plasma conditions close to ignition can be achieved, work on other aspects of a reactor will be

without meaning. Achievement of near ignition conditions. together with the exploration of

alpha particle and burning-plasma physics. would be truly impressive research achievements

. and would signal a major advance toward an economically viable fusion reactor" [1]. In

addition. it has been recognized that “...the initial model (experiment) need not resemble the

one that is later commercialized; much of what would be learned in a tokamak ignition

experiment would be applicable both to more advanced tokamak approaches and to other

confinement concept" [2]. These ideas that have been expressed in recent analyses of. and

debates on fusion research have in fact guided the lgnitor program since its inception, when

the value of pursuing ignition had not been fully recognized on one hand, and the problem of

reaching ignition in any type of confinement configuration was commonly underestimated on

the other.

2. Physim of Ignition

Ignition in a D-T plasma is defined as the condition at which the heating power of the fusion

a—particles equals the total of all energy loss. Thus a relationship between the confinement

product, n, and the plasma temperature can be established. For reason of confinement, the
considered plasma current in practice is the highest compatible with the applied toroidal
magnetic field, corresponding to low values of the edge safety factor q. (q‘ = 3.3 is the lower
limit that we consider). A high current also provides the poloidal field needed to keep [3.ml
sufficiently low as a form of protection against the onset of m°=l and coupled m°=2 modes,
since at ignition the central pressure is relatively high. Reversed shear configurations would
allow higher values of q. (q ~ 6), therefore lower currents, but in this case the toroidal field B,
should be sufficiently high to produce the desired plasma currents, because there is a
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limitation on plasma size and on the minimum value of B, that is acceptable. Experimentally
it is seen that the peak electron density correlates with the average current density. In face
high field, compact machines have repeatedly reached no 5 10" m".
There are other features of ignition regimes to consider: i) the slowing down time of (1-
particles is less than the energy replacement time I: < 15, ii) the electron temperature T. 2 Ti
to ensure energy transfer from electrons to ions, iii) the high degree of plasma purity
(numerical simulations indicate that, in practice. 2“, should not exceed 1.6). Thus the
objective of ignition can be pursued at present by compact. high field. high density,
experiments igniting at relatively low temperatures using normal conducting magnets.
Furthermore, relatively low dimensions and low ignition temperatures involve small values of
the collisional current equilibration time t; a: a2 T“ (a is the plasma minor radius). Ignitor is
expected to reach full ignition at Tn ~ 12 keV and n0 ~ 10" m" and to produce approximam
20 MW of tit-particle heating.

*LIZMA
‘ ‘ " éll MA+

—4 -2 o 2 4 6 B 10
Time (see)

Fig.1 Taroidalfield and plasma current time evolution [or the [2 and 11 MA scenario:

3. The Ignitor-Ult Experiment

The choice of machine parameters (Table 1) has been guided by these tnain principles: i) to
reach D-T bum conditions under realistic assumptions on the expected degree of energy
confinement1 in particular by exploiting ohmic heating to the maximum possible extent, thus
limiting the role of injected heating to that of a backup; ii) to operate over a wide range of
plasma parameters; iii) to attain significant ratios of the plasma duration time to the plasma
intrinsic times by adopting supercooled magnets (He-gas with initial temperatures of 30 K);
iv) to make full use of the adopted ICRH system to extend the machine operating conditions.
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The time cvolution of the plasma current I, and toroidal field BT are shown in Fig. l; ignition
”gm“ are expected to be reached shortly after the end of the current ramp [3], during which

the magnetic field. density and plasma size are all simultaneously increased. The dynamic

“am of 111: path to ignition should be stressed here: the loop voltage is not constant over the

minor radius, but it has a hollow profile. thus allowing a strong rate of ohmic heating, in spite

of the fact that the temperature is high at the center of the plasma column as the current is

grown adding “skin layers" in the outer region. For the 12 MA maximum parameter scenario,

the current is gently decreased 1 see after reaching its top value to increase the edge q and

“freeze" in the current density profile (at 11 MA IP can be held flat), but the plasma should

remain in ignited conditions until the toroidal field is turned down at 8 sec (see Fig. 1). Thus

the bunting phase is over 200 times longer than the a-particles slowing down time.

The detailed engineering design has been

M3107 radius Ru (m) 1'32 carried out by members of the Ansaldo,
Minor radii a x b (m‘) 0.47 x 0.86 FIAT. and ABE industrial groups. The

Aspect ratio 2'8 main components of the machines are
' 1.85

Elongwon K shown in Fig. 2. Full scale prototypes of
' ‘ 5 0.43

Tnangulanty all the key components of the machine
Vacuum toroidal field BT (T) 13 .

have been constructed. These include
Tomidal'current 1, (MA) 12

. 1/ 12th of the plasma chamber, including
Polordal current [9 (MA) <9
P agnetic field (7) produced by [a 1.5 the major access port1 one module of the

Mean poloidal field E,=I,J(5 «IE ) (T) 3-75
Confinement strength 3‘: E, r, (MN/m) 45
Av. toroidal current density <J.> (MA/m”) 9.3

Maximum poloidal field E,“ (T) (R<Ro) 6.5

toroidal magnet one C—clamp (the main

structural element outside the toroidal

field coil), the innermost element of the

central solenoid, and a section of the

Magnetic flux swing (Vs) 37 machine tensioning system. Advanced

Flattop (S) 4@ 131- technological processes to be used in the

Edge magnetic safety factor (iv 33 @ 12 MA construction of the machine have been

Plasma volume v‘1 (m1) 510 developed and successfully tested. The

Plasma surface; so (m’) E36 ongoing phase involves the construction

Additional heating power pm (MW) 13 of the full central post and solenoid and

Table 1. [gm'mr refergncg pummmm the full completion of 1/12th of the

machine. including a fully tiled sector of
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the plasma chamber. with C or M0 as first wall material. The high values of the density that
characterize the main regimes of operation of Ignitor involve correspondingly relatively low
values of the temperature at the edge. and Z.” naturally close to unity. This observation as well
as engineering considerations have led to the decision of not using a divenor. The averagc
surface power density in [guitar is also low (~0.5 MW/m’), similar, for example, to the values
presently obtained by the Alcator C-Mod machine.

Q) PLASMA CHAMBER
® TOROIO'AL MAGNET
® SHAPING COILS
@ EQUILIBRIUM COILS
© OUTER TRANSFORMER COIL
© EQUATORIAL PORTS
® CENTRAL SOLENOID
© SHAPING I TRANSFORMER COIL
® AXIAL PRESS
Q3CENTRALP05T
GD C-CLAMP
®SHRINK RING
Q3TEN§ONWG WEDGES
Ro= I320 mm
a = 470 mm
b = 870 mm

Fig. 2: The lgm'tor machine: main components
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One 0! the primary requirements of an ignition experiment is stability against pressure-

driven global internal modes which may degrade energy confinement or cause disruptions of

the plasma in toroidal magnetic confinement systems. Among these are the internal m=1

modeS. that are believed to be responsible for the sawtooth oscillations of the central plasma

pressurre. Large scale sawteeth can hinder or even prevent ignition, by mixing the central

portion of the plasma column with the colder surrounding regions. and spoiling the

confinement oi lusion products. The necessity oi avoiding them puts rather stringent

conditions on the design of ignition experiments such as lgnitor [1] and ITEFl [2]. it should be

noted that. while the two devices have similar aspect ratio. lgniior will benefit from significantly

lower values of fl-poloidal ar‘d from a programmed equilibrium [1] which will keep qD 2 1 up

until ignition and then increase qa, the edge safety factor, by decreasing the current.

Our stability calculations are carried out in 3 (1p, 9, 4i) coordinate system where it: is

the normalized poloidal flux (Os It) s 1) and the equilibrium is parametrized as follows:

p (it) = P0 (1 - w°i=iap and mill) . £10 + (ea-(i0 )llluq (1)
with (unless otherwise stated): apel, ap=3/2, aq=3, while (:10 = 0.85 and qa =30. These

profiles are similar to those constructed by equilibrium codes, lollowing prescriptions from

PRETOR simulations for the ITER design [2]. We note. in particular that these profiles have

relatively low magnetic shear. resulting in a mean radius of the q =1 sudace lying at p1 a a/ 2.

The pressure profile is rather peaked. with central-to~average ratio p0 / f7 2: 3.3 — 3.4

The stability of global n=m=1 internal modes is studied. for equilibria [1}. with a

conducting wall placed at p/a=1.1 in order to avoid socalled external modes which are largely

caused by the presence of a finite gradient in the current density at the plasma edge. which

may be a numerical artifact. We recall [3] that internal n=1 modes become unstable in

configurations with finite magnetic shear once the value of the parameter fip1=

(Zoo/Bplzlkpn- p1] exceeds a critical value that depends on profiles of the pressure and

magnetic shear and on the geometry of the plasma cross section. The subscript 1 refers to

the q: 1 surface and < > denotes an average over the corresponding volume, Our

computations will make use of the more directly available parameter, ,8“, n (2popD )3?)

where E, = ZpDIP lfdl . For ignitor. we find EP =3.5T and 5130:0-79, while the

corresponding values for iTER are E =1.14T, Bpo=232. We also construct a simple

parameter of merit that takes into account the magnitude of the q=1 volume:
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where mg is the engineering safety factor and lM is the total current in the toroidal magnet
(here ET is in ’l‘, lp is in MA, R in m and p in MPa). Taking the empirical relationship,rl /u a l / qE. we find that MQ=2.35 for as typical set of Ignitor parameters, while for the
reference parameters of lTEFl. MQ=O.9S. Fig. 1 presents the normalized growth rates
relevant to ITER; two curves are shown corresponding to uq=2,3 while oF=i and ap=3/2_
Clearly increasing magnetic shear improves stability, but not nearly enough to avoid a stronglygrowing macroscopic mode at the nominal operative pressure (five a: 2.72 ). In this context,
we mention that these growth rates are substantial, much larger than the local diamagnetic
frequency, and hence rule out any possibility of stabilization by finite diamagnetic frequency
effects. We have also looked at effects due to fast particles. i.e. fusion (ii—particles, and found
no stabilization is likely from them either. it is important to realize that. although the m=l
harmonic dominates the poloidal spectrum of this mode, toroidicity couples it to other
harmonics, notably the m=2 component. For the lTEFt reference configuration this meansthat the mode influences the plasma up to the q=2 surface. namely p2 /a =3 /4 .

Since these modes are
pressuredriven. one expectsFigure 1

““3 flatter profiles to improve stability.
nuzs We have varied the parameter (1]:
no; and found that. generally, one; W5

must nearly flatten the pressure
within the q=t volume in order to
achieve stabilization: (IF 2 5.

Recent experiments in
TFTR and Dill-D have indicated the
good confinement and stabitityproperties of higt, reversed shear configurations (typically aJ and qmin>l ). We have

briefly considered them for lTEFi. constructing a model equilibrium with the pressure given by
Eq. (1), with uF=1 and op=3/2, while the q-profile matched that measured in the high-power
TFTFi supershot 84011. We find that high-nq ballooning modes will be unstable over a largeportion of the plasma (roughly 0.35siiisO.8) unless the pressure profile is also modified so
as to place the largest pressure gradient at a radius smaller than that where magnetic shear
reverses

These results raise the question of the extent of validity of the ideal—MHD analysis.
One can expect that the orderings implied in the small amplitude expansion of linear theory will
fail when the gradient in the perturbed pressure (or, equivalently. the density) becomes
comparable to the equilibrium pressure gradient. Referring to the case of m=1 modes and
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denoting by l; the radial component of the perturbation displacement and by 6 the width ol

the transition layer. centered about the (4:1 surlace. the condition for breakdown of the

approximation becomes:

§>6® m<§lri (3)
in other words. as one approaches marginal stability, the layer (whose width in the ideal-MHD

limit is 6-yrA, with TA the characteristic poloidal Aliven time) becomes thinner and a smaller

linear displacement is sufficient to result in a macroscopically large perturbed pressure (or

density) gradient. Hence. we may define a "practical“ point of marginal stability. yrAzcm

where the constant cm can be chosen appropriately. 3.9. 16%.

Alcator C-Mod offers a rich variety ol sawtooth varying from simple sawteeth in Ohmic

plasmas to long duration "monsters" in discharges with high-power ion cyclotron heating and

including compound sawteeth. A common thread runs through all these phenomena: they all

appear to be related to resistive internal modes. Calibrated temperature traces lrorn the ECE

polychromalor suggest that the amplitude of the precursor oscillation seen before the crash

increases with radius from the center to the q=l radius, a leature that is characteristic ot

modes involving magnetic reconnection at the (F1 surface This is confirmed by a simple

calculation in which the radial displacement, E =5 45m /(dT / dr), is shown to increase

with 1'.

Hour” A synopsis of our analysis is

a a mat ‘sub-Itv . 1 presented in Figs 2. where the

v — é SEE-EM“ ‘ Alcator C-Mcd data is plotted in
5 — ' “W“M An—aLIA space, with An

, _ 5 being the ideal MHD instability
ET 4 H SIABLE REGION parameter [4] proportional to

3 , V
bWMHD and w. is the

l . J34.._'GD_E"=_DE.MEE__ diamagnetic frequency (where
WW! i i we assume equal ion and

inn " i electron temperatures), It

should be noted that one
point (the highest one in the

figure) corresponds to a "monster" which occurred in a shot with 2.4MW ol ICRH in an H-mode

plasma. This "data point“ actually includes the eflect of energetic minority ions, whose kinetic

response. 1K, stabilizes [5] the ideal mode: A" -> AH + AK < O < AH and lies in me stable

region, We speculate that, as in JET, the sawtooth-free period of the "monster" is terminated.

by a crash. as a resultof the expansion of the q=1 radius. This increase in r 1/ R reduces the

stabilizing kinetic response relative to the ideal-MHD term [6].

Considering that ignition can only be attained with relatively high pressures, typically

p0 =1 74MPa, the avoidance of global internal n=1 modes is of crucial importance. The

path to be taken is suggested by the factor of merit MQ, given in (2). and indicates the need
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for high poioidal and toroidal components 01 the magnetic field. The reference parameters orlgnitor are 3, =13T. p0 = 2.410nkeVlm3JP =12MA, Rn :l.32m, a =0.47m while
(or lTEFl B, =5.7T, p0 =7.510“keV/m-‘, 1p =21MA, R0 =8.i4m, a=280m. We
note that it is possible to obtain small or altogether non-existent q<1 volumes, under slowly
transient conditions. by programming the current evolution (1]. In the case of lgnitor the rise in
size of the q=l volume is limited by a decrease of the plasma current after Ohmic ignition is
achieved at 12 MA so that qa is gradually raised toward 5. Another option considered for
Ignitor is to operate with a constant maximum plasma current [V bl lMA so that qa ~ 3.6.
Alternatively, one may consider operating in the so—called “enhanced reversed shear"
scenarios of. eg. TFTR, though care must be taken to simultaneously program the pressure
profile (as well as the current profile) so as to avoid ballooning modes. Of course. these
profiles with non~monotonic q(r) are themselves transients. In addition. high currents are
needed for confinement even in this regime, thus requiring the adoption oi relatively high
toroidal fields.
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Abgtract. Using a fixed combination of theoretically derived transport models in the

BALDUR transport code, we predict the evolution of temperature and density profiles

in tokamaks Our model has been successfully benchmarked against a wide variety of

discharges from diflerent tokarnaks including L»1node scans in current, heating power,

density, normalized gyro-radius ((7.), collisionality (1/) and 3. Recent work has focused

on studying DIILD and JET ll-Inode scans in normalized gyro-radius, density, heating

power, and elongation. The transport model in these simulations combines the Weiland

ion temperature gradient and trapped electron mode model together with the Guzdar-
Drake drift-resistive ballooning mode model.

1. Introduction

We use a hired combination of theoretically dcrivcd transport models in BALDUR

transport code to predict the evolution of temperature and density profiles in tokamaks ll,
2, 3, If]. This model has been extensively tested and benchmarkcd against a wide variety
of experimental data from many different tokamaks. These discharges include Lemode
scans in current, heating power, density, normalized gyro-radius (1).), collisionality (1/.)
and ,5, and 20 discharges from the ITER Profile Database including DIII—D and JET
ll-mode scans in gyro-radius, density, heating power, and elongation In Fig, 1 the total
stored energy predicted in the simulations of the L~ and H—rnode scans are compared
against the reported experimental values. Here, the solid line indicates a perfect fit to
the data. We find that the relative root mean square deviation (rms error), defined by

l' I

1.0 - -
:7
E
V O

E O

3" 01 - _

0.0 A A l A A I

0.0 0.1 1.0
W (MJ)

exp

Figure 1. Predicted total stored plasma energy versus experiment data
[or L. and H-mode scans from TFTR, DIlI-D, and JET.
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2. Transport. Model
The transport. model employed takes the lmsir' form of previously used Multimedi-models {4, 5] in that a linear combination of neoclassical theory, electrostatic drift waves,and ballooning modes is used to predict the radial transport of particles and energy inthe plasma core. The model presently used to predict. the transport associated withthe trapped electron (TEM) and ion temperature gradient (ITG) modes is the Weilandformulation as derived in Ref, [3, 6] with finite beta effects and parallel ion motionincluded [7]. Tile other relevant piece of our core transport model is the adaerakemodel [8] for the drift-resistive ballooning mode. When used in conjunction with the\vVeiland ITG formulation, it was recently found that the nominal Guzdar-Drake modelyielded significantly improved results compared with those obtained using the nominalCarreras-Dimuond prescription previously used. With this transport model, we achievethe correct current scaling while maintaining a scaling with density and heating powerconsistent with the [TIER-SUP L—mode confinement scaling l2].

3. Results for Parameter Scans
in addition to the other parameter scans, time-dependent transport simulations havebeen carried out for ten dimensionally similar neutral beam (NBl) and 1adiofrequeney(RF) heated [rmode discharges from TFTR, Dill-D, and JET [1]. We find that ourfundamentally gyro-Bohm transport model (x 0( B771) produces an observed non gyro-Bohm behavior due to imperfections in achieving “true” dimensionless similarity betweendischarges [1]. This results from changes in the neutral penetration depth as thenormalized gyro-radius is varied, thus altering the collisionality and normalized pressuregradient. is such a way that they are not held constant near the plasma edge.While the profiles tend to be robust to changes in the transport, the scaling of theelfmzlive dilfusivities is sensitive to variations in uollisionnlity and temperature gradients.Thus, small deviations in dimensionless parameters within uncertainty in the experimentaldata can cause a gyro~l30hm transport model to appear to deviate from its intrinsicscaling. Typical temperature profile results are shown in Fig. 2 for TFTR low {2. discharge,#50911, plotted as a function of major radius.

7,0 7.0 , ,6.0 6.0 ° 0m
-

5.0 5.0 -9
A3 4.0 g 40 .V. 3.0 "_ 3.0 .l-— l—z.0 2.0 —1.0 1.0

-

0.0
0.0 '1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5Major Radius (m) Major Radius (m)

Figure 2. Electron and ion temperature profiles for the low p. discharge
TFTR #50911 at 3.93 seconds.
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For sawtootllillg discharges, it is important to model the sawtooth period and phasing

ccuratk’lV a5 a function of time when comparing the predicted profiles with experimental
a ' - . .
data at a given diagnostic time. We use either soft x-ray data or the evolution of the

entral electron temperature to prescribe the period and phasing in our simulations.
(:
Fig 3 shows the predicted central electron temperature (solid line) plotted against the.

TRANSP analyzed experimental data (dashed line) for a TFTR discharge included in the

lTER Profile Database. In this particular case. the temperature difference between the

top and bottom of the sawtooth crashes is relatively large illustrating the possible impact

of sawteeth activity on time—dependent modeling

8.0 . . 1 . . . . . ..
7.0 — -
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2'0 ---Dala '
1-0 ——Theory
0.0 '

(k
eV

)
e0T

r4....l...l.l l

3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6
Time (secs)

Figure 3. Time evolution of the central electron temperature {or
L~mode discharge TFTR #45950.

Recently, we have applied the same transport model and methodology to l—l—inode
discharges in the lTER Profile Database. but enforcing the boundary conditions for
density and temperature at the top of the density pedestal. For the seven DIIIAD [14
mode discharges comprising scans in gyroeradius, density, power, and elongation along
with the three .lE'l' llrniude gyrouadius discharges we [ind a relative rius error of 7.0%
[or the total stored energy. Fig. 4 shows the time evolution of the total stored energy for
one of the JET Himmle discharges.

- — -Data
Theory

0.0i_1 1 I ii..i ..I. ..
GD 61 52 e3 64 65 66

Time (secs)
Figure 4. Time evolution of the total stored energy for the

dimensionally similar H-mode discharge JET #35171.

For the 10 H»mode profiles, the average rms error relative to the maximum is 7.3% for
n.5, 5.3% for TC. and 5.6% for T.-. Here, the relative rms deviatinetween the simulated
profile and the experimental data is defined as of‘fl : M214; cEj/JJXg; where Ji is the
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number of data points on 1“" profile, .‘(fij‘afl is the maximum experimental value for the ilhprofile, 5,, = J ’fxp — , ’fi'“ is the residual for any given j‘l‘ measurement on the i”‘ profile,
4. Conclusion

_A benehmarked Mum—mode transport model based upon the Weiland ion temperaturegradient and Guztlar~Drake drift-resistive ballooning formulations has been applied tonumerous L- and H-mode discharges. These discharges include scans in normalized gym.radius (p.), plasma current, heating power, electron density, elongation, collisionality (12.)and fl. Sensitivity studies indicate that L-mode profiles are robust to changes in theeffective dillusivities, but the overall sealing of the transport is sensitive to variationsin the shapes of the profiles. In particular, the resistive ballooning mode is sensitive tochanges in collisionality and normalized pressure gradient while the ITG mode is sensitiveto variations in the temperature gradient. While our transport model is purely gyro-Bohm,it yields surprisingly promising results for the dimensionally similar L-mode dischargesfrom TFTR, DlILD, and JET. For all the L- and 11~mode scans studied, we find anrms deviation of less than 8.0% (relative to the maximum) for the predicted density andtemperature profiles compared with experimental data. Moreover, for the total storedenergy, the relative rnis error is 11.4%.
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Introduction

The stability of magnetic islands has been extensively studied in connection with

the problems of anomalous transport and MHD stability in tokamaks. There exist in

particular several analytical calculations. An important result [1.2] is that diamagnetism is

destabilizing when the island width w is smaller than an ion LaI'mor radius pi, although

any small perturbation is stable (linear stability). This leads to the conclusion that islands

could be self—sustained [1,2] for a large enough beta. This paper presents a numerical

study of such islands. in slab geometry with a two-fluid model (Braginskii equations).

The island width is smaller than p1 and the electron temperature gradient is much larger

than the density gradient.

The model

The equilibrium magnetic field is B 2 Bee: + VA” ><eIL ; A‘ = B“ x2, where x isi#
q 2 L.

the radial distance to a resonant surface. Equilibrium profiles (electron temperature and
density) are linear. The plasma is then perturbed by an electromagnetic mode. As
pg<w<pj, we must treat the electron and ion responses separately.

The electron response is given by the Bruginskii equations :

(Zn: + VFVnt +V,,(jz / e): DL{V:(n, + no eT—U]+ afiViT‘}
0 0

T eU nBA +-iV + ——+r—"T :— '—'r x "we ”(’1‘ no 7;) To t] ”(((11 jrq)

8,7", +vE.VT, + xg—Tflvflu, /e)=
311,,

= €040: EVin, + n0 STE}? (1' ViT}+ ‘i‘Xr/Vi/T.
”o u

where 121.05. $1.71, a=—0.5. u'=2.66 and DL =§ (pg.
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The island size being smaller than a gyroradius, the ion response is adiabatic
a : +12
[10 T To

where I is the ratio of the ion temperature to the electron temperature. The self.
consistency is ensured by quasi—neutrality condition niznc and the Ampere law .2 .ViAz = ‘llolz'

In the following, we consider (1, (1' and Di as free parameters in order to model
the perpendicular particle and heat transport by plasma turbulence.

2. . 4 T L 1 - ~ eWe define ,B : ‘10—)?" —i and the operator [F.G]:—VF XVGe‘." Bo Lr. Bu
Normalizing properly the density, temperature, current, electric potential and vector
potential ( noted N,T,J,U,A ), we obtain the system I

8,N+[U,N]+ 134' [J,A]=D,vi(N+U+aT)
p

4nB,A+[N+U+KT,A]=vB—,(J—c)
p

B,T+[U,T]+ 32;; [J ,A]:gDiVi(a(N+U)+a'T)+x[[T,A],A]
p

U=r(N»Neq)
—ViA=J

Theoretical results

Two types of modes can be linearly excited: small-scale m: modes and collisional
microtearing modes. n5 modes [6] can grow if n, = dlnTI /d1nn, > T)“ .= 1.75.
However, they are stabilized at 1:0. Collisional microtean'ng [3,4] can be unstable above

‘
. .a Bp threshold. For the present system, and under the constant A assumption. it can be

shown analytically that damping occurs. A numerical study, where the constant A
approximation is relaxed, confirms this result.

in the studies of the nonlinear regime, it is usually assumed that there exists a
quasistationary island with a width larger than the linear value and constant A. Regarding
diamagnetism and perpendicular diffusion as perturbations, the above system can be
expanded. The detailed calculation is given for instance in [5]. Cancelling the current in
quadrature of phase (perpendicular diffusion) detemtines the rotation frequency and yields
Q = a + l / 77‘. Diamagnetism is destabilizing for (bl/1']c or Q < ~1/t , equivalent to
0t>0 or ot<~(1+I)/t]c with the above expression for the rotation frequency.
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Numerical results

We have simulated the full time evolution of one island at 1:=0 and infinite 11¢, In

this case. theory predicts no linear instability and nonlinear self‘sustainment. One reads

the evolution of the amplitude on the curve A(x=0) as a function of time. Comparing three

locations in y, one can deduce the rotation. From our numerical results three conclusions

follow.
It has been verified that the frequency of the mode is governed by perpendicular

diffusion. Without diffusion, the island does not rotate.
Varying a from —1 to +1, the theoretical dispersion relation Q = a+l/ 71‘ gives

the correct trend, but the slope is found to be a factor two lower (see fig. 4).

So far as stability is concerned, more significant differences are met. If Ot>-l, the

island is damped (see fig. 1). The island shrinks into the 0-point surrounded by a current

sheath and the X~point degenerates in a long flat plateau. For 0t=-1, the island is self-

sustained (see fig. 2). On the section passing through the O»point, diamagnetic effects

appear as a dip in the current profile near the boundary of the island (see fig. 3). Far from

the island, we recover the linear current.
During its evolution, the island leaves rapidly the domain of validity of the

constant-A approximation. This could explain the discrepancy between theory and the

observed behavior. However, the detailed mechanism of damping remains to be

understood.

Conclusion
ln the present work, we exhibit cases of non linearly self-sustained islands,

whereas they are linearly stable. The drive is diamagnetic. However, this situation is not

generic. The island shrinks in most cases. even for a range of parameter where it is

predicted to be self-sustained. The reaSOn is yet unexplained.
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1 Introduction

There is an increasing interest in the interaction of the toroidicityvinduced Alfvén eigen-
modes (TAB) with thermonuclear alpha particles. In the intrinsic stochasticity regime,
this interaction can result in a strong radial diffusion of particles, which might nega-
tively influence the energy output from the tokamak - reactor. This interaction has been
discussed in papers [1,2]. Our contribution is aimed at a more detailed study of this
interaction in the intermediate regime between the passing and trapped particles ones.

2 Hamiltonian formalism

For the study of a rather complicated behaviour of particles (both untrapped an trapped)
under the effect of RF fields, the use of a suitably chosen canonical formalism is effective.
Our approach is based on the use of the nonvorthogonal coordinate system, determined
by the Euler potential [3] (for which, one of the set of coordinate curves is formed by
magnetic field lines), and on our previous study [4] and application in [5]. After having
determined, by the usual canonical procedure, the conjugated generalized momenta [5],
we have found a Hamiltonian, describing in a. convenient form the motion of particles
in the tokamak magnetic field and in RF fields. Finally, introducing into the coordinate
system three types of angles (the angles of the cyclotron, poloidal and toroidal rotations)
we have obtained a simplified form of the interaction Hamiltonian (see [7]) for an alpha
particle

H = wcolpil TU: :Bl+——;Pmc.“l1(2)cofi]+
230

mal P2:51:230—B[v,,,,- 2(1),, + Tie” x
Q3xcos(n,E—mp;—wt). (l)

The meaning of the canonical coordinates in (1) is the following: P,—_ JL-L'pm P2 _
leaBorz. P:(1— 2mm?) = mivfi, Q. = wcoz. B = 9 = 621+ $5 (23—~ Recs, r——
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Jig Here, R0, (1 are the major and minor radii of the tokamalc, taco = 5:5”- is the cy-

cldtron frequency on the tokamak axis and q is the safety factor. 0 and 45 are the pOloidal
and toroidal angles, respectively, and an is the charge and 711,, is the mass of an alpha
particle. Parameters 6B, 171,, w, on” are the parameters of the considered toroidicity.
induced Alfvén eigenmode; 6B is the perturbation of the magnetic field, caused by TAE.‘
TAB is represented by its scalar potential <1)” and the parallel component of the vectOr
potential, Allfl' The usual assumption Ell-r! = 63“,, = 0 allowed the expression of
both potentials by means of 6B. Parameters 71,, mp are the toroidal and poloidal wave
numbers, respectively, to is the angular frequency of TAE and vary is the Alfvén velocity.
The toroidal magnetic field BT has been taken, as usually, as BT = $3.

It is well known that the banana motion is characterized by ist oscillations in the
poloidal and toroidal direction, as well as by its precession velocity. It is supposed that
the banana bounce frequency Lag z ;a 2—2:, satisfies L423 << wcu. In this case it is
possible to neglect any resonance effects on the cyclotron frequency, and to take average
of the Hamiltonian over Q1. This is the reason why the Hamiltonian (1) is cyclic in Q1.

3 Numerical results
For the numerical discussion, we use the following set of ITER parameters [8]: R0 =
7.75m,a = 2.8m,Bo : 6T,ng = 1.4 x 102°m'3,oz,, = 026,24; = 0.4,Aq = 2. Here,
the radial profile of the density n(r) is defined as n(r) = no(1 — (i)’)“", and the radial
profile of q is chesen as qr = 1 + Age)?

The results of the numerical discussion is presented in the form of the Poincare plots.
The surface of section is defined by the conditions ,3— = 0 and r : rm”. The parallel axis
represents the phase 1; = nugfi —m,,,l§-wt, the perpendicular axis the parallel component
of the particle velocity, u”, both taken at the moment the phase line crOSSes the surface
of section. The initial values were chosen as w : 3.41 X 105.5“,n1 = 3, m, = 3,f = 0.5.
We choose the energy of particles 3.52 MeV.

Fig. 1 presents the Poincare plot for both types of particles, untrapped and trapped,
for g = 10—5_ The separatrix is in the region on 1"». 6.8 x 106ms‘l; trapping appears
in the lower half of the picture. Fig. 2 shows the same for the same parameters, but
for % = 5 x 10“. Fig. 2 already presents a stochastic region. This is seen in the
next pictures. Fig. 3 shows the radial excursions of particles in the banana regime
for two close parallel velocities, v” = 5.25;5.5 x 106ms“. (These points are defined
the conditions B = 0, r = rm”, and are connected by straight lines). These excursions
are impressive (in the region of a half meter), Fig. 4 presents a typical maximum
radial particle’s excursions in the region close to the passing—trapping boundary. Here
we choose 5 = 0.9, it? = 5 X 10" and other parameters the same as in the foregoing.
Starting with v” = 7.5 x lofims“, the particle jumps stochastically between the banana
and passing regime. Here the particle travels between rmz a 2.7771 and rm,“ a 1.9m.
\Ve have found nonnegligible stochastic radial excursion also for particles with the energy
350 keV; this can perhaps help with the ash extraction.

Since we have considered only a single TAE mode, the stochasticity regime appears
only in a limited region. A global stochasticity can be expected in the case of several TAE
modes, however, if their relative spatial displacement is of the order of the characteristic
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radial excursions for single mode interaction.
According to recent proposal of Fisch and Bax [9], the radial diffusion of alpha parti-

cles, induced by the stochastic interaction with lower hybrid wava (LHVV)7 is generically
coupled with the transfer between LHW energy and alpha particles perpendicular energy.

It, can be easily Shown that a similar effect appears also in the case of the stochastic

interaction of alpha particles with Alfén waves. Considering the resonant condition

(for simplicity, for passing particles) W2 + qwa — w = 0, where w; represents the basis

frequency of the motion of a particle in the poloidal direction and w; the basic fre-
quenCY of the motion in the toroidal direction, the following integral can be obtained:
P7 : 5P3 + const.. Here, the symbolics of the Hamiltonian (1) was used, together with

the analogical procedure in [10]. Consequently, there exists a transfer of energy between

the wave and the parallel energy of a particle, accompanying its radial diffusion. The
significance of this effect requires a further study.

4 Conclusion

We have found that the stochatic interaction of 'l‘AE with alpha particles in the rcgimc
close to passing/trapped boundary results in large radial excursions of particles for usu»
ally considered wave amplitudes Deeper in the passing or trapped regimes, particles
move radially rather quasiperiodically. The stocliasticity appears not only for thermonu-
clear energies, but also for rather low energies of the ash regime. Our results need to
be discussed for a broader regime of parameters and for several simultaneously acting
modes. Finally, the effect of these losses on the. global reactor efficiency needs to be
estimated (for this, see e.g. [11]).
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Figure captions
Fig.1. Poincaré plot for w = 3.41 x1055‘1,n,= m,p = (ti = 0.5, £4; =10'5.
Fig.2. Poincare plot for the same parameters, as in Fig.1, but for g = 5 X 10".
Fig.3. The change of the maximal radial excursion of particles with ”Ito = 5.25; 5.5x
106771571 and for other parameters as in Fig.2.
Fig.4. Particlo's maximal radial excursions for parameters of Fig. ‘2, but for i = 0.9

and for ”11.0 = 7.5 x 1067115”.
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INTRODUCTION

Enhanced confinement modes have been observed as in auxiliary also in ohmic heated tokamaks

and physics of these regimes is not well understood The role of edge micromr’oulence suppression and

electrical fields across L-H uansition is considered as important aspect of the reduction of anomalous
transpOfl [see f.e. 1.2]. However. the mechanisms that produce the changes are not yet understood. There

are conceptions [3] that consider the tokamak turbulence to consist of a few types of turbulenccs having got

different physical nature. frequency and wave nummr spectra. The types react differently on dynamic

changes of the discharge condition. impurity and working gas puff. intensity of every type depends on small

radius. The aim of this study is to analy7e T-l 1M experimental data edge turbulence in respect of types of

me edge turbulence observed and link of tire turbulence fractal properties with transport ones.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Edge microturbulence changes across L»H transition in T~11M [4} were studied by movable

Langmuir probes in the shadow of rail limiter (ECRH antenna) positioned at r=l9 cm. Ohmic H—mode

was induced typically into a plasma with 2-4xlOn crn'3 line—averaged density. a plasma current of 86 kA.

and toroidal magnetic field of 1.14 T. Probes were located at outcrboand of tokamak midplanc and allowed

to measure the edge plasma time-averaged parameters and fluctuations (with bandwidth l<f<500 hill) of

density n (determined from the measured probe ion saturation current 1,“), floating potentials q)“, electron

temperature Te. Two poloidai spaced probes allow poloidal electric field E, to be estimated from difference

in on (assuming Ta is time invariant). The inferred turbulent particle flux l‘.=<nEP>/B, where <> denotes a

time average over 1 ms, Fluctuations in I,“ (fig. 1) over the radial region extended from 1:24 to 20.5 cm

like “events“ measured on T—lO [5] and ASDEX [6]. In the hotter region spectra become broader (fig. 2).

These observations are in qualitative correlation with the drift ballooning resistive model [7]. For both L—

and H~mode the coherency between Ii.l and E1, is 0.4-0.6 in frequency range < 150 kHz for both L- and H-

mode (fig. 3) and phase angle between . 1..1 and E, is in range [an .-1t/2] and does not change significant.

At the LB transition the edge plasma density decreases by approximately 20-25% in the shadow

of rail limiter (fig. 5a). Density fluctuation level dropped from 0.35 in L-mode up to 02 in H‘mode.

Poloidal electric field does not change significantly in L-H transition. r.m.s. of EP drops. Turbulent driven
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flux is reduced by the factor 2-3 in H-mode and did not retumed to Lrvalucs after edge Ruched
equilibrium in H-mode. This reduction caused mainly by dccon-elruion in edge turbulence (fig. Sb). We
correlative properties of die rnicroturbulence observed are formed by the fractal structure of the ‘3n
turbulence strange attractor. Probe data have been processed by fractal analysis, that allows
observe a catastrophic change in turbulence fractal structure across L-H transition and compam
turbulence properties in these two Confinement modes. The dimensionality of T- 1 1M edge turbulence in L-
mode was typically 3.5 (fig. 3a). Low value of the dimensionality in L-mode shows relatively higher order
in comparison with H-mode turbulence (fig. 4a). where the turbulence dimensionality was about 5
(figja). Higher disorder of edge turbulence in improved confinement mode is observed also in
TEXTOR [8). This change in the turbulence structure causes the decorrelrtion in modes of edge
turbulence and leads to the reductions in anomalous turbulent transport. Spectra of Lyapunov exponents,
that characterize intensity of the turbulence modes, have shown the number of coupled modes to
be about 6 (Fig. 4b). This result correlates with the T-10 turbulence fractal features observed
near the wall [9]. Across the LP! transition the number of T-l 1 M edge turbulence modes is not
appeared to change.

CONCLUSIONS
The probe mcasuremea of the timc~averaged and fluctuating plasma and electric field over a

radial region in the shadow (SOL) of the rail limiter installed at r=19 cm are presented. At the L-H
transition the normalized density fluctuation level is reduced by approximately 20%, density and potential
fluctuations are deconelated over an extended region. Dccorrclation are caused by changes in fractal
structure and by higher disorder of turbulence strange attractor in H-mode. The higher disorder results in the
reduction of the turbulent particle cross-field transport by the factor 2-3 in this region. The measurements
in the poloidal rotation shear region near LCFS are needed to be taken for detailed studying the role of
fractal properties in the transport barrier form ation in H-mode.
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POST—CRASH RELAXATION OF THE SPACE AND

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF FAST IONS

Yal Kolesnichenko, V.V. Lutsenko, Yu.V. Yakovenko

Scientific Centre "Institute for Nuclear Research”, It'yiv, 252650, Ukraine

1 Experimental [1] and theoretical [2,3] studies of radial redistribution of fast ions

during Crashes of sawtooth oscillations have shown that the redistribution depends on

the partic energy and the pitch angle. Thus, the post~crasli velocity distribution differs

from the pre-crash one, being anisotropic even when the pre—crash state is isotropic.

Furthermore: according to the most widespread opinion, the sawtooth crash is associated

with the m : n : l instability. That is why the spatial structure of the ion flux as well as

the Post-crash spatial distribution of fast ions are likely to be iiorraxisyinmetric. The aim

of the present work is to study post-crash collisional relaxation of the fast-ion distribution

function (f) to the axisyminetric and isotropic state.

2, According to Refs. {1—3}, the radial profile of the distribution function of the

toroidally trapped ions of MeV energies almost does not change during crashes. In contrast

to that, the circulating ions are. well redistributed [2,3]. 'l‘herefore, the fast ion population,

which is peaked in the plasma centre before a crash, becomes enriched with trapped ions

near the magnetic axis and dominated by the circulating ones at r S, 73",: (rm,-I is the

sawtooth mixing radius) after the crash, see Fig.1.

There are two factors that contribute to relaxation to the isotropic state. They are

the pitch-angle scattering and replacement of the anisotropic population as a result of

isotropic production of ions and the particle slowing-down. As the width of the trapped

particle region is Ann/U ~ \/E (where e : r/R, It is the major radius of the torus, and U”

is the particle velocity along the magnetic field, B), the. effective time of the pitch-angle

scattering is r] w 716mm where Ti is the perpendicular scattering time, <,,,;,. E mud/R.

The time of the replacement in a steady state is the ion slowing‘down time, 7",. Thus, the

anisotropy relaxation time can be estimated as follows:

13,, 2 min (T5,TLE.,,”',) (1)

For instance, for plasma parameters '1' = 10keV, n : 3 x 10’3cm'3, cm, : 0.1

we obtain T"; 2 1.55 for 1-MeV tritons, the relaxation being dominated by pitch-angle

scattering. For 3.5-MeV o-particles TM 2 Is, being determined by slowing down. in both
cases r”, may well exceed the sawtooth period. Thus, the sawtooth-induced anisotropy

may persist throughout the sawtooth cycle.

3. If a crash is associated with the magnetic reconnection uniting the flux surfaces
with different particle densities (this is the. Case in cg. the liadomtsev model) then the

particle distribution along the flux surfaces will be inhomogeneous (having the helical

m : n : 1 structure) immediately after a crash, see Fig. 2(a). Such inhomogeneous
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distributions were observed in numerical simulations [3]. One can expect that a similar
state would follow from any model where the redistribution of particles is associated with
the m : n = l instability. Below we investigate relaxation from such a state to the
axisymmetric one assuming that the magnetic configuration is axisymrnetric after the
crash.

We proceed from the following kinetic equation:

'()_f+w 0f 11(TbDA 6—H")
(9w 1], (M (M

where u.‘ = 9 — p, 0 and g are the poloidal and toroidal coordinates, respectively

o=o(p,i,r)2 (q—l — l) 69ml). (3)
D,\ = 2(vfiufl(1+ cc050)2)/(71v"), A E viBu/ |u|2 8, 80 E B(r = U), Tb is the
bounce/transit period, vi is the particle velocity across the magnetic field. DD is the
toroidal precession frequency, and angular brackets denote bounce averaging. The LHS
of Eq. ('2) represents the collisionless bounce-averaged kinetic equation obtained in Ref.
[4] and simplified here for the considered case of an axisymmetric magnetic configuration.
The HHS is the bounce-averaged collisional term written in assumption that the pitch-
angle scattering dominates. Collisions play an important role because without them the
inhomogeneity would persist infinitely long for each group of particles with fixed 1? and
A, rotating alongr the flux surface with the particles.

To solve Eq. ('2), we take advantage of the fact that T; is large as compared to u)"
and find at first the solution of Eq, (2) with the zero RHS as follows:

f = f(w 7 am, tr) = Em, A, r)exp[ij(n2 — on] (-1)

where f1 are arbitrary functions. Now we apply the method of variation of arbitrary
constant in order to find the solution of the full equation (2). Taking fj as functions of
time and keeping only the highestorder terms in {ti—l: we obtain:

fizfioe\l)[—1J<:—:)zi3-Dt] (-5)
Hence, the characteristic time of homogenization of f is determined by the damping time
of the first harmonic (j : I) and equals to:

3 71/3
refit; (8:) Di] MPH“ (6)

One can see that Tim," is much less than typical Characteristic times associated with
collisions. The mechanism of the homogenization can be qualitatively explained as follows.
Fast toroidal rotation with the rate) depending on the pitch angle changes the fast ion
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. - w ' r clnracteristic scales in the velocit I s a as sh vn in l‘" . ‘2.
distribution, dccrcaSlllb ‘ 3 [7 cc ' 0‘ 1g '

which enhances t

I

t] e A directioxr am?" the time interval T can be estimated as 6A ~ (Tull)— . The collisional
I

he effect of difiusion. The characteristic length of the inhomogeneity in

reln‘atl‘m time can be found from the equation 'r ~ (Mr/DA, which immediately gives

the estimate of Eq. (6).

A5 d} is mainly determined by the longitudinal motion for the well circulating ions and

by the toroidal precession for the trapped ions, liq. (6) yields for these groups of ions:

. 4/3 , ., —1/3
1 , Marl—iii , l Grew - H

,c # __. 7 . ——F : F ‘ —— .
ham ' 6T1 (1 \ ) Hg 7 Thom STLE (h) QHkr‘l (l)

where X : Lin/u, n2 E [1— /\(1 ~6)]/(‘2Ae) is the trapping parameter, C(rc) E 1 —
2E(N)/1\I(Nl ~ 1, F(K) E 2[E(N) 7(1 ~N2)K(N)]/K(rr) ~ 1, KM) and EM) are the

complete elliptic integrals, Ir is the ellipticity of the cross section, and rug 5 cB/mc is the

cyclotron frequency.

Thus, 17.0," weakly depends on the ion energy (Tfmm or 171/3, Trim o< til/3). It is much

less than characteristic collisional times but typically exceeds the crash duration (10—45).

Let us find what time resolution is required to observe the considered inhomogeneity

experimentally. This time is determined by the rotation period of the inhomogeneity

along the torus, which, in turn, is determined by the particle rotation. The motion of

particles across a m : n : 1 helical perturbation is described by Eq. (3). The rotation

period of the well circulating and trapped ions is given by:

2a 1371']? , '27r __ 47rkeHu‘ I f = —»-f. : —— — —— 8
TN“ to vyhfl ~ l|‘ Tm LL) MGM) ( )

For instance. for lilO-keV deuterium ions located at r : 0.3m in JET Eq. (8) yields

7:0,:18 x10'4s-G"(N), TCrot : #351 x I'll—"s |q'l —— l|_1 x”. As Tree, strongly grows when

(1 approaches unity, a possibility arises to measure (1(7') by measuring the rotation period,

Note that a short pulse of neutral beam injection is also suitable for this purpose. To

implement this possibility, one has to have diagnostic equipment able to observe fast ions
~ 10‘4sforlq’l 71'“, 0.1,

which is typical at the plasma centre. In the case when there is a region of low shear near
with time resolution not exceeding 7:0,. liq. (8) shows that rfa,

the q : 1 surface [5,6], lq“ — ll ~ 0.01, 1;,“ as well as 7;”, is greater being as large as

2, 1045.
4. We have shown that the collisional relaxation time of the crash~induced anisotropy

of the fast ion velocity distribution may well exceed the sawtooth period so that the

pre-crash pitcheangle distribution in general depends on the previous sawtoeth. This

anisotropy may affect plasma stability, which should be investigated in the future.

Concerning the relaxation of the crash—induced axial asymmetry of the fast ion spatial

distribution, the mechanism of the relaxation was found to be the pitcheanglc diffusion

enhanced by the dependence of the toroidal rotation on the pitchengle. The resulting

relaxation time is much less than the characteristic times of collisions.
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As the toroidal rotation of circulating ions depends on (1, the spatial asymmetry maybe used for diagnostics of (1(7‘).
Acknowledgement. This work was supported in part by Research Contract No.SON/RU of International Atomic Energy Agency.
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Fig.1. Crash induced transition from the isotropic to anisotropic distribution functionf(,\) at r m 0 (curve 1) and r x rm”, (curve 12). The post-crash distribution is taken from
numerical simulations of Ref. [3].
Fig.2. Formation of a small-scale structure because of nonuniform rotation of particles
in the u) direction. (a) f(/\,Ld) at a flux surface immediately after :1 crash; (1)) the samefunction after several rotation periods. Black and white colours correspond to high and
low values of f. respectively.
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EFFECT OF SAWTOOTH CRASHES ON FAST IONS

WITH VARIOUS ENERGIES AND PITCH ANGLES

Ya.l. Kolesnichcnko, V.V. Lutsenko, Yu.V. Yakovenko

Scientific Ccntm ”Institute for Nuclear Research”, Kym, 2.52650, Ukmim-

G. Kamelander
Austrian Research Centre Stibersdarf, 21-2444, Austria

1. Introduction. Experiments on tokamaks indicate that. crashes of sawtooth 05»

cillatious affect particles with various energies and pitch-angles in different ways [1].

This peculiarity was predicted theoretically in Ref. [2]. where the physical picture of

the sawtoothrinduced transport. of fast ions was elucidated. According to Ref. ['2] the

particle redistribution is associated with the cloctric field, E, arising from evolution of the

magnetic configuration during the crash. it was shown in Ref. [2] that. the. E x B drift
drives the particle redistribution, and the resulting effect is determined by the competition

of this drift. the toroidal procession, and the longitudinal motion. Basing on approach

of Ref. {2]. a kinetic equation suitable for numerical treatment was derived in Ref. [3].

However, till now no quantitative results on the redistribution of ions with taking into

account the toroidal drift have been obtained. The purpose of the present. work is to make

the first step in this direction, generalizing the kinetic equation of Ref. [3] and finding the
solution of this equation numerically.

2. Kinetic model of fast ion transport. We. proceed from the. following bounce-
averaged kinetic equation for the distribution function of fast ions (f), which generalizes

the equation of Ref. [3]:

0f (9] 0f 3—] _

Here w E 0 -— ‘17? r, 0 and «,9 are the radial, poloidal and toroidal co-ordinates associated
with the unperturbed magnetic flux surfaces, respectively; and E is the. particle energy.
The coefficients 1‘. Li) and E and are given by:

__ R (spit; GR 2? (2)
" Bfi R 8a.: Bfiaw

,_ R v“ 0‘1! clt’ E .
“ ‘ Bfi (a) 67- J“ Bfiar +0” (‘5)

5' = -037352” (4)
where angular brackets denote bounce averaging. ‘15 is the electric potential associated
with the instability, \II is the helical magnetic flux, R = R0 + rcosQ is the distance to
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the axis of the symmetry, Ii’o is the radius of the unperturbed magnetic axis, \/§ is the
metric tensor determinant of the. co-ordinatc system, and (ID is the toroidal precession
frequency, in this work the analytical expressions for \lJ(r.w, t) and (Hum, t) modelling the
Kadomtscv-type crash and suggested in Ref. [2] are usnd. The proposed expressions for
‘11 and (1) contain an arbitrary function of!) which determines relative rate of the change
of the magnetic configuration at different stages of the crash. Note that considering \]I
and (I) as given functions implies that. there is a strong polarization current which almost.
compensates for the current arising from different. redistribution of the fast ions and the
bulk plasma.

liq. (l) differs from the corresponding equation of Ref. [3] by the presence of the
term associated with the particle acceleration by the electric field of the. m : n = ]
instability driving the crash. {Bf/HE. Using l‘lq. (l) and the relations VII) ~ BV'mgr/(CTH).
Qn S viz/(2.115307), one can show that the energy change during the crash is rather
small. A5 S Ermm/Hu. where rm” is the sawtooth mixing radius, up is the ion cyclotron
frequency, and TN is the crash duration. Nevertheless. the 5 term plays an important
rolc. indeed. as 1-” = t' l 7 Alto/R (A E pBU/f. Ba E B(r = U), and it is the particle
magnetic momcnt). the turning point of a trapped particle is 11" = Alto. which implies
that the particle cannot mow: into the region r < I?! 7 H0 when In > If“. The energy
change leads to Ali, : Hui/b removing the rcstriction on the particle approach to thr-
plasnia centre.

The characteristics of liq. (1) are tlu- solutions of l'lqs. (LU-('1) which determine the
bounce’aycragcd particle trajectories in the electromagnetic field evolving during the
crash. Our analysis shows that during the crash the particle bounce/transit orbits may
undergo transformalions. which can be of three kinds. First. an orbit of a trapped particle
may split into two orbits of circulating particles. which nit-ans that the particle may be-
come either a co- or a countericirculating unc. Second, two circulating orbits may merge
into a trapped particle orbit. Third. :7 E sgn(iv“) of a circulating particle may change. The
1351 I’OSSil’ilill' ”WNW ”10 l't‘llcction of a circulating part icle, which occurs at the boundary
between trapped and circulating particles. 1' : [i’g(l — A) : Ru — Hr. An example of orbit
transformations is shown in Fig.1. The described orbit transformations are taken into
account by means of setting the appropriate boundary conditions at 1' = [1’0 —- If, when
solving liq. (l)

3. Results of calculations. liq. (l) was solved numerically for the parabolic profile
of the pie-crash safety factor. qtr). and a given procrash distribution function, .f'tr. il. a).
which is justified when Uf/UlnE << lf(1' : O) f(1' : r,,..,)]l?0/rmil. As a result.
the distribution function of fast ions immediately after the crash, _/‘+(1‘,w,£.n,a). was
obtained. Calculations were carried for both circulating and trapped o-particlcs with
energies from "280 keV to few mugaelectronvolts in a JE'lilike tokamak (WWI/Ii“ = 0.13.
Ba : 3.5 T'. (1(0) : 0.8. and the ellipticity of the Crossiscction k = 1.5). The results are
presented in Figs. ‘2»1. Note that they are valid also for dcutrons of twice less energy.
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Fig.2. The redistribution of trapped and circulating a-particles with E = 2.8 MeV.
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Fig.4. Post-Crash radial profiles for two different laws of time evolution of magnetic

Configuration. Solid line, f+ [or o(t) as in Figs.2,3; dotted line, f+ for 0(1) corresponding

to faster plasma flow at the plasma centre; dashed line. f'.
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Fig.2 shows very different behaviour of trapped and circulating particles with E : 23
MeV. We conclude that the toroidal precession almost prevents the redistribution of the
trapped particles with the energy in the MeV range. On the. other hand, the circulating
particles are strongly redistributed.

Fig.3 demonstrates that the influence of the precession on the redistribution oftrappmt’
ions is small at energies below 300 keV. This justifies the modelling of redistribution of
neutron emission in NB] .Jl-I'l‘ experiments, which was carried in Ref. [4] in the assumption
that particles follow the evolving flux surfaces.

It folloyvs from Fig.4 that in the intermediate case, when the precession is important
but does not. dominate, the particle behaviour depends on dynamics of the crash oven
for the same kind of crash (in the considered example different redistributions take place
in the framework of the Kadomtsev model). The. redistribution is stronger in the regiml
where the plasma flow is faster. Because of this, different post-crash distributions are
possible for particles with the same. pre-crash characteristics.

4. Conclusions. Our calculations confirm qualitative results of Ref [2] that. the
trapped and circulating particles are affected by the crash in a different way, this difference
growing with the particle energy. in particular, the calculations show that the trapped
fast ions in the MeV range are not sensitive to the crash whereas the trapped particles
of lower energies and the circulating particles are strongly redistributed during the crash.
The weak redistribution of the trapped particles of MeV energies is consistent with the
experimental data [1].

On the other hand, it is found that the character of the temporal evolution of the
magnetic configuration during the crash is an additional factor affecting the redistribution
of well trapped ions of intermediate energies or marginally trapped and circulating ions
of high energies for which the effect of the. toroidal precession is noticeable but does not
completely decorrelatc the phase of the wave—particle interaction.
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Scie

Abstract. The key mechanism in the origin of Ion 'Cy'clotron Emission (ICE) in tokamak
experiment-9v as the present general but preliminary analysis has shown, is the

roidicity affected cyclotron resonance interaction between superthermal ions and Fast

itiagnetoacouStiC Waves (FMW) with very small parallel wave numbers (kn). It is also

found that the dependence of the growth rate (7) of cyclotron-magnetoacoustic

instability on the fast ion density (nu) is, in general, complicated, and in fact 7 may

even decrease with n“.

1.Introduction. The present work considers rapid instabilities with growth rates

exceeding the bounce frequency of the fast ions. Its analysis is based on the following

dispersion equation for FMW:
Z

1— ‘3, 2i:(efi+ef.) <1)
[cuA (0,,-

Here 11‘ is the Alfven velocity, at“. is the plasma frequency of the bulk ions, E; is a

thermal correction to a component of the permeability tensor of the bulk ions and 63’]

is a contribution to the permeability E“ due to fast ions.

2.Instabilities involving the Hermitian part of e: . In this section we demonstrate that

despite the fact that the number of fast ions is small, the Hermitian part of En can

affect the character of the solutions of Eq.(1). Let us assume the magnetic field to be

homogeneous and take the distribution function of the fast ions as fa : fi(v1l)f1(ul)

where fl : exp{—vlf #1145121), f = (5(1)l — Ul)/(27I7.’1). Such a choice enables us in

the simplest way to make qualitative conclusions regarding instabilities excited due to

non—monotonic energy dependence and/or velocity anisotropy of the fast ion

distribution. Writing a) : w°(l + y) with (so = kvA , Iyl<< 1 and taking k : [my / vA ,

we can approximate Eq.(1) as

,Y1 : a! + 0120131) (2)

where

[11 (a,)exp fly} n 12 I 2 . . 2i z(7' = ’ 20; { , U: : 7:36—1%I Z(z) : ~1J;zexp(—zz) ltefigexpii‘P/f
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], :],(§1) is the Bessel function, 4‘2 =kv1/a)”, I, =I,(a,) is the modified 8255:]
function, a ; klpf, p, 2 ur, /m,,, a = a)D /(/e”v,).

In the limit alyl>>1 (Ian a 0), the resonant wave»particle interaction is negligible
and Eq.(2) has a simple solution:

y = Him—o, (3)It follows from Eq.(3) that fast ions will affect the gap between the wave branches
when 0, WI > o and they will lead to instability with y - J)? for

0'2 < 0, l01l<<l all. A "coherent" instability of this kind excited by :1 -particles with
fa - 5(1/ - v“) has been considered in earlier works (see overview [1]).

On the other hand, when alyl<<1, resonant wave-particle interaction plays an
important role. In this case one usually neglects the real part of the RHS of Eq.(2),
which leads to a growth rate proportional to nu. Here we will show that completely
different dependences of r on n” are possible under certain circumstances, and that
even when 7 is proportional 10 na, the solution differs from the one obtained by
neglecting the real part of the RHS of Eq.(2).

Assuming allall<<1 and (72 < 0 we find:
.15 7ry = tTalalli a] —Eallo§

(4)
From (4), we conclude that 7 increases with "a, but 7 - n‘z takes place only when the
expression under the square root is positive. In this case, waves with the frequencies
5:103:60) are excited simultaneously. However, we note that flu; is very small
(620 S Ewe , and a] <10"for [ > 3 in IE1") and therefore excitation of these waves
would be seen as single lines in the ICE spectrum. Besides, when la :t/(uB/u,1 and
la)D —Ia),l>> JET then 01 and Rez can be neglected in Eq.(2) which leads to an
increase of the numerical coefficient of y by a factor of two as compared to Eq.(4).
However, (1 decreases with i010 —lco5l. which means that the Waves with
Iw ~ Ia),l<< a) are most strongly destabilized.

When 01 < 0, a1l07l>> 1 we obtain:

y=£{ii 351- .
(5)4a aazl ]
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. shows that the growth rate does not depend on na if 801 2 fl‘lO’zl but this is valid
isTh
ly in a narrow region And where 801 — Irlozl (otherwise the condition aiyi<< 1 is

on

violated)-
The described imtabilities are excited due to the non—monotonic energy dependence

of f which provides 02 < 0. When 01 > 0 the instability can arise due to anisotropy

of f (V). Then the instability may be driven by ions with v“ < DA, which is not

Possible for the instabilities associated with 01 < 0, For azal >> 1 , 02 > 0 we find:

14:1E[1+ 1+§EL . (Q
(1] 4a 7T0;

Eq.(6) is consistent with the condition alyl<< 1 provided that 80, << 7701.

The unusual dependences of 7 on na described by Eqs.(5),(6), i.e. dy/dmz s 0,

agree with the observations in the TFTR experiments where the intensity of ICE does

not necesserily follow the increase of the production of neutrons [2]. However, we

cannot claim that Eqs.(5), (6) are applicable to TFTR experiments as we do not model

the specific TFTR conditions and we disregarded the effect of toroidicity on the

instability.

3, Instability driven by the toroidicity affected cyclotron resonance. When Aw/w

(Am 2 01—105) is small but well exceeds the minimum distance betWeen the wave

branches near the I" cyclotron harmonic, then E17] and Re 671 can be neglected in

Eq.(1) and we obtain:

fifa a) — [mu _ it 0. “vi" mi at
lfll/éfl

Here if = kn; /a)H, z, is the magnitude of the pitch-angle I = v“ / v determined by

, 22 zfi=%”’“’“idv]fi(ak, (7)

the resonance condition

QEAw-kuvi—mpzo (8)

(DD : vv/r, m is the poioidal Wave number, vD is the toroidal drift velocity.

Eqs.(7),(8) allows for the results of the eigenmode analysis that the edge localized

FMW are characterized by k, << k [4] and that they are localized not only radially

but also poloidally near the outer circumference of the torus [5].

We conclude from Eq.(7) that Hm) has a maximum when An) : (up. It exceeds y

for Au) >> (up (the case of Refs.[1-3]) by a factor of 1;“! where 1;] >> 1 and
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p; A01 /(uD >> 1, as well as y for Au} << (1),, (the case of Ref.[4]) by a factor of
1:1. This conclusion is general as it is only based on an analysis of the dependence of
)6) / (91L, on An) in Eq.(7) and does not involve any assumption on the form oi fa(V).
Moreover, it provides an explanation of the splitting into doublets of the spectral lines
of ICE observed on JET. Indeed, destabilization of waves with (i) : lmfl+lmoi and
(uz/(uflelronl, for which the growth rate is maximum, implies a formation of
doublets lines with the width (5 : Zirunl. The only important parameter of the fast
ions which affects the relative width of the doublets (6/50) is their energy. This
explains why the observed doublet width in experiments with a deuterium plasma,
where 3 MeV protons were produced, is approximately the same as in a DT plasma
containing 3.5 MeV alpha particles. The ratio (5/0) can be estimated to be 0.6-0.7 for
JET, in agreement with experimental results [6]

The discrete character of the wave numbers breaks the symmetric dependence of
yon (1) around lmfl. Because of this, the magnitude of 6 changes and the peaks
within doublet spectral lines of ICE usually have different intensities. Furthermore, the
discrete wave numbers make simultaneous excitation of waves with a) > 1(1),, and
m < 1(1),, impossible for l: 1,2, which explains why spectral lines corresponding to
/= 1,2 are single in JET experiments.

The toroidicity affected cyclotron resonance leads to an instability growth rate that
well exceeds the bounce/transit frequency of the fast ions even if nu /II is very small

(less then 10") as is the Case in experimental conditions, This growth rate provides a
broadening of the resonance which is sufficient to make spectral lines merge into a
continuum in the high frequency range, [> 8, again in agreement with experiments.
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5 of Electron and Ion Transport Properties in JT-60U H-mode Plasmas
nalyse

A with Improved Core Confinement

H. Shirai. T. Takizuka, M. Sato, Y. Koide, T. Hirayama
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Naka-machi, Naka‘gun, Ibaraki-ken 311-01 JAPAN

1, Introduction
H-mode plasmas with good energy confinement (H factor 2 2) have been obtained in IT-

50U, These plasmas called "high T,- H-mode plasmas" [l] or "high [3,, Hamode plasmas" [2]

have a feature of improved core confinement (ICC) with high TKO) and Ti(0)/Tz(0) > 2 in

addition to the edge transport barrier. In the previous work we clarified the time evolution of the

improvement of thermal energy confinement (TH factor, in Sec. 2) at L~H and H-L transitions

[3]_ At the L-H transition TH factor increases much faster than thermal energy confinement

time, 1?, and keeps increasing with a time scale of r: in the successive H phase. At the H—L

transition, on the other hand, TH factor decreases much faster than I: and remains at small value

during the L phase. We have also clarified that the effective thermal diffusivity, 147, which is
evaluated by adding both the electron and the ion heat flux, changes over a wide plasma region

simultaneously at L-H and H-L transitions.

We proceed the previous work and examine the characteristics of the relative change of the
electron and ion thermal diffusivity. 5755/1, and 61,411, at H-L transition in .lT-60U ICC H-

mode plasmas with different plasma current. We also study the relative change of the particle

diffusivity, 60/0.

2. Numerical Method
Profiles of z, and x,- are calculated from the profile data of n,, T" Ti, PM, PM and so forth

by using 1.5 dimensional tokamak transport analysis code, TOPICS. An Orbit Following Monte

Carlo (OFMC) code is used to evaluate the NB] power deposition profile in order to take into

account the large ripple loss rate of beam ions. We added the convection heat flow to the

conduction heat flow when evaluating 1‘ and 1,. We also added the particle diffusion term and
the pinch term at the estimation of D. Thus obtained 1 and D values just before and after the H-

L transition provide their relative changes as (51/): = 2 (x(L)—x(H)) / (1(L)+);(l-I)) and (SD/D =

2 (D(L)—D(H)) /(D(L)+D(H)). We represent ,1! and D values at r/a = 0.6 for the estimation of

dxlx and (SD/D. In order to make clear the difference in transport properties, we study the

transition from ELM free H phase (not ELMy H phase) to the L phase.

We evaluate the change of thermal confinement improvement at the H-L transition together

with the local transport properties. The scaling of the thermal stored energy, W“, in JT-60
ohmically heated plasmas and NBI heated L—mode plasmas is given as follows [4],

w:"““'(MJ) = 0.026 M?3 W7 R"“(m) a°"”(m) 35mm 1:5(MA) fi2'5(1019m”3) PERMW) .
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When Wu. varies in time, we put PM, =Pabs~dWm /dt. Here we define the "TH factm"
(Thermal H factor) by W:”/W:“""‘. The relative change of TH factor at the H-L transition is
also defined by (WHITE : 2 (TH(H)—TH(L)) / mi(H)+TH(L)). Since the improvement of
core confinement does not fully vanish even in the L phase, THO.) is larger than unity, which‘
is different from the ‘usual' L~mode plasmas. This ICC gradually decreases during the L
phase in the time scale larger than 1:.

3. Results
We have analyzed seven discharges in the parameter range of lp=1.6~3.5 MA, B,=3.9~4,2

T, q,,=3.2~5.7, P',%I=21~31 MW,R=3.2~3.4 m, a=0.82~0.90 m, V=65~72 m3, fi,= 1.8~3_5
x 10'9 m‘3, T,(O)=6.2~8.5 keV and T,(O)=15~30 keV. The deposition profile of N81 is rather
broad. None of these shots has internal transport barrier (1TB). .

Figure 1 shows the waveform of shot E21440 (IP=1.6 MA, B,=3.9 T, 114,256, R=3.4 m,
a=0.82 m, K'=l.58, V=67 m3). The line integrated electron density, neL (L is about 2.4 m),
the injected NBI power, PW, the net power, PM, the stored energy measured by diamagnetic
loop, Wm, the Da from the divenor region, Dad", and the TH factor are shown. L-H and H-L
transitions appear alternately. Both Wu and n6 L begin to increase at the L—H transition and
decrease at the H—L transition. Just before and after the H-L transitions at t = 8.15 5, TH factor
drops from 1.57 to 1.16.

Figure 2 shows the profiles of ne, T( and T, at t=8.13 s,_iust before the H—L transition. The
"e profile is fairly flat, which is common for all analyzed shots, In the plasma core region, Ti
profile is peaked, while T, profile is almost parabolic and does not have clear central peaking.
More than 70 % of N81 power is absorbed by ions in this shot. The local T, and T,- values over
the wide region (04 S r/a S 0.8) also begin to change at the transitions.

Figure 3 shows the profiles of 1,, and z, in the H phase (thick line) and the L phase (thin
line), At the 11—1.. transition, 1., increases over the whole plasma. The increase of z,- in the
region r/a 2 0.5 is remarkable, but is very small in the plasma core region, because T, in the
central region is not sensitive to H-L transition for this case. At the H-L transition, D also
increases over the whole plasma. The value of 6D/D at r/a = 0.6 is about 0.34.

Figure 4 shows the relation between [F and (YTH/I‘H, where the dependence cannot be seen.
We also found that 61, lg}, biz/x,- and 61817 [Xefl do not have Ip dependence, either.

Figure 5 shows the 5THfI'1—1 dependence of 61¢ are, (Sm/1i and 612]} [16”. We evaluate
61/1 at r/a = 0.6. An interesting point is that (YI‘H/TH dependence of 512/12 and 515/1,- is
different. The 516/12 becomes large (0.5~0.6) from small (‘YI'H/IH value (20.15) and does not
increase too much with SFHfI'H. On the other hand, 515/2’1' increase with SIB/TH. In the
discharge of the largest éTH/TH value (=0.35), 629/1,- becomes the same level as 6% Ln and
1,. decreases over the whole plasma region at the PM. transition. As for the effective thermal
diffusivity, 575w 0Y4] behaves like Egg/xi. The improvement of total thermal confinement
depends on the reduction of ion heat transport.
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The relation between (SD/D and 5x11 are shown in Fig. 6. It is found that there is no clear

Correlation between them. Two shots have negative 5D/D value at the H-L transitions, although

51/}; values are positive. In these shots fr, keeps increasing after the H-L transition although the

N31 power remains constant and no gas puffing is done. Since D estimated here includes both

the diffusion term and the pinch term. it is necessary to examine the roles of both tern-ts

separately at the BL transitions. This is an important future subject to clarify the relation

between the heat transport and the particle transport.

4, Summary and Discussion

The relative change of the electron and ion thermal diffusivity, Safe at and (Sm/xi, and that

for the improvement of thermal energy confinement, STHfl'l-l, at the H-L transition has been

studied in .lT—60U H—mode plasmas with [P = 1.6~3.5 MA and B, = 4.0 T. As for 5% /x,. it is

large (0.5~O.6) even for small SUI/TH value (:0.15) and changes very little with the increase of

bTI-l/I'H. On the other hand. Exi/xf increases with SIB/TH. The improvement of total

themal confinement in H phase is dominated by the reduction of ion heat transport. The relative

change of the effective particle diffusivity, (SD/D, is independent of SFHITH.

[n the discharge with the largest 51,- [xi value, both the toroidal and poloidal rotation shear

profile change drastically at the H-L transition. In the discharge with lower 511/2; value, the ‘

change in the rotation shear is much smaller. Detailed study on the correlation between the ion

heat transport reduction in the H phase and plasma rotation is necessary. In the high Bp H-mode

plasmas with 1TB, the rotation shear profile accross the [TB [5] and the time evolution of 12, x,-

profiles behave differently accross 1TB [6]. We will clarify the transport characteristics of high

lip H-mode plasmas and compare the results with this presentation in order to make more clear

physical picture of transport phenomena in H-mode plasmas.

Acknowledgments Authors are grateful to Drs. S. lshida. Y. Kamada and T. Fukuda for

fruitful discussion and suggestions. They are indebted to members of JT—6O team for their

collaboration.
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Relation of the Toroidal Current to the
Radial Plasma Flux in Tokamaks. Possible

Manifestation of This Relation in L-H
Transition in the TUMAN-3 Device.

S.G. Kalmykov
A.F.Iotfe Physical-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia

1. On the nature of the relation. Conventional neoclassical Ohm’s law is
well known to be not adequate to real experimental situation because in the experiments
radial transport fluxes are anomalous and exceed the quantities given by the neoclassical

theory by the order of magnitude and more. The disagreement causes repetitive Ohms
law examinations and attempts of revision, In several recent works [1,2,3] a formulation
of Ohm's law for tokamaks

ii = ”SplEl! + V,B,,/c), (1)
alternative to the conventional one, is proposed to be considered. It implies that there

is a relation between the parallel plasma current, j‘ , and the radial plasma flux velocity.
Vr. In frames of the MHD approximation, this formulation takes place when a sign
dependent poloidal force. Fp, exists [4]. Its parallel component induces an additional
current and the transversal one results in radial plasma flux. Then the additional,
"plasma flux driven", current may be expressed in terms of the plasma flux velocity as
d : (TSPI/e/C.

Two situations are known when the Ohin's law formulation (1) does work. One of
them is magnetic plasma compression I5}. There the poloidal electric field is induced
by the toroidal magnetic field increasing in time: E,, = ~I-(dBl/dt)/2a, and V, is the
plasma compression velocity, V,. 2 ——r(dB,/dt)/(QB,)4 The standard neoclassical theory
is another case [1,6]. Here Fp : —Vg pA — en chi/('96 + (9 is poloidal angle) originates
from poloidal variations of plasma pressure and potential induced by the grrLdB drift,
Then the Ohm law (1) is quite equivalent to commonly used

j = ”maEu + jbs (2)

if neoclassical Vrmu = Vwm. + law,“ is substituted as W. Basing on formulae of the
neoclassical theory (eg. [7]), it may easily be shown that (mm, 7 ”3P)El : jwm =
an‘ym/c because the Ware pinch velocity, Vwm, is proportional to E,1 jb, =

jaw.“ = VSdx'Imm/C: and finally

j = UspEa; t jwm- + (intm (3)

So far as the anomalous transport is concerned, it is necessary to stress that this is the
poloidal direction of the force F, that defines the Ohm‘s law form (1). Some turbulencies
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which distort the magnetic configuration (ergodization, "magnetic flutter", magneticislands, etc), contribute sufficiently to the radial transport by means of plasma flawparallel to the magnetic field lines. Instabilities of a different kind, similar to the fluteinstability, produce the radial particle flux owing to a fluctuating electric field exactlyperpendicular to the magnetic one. These both will induce no additional current. But ifthe averaged turbulent electric vector has both parallel and perpendicular components,such an instability has to maintain the additional current proportional to the velocityof the anomalous radial plasma flux. BesidesI one can imagine a kind of turbulencywhich distorts the plasma potential through a weak intervention into the ambipolarflux, then the proportionality between jp/d and V,. may also occur. Thus. in spite ofa distinct comprehension is hardly attainable. the possible relation between, thetoroidal current. and the radial plasma fluzr should be studied to obtain an adequateOhm '5 [uni form for the. tokamak practice.
2. Plasma influx and countercurrent in pellet injection experiments onthe tokamak T—lO. In experiments on off-central injection of small low—Z (LiDor H3) pellets into plasmas of T-ID (Moscow, Kurchatov Institute) an enigmatic post-injection approximately twofold increase in the loop voltage was observed [2,3]. It couldbe explained conventionally neither by weak and transient plasma conductivity decreasenor by accompanying changes in the poloidal magnetic flux. In contrast to the tempera—ture. the profile of the plasma density exhibited stronger variations what suggested thata plasma influx arose, at least, in an inner part of the discharge r/a g 2/3. The influxvelocities were derived from the experimental particle balance; they were found to beabout -50cm/s at the middle of the minor radius. By analogy with the Ohm law (3) theinflux has been assumed to be responsible for generation of a countercurrent. Then theloop voltage had to be increased to maintain the plasma current flattOp. Numerical loopvoltage simulation based on Ohm’s law (I), where the plasma conductivity was deducedfrom experimental data on the plasma parameters and Vr was the experimental plasmavelocity, has been performed. The good agreement of the calculated waveform with theexperimental one has validated the hypothesis. Attempt to understand whether theanomalous diffusion outflux was related to an additional toroidal current failed becausethe outflux velocities were substantial only at the plasma periphery where their influ—ence on the loop voltage was negligible. within the 20% accuracy of the analysis. due tolow conductivity.

3. Analysis of TUMAN—3 ohmic H-mode. . It has been speculated in [3]that dramatic alteration in the plasma potential value and even in its sign characteristicof the L ‘, H transition should suggest noticeable variations in jpjd as well. Really,a loop voltage excess has been observed during the early phase of the ohmic H—modein TUMAN-3 tokamak (St.-Petersburg, Russia) (Fig. 1) [8} To explain itl the authorsof the paper assumed a rather substantial electron temperature drop in a boundaryzone of the plasma column where the measurements were not. performed (Fig. ‘2, dashedcurve). However. a pronounced plasma influx has been reported there to arise just afterthe L a H transition. In Fig. 3 of the present work the plasma flux velocities aredisplayed. They have been derived from the experimental data in [8] on evolution of theelectron concentration and of the ionization rates. By analogy with the above discussedcase, the influx has been supposed to be related to the voltage excess.
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GOP voltage simulation has been carried out taking into account the plasma

velocities. Calculation made for the stage before the transition has shown that the

neoclassical C0rrection to the conductivity (Le. jwu...) contributed some half to the loop

voltage whereas the anomalous diffusion outflux influence might be only insignificant.

Anewl

OhmiS law in form
in : aSpEl + .‘ipmh + in (4)

was used in the simulation. Here 3],, is the neoclassical bootstrap current [7] and jpinch %

USPVP‘W‘BP/C' . . .
In the quasi stationary stage before the transrtion the actual pinch velocity, Vpiudn

was anticipated to be equal to the Ware pinch one. During the transitory period the

pinch velocity should be obtained from the total plasma flux (Fig. 3) by subtracting
that of the anomalous diffusion. Minimum and maximum estimations of md, were

made, respectively, at VM = 0 and when assuming VIM to keep the same value as before

the transition. In Fig. 4 an intermediate md- value is shown [dashed curves). It has

been calculated in the belief that the diffusion, in accordance with data of [8], was
1355 than before the transition by a factor of 3. The solid line (t = 27.0ms) represents

VFW). = Vwm just before the transition. It is seen that during the transient process the
actual pinch velocity exceeded its neoclassical value by a factor of 2 to 3 returning back

to it at the end of the non~stationary phase.

To calculate 05p, electron temperature profiles (Fig. 2, solid lines), based on reported
in [8] Thomson scattering data, were used. Current ramp up stage of the discharge was

included into the simulation to account for the skin effect persisting at the current
flattop. Sawteeth were also modelled.

Comparison of the simulated loop voltage with the experimental one is shown in

Fig. 1. Curve 1 reproduces the experimental waveform. Curve 2 is the result of the

simulation using the standard neoclassical Ohm’s law (2). It is clear that the voltage
behaviour cannot be explained in the conventional way if the hypothesis on the sub—

stantial transient temperature drop at the plasma column surface is not used. The

loop voltage simulated with use of Ohm’s law (4) and with taking into account the

effect of mh (curve 3) demonstrates quantitative agreement between modelled and

experimental waveforms.
4. Conclusions. Thus, in two different experiments, where transient processes

were provoked by two quite different mechanisms, plasma influxes arose in the opposite

to the density gradient direction. In the both cases the same relation exists between

these pinches and the parallel current, similar to that in the neoclassical theory.

Earlier, in different non-stationary processes, the plasma influxes were also observed

(eg. [9]) That time this pinch had been termed as "anomalous pinch". However the
factor of the excess above the neoclassical level was always not so high, about ‘2 to 5.

Perhaps, the actual pinch has, nevertheless, a classical nature but a "dynamic" version

of the neoclassical theory is needed to describe non-stationary processes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The steady state version of the CASTOR code (Complex Alfvén Spectrum in TORoidal

geometry) [1] has been developed to study the stable part of the magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) spectrum of toroidal plasmas. in this paper the influence of equilibrium param-

eters on the Alfvén spectrum is studied. The goal of this study is to solve the inverse

problem: identification of the plasma profiles, and especially the safety factor profile,

using measurements of MHD waves. This new kind of spectroscopy has been called MHD

spectroscopy [2].
The determination of plasma parameters from measurements of the magnetohydro—

dynamic (MHD) spectrum has become a subject of interest because this spectrum is

sensitive to the safety factor profile. This profile is essential for determining the MHD

stability of plasmas, but it is difficult to measure accurately, especially in the center of

the plasma,

2 THE SAFETY FACTOR 0N AXIS

For specific values of the central safety factor, the TAB gap closes due to the coupling

parameter (the local inverse aspect ratio 5) being zero on axis. For a pressureless JET-like

equilibrium the n = ~1 continuum and gap frequency ranges are shown in figure 1 as a

function of q on axis. The general behavior is generic for plasma equilibria in toroidal

geometry. When 11 on axis has the value 1.5 (or more general: when (1(0) = (m + 1/2)/n),

the TAB gap on axis is closed. In this case there can no longer be undamped global modes

in the TAB frequency range. The observation of TAE modes during phases where the

central safety factor profile goes through a change can thus provide a diagnostic for the

safety factor on axis.
When the central shear is sufficiently small two TAE modes can exist for each value

of the toroidal mode number. One has a frequency near the top of the gap. The other

mode has a frequency closer to the bottom of the gap. They are localized in the central

region of the plasma and are therefore called core»localized TAE’s [3, 4]. As the central q

value approaches the value (171 + l/2)/n, the frequencies of the two modes will coalesce.

The two modes only exist when q(0) g (m + 1/2) /n. For larger values the corresponding

TAE—gap is no longer existent in the plasma. The (dis—)appearance of these core—localized

modes thus provides a good diagnostic for the central q value.
Knowledge of q(0) is important, for example, for predicting the onset of sawtooth

crashes. An accurate diagnostic can help operating a plasma close to, but on the stable

side of, sawtooth stability limits. However, this parameter is diflicult to measure directly
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Figure 1: Continuum frequency ranges as a function of q on axis. Then = —1 TAB-gap is closed for q(0) = 1.5 . The dotted lines correspondto the TAB frequencies.

and it is usually not known within an error margin of 10%. The measurement of core—localized TAE’s could lead to much more accurate values of q(0) for those moments whenthe TAE gap closes.

3 MULTIPLE GAE SPECTRUM
In this section we will study the spectrum of MHD waves in a high beta plasma withreversed shear. The cross section is circular and e = 0.34. The normalized pressuregradient dP/d‘Il = 1 ~ \IJ, where ‘11 is the normalized poloidal flux. The poloidal beta isequal to 1.25. In figure 2 we show the antenna loading of this equilibrium, for n = —1excitation, as a function of the excitation frequency. There is a large resonance peak,at the normalized frequency w/w4(0) = 0.415, belonging to a TAE that is continuumdamped because of its coupling to a continuum branch at s = 0.6. A sequence of sharp(undamped) resonance peaks occurs starting from the frequency w/wA(O) = 0.49 upwards.The modes are apparently clustering at a continuum branch with a maximum. The highbeta causes the Alfvén and sound continua to be strongly coupled, so that it is difficultto distinguish which is the most important component in this branch. There is onedominant poloidal harmonic in the modes, suggesting that they are of the Global AlfvénEigenmode (GAE) type. They are localized near, but away from, the plasma center,where the continuum branch has a local maximum. The component in the perturbationnormal to the magnetic field is larger than the tangential component, indicating that thediscrete waves are of the Alfvénic (as opposed to slow magnetosonic) type.GAE’s are usually found to be strongly continuum damped in tokamaks because ofcoupling to the Alfvén continuum wave, due to toroidal effects. The multiple GAE’Sfound here are not necessarily continuum damped because they can appear in the TABgap where strong coupling between poloidal harmonics creates a frequency range free ofAlfvénic continuum modes.

4 VERY LOW SHEAR PLASMAS
In plasmas with very low shear, the existence of an enlarged spectrum of ideal TAE’s hasbeen predicted from analytical theory [5]. It is found that for small values of€(r)/§(r), two
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Figure 2: Antenna loading as a function of the normalized excitation

frequency for a high beta reversed shear plasma; n = —1, n = 10—7.

TAE modes can exist inside a single TAE gap. One comes from the top of the toroidicity

induced gap and the other comes from the bottom of the gap. These correspond to the

two core-localized modes studied in section 2. When the parameter e(r)/§(r) is increased,

new modes appear near the top and the bottom of the TAE gap. Each new mode has

one more radial node in the amplitude of its harmonics than the previous mode.

Multiple TAE’S are of special interest for tokamaks with a very tight aspect ratio.

A small aspect ratio tokamak experiment is planned at the university of Texas. This

experiment (USTX [6]) will have an inverse aspect ratio of 0.7 and might be used to

study the spectrum of multiple low shear TAE’s. The minor radius of the plasma is

approximately 50 cm, the toroidal field is about 0.5 tesla. In this section we will study

a plasma relevant to the USTX experiment. The elongation is 1.7, the triangularity is

0.19, the plasma beta is 12%, the plasma self induction 1,» is 0.57, and the plasma current

is 1.125 MA. We have chosen the current density profile to be non-monotonic to make

the safety factor profile flat in the plasma center with a high plasma beta value.

We have calculated the n = —4 MHD spectrum, with q on axis equal to 1.05, so

that the TAB gap closest to the plasma center is the m = 4,m’ : 5 gap at the flux

surface where q = 1.125. On this flux surface, the flux parameter is s = 0.45, giving a

local inverse aspect ratio of approximately 0.32. The shear parameter 5 is 0.12, so that

e(s)/§(s) = 2.6.
To assess the possibility of exciting multiple TAE modes with an external antenna we

have used the stationary state version of CASTOR described in Ref. [1]. Figure 3 shows

the result of the simulation of an excitation experiment for the USTX plasma modeled

here. The antenna loading curve for the frequency range close to the top of the TAB gap

has been calculated using 1; = 10'6 for the plasma resistivity. The resonance peaks in the

curve indicate the existence of global modes.
All the modes are localized in the region of the (m, m’) = (4,5) TAB gap. The m = 4

and m : 5 poloidal harmonics are the ones with the largest contribution to these modes.

They have opposite Sign, which indicates that the modes are localized on the high field side

of the plasma. The number of nodes increases when the mode is closer to the continuum.

As with the multiple GAE modes in the previous section, the multiple TAE modes can

be used for MHD spectroscopy. The localization, frequency, and number of modes can

be used to determine local values of the density, the q profile, and the magnetic shear in

the plasma core, respectively.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
The relation between the Spectrum of MHD waves and plasma parameters has beenstudied. An important result is that detecting the existence and frequency of core-lo-calized TAE’S can lead to an accurate diagnostic of the central q value. We find that corelocalized modes appear with the opening of the TAB gap in the center of the plasmaIwhich is directly correlated with q on axis. Experimental indications from JET and TFTRfor the existence of core localized TAE’s are consistent with the numerical calculations.We have shown the existence of multiple discrete modes that are related to the safetyfactor profile. A multiple spectrum of undamped Global Alfvén Eigenmodes can appearin plasmas with an inverted safety factor profile and high fl values.For a low aspect ratio USTX—like plasma we have calculated the multiple Toroidicityinduced Alfvén Eigenmode spectrum. The spectra can be used in the context of MHDspectroscopy since their characteristics (frequency, frequency spacing, localization. num-ber of modes) depend on the details of the plasma equilibrium profiles. This will beexplored in future studies.
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Abstract

The stability of the KT-2 tokamak plasma has been analyzed in the frame-

work of ideal and resistive linearized magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). KT—Q is

a Korean tokamak project which involves a large aSpect—ratio divertor tokamak
with up—down symmetric plasma cross—section [1]. Three numerical codes have
been used for this purpose, viz. CASTOR [2] for the study of kink modes and
infernal modes, HBT [3] for the ballooning stability analysis and the calcula-
tion of equilibria, and HELENA [4] as an interface between HBT and CAS-
TOR First, equilibria with monotonic q-profiles are investigated. Starting
from four ballooning stable ‘reference equilibria’ with ever broader pressure
profiles, the effects of the shape of the poloidal plasma crossesection (ellip-
ticity and triangularity), the aspect ratio, and the total plasma current on
the ballooning and ideal and resistive external kink instabilities are studied.
Also, ‘advanced tokamak scenarios' have been investigated for typical KT—Q
parameters. A local profile optimization study is performed for a lower total
current, viz. 1,7 = 300 kA, and a magnetic field of 2T. Next, the stability of
the marginally ballooning stable equilibria with respect to so-called Linfernal
modes’ is analysed [5].

1 Monotonic q—profiles

Four marginally ballooning stable equilibria have been determined characterized by ever
broader pressure profiles and different current density profiles and by the parameter values:

aspect ratio 5‘1 : 5.6, ellipticity b/a : 1.8, triangularity ‘r z 0.6. plasma current 1,, =

500 kA, and magnetic field BO 2 3T. These are typical parameter values for the KT-2

tokamak.
The four reference equilibria are ‘marginally' ballooning stable in the sense that an

increase of the pressure yields at least one ballooning unstable magnetic surface. The
effect of the ellipticity and triangularity of the poloidal cross-section of the plasma, and
of the aspect ratio and the total plasma current on the E limits has been investigated
for these four equilibria. Fig. 1, e.g., shows the effect of the ellipticity on the normalized
plasma beta. gN ‘=‘ 100l3a[m]Bn[T]/(/LDIP[A]), and the poloidal beta, 5),. From this plot
it is clear that gN is close to optimal for b/a = 1.8, for all four reference equilibria.

The marginal poloidal plasma beta, 5pm”; increases monotonically with increasing

ellipticity. The optimal value for the triangularity turns out to be 0.6 for all four reference
equilibria. The aspect ratio was varied from 4.0 to 6.0. An increase of the aspect ratio

reduces the bending of the magnetic surfaces so that the plasma becomes less susceptible
to ballooning instabilities. The relative change of fin“; in the aspect ratio scan was roughly
the same for the four reference equilibria, viz. about 8%. The total plasma current was
varied from 300 kA to 550 kA. The marginal plasma. beta, Hm“, increases monotonically
with the plasma current. However, the marginal poloidal plasma beta, 13pm“, decreases
almost linearly with increasing plasma current.
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Figure 1: The normalized plasma beta, 9”, and poloidal beta, flp, versus the ellipticity of
the plasma crosssection for four reference equilibria with ever broader pressure profiles
(A —> D) and with e“ = 120/421. : 5.6, B = 3T and 1,, : 500kA. The triangularity of the
cross-section is 0.6.

The four ballooning stable ‘reference equilibria' are unstable with respect to ideal
external kink modes. The calculations show that ql o< l/Ip plays a key~role for the
growth rate of the kink instability. The reference equilibria have q 2 4.8. By lowering [p
somewhat, we can get «7, > 5. This proves to be sufficient to stabilize equilibria A and B.
The kinks of equilibria C and D, i.e. the most unstable equilibria with the highest current
gradient at the edge, are not stabilized, but their growth rate becomes lower. Figure 2
summarizes the result of the calculations. The equilibrium with the highest L3, which is
still stable for external kinks, is attained from equilibrium B with I), : 477kA, where
q] : 5.05, ,3 = 1.9%, g : 3.03, gN = 2.41, and (10 = 1.34. The findings for the n : ~2
instability are similar to those for the n. : —1 instability.

é a
a2

.00

-.02 l | l
1.0 5,0 5.0 70 0.0

all)
Figure 2: The normalized growth rate (Re(/\) E Ream/734) with TA the Alfvén transit
time) of the n = —l ideal external kink as a function of (11: Le. q at the plasma boundary.
for four ‘reference equilibria’ (the labels on the curves refer to the equilibrium), where (1,
was varied by changing the total current Ip.

The influence of the different plasma shape parameters, i.e. triangularity, elliptieity
and the aspect ratio, has been investigated. The variation of the triangularity and the
ellipticity of the plasma cross—section offers a possibility to stabilize the external kink
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as a function of qi, where q; was varied by changing the total current 1p. Labels X, Y,

Z indicate the value for the inverse aspect ratio, i.e. e = 0.17, e = 0.1786 and c = 0.19,

respectively.

for some of the reference equilibria, because of the impact of these parameters on ql.

The effect of total current was calculated for different values of the inverse aspect ratio.

Figure 3 compares the reference value of e = 0.1786 with e = 0,17 and s = 0.19 for

equilibrium B. It is remarkable that the external kink in this equilibrium B can not be

stabilized for c = 0.19. The ‘stability window’ at ql > 6 is wider for 5 2 0.17. Some

analogy can be found with the calculations of the ballooning Stability, where a higher

fin,“ is found for 5 below the reference value (c = 01786.61 = 5.6).

The growth rates of the resistive external kink modes calculated are higher but very

sensitive to the value of r}. Calculations show a 171/2 scaling with growth rates from

1.14 x 10“ for 1; = 10‘“1 to 2.63 x 10’3 for n = 10’7. At realistic tokamak values for 7;,

ie 10’7 - 10‘“, the resistive external kink modes have growth rates of the order 104.

2 Advanced tokamak scenarios for KT-2

For the study of ‘advanced tokamak scenarios’ for KT-2 the total current is lowered to

[P : 300 kA corresponding to B 2 2T. A local optimization procedure for the pressure

profile for a fixed average current density profile (we took a typical profile from profile

control experiments at JET, yielding an inverted q»profile) yielded a marginally ballooning

stable equilibrium for the profiles di5played in Fig. 4.

Here ‘optimal’ means ‘marginally ballooning stable‘. If the marginal ballooning stable

pressure profile is increased locally, eg. at one specific th-value, that magnetic surface

becomes immediately ballooning unstable. Also, when the plasma beta is increased, cg

by increasing the horizontal shift of the magnetic axis, all magnetic surfaces become

ballooning unstable at once. The marginally stable equilibrium obtained has a plasma

beta of 3.425% and [3,, = 4.086. This corresponds to quite high Troyon factors, viz.

gN = 4.540 and g E almlBolTl/IP[M.4] [3 = 5.705.
We have looked for infernal modes for the marginally ballooning stable equilibria

discussed above. Infernal modes require a high spatial resolution. In particular the

number of Fourier modes is typically quite high. Hence, we first did a convergence study

for the number of Fourier modes with CASTOR. The instability we found turns out to
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be an external mode. This is exemplified by shifting the wall towards the plasma surface
which results in a decrease of the growth rate of the instability.

3 Main conclusions

The stability of the KT—2 tokamak plasma has been analysed in the framework of linearized
resistive MHD. The cross~section shape parameters 7' = 0.6 (triangularity) and [1/0 =
1.8 (ellipticity) are close to optimal for this large aspect ratio tokamak (Ru/n = 5.6).
Current control offers a tool to maintain stable equilibria. For stability with respect to
external kink modes this requires that the safety factor profile, and in particular ([1, is
fixed before the plasma is heated. The highest value of the Troyon factor gN obtained
in the kink stability analysis for monotonic q—profiles is 2.79 (/3 : 2.34%). A profile
optimization study for ‘advanced tokamak scenarios‘ with inverted qeprofiles yielded a
marginal ballooning stable equilibrium with 5,, : 4.230 and B 2 3.542% corresponding
to quite high Troyon factors: g" = 4.697 and g : 5.902. For this optimal equilibrium we
found ‘infernal' modes with large growth rates for T < 0.6. For T = 0.6 the growth rates
are much lower and stability windows are found in a scan of the total plasma current.
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Abstract
In the Rijnhuizen Tokarnak Project (RTP) steady-state hollow electron temperature (Te)

profiles have been sustained with strong off—axis electron cyclotron heating (ECH). The
hollow Te profile leads to a hollow current density profile. In the transition to the hollow

profiles a bifurcation in confinement is observed. Discharges in the good confinement

branch often exhibit strong MHD activity. Sawtooth—like oscillations of Ta at half radius

are observed with a typical period of 1 ms. The amplitude of these oscillations is modu-

lated by a more global sawtooth oscillation with a period of 10 ms. These oscillations are
understood in terms of the double-tearing mode at the q=3 and q=4 surfaces, respectively.

1. Introduction
Tokamak plasmas with reversed magnetic shear have gained the interest of the fusion

community in view of their good confinement [1, 2] In RTP ( R0 = 0.72m, a = 0.164 m.
Bd, _<_ 2.4 T, 1,, g 150 kA), hollow Te profiles can be made reproducibly by off-axis ECH
in high density (ne(0) > 5 x 1019m‘3) discharges [3]. Power from a 110 GHz gyrotron
is injected in the horizontal mid plane, from the low field side. In these experiments the

deposition radius (rdw) was chosen around 0.53. The absorbed power is 350 kW, which

is 5 times the Ohmic input power P0. The steady state hollow Te profile leads to a

hollow current profile and reversed shear. Within the region of reversed shear the ef-
fective electron heat diffusivity is very small. Preliminary experiments indicate that the

low net heat flux is the result of a balance between the inward flux driven by VT,“ and
an outward flux driven by other gradients. In this paper we discuss the transition from
peaked to hollow Te—profiles, and present an analysis of MHD activity that is associated

With the double-valued q-profile. Measurements have been carried out with a 19-channel

interferometer—polarimeter, a 20-channel radiometer, a bolometer and a. llS—point single

shot Thomson scattering system.

2. Results
Fig. 1 shows a series of Thomson scattering T.—profiles. At t = 150 ms ECH is switched
on. First a rapid increase of Te(r > 0.5 a) is observed. As a consequence, the current
diffuses outwards. The central current density decreases, and with it, the Ohmic power

density in the centre of the plasma. For sufficiently high ne, the electron-ion energy ex-
change can now beat the Ohmic input, leading to a hollow Te profile. Typically after

50 ms a new equilibrium is reached. Interestingly, this new equilibrium can be in one of

two classes with distinctly different confinement.
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of T40) for 6 near identical discharges Although the

discharges all start from nearly the same stateI they develop into two branches. The
subtlety of the bifurcation is exemplified by one discharge, which hesitates and then
crosses over from the low branch to the high branch.
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Discharges with hollow Te profiles sometimes show vigorous MHD activity. However
this 15 only observed in discharges in the high confinement branch. It appears that. two
reconnection processes occur simultaneously, one acting as an envelope of the other. Fig
3 shows the T (t) of two discharges. For one of them T (0 ) shows sudden increases (at
t —— 191, ,201-, ,213, V224 and 253 ms) followed by slow relaxations. The increase is 'fast‘,
occurring typically within 400 us whereas the decrease is a process of 10 ms. Fig. 5 shows
the T= profiles just before and just after the crash. The increase of T,_.(0) coincides with
a decrease of T2 at rd"). The crash flattens the Ta profile over the whole central part of
the plasma. After the crash, T.(rdep) increases until the next crash occurs. forming sharp
off-axis maxima (‘rabbit ears’) on the Te-profile.

Fig. 4 shows 2 ECE channels corresponding to r 2 22 and 69 mm, respectively. While
the central channel shows only the 10 ms reconnection sequence discussed above, the
off-axis channel shows an extra oscillation with a period of lms. This fast oscillation
starts with a large amplitude and spreads out over about 6 cm, and gradually decreases
in amplitude while contracting to about 2 cm. Note that the 1 ms oscillation is modulated
by the 10 ms oscillation. Fig. 6 shows T, profiles just before and just after the crash of
the fast oscillation, showing that this MHD event affects only a small part of the plasma
around rdep, chopping off the rabbit ears.

Finally, in one discharge it is observed that the frequency of the fast oscillation sud-
denly doubles.

3. Interpretation and discussion
In reversed shear profiles, double tearing modes [4] can develop at rational values of the
q : L: in which m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode number, respectively. These
double tearing modes can short-circuit the plasma between the two radii with identical
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rational q on either side of the off-axis minimum in the q-profile. This diminishes all grav
dients in TE and TiC and redistributes the current density convectively. Frequency analysis
of the precursor proves the toroidal mode number n to be 1. In fig. 7 qc(r) just before
the big crash and right after a minor crash is shown. Exactly at rdep a pronounced min.
imum formed, that touches q z 3. The q-profile has been derived from Thomson Te(r).
The high collisionality and the negligible bootstrap current imply that Spitzer resistivity
a or T,:(r)3/2 can be applied. There are two possible rational values of q: q = 3 and q = 4.
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q : 3.

We interpret the fast crash as a double tearing mode involving the q=3 surfaces alone1
while the slow crash as a double double tearing mode involving both the q=4 and q=3
surfaces. During the fast crash, only a small part of the plasma column is short-circuited.
During the sequence of fast crashes the central q—value gradually increases. This process
leads to a q-profile in which there are q=3 and q=4 surfaces located, on either side of a
region of almost zero shear, with q just below 3. This is the q~profile that is measured
just before a big crash. After the big crash the central q is below 4 and the cycle starts
again.

The bifurcation in confinement is mainly caused by a different heat conductivity in
the region outside rdep. The only macroscopic plasma parameter correlating with the two
regimes that we have been able to identify is rdep: in the discharges with good confine-
ment the deposition is about 1 cm further out. It is at present not clear why such a clear
distinction between two different modes of confinement should occur.
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Introduction, motivation
In RTP, as shown in [1], the m = 1 precursor phase of internal disruptions can display a

behaviour suggesting that it can be driven by either ideal MHD or magnetic reconnec-

tion. This paper investigates the assumption that the relative importance of resistivity

might determine whether the m = 1 precursor displays an ideal or a resistive devel-

opment. A measure of the relative importance of resistivity is the magnetic Reynolds

number. In order to study its effect on the character of the m = 1 precursor, a series

of dedicated discharges in which the magnetic Reynolds number 5 was systematically

varied has been analyzed by means of the method introduced in [1, 2], where an MHD

invariant, the enthalpy H, is calculated from tomographic reconstructions of the Soft

X-Ray (SXR) system on RTP.
A scan in S has been made, by varying the magnetic field, the density and the

temperature. This scan was done in a single day in order to minimize the change of

impurity content of the plasma, and hence its effect on the resistivity. Constraints

over the range of variation of these parameters are both set by the characteristics of

the SXR system (which defines an upper limit to the density, to avoid saturation),
and by the physics of ohmic heating (a higher density corresponds to a lower electron

temperature). It follows that these parameters cannot be varied independently, and

not over a large interval. The main plasma parameters of these discharges are given in

Table 1, together with the duration of each sawtooth oscillation. In order to keep the

magnetic field configuration and current density profile shape as constant as possible,

the (1,, value (z 3.4) and the pressure profile shape were kept fixed within the operational

constraints. The variable parameters left are therefore the magnetic Reynolds number

5 and the absolute value of the central pressure. These are the two quantities that are

expected to be of direct influence on the m = 1 instability.

Description of experiment
The value of S can be calculated in terms of easily accessible experimental values:

S _ TM # HoL2vA
m uo

where L is the radius of the q : 1 surface and n1 is the average resistivity inside the

= 1 radius (in = pol/100,, /47rBO). For the toroidal Alfvén velocity the value on axis is

considered, assuming that minority impurities do not play a role:

1),, = 2.18 x 101630[T],/m,,/m,~n,[1019 cm-B].
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By keeping qa z 3.4 constant, all the discharges of this series had the q = 1 radius at
z 5 Cm with R9 = 72 cm. It then follows

BHTls = 1.74 x 105 .
Vtaop] \/ne[1019cm'3] Jmi/mpZ.‘

For ohmically heated discharges in RTP the loop voltage V100,, is always 2 2 V.
Therefore it is possible to vary 5 by varying the magnetic field B, the eleCtron density
us and the majority ion species. In Table 1 examples of these three possibilities are
given. They lead to a variation of 3 between 0.8 and 2.3 X 105. Within the Operational
constraints of RTP it was not possible to obtain a wider range in ohmically heated
discharges. However, with 400 kW of ECR heating at the second harmonic electron
resonance frequency, the loop voltage could be reduced by a factor two. thereby reaching
the highest 5' value of this series, 3.5 x 105.

Table 1. Main plasma parameters of analyzed discharges.

heating B T¢(0) 715(0) pe(0) V109,, S duration
method (T) eV 1019111"3 (kPa) (V) (ms)

'1 #21042 H(ohmic) 2.05 900 2.8 4.0 1.9 2.3x105 0.5
‘ #21052 H(ohmic) 1.495 560 4.6 4.2 1.8 1.0x105 1.2

#22042 He (Ohmic) 2.04 830 6.4 8.7 2.5 O.8><105 1.5
#21044 H (ECRH) 2.05 1400 4.3 10.0 1.0 3.5X105 0.6

As it can be seen from this table the absolute central electron pressure varied within
a factor 2.5. The inclusion of the ion pressure to obtain the total pressure can be made
by multiplying the electron cyclotron pressure with roughly a. factor 1.5. It has been
checked if indeed the pressure profile shape has been preserved. Figures 1 and 2 show
that the pressure profile shapes were indeed identical for all cases. Also the inversion
radius of all four cases indicated that the q : 1 radius was kept constant at x 5 cm.

5 (b)ID

P_
a

[kP
a]

I l I T I .1 9 | I I T I I
41.1 42.05 11.0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.1 41.05 0.0 0.05 In 0.15

1[m| rlfl‘l
Fig. 1 Electron pressure profile measured by Thomson scattering at 200 ms of (a) two

lasmas with different 5' values (# 21.052, 5' = l X 105. dotted line, and # 21.042.5' =
2.3 x 105, solid line. (b) the He plasma (# 22.042, 3 = 0.8 X 105, solid line) and a H plasma
with ECRH (# 21.044, 3 = 3.5 x 105, dotted line).
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Fig. 2 (a) Electron pressure profile measured by Thomson scattering at 200 ms, of one of the

H plasmas of Fig. 1 {# 21.042), solid line, and a He plasma (# 22.042), dotted line. (b) same

as (a), normalized to P40) of (# 21.042).

Discussion of results
In Fig. 3 the uncalibrated brightness of the channel of the side camera of the SXR
system (tangent to the q = 1 radius) are given in sequence of increasing S value for the

four cases of Table 1. From raw data it is already apparent that the precursor behaviour

at low S values is much more pronounced and appears as a regular oscillation whilst at

high values the precursor is irregular. The pressure difference is seemingly not relevant

as there are considerable pressure differences between the discharges of Table 1 (Figs. 1
and 2).

1:21.11.) 119951122042 119951121052
4‘ (a) (5:0.810’) 9.50 (b) (5-1 10‘)

909
29- 3.09

269 1V" 2.5-

24.. 20

199.0 199.5 200.0 200.5 ' 199.0 199.5 200.0 200.5
tlme (ms) hme (ms)

1'1(:'”'l 119951121042 5 1 119951121044
' “ (c) (3,2310 1 1 (d) (3—3.510’)

16_
11.0- 3 ' (W

10.5- I W 15‘ IMill\ .10.0_ M

199.2 199.4 199.5 199.9 200.0 200.2 199.2 199.4 199.6 199.9 200.0 200.2
tlme (ms) nme (ms)

Fig. 3 Signals of SXR detector .307 (impact parameter p = 3 cm) [or different discharges.
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Subsequently, the enthalpy H has been calculated from the tomograms, as described

in [2], in order to detect reconnection, From this four cases only the one with the lowest
S number showed evidence of magnetic recomiection before the sawtooth crash. The
discharge with the highest 5 value shows no reconnection before the crash. Also in
this aspect the absolute pressure value does not appear to have a large influence. The
analysis of other cases than the Ones given in Table 1 yields a similar pattern: resistive
ohmic discharges with low 5 tend to show m = 1 with reconnection whilst ECRH
heated discharges with high 5 values tend to behave according to an ideal MHD model.
However these cases have all different (1 = 1 radii and profile shapes. Therefore more
statistics should be gained before a firm conclusion on the role of S can be drawn.

A different but interesting observation, which might be related to the difference be-
tween reconnection and ideal MHD behaviour, can be made from the sawtooth duration
column in Table 1. There appears to exist an inverse proportionality between S and this
duration. This might indicate that the early development of the islands by reCOnnection
in the sawtooth rise phase diminishes the tension in the magnetic configuration such
that it takes longer to reach the sawtooth crash. Also this aspect deserves more analysis
in the future.

Conclusions
Measurements have been conducted to determine the influence of resistivity on the de—
velopment of the sawtooth instability. With increasing values of the magnetic Reynolds
number S, in the range 0.8 7 3.5 X 105, the m = 1 precursor instability of the sawtooth
crash changes from a magnetic reconnection behaviour towards ideal MHD behaviour.
This transition does not seem to be influenced by the absolute pressure value. With
increasing value of S the duration of the sawtooth diminishes. Firmer conclusions could
be drawn in the future if a similar analysis is done on a larger class ofsawtooth crashes,
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ABSTRACT

Effects of programmed resonant helical fields (REFS) were studied during
discharge of the IR—Tl Tokamak. Sawtooth and Mirnov oscillations are observed and

their characteristics are analyzed. Also, the intensity of visible line emissions from

oxygen (0H), carbon (CHD-impurities and (Ila) have been measured with and without

RHF. Diagnostic methods included soft X-ray (SXR), visible spectrometer and magnetic

probes.

LINTRODUCTION
lR-Tl is a small air core transformer tokamak without a copper shell and diveitor. The major and

minor radii of tokzunak are 45 and 12,5 cm, respectively. The plasma parameters in our experiments

were: Ip=15—40 kA‘ VIoop:2.6—8 V, Bt = 6- 9kG, ne=(().7 —3,0)><10“1cm'1,Te(0): 150—250 eV. t

discharge =18-23 ms, Zet‘f <2 and safety factor q=2—4, The ordinary diagnostics are soft x-ray (SXR)

detectors, electron cyclotron emission (ECE). visible spectrometer, HCN far infrared (FIR) laser

interferometer and electromagnetic measurement systems .

Weak external helical fields can act as local resonant disturbances in a tokamak plasma. Such fields

can therefore be used as "active magnetic probes" in the study of magnetohydrodynmnic(MHD)

instabilities in tokamak plasmas. For this purpose, €=2 and [=3 helical windings have been installed on

the IR- Tl. In these experiments the resonant helical fields (RI-IFS) are weak. the total current through

the {=2 and 17:3 helical winding is between 120-350 A, compared with a plasma current of 15-40 kA.

and the magnitudes of the RHFs are normally about (0.5-0.0l%) of that of the poloidal field (B9)

around the resonant surface. The pulse length and the magnitude of the helical windings could be

programmed.

[1. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT
In these experiments, The main diagnostics used for the MHD studies are; an army Au-Si detectorV a

visible spectrometer and Mirnov probes located at different toroidal positions .The raw data were sent to

a data acquisition computer through a common A/D CAMAC system and then analysed by a central

computer. '
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A. Soft x-ray system
The soft x-ray measurement system for lR-Tl includes a detection chamber, an array silicon

surface-barrier detector (SBD), an electrical discharge filter circuit, and a data collection system. An
array SBD is located at a place facing the center of the vacuum chamber; the end detectors are capable
of detecting soft x-ray signals from different parts other than the center of the chamber. The detector
array, which is placed at horizontal location. consists of 23 silicon barrier diodes.

B. Visible spectrometer
The profiles of visible line emissions from the 01! (1,4416 Aconfiguraiionip 2 3s—2p 7 3p) and CIlI(

1:4647 Aeonfiguration:2533-253p)- impurities and l'Iet(h=6563 A) line are determined using visible
spectrometer, in which there is a two-lens image system in front of the spectrometer entrance slit and a
multichannel optical fiber attached to its exrt slit. The detectors in the system are photomultipliers.

C. Helical Windings
There are helical windings with optimized geometry installed closely outside the vacuum chamber

(i=2 ,€=3). The radii ofthese two helical windings are 22 and 23 cm, respectively.

III. RESULTS
Fig. (1-3) shows variation of plasma current versus time while Fig.(l-b) is the signal of Mintov

coil at (6:0). We observe that the amplitude of Mimov coil signal at flat top (8-15 ms) is smaller
than the rise and the fall priod of plasma current. This can be attributed to high poloidal field
fluctuation[l,2]i

l’ig.(2-a mid b) show a 20% decrease in the amplitude of Mimov coil when the RHF is on The
expanded profiles ofthree chanels of Mimov coils at three angles(9 = 0, 9 = 45 and 6 = 90 ) with RHF
show a phase shift in signals. which disappear after RHF is applied(Fig.3—a and b).

A very intersting point is that a weak RHF could significantly influence sawtooth processes and
thereby change the global thermal properties of the plasmaThe 6 = 2 RHF (If zSOO—BSO A) could
increases the amplitude and ramp-up of sawtooth oscillation (Fig.4). This amplification correlates with
an improvement in plasma confinement, such as a decrease of the thermal conductivity, and an
improvement in particle confinement The fluctuations in the SXR omission from the hot plasma core
are mainly due to two processes, iii. the m=l/n=l oscillation and the mLO/n=0 sawtooth oscrllation. On
lR—Tl. there are [no kinds of discharges with different SXR signals. For the first kind there is only a
[90.5 kHz oscillation. and for the second kind there is very clear sawtooth oscillation in the SXR
srgnals[3.4,5,6,7l.

Fig.6) shows the signals of the solt x-ray array versus time with (n) (=3. (h) (=2 and (c)
without RHFS, respectively. From the soft x - ray signals it has been found that the amplitude and the
frequency of the sawtooth also be influenced by so weak f = 2 or I = 3 current. The RHFs are effective
only when their magnitudes are chosen to be near critical values; when the RHF is too low there are no
observable changes in any ofthe diagnostic signals. For the (=3 current (120-160 A) seems enlarge the
sawtooth and (=2 current suppress it.'lhe periods prolong from 200ps-300ps. The crash time ofthc
sawtooth is 35us« 45ps[8].

The spectral visible litre emissions of the light impurity ion were investigated in the lR-TI.
Figures (Gab), (7‘a,b) and (Salt) shows the measurement results of visible line emissions of 011, CI”—
impurities and H0. with and without RHF ([=Z), which the plasma pulse duration being slightly
diFfercnt for each shot. The visible line emissions of light impurities (OH and CHI) and Hot held a
plateau while REF was on for 3 to 17 ms. The visible line emissions from both oxygen and carbon
impurities was about 18-112 of its original values. The line emissions of OH and Clll~impurities
increased over the whole plasma. We noticed that‘ the Ho. radiation behaved differently from OH and
Clllsirripurities during the RH'F period: it rose in the first 1-3 ms and immediately decayed to its original
value[9].
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IV. CONCLUSION
Vc we apply the resonant helical field (RHF) the amplitude ofthis Mimov signals is decreased

and the phase shift between the signals at different angles disappearedThc stability properties of the
discharge :1“: improved by RI lFs and also by the suppression of mode signal at soft x-ray ( SXR )

diodes. The f: 2 RHF (If z300-350 A) could amplify the sawtooth oscillation but changes the period a

little and also, suppresses m = 1 fluctuations.
This RHF could increase the amplitude, and ramp-up of sawtooth oscilation. This amplification

correlates with an improvement in plasma confinement, such as a decrease ofthe thermal conductivity,
and improvement in particle confinement. For the [=3 (IZzIZO-ZOO A),it seems that the sawtooth

enlarges and [=2 current suppress it. RJ-[F (i=2) enhanced the impurities line ( cg. OH and C111)

emissions but, The Ha. radiation did not be enhanced by RHF,
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Introduction

On RT? we have the possibility to measure temperature, density and pressure profiles with high
spatial accuracy using our Thomson scattering (TS) setup. This gives unique opportunities to gain
more insight on the process of pellet. ablation and the reaction of the plasma to pellet injection.

In this paper we concentrate on one outstanding problem: precooling. The process of pellet ab-
lation is often assumed to be adiabatic (the kinetic energy content of the plasma remains constant)
and local (the flux surfaces not crossed by the pellet trajectory remain unperturbed). Experi-
mentally violations of these assumptions are reported [2, 5, 6, 8, 10], and known as the precooiing
effect, Le. a cold front propagates radially through the plasma with a velocity larger than the pellet
speed. Several types of precooling have been reported. First a small but very fast cooling of the
plasma centre when the pellet is still at the edge. Second a very sudden large drop of temperature
in the plasmacenter when the pellet reaches a certain position outside 11:1. Third a cooling from:
moving faster than the pellet after it has crossed the q=1 surface. We try to determine wich type
of precooling occurs in RTP using various diagnostics like the ECE radiometer and TS.

If ECE observations are used, one has to be very careful in interpreting the signals as temper-
atures, since other efl'ects, like refraction, could play an important role. This is investigated by
a comparison of ECE profiles with high temporal resolution (2 p5), as measured by an antenna
viewing from the low field side (LFS) and one viewing from the high field side (HFS), and TS
profiles with high spatial resolution (1% of the plasma minor radius). It is shown that in these
experiments an apparent precooling phenomenon is caused by a small region in the plasma in
which the EC-cut-ofl' density is exceeded (Le. (11+ > 2w“). Furthermore that for small pellets a
precooling of the second kind, i.e. a sudden drop of the temperature in the plasma center, as seen
in ref. [5], at least outside the (1:1 surface. does not occur. For large pellets TS profiles show
precooling only when the pellet is inside the q=1 surface [3].

Experimental setup

The measurements in RTP have been done under the conditions: R0 : 0,72 m, a = 0.164 m.
lpg = 80 — 120 kA, ET : 1.5 7 2.2 T, central density nc : 1.5 7 5.0 x 1019m-3, central temperature
Tc : 0.6 A 0.9 keV, edge safety factor (1,. = 3.0 — 7.3, H; plasmas and boronizcd vessel. The pellet
injector was built by the Rise National Laboratory [9]. The pellet velocity and time of arrival are
measured with two optical detectors when the pellet is in free flight. The pellet mass is measured
using a microwave resonance cavity. The emitted Ha radiation is measured with a photomultiplier,
and used to estimate the ablation rate. Earlier results of experiments with this equipment have
been reported in [3] and [7]. For this investigation H2 pellets with a particle content of 0.5 x 10"3
atoms, which is comparable to the particle content of the plasma, and 1),, z 1000 m/s have been
used. The pellets have been injected in the stationary phase of an ohmic discharge and the effects
were observed with the following diagnostics: a TS setup, which yields Tc, Hg, and P: at 118
points along a vertical chord through the plasma center, with a spatial resolution of 1.7-2.5 mm
at one point in time [1]. The laser of the TS system can be fired during the ablation process on a
prevprugrammed position of the pellet. In this way the reaction of the plasma to the pellet can be
scanned. The radiation temperature (Tend) of the plasma is measured with an ECE radiometer
(2nd harmonic X-mode, 20 channels, time resolution 2 #5, spatial resolution 7-16 mm in the radial
direction, spacing between 2 subsequent channels about 20 mm in the plasma center) [4]. The
Tum profile is measured along a horizontal chord either from the LFS or the HFS of the plasma.
The density profile is measured with an interferometer viewing vertically through the plasma along
19 chords (time resolution 16 us). The toroidal angle between the pellet injector and the EOE-
radiometer (LFS and HFS), the TS setup and the interferometer is 30°, 60°, and 120°, respectively,
all in the electron drift direction.
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Measurements

The TH,“ profiles observed from the LFS with the radiometer are plotted in Fia. The instants
at which the pellet is at the limiter radius and the magnetic axis are indicated by arrows and
vertical dashed lines. The projection of the pellet trajectory on the flux surfaces is indicated by

the diagonal dashed lines. The pellet penetrated 14 cm into the plasma, thus up to r = 2.4 cm.

A sudden drop in this signal is seen when the pellet is halfway the plasma at r29 cm. After that,
the plasma seems to he very cold for a while (less than 50 2V), except for 2 channels on the HFS.
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Figure la: Tm.“ measured by the ECE radiometer Oeved from the LFS . (plasma parameters: 1,; = 77 M.
ET : 2.2 T, The : 0.0 keV. ng‘n = 2.4 x 101°m‘3, qn = 5.4) The arrows indicate when the pellet passes the
limiter radius and the magnetic axis (ignoring its lifetime). The projection of the pellet trajectory is indicated by
the oblique dashed linm. The time is set to zero when the pellet passes the limiter,

— goo kw
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Figure 1b: As Figure 13 for a similar discharge, but now the plasma is observed from the HFS.

Tend profiles as observed from the HFS for similar pellet and plasma parameters are plotted
in Fig.1b. In this case the sudden drop in the signal when the pellet is halfway the plasma is not
seen. There could be a precooling effect inside the q=1 surface (between -3 and 3 cm) but the
E051 measurements do not resolve this because of the limited spatial resolution.

During the short interval (5 400m) of the ablation itself, a series of TS profiles under similar
conditions was measured. An example of these profiles is plotted in Fig.2. Here the horizontal
bars indicate the flux surfaces crossed by the pellet. When these profiles for a series of successive
pellet positions in the plasma are plotted as a function of time, Fig.3 is obtained. The diamonds
indicate the positions where a Thomson profile was taken.

Interpretation

On first sight the sudden drop in Tum in Fig.1a cannot be accounted for by too high a density
cutting off the EOE—signals because the maximum increase in density as seen on the TS profiles or
on the interferometer profiles is not large enough, However. if these Tum profiles are compared
with Tami profiles measured from the HFS in Fig.1b. it is clear that Tend only drops for those
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Figure 21: Plasma temperature (a). dEnsity (b) and prrssure prnhle (r), moasurnd by Thomson Scattering, 2 ps after
the end of pellet ablation. The penetration depth is up to r=3r0 cm. The left part of the profiles between -D 1 and
-0 15.1 m is an extrapolation and not measured. (Note that the centers of these profiles do not exactly correspond
to the magnetic axrs due to :i Hhal‘ranov shift of about 1 Em)
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Figure .l: Psnudo ZD plot of the temperature profiles measured with Thomson scattering in n scrip: of identical
«lisrharges. The diamonds indicate the time at with the profiles Were taken, Plotted in between are mines obtained
lrmn a linear fit

llux surfaces that have been crossed by the pellet trajectory. The TS temperature scan (Fig.3)
confirms the Tum profiles as measured by the HFS ECE during the ablation. The irregularities
inside (1:1 in Fig.3 are most probably caused by the not quite reproducible plasma and pellet
parameters from slim to shot. which makes it difficult to mnrludn something about prerooling

The first 200 rus after the 9nd of the ablation the central temperature is of the order of 200
EV according to the TS measurement) which is in contradiction with the LFS ECE measurements
For the LFS measurement most channels ill‘l-l :ifl'octcd by cut-MT. For the HFS—ECE measurement
the Channel: between -U.05 and -U.l§ in seem to give the right temperature, indicating that the
density perturbations affect mainly the LFS of the measured Chord.

The density perturbation at the position of the radiometer antrnnac is estimated to explain this
cut—off. It is assumed that the ablalant travels along the magnetic field lines, that H)? ablation cloud
has a pnlnidnl extension in the order of 1 cm. and that the ablatant is uniformly distributed over the
fluxitubt- between the pellet trajectory and a shock front. Furthermore the Ho signal is assumed
to be proportional to the ablation rate. For a small pellet with 0.5 x 10Ln atoms, the maximum
elerrmn density perturbation at the poloidal cross-section of the radiometer is z 2 x mum—3 when
the ablatant passes this crossisection for the first time. After the- ablatant has travelled around the
torus once. the matt’rial is spread over a roughly 10 times larger volume, so the second timr‘ the
pr‘rinrlmlinn pmsr-s the polnirlnl cross-section of the radiometer it has a density of z 2 >< 1020:11‘3.
This density is large enough for all channels of the radiometer to go in rut—off. This effect is shown
in Fig.4. Shown in Fig. 43 are 2 measured profiles and 1 artificial density profile with a high peak
at the edge, which are used to ralr‘tllatc the cut-off frequencies shown in Fig. 4b. The dashed line
indicates 2w£[(r) which determines the position of Mt? Tum measurement

if the geometry is such that the ablalant passes the viewing line of the rndiomr‘ter antenna
within 1 or '2 toroidal turns (which is the case in our tokamak for the LFS antenna. but not for the f
HFS antenna), then cut-oil can be expected. However. it should he noted that when larger pellets
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are used the cuteofl' effect can cause problems after much more than a few toroidal rotations, so

the geometry should always carefully be considered.

Due to the geometry in the RT? setup it is impossible in the case of relatively small pellets to

see the high density peak at the outer part of the plasma with the TS setup, since it takes several

toroidal rotations of the ablatant to get into the viewing line of TS.
The reason that these short density perturbations are usually not seen on interferometer profiles

is twofold:
- these measurements are in most tokarnaks often taken relatively long after pellet injection (300 A

400/45), which gives the local perturbation time to spread over the whole flux-surface;

— interferometers measure linedntegrated densities. For RTP a very localised perturbation, for

example a peak of 7: 1 x 10mm“3 with a width of only 1 cm, on a. profile with central density of

a: 5 x 10mm4 would give a change in the interferometer signal of no more than 5 % .

If we accept the HFS measurement as shown in Fig.1b to be true temperatures we can say that

strong precooling at least outside the (1:1 surface does not occur. Due to the noise in these signals

we can not draw conclusions on a small precooling in the center when the pellet is still in the outer

regions of the plasma.
ECE measurements for larger pellets (z 2 x 1019 atoms) give the same results, except that the

cut-off at the LFS antenna occurs even earlier (when the pellet has only penetrated 2 to 3 cm).

Some TS profiles for larger pellets are available, and these show precooling when the pellet is inside

the q=1 surface [3]. A systematic scan of the ablation process for these pellets with the TS setup

will be the subject of future studies.
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1. Introduction

The TORE SUPRA (TS) tokamak (circular limiter plasmas with major radius R<2.40 m, minorradius a<0.79 m) is especially designed for long pulse operation in which plasmas have beensustained for up to 2 minutes During long pulse operation, the plasma current is partially orfully driven by Lower Hybrid (Ll-l) waves. During steady state operation, the flux on the plasmaboundary is constant (Vloos) so that no ohmic power flows from the transformer to theplasma.
A new plasma control system [1] has allowed to operate TS in a steady state scenario in whichtwo separate feedback loops are used simultaneously : one to control the flux on the plasmaboundary (¢Ma.mm) by varying the voltage on the ohmic power supply (VOH) and the other to
control the plasma current (IP) by a variation of the LH power ( Pm) .

Pu, = aAIP

Von : ISA¢piumu

With this scenario, TORE SUPRA has sustained steady state plasmas for up to 70 seconds [2](figure 1) operating at B[=3.9 T. my : l.7 1019m‘3, Ip:0.65 MA while the average LH poweris about 3 MW.
However, control of the flux on the plasma boundary and the total plasma current alone is notalways sufficient to access and sustain a steady state plasma.
First, 'sawtooth like' MHD instabilities located in the plasma core [3} can cause a suddendecrease of the plasma pressure (Teo crash form 9 to 5 keV) and the formation of magneticislands The reduction of current drive efficiency can then terminate the pulse Particular ohmicinitial conditions in combination with pre-selected values of the parallel index of the LH waves(n//) have been used to cope successfully with this problem.
Second, in the fully non inductive driven phase, the current density profile can change in shapeand the plasma can access to a regime of Enhanced Performance (Hpzwe/WC—RslB- 1 .8).This ‘hot electron mode’ is characterised by a sharp increase of the electron temperature in thecentre of the plasma (from typically Te025 to 9 KeV) together with a flattening of the qrofile((10:15 \vhile (13:7) and a high internal inductance li (lj:I.6—l.8). However, unforeseen eventslike influx of impurities, bad coupling of the LH power or variations of the plasma density canchange the current profile shape again and terminate the phase of Enhanced Performance. Thus.in order to make a long pulse in a LH driven steady state Enhanced Performance mode, it isrequired to have a control of the current profile.
Therefore, the steady state operating scenario has been extended with a feedback control of theglotnl shape of the current density profile by changing the phasing between two adjacentmodules of the LH grill :

(sip: in. (1.2)

(1.1)

The current profile is characterised by its internal inductance lj, defined as li = (30/ B; and
derived in real time from the magnetic measurements The supratherrnal contribution to the total
presure is <5% so that ii has only an error of a few per cent. The Ali represents the difference
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between the desired and measured value of It : Ali = ti"I — li . The phasing Anp between two

adjacent modules of the LH grill results in a variation of the parallel index (n//) of the launched

LH waves. The feedback loop varies the phasing between the modules of the LH grill with l

respect to a fixed, preset value so that A45 - 1347“" + 642. Thedp are limited to |a¢|s45° in
order to avoid bad coupling of the LH power.

2. The role of n// in Steady State

When TORE SUPRA is operated at reduced plasma density and current (B[:4T IP20.75 MA

and <nc>:1.6 1019m'3). the LH waves are only weakly damped and uavel many times around
the torus before being damped out. In this so called 'multi—pass regime‘, the rays become

sufficiently stochastic to fill up the phase space accessible to them [4]
Thus, in order to control the location of the LH power deposition in a steady state discharge, we

have to change the shape of the domain in which the LH wavcs propagate. At constant current
and constant electron density, this can be achieved in two different ways : i) variation of the n//

of the launched LH wave spectrum ii) variation of the q-profile.
Both experiment and theory have shown that the q-profile has a strong influence on the

localisation of the absorption of the LH power : peaked current profiles tend to have a central

deposition of the LH power, while flat or even hollow current profiles have an off axis power

deposition. On the other hand, in the theoretical case of a fixed plasma equilibrium, the variation

of n// from 1.4 to 2.2 will change the wave propagation domain only weakly, since the ray

behaviour in a mutlivpass regime is stochastic.
In the steady state experiments presented here, these two effects are always coupled. Therefore

one has to realise that the LH current drive efficiency changes with n//. This was experimentally

confirmed by operating at different (but fixed) n// at Vloop=0 and IP:O.8 MA using scenario

(1.1). Figure 2 a shows that current drive efficiency varies as (n//)". This is different from the

theoretical predictions about the current drive efficiency in a simple single pass regime where the

current drive efficiency varies as (my)?
Thus, in our experiments, a variation of the launched wave spectrum (n//) results in a variation

of the total LH power. The variation of the plasma pressure and the magnetic equilibrium fields

change the wave propagation domain as well as the location of the absorbed LH Power. Then,

the current profile will change its shape. From a large number of steady state equilibria at Bt=4T

IP:O,7S MA and <nc>:l.6 1019m'3 it is observed that the internal inductance it varies with the

n// of the launched Ll‘l waves (figure 2 b) : increasing n// leads to an increase of 11.

The variation of the wave propagation domain with n// and the qept‘of‘tle is also observed during

the transition of the plasma from an ohmic to a steady state phase. In the ohmic phase, the

current profile is characterised by an lj:1.4 while dozlil (i =1 MA, qa:5), while purely Ll—i

driven plasmas at lp:048 MA have current profiles with li>l, and qo>l.2 and qa:7 (figure 3).

Thus, as soon as the loop voltage is fixed to Zero, the current density profile starts to change its

shape towards a pure LH current profile. If q0>1.5 during the transition, magnetic reconnection

events are systematically observed in the plasma core. This can be avoided by rurnping the

plasma current down prior to application of any LHCD. Then, only LHCD at n//:l,6-l.8 leads

to sufficient peaking the q profile so that q0<l,5 (figure 4). This is again in contradiction with

the simple condition of Electron Landau Damping (ELD) n//Te”1[kev]>6.5 in a single pass

regime which would lead to much more pronounced flattening of the q—profile.

3. Feedback control of 1i with n// in Steady State

Real time variations of n// have allowed for experiments with feedback control of the current

density profile in steady state plasmas for the first time on TS. Figure 5 shows a steady state

discharge in which the plasma current, the flux on the plasma boundary and the internal

inductance are controlled simultaneously, The flux on the plasma boundary is constant from 5

seconds onwards (ie. V100 —O). Initially, there is no LHCD present, so that a resistive UR

decay of the plasma current gins, In this process the current profile is peaked, which is visible

as a rapid increase of the internal inductance. Peaking of the current density profile is required in ,
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order to get smooth access to the steady state regime (see section 2). At 5.5 seconds, LHCD is
switched on and the feedback control regulates the LH power in order to keep the plasma cur-rem
constant at lp=0.75 MA. With the variation of the current profile the plasma enters a regime of
Enhanced Performance in which HRLw=We/We-Rtw=1-4-
The pre-programmed value of the phasing between the LH modules in this shot is set to
AWE“, =- —40° (Le. n//=1,7). Initially, the measured 1) is below its reference value (dotted line;
bottom figure) 50 that the feedback (1.2) responds by increasing A41 (increase of n//). Then, at
16 seconds, 11 is required to vary in a stepwise manner from 11:1.70 to 1.50. The feedback loop
reacts with a rapid decrease ofA¢ thereby briefly saturating at A41 =-85°. The rapid decrease of
Aqb leads to increase of the current drive efficiency so that the LH power is reduced in order to
keep the plasma current constant The variations 0fA¢ also results in a decrease of the plasma
pressure and the central electron temperature, measured by the ECE radiometer.
Directly after the variation oqfi, at 16 seconds, the current profile starts to change its shape. The
internal inductance is slowly reduced to 1121.55 while qo (interfero—polarimeter) is increased. A
new steady state equilibrium is reached about 10 seconds later. The 13¢ = ~60° (n//:l.5) while
“21.55 and q021.45. A small decrease of the enhanced energy confinement is observed.
In this example, there is a finite difference between the desired and the measured internal
inductance. This partly due to the use of pure proportional control, but also due to the fact that
the variety of profile shapes in a steady state discharge with LH current drive alone is limited.
Too much flattening of the q-profile for example, leads systematically to the onset of magnetic
reconnection events in the plasma core if qo>1.5 (qa:7) (see next section).

Conclusion

At reduced plasma current and density, the shape of the current profile has been controlled
successfully by varying the n// of the L11 waves. The variation of the q~profile has probably a
large influence on the location of the LH power deposition. At qaz7, a physical limit to the shape
of the q-profiles has been observed, formulated as qo<1.5. Further increase of qo leads
systematically to the onset of 'sawtooth like' MHD activity in the plasma core. Further
experiments have to be carried out at other plasma currents and densities. Electron Cyclotron
heating and on line determination of qo are foreseen for the 1997 campaign.

References :

[l] WIJNANDS, T.. MARTIN, G.. EUR-CEA-FC~1573, January 1996.
[2] MINANDS,T., MARTIN,G.. to be published in Nuclear Fusion (1996).
[3] TURLUR, 8., er al., Contr. Fusion & Pl. Heating (Proc. 22nd EPS Bournemouth, 1995)
[4] LlTAUDON, X., er al., to be published in P1. Phys. and Contr. Fusion, 1996.

Figure 1 (top left) : 70 seconds long pulse steady state operation with LHCD.
Figure 2a (top right top) : Experimentally observed Current drive efficiency in steady state
discharges.

Figure 2!) (top right bottom) : Experimental observed variations of ii (average values,
deduced from a large number of steady state experiments) as a funcyion of n//.

Figure 3 (middle left) : Current profiles in a pure ohmic and a fully LH driven plasma.

Figure 4 (middle right) : Transition from ohmic to steady state : n//:1.7 and no ramp down
(diamonds) gives MHD acitivity, similar to ramp down and n//: 1.9 (triangles. squares). Only
ramp down with n//:1.7 keeps qo<1.5 and provides MHD stable access to steady state (closed
circles).

Figure 5 (bottom) : Feedback control of the internal inductance it in a steady state LH
driven plasma through real time control of the n// of the launched Ll-l waves. At 16 seconds,
the reference curve for l‘l (dotted line) is varied from 1.7 to 1.5.
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Internal small-scale magnetic turbulence is a serious candidate to explain the anomalous
heat transport in tokamaks. This turbulence was measured on Tore Supra with an original
diagnostic: Cross Polarisation Scattering (CPS) ll]. Measured fluctuation levels were found
compatible with observed electron heat diffusivities. Strong correlation was observed between
the CPS signal increase and global confinement degradation during radio frequency (RF)
heating. In this paper the magnetic fluctuation behaviour is analysed over a wide range of
plasma current, density and RF power, A scan of plasma density or magnetic field is used to
move the CPS measurement location from r/a = 0.3 to r/u = 0.75. A fluctuation radial profile is
thus obtained by these two different means. In L-mode discharges, the relation between
magnetic fluctuations, temperature profiles and local heat diffusivities is investigated, With all
measurements, we attempted to find a simple local driving parameter for‘the turbulence in a
large domain ofplasma conditions.

1“) Description of the CPS diagnostic and operating conditions.

The crossepolarisation scattering (CPS) diagnostic relies on the eigenmode change of a
probing polarised microwave beam scattered by magnetic fluctuations “'2', close to a cut-off
layer for the incident wave. Two scattering scenarios can be chosen, 0 + B —> X or
X+l3—) 0, depending on which eigenmode is reflected in the plasma. Both theoretical
Considerations I35] and experimental indications “I suggest that the CPS process is strongly
amplified in the cut-off region. which provides a spatial localisation in that area for the scattered
signal. The working frequency is 60 GHZ (k0 : 12.57 curl), and the fluctuation \vavenumber
selected by the Bragg resonance condition at the cut-off layer is If“, : kg; [20 = t). The data
acquisition system ofthe diagnostic includes :

- a 4 MHZ heterodyne detection, providing turbulence spectra at selected times.
- a signal S300, monitoring the component at 300 kHz (i IO kHz) of the scattered

spectrum.
The magnetic fluctuation spectral component at [in is evaluated from the S300 signal

through several steps:
- The CPS power is proportional to S300, once a Doppler effect is corrected. This

Doppler shift is due to the polo't‘dal plasma rotation at the cut-off position.
- Using a 1D scattering model defined in ll]. the CPS source term at I: is then deduced

from the CPS power. In this model the measured CPS power is proportional to a scattering
volume size defined by L”, the density gradient length at the cut-off layer.
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An estimate for (513/8)2 values (ilOO%) is infercd from the CPS source term by

integrating over a k—spectrum assimilated to a Square box (Akr = M9: 1;). The crrorbars in all

figures account for the dispersion of S300. and for the uncertainty on L".

Without special mention, typical plasma conditions in these experiments were : toroidal

magnetic field 30: 3.7 T. major radius R = 2,32 rn, minor radius a = 0.75 m, helium gas.

scattering scenario 0 + B —> X.

2") Radial profile of magnetic fluctuations.

A set of ohmic shots was carried out with three current plateaus (In: 0.7. 1.0 and l.3MA)

at fixed volume average density are). <ne> was scanned shot by shot from 2.2x10'9 to

7 .
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Fig.1 :Muglzelic turbulence profile derived

from OHX NIEHSHFC’IHEHIS.

5.2X10l9m'3. Thus the O—mode cut—off layer

location (determined by a local density

up = 4.47X1019 m’3) was shifted from

r/a 2 0.3 to r/a = 0.75. In this density domain

the energy confinement time is found constant,

i.c. we are in the SOC regime,

Within instrumental errorbars. the

measured turbulence levels show no clear

dependence on I”, and strongly increase with

<ng>. This behaviour can be attributed a priori

to a radial variation of ((58/13)2 for different

locations of the cut-off, or to a parametric

dependence on <ne>. in the first case a

fluctuation radial profile in the gradient region

can be derived from cutroff positions. Figure l
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shows that (EB/13')2 is a growing function of r/a , with an 9-fold increase between r/a = 0.3 and
r/a = 0.7.

To discriminate between radial and parametric dependence, experiments were conducted
at low <n£> and 30 with the X—)O CPS scenario. The incident X—mode cut-off layer was
moved either by sweeping Bo or (up. The results are shown on the figure 2. Note that
whatever Bo, observed radial variations have similar features, which are consistent with that
reported in the figure 1. Interpreting the X—>O results in terms of a parametric dependence on
Bo or <ng> is more difficult, since turbulence levels are sensitive to small parameters changes
(see Figure 3). These indications lead to attribute the major variation of the observed (53.1‘3)2 to
the fluctuation radial profile.

3") Magnetic fluctuations and transport in L-mode.

A series of experiments was carried out with Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH,
minority heating scenario) and Lower Hybrid (LH) waves heating. The plasma conditions are:
Ip = 1.3MA, <ne> = 3.5x1019 m'3. The additional power was scanned from 1 to 3 MW with
four 1 second steps. Density profiles remained unchanged throughout the Shots, and thus also
L" and the cut-off position (r/a : 0.55).

2.5 50 _
-g o.ICRH / 45 5 .ICRH °

3‘ 2 - ' 40 E oLH -
NE - OLH it" 35 i ' ov E : o
615 — § 30 :- 0 0
fi _ &25§ ‘%
U . ac .3 1 . 5 s20 - .o
v Iii Q) l5 - 0
R05 — é‘l 10 - 2'

O
5 _

0 ’ . . . . . i 0 I A . . . . . .

0 0.5 1 1.5 0 2 4 6 3
x W, (r/a =o_57)(m2/5) VT, (r la =0.57) in keV/m

Fig. 4. Hear difi’usiviries determined by Fig. 5 1 Quasilinear estimate Offlufl’mafifm
transport analyst's, . compared to those induced heat fluxes QcI’IeZe V're' versus
expectedfrom magnencflucluarions. We at the cut-ofllayer.

In these experiments, (SB/B)2 measured at the gradient region strongly rises with the

additional heating power. This increase can be attributed to a steepening of the temperature
profile, which was the only plasma feature significantly modified by RF application.
Correlation can be found between (519/13)2 and either VTE or VTg/Te at the cutoff. in the same
time, the additional heating causes an increase of the local electron heat diffusivity In at half
radius, that can be explained by a temperature profile peaking. On the figure 4, Xe determined

from profile analysis [6] is plotted versus diffusivities expected from magnetic turbulence levels
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through the non-collisionna] quasilinear formula [7]: x3“ = tqv,,,(SB/ B)2. Note that both

diffusivities have similar behaviours with additional heatings and the same order of magnitude.

A factor of 1.5 is found between xemg and actual 1.1 This difference can be originated in the

uncertainty of various parameters in the expression of 16""!!! : the correlation length 7q,

(53/13)2 measured for one component at k =IE,, etc. As illustrated on the figure 5, the local heat

flux calculated from magnetic turbulence depends linearly on VTE with a critical gradient close

to that observed in transport studies [6].

4°) Discussion and conclusions.

Three major observations can be drawn from these experiments :

- Sweeping the cut—off layer positions has allowed to estimate, by two different means, a

radial profile of magnetic fluctuation. The profiles obtained in the two cases have compatible

shapes : (t3B/B)2 strongly increases radially towards r/a=0.7.

- A large increase of the turbulence levels is observed with additional heating, that can be

linked to the deterioration of local and global confinements in L-mode. The magnetic

turbulence-induced heat fluxes estimated by the non-collisionnal quasi-linear formula exhibit a

linear dependence on VTe, with a threshold. 14

This critical gradient is very close to that _ olCRH 1 3MA

tainedb local tran an anal sis. l ’

Ob - lfythe turbulSEnce is :ssumed to be 12 OLH 1’3MA
' DOH 0,7 MA

local, all experimental results obtained in this 10 . DOH L0 MA

paper should reflect the variation of a local m _ IOH 13, MA

plasma parameter at the cut-off position. This *9 8 1 l

parameter should increase radially, and be "a j

weakly dependent on 1,, in the SOC regime. It 53 6 -

should also involve the local shape of the v _ D

temperature profile. Several simple plasma 4 '- :1

parameters were tested over the whole O—)X fig a

database. Among these parameters. a good 2 - a

correlation is found with either the temperature :

gradient length LTe (see fig.6) or the pressure 0 ' ' '

gradient length Lp. Empirical relations show a O 5 10
VT , IT! cut-off

Fig.6. Compilation ofall the 0—)X results as
a function of LTe at the cut-off

threshold, which is to be linked to the critical

gradient observed in RF—heated discharges.
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GLOBAL ENERGY CONFINEMENT TIME SCALING DERIVED FROM
THE LOCAL REBUT-LALLIA-WATKINS TRANSPORT MODEL

J. Johner, J. Villar Colomé
Association Euratom-CEA sur la Fusion

CEA Cadaraehe, 13108 Saint-PaulelezrDurance, FRANCE.

1. Introduction

The Rebut-Lallia—Watkins (RLW) local transport model {1] is implemented in the PRETOR
transport code [2]. This transport model is characterized by a critical temperature Vcm't above
which the thermal dilfusivity is independent of the temperature (except through a gradient length
dependence). Such a model is known to result in 2) global energy confinement time with an ofl'sete
linear dependence with respect to the total heating power.

Comparison of PRETOR calculations of the energy confinement time with the offset-linear
RLW Scaling for the global confinement time [3] exhibits quantitative and sometimes qualitative
disagreement.

Starting [mm the steady state local transport formulation for both electrons and ions, we show
that, assuming a constant Ta/T, ratio, and a flat Zef] profile, transport for IVTcl >> V'I’clm,
can be described by a single fluid equation. Taking the local RLW expressions for anomalous
electron diffusivity and for the xi/xa ratio, and for given density and external heating profiles, the
incremental global energy confinement time expression may be analytically derived except for a
universal function CT(A,cxn,aP) where A is the torus aspect ratio and 0",c the peaking factors
for the density and the heating profiles, respectively.

An analytical expression is also derived for the offset thermal energy content assuming that it
corresponds to the energy content of the critical temperature profile.
2. The one fluid transport equation for lVTgl >> VTmn-t

Summing the steady state radial transport equations for electrons and N ion species supposed
to have the same temperature T, and same thermal difiusivity Xi» and using the following RLVV
assumption valid for lVTel >> VTMTH

x,- 2Te 1 71¢
Xe X117; +1-ll(1+Zeff)1/2.TL_K-;

where 12,0" = 23:1 71,- and Cx“ is a constant, we obtain the following one fluid transport equation
for a large aspect ratio circular plasma

1 d dT“;3 (Wish?!) = Fez! (1)
where p”, is the total external power density and X is an effective thermal diffusivity defined as

Cx 29- T»,=1+%“——'E- with 0;:—1
X [ (1+Zeff)l/21+9|E] X5 e T:

For [VL] >> VTelU“, the RLW electron diffusivity is

p i are 2 ana ()2 Te 1/? (”zany/2 ., 2 . 1— — —— — — — —— =A: tmw ( t/I) Te dp ne dp lgflpf (2",) B‘Ri/S! with p r/a

Supposing that TE/Ti and 25]] are approximately constant, assuming the following modelisationfor the electron density and the external heating power profiles

71:07) = 7150(1 — :92) an . pert : Pam (1 ‘ P2)”,
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where the 0 subscript is used for central values, and supposing a Spitzer like resistivity n =

floZafI/fin‘ the 1] profile at equilibrium (radially constant electric field) may be computed as

a function of Te and Eq. (1) for decreasing temperature profiles may be written as

102 P.1dTi néldTiip/2,:,_/2_W;(1 — @n. (id—p +213) grip/0 7‘? (pizpdp T? (p) -o (2)
where T1 is a normalized temperature, 11,; = TIC/nan, and the prime denotes differentiation with

respect to p,

The above integral equation for T1 is only a function of A,on,op. It may be shown to be

equivalent to a second order differential equation for y; = T11”. However, for the form of the

density profile that we consider and the zero edge temperature condition, this equation for yl may

be shown to exhibit a numerical singularity for p = 1, This problem is solved by introducing the

variable u : 1 — (1 — p)l“°"‘/2. The resulting equation for y1(u) is regular. Its solution is obtained

by a Runge—Kutta shooting integration of the differential equation obtained for the function [i(u)

defined by the relation y1(u) = (1 — u)B(u) and which can be shown to have a finite value and a

zero slope for u = 1.

3. Expression for the incremental energy confinement, time

From the above model, the incremental electron energy confinement time 7'c may be shown

to be
9?”15

(I + Zdllm + Ox.c Til-’0“
lT“) — “0 C, (Ammap), _ _ 1 R3“ 3

Emc 417 CX..ALIV P ( )

with

CT(A,on,op)=—3—M5—££)2—pd—p (4)

Tit,” Iii 33/20)?d
where Tm and Te‘(p) are given by the numerical solution of Eq, ('2) The following fit is proposed

for CT

1 — 7n.
CT(A,Li,1,op) : 3 Cf (A = 3,L\n,£‘rp) (5)

1‘ 77:
with

0.3290 0.2313 —0.0316 1
0.0356 —0.1607 —0.0007

__ _ 2 3CT(A — 3, (in, (JP) — ( 1 On an an ) ‘03371 0.4856 _0‘0195 :5
P

0.1016 —0.4064 0.0542

The fit for CT (.4 = 3,Q‘n,()p) gives a maximum error of 4% in the range of values or" = 0 + 1

and rip : 0 -:- 1.5. For the aspect. ratios in the range A : 2.6 + 5, the fit [or C, (A,Qn,ap) with

o : 0.65797 gives a maximum error of 10% for A = 5.
The above expression is to be compared with the incremental part of the global RLVV confine

mont time expression, i.e. (SI units):

1Tgamw :. 1.2 x 10'8 1/2 IpRl/“a (6)
Eff

Comparing Eq. (3) and Eq. (6), we see that the plasma current dependence is the same. In con-
trast1 the detailed dimension dependence as well as the Zen dependences are different. Moreover,

the global RLW scaling exhibits no dependence on Ti/Te. an and 0p.
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4. Comparison with the PRETOR code
In order to check the validity of our scaling [Eq. (3)], we compare the values obtained for the

incremental energy confinement time TE.“ in the case '1‘2 2 T.- (giving 7'5“": '2 QTELC), as calculated
by the PRETOR code [with VTglm-t = 0, CA}. : 2, Ch,a = 2, Z5” = 1, T201) : Ti(a) 2 0]]

using our scaling with the exact value of C, [as given by Eq. (4)], or the approximate fit proposed
above, and using the global RLVV scaling. Fig. 1 shows the variation with the aspect ratio1 Fig, ‘2
the variation with the external heating peaking parameter an Comparison of the electron energy
confinement time when varying the plasma effective charge is presented in Fig. 3 .

0.08 . - ‘F

0.07

0.06

TE
ml

S)

0,05Ts
inc

lsl

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01
U

Fig. 1: Comparison of the incremental mnfim’»
ment time given by PRETOR {full line), our scal-
ing [E1]. (3)] with the exact value for C, (dash;
dotted line) or the [imposed fil {dotted line), and
the global RLW scaling {12:10 in, B,:6 T, IP20.22
MA, Znu=l, 9;. :1, an:0, npzfl, variation ofA
obtained by varying a).

O 0 5 10 I5 20 D 0'5 l "5 7

Fig. 2: Comparison of the incremental confine-
ment time given by PRETOR (full line), our scal-
ing [El]. (3)] with the exact value jar Cf (dash—dotted
line) or the proposed fil (dolled line), and the global
RLli'scaling (R=9 m, (i=3 m, Btzfi T, Ip:6 MA,
ZEH=L 9,3: :1, an=0).

We see that our scaling reproduces the A, up as well as the Zeff dependenees given by the

code and that it is numerically accurate.

5. Expression for the offset thermal energy content
Supposing that the offset thermal energy content is approximately given by the energy content

corresponding to the temperature profile for which ]VTgl : VTCIm, at each point, and taking the

RLVV expression for VCI'MTH
, 1/71 B”

VTE‘CTI‘I = CVT¢,c‘-u_ ( 77] 1;?)g 11.6 e
the equation for the critical temperature profile may be shown to be

we. 1 P71;”s dp +31) T53/2(p/)2pldp,:0

where T2 is a normalized temperature. The corresponding electron energy content is

21/413“ (ms/4 Bil/4R3/2a4 3 . i 2 l a r 2 .
”2:3 = 21/2 ”Willa, k’ln/ CV/Tllcrncl‘l'a (an) 8;; p

where
1 . .__ n T‘ 2 d01%(911) __ fl JP) «'07) P P
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The following fit, with an error below 1% in the range on = 0 + 1.5, is proposed for Cwu (an)

0W0 (an) 2 0.7730 + 0.26350n — 0.2492113, + 0.132%:

The above expression for W53

global RLW scaling, Le. (SI units):

Wilfrintw

Fig. 3: Comparison of the incremental electron en,

ergy confinement time given by PRETOR (full line},

our scaling [E1]. (3)] with the exact value for C,

(das/bdotted line) or the proposed fit (dotted line),

and the global RLW scaling (12:9 m, 0:3 m. BL:6

T, Ip=6 MA, 9“ :1, on=0, op=0).

is to be compared with the offset energy content given in the

— 4 _ i 2
= 2.6 x 10 13'25Zl;f[;/2(n)3/4Bt/ Human/c,

O 50 HI) l50 2(1) 250 300

PM (MW)
Fig 4: Comparison of the energy content given by

PRETOR (lull line), our scaling [EL]. (8)], and the
global RLW scaling {12:10 in, (2:05 m. B¢=6 T,

5:022 MA, 9". :1, (1,.20, (IF-:0).

Fig. (4) compares the total energy content as calculated by PRETOR, with the expression

(3)

with ill/fig given by Eq (7) and 7'c given by Eq. (3) We see that Eq. (7) describes the offset

energy Content with a very good precision. For large P511, the incremental energy confinement time

is well described by Eq. (3)

6. Conclusion

Semi-analytical expressions have been derived from the local RLW transport model for the

incremental electron energy confinement time (TEL) and the offset electron thermal energy content

(W553) for circular plasmas. Comparison with the global RLW scaling shows important differences

namely in dimension and profile dependeneesr With respect to the results of the PRETOR code.

our scaling shows for arbitrary parameters much better agreement than the global RLW expression

Efiect of elongation and finite edge temperature will be considered in a subsequent paper.
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Scaling laws of turbulence in tokamaks
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I.Introduction

Several experimental studies of dimensionless confinement scaling laws are now
available. As expected from usual turbulence theories, the scaling of the electron thermal
diffusivity is gyroBohm, Le. x E %B p?, with 0t=l, where p. is the ion Larmor radius pS
normalized to the minor radius a, T is the temperature and B the magnetic field [1]. In
contrast, the ion scaling is found to vary from the Goldston regime (ow-0.5) through Bohm
((1:0), up to gyroBohm ((1:1), depending on plasma parameters. Several explanations have
been proposed to explain this behavior. One of them relies on shear flow stabilization [2].
This effect can be understood as follows. Electric and diamagnetic shear stabilization induces a
decrease of the growth rate y, which is given by the relation y=y()-d/dr(V,+VE), where YO
scales as csla (c; is the ion thermal speed), and d/dr(V,,+VE) scales as o‘cg/a (V, is the
diamagnetic drift and V5 is the electric drift which is diamagnetic when there is no external
momentum sources) Assuming that the correlation length scales as an ion Larmor radius p5, a

random walk argument leads to a diffusivity XE—VCB p.(l—ot.p.), The latter scaling
exhibits all possible coefficients (1. Numerical simulations of ion Temperature Gradient (ITG)
turbulence confirm this picture. which holds when the temperature gradient is close to the
threshold and p. is large enough. In particular, the departure from gyroBohm scaling comes
mainly from the breaking of the correlation time scaling, whereas the scaling of correlation
lengths is gyroBohm The purpose of the present Study is to give some insight on this issue
by analysing the turbulence signal with a Singular Value Decomposition. It is shown in
particular that the principal spatial components are close to linear modes, called global modes,
when a breaking of gyroBohm scaling is observed,

11. The model
The code which is used is based on a simplified model, which captures the main features

of ITS turbulence [2']. Writing the relative density, pressure and potential fluctuations as
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Sn/n(r)=(p50/a)fi, ESP/pk) =(P50/fl)f3, and CE‘WTlO) =(PsO/a)<l). each field is developed

as a Fourier series, namely

[[1, fi,tf)](r,9,<p.t) = 2[n,p.¢]k(r— rk.t)exp{i(me + ntp)} (1)
k=(m.n)

Throughout we use the time unit a/cso, where ego = (Tc(0)/mi)”2 is the ion acoustic speed

on the magnetic axis, the levels of fluctuation are normalized to p*=p50/a. where

p50 = miCsOIeB is the central ion gyroradius on the magnetic axis. The parallel ion motion

dynamics is expected to determine the radial structure of the poloidal and toroidal Fourier

harmonics (m,n) through the magnetic shear. Here, these radial shapes are predetermined with

a fixed model detailed below and thus the fast parallel ion motion is ignored. The moment

equations for the gyrocenter density Nk and pressure Pk are given by

9:14:45; [(l ‘ fl)¢'lk +fi¢2kl+ i(mD¢l2)k + ir(tISDP)k (2)

d? . . ‘ ,. . t .
J: flak Wit “Wat + rl(ml)0|2)~ + Flt(mop) +Xttr|TlmD(P‘N))

d k k k

where Nk = [nk +r(q)k —¢1k)/i]. and Pk ={pk +r[q>k —(l /3)¢)1k -(2/3)¢>2k]/i} are
related to the physical density nk and pressure pk, and on, ¢2k and tank : (¢tk+¢2k)/2 are

gyroaveraged potentials. Using the Padé approximates for the modified Bessel functions these

are adequately represented by ¢vk : (l+b)'V¢k where b = nkz, I = Tifrc, and ps(r) is the

local ion Lannor radius and T is the electron temperature normed to the central temperature.

The radius ranges between 0 and a, and (D?4 =pS0m/i, i=(a/Ln)(r), and fi =(a/LTi)(r).

The quasi-neutrality imposes nk = (Mk - i5k¢)/T to represent the electron dynamics. The

time derivative is defined as

i=3+itmmv +9. v — — 2 “2— 4 '4d‘ at E t,- lit) Hips (m/ r) H29; ("l/f) (3)

where vE is the local ExB drift, uo, Ll], and u; are model damping parameters, the non linear

ExB convection term is 9E -V.
Each (m,n) Fourier component is characterized by a combination of even and odd

radial shapes Wk. These shapes are Gaussians centered on the resonant surface r=rm‘n. Their

width w scale as the local gyroradius. For the n=0 radial modes, we have taken the radial

functions to be given by sinusoidal forms. Details can be found in the reference l2].

III. Signal analysis
The SVD allows to decompose any signal Pkft) under the form

min“ mu tin...)
Pm): Elfin-Ct“) (4)

i=1
where the vectors T) and Cj are sometimes called 10pm and c/zronox and constitute two sets

of orthonormal functions [3]. The cases which have been chosen here correspond to p,=0.()2,
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0.01, and 0.005. Ion thermal diffusivities normalized to the gyroBohm value p.T/eB are
found to be different (Fig.1). it is therefore clear that the scaling is not gyroBohm.

I _ ,3:
.m-m-m- p*=0.013 _ tic-=00:-

2 _
_

1” J
.--— ~4‘ ~-0 ii- I t" .

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Fig.1: Inn thermal difi'usivlry normalized to [/18 gyroBa/zm value n:p*T/el3

Figs.2 show the first topos and the first global eigenmodes for np,:O.lZ. It appears

that these are close for large p., and different for small p.. In practice, it is found that the

correlation time normalized to NC;() depends on p,, i.e. the simulation is dominated by long-

lived global modes for small p,. On the contrary, the settling of the correlation lengths is

mainly gyroBohm [2].

l l

— svd — svd
02 $2 ....... global ...... global

:5: pt=0.005 pt=0.02
0.1

"n
u

n
-a

u
n

-

0.0 .
O 200 400 0 20 40 60 80

Fig.2.“ Comparison of thefirsl tapas {j:l )wlllt the most unstable global mode np*:0.12

It may be surprising to find a correlation length which scales as a gyroradius whereas

the spatial structure of the principal components is close to the linear global modes. This may

be understood as follows. Let us assume that the topos are global modes, corresponding to a

given toroidal number n and associated to even shape functions. The index it will now label

the poloidal number. From numerical results, these global modes are of the form

exp{<k2d2/L2+ik9j}, where L scales as \lE (L>>w) and SJ is the ballooning angle. A

spatial correlation function is defined as C(x)=lP(0,t)P(x,t)dt/J-P2(0,t)dt with
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2 x9- wzfl2
p(x,.)=2).jcj(t)Pj(x) ; Pj(x)=ZTkJ~Wk(x)=exp{—-E2—+i—l———-J-} (5)

j k

Where d=1/nq' is the distance between two adjacent resonant surfaces and w is the width of

the gaussian radial shapes Wk(x).The correlation function is given by
2 29- 9*

Elfiexp{—~w JMil}
l 2d2 d2

C(x) = exp{——x—2}————27—

L 212- ex {-w 6"}
J

(6)

2d2

Two cases are possible. lfonly one global mode is excited, the correlation length is given by

Lax/Es. if a broad spectrum of lj is excited, and if Sj varies smOOthly with j. the expression

(6) shows that C(x) is close to exp { -x2/2w2} , i.e. the correlation length is given by w—Eps.

Fig.3 shows that the Kj spectrum is flat, corresponding to a gyroBohm correlation length.

Exceptions can be found when the temperature gradient is very close to the threshold and for

large values of p, It can be seen indeed on Fig.3 that the eigenvalue spectrum is more peaked

for a large 0,. On the other hand, the correlation time is clearly given by the function Cj(t)

which exhibits the largest characteristic time.

K' i l l l l
J o p*=0.005

1.0 _
. p*=0.0l

I : ' , o p*=0.02
I o .

o I I I : O .

0.5 _
o . I I

9 9
O 0 o 0

00 I I I l l J
2 4 6 8 10

Fig.3: First 10 SVD eigenvaluesfiir different gymradii,

IV. Conclusion
A SVD analysis shows that global modes are present when a breaking of gyroBohm

scaling is observed. These modes are longAlived structures. leading to a breaking of the

correlation time scaling. The fact that several global modes are usually excited explains why

the correlation lengths still scale as the ion gyrorztdius.
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Diffusion processes in stochastic magnetic fields
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A detailed study of the evolution of colliding particles in a stochastic magnetic field ispresented. We analyse the efiects on the effective diffusion coefficient produced: (a) by
particle collisions, (b) by the stochastic drifts determined by the gradients of the magneticfield which are always present along a stochastic magnetic line, (c) by the macroscopic flow/sof the plasma (perpendicular and parallel to the confining magnetic field) and (cl) by the
time variation of the stochastic magnetic field. The study is based on analytical treatmentsof the Langevin—type equation that describes the guiding center approximation of particle
motion

The equations for the guiding centre trajectories are:

fiat (t) : ML 0mm mm more) + _. 120) = 1mm +ui (1)dt
where Boy is a small stochastic component of the magnetic field which is perpendicular tothe confining magnetic field BoQ- Here 5i (t) = (z,y), nl|(t)'fl.i.(t) are the parallel andresp. the perpendicular collisional velocities, ypfil is the magnetic drift velocity that can beapproximated as ”D, ‘3 —(VqZ/O)6by/Bz, vol, 2 (Vfi/wz/az (V7 is the thermal velocityand Q is the gyration frequency). ”ll! 31 are the components of a deterministic (average)velocity which can be produced by an electric field perpendicular to the confining magneticfield or by any other flow of the plasma

The following statistical properties of the collisional velocity are considered. 71”“), La)have zero average and are modelled by a Gaussian coloured noise:

(tritium) = xuvR. ounce» = am (2)
where R E exp (—1» [Z 7 t’I), u is the collision frequency of the plasma: x“ : Vail/(Qu) is the(classical) parallel diffusion coefficient, Xl = Vigil/(203) is the cross—field diffusion coefficient
and i = I, y The statistical properties of the stochastic magnetic field are modelled by means
of the vector potential ‘II(_1;,t] which is a Gaussian random field, spatially homogeneous,
isotropic in the (I, 1;) plane and stationary. Its Eulerian autocorrelation function is taken as:

7 '7 7'2 r2 lTl\IJ (g-tLJl r)‘l/(g,t)) =, 'A' exp ——‘,,7 in exp [~~] (3)( i QAH 2A1 n.
where [i is the amplitude of the stochastic field, A“, Al are the correlation lengths along andrespi perpendicular to the unperturbed confining field and Tc is the Correlation time, The
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effect of the nonlinearity is described by the parameter a E [Mn/Ai- Our calculations apply

to the quasilinear regime a < 1.

Two methods are developed for dealing with the Langevin equations (1). The first [6,7]

is an exact method and applies when the stochastic perpendicular velocities determined by

collisions and magnetic drifts can be neglected (El = O and 2D = 0 in BEND), In these

conditions it is possible to determine the Lagrangian correlation of the perpendicular velocity

2 E 1N" determined by particle motion along perturbed field lines:

2 " ’1 '7 0
[17) (pg Lpt u‘t‘ u’t'

[11],“): —l—" XHI/R — 1—2 +ufi 1+ [—2 exp — 2"” — 272 — vi (1)
” || ll ll i

11.2 t2the):LWa)h- ; (m
J.

where if] = A6 + ((20) — untlz> and 906) : “(I — exp(—ut)). The particle mean square

displacement (MSD) [‘(t) E <(I(t) -— (z(t))bqn)‘> and the time dependent diffusion coef-
b"!

ficient are calculated as integrals of this function.
The second method [4,6] is used for estimating the effects of the perpendicular colli-

sional velocity and/or of the curvature drift velocity. The moments of the modification of
the trajectory due to these small stochastic velocities are obtained in the quasilinear and
Markovian approximation and the decorrelation time id is calculated Finally, a random

walk estimation of the diffusion coefiicient is performed: D ’3 Ai/(Qtd)

The following results were obtained:

First, a time independent stochastic magnetic field is considered.

(a) Our calculations [4] confirm the well known results of KadomtsevePogutse {2] and
Recliestcr-Rosenbluth [l] which describe collisional particles in stochastic magnetic fields
(only Q, 17", I7; 74 0 in Eqs(1)). We also obtain a new form of the diffusion coefficient, valid
in the weakly collisional domain.

(b) The effect of the magnetic drifts, determined by the gradients of the stochastic
magnetic field, consists in an intrinsic particle-field line decorrelation [6] which leads to dif-
fusion even in the absence of it We determine a new effective diffusion coefficient produced
by this mechanism. A general graph [5] which describes the physical domains corresponding
to the validity of various transport regimes determined by the three stochastic processes Q, E
and ED is obtained. The diffusion coefficients and their validity ranges can be represented in
terms of two dimensionless parameters 71 E (AiU)/(4Dml/T) and p E (piu)/(‘ll/T) where

Dm = WfiZA" is the diffusion coefficient of the magnetic lines.

(c) The influence of a macroscopic flow of the plasma (produced eg. by a radial
electric field) is determined. We show that such an average motion commonly found in
experiments, superposed on the stochastic velocity of the collisional particle motion in a
stochastic magnetic field, can produce a strong increase of the effective diffusion coefficient
[7]. The effect is important in both Kadomtsev-Pogutse and Recbester-Rusenbluth diffusion
regimes and, when the average velocity is large enough, the diffusion coefficient becomes
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independent on the collisionality regime. Analytical approximations for DAM”, 1L4),
are obtained:

H _H ‘c

D (UM) “s 5014] for u” << VT, (6)

l u ADy(0, UL) = Dm/gx—‘A‘i, DAD. u) = 1.5% (0.11;) /or u << A—ivr (7)
i ll

Figll. The dependence of the normalised diffusion coefficient 75,. E D./(fl2/\fiu)
on the flow velocities ii E ul/(Aiu) and U" E uH/(AHV) .

(d) The last part of this work deals with time dependent stochastic magnetic fields.
We determine the diffusion coeffACienL as a function of w E l/TC . It shows a maximum,
significantly larger than the diffusion coefficient in a time independent case, which is located
around the inverse of the collision frequency. D(w) can be approximated as:
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. in the strong collisional regime 'y E (Andy/A”) << 1 :

t/Efigww %<<w
D(w)= p2x||(1— f5?) 7<<§<<1 (8)

1 2"2W 73: 1<<%
7 in the weakly collisional regime '1 >> 1 :

fiflzkndxllw %<< 1
2 1/4 , 1/2 w 1 ,00.)) = —\1f—2fl2/\“VT(1 — (9) + (;) 1 << 3 < VF, (9)

1we w < 5
in agreement with [8] “’9 have also shown that the collisional stochastic velomty 111 has not

a significant effect on the effective diffusion coefficient at large frequencies.

Ul

In (9
4 -2 2 (v

Fig.2. The normalized particle diffusion coefficient 5 E D(w)/Dmx;
continuous line: the result from Eq.(4), dashed line: the approximation (9); (7 : 20)

The general conclusion of our study is that the eftective dillusion of the particles in a
stochastic magnetic field can be strongly influenced by plasma flows or by a timc variation
of the stochastic magnetic field. A significant increase of the diffusion coefficient can arise
due to the coupling of these factors to the collisional particle motion along the perturbed
magnetic lines.
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I) Introduction .
A new experimental approach using dimensional analysis has recently been made in

tokamak plasmas for a better understanding of transport mechanisms as well as prediction of
the performance of future tokamakslllt In this method, all non dimensional parameters
governing the plasma are kept constant, except the normalized Larmor radius
p* (:xlTCTC/(ca)). In L regimes, four non dimensional parameters are fixed : the aspect
ratio R/a, the safety factor q, the toroidal beta number fir(=nT/(BZ/2uo)), and the collisionality
v* (: const (R/a)3/aRnc/Tcz). From this analysis, the heat diffusivity can be written as [31:

XL : XB(P*)aF(R/8,Q,V*,Br) D: B-(l+2a)/3a(2-5cz)/6 (1)

where XE (= 1713) is the Bohm transport coefficient. Gyro-Bohm. Bohm, and Goldston
transport correspond respectively to on = 1, 0t : 0 and ct = ~1/2. To characterize a similarity
state in ohmic (OH) plasmas, a better choice is to replace BT by the Hugill number H [2]
(H = Sazncjlp), Similar scaling can be defined for OH plasmas:

XOH: XB(p*)(X F(R/a,q,v*.H) 0‘ B»(l+3tl)/4a-a (2)

In this case, gyro-Bohm, Bohm, B-independent transport correspond to 01 = 1,01 = 0 and
a : -l/3. In this paper, results of heat transport from global and local analysis in Tore Supra
are presented. as well as the density fluctuations.

2) Global Analysis of Transport
To investigate the similarity physics of transport in Tore Supra, two series of

experiments, corresponding to two different magnetic fields (B23.76T, 1.71T), have been
performed For all considered discharges. the plasma is Helium gas, and the plasma position
remains unchanged: the minor radius a is (1.75 m, and the major radius R is 2.32 m.
2.1) L regime

Tables I and 11 show the engineer and non dimensional parameters for shots 16276 and
17833 in their L phase. For B varying from 1.71 T to 3.76 T, [17- nco, Padd are chosen so as to
maintain constant q, M. and v*. while p* varies from 1,24x10‘4 to 7.68x10‘5. Two heating
methods are used in these experiments: ICRH, which is only efficient in a high magnetic field
range (high density in this case). and lower hybrid (Ll-l) wave heating, which is more efficient
in low density regimes. The global (effective) heat diffusivity x0” is evaluated from the energy
confinement time ID“, (diamagnetic measurement) with Xe”: BZ/tDia- xcn includes both electron
and ion effects. In global analysis, the central temperature and central density are used in the
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expreSSiOn of BT. and V*. and q is given by the edge value qa= SaZB/(Rlp). From the evolution

of xcrr/XB in table II, and using Eq.(l). a value of CI. = 0.7 is obtained. This means that the

effective transport in L regimes is rather gyro-Bohm.

Shot B (T) In (MA) nm (1019m'3) Heating Pm (MW) T00 (keV) TDia (sec)‘

16276 3.76 1.32 6.2 ICRH 3.25 4.1 0.152

17833 I. 71 0.60 2.2 LH 0.9 2.2 0.089

Ratio 0.45 0.45 0.35 0.28 0.54 0.585

Table 1. Engineer parameters of shots 16276 and 17833 in their L phase.

Shot R/a qa Br (10'3) V" 10* (10'4) X“ xcrr= aZ/"tota cf/XB
16276 3.04 3.57 7.06 17.0 0.77 1.06 3.83 3.60

17833 3.08 3.50 6.37 19.0 1.2 1.29 6.37 4.95

Ratio 1.01 0.99 0.90 1.12 I . 6 1.22 1.66 1.38

'Table 11. Non dimensional parameters of shots 16276 and 17833 in their L phase.

2.2 OH re ime SOC
In dimensional analysis for ohmic plasmas. |3T should be substituted by the Hugill

number H as indicated in [2]. Tables Ill and IV show the engineer and non dimensional

parameters of shots 16276 and 17825 in their OH phase. For the same B variation as in §2.l,

q, H. and v* remain nearly constant (see Tab.IV), while p* varies from 1.0x104 to 5.7X10'5.

Note that both plasmas (11214) are in the saturation ohmic confinement regime (SOC) 12]. From

table IV. a is found to be (1 = -0.03, hence the effective transport in this OH regime is Bohm.

Shot B (T) Ip (MA) nw (1019m-3) Heating POH (MW) T00 (c) TDia (sec)

16276 3. 76 1.32 6.2 OH 1.29 2.23 0.223

17825 1.71 0.60 2.8 OH 0.52 1.45 0.17

Ratio 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.39 0.65 0.762

Table III. Engineer parameters of shots 16276 and 17825 in their OH phase.

Shm R13 ‘18 H V“ p"‘ (10'4) X“ cf = az/TDia XclT/XB
16276 3.04 3.58 14.3 57.4 0.57 0.59 2.61 4.4

17825 3.08 3.53 13.6 59.3 1.0 0.85 3.68 4.32

Ratio 1.01 0.99 0.95 1.03 1.8 1.44 1.41 0.98

Table IV. Non dimensional parameters of shots 16276 and 17825 in their OH phase.

3) Local Analysis of Transport

In §2, the difference between ions and electrons. and the radial feature of transport are

not considered. In this section. a local transport analysis is performed with a numerical code

LOCO [4]. To run this code. the following input values are required: the electron temperature

profile Tc(r), the electron density profile nc(r), the current profile J(r), the additional heating

power profile Paddm and Zen. Tc is measured by three diagnostics: Thomson scattering,
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Michelson interferometry, and heterodyne radiometry. nC is measured by FIR inteferometry and
refiectometry. J is measured by polarimetry. Zeff is measured by Bremsstrahlung spectroscopy.
For Helium plasma as in our case, the neutron flux is not large enough to allow the ion
temperature measurement. Thus in the LOCO code, it is necessary to impose a scaling for the
ion transport. This scaling is in turn controlled by the energy balance, ie. the total kinetic
energy Wk", (= WC + W5) is compared to Wdia- Wc is obtained front profile measurements, Wi
from the numerical code. and Wm from diamagnctic measurements. It is observed that gyro—
Bohm scaling for ion transport can not satisfy the energy balance condition for all analysed
discharges, contrary to Goldston scaling. This demonstrates indirectly that ion transport is
rather Goldston than gyroeBohm in the considered discharges.
1.1) L regime

The discharges considered in this section are the same as those in §2.l. Fig.1—2 display
the radial profiles of v*, BC. These parameters are kept nearly constant in the whole profile,
when E varies from 1.71 T to 3.76 T. The injected power deposition in both cases is located
inside the region defined by p S 0.3. In Fig.3, we can see that the electron transport is rather
gyroeBohm, as well as the effective transport. This confirms the results of global analysis.

1 .
10 +LH: B=l.7lT l +LH: B:l.7lT 1.5 ~EI .

—o— ICRl—l: a = 3.76 NA . I} ICRH. B = 376 r E 0 1. Xe X9”
100 a Dan : Goldston

C9 H‘.‘:u Elé 1 ----------------~---------

to" 0.5 is
5 E .10'2 ('7‘?

E L re time10‘3 0 X 0 s
O 0.5 D l U 0.5 D 1 O 05 D 1

Fig.1 V" profile [:n BT profile Fig.3 Heat diffusivity ratio.

12)n regime
The discharges considered in this section are the same as those in §2.2. Fig.4-5 display

the profiles of V*, q, H. Compared to the previous section, only the density ratio is different for
the two considered discharges. The density is now chosen to keep H constant instead of Br. In
OH plasmas, contrary to L regimes. the electron transport is now rather Bohm (see Fig.6), and
so is the effective transport. This result is compatible with that obtained by global analysis.

w +0H:B:I.71T 0 20 —§ OHiB=1-7|T 1'5 OXiDXe oxefl43* OH:B=3.76T g 15 -D OH:B=3.76T E
".1 7 I
II}t. 10 'fl 1: z> * x k

0.1 "' {50.5
5 e.

7" . Gyro-Bohm0.01 . . 0 . g n Oflreg'm“
0 0-5 p 1 o 0.5 p l 0 0.5 p 1

Fig.4 v* profile Fig.5 H profile Fig.6 Heat diffusivity ratio.
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4) Fluctuation Analysis

Density fluctuations are measured by C02 laser coherent scattering 15] in order to

establish an eventual relation with the local transport. Fig.7 displays the two power spectra

of fi/n relative to two magnetic fields in L regime. Tlte poloidal wavenumber of fluctuations

probed is kg = 5 cm‘l. The scattering volume is located in a region from p= 0.6 to p = 0.9. For

B = 3.76 and 1.71T, the fluctuation levels are respectively r't/n = 0.22 and = 0.15 [a.u.l. ln OH

regimes described in §2.2, the density fluctuation levels are 70

respectively fi/n = 0.18, fi/n = 0.17 for the same B. From 60

these values. a dependence on p* of one component of fi/n CE

at a given k9 = 5 cm'1 can be deduced: r't/nlke = (p*)'0'R in if:
E

L regimes, fi/nl k3 = (p*)0 in OH regimes. On the other

hand, the mixing length theory can directly link r't/n to p* as _ __ LE: :8 = 1:71 T

fi/n = l/(<k9>L) = p*f(k9 p*). This scaling can lead to a 200 '

gyro—Bohm transport. For one measured k9»component of

fluctuation and due to the Fourier transform, it yields: Fig-7 POW” SPCCITB 0f fi/n-
r't/nlke = (p*)2f(ke p*). The functionf can be determined empirically by noting that the

0.5
Frequence (MHz)

experimental fluctuation k-spectrum follows a Kolmogorov scaling [6]: (Ft/n l [(6)2 = k9'3. Hence

the p*-scaling of fi/n is: r‘t/nlke = keg/2 (p*)m. For these experiments, the measured density

fluctuations and the internal transport do not follow the same trend. Two explanations are

possible. Either the measured turbulence does not account for the internal transport, or the
above simplistic model is deficient. Therefore, additional experiments are needed to thoroughly

study this point.

5) Conclusions
Similarity experiments have been made in Tore Supra to investigate the p* scaling of

local transport and global confinement. A local analysis showed that in L regimes the electron

and effective transport are gyroeBohm, the ion transport is rather Goldston, as found in other

tokamaks. On the other hand, in the ohmic SOC regime, the electron and effective transport are

Bohm, and the ion transport is Brindependent. All these results are consistent with those

obtained from global analysis. For these experiments, tvhcn using a simplistic model, it seems

that the measured density fluctuations and the internal transport do not follow the same trend.
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Muslim
Snakes have been observed after pellet injections into Tore-Supra during ohmic as well

as during lCRH discharges as it has already been reponcd in JETIl]. They correspond mainly to
a density perturbation. For example, on Tore-Supra [2.3]. high speed hydrogen pellets (l SOOm/s
and approximately 1021 atoms) were injected into deuterium plasmas. In such conditions the
produced snakes exhibit a m=1 n:l helicity and rotate on a radius rs much smaller than the
radius of the q=l surface deduced from the inversion radius of the sawtceth (rs/rq:1=0.5) [4]. A

study of the chemical composition of the snake and the consequence upon its stability are the
purposes of this paper. which is organised as follows: the first paragraph presents the chemical
composition of the snake using a simplified model. simulating the oscillations of both the line
integrated electron density and the soft X—ray brightnesses. It has been deduced that the carbon
concentration inside the snake is larger than in the surrounding plasma, The second paragraph is
devoted to the time evolution equation of the snake size. taking into account the tearing
component and two additional effects, namely the resistivity increase through the carbon
accumulation [5} and the bootstrap current [6].
EI‘Eltl 1.1“. .

The snake is observed using data from the following diagnostics: 5 channels of the laser
interferometer. 44 channels of the soft X~ray camera viewing the plasma vertically and 6 ECE
channels interferometer giving the spatial profile of the electron temperature The average
effective charge Zeff is routinely obtained from quantitative analysis of the visible
bremmstrahlung emission at wavelength around 5238A, whereas the impurities are measured by
the XUV line spectroscopy. Figs] shows the evolution during the snake lifetime of the central
ECE signal. the soft XAray at the snake radius and two integrated electron line densities as
function of time.The early appearance of the modulations on the density indicates that the snake
is already created at the end of the ablation process at t : 8.56 s. The amplitude of perturbation
is almost constant during the entire snake duration . The modulations on the increasing (because
of the electron temperature recovery) soft X-ray signals appear only about 80 ms later and reach
a maximum of 30% of the average integrated signal around t : 8‘85 5 and then decreases with a
time constant of 170 ms.
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For more detailed investigations. the impurity content is obtained by using an impurity

transport code simulating simultaneously all available experimental data (XUV line

spectroscopy. soft X-ray emission and visible brcmsstrahlung) [7].

Prior to pellet injection the described quantitative analysis has given a central Zeff= 1.40

i 0.05. due to carbon with a central density “C(U) ofabout 4.5 1017 m'3. Pollution by oxygen.

chlorine and heavy metal (mainly Fe) is negligible. as far as both visible bremsstrahlung (then

cf) and soft X-ray signals are concerned. To estimate the chemical composition ofthe snake.

the plasma is divided in two components:

-the unperturbed background plasma obtained neglecting the snake modulations,

-the snake penurbation corresponding to the signal oscillations. The snake has been

simulated as an off-axis perturbation superposed to the unperturbed. previously simulated

plasma. By rotating the snake on the magnetic surface rs the interferometer modulations are

simulated supposing a parabolic density perturbation. The snake electron temperature Tcs(r5) is

taken constant in the snake (measured by ECE Fabry-Perot and Michelson interferometers). As

impurity. only carbon is considered with constant concentration inside the electron density

perturbation. Figure3 shows four simulations at four instants during a snake period at t=8.68 s.

The simulation ofthe central snake electron density gives “(35(0) = 5. 1019 m‘3. From left to

right the snake is at its interior. upper. exterior and lower positions At the same time for the

base plasma now) = l. 1020 m‘3. Tc(r5) S Tc(0) = 1.1 keV. The stars show the experimental

soft X-ray brightness profiles. the dashed lines show the simulations of the unperturbed base

plasma. Assuming a C concentration inside the penurbation equal to that of the unperturbed

plasma, it is impossible to simulate the snake oscillations on soft X—rays (dot-dashed lines). The

solid lines show the final simulations. The central C density in the perturbation. superposed to

the unperturbed plasma. increases from 7.5 1016 m'3 up to 1.7 to18 m‘3 with a final c‘

value inside the snake (parabolic density penurbation plus base plasma) of about 1.36. Figure 3

is the same as Figure 2 at 8.87 5. Now the simulation of the snake electron density has given

ngs(0) = S. 1019 m‘3. At the same time, for the base plasma. nc(0) : 7. 1019 m'3. Tc(rs) S

T910) = 1.5 keV. in this case to obtain the final simulations it is necessary to increase the C

density in the perturbation from 1.5 1017 m‘3 up to 4. l0”3 m'3 with a final Zcrr value inside

the snake of about 2.]. Other simulations have shown that during the snake decay this latter

value is not changed.

WEE-5]
To drive the snake there are two mechanisms additional to the mode . namely:

-the variation of resistivity inside the snake due to the carbon accumulation.

-thc modification of the bootstrap current induced by the presence of a large m=l. n=l

island snake penurbation.

The problem is to evaluate the contribution of each effect in terms of A‘. To simplify the

calculations we assume a monotonic current profile, consider the snake as an island ofm=l n=1
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helicity and also neglect coupling terms with other modes. The qualitative time evolution OfIhc
halfisland size 55 is then given by the non linear equation:
BBS _ 1 n
at kt 110

where k =l.7. T1 is resistivity and A, is the discontinuit of the vector potential am litudc1 Y D

M’+Ah+A%J (n

across the layer.
Willi-01L“ ' . 'Ajbs

- +~>o +a dotStarting from the integrated Ampere law A31,A// = 1101 J. an 2—
"” - o 7:

taking for the island bootstrap current jhS the expression calculated by Carrera ct a1.[8] leads to
1 r lA'::HSJE ——J~—bs SBp Ln 55 55

decrease calculated faraway from the resonance and sS the shear value at the resonant surface.
WAR 1n the same way. supposing a parabolic profile for lg” inside
the snake. the relation between the parallel impurity induced current 5.15” and 52cff~i5 given

5] — l h Zby: _5//:_@(1_\y) andleads to Afi zfl—z—im—l—
Jsl/ 220” 157: SS Zeff 55

Finally the snake time evolution is governed qualitatively by the equation:

jb5(r_0t)cos(1 dr and

where Bp is poloidal beta defined on rS,Ln the density length

- l 2 2—.8—55.:i1[A+1.15\/€fipi3_+fl_§5fli] (2)
8t k1 110 Ln sS 55 157: SS 29” 55

29119111519115; To simulate the experimental signals, it is necessary to increase the carbon
density inside the snake. The A' study shows that the impurity and the bootstrap terms are

52destabilizing. After the snake initial phase (t>8.645). —°” > 8% the impurity term dominates
off

over the current bootstrap. 1n the saturation phase 8185:0. the above simplified model. implies
2 — s 12

that A’rs = , 6 5 E ——. For a flat q profile .iac. a low value of 55, this means that A‘ is
Ss 55

strongly negative. This suggests the presence ofstabilizing effects.
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Time Dependent Transport Simulation Study
for Advanced Tokamak Mode in KT—Z Tokamak

B,G. Hong and SK. Kim

Nuclear Fusion Laboratory, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute,
I’D. Box 105 Yusong, Taeion, Korea 3057600,

1. Introduction
to advanced tokamak operalion, utilizing bootstrap current driven by preasure gradient is.

advantageous since it reduces power required for the non-inductive current drive With a high
bootstrap current] the current profile is naturally hollow and leads to negative magnetic
shear configuration. This configuration has been thought to be promising for the advanced
tokamak operation since it produc05 high [3\ due to highsn ballooning stability and enhanced
confinement due to suppression of anomalous transport mechanism such as NC and trapped
electron modell]. Dynamic simulation is necessary to investigate the stable route to high Br,
high l)()()l<trap current pl.i<ni.i with negative shear over a central plasma region and to
calculate the required auxiliary heating1 and current tll'l\ e power. For the bootstrap current
dominant plasma, the control of pressure profile by the heating and current drive methods for
the alignment of the bootstrap current to the desired total current is important since the
bootstrap current is stronglv dependent on the pressure profile through the plasma transport.
We present time-dependenl simulation studies of advanced tokamak discharge in a
largesafipectsratio (LAR), medium-size, diverted tokamak KT-2 which nae: conceptualizedlll
uith a research goal of 'llltJ'Z. non-inductive current drive exploiting high bootstrap current
fraction(> 7t ‘51.). TSCl3J transport simulation code is used to determine dynamic evolution of

the profiles of plasma pressure, current and bootstrap current. TSC evolves MllD equations
describing transport lime-scale evolution of axisymmetric tokamak plasma.

2, Dynamic Evolution of Negative Magnetic Shear Configuration
We perform TSC time-dependent transport 9imu|ations for reference KT>2 tokamak

parameters; niaior radius lxa=t.-lm, minor radius a=tl25m, elongation K=l.8 and triangularity i5

=U.b \\llll double null plasma

A. Transport Model
TSC mlves‘ transport equations with respect to evolving magnetic surface containing a fixed

toroidal flux Also, plasma force balance equations are solved to maintain plasma in near

equilibrium during its evolution For details of TSC model equations, we refer the original
paper in Ref. 3.
For the density profile, we take the following parametri/ed form ,‘

H‘l 'f".t)=n.._‘(l)[ In 'V/"m ] JMi—mll), (l)

where '7! is the normalized poloidal Flux and mm is the density at plasma boundary The
exponenlq ad!) and {Mt} can be adjusted to match the experimantal data, but in this studv
we used (RUFUS and Lix-UFIO.

The electron and ion thermal conductivities are modelled al]

X. :‘ [1|].i f-)
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1.‘=/.»(Z"/E,II+134.)"Z FUD) l V01 '3, (3)

where (I) is toroidal flux, FM) is a profile factor given in Ref, 5, and

Inn: "tall-25 10)") "(’0’ ) (TB )0 171‘“ +%), (4)

=( , (75 10")(—my )“(IrB )‘W '“-'. (5)[a ’I_'t ~ .l—ddli.) T145

llere PM) is the total heating power minus the total radiated power inside the flux surface Irp,

The time averaged effect of sawtooth instability inside q=i surface is included in Eq(3).

Thus thermal conductivity is enhanced inside the q=i surface accordinbV to the prescription;

j”: l, for q > 1 (6)

frn=aU for ‘i < 1 (7)

For the Calculation of bootstrap current, we use Harris's extensionlékinto Plateau and

Ptirsch-Schullcr collisionalitv regime) of ilirshman's collisionless expressioniTI] which is valid in

the neo-c-lassical banana rewime. Neoclassical corrections to resistivity are used as in Ref. 8

and the effect of sawtooth instability is taken into account by enhancing resistivity inside (1— 1

surface. In Eqs, (2)-(7), III”, (11:), my and um, are parameters to control transport properties,

B. Scenario I; O/f-m‘is Hearing

(a) (b)
an=2.ur

I..I u
lP=JUOkA ,, ..

w '15 ')S

<n>= 5x1n‘91m’ .. I I
I! l!

' ' '5. ‘ " " ' """ é. """""

0.5 sec 3.0 sec § 3
1 MW Heating 5 MW Heating 5 -= a 5 5 = n .: ,.
2.0 MW LHCD 1 MW LHCD ' ' m

Fig, 1 Schematic of scenario l Fig, 2 q and current density profile (a) t=3.0 sec
and (b) t=7.0 sec: T=total current. B=bootstrap

current, L= LH current, F=FW current

The schematic of the scenario is shown in Fig. 1. Throughout simulations, toroidal magnetic

field is maintained 20 T for the entire simulation and plasma current is ramped from 20 kA

at t=0,0 sec to at t=05 sec. The plasma evolves from an inboard limited circular shape at

t=0.0 sec, becomes diverted at t‘OA sec, and reaches an elongation of K=1,8 and a
rriangularity of 6=0.6 at t=0.5 sec The plasma shape and plasma currents are maintained by

feedback control on FF coil currents The electron density is programmed to increase linearly

with time to the current flattop value of (702504019 m‘3 with peak to average value of
0.6. The effective charge Z"! is set to 2.0 and the control parameters, III:I=0.06, ”13:04 in

Eqsfl) and (5) are used to simulate improved confinement. Deposition profiles of heating and

current drive are modelled using simplified analytic formula; Sham-MU") A W
{I ‘
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where w is the nomialized pnloidal flux, and it, d, in and n; are profile control parameters.

At the end of plasma current ramp-up, 2 MW lower hybrid current drive with 1 MW
heating is initiated and as a result, [to increases to 2.7 with bootstrap current fraction, 57 “1..
The current profile redistributes from peaked OH profile to hollow profile on a long diffusive
time scale. It takes more than 2.5 sec for a full relaxation of 300 RA plasma current. After
the current profile has broadened sufficiently (non-monotonic q profile develops) to allow
second stable regime to highin hallouningmode, 5 MW oftlaxis heating7 with 1 MW LliCD is
initiated and fig increases to 3.5 with bootstrap current fraction = 73 ‘Xi. Pig. 2 shows at and

current density profiles before and after second1 l -
phase heating. Due to high bootstrap current

3 H fraction(> 70 '1), the current profile is hollow. Broad
E H pressure profile clue to offsaxis heating cause the

.5 bootstrap current profile to peak on off-axis. A seed
”_ .. - a . .. . .. . r . m - Z : current(20 kA) on magnetic axis driven by fast

7 > .. h awn“: ' v - - wave controls qo value. Time history of qu(Fig. 3)
Fig. 3 q” as a function of time shows current profile is frozen after 4.0 sec.

C. Scenario H; Centre] Hearing

(3) 0?)
EU: 2.0 T

— I .

IF. = Jon M ' _
. ,

<n>=5xio"lm3 1K ,
=. z .- 2 r, z : s = s P. = =

m w

... ..
a. mg m ..X E

: ”I = I“

0.5 sec 5 ' it . k
0.5 MW Heating 15 MW Heating : : : : a a: : r :_ = :
1.0 MW LHCD 1.5 MW LHCD ’“ "'

Fig. 4 Schematic of scenario ll Fig. 5 q and current density profile (a) t=0.5 sec
and (b) t=4.0 sec; T=total current, B=boot5trap

current, L= LII current, F=FW current.

The schematic of the scenario is similar to Scenario l except that we initiate heating in
initial current ramp-up phase of discharge.(Fig. 4) Central electron heating by 0.5 MW heating
and 1 MW LllCD increases the electrical conductivity and prevent the penetration of the
inductively driven Oll current by prolonging the Current diffusion time. At the end of current
ramp-up, 2.5 MW central heating and 1.5 MW LHCD freeze the current profile and raise

plasma [5,»; to 3.6 and the bootstrap current fraction
to 70 %. By this way, we can shorten the time
which is needed for current profile redistribution

Gl
en

n

and avoid MllD unstable transitions from positive to
negative magnetic shear in the region of high

. pressure. At this state, Ll’lCD deposition profile
— “"7““ shifts off-axis with increasing density and controls

Fig 6 qu as a function of time the location and the value of quit" for MHD stability.
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Marc LtD power is required since the bootstrap current profile peaks near the plasma

center and alignment to the desired current profile is worse than scenario 1. Fig. 5 shows q

and current density profiles at 0.5 sec and at steady state. Due to central heating, peaked

Pressure profile causes the bootstrap current profile unfavorable. Control of plasma profiles is

important since bootstrap current and profile are strongly dependent on plasma transport and

resulting pressure profile. To increase Bx > 4, not only more heating power but strong profile

mmm] capability are required. Time history of qti(Fig. 6) shows current profile is frozen after

3.0 sec which is shorter than 4.0 sec in senario l.

D. Sensitivity on Transport Models

We perform the simulation of scenario ll with the llirshman-Signtar bootstrap current

t'nrnttilationl9] which is valid in all coollisionality regimes, The calculation shows that the

magnitude of the bootstrap current is similar to the case with llarris model but the bootstrap

current density near the magnetic axis is smaller, so the resulting q profile shows a larger

shear in central region. When we use the Kaye—Goldstnn model for the thermal energy

transport, the bootstrap current profile is broader and qr...” - 2 compared to q.,,,,. ~ 1.6 with

the Coppi-Tang thermal energy transport model. The details of the profiles depend on the

transport models used, but the required heating and current drive power to maintain the

negative magnetic shear configuration is within the KT-l design specification.

E. MHD Stability
A traiectory of KT-Z equilibria in Efq space indicates kink mode may be unstable but

MIID stability analysis for the equilibria in steady states of the two scenarios show that n=1

external kink mode is stable in the presence of a conducting wall at 1.4 times the plasma

radius. l’rofile optimization study based on the Mt ID stability analysis for the ballooning

mode, the infernal mode and the kink mode has been performed and optimized profiles are

found for the advanced tokamak operations in KT—2[10].

3. Summary
Through the time-dependent transport simulation, MllD stable scenarios to high Br, high

bootstrap, negative magnetic shear configuration are investigated. Two scenarios(off~axis and

central heating) are considered. Simulations indicate that the advanced tokamak operation

exploiting high bootstrap current in KT—2 tokamak is possible with profiles control using

heating and non»inductive current drive methods.
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Sawtooth Studies on the FTU Tokamak

F. Alladio. G. Bracco. P. Buratti, P. Micozzi, O. Tudisco
Associazione Euratom—ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Frascati,

CP 65, 00044 Frascati, Rome, Italy

1. Introduction
Sawtooth oscillations have been studied on a database including about 800 ohmic FTU
discharges, in which the edge cylindrical safety factor qa was varied between 2.2 and 8 and the
volume average density <ne> ranged from 0.3 to 2.6x1020 m‘3. Major radius and toroidal field
at the plasma axis were fixed at R=0.96 m and 81:5.6 T respectively; the radius of the last

closed magnetic surface was about 0.29 m.

The main sawtooth features, namely the existence of m=l, n=l precursor or successor

oscillations, the collapse time and the period have been analysed by means of an ECE

diagnostic based on a 12 channel grating polychromator.
This paper mainly deals with the influence of the Lundquist number on the sawtooth

characteristics and with the diamagnetic stabilisation of the internal kink mode in the

semicollisional regime.

2. Sawtooth regimes
Several distinct sawtooth regimes have been identified in Fl'U; each regime corresponds with a
well defined region of the operation space and with a range of the Lundquist number SflR/TA,

where 1R=t10r12m is the resistive diffusion time within the radius r; of the q=1 surface and

1A=(i10mini)mR/BT is the Alfvén time. The observed regimes can be classified as follows:

A - Sawteeth with precursor m=l oscillations are observed for fiRqa / BT > 1.2 x1020 Wb'l ;

the the Lundquist number in this regime ranges from 2x105 to about 1.5x106. No m=l activity
is observed at the highest densities (Fig. la).

B - Successor oscillations substitute the precursors if 1.2 > fiRqa /BT > 0.4x1020, or

S=1.5+3x106. If the density is not close to the upper bound, compound sawteeth, with full

collapses interleaved by partial collapses that do not affect the plasma axis (Fig. 1b) are

frequently observed interspersed with normal ones.

c — For fiRqa /13T <0.4x1020, i.e. close to the low density limit of the operation space.
sawteeth with superimposed m=1, n=l oscillations are observed which differ from precursors

and successors as the oscillation amplitude is either constant or maximum midway between

successive collapses (Fig. lc). In this regime S>3x105.
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Fig. l: a) T, evolution or r=2.4 cmfor FTU shot #7356 (qa=3.7. <ne>=2.6x1020m'3,S=106);

b) TE evolution at r=6.6 cm for FTU shot #7987 (qa=3.7. <ne>=7.5x1019m'3,

S=2.2x106); c) T; evolution or r=6.6 cm for FTU shot #7987 (qa=3.7,

<ne>=2.7x1019m‘3. 5:3.3x106).

3. Sawtooth period

The density dependence of the sawtooth period 1:51 at fixed plasma current IP=700 kA

(corresponding to q3=3.7) is shown in Fig. 2. The increase and saturation at low and medium

<ne> resembles, as usual [1], the behaviour of the ohmic energy confinement time, but at

higher densities, well inside the saturated confinement regime, 1:51- increases again frorn 5 to

12 ms. Compound sawteeth are absent

in this density range (and are however

excluded from the 151 evaluation), so

I 12 that the period increase is due to a delay

ST in the collapse trigger. The 151 increase

(ms) is not caused by a slower evolution of

8
the q—profile between collapses, and it is

associated with more peaked density

profiles (see Table 1). The data

4 presented in Fig. 2 have been obtained

in nearly steady state conditions; longer

sawtooth periods have been observed in

0 0 5 1 0 15 20 25 conjunction with transient strong density

(”8) ( 1 Olgm-E) peaking, both spontaneous and due to

_ . deep deuterium pellet injection [2]. In

Fig. 2: Sawtooth period versus volume
‘ the latter case, sawteeth are suppressed

average densrry atfixed plasma f r 70-80 ms Fi .3a', 5 bse uentl

currentlp=700kA (44:37). 0 ( g ) u q y
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1331‘ decreases from 25 to 5 ms on the time scale of the peak density relaxation (Fig. 3b). The
q=l surface remains in the plasma during the sawtooth suppression period, as shown by the
equilibrium reconstruction based on magnetic data and by resistive diffusion calculations.

Table 1: Sawtooth and

Tsrims) 1020m‘
5 l .6
12

20

4. Discussion

at the inversion radius

notes

The appearance of successor oscillations, compound sawteeth and superimposed oscillations
with increasing values of the Lundquist number points out a dependence of these phenomena
on the weakening of resistive effects. The relative importance of the latter can be evaluated by
comparing the resistive layer width 5R=r1(Ss)‘”3 (here n is the radius of the q=i surface and s
is the magnetic shear at n) with the characteristic scale lengths for ideal, electron inertia and ion
Larmor radius effects, i.e. with 51.1311“, de=c/(oPe and pi respectively. The M; parameter is
negative if the system is ideally stable; for low [3, low shear plasmas we have, manipulating
Eq. (9) of Ref.[3]: kHz—0.25(r1/R)zs'l. We will do the comparison for the cases shown in

mint/«(mm i
TC

(keV)
0.5 ‘

5 1020D; m

' 4 10(m ) 2°
3 10

12000 ‘ . t‘
51 3000

h)

4000 ~ c

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 LO

Time (s)
Fig. 3: a) central T, evolution for rho! #4967

{1 =700 [01). A pellet is injected a! t:0.7 5.
b Peak density evolution. 6) Resistive kink
growth rate ”Q (dashed line) and electron
diamagnen'cfrequency a)“ (solid line).

406

Fig. lc (regime C) and in
Fig. 1a (regime A).
For the low density example
(regime C) the relevant plasma
parameters are: r1=70 mm,
S=3.3x106,ne=4.7x10[9ln'3
and Ti=l.6 keV. Assuming
s=0.l we have: 8R=1 mm,
5H=—0.9 mm, de=0.8 mm and
pg=l.4 mm. Ideal effects are not
negligible in this case and
consequently the mode structure
should be intermediate between
the ones of the resistive internal
kink and of the tearing mode [4],
in agreement with the observation
of superimposed m=l
oscillations.
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For the high density example (regime A) we have: r.=7O mm, S=1x105, ne=3><1020 m'3 and

13:03 keV. The ideal stability is nearly marginal in this case (M50) as the pressure gradient

for r_<_i-1 is large and the local poloidal B=O.4 is close to the threshold value derived by

Bussac [5]. The non-ideal characteristic lengths are: 5R=1-5 mm, de=0.3 mm and pi=1 mm,

so that in this case resistivity is the dominant effect, although the ion Larmor radius is not

negligible and the appropriate regime is the semicollisional one [6].

The correlation between sawtooth period and density peaking suggests that the existence of a

quiescent phase between two collapses could be due to diamagnetic stabilisation of the internal

kink. This mode is unstable for 5R>(de,l}tHI) [6], but non-linear calculations [7] give mode

saturation at low amplitudes provided that:

(1)., > YR ‘ (1)

where TR=STA'1(SS)'l/3 is the growth rate of the resistive kink mode and (i),e=Tene'/eBrlnc is

the electron diamagnetic frequency. The calculations of Ref. [7] were done for the collisional

regime (5R»Pi); however, since the semicollisional growth rate [6] Y5¢=(pi/5R)4H‘YR=YR, we

assume that (1) is applicable in our case. As shown in Fig. 3c, the non-linear stability

condition (1) is satisfied in the sawtooth free phase after pellet injection.

The shear used to evaluate YR was calculated by a resistive diffusion code. Typical values of 0.1

were obtained. The effect of sawtooth collapses was ignored, so that s and then ‘m are likely to

be overestimated when sawteeth are frequent. The YR values are however much smaller than the

inverse of the central Te crash time which was as short as 5 us in fast collapses.

Condition (1) can be translated into a stability boundary for the shear at the (1:1 radius: s<scr; a

formally similar condition was obtained for the linear stability in the collisionless regime [3].

We conclude that the trigger mechanism in both collisionlcss and semicollisional regimes

depends on a critical shear which increases with the density gradient.
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Correlation among Plasma Rotation, Magnetic Configurations and
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1 - Introduction
The VH-mode is obtained on the Dlll-D tokamak with tangential NBI heating [1]. In this
regime the global energy confinement times 15 exceeds up to a factor of 4 the L~mode
scaling. A necessary condition in order to obtain the VH—mode in DlII-D is the strong
shaping of the plasma column: high elongation (K:b/a 2 2) and high triangularity (5 =
0.7+0.8). The VH phase shows a characteristic profile of the radial electric field E,: in
particular, the region where the shear of the radial electric field is strong encompasses in the
VII—mode the range of normalised minor radii (),(i< ti <1, whereas in the H regime it is
limited within O.85< p <1. There are theories invoking the shear of Er as the cause of the
anomalous transport decrease during the Vl’lanodcs and. more generally, of the improved
confinement regimes: as a matter of fact, discharges in DllI—D and in other tokamaks with
reversed safety factor (1 profile show a transport barrier located close to the shear reversal;
correspondingly very large values of the plasma rotation speed and of the radial electric field
are measured in the central region.
A correlation has been found [2] on Dlll—D Vllmode discharges between the increase of the
poloidal beta Bp (along with the energy confinement time 15) and a geometrical property of
the plasma configuration: the ratio of the parallel Pfirsch-Schliiter current density Jps and the
perpendicular diamagnetic current density JW, which is an estimate of the geodesic curvature
of the magnetic field lines. The strong shaping of the plasma cross~section reduces 4135/n)
(averaged upon a magnetic surface). The geodesic curvature can influence the transport
through the reduction of the factor of increase of the moment of inertia (1+2fi2) [3] 0f the
magnetic configuration, These reductions are d2.- [0 the reduced compression that the flux
tubes suffer going from the external to the internal side of the torus. So strongly shaped
plasmas have higher rotation velocities, with the same ntorncntum source. and therefore can
generate stronger radial electric fields and achieve a better stabilisation of the turbulence.

2 - Electric Field and Plasma Rotation
The relation between the radial electric field and the plasma rotation is given by the equation:

1 _ A sE, = niZ,e (V15)r - (VA B)r (1)
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where 111 is the density of the ion species and Zr its charge number, e is the electron charge, 1’,

is the ion pressure, 13 is the total magnetic field (with poloidal and toroidal components Ep

and 13¢) and v is fluid velocity. The gradient of Pi is effective only very near to the plasma

edge, while the VAB part of E, is lI-ilhfioc G(w)RBp; the flux function G is;

Vllfip 32G(v)=- 2Bp RB¢ (2)

where it! is the flux function, Vi is the component of v orthogonal to the magnetic field and

R is the distance from the symmetry axis of the torus. If the anomalous parallel viscosity is

much larger than the nee—classical one (vcrr >> vi“), the asymptotic value of the perpendicular

velocity is [4]:
some) a -—59— <3)

Pmaveff

Here Tg=l/nf is the characteristic time of G, pm is the mass density, 5G is the momentum

source (proportional to the NBI power) and the geometric factor or is proportional to the ratio

between the factor of increase of the moment of inertia (1+ 2512) and the square of the safety

factor q : (1 0C (1+2q7') / qzt In this case the geometry influences the behaviour ofG (and so

of the radial electric field) by a factor 1/a.

3 - Experimental Results

From an experimental point of view, a clear correlation appears between the higher values of

the volume averaged radial electric field E, measured during the VH shots and the lower

value of the (1 volume average (E) which characterises them. In Figs 1-2 an example is given

for shots 75121 (VH~mode) and 75984 (Hamode), both with the same plasma current and

density. The difference in E, between H and VH shots is already observed at the beginning

of the Neutral Beam Injection pulse, well before the VB phase starts; furthermore the time

evolution of the radial electric field appears quite different; E, saturates quickly in the H~

mode discharges but continues to grow in the VHemode shots. The ratio of the values of E,

between VH and H—mode reaches a factor of more than 2. The estimate of 6 shows a

difference between H and VH shots also before the N81 pulse, which spans from 10% to

more than 30%, depending upon the elongation of the H-modc discharge.

Therefore the effect of the magnetic configuration upon the radial electric field seems to be

stronger than the one expected from the model ( G(\ll,t»'tc)01 l/cc ). Furthermore the

characteristic time of the E, evolution (ted/veg) is longer during the VH-modes, implying

that also the anomalous viscosity is influenced by the OL factor via the turbulence suppression,

due to the increased electric field. Taking into account that G(w,t»rc) 0C 1/(acf), the or

dependence of E, should be more than linear. In this way a positive feedback between the

increased electric field and the global energy confinement time (via the magnetic

configuration effect) may be responsible for the good plasma performances observed during

the VH phase.
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0.9 __‘__ ()_ ----——————--,l:—————--———a0!. #75984 #753105-
T
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r__-.__..________
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#75984}

2.0 2.3 time (s) 2.6
Fig. 1: Time behaviour of the quantity 3 (a) and of the average radial electric field E, (b) for a

VH-mode DlII-D discharge 7512i (solid line) with lp=1.6 MA and PNBI=3 MW, and for an H-
mode discharge 75984 (dashed line) with lp=1.6 MA and PNBFIO MW.

SHOT 75121 SHOT 75984 Fig. 2: Flux surface contours for the two

¢= D DIIl-D discharges of Fig. 1. The H-mode

shot 75984 is a Single Null configuration

less elongated and less triangular (K=1.8,

8:0.4) with respect to the VH-mode shot

75121, which is a Double Null

configuration with K=2.2 and 6:0.84.

A radial validation of this model is found by analysing the shots with strongly reversed
magnetic shear. Discharges in which a reversed q profile ( q95 = 6, qam = 4.5, qmin = 2.5 ) is
sustained for more than 1 sec have been obtained on DIIl~D at low plasma density by
operating the NBI during the ramp-up of IP, with a shape typical of the VH-mode. When the
NBI power is increased (during the flat—top of Ip), the reversed (1 profiles shots show a
transport barrier located at p = 0.5 (close to the shear reversal) with very low effective heat
conductivity cf in the central region of the plasma, in which record values of ion
temperature and radial electric field are measured. In Fig. 3 the behaviour of E3”; and
ZtiZ/q2 versus the normalised minor radius p is shown for a reversed shear shot and is
compared with a VH-mode shot. The 2612/q2 profile is VH-like in the external zone, but in
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p #33721

Fig. 3: Profiles of Eli/‘8 (a) and of 2612q (h) vs. the normalised radius p for a VH-rnode (shot

78132 at t=2.6 sec) and for a corresponding reversed shear discharge (shot 83721 at t=1.65 sec).

The error bars ol‘the diagnostics that measures the radial electric field is also shown for the non-

monotonic q profile case.

the central region it is lower with respect to the VH-mode, corresponding to an electric field

and a plasma rotation that are strongly peaked for p < 0.5.

In JET, although a clear correlation between the toroidal rotation and the magnetic inertia

1+2t‘q2 is observed. there is no evidence of a correlation between high confinement and

triangularity. Up to now the achieved triangularity is 5 S 0.56. An experiment is proposed to

achieve a larger triangularity (5~0.7+0.8) in the new divertor configuration (Mark-II) at a

current level up to 2.5 MA. In this way it should be possible to obtain values of the E

parameter of the same order of DIIl-D.

4 - Conclusions
The following picture of the improved tranSport regimes of tokamak plasmas is suggested.

The additional heating tends to increase the turbulence level of the plasma: this phenomenon

causes the confinement degradation with the injected power. On the other hand. if the same

additional heating is able to act also as a net momentum source, the induced plasma rotation

can provide an electric field which seems to be able to stabilise the plasma turbulence. The

quality of the confinement regime which is obtained in a tokamak discharge is given by the

balance between those opposite effects. In this framework the magnetic configuration plays a

key role, since a low value of the geodesic curvature can allow a high rotation speed with a

moderate level of injected power.
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Modelling the Dependence of Sawtooth Stability

on ICRH Power in Tokamak Plasmas

KG McClements, R0 Dcndy, RJ Hastie and TJ Martin
UKAEA, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3DB,

United Kingdom (UKAEA/Euratorn Fusion Association)

1. Introduction

Sawtooth stabilization has been achieved in several tokamaks for a limited period using
ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH): experiments of this type in JET are described
in Ref. [1]. In one discharge (hereinafter discharge A), the central electron temperature
Ten initially exhibited sawtoothing behaviour, but rose to a steady value shortly after
the onset of ICRH. This steady state persisted for about ls, during which MHD activity
was absent. A sawtooth collapse in Tel.) then followed, triggered by an instability with
toroidal and poloidal mode numbers n = 1, m : 1. In a second discharge described in
Ref. [1] (hereinafter discharge B), sawtooth stabilization did not occur: Tel] rose at the
onset of ICRH, but continued to exhibit sawtooth behaviour. The ICRH power PM: was
4.3 MW in discharge A and 6 MW in discharge B. The potential energy 6W associated
with m = 1 internal kink displacements is likely to play a crucial role in determining
the occurrence of sawteeth: in the ideal limit, instability occurs if and only if 6W < O.
Trapped ions heated by ICRH give rise to a kinetic term in «SW, which is positive and
stabilizing [2] (SW is computed here for ICRH discharges in tokamak plasmas, taking
into account anisotropic pressure as well as kinetic effects, and using parameters which
correspond to discharges A and B.

2. Heated Minority Ion Distribution

The model distribution used in Ref. [2] is

Fh(p,E,r) = 2nh(r) (”rig—fwf/z G(T)eXP [‘mh [$132) + ”Tilda—Oil l” (1)
where: magnetic moment [1 and energy E are normalized to minority ion mass mh; B0
is magnetic induction at R = R0, where R is distance from the symmetry axis and R0 is
major radius; G is a normalization factor; n}, is minority ion density; 1' is a minor radial
coordinate; and T“, T; are determined by a model of ICRH power deposition proposed
by Stix [3]. On a given flux surface, maximum power deposition occurs at R = R0,
where #130 = vi/Z and IE — pBol : vfi/Z. If B = Bo(1 — ccos 19), where 6‘ is poloidal
angle and c E r/Ra, the locus of constant F], in the outer midplane is defined by

T uZ—UZU—T/T 5 2 2vi=(T—l)—*1_W [MW/64>]: <2)
and ( / )( )_u2+vfi TLTH 1—5 2 2vi -W [M > ”We-1)], <3)
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where u is a constant. These two conics meet at a pitch angle corresponding to bounce

reflection at 9 = i90°, i.e. the points of maximum power deposition. The contour

shape defined by Eqs. (2) and (3) depends only on Tll/TL by adjusting the value of

this parameter, it is possible to obtain distribution function contours whose shape closely

resembles those obtained in full Fokker—Planck calculations [4] Despite its simplicity,

Eq- (1) thus provides a realistic representation of ion distributions heated by ICRH. '

3. Evaluation of Kink Energy

The change in potential energy of a toroidal plasma undergoing an m : 1 internal kink

displacement {u is

2 2 BE 7‘1 4 ‘ ‘ ' 2 233 71 4 '
m:mm@—-— am+mEmRm—-— m,m

I10 R0 [to R0

where the safety factor q(r1) E 1 and 6M, SWT, Swain,” are dimensionless forms

of, respectively, the kinetic, toroidal and cross-sectional shaping contributions to 6W,

When the mode frequency is smaller than the precessional drift frequency of the heated

ions we can write
4 r min 00

mm=shfiflflfl El [Um/”B of #flafli 3 m
3 BuRo T1 0 1/3".“ D 37‘ I: -i-SI_,I

where F}, : Fh()\ E vi/(s),E,r), Bmin : 30(1 — c), Bmax = Bn(1 + e), 5

din q/dlnr, and It, L, L, are functions of /\ defined in Refi [2] In general, 5Wk is

complex: this paper is concerned solely with the real part of (SI/“V,h which is given by the

principal part of the A integral in Eq. (5). A tractable expression for Refit-Viz) may be

obtained by expanding to leading order in 1 ~ (1 and s and integrating by parts, The

final result can be evaluated numerically for prescribed radial profiles of Ti, T", m, and

q. TAT) is determined by the ICRH power deposition profile, which we assume to be

of the form
(Ii—RD)2 Z}Pd(R,Z)oc exp{- d2 D2 (6)

Where Z is vertical distance and D is much smaller than the minor radius a. The Stix

model [3] predicts that T; '2 papa/271),, where IJRF is the ICRH power density coupled

to minority ions and T, is the slowingAdown time We identify pm: with the peak value

of Pd on a given flux surface, in which case Tflr) : T_L(0) exp(—r2/D2), where TAD)

can be deduced empirically from direct measurements of F}, [2,5,6]: for a 4 MW ICRH

discharge in JET (such as discharge A), TKO) 2 140 keV

We assume electron temperature and density profiles of the form

am = no [1 — (r/aflm. new = nee [1—(r/afl”“ 1 (7)
where, in discharge A, T50 = 6.4 keV, “Te : 1.90, mag = 2.1 X 1019 m—3 and um : 07.

At low ICRH power, eTl/T” << 1 for r S T] [2], and we can then write [7]

-

1 - l -
aw:éfi+mm+mnm+fimg (&
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where: 6W1, (WW and (SW; depend on the q—profile; fly is the beta poloidal, defined interms of an equivalent scalar pressure p E pbulk + (pll +pJ_)/27 where pbulk is the bulkplasma pressure and p”, P_L are the parallel and perpendicular pressures of the heatedminority ions; and fl; is defined in the same way as fip except that p is replaced by(pH + P.L + C)/2, where

_ B 2817'}, N a 1/2cum// IUMiuB) 65 dfldf— alaninlmn) . (0)
BC < 0 when T; > T . can be split into bulk plasma film“ and hot minorit ionp H I’ p y
flh‘" corn onents. To com ute film", we set the central bulk ion tern erature andp p p p Pdensity equal to 5.5 keV and 8 x 10]8 m’3; to compute fig“, we assume a. minority ion

concentration m. /nE of 0.02 [2] Finally, We set

(N) = qoll + Aq(r/a)2"l””r (10)
To model the early stage of the sawtooth—free period We set go = 0.8, /\q : 41.2, 1/ : 2:
to model the late stage of the sawtooth—free period, we set go : 0.7, All = 149.4, 1/ : 2.5
The contributions to Re(6l’l/) at the beginning and end of the sawtooth—free period are
listed in Table 1. Re(6W) changes sign from positive to negative: our model impliesthat the ideal internal kink mode becomes unstable at about the same time as the_end ofthe sawtooth—free period. The change in the q~profile is such that [til/VT] and I6Wsham|
rise sufficiently rapidly to bring about destabilization. The shape term becomes moreimportant as r] increases because flux surface cross—sections become less circular to-wards the plasma edge. rill/Shape is also sensitive to 1/: the sharp increase in l6l/Vshapc]is due partly to a flattening of the q—profile at r < r1.

Table 1: Safety factor parameters and contributions to (”V in early stage {second col-umn) and late stage {third column.) of sawtout’kfrcc period in discharge A.

(10 0.8 0.7rl/a 0.34 0.40
Ream) 0.0089 0.0098
5WT —0.0015 00046
(SW/shape —0.0024 70.0074
Re(6W) 0.0050 41.0022

Fig. 1(a) shows the contributions to Re(6W) as functions of ”11(0). In discharge B,
71(0) '2 210 keV. The change of sign in Rewt/l’) can be attributed to the fact that
Re(6Vl/’k) scales with {2"},‘0‘ whereas til/VT contains a negative term which scales with
((33002: a sufficiently large increase in minority ion pressure is destabilizing. This changeof sign is consistent with the observation that sawteeth are suppressed in discharge Abut not in discharge B. Fig. 1(b) shows the contributions to Re(t§l’l’) as functions ofD: optimum stability can be achieved by minimizing the vertical extent of the ICRHpower deposition profile.
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4. Discussion

In a study of two ICRH JET discharges, a correlation has been found between the
occurrence of sawteeth and the Sign of the m : 1 internal kink energy 6W. An increase

in ICRH power can reduce 6W, leading to_greater instability, as observed. Sawtooth
suppression is clearly associated with Re(6W) > 0, and therefore it is logical to search

for accessible parameter régimes in which Re(6W) > 0 can be maintained. Our model
indicates that stability can be enhanced by minimizing the vertical extent of the ICRH
power deposition profile. We have assumed that the heated minority ions are weakly
anisotropic (eTi/T" << 1) and have thin banana orbit widths (< r1): these assumptions
break down when the ICRH power is very high, and in fact sawtooth stabilization has
been observed in JET discharges with PR}? > 6 MW. However, the contribution of
heated ions to the Shafranov shift (represented by the fly and fl: terms in Eq. (8))
implies that instability must occur when PR}: is sufliciently high.
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Study of Internal Reconnection Events
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T C. Header, I. Jenkins, R. Martin’, C Ribeiro', D C Robinson, A. Sykes M
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fUKAEA Fusion, Culham, Ozon, 0X14 3DB. UK. 1UMIST, Manchester, UK.
‘University of Sao Paulo, Brazil. (UKAEA / EURATOM Fusion Association).

Abstract
New results and analyses of Internal Reconnection Events (IRES) are presented in Order

to understand better the disruption immunity of START. Using new diagnostics, better recon-
structions of changes in the START plasma have been possible. The equilibrium models used
for this allow analysis of a range of plasma parameters and nomination of various constraints
in order to model the IRE. We find a modified helicity conservation model generally reproduces
global parameter changes well. Studies of the behaviour of various parameters show that there
are a number of ’special' properties of tight aspect ratio plasmas, most notably in responses of
flux and q values to IREs, which may explain the disruption immunity.
1. Introduction

The absence of current terminating disruptions on the START device continues to be of much
interest. In conventional aspect ratio tokamaks (eg JET) they rapidly terminate the plasma
current, and particularly if associated with vertical displacement events, can lead to severe
structural and thermal loads in a future power plant. 0n START no such event has been seen
at tight aspect ratio (A = R/a < 1.8) in over 30000 discharges. However Internal Reconnection
Events (IRES) are common and appear to exhibit many of the properties of a disruption (rapid
increase in plasma current, negative spike in loop voltage, increase in elongation, reduction in
plasma energy) but without termination of the current.

IRES on START occur under a range of plasma conditions and with varying signatures.
However in a given regime, it is often possible to achieve highly reproducible eflects, and thus
a more detailed study of the IRE is possible The START tokamak is now equipped with new
diagnostics, including a 30 point Thomson scattering and 3 soft X»ray (SXR) cameras enabling
more detailed information about plasma changes to be obtained.
2. IRES on START

While IRES occur in all operating regimes, they occur more frequently near the density
and current limits in the Hugill diagram. In a typical IRE, fast CCD pictures show that on
reconnection, the.plasma elongates, sometimes even touching the PF coils and there is an
increase in visible light intensity suggesting energy loss through the separatrix, and there is
sometimes some inward motion. Afterwards the plasma quickly (2-3ms) returns to its pre-IRE
parameters.

Looking at the SXR data we see various signatures. Typically there is a steady growth in
emission prior to the IRE, with little or no radial motion accompanying the event. Also, the
IRE can be accompanied by mode activity in the centre of the plasma, with growth of m=l
and/or m=2 modes just prior to the IRE.

The new Thomson scattering system produces detailed electron density and temperature
profiles in the plasma at a single time. Thus it is possible. to compile a full picture of the
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IRE with a range of identical shots. Looking at a density limit IRE (shown below, against

time relative to the start of plasma current rise and major radius), we see that there is a large

and rapid (~ 0.2ms) fall in both electron density and temperature coincident with the plasma

current rise of the IRE. The electron temperature falls more rapidly (~ 0.1ms) than the density,

and slightly ahead (~ 0.1ms) of the current rise, but also recovers faster after the IRE. The

magnetic axis appears to move inwards 2—3cm. In other regimes difierent effects are seen, eg.

for broader pressure profiles, the [all in pressure prior to the IRE is much slower (~1ms).
a ‘50

Dqiiy /1E19 {1301467306 Temperature (eV)Oa 5430146730159

a
40

Figure 1: Electron Density and Temperature Variation during a Density Limit IRE on START

3. Modelling of IRES
Thus, as lRES occur in many differing regimes, accompanied by a wide range of effects, it is

hypothesised that the disruption immunity of START results from some intrinsic property of the

nature of the plasma response to changes. Earlier modelling showed the effects due to the vessel

or coil casing currents to be small. In order to understand the processes better, reconstructions

of the plasma have been undertaken using a. free~boundary Grad-Shafranov equilibrium code.

The results of such reconstructions are given in lines 1 and 2 of the table below. This is

based on the density limit shots shown above, reconstructed just before the fall in pressure and

I}, rise, and at the maximum of the current rise when central pressure is at a minimum. ln

order to match the post-IRE state we must redistribute the current profile, thus dropping the

inductance and raising central q. We then find the plasma clongates, and the observed changes

in radius and vertical field are matched The magnetic energy (AM.E.) also falls, consistent

with the idea of a relaxation of the plasma. Here, there is also a clear rise in edge q and (195

and toroidal flux (4)) as it becomes more paramagnetic.

Case I ai: m Pd! 4; AM. .

PriortolRE 132 .325 1 386 0. 0,169 14 1.1 91

After IRE 170 2,28 131 0.340 0.052 1 .5 2.3 1 20 -379

cons' 175 .291 131 0 0.052 14.9 2.4 110 ,
_- to current,

on the central rod. " parameters forced to match experiment, others are therefore predictive.
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If we examine the changes in the plasma parameters more closely, we see that the POM—IRE

state is close to a modified helicity conservation constraint, given the same falls in [3,, and 1,, as
shown in line 3 of the table. The helicity constraint presumes no helicity dissipation between
pre- and post-IRE states, apart from that due to the plasma motion, and is prescribed by;

AK = ‘(W + ¢i)(¢‘f — V’Cr)
It is found that other constraints, such conservation of toroidal flux (qt) or poloidal flux (s) in
the plasma, or of LIP are not such a good fit.

Thus we find we can represent the IRE well with a model allowing falls in fin and l, and
requiring conservation of helicity, by adjusting the plasma current. This enables us to scan the
behaviour of the plasma parameters across various types of IRE, by scanning in post-IRE 3p
and 1, values for some given pre-IRE state.

Performing these scans confirms the trends seen in reconstructions, as described above. This
technique was then used to compare with conventional tokamaks, taking as a second example

a case with a JET-like aspect ratio and fl,“ and scanning similar ranges of fractional falls in ,8,
and 1,. For A~3 we found the plasma current and elongation changes were smaller, but there
was much greater inward motion of the plasma, with substantial falls in minor radius. Also qgfi
and toroidal flux fell substantially, with a modest rise in go.

Thus we expect a number of clear differences in the behaviour of IREs between START
and conventional aspect ratio tokamaks. However this could be due to differences in A, plasma
shaping, initial [3,, or some other parameter. Thus before discussing these effects we attempt
to analyse more rigorously, with a methodical approach in which pre—lRE conditions were
maintained constant with A, with II = l, [1,, = 0.6, for a possible future spherical tokamak with
Ip=l.6MA, minor radius of 1m, inboard limiter, and almost uniform vertical field. Post—IRE
states were then constructed with a fall in f, ofU.3 (to represent a partial relaxation), and various
falls in 6p, to obtain the changes displayed in Fig 2. It should be noted that the complete loss
of [3,, case shown here is an extreme one not usually seen in experiment, but included here to
highlight trends.

The same behaviour is seen for plasma current (Fig 2a) and elongation (Fig 2e) as described
above. However, we now see that the radial motion of the plasma (Fig 2b) is mainly dependent
on the absolute fall in the size of 8p, which may explain why strong radial motions are not seen
on START, which usually has a small (3),. Note also in this figure, as the plasma is inboard
limited, changes in minor radius will be double the change in radius, leading to substantial falls
from the initial value of lm for large falls in Lip. However, decreases in minor radius, would not
necessarily lead to loss of plasma as, for example, increases in toroidal flux (for example if the

plasma elongates, as it does at low A) may result in the plasma moving towards the magnetic
axis, if the plasma follows flux surfaces.

We can use a force free assumption (J XB=O) to calculate how the plasma motion is based a
combination of the motion of poloidal and toroidal fiux surfaces. The results of this are shown in
Fig 2f, with losses given in terms of the percentage of poloidal flux in the initial plasma. We find
these approximately match changes seen in toroidal flux (not shown here). This demonstrates
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Figure 2: Aspect ratio Dependence of Changes in Various Parameters

that unlike at low A‘ at conventional A we expect to loose a significant portion of the plasma.

This seems a promising explanation of disruption immunity. However, there may be anomalous

effects that prevent the plasma following flux surfaces. '

An alternatively explanation may lie in the q behaviour. At low A, the fractional falls in

edge q are lower, while the initial edge I; is higher due to geometric effects. Indeed edge q and

qgs can rise at low A if there is a substantial change in elongation (eg see table). This contrasts

with the conventional aspect ratio case where the already low value of edge q falls further,

raising the possibility of successive low q surfaces reaching the edge of the plasma. destabilising

low m/n modes, leading to a progressively more unstable situation, and current termination.

It is also interesting to note the larger rises in central q at tight aspect ratio. This may have

the benefit of removing low 711/): modes that may otherwise grow and disrupt the plasma, as

would be the case in the table above where qo rises well above 2.

4. Conclusions
We have seen internal reconnections at tight aspect ratio occur in a range of regimes with

varying precursors. Reconstructions show these can be modelled with modified helicity conser—

vation. Analysis with this model shows that the behaviour of IRES on START is substantially

different to conventional tokamaks. More systematic aspect ratio scans show the origins of this

may lie in flux conserving motions or q changes. Further detailed analysis, and comparison

with experiment, will attempt to resolve the underlying physics of this, and isolate the critical

factors, particularly with access to higher [3,, regimes with the new Neutral Beam Injector on

START.
This work was jointly funded by the UK Dept. of Trade and Industry and Euratom‘
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Halo Currents and VDES in COMPASS~D
G.G. Castle, A.W. Morris, D. Gates, M. Valovié

UKAEA Government Division, Fusion,

Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oran. 0X14 303.

A series of experiments were performed on COMPASS—D in a single null CODfigura.tion (vessel parameters R = 0.557 m, a : 0.232 m, b 2 0.385 m) to investigate theproperties of poloidal and toroidal halo currents flowing in the vacuum vessel during yer.
tical displacement events, or VDEs. Both poloidal and toroidal halo currents are induced
during a disruption and these currents can produce large forces on the vacuum vessel;
these forces are a serious design consideration for ITER and also have consequences forin-vessel components and the vacuum vessel on devices such as JET. Halo currents arediagnosed on COMPASS—D by three main diagnostics: three toroidally separate arrays
of B magnetic pickup coils (located at toroidal angles of if: = 0, a5 = §7r and (:5 = 7r radi.ans) comprising 72 distinct measurements of each field component, 3 resistive shuntsY andLangmuir probes located in an X—point limiter tile. The halo shunt measurements are inqualitative agreement with the poloidal currents determined from the R; coils (althoughthe magnetically determined currents are ~ 35% lower on average). Peak poloidal halocurrents of up to 0.551,", (1,", is the prrdisruption plasma current) have been observedwith shunt. measurements. These values are similar to those seen on ASDEX-U, DIII—D,JET and JT—60 [17 2, 3]. The large number of coils provides a unique and powerful diag—nostic for halo current measurements. The full set of coils allows determination of bothaxisymmetric (n = 0) and non-axisymmetric (n 2 1) current modes with poloidal modenumbers as high as m = 12.

1..9 4 ‘ ' 'o
2 3 _ _ Figure 1: Toroidal peaking
‘19 O Q factor as a func-
E . ' h rmalised max-
”g 2 — . . ITER — tum oft e'no _
a) .. tmurn polmdal halo current,
IL . [Emu/1pm) on COMPASS,7.: 1 _ ' ' . D, including the ITER de—
E sign paint for comparison.
8 O 1 ‘ . The values of 15"” are from4—) 0.0 0-2 0-4 0.8 shunt measurements.

Ih-Jo/IP(O)

Vertical disruptions were induced both away from and towards the Xepoint and scansof Bor (B¢ = 1.1 — 1.35 T, 1,", : 180 kA) and 1,“, (rm, 2 115 — 195 kA, Bé = 1.2 T) wereperformed to determine the scaling of halo current magnitudes and to investigate any
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differences due to conducting structures in the vessel or asymmetries in VDE direction.

These scalings Show that the maximum magnitude of the poloidal halo current scales like

110 and decreases weakly with Bar (is, there is no direct scaling with q).

The calculated peak vertical force due to the measured poloidal halo current distribu-

tion in the vessel wall interacting with the background toroidal field also scales like 1,3,,

but decreases weakly with B¢. At a given time, the toroidal peaking factor is the ratio of

the maximum ABalma: as measured at two toroidally opposing locations divided by the

average AB¢lmu between those two locations (ABifilmux is the maximum ABID measured

at a particular toroidal angle). It is a measure of the toroidal asymmetry of the poloidal

halo currents. As can be seen from Figure l, on COMPASS~D the toroidal peaking factor

is close to the toroidal peaking factor for the ITER design point. The n : 1 asymmetric

portion of thc poloidal halo current can be a significant fraction (~ 50%) of the peak

poloidal halo current. Unlike observations from Alcator C-MOD [4], on COMPASS—D

only a very small fraction of the halo current structure appears to rotate toroidally. As

COMPAssiD has low intrinsic error fields, presumably the lack of rotation is due to

some mechanism other than mode locking. Scalings of plasma elongation (1.1 S N g 1.6)

were performed which verified the increasing severity of VDEs with increasing it. Initial

indications are that the energy quench phase tends to induce poloidal halo currents that

flow in such a sense as to preserve the diamagnetic portion of the toroidal flux (tending

to pull plasma facing components from the vessel wall), while during the current quench

phase the poloidal halo currents flow paramagnetically (tending to compress plasma facing

components) and reachinaximum amplitude.

20 l

i_ _. F
A 10 __ _ 17: l

E a; [l
I)

U
i. r.
L O

a Li.
~10

was. . —20 .t

0.151 0.152 0.153 0.15} 0.152 0.153

time (sec) time (sec)

Figure 2: The figure on the left indicates the time histories of the sum of the plasma and vessel

currents, along with the vessel current for COMPASS~D shot 17110, The figure on the right

displays the three main vertical magnetic forces acting on the vessel well during the VDE.

COMPASS~D is equipped with a set of internal and external partial Rogowski coils

to measure the poloidal magnetic field distribution both inside and outside the vacuum

vessel, three 8., Mirnov arrays at different toroidal locations, and seven flux loops for

measuring toroidal voltage. These diagnostics provide the unique ability to measure all

of the currents and fields producing vertical or radial jg x B}; or 5} X E; forces on the

vacuum vessel. It should be stressed that it is impossible to separate the image current and

halo current contributions to these forces. The four important fields producing vertical
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forces are 33H 3;, BS, and B01 (“0" means or 2 0 while ”1” means the siné‘ COHlpOnent)‘
83 is determined via the violent in the TF mils, R; is determined by integrating 30,
from the Mirnov coils (assuming no contribution before the disruption). 3;? and B3 are
obtained by integrating over the BL; distribution provided by the internal and SXi-ernal
partial Ho vslai coils

if we assume that both the fields and currents may be expanded in a series of ‘ilnmfi
1 Shapeand cos m0 components, then the integration over the COMPASS‘D vacuum ves.

;:, ves the Following expression for the net vertical magnetic force:

,1., mam/1,.v _ fl ,,P; mr—T:=.,iar1;33 T 1;53—1§B;— 10133) bi + F2 T L, + F4 (1)
The factor of 0.872 comes from the noncircular shape of the COMPASS—D vacuum

vessel. F1, F3), and F4 are displayed in Figure ‘2 for COM ASS-D shot lTHO (If; was
negligible and so not inrluderl). This shot was A downward—induced disruption and one
can nee thai Fr the force dim to the poloidal halo Current, has the largest eflect.

The torque about the r!) : rr/"Z (y) axis may be calculated by assuming that the vertical
force density on the vacuum vessel varies smoothly from the measurements made. at 6) = 0
to those made at ¢ .—.-_ i:— We assume that the vertical force density may be written as

1617; coflg) (t, = 0) +sin2(§§) Mgr.» -_-. w) A (2)a“- -_-. 5..F. 34‘) 27d? ‘
This can be reduced to sin; Simple formula

‘ V 1 1 V ’Y \.«vy: Euro: i—Ieomi. (3)
Figure 3 Shows that the maximum iorque more:

force.
along with the maximum vertical

4W—fiuv—w—n—M-1 7 . , 5:30
T g 6 59'
if: 3 > w ~._¢ 5 . §z fl? 3 soI- lr; o e is 9 ’5 4m n e u. o5 ‘3 To" 3 O
0‘ r\’5 1 9 ° g 5

EH 3 1

0 WA 0 . . r
0 5 10 15 20 25 O 5 10 15 20 25

Maximum vertical force (kN‘) Maximum vertical force (kN)

Figure 3: Maximum torque on vacuum vessel as a function of the maximum vertical farce
magnitude for a set of downward VDEs, and the maximum Interulforce versus maximum vertical
force magnitude for the some shots. Here each quantiiy is the peak value during a shot, notnecessarily obtained at the same time (the torque Nu may peak at a different time from when the
vertical force 17'; peaks).
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The lateral force in the (,5 = 0 direction may be calculated in n manner similar to that

of the torque and is given by

i>—
-

n : 4iFnl¢ = i3) “ Pei-‘1’ = Till (4)

Where F3 is the. radial I x B" force obtained at a given toroidal location. An impor-

tant issue for ITER is estimating the worst-case stresses on the vacuum vessel during a

disruption. Data from ASDEX, ALCATOH C~MOD, and COMPASS-D all Show that

the maximum poloidol halo current scales like 5(0)? The greatest. possiole poloidhl halo

current would occur if all of the initial plasma energy were converted into a poloidaliy

circulating halo current. in this case we would have

m+§nfim:%nfi in
which clearly could exceed 1,,(0). This situation would of course require a mechanism that

would allow such a conversion (which may er may not exist), therefore this estimate of

If“ represents an upper bound. Also, dissipation ofthe plnsma ene-

i'acliation and Ohinic losses (or 35’) will tend to lower the actual peak value.

During a \‘lJE, the plasma is subject to several sources of vertical force. Once . .

plasma has moved a distnum AZ from its equilibrium position, there rue. both stabilising

and destabilising forces acting upon it. For small displacements, these forces are both

proportional to A: and 1:. As the plasma moves toward the wall, image currents are

induced fire proportional to Ail; Once the plasma has made contact with the vessel, halo

currents begin to circulate poloidally (and toroidallg‘). These currents exert :- calculable

force on the vacuum vessel (once 1,; and 8,, (H'f’. known) The linearised vertical force

balance on the plasma can then be written as

through increased

(a A: +on:)1§= é, - ii 1'; x 15340. (r)
Here 0 and ,‘i’ are functions of the plasma equilibrium, the control fields, and the.

vessel characteristics. This equation illustrates how the instantaneous vertical halo force

is proportional to [3, but it is not obvious why the maximum poloirlzl huh; current should

scale like 1,,(0)2. The time histories of A3, o, H and l,, must play an important role. As

the scaling of F; with l'p(0)2 appears to he a serious problem for ITER, more work should

he undertaken to compare theory with experiment.
This work was funded by the UK Deparln‘icni of Trade and Industry and Evirotmii
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First Results of Neutral Beam Heating in START Spherical Tokamak
Plasmas
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UKAEA. Fusion, Culliam, Abingdon. Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK

(UKAEAfEumtom Fusion Association)

Introduction
Although originally a low-budget experiment based on spare equipment. START has beencontinually upgraded and can now obtain large plasmas (R = 0.34m, a : 0.27m giving‘spherical’ plasmas of over 1m in overall diameter). plasma currents of over ZOOkA and aplasma duration of longer than 40 msec. In 1994, it was decided to augment theprogramme by testing the effects of additional heating by neutral beam injection using a40keV. 0.5MW neutral beam injector lent to Culltam by ORNL in the USA. To aid this,the plasma diagnostics have recently been much improved. with the addition of a 30 pointThomson scattering system, a high speed video camera capable of 40,000 fps, tomographyfrom three new SXR cameras, 20 channel spectroscopic ion temperature diagnostics and a16~channel Neutral Particle Analyser(NPA) capable of observing energies up to SOkeV.
The ORNL beam began operation at Culham in late 1995 with tangential co—injection intoSTART plasmas (modelling and experiment have shown that counter—injection losses arehigh). Since then the beam and plasma parameters have been steadily optimised. Alloperation is presently in hydrogen.

The Beam
An outline diagram of the beam
geometry in the START experiment is J V 2mshown in figure 1. It is set up to '~ - ,, , .nominally inject power tangentially in the
co—direction and has an impact
parameter of R=0.28m. The beam has a
divergence of 1.40 and is focussed to
achieve a l/e ha1f~width of 13cm in the
plasma. Estimates using a graphite
beamdump suggest that the beam power
is ~240kW at an ion current of 43.6A at
25.5keV. The ion current reaches its 7 V, ., ‘ BeamStopflat-top in approximately 4ms. A visible 'spectrometer was used to show that
the H‘ : 1-1; : H; : H20‘ ion current
ratio was 0.61 : 0.24 : 0.13 : 0.02 .
corresponding to neutral currents of E : Figure 1
E/Z’. : 13/3 of 5.4 : 5.4 : 4,1A at 25.5 :
12.75 : 8.5keV or 138 : 69 : 35kWatts. The total number of particles in the beam isNICE/second.
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Results
Typical plasma parameters for a beam heated discharge are lp~200kA,k=1.8 and R~0.32m

A~1.26. Generally there is a slow increase in electron density when the beam is on. The

ion temperatures (Figure 2) as measured by CXR-spccuoscopy and by NPA Show a

350 . r I
- +1; NPMaow

300 f-o—Ticxnuaom _
250 _ u Ti‘Npmsoats n —

' a—T‘Neaaaomstlo been! ‘
200 - ‘ -

150 - '

100 L fiJ/N—r'l —

50 '_ Startol shot °

//:5° /0

me
v

0 . l J Beam—Currant

20 25 30 35
Time (ms)

Figure 2

significant increase during the shot. from typically lOOeV to greater than ZSOeV (error on

NPA~10%, error on CXR~10%). The power radiated increases by approximately 50%

during the injection E4000 . , . I . g . I . , .

to ~150kW. Figure 3 Q; ' Typical Error ‘

shows an electron g3000— Rx“ I -

pressure profile a ‘ “

calculated from the é“: 2000'" g ‘ '

30-point Thomson 0- .. '
scattering electron fl i000: Rex: _
temperature and 0 _ 7d“: . Ii _ I ' I .

density Pmfilcs 0,0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
during a beam shot.
A large Shafranov
shift is clearly Figure 3

evident and SXR
cameras confirm that this can be about 25% of the minor radius. This can be partially

attributed to the fasteion energy content stored in the plasma
With counter-injection there was no clear heating as expected from the modelling.

Major Radius (m)

MHD Observations
MHD characteristics of NBI heated plasmas on START have been studied using Mimov

coils, horizontal and vertical multi—chord SXR arrays and impurity ion-rotation diagnostics.

The main changes have been observed in the poloidal mode structure. the rotation

frequency of low m, n modes. MHD spectrum and the frequency of Internal Reconnection

Events.
Low in, n mode activity shows a decrease in frequency in discharges with coinjection but

an increase in counter-injection. This is in agreement with toroidal rotation measurements

from spectrocopic observations. In the counter—injection shot #30026 the beam was

abruptly terminated at t=32ms (figure 4).
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In Figure 4 the change in the toroidal rotation measured with the CELESTE diagnostic (20

426

channel spectrometer)
using the Boron IV~line
(2823A) is compared
with the corresponding
change in the low~m
(predominantly m = 2)
mode rotation frequency
from SXR signal analysis
and the Mirnov
oscillation frequency
evolution.
It has been found that
shots with NBI have
fewer internal
reconnections than shots
with similar plasma
parameters without injec-
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tion. Some increase in high frequency MHD activity (50»150kHz) has been observed and
the possibility of NIH-driven TAE modes is under consideration.

Fast Ion Distribution
The fast-ion spectrum as measured by the NPA for 25.5l2e‘t! (~240kW) injection into a
2iOkA kr—1.8 START discharge is shown in figure 5 below along with a modelled
spectrum from the Fokker Planck CodemfFPlL3D).
Results for two orientations
of the NPA or! the horizontal
midplane are shown: the first
is for the case of the NPA
view being perpendicular to
the plasma surface (0°) and
the second is for the case of
the NPA viewing angle tilted
so that it is looking at
180(toward the beam) The
18° case shows a classical
fast-ion slowmg down
spectrum. indicating no sign—
ificant anomalous fast-ion
losses. Chargeexchange
losses are not included in the
model. Typically at these
conditions, the modelling
shows that we expect about
70% of the fast ion power to
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Figure 5

be confined by the plasma when orbit and shine—through losses are taken into account.
Figure 5 indicates the difference in the measured fast-ion spectrum when viewing the
plasma at pitch-angle rr/2 (NPA angle=0"). The agreement between model and data are
very good; the signal at 0" being approximately an order of magnitude lower than at 18" as
predicted by the modelling. The statistical level shown in figure 5 indicates the noise level
for the particular NPA setting.
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FPP.3D also calculates the fast ion pressure distribution. Full trajectory-averaging in the

Solution of the Fokker-Planck equation means that the resulting pressure distribution is

Significantly less peaked than would be predicted from a flux-surface averaging code

(such as BANDITJD).

Effects on START Operating Space and Beta.
Initial attempts to test the effects of extending the operating limits of the START device

with NBl have produced very encouraging results. Previous best Ohmic discharges were

in deuterium and reached
Murakami numbers, 1-2
nGR/BUOWm'z’I‘I) up to
a.wmimemmime ‘9 1
solid points shown in
figure 6) values of up to 1/61
14 (in H) have been 93"
attained. Values of

o-omt: amt-duh
o-mtramasxwtmpzmvwg

2
lr/N<10'”Am have been , ...... _
achieved. 2' "" , - _‘;,fl;;‘_.__.._ 3

The installation of the TE‘L‘—“““-— 4

NBI has allowed the M: 2m Huh:

initial exploration of the 0.0 *‘ ' ' 1 ' " ' 1
ammmmmilmg: lmm no o2 on as on to 12 L4 15
limit space. with average 5390/34, (1020/m2T)
betas of ~8%. and central
betas greater than 40% Figure 6

already achieved. The
highest normalised beta so far is about 2.4. It is expected that still higher values will be

attainable when the beam power is increased.
The effect on energy confinement has so far not been studied in detail as the plasma

:;onditions change substantially with the beam, particularly in that the plasma radius tends

to increase and requires additional vertical field (U maintain a constant plasma size.

Conclusions
We have shown that the tight aspect ratio geometry and Ohmic plasma target of the START

experiment are suitable for effective NBI, Measurements of the fast-ion spectrum indicate a

classical slowing-down spectrum and no anomalous losses. Significant increases in ion

temperature are observed by both NPA and CXR diagnostics. For the present START

configuration, NBI discharges appear to be better conditioned than equivalent Ohmic ones.

Co-injection produced high beta values while counter-injection showed little sign of heating.

Thus we have demonstrated for the first time the effects of neutral beam heating at tight

aspect ratio. justifying the choice of this additional heating method both for START and for

the sucessor experiment MAST which is currently under construction
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1. lntrodution

The impurity levels in tokamak plasmas, generally deduced from a few specific spectroscopic

lines, can have a large uncertainty due to the accuracy level of atomic and spectroscopic data

(excitation, ionization, ...) and their sensitivity to the experimental electron temperature. The new

approach presented here obtains the impurity levels by comparing itemtively the measured

profiles of line intensities from three absolutely calibrated diagnostics with simulation results
from the MIST transport code [1] and from collisional radiative line intensities {2]. The VUV

spectrometer gives the low Z impurity content from analysis of speeds] line radial profiles
especially in the outer part of the main plasma (C IV, 0 V, Ne VIII, ...) [3]. The soft x-ray

camera, most sensitive to higher ionisation states, permits the determination of the global metallic

impurity content [45}. Finally a bolometer array. used to map total (spectrally integrated)

radiated power, is very helpful in the identification processes: low Z impurity radiation profiles

peak near the edge whereas those of medium and high Z peak in the plasma centre. The
comparison is used to characterize impurity transport and levels under several conditions: a)

Compact Torus injection, b) detachment during ohmic or ohmic with lower hybrid heating, c)

neon injection, and d) the evolution of impurities with lower hybrid ramp up.

2. Methodology

The one-dimensional radial impurity transport code MIST solves for an impurity 'I’, the set

of simultaneous coupled equations for the density n,q of each ion species of charge +q, including

ionization and recombination. The n,, Te and T, profiles are the main code input. The adjustable

parameters used to fit simulated data with experimental results are: the diffusivity, Dtr); the

convection velocity, v(r); and the impurity global parameter FI (the total 'I‘ impurity content as
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a fraction of the total number of electrons). The code is run for the three intrinsic impurities in

the plasma: C and 0. the major impurities in "NW, and Fe as representative of the metallic

impurities (Fe. Cr and Ni) whose total concentration in standard discharges is of the order of 10‘,

around the detection limit from spectroscopic lines. Despite their low density, these impurities

have considerable contribution into the soft x-rays and total radiation. A fourth impurity (eg.

injection of Ne, N, ...) can be added to the procedure.

The levels of Carbon and Oxygen (PC. F0) and transport parameters (D and v) are deduced

from comparison of measured with simulated emissivity of CIV (154.8nm) and 0V (63.0nm):

lat/mm = Mr) nc3(r) <6V(Tc(r))>rs4.emi 10mm = Mr) new) <6vtT,(r))>u_0m .

where <ov('l‘¢(r))>mm and <crv(Te(r))>fl.m are the excitation rates [6].

The first estimate of metallic fraction FR, in the iterative procedure is deduced by subtracting

mm the total 2“,, the conuibution of oxygen'and carbon. The distribution of n&q(r) are obtained

using D and v deduced from Carbon and Oxygen. The simulated soft x-ray and total radiation

are obtained by summing the contributions of all ionization states of the three impurities:

Radmm = 2 new) Rce(T.(I)) + 2 110410) Renal!» + 2 nfi‘lfl‘) REACTe(1'))

SX,~,.,,(r) = Z ncq(r) ctT.(r)) + Z noq(r) qCTAr» + 2 nfiqtr) Xaqfl‘drll

where n,q are obtained from MIST, q. is the radiation loss rate of the species P”, R,q is given

by ADPAK [1] or by a collisional radiative model [2.7], X,q, is the radiation rate in the soft x-ray

region (2.5-20 keV), considering the bremsstrahlung, dielectronic recombination (continuum) and

line radiation. FR is then increased or decreased in order to fit the experimental to simulated soft

x-ray and total radiation profiles.

3. Applications.

Rather than an absolute determination of impurity levels, in many cases one needs rather

to know how the impurities evolve during a specific experiment. Some examples are presented:

A) FirsL consider the estimate of the Upper limit of Tungsten concentration after the Compact

Toms (CT) injection in TdeV plasma [8]. The tungsten used as coating of CT electrodes risks

to contaminate the plasma. After CT injection T, stays almost the same while many signals

increase: it: (x125), the central soft x-ray intensity (xl.8), the total radiation (x1.5) and 2m

(x1.16). First the procedure shows that the soft x-rays and total radiation evolution can be

explained by the increase of re and Folio, and Fr,(xl.16) as given by 2“,. Then we compare the

central chord of total radiation increase after CT with that of injected tungsten by laser ablation
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technique (RV: 2.5xl0") (Figs. 1 a, bli If we assume the increase is caused only by [Ungsten

contamination, we obtain a concentration of 10“ as an upper limit. Considering also that the

profile shapes are peaked near the edge. that the central chord intensity increases by 451596, and
Lhuse at the edge chord by 351579, the upper limit is reduced to 2.5 l0‘5, an improvement by a

factor 4, and an acceptable level for ITER applications [7] (Fig. 1c).

B) During plasma detachment the evolution of CIV radial profile (intensity and shape) is a

signature of a diffusivity increase with detachment inside the separatn'x near the edge (Figs 2 a,b
and C).

C) After Neon injection (~l %) at 11°26. 10‘9 in", with LH treating, the total radiation increases

in the central region of the plasma which is a Signature of metallic radiation (Fig. 3), equivalent

to a concentration of 10“ of Fe. The source of metallic impurity can be interpreted by the

relative high metal sputtering yield by Neon compared to Deuterium (factor of a few hundreds)
[9] and by the exponential increase of the sputtering yield with Te for low ”l"e (10-50 (N): a small

increase of T, at the edge by Ll-l heating is sufficient to increase the sputter yield by an order
of magnitude.

D) The similarity of the total radiation profiles during LH treating (ramp, 0 to 650 kW) indicates
that the proportion of metallic impurity to carbon content does not increase: there is good
matthing between the HF antennae and the plasma (Fig. 4).

4. Discussion and conclusions

Soft x~ray and total radiation result from the supperposition of radiative processes involving
many ionization states of different impurity elements. They are very useful in the identification

and quantitative determination of tokamak impurity contents. The confidence level in impurity

studies is greatly improved by doing analysis of the combined three diagnostics: the VUV

spectrometer, the soft x-ray camera and the bolometer array.
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Abstract

We report the first measurements showing improvement in tokamak plasma
confinement obtained after compact toroid (CT) fuelling. CT injection using the CTF
device resulted in more than 20% increase in the particle inventory of TdeV without any
plasma cooling or rapid loss of particles. The energy confinement time increased by
>20%, the radiated power increased approximately in proportion to the electron density
and the edge H(l signal dropped slightly. There was no enhancement in Ml-lD activity.

Introduction:

Control over the density profile in a tokamak fusion reactor is desirable. Peaked
density profiles can reduce the ignition margin for a reactor {1]. Peaking the density
profile can increase the usable bootstrap current and increase the net output of power
producing tokamaks [2]. The pnmary means for deep fuelling of present day tokamaks
is by the injection of frozen deuterium pellets. But this scheme is not expected to
extrapolate favourably for a reactor as pellets are expected to penetrate to only about 10%
(r/a ~ 0.9) from the plasma edge leading to a low burn fraction of about 5%. A
calculation of the bum fraction to the normalized fuel penetration depth shows that the
burn fraction increases approximately linearly with the fuel penetration depth [3]. Other
than representing a waste of fuel, edge fuelling may lead to excessive amounts of tritium
in the fuel cycle and to large amounts of tritium being trapped in the vessel walls. Such
shallow penetration can lead to high edge densities, leading to increased divertor
pumping requirements and possibly limit reactor operation to below the Greenwald limit.
For the lnternational Thermonuclcar Experimental Reactor (lTER), the edge density limit
remains a critical issue, and the recent ASDEX Upgrade results are unfavourable in
regard to H-mode confinement enhancement with density above the Greenwald limit [4].
Injection of large pellets may result in higher core neutral concentrations. On D—Ill-D,
Increasing the core neutral concentration resulted in a decrease of the ll~m0de
confinement enhancement factor [5].

Perkins et al, [6], Parks [7] and Ncweomb [8] proposed the use of spheromak
compact toroid plasmoids for central fuelling of tokamak plasmas. The spheromak is a
compact toroid (CT) plasma configuration with approximately equal toroidal and poloidal
magnetic fields [9]. it can be formed in a magnetized Marshall gun [10] and efficrently
accelerated to high velocities [11]. Central fuelling of a reactor requires injection
velocities in the range of 350 to 800 km/s which can be achieved only by accelerated
CTs. Recent results on CT fuelling of a tokamak [12] showed that it was possible to
non—disruptively fuel a tokamak discharge and to substantially increase the particle
inventory of the discharge. However, in these experiments there was a substantial drop
in thc plasma current, rapid cooling of the central plasma, increased MHD activity and
rapid loss of the injected fuel because of plasma contamination by the CT.
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Experimental results:

We present the first results in which CT fuelling led to an improvement in the

tokamak behaviour. These results were obtained as a result of injection of CT s with

lower impurity content which were generated after extensive elecoode bakeout.

Reduction of impurities was continued by absolutely calibrated carbon 1V line emission

intensity measurements, of the TdeV plasma, which have decreased by more than an

order of magnitude. in addition bolometiic measurements showed, for the early CT

injection data, the radiated power to temporarily cxmed the input ohmic power. This is

no longer the case.

The CfF device [13] was used to inject a CT into the TrieV tokamak (R :—

0.86m, a = 0.25 m, poloidul single null, ohmiczilly heated discharge) operated With a

toroidal field of 1.4 T and a plasma current of mo left and an edge q of 3.8. The line
averaged electron density was in the range of 1.7 to 2.5 x 10!” in3 with a. corresponding

nominal particle inventory of 3 to 5 x 1019 ions. The feedbacl: controlled tokamak gas

injection used to maintain a constant electron density was interrupted 2 ms before CT
injection preventing gas injection for the rest of the discharge. in these experiments a

deuterium Cf was injected into a tokamal; piasrna of the same isotope.

Diagnostic traces for a typical tokamak discharge with central penetration of the

CT are shown in Figure l. The. CT was injected at 802 ms. The central (r/a : (1.1) and

outer (r/a : 0.9) interferometer chords show a first rising density signal front Cf fuelling

indicating central penetration of the C'1‘. The central density stays elevated while the

edge density returns to about the pro-CT injection level indicating a peaking of the
density profile after CT injection, In addition there is no rapid loss of particles. The
main plasma bolometer signal demonstrates the lack of enhanced impurity radiation. The
immediate increase in the central soft x-ray channel further indicates the lack of central

cooling. Global tokamal: parameters such as plasma current and loop voltage are not

perturbed and there is no enhancement in MHD activity following CT injection. The

increase in the C W signal shows injection of carbon impurities, but this is small

compared to earlier experiments. The transient Zeff spike (FWHM ~ 1 ms) is possibly

related to the burn through of low—z impurities. As the C IV signal and the. edge density

return to near the pre-CT injection levels, in about 3 ms. the Zeff settles at a value about

16% higher than before CT injection.

To show the dramatic effect of CT fuelling, we compare the time history of the

total particle inventory for the case of CT fuelling and CT gas valve puff alone. In order

to maintain similar wall recycling conditions, two consecutive discharges were chosen.

The particle inventory is calculated from the seven chord, SMM interferometer array

[14}. As shown in Figure 2, for the gas injection case there is no change during the first

10 ms, after that the rate of rise is similar to that obtained during density ramp-up with

gas valve l‘ccd bacl: control (~1017 particles/mscc). in contrast for the CT fuelling case,

the iriitid increase is about 20 times faster. To fully realize the efficiency of CT fuelling

(defined as the increase in mass of the tokamztk plasma divided by mass contained in the

CT), one has to compare the mass of the CT to the mass of the gas associated with the

gas valve pulse. In general during CT fuelling, the coupling is more than 50% [ill and

42% for this specific case. The coupling is not 100% because in these experimcnls the

CT length is approximately equal to the tokamak minor radius, which means that fucl that

is deposited in the outer flux surfaces. or in the open field line region will not efficiently

couple to the tokamak discharge. However this is not e‘tpected to be a problem for larger

tokamaks as the ratio of CT length [0 tokarnak minor radius is expected to be about 15%

for an ITER class device [15}. For the case of gas valve fuelling, we find the fuel
coupling efficiency to be <6%.

Since CTS are formed in the annulus between metal electrodes, the possibility of

CT contamination by sputtered metal atoms must be considered. To reduce erosron and

sputtering, electrodes on the CTF device are coated wrth tungsten. Because of the low
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electron temperature of these Us (6 to 20 cV), it has been impossible to experimentallyconfirm the tungsten contamination level in the (7'1 through spectroscopic mcasuremenrs
of the CT plasma as the intensity of the observed lines has been very small.
Measurement of multiply ionized tungsten lines requires a plasma temperature of several
hundred cV. Ultimately. the amount of eroded metal atoms that contaminate the tokamak
plasma should be controlled to an acceptable level. By comparing the profiles of
radiated power after Cf injection to that obtained after laser ablation of W targets, the
upper limit to the amount of W concentration in the TdeV plasma is determined to be 2.2
X 105 after CT injection.

in Figure 3 we show the plasma diamagnetic energy and the energy confinement
time calculated from diamaguetic measurements. Immediately after CT injection (at 802
ms) the plasma diarnagnetic energy and the energy confinement time begin to increase
and the HQ signal drops sharply. At approximately 814 ms Ep flattens and TE decreases.
This may be the result of temporary cooling of the edge plasma since this time is
correlated to the time of arrival of unused gas from the C1" formation phase. After about
12 ms this trend reverses and the plasma energy and the energy confinement time both
increase. At 836 ms, both these parameters reach a peak. The diamagnetic energy
content has increased by 38%, and E by 35%. At this time the total particle content in
the discharge is 27% higher than before CT injection. Beyond t = 838 ms, although the
total particle content in the diwharge stays approximately the same both the diamagnetic
energy and ’EE decrease. To fully realize the advantages of CT fuelling the parasitic gas
load to the tokamak must be reduced possibly through the implementation of faster gas
injection valves on the CT fuellcr. The increase in the plasma energy and the energy
confinement time is consistent with the other obsen'ations that show low levels of
tokamak contamination, lack of plasma cooling and absence of any enhancement in Ml-lD
activity following CT injection.

in summary, we have demonstrated the use of CT injection for tokamak fuelling
without adversely affecting the tokaniak plasma parameters. On the contrary, the plasma
energy confinement time improves after CT fuelling Proper injector electrode
conditioning is necessary to minimize the impurity content in the CT. The dominant
impurities are non—metallic; these are not expected to be a problem in a multi pulse
injector in which the injector operating frequency is greater than the impurity monolaycr
formation time [15]. An upper limit on the metallic impurity concentration. in this first
generation device, shows it to be in the range acceptable for reactor fuelling. Measured
fuelling is more than an order of magnitude greater than necessary for a reactor.
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HIBP measurements of the plasma electric potential on T—lO

A.V. Melnikov, NK. Kharchev, L.Gr Zimeleva, LG, Eliseev, V.A. Vershkov,
Institute ofNuclear Fusion, Russian Research Centre 'Kurchatav Institute ” Moscow,

Russia
1.8. Bondarenko, S.M. Khrebtov, Ll, Krupnik, IrS. Nedzeiskij, Yu‘V. Trofimenko,

Inst/lure ofPlasma Physics, National Scientific Centre Wit/PT”, Kharkov, Ukraine,
1. Introduction

The essential role of the electric field on the plasma confinement and equilibrium in the
fusion devices is well recognized now [1} The etTect of the electric field on the behavior of
toroidal plasmas is twofold. The first is the control of some confinement processes by static
electric fields The essential effect of the intrinsic electric field on the plasma confinement
through the E*B drifi was discussed for the stellarators {2]. After discovering of the
improved confinement regimes, the general significance of the static radial electric field in
tokamaks was recognized also [3]. The second is the effect of the electric field fluctuations

g
m

fk
u
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n

‘
t

on the transport processes {4]. The Heavy Ion Beam Probing (HIBP) is the only diagnostic
allowing to investigate both sides of the phenomenon of the plasma electric field. HlBP is
abic to measure as the potential time evolution (oscillations) in every selected point, as the
radial potential profiles in different time interval of discharges, The measurements are
possible both in the plasma edge and in the plasma core of the magnetic confinement
systems [5]. In this report we describe the basic properties of HIBP on T—it) tokamak, and
some results of the plasma potential investigation and the fluctuations of the. plasma
potential, density and poloidal magnetic field.

2. HTBP Diagnostic Set-Up

To study the plasma parameters in T-IO a diagnostic system for plasma probing by a beam
of CsJr ions with energy up to 2l0 keV was developed [6] The specific feature of this
system is the presence ofthe toroidal steering electrostatic plates before the energy analyzer
entrance These plates correct toroidal displacement of the secondary ions, The power
supply provides the measurements during the 5 ms of the correcting pulse flat top every 20
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ms. The calculated detector grid in the midplane of the plasma column is almost horizontal.

It allows to observe the outer plasma area 18-28 cm by the Cs+ beam with the energies

120-160 keV for toroidal magnetic field B = 1.5 T. The spatial resolution of measurements

L = 5-10 mm, temporal resolution was limited by the data acquisition system (the bandwidth

20 kHz).

3. Experimental Results

The measurements on T-lO tokamak (R=150 cm, a=30 cm) were made in the regimes with

the magnetic field B=l.5T, and current I=135-l70 kA, pulse duration up to 600 ms. The

Sharp gas tum-ofi” in 250 ms is associated with the transition to regime with high impurity

confinement (S-B transition [7]). Fig 1 demonstrates the time evolution ot‘rhe main plasma

parameters in this regime. The 350 V difference in t1 and t2 moments with equal density

indicates the dependence of the potential not only from the density, but also to the gas feed,

similar to [6]. The potential increase in the internal (r = 18 cm) regions in comparison with

the phase of the density rump up indicates the increase of iOn confinement (see also Fig.2).

It could be explained by the relaxation of the instability accompanying the gas pod and it

shows the ion nature of this instability.

The pellet injection into the low density plasma leads to the decrease of the plasma

potential for the time of the density increase, Figs 3,4 It corresponds to the known

tendency of the growing up of the negative potential with density [6]. Two lower curves in

Fig 5. confirm it also.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the negative potential well towards minor axis in MHD quiet

regimes. MHD active regimes have the potential well with twice smaller depth. The

difi‘erence in the potential value between of the discharges with and without MHD activity

can reach 400-600 V. in MHD-active regimes electric field is very low. almost zero, where

(1 ~ 2 (19 cm < r < 25 cm). The absolute potential reference was made on the basis of the

absolute calibration of analyzer on the He gas target. Along with the plasma potential, HIBP

is able to measure the plasma density ( the total secondary ion current is proportional to

plasma density Itot 0: n L) and poloidal magnetic field, which produces the ion toroidal

displacement.
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Plasma electric potential, density and magnetic potential oscillations were observed

in the frequency range 1 kHz (Fig. 6), The decrease ot‘the poloidnl field Oscillations lip/8t

and increase ofthe density ones towards the edge coint‘ide with probe measurements [8}

The region ofthe high level poloidal field oscillations coincides with q ~ 2 zone,
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Figure captions

Fig, l. The time ev‘olution ofthc main plasma parametcrs and the electric potential,

Fig.2. The time variation ot‘the potential relative to the value in the pufi" switch-01°F moment

in three radial positions for several discharges.

Fig.3.The the density and potential correlation in the pellet injection. Long, case.

Fig.4.The the density and potential correlation in the pellet injection. Short case.

Fig.5. The potential profiles for the various types ofMl-[D activity.

Fig. 6. Plasma potential, density and poloidal field oscillation (last scaled to 10") profiles.
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5-412 96 Goteborg; Sweden

Introduction

It is well known that the ion temperature gradient (ITG) or iii
mode (ni=[(l/Ti)(dTi/dr)]/[(l/no)(dno/dr)]=Ln/LT, Ln=density
scale length, Ltemperature scale length) has an instability
threshold (mum) around one for density scale lengths of the order
of the magnetic field curvature radius L313. It is the purpose of
the present work to Show, in a basic toroidal gyrokinetic
description assuming isotropic m and no collisions, the existence of
a high m stabilization at m=mup=10 or larger (cf Refs. 2 and 4). The
lowest Tliup is found to occur at wavelengths corresponding to
kgpizzl (kL: perpendicular wavenumber, pi = ion Larmor radius).
It is aiso shown that the density gradient (small Ln) is stabilizing —
lowering the growthrate and the upper m stability threshold.

The T1; modes are assumed to be one of the driving sources for
drift wave turbulence causing anomalous particle and heat
transport5v5. One may expect that an upper m threshold can give
rise to enhanced confinement regimes that do not require
proximity to the edge. One example could be the interior transport
barriers recently observed in all major tokamaks. Equilibria with
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large m can occur e.g. in regions with negative shear7 in

combination with high heating power.

Formulation

We assume a perturbation of the form expfikylxlfijkL-jmt) where

k” and kL are along and perpendicular to the background magnetic

field respectively and an electrostatic electric field E=—V¢ where ct:

is the electrostatic potential. We neglect parallel ion motion

(assuming (ti/ku>>vmi), electron and ion trapping and collisions in

order to concentrate on the main toroidal m mode characteristics.

In a gyrokinetic ion description the ion density response may be

derived from the ion gyrokinetic equation. Assuming a Maxwellian

ion velocity distribution one obtains

5ni_ C¢_ e¢
E—Qf: -1 +1)?

where

mm.i(v2) 1 kivi]
__...._ {Mtdv
m+mDi(v) mg

a n d

22 _ CTg mv 3 .
(u.i(v ) — :34 1+n3[ ZTi 2]][V0n no) X B0] kJ_

- _fl 1 2 z) .
0303(V) — CB?) (2Vi+vll (VBO X B0) kl

no.3 and mm are the ion diamagnetic and the ion magnetic

frequency respectively (magnetic drift 2 VB drift + curvature

drift).

In the regime under consideration athi<<m<<kl|Vthc the electrons

are assumed to be adiabatic. From the parallel equation of motion

for the electrons neglecting electron inertia we then obtain a
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Boltzmann distribution for the electron density, which, assuming
eo/Te<<l, gives Snc/nozeo/Tc. Using now the quasineutrality
condition, 5ne=5ni, the dispersion relation may be written Q:1/I,
where tzTc/Ti.

Results

Fig. 1 shows the upper m stability threshold derived from the
dispersion relation as a function of Er}(€n=2Ln/LB, LB: magnetic
field curvature radius) with bo=kJi2pi2 as a parameter
(pizm/mi/wci: ion Larmor radius). The threshold is strongly
reduced by smaller en. The lowest values occur at bo=l. Fig. 2
shows the Stability thresholds in the m—bo plane with en as a
parameter. We note that the upper threshold goes to infinity as
IUD—>0. As bo>l it is increased again {not shown in the figure). The
lower m threshold is around one in both of the figures.

Fig. 3 shows the normalized frequency and growthrate as a
function of m with be as a parameter. We note that the mode
propagation is in the ion drift direction and that the frequency
increases almost linearly from low values at the lower m threshold
to around 2mg at the upper m threshold.

The formalism requires the wavelength of the mode to be small ”it
compared to relevant background. inhomogeneities. In a linear
study as here we may assume propagation principally in the
poloidal direction, lzkg, and the relevant background scale length
to compare is LB. If the mode is mainly localized to the outer part
of the torus, however, (medium or strong ballooning), where the
directions of LB and B are perpendicular, a restriction on LB may
not be nessecary either. The condition X<<LB is fullfilled by eg. ;
b0=0.25, pi:O.25 cm and LB=300 cm. The formalism also requires ll
the Larmor radius to be smaller than the scale lengths which is ll
fullfilled by e.g. en:0.15 and mzmup=25 (Fig. l).
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I. Introduction

A simple model of the fomiation of the transport barriers at the edge region of a tokamak is
presented. The particle continuity equation with the diffusion coefficient which depends on the

shear of the poloidal F. x B dritt has been solved numerically, Therefore, the paradigm of the

shear suppression [1-3] was applied to the dynamics of the formation of the transport barriers.
The special emphasis was made on the detailed dynamics of L-H and H-L transitions including
the pellet~caused H~mode (PCH mode) [4], [5]. The main experimentally observed typical

features of the barrier formation [2-5] are reproduced by the numerical simulation.

2. Model

Inside the transport banier the diffusion equation has been solved
6)! 6n
*~ —[ Dal )5]: 0 (l)

where x is the dimensionless distance from separatrix xr—(r-aflfip”, pa, ,9 is the poloidal

gyroradius, time t is measured in units (pg, 'OJZV‘D’N'“. The parameter a is proportional to the

shear of radial electric field a ~ldE,-’drl. Electric field is supposed to be neoclassical with the

toroidal rotation damped by the anomalous inertia and viscosity [6]

mm”: £fii__(ljnn+ (l—k)dlnfl. (2)

where k is the numerical coefiicient, deependent on collisionality. This field is observed in the L-

regime, while for the steep density profiles typical for l-l-mode additional equation for electric

field is to be solved [6]. Leaving this for the firture publication we shall focus here on the initial

phase of the barrier formation when Eq.(2) is still an exact one; Assuming that the density

gradient is steeper than the temperature gradient, the diffusion coefficient is governed by the

second derivative a‘zlrm/dr’7 Hence we shall specify

a’dinnl_‘llnn8—l | (3)
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The chosen dependence 0(a) is shown in Fig. 1. The values a, 2 can be estimated from the

comparison of the decorrelation frequency associated with the shear of the rotation with the

diffusion decay [1]. For the modeling we chose (21:05, 513:] and D’M’,Dl’”"":10, The Eq.(l)

has been solved in the region 05 x5 1 with the boundary conditions n(x=0)=1,

ddflxe 1}=F. The point x=0 defines the separatrix and x=1 - the interface of the transport

barrier with the hot core, Fis a given particle flux from the core.

3. Qualitative analysis

For small F stationary profile is determined by D‘”“' , depends linearly on x with gradual slope

Mr) =1~ 11‘0”“. (4)
In Fig. 2 the local flux D(tI)drI/dx is plotted versus dn’dx for the linear profile n(x)=1 efl x at

separatrix e. Since a=fi 2x’(1+,6 xf for linear profile the local particle flux start to decrease

at gradient B= a,” and to increase again at fl=a;’ '1'). The character of the steady state solution

depends on the relation between F and Fm”, If F< PM” than the steady state linear profile

given by Eq.(4) can exist. On the contrary for 15 Fm”) the steady state solution corresponds

to the steep density gradient at the separatrix which can be associated mm the H-mode. The

relation between F and I'm" depends, of course, on the ion temperature and density at the

separatrix. For larger temperatures and smaller densities the value of I'm" is smaller since the

shear suppression is more effective, and it is easier to reach H-regime for the same particle flux

1". if one starts from a linear profile given by Eq,(4), and then owing to additional heating or

density decrease F becomes larger that 11”", the L-H transition must take place. On the

contrary, to obtain H-L transition the particle flux must fall below [”""”.

D ( lrmXto 9 .W
e \
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4. Results of the simulation

To solve numerically Eq.(l) the small artificial viscosity was added. In Figs. 3-6 results for the

initial profile given by Eq.(4) are presented. The initial density gradient was BrzFD‘m‘m with

F: 7.5 >l"""‘“’. The density profiles in Fig 3 and deviations An from initial profile in Fig. 4 are

shown for the moments: 1—t=0 (initial profile), 2a1:0.0005:3-r=0.001‘, 4441005, 544101, 6-

t=0.05, 7-!=0.l, 8—120.5._ Q-r=l, 10~l=4. it is clearly seen that very quickly the (tensity

perturbation near the separatrir-z start to increase while the diffusion coefficient (Fig. 5) and the

particle flux to SOL 170) in Fig. 6 simultaneously statt to decrease, After the fast dif‘r‘usion time

If HAHN“ (for x=1 (fr-0.] ) the ditfusion coefficient is suppressed in the whole transport

barrier and the futher transitott occur with the slow diffusion time !,=x3«D’"""‘ It is interesting

to note that at small times the region of the suppressed dit‘r'usion coefficients propagates even

faster titan according to {7:419m If one starts modeling from the profile 10 it is not

sufiicicnt to make the flux 1‘»C_l""‘““ for l—l-L transition. we can obtain transition for 1:4. 25

which is smaller than PM"), Figs. 7-8. The final steady state profile coincides with Eq.(4).

The possibility of stimulating the L—H transition by the injection of a slow pellet observed in

[4), {5] was modeled, see Figs. 9-10. To the initial profile Eq.(4) which was close to the point

of transition with MW“ (17:15.75) the small 5% density perturbation was added When the

maximum of the perturbation was centered at X"-0.3 it was sufiicient to cause the transition,

Figs 940, Evolution at larger times was similar to Fig 3. The 1% perturbation caused similar

evolution for r103, while for x‘>U.3 no transition was observed—the perturbation just spread

and disappeared owing to ditFusiOii.

Some other ditTerent boundary conditions were employed and will be reported elsewhere.
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Fig. 3. Density evolution during L-H transition,

r= 7. 5 >F"‘"'.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the diffiision coeflicient during

L—H transition. 1': 7.5 >f"”“”.
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Fig, 7. l-l-L transition, density evolution.
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Fig. 9. Pellet-caused L—H transition
r< I‘M”. (I'=6. 75).
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the deviation from the linear

profile Eq. (4) during L—H transition. Fr 7 5 >l""‘".

Fig. 6. Particle fluxes during L-l-l transition.
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Fig. 8. Particle flux during H-L transition
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Fig. 10. Diffusion coefficient during pellet-caused

L-H transition F<[""“’. (r=6. 75,).
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1. Introduction

The issue of cross~field conductivity is important for determining the potential profile in

various magnetic field configurations addressed in the context of fusion research. The interest
is further enhanced by tlte large body of evidence obtained on many tokamaks that the

formation of transport barriers is consistent with the paradigm that increased shear in the Ex};
flow leads to a suppression of plasma turbulence, thereby improving confinement

For a collisionless plasma, the issue of cross~field current in a stochastic magnetic field has

been considered in {12]. The current was assumed to be carried by test electrons, ignoring
restrictions imposed by the ambipolarity constraint.

Here, the cross-field conductivity of a plasma is addressed assuming a braided magnetic field
with a given level of magnetic fluctuations. In contrast to [1,2], the ambipolarity constraint is

employed locally. The current is divergence free throughout the plasma column. This
constraint implies that the parallel electron current arising due to electron flow along a braided l
magnetic field line is short—circuited by ion flow across the field, Since parallel to magnetic l

field electrons are much more mobile than ions at significant ambipolar electric field has to l

arise, thereby suppressing the electron current, Hence the value of the transverse current i

obtained in [ 1,2] is the upper estimate. In reality, (inference is shown to be large. The resulting l

net current averaged over the flux surface is governed by the cross-field conductivity ofions.

This etl'cclive conductivity is caused by the ion viscosity and inertia and becomes large for

small scales typical for magnetic field perturbations. Yet the considerable enhancement of the

transverse current occurs even in regularly perturbed magnetic field. Furthemtore the

transverse current is amplified by stochastic characteristics of the magnetic field,

The resulting averaged cross—field conductivity is shown to be proportional to the squared
magnetic field perturbations. The analysis quantified below corresponds to the calculation of

cross-field conductivity in a tokamak with ergodic limiter, it has also significant reference to
tokamaks and RFP's with a large degree of intrinsic stochasticity. Since the underlying physics "l
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is the same for all toroidally symmetric configurations, we adopt, for simplicity, a slab

geometry, where the unperturbed magnetic field is assumed to be given.

2. Model

A slab geometry is considered with the plasma parameters depending on the x-coordinate

normal to the flux surfaces. The unperturbed magnetic field is given by

ézaa+agme:aa+eupn mm:BJni (n

Here, the y-axis corresponds to the poloidal direction in a tokamak, the z-axis — to the toroidal

one and the x-axis — to the radial one. The unperturbed plasma density and plasma potential are

denoted as nD(x') and (94x), respectively. The magnetic field perturbation is

3’ : 2E; exp(ihf) with R7 << k, Its impact is the most pronounced near the resonance flux

surfaces, where kn(x) = (kyB).(x)+ sz)/ B 7) 0 We shall start from the case when the mean

free ath Kmf <<tl<", so that we solve the fluid e uations [3]:P p u q

avp=ndw3:o,mpmvn2—Vp+lfixm—V-a, <3
. 0

~. — ' .7 _hignm—vwEvrnML—‘vrg (3)
e e

where r, is ion flux, iis current, u is plasma velocity, on is parallel conductivity,

5:318, and 1‘! is the ion viscosity tensor.

3. Transverse current for collisional case Kmkn<<l

In the absence of the transverse transport the solution of the linearized Eqs.(2,3) corresponds

to the constant density, temperature and potential along the magnetic field lines, and to the

zero currents and drift velocities. lInertia and viscosity arise due to the drifts in the perturbed

electric field. Similar effect is produced by the cross-field anomalous diffusion which wash out

density perturbations. and cause particle fluxes [5], Inertia and viscosity result in the transverse

ion currents. Thus, the parallel electron current j” arises to close the circuit, The averaged

transverse electron current is L =< jub‘ >, Substituting the expression for ju from Eq, (3) with

self-consisted electric field one obtains:

. l 1 T: Elnn ftp 5T:
J, :Echbxi onlu(k,,{—e—°—X‘l—§+I.H~IT(kn)—5Ki]}, (4)

k2 "k2 t"_l_< - c e I am m
lnlkll):’%‘;‘—2 1T(kll):f%% up :‘” 3047;] (5)

(ell +01 k‘ x Auk“ +0,a Huh. LL) B Cx nnéx
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where the factors 36,: arise due to the local ambipolarity constraint. in the limit uu —> ()_ When

onkfl << o" k’ (ice, ignoring, the local ambipolan'ty constraint), Eq (4) is similar to the rosuit of

[4} for electron heat conductivity, The contribution to perpendicular conductivity Fm”.

perpendicular viscosity can be calculated according to [3] (r,E :v-Zihkf c2 ./ Bl , where m is

the ion transverse viscosity coefficient {3]. The contribution from inertia term is

clflvlzi-micxfiiliiln/BI, “it=6.ty+ori,r There is also contribution From the parallel

viscosity caused by the parallel fluxes which arises from the wash out of the density

perturbations by the anomalous diffusion. The resulting current is proportional to the density

gradient It was calculated in [5},

The main contribution to the sum over l;i in EqH) is determined by the resonances in EMS)

This iclds values of k ~k for two first terms in E (-1.2 and ~ k for the third one TheY n nn 61 I or

value of k"5 is given by the estimate kn“ : 1/ lo; Maul lo , It yields:

cui _L,DiiT. Elan” _%
L L

a

+1 ‘HQESLETK -(
e 0x or; 7 5x b)

where 05, = 1t- bz ItZG-Eky), 5k}. is the difference between two neighboring k} . Ln.T : hut“. ,

The resulting current depends on the ion cross-field local conductivity From Eq.(6) it follows

that the conductivity is significantly enhanced even in non-stochastic magnetic field, if the

decorrelation occurs due to transverse collisional transport ( it corresponds to 'double

streaming rcgirnc‘ in classification ofenhanced difiusion [6]). lftltc magnetic field is stochastic

(when Kolmngorov‘s length of exponential divergence Li 2 {SKEW kiéflilhzy‘; ::l/(®~ol~:3.) ,

the local transverse transport is amplified due to the exponential divergence of neighboring

magnetic lines. This effect is less important if Lk > L5, in contrast, when Lk < Lu quasilinear

theory is not valid and fractal structure of magnetic field lines has to be taking into account.

The estimate of conductiw'ty in this case can be obtained by method proposed in [4], The result

coincides with (6) if we replace LG by factor ~ 1.k ln(Lu / Lt). If differs from the Rochester-

Rosenbluth result for diffusion of ‘test‘ electrons [6] by logarithmic factor,

4. Transverse current for collisionless case Amkfl >> 1.

Employing the electron kinetic equation in the drift approximation one can obtain for the

Maxwellitui distribution function (f):
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* RE gain—n-°—1——&p°+11x(ku)L-r:‘v 31671;) i“(1(a) fl] (7)
Err 106x "T 2f Ji(l<nvfl-.Llcu.)-vfi.T .

where veg is a frequency of electron phase decorrclation. It is governed by stochastic

. . . w , . . .
processes: for the transverse diffusron v“H E. rnaxIDL kf;{l I (\kfiDLvé) ); tor randomization in

stochastic magnetic lines with the correlation lengthsl y, In it is given byvv“, E v “I +u l The

transverse conductivity in collisionless case is controlled by the ion inertia; the parallel electron

conductivity on : eIn/mcv‘a is determined by vcfl. Similar to the collisional case the transverse

current depends on local ion conductivity. Indeed if magnetic field is stochastic, the current

obtained in [1,2] should be reduced by factor ~ loam/'11) times, The ratio Lq/ I.k is very

small and the value of ln(LG / L1) is about 2-5. It yields that the influence of the local

ambipolan'ty is important.

5. Conclusions:

Here, the cross-field current in a braided magnetic field is addressed. in contrast to [1,2], the

ambipolarity constraint is employed locally. Since electrons are much more mobile than ions at

significant ambipolar electric tic-Id has to arise, thereby suppressing the electron current. Hence

the value of the transverse current obtained in [1,2] is the upper estimate. In reality, difference

is shown to be iarge. The resulting current is governed by the cross-field conductivity of ions.

It is strongly enhanced due to the small scale of the magnetic field perturbations. Yet the

considerable enhancement of the transverse current occurs even in regularly perturbed

magnetic field, Furthermore the transverse current is amplified for stochastic magnetic field.
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Experimental Setup

The experiments considered in this paper were carried Out in single null discharges during

the JET Mark I pumped divertor phase [1] under different plasma conditions. The 4 Hz

sweeping of the strike point at the target plates has allowed the measurement of fluctuation

profiles both in the divertor plasma strike zones and private flux region (PFR) using the target

Langmuir probes.To determine the strike point position at the cfivertor plates we used the
criteria based on the floating
potential sign at the target-

probes and calculations from

equilibrium reconstruction

codes. The position of the

strike point is uncertain by at

least 1cm A poloidal cress

section of the target showing

the JET Mark 1 Langmuir probe

array [2] is shown in flg.1.The

turbulence was characterised by

four probes, two of them (5 ctn

Fig.1. Palot‘dal cross section ofthe divertar target toroidally apart) located in the

showing the Langmuir probe array. The arrows inner strike zone of the divertor

show the probes usedfor fluctuation measurements and other two in the outer zone.

Fluctuation Levels and Turbulence Spectra

Radial profiles of ion saturation current (151”), fluctuation levels of 1531 (lm and lsm/Ism)

and floating potential ((30 in the SOL and PFR are shown in figure 2 for the discharge 34112

[lp=1r6—2.0 MA, 13T:2.6 T, fic~2 x 1019 m’3] during the ohmic phase. Measurements were

taken at the outer divertor target. The 1531 fluctuations rise as the probe approaches the separatrix

from the SOL side and increase even further when the probe is in the PFR, defining the

separatrix as the radius where the floating potential changes sign (vertical line in the figure 2).

The Tsat/Isat is almost constant in the SOL with a value of 5%, increasing up to 15% in the PFR.
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In the SOL region most of the power in the fluctuation spectra is dominated by frequencies

below SOld-lz. Higher frequencies (up to 300kl-lz) become non-negligible in the spectra close to

the separah'ix and in the PFR. In the PFR there exists a low density and temperature (< 10 eV)

plasma, originated by diffusion from the SOL. This plasma presents strong radial gradients in

density and temperature, short connection lengths, and a large variety of atomic processes

which could account for the observed increase in the level of fluctuations.

Pulse No: 34112

PFR SOLé”; Eig 2. Radial profiles of raw

120 data. fluctuation levels and[5
“

ou
r

(m
A) N b O

normalised fluctuations of

ion saturation current, and

lu
l

(m
A)

at
m

LII
O

the mean value of the

E

floating potential for the
: 0

life" 15 MM discharge 34112. Separatrlx
n is defined as the radius

20% 5 where the floating potential

Eg‘ 2 Change: sign (vertical line)

> 2-9] 2'93 295 2-97 2.99 Measurements were taken

Major Radius (m) at the outer divertor plates

In/Out Turbulence Asymmetries

Comparative studies of the turbulence structure in the inner and outer divertor regions have

been carried out under different plasma conditions (Ohmic, L and H) modes. Figures 3a and 3b

show the radial profile of the ion saturation current signals measured at the inner and outer

target plates during sweeping of the strike points in the ELM free H-rnode of the pulse 35457

(tp=2 MA, BT=2.6 T, Hrs x 1019 m-3 and 7 MW of N81 heating). In this case the divertor

electron density and temperatures were in the range nc~l .5 x 1019 rn‘3 and Tc~10-15 eV, at the

strike points, Significant differences between the level of fluctuations measured at the inner and

outer target plates are generally observed at both sides of the separarrix (SOL and PFR), which

are directly observed in the raw data (see figure 3). In the SOL region, fluctuation levels are

systematically higher at the outer divertor plate. As shown in figure Be at the inner side the

normalised level of fluctuations (ism/15m) is 2-3 % in the SOL region and about 15 % in the PFR

close to the separatrix. The fluctuation levels observed at the outer divertor are about 5—10 % in

the SOL and about 25 % in the PFR. The corresponding frequency spectra, for measurements

taken close to the inner«outer strike points in the SOL region, are shown in figure 3d. Note that

the level of high frequency fluctuations, 30-200 kHz, is higher at the outer divertor plate.

Similar results have been found in Ohmic plasmas.
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Curvature driven instabilities could account for the large in»0u! asymmetry obseived in the
SOL turbulence during JET discharges [3]. However it should be noted that curvature driven
instabilities may not explain the observed increase in the level offiuctuations when crossing
the separam'x from the outer SOL into the private flux region.

m. Time evolution of;
a) Isa! at the inner and

3)
b) I”; a: the outer
region. c) frat-”sat at the
inner (continua: line)
and outer divertar (dash

line) and (d) their
334 2-36 2.38 Z.9§#ii§§7¥729742.95 frequency spectra

Major Radius (m) Major Radius (m) calculated at 0cm<R-

[5m
in

ne
r

(m
A

)

[in
ou

ter
(m

A‘
)

SOL PPRi
RS< 1cm. Measurements
were taken in the H-

l A \ -271 -. ‘1) mode phase of the shot
‘ =2 l‘ . .;, ‘3 0.1 \ 35437. Note the Sign

E l \ convention is: the radial
is; ’{3' 00% \«M position is always

a ' I .
L E000! m“ LL“; defined positive when
Li ‘ g" “T . ‘ A | the probe is in the SOL
-l 0 l 2 10 40 100 400 11d "(3 “.v ’h {I ,

R~Rs (cm) Frequency (kHz) u ga‘ a w E" 1"
probe is in [he PFR

Turbulence in Detached Plasmas
I—l-mode detached plasmas have been produced at JET by introducing an impurity into the

divertor to enhance radiation Fluctuation profiles during the H-mode detached phase with
nitrogen seeding have been investigated. The time evolution of plasma parameters for the pulse
34361np=2 MA. BT=2.5 T, E€~5 x 1019m-3 and PNBFII MW] is shown in figure 4.
Measurement of fluctuations were taken after nitrogen gas puffing. in the detached phase. The
radial profile of ism/Isa; is shown in fig.5 for the inner divertor plate. The level of fluctuations in
the plasma strike zone is in the range 10-20% and rises up to 20-30% in the proximity of the
strike point. It is interesting to compare the fluctuation levels in the detached phase with those in
non detached plasmas. As shown in figure 3c the ism/ISM ofa non-detached plasma at the inner
target during the H mode is below 3% (shadow zone in fig. 5) at least a factor 5 smaller than in

the detached phase. The high radiation level of these plasmas could be affecting turbulence
through radiative instabilities and the presence of high neutral densities and low temperatures
during the detachment in the divertor region could also drive instabilities.
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Pulse No: 34351
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...II
.
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i

during the H mode phase. The nominal. ‘41
2,250 2.30:) 23.50

Maj, Radius (m) position of the separatrix is at R=2.36m.

Summary

The turbulence spectra as well as their amplitudes have been found to be sensitive to the

plasma conditions at the IET-divertor region . The results can be summarised as:
-In ohmic shots. the level of fluctuation (ism/153.) is in the range of 5% at the plasma strike
zones with fluctuations dominated by frequencies below 50 kHz. However, this level goes up

to 15 “70 close to the separatrix and in the PFR, with the frequency spectra up to 200 kHz.

-Significant in/out asymmetries in ism/15m and spectral characteristics have been found in ohmic

and H mode regimes. In the SOL region, these levels are higher at the outer divertor plate.

—Flucluation levels in H mode detached plasmas are higher than in non-detached phases.
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I. Introduction
Plasmas with hollow current profiles are obtained in experiments
aiming at "advanced scenarios" in tokamaks with lower hybrid
current drive or off-axis heating. The corresponding q-profiles are
non—monotonic and often have two resonant surfaces of the same
helicity qzm/n with low numbers m,n. In such situations, double as
well as simple tearing modes may be unstable. In this paper we
present numerical investigations of these instabilities and try to
interprete experimental observations made on the tokamaks 'l‘ore
Supra [1.2] and RTPI3]. We use a modular code based on an exact
scalar representation of toroidal MHD [4} which allows to write all
systems of "reduced MHD" equations of various complexity (up to
the full MHD equations) in essentially the same form. Here we
restrict ourselves to Strauss type equations in cylindrical geometry
with perturbations having a single helicity,

Ill inflation of double tearing modes
As a typical example we present the linear and nonlinear features
of the instability of hclicity rn/n : 2 for the hollow current profile
shown in Fig] , In Fig. 2 we show the radial structure of the
perturbed flux in , the perturbed current j , the electric potential <11,
and the vorticity density w of the unstable linear mode m:2, n:|.
The time evolution of the single-helieity solution of the nonlinear
equations has a first period during which the growth is dominated
by the exponential growth of the fundamental mode mz’l, [1:1,
followed by a period of explosive growth of all modes as shown in
Fig. 3 . In the first period two magnetic islands are present and
perturb the current profile of the m:0, n:0 mode as shown in Fig.4.
During the explosive phase the current profile of the m:(), n:()
mode is flattened out over a large portion of the region between the
two q=2 surfaces.
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Similar behaviour can be demonstrated for current profiles havmg

two magnetic surfaces where either q=3 or q:4. Of course, the

linear growth rate and the details of the nonlinear evolution

depend strongly on the particular form of the equilibrium profiles.

lll. Evolution of simple tearing modes

in contrast to the case of the double tearing instability presented in

the preceding Section, the simple tearing modes appearing in the

ease of current profiles having only one rational surface q=mln

withdow m and n usually saturate at a level which may not be

detected in an experiment This may be the reason why certain

discharges with hollow current profiles are found [I] to have no

detectable MHD activity although linear theory predicts instability.
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lV. Sequence of reconnection events in plasmas with hollow
current profiles
ln Tore Supra l2] , sawtooth oscillations of the electron
temperature, located near the surface q=2, have been observed A
m:’_’ magnetic perturbation appears to be accompanied by a m:3
perturbation probably connected with the q:3/2 surface. The two
perturbations rotate initially with different rotation frequencies,
but the two frequencies gradually approach each other and finally
the two perturbations lock shortly before the sawtooth crash. A
numerical simulation of this behaviour requires calculations in
toroidal geometry with equilibrium flow, and will not be treated
here except for some general discussion in Section V below.
In RTP an interesting sauutooth pattern has been observed [3] in
experiments with off-axis heating leading to hollow current
profiles. A sequence of rapid saw-tooth oscillations of the electron
temperature at about half-radius, interrupted periodically by a
larger saw—tooth crash in the plasma center, is interpreted by the
authors|3l in terms of the evolution of the current profile and the
associated q profile We have adopted this point of View and show
in Figs 5 and 6 a possible sequence of situations which may lead to
the observed saw-tooth pattern. The curves labelled (a) correspond
to a situation where there‘is only one rational surface of low m,n

magnum ”‘9“;e
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A simple tearing mode could be unstable but would saturate at a

low amplitude, as we have said above. The off—axis heating then

leads to profiles of the type of the curves labelled (b), for which a

double tearing, mode m/n : 3/] is unstable and leads to a crash of

the temperature in the radial interval between r = 0.3 and r : 0.6 .

A slower evolution leads finally to the situation shown by the

curves labelled (c), where the double tearing mode m/n : 4/1 is

unstable, leading to the large crash which includes the center of the

plasma.
Up to now we have studied only these three situations without

trying to simulate the combined evolution of profiles and

instabilities. More complete calculations are planned.

V. Conclusion
Our calculations indicate that double tearing modes can have

cxplosiye growth and may explain the crash of sawitooth

oscillations, contrary to simple tearing modes which often saturate

at small amplitude. More work including toroidicity and the effects

of plasma rotation is in progress.
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ANALYSIS OF PELLET FUELLING EFFICIENCY FROM THE INTERNATIONAL
PELLET ABLATION DATABASE

A.Géraud, L.R.B aylor *, IPADBASE Collaboration

Association Eurutom-CEA sur la Fusion Controlée.CE Cadarache. 13108 Saint Paul c Durance, France
‘ Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Oak Ridge, TN. USA

INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades. much effort has been devoted to the study of pellet-plasma
interactions. mainly focusing on ablation and transport modification caracterization. These studies
have yielded an extensive validation of a NGS-like scaling law for pellet penetration and a
comprehensive description of PEP modes. Compared with these well documented subjects. the
question of the pellet fuelling efficiency (n=lncrease of the Plasma Content / Pellet Content) has
been by far less addressed. This point is nevertheless of crucial importance since it governs the
performances of pellet injectors required in a reactor to achieve efficient fuelling and isotopic
tailoring with the aim to reduce wall tritium inventory. Some results have already been published
for 'I'ORE SUPRA [l]. ASDEX~U[2], ET [3]. and TFFR [4], but no comprehensive study has
been presented yet. Recently. such a study has become possible using the International Pellet
Ablation Database (iPADBASE [5]). In this paper, the values of the fuelling efficiency T1 over a
sample of =150 pellets from TORE SUPRA. IET. TFTR, T—lO, DID-D is presented and its behavior
with pellet penetration. additionnal power and plasma confinement regime is discussed.

THE INTERNATIONAL PELLET ABLATION DATABASE

iPADBASE was initially intended to furnish experimental data to the different theoretical
ablation models developped in order to predict the penetration and the mass deposition in a next
step tokamak such as ITER. This database has been assembled from pellet injection experimental
data around the world covering a wide range of pellet and plasma characteristics. In the initial
configuration presented in this paper, data from JET, Tore Supra. DIII-D. FTU, TFl‘R. T-lO and
ASDEX—U have been included. It contains pellet parameters such as mass, velocity and penetration

VP Np Bi ne(0) Te(0) l’add
(in/s) 1020 at (MA) (’1‘) iozom-3 (keV) (MW)

1.7—4.3 0.61 1.3- 7 0.2-2.2 0 3.5 (HHNB)

.2 1 1 4.24 1.44.2 0-11 (NB)
4 1.1—1. 0

- .7 0—135
T-lO 0 .2-0. . .7 l- 0
TFTR 1000-2250 14- .6 4. . 7- l( )

ore Supra 600— 0.4—36 .6—2 2.54. . . 0—_.

Table I: Pellet and plasma characteristics range considered in IPADBASE (version 1.0)
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Fig.1: Pellet mass and velocity (a) and plasma electron density and temperature at the end of the ablation process (b).
identified by machine

depth, a description of the magnetic geometry of the plasma. the plasma electron density and
temperature profiles and some characteristics of the additional heating. Table 1 gives the range of
plasma and pellet parameters from the seven machines considered. Pellet parameters are detailed in
Fig.1a and the plasma range is represented in Fig.1b in a TeOtp) versus llC()~p) diagram. where
Tea?) and map) are the values of the temperature and density at the end of the pellet trajectory.

FUELLING EFFICIENCY

Among the available data. the pellet content Np measured by a microwave cavity and the
increase of the plasma content dNe can be extracted to calculate a fuelling efficiency defined as the
ratio 11 = c/Np. This has been done for the machines equipped with a calibrated microwave
cavity: DIII-D, JET, T10, TFI‘R and Tore Supra. The accuracy of such a measurement is typically
i 25% and the error on c can be estimated to be less than i 5% if the time resolution of the
density measurement is high enough to avoid missing the peak density after pellet injection; this is
the case for the selected pellets, with a time resolution between 2 and 24 ms. Such inaccuracy is
large enough to hide any possible general trend for a particular machine with a limited range of
parameters, but by putting together data from the different machines, a better global view can be
expected.
As an exception, a wide range of pellet injection and plasma conditions on Tore Supra is available
and has been used as support of the discussion. This large Tore Supra database is due to having
both a centrifugal pellet injector for repetitive injection at low velocity and a two-stage light gas
gun with different gun barrel diameters allowing pellet velocity in the 3 km/s range. In other
respects pellet injection experiments in lower hybrid (LH) current drive scenarios have shown
significantly modified penetration depths. Intermediate penetration has been obtained by notching
the LH power and firing pellets after a delay corresponding to the slowing down time of the fast
electrons driven by the LH wave [2]. A plot of the Tore Supra fuelling efficiency rt versus the pellet
penetration depth is given in Fig.2. It is shown that the Tore Supra data can be well fitted by an
exponential law if we take into account the uncertainty on the pellet mass measurements. Also
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The gray zone corresponds to the pellet content
0.4 . uncertainty oft 25%.

JHm The notched LII regime. obtained by injecting pellets
T10 Ohm ~ 50 ms after switching off the LH power (IMW),

0.2 Dill-D NB 2.2MW ‘ allowed a partial recovery of the pellet penetration
' TS LH N T8 Ohm depth on Tore Supra relatively to the LH case. Some

TS mad U‘l pellets fired into DllI-D NB heated plasmas at low
00”! ' ' ‘ ' ' ' power(~2MW)havebeenaddedonthecurvo.

0 0 O 2 0 4 0.6 0 8 1 0 1 2
p=L / a

plotted are the data extracted from
EADBASE for ohmic shots from JET and T10 and for weakly NB heated DDT—D plasmas. The
Tom Supra fit remains valid for all these pellet injection experiments.
The same presentation is given in Fig.3 for pellets fired into NB, ICR and LH plasmas, taking again
the Tore Supra pellets as a fitting reference. Although the ICR power on Tore Supra was limited to
BMW for the selected data. the saturation level of the exponential fit is clearly reduced to a value =
0.8. This behavior is confirmed when T] is plotted for JET (NB, 7»ll MW), TFTR (NB. 7—21 MW)
and Dill-D (NB, 2.2-11.5 MW). On DlII-D, except for the shots at low power, pellets were injected
during ELMy H mode regime. Like on Asdex-U [2] where n is similar for L—modc and ELMy H-
mode conditions as soon as pellets reach mid-radius, i] does not seem to be affected by the ELMs
for the pellet penetration considered (p=0.5)_
By making the assumption that the saturation 1 '2 .I, I I I I _
level is a fimction 0f the additonal power per
particle and keeping the characteristic length N
p0 obtained in ohmic regime, all the data 1-0
have been fitted by the expression given in
Fig.4, Considering the inaccuracy in the 0.8
determination of the experimental value of
11. the agreement can be considered as
acceptable for ion heating. In the electron 0-5 "
heating case (LH, 1-3 MW). where the 1.: :7
higher 11 in Fig.3 or 4 are obtained with 3 0.4 _ ,’
MW and high pellet speed, TI does not a;
appear to be reduced with the applied power. . .. ‘- 9

0-2 ‘ ‘3» : JET-NB e "rs-mun .v TS-ICR
,’ H 1'4 Ts-LH '3 DlllD—NB 2.2Mw L

Fig.3: Tl versus normalized penetration depth in JET. / ‘3- DIIID 4-7MW ELM >8MW ELMma, omen NB heated plasmas and in Tore Supra ° ' ° + ‘
LHundICRhearedplnsmns,'Ihedashedcurveisthe 0-0 0‘2 0-4 0-6 °~3 1-0m deduced from Tore Supra data (ICR and LH). P=Lp/ a
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A statistical analysis of the fuelling efficiency It has been undertaken using the wide range of

experiments included in a first version of the International Pellet Ablation Database that we hope to

further extend. This analysis shows some global behaviors :

- An exponential dependence of T] on the penetration depth is deduced mainly from Tore Supra

owing to the availability of data for normalized penetration depth between 0.1 and 0.4. This

experimental observation is not yet understood but investigations on charge exchange losses and

fast outwards transport, observed in particular in J'ET, TI’I‘R and Tore Supra, are in progress.

— A reduction of 1]. already reported for individual machines, is clearly seen when increasing the

power for NB or ICRF heating, i.e. for heating driving fast ions. In the case of electron heating.

although only data from LH additional power limited to 3 MW are available in the database, such a

reduction does not appear so clearly This observation must be confirmed by other electron heating
experiments (LH and ECRH) at higher levels of power and high pellet velocity in order to compare
with ion heating for moderate pellet penetration. This can be done on Tore Supra, where 6 MW of
LH power and pellet velocity in the 4 ll/S range are available.

- The ELM activity does not affect rt for the pellet penetration considered in the present database.

Nevertheless more data concerning this regime should be added for moderate penetration in the
ELM extension zone. The ELM effect could be of crucial importance [2] in a machine like ITER in
which the pellet penetration will be possibly limited to the ELM extension zone.
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